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SAC decides to
pay OUS $1250
By R.D. Malott
Lance News Staff

SAC has approved payment
of fees to the Ontario Union of
Students . The Lance also
received additional funds. These
changes were made at a special
budget meeting held December

8.

•

WHEN THE BOSS IS A WAY then the SAC
Secretary, Renate Stiern, will play his guitar in
his big new office. SAC President Bob Baksi was

in Florida until Tuesday night, on a private
vacation. He came back to find his new office
(and his old guitar) waiting for him.
-Lance pie by Pekar

Bus boycott gains support
By Dave Rutherford
Lance News Staff
The 'bus boycott' sponsored
by the Liberal club has now
been in operation for five days.

Jamaica
•

trip set
More than forty members of
three campus clubs are going to
Jamaica for Study Week, and 15
_p1ore places are available.
"An extended field trip will
be a great educational
experience", Geology Club
President Andy Beneteau
.explained Wednesday.
The Geology group is
organizing the trip. Biology and
Geography club members are
included, but the flight is open
to students who are not
members of any of these groups.
"The man who'll take us is
Dr. Terry Smith of the Geology
Department," Beneteau said.
"He taught for two years at the
University of the West Indies in
Jamaica".
Beneteau explained that the
trip would mix study and
pleasure-"we'll study the
Geology of Jamaica, and enjoy
what the country has to offer,
sun, beaches, skin diving''.
Srody week is Feb. 23-27.
The ~roup will leave on Feb. 20,
and ··return Feb. 28. During
study .week ( also known as slack
week), all classes are cancelled.
Total,cost for the trip will be
$275, t11cluding virtually all
expense~, Beneteau said. A $100
depo.sit"'is required immediately.
Th~_.-- seats will be sold on a
-first-come, first-served basis.
Students
interested in
reserving seats should contact
Beneteau, through the Geology
department.

As of last Wednesday, there were
204 "stickers" and 145 cars
participating, spread evenly
throughout the city. University
students aren't the only drivers
helping the hitch-hikers, several
students have received lifts from
private cars and trucks.
Jonathan Benson, the
principal organizer of the
scheme, stated Wednesday that
there had been no reports of
trouble from any of the female
drivers or hitch-hikers.
The total initial outlay for
the scheme was provided by the
Liberal club. This covered the
cost of stickers, colour cards,
maps, and other necessities. The
money paid by students for the
stickers, etc. will be used to
replace this outlay.
The organizers stated that
they would consider a halt to
the scheme if S. W. & A. bus

company lowered their fares.
They also expressed hope,
however, that the scheme would
continue indefinitely,
independent of the support of
the Liberal club.
Within hours of the beginning
of the campaign, one student
reported receiving five rides in
24 hours. Dean of Arts and
Science Fr. N.J. Ruth gave
several students lifts in the city
Tuesday.
Magistrate Gordon Stewart,
ex-legal council for the S. W. &
A., picked up Paul De Ruyter,
an Arts student, and asked him
where his sticker was. He also
expressed support for the idea.
Benson will set up a booth in
the University Centre again next
Thursday and Friday to receive
sugge!;tions about the operation
of the hitch-hike system.

London gets _counsel
By Ray Marentette
Lance News Staff

English professor Philip London has hired a lawyer to assist in
his attempts to have his teaching contract renewed for next year, it
was disclosed Tuesday.
London, who was denied tenure and a new contract on June 19
of last year, has hired Mayer Lerner, a prominent London area
lawyer, to plead his case to the Faculty council committee on
Promotions and Tenure.
Spokesman for London, Bob McCrae, an English grad student,
said that the Professor intended to appeal his "non-renewal of
contract". The council is made up of Dean of Arts and Sciences
N.J. Ruth, and professors R.J. Doyle and M.N. Vuckovic.
"If this measure fails," said McCrae "then there are two more
appeals that can be made-to the Senate Subcommittee on
Promotion and Tenure, or to the Board of Governors.
The London case started when he was refused tenure and
renewal of contract by the English Dept. Promotion and Tenure
Committee, due to "neglect" and "incompetence". London was
later the subject of the second study-part of the
House-Reynolds-Mccrae Report on University hiring practices.
His supporters, led by his students, intended to put the decision
of the English Dept. Promotion and Tenure Committee to the test
by the entire English council.

OUS 's cost to SAC is $1,250,
based on student enrollment.
This amount will be paid as soon
as OUS officially bills SAC.
The fee was not included in
the original budget for several
reasons. Bob Baksi, SAC
president, explained Wednesday,
"Some council members were
skeptical of OUS (at that time).
There was some fear that OUS
might become super-radical."'
A second consideration was
the financial state of SAC.
"We had hoped to remain a
member for a year without
paying the fees because of the
tight financial situation.
However, it is not as bad as we
first thought." Baksi then went
on to explain that other schools
also had deficits.

Jim Kehoe , OUS president
and former SAC vice-:president,
made a pre-Christmas visit on
campus.
Baksi outlined some of the
projects under consideration by
OUS. "It is the responsibility of
OUS to further st udent
functions in Ontario universities.
The government has conducted
research into future enrollments,
and building programs. But in
this, the students lose the
personal touch, and become
processed, as a stack of lumber.
OUS can attempt to combat this
impersonality."
Other areas of concern are
government loans and the
possibility of limiting student
enrollment.
"OUS will deal with valid
student problems, not
ideology."
Most of the fees are expected
to be paid from the revi>nues
realized from additional
advertising in The Lance. The
Lance's budget was increased to
cover the extra costs involved,
by $3,500.

SAC moves offices

Vanier now open
By Gina Coia
Lance News Staff

Together with the opening of
Vanier Hall this week, new
S.A.C. offices, were opened in
the "New Meeting Room" in the
University Centre.
Offices have been provided
for the President, Vice President,
Finance Commissioner and his
assistant, and the Business
Manager of SAC. Presently Rick
Williams is using the Business
Manager's office until that
position is filled. (see story, p.
16) There is also an area with
desks for the External, Internal,
& Service Commissioners.
A large lounge occupies the
remaining space, where, in
future, all. S.A.C. meetings will
be held. Wayne Yared, Vice
President of S.A.C., stated that
the office "is almost completed
except for a few minor details".
As of today "no bill has been
received for the alterations" and
Yared said he doesn't know who
is handling the costs."
A usually reliable source
indicated that the office of
Student Affairs will foot the bill.
The main floor of Vanier Hall
is now open and in operation.
Yared is very satisfied with the
operations and said "Beaver
Foods are doing a fantastic job.
They are going out of their way
to make the resident students

comfortable. It is working out
quite well with the new facilities
and all the new staff''.
The unfinished area includes
a large snack bar, an Olde
English style tuck shop, a post
office, a large lounge with five or
six sunken "passion pits", and a
large room to contain billiards,
ping pong, and foosball facilities.
There are also six meeting rooms
which have been divided among
campus clubs and organizations,
a faculty area and tunnels
leading from both Laurier and
Macdonald Halls.
In conclusion, Yared stated
"just looking at it, it should take
about one month to complete
but that is just my opinion not a
construction man's".

SAC V-P WAYNE YARED made
space afro.cations for new SAC
offices.
-Bulat
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INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTING

By Score
Why doesn't the bookstore sell.Playboy any more? And why
are the microfilms of Play boy not on the shelves in the library?
Are they cracking down?

We have a number of opportunities for 1970

Q.X.

1

B. Comm's preferably with a major in accounting.
Extensive on-the-job training

Fear not, under no conditions would the bookstore deprive
you of your soul and inspiration. It seems they just can't keep up
with the demand for educational literature like this despite the
ever increasing size of their orders. One theory is that the "rise"
of the Maxi is playing havoc with the local ornithologists.
The Playboy micros are still available but are kept under lock
and key. Library officials are fearful that some horny orni might
abscond with the porno.

is provided by a programme which assures
experience in many of the following areas:

Cost Accounting and Control

***

Budget

What does the Communications dept. use their darkroom for?
Is it open to the students?

Accounting Development

The Comm. Services darkroom performs its functions strictly
for educational purposes, according to Esio Marzotto. They are
capable of photographing books, blowing them up, shrinking
them, making slides, etc. for faculty and students with permission
from the dept. who pay for the materials used which are tax free
for them. Under no condition are students, or anyone for that
matter, allowed to use the darkroom nor do they do work for
private use due to their busy schedule and tax complications
involving their materials. However if you catch them when
they're not too busy, bring your own stuff, talk nice to the man
and offer to pay them for their trouble, you might be turned
down.

Accounting Results

Treasury
Auditing
Our major plants and offices are located in
Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, London, and Belleville.
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
January 14 and ,15, 1970

***

Why is the Bookstore closed so often for inventory? This time
the Bookstore was closed for two weeks, Dec. 22 to Jan. S. Why
does it take so long? I wanted to buy some books during the
holidays.
J.D. 111 Arts

For information and an appointment, please see your
Placement office.

It appears that you were so busy during the holidays studying
that you neglected to notice that it was no ordinary holiday but
the Christmas-New Year's Holiday Complex. Thus, besides being
closed for the regular time it takes to count and list all assorted
vessels of wisdom and knowledge and the other good1es, they also
had to close for several days so their employees could soak up the
holiday spirits and whoreship at the department store of their
choice.

***

Where are the couches which used to be in the hall by the
bookstore? My reserved couch is GONE.
Murray Jones Comm 111
Some of the missing couches may have been moved by the
Foosball Conspiracy to a more suitable location; others had to be
sent away for much needed repairs. Someone had been treating
the couches very mean; (certainly not you we assured them).
Soon they will be returned plus a few new arrivals. If your couch
isn't returned exactly where you want it, you have permission to
move it. May we suggest however, that you instead move your
couch behind the stairs on the bottom floor. The results could be
fascinating.

***

Those people at the library may someday push me to the verge
of irritation.
When a place is open, one assumes that the functions peculiar
to that place are in operation at that time.
A person arriving at the check-out desk later than 15 minutes
before closing time discovers that he cannot check out his
goddamned books; a clerk appears and indicates with a shapely
pink forefinger a sign, the jist of which is that books must be
checked out no later than 1S minutes before closing. This in
effect, pushes the closing time a quarter of an hour per day.
I would suggest that people not only like to walk up and down
a library admiring the books, they also like to check them out,
perhaps to read them; I would suggest further that people should
be able (by virtue of coughing up sufficient tuition to obtain a
student card) to check these books out right at what they have
been led to believe is closing time.
Would you ask these library individuals the reason for this
stupid, offensive sign? If they are not too busy bungling thinp
they may tell you what they consider to be a reason. And if they
do marshall their faculties into something approaching coherent
human speech, and if you understand them, perhaps Score, you
can tell me.
F. Logan
It was almost unnecessary to contact any one before relaying
to you the stand and explanation for this type of action, but we
went to Al Mate, assistant librarian, just to see if he could talk
coherently. He did.
The reason for the early closing time is to allow the staff to
close down the machines and straighten out all their bungles etc.,
so they might also go home at 12. This usually takes fifteen
minutes and some insti~ like McGill close down half an
hour early. At th~rary staff is paid, the university could
not long afford tg.:;ive them 15 minutes overtime.

STAMING

RlfA JIJtltlllfjltJIM
DIRECTED IY

RICHARD LESTER

BASED ON TH£ PLAY IY

•
RAYBROOKS MICHAELCRAWFORD DONALOONNELLY

P1!00UC:£D av

ANN JELLICOE

OSCAR LEWENSTEIN

MUSIC'8Y

WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 14
•

SCIIUNPI.AY iv

CHARLES WOOD

JOHN BARRY
AWOODFALL ALM
A UNITED ARTISTS-LOPERT RELEASE

7:00& 9:00PM

A film society presentation

A!iliii
/'111
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Aid Conferenee
scheduled here

-j

r--

l

l

"AT LEAST THERE'S a little more room, here
in newly-opened Vanier Hall cafeteria" says Joe
Student Diner (left). "If only my buddy had
survived the arctic chill in the weird outside
lineup, I would enjoy my dinner. " The rest of

Vanier will be opened by early March,
construction moguls pledged. These same moguls
promised that the trench (see pie this page)
would be gone by now.
-Lance pie by R.J. Kirkland

Board examines possibilities

Student members maybe
By Tom Egan
Lance News Staff

The Board of Governors of
the University has established a
committee to consider student
participation in its proceedings.
Members of the committee
are Mrs. R.A. Graybiel; W.W.
Bradley; Dr. B.P. Rourke,
Psychology; Father N.J. Ruth,
Dean of Arts and Science; and
C.J. Clark-all of whom are
Board members. Mr. Clark is
serving as chairman.
SAC President Bob Baksi
made the first overture to the
Board about student
representation last spring, after
he assumed office.

Baksi said Wednesday that
there is a "fifty-fifty chance"
that students will be represented
on the Board some time in the
future, with full voting powers,
not just as observers.
The Board is mainly
composed of businessmen and
lawyers, and is the main
financial decision-making body
of the university. He cited the
membership of four faculty,
who are not experienced in
business or legal matters, as
precent for student membership.
He believes that the Board
must be informed of the
opinions "of all segments of the
university community, including

Another resignation

Bassman quits
SAC .Internal Affairs
Commissioner Vince Bassman
has resigned, SAC Vice President
Wayne Yared announced

.-

VINCE RASSMAN, most recent
SAC resignee

Monday.
Bassman told Yared that he
wished to be relieved of his
duties, because he wasn't
fulfilling his obligations in the
post.
The fact that Bas.sman is
engaged to be married in July
may also have been connected
with the resignation, Yare9 said.
Bassman is a fourth year
Commerce student.
Former SAC speaker John
Gunning said Tuesday "it is
unlikely that the position will be
filled by election."
SAC has the power to
appoint a student to fill a vacant·
executive position.
Gunning said that Bassman 's
resignation could have been
provoked by Brian O'Dwyer, a
close friend of Bassman, who
resigned his position of External
Affairs Commissioner last year.
Bassman was unavailable for
comment on the situation .

the students."
"I hope Dr. Leddy and the
Board realize the valuable
contributions students have
made to this university, and
would continue to make, should
they be represented on the
Board."
He said that in many cases he
has received favourable
responses from Board members
regarding the participation of
students in decisions made by
the Board "which affect every
segment of the university
society."
The Board's meetings, as well
as their minutes, are not madf"
public.

By Tom Egan
Lance News Staff
An informal conference on
foreign aid will assemble here
January 17.
Dr. C. Lloyd Brown-John,
organizer of the conference, said
that the conference is "one of
the potentially most exciting
ever held."
"We are certainly aware," he
said, "that we are bringing
together the finest collection of
senior aid administrators ever
accumulated in Canada."
Representatives from foreign
aid agencies will present their
views on international
development at the morning
session of the conference, to be
held in the Assumption lounge
from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Representatives from
aid-receiving countries will give
their views at the afternoon
session, "a trialogue in
development", where a
three-sided debate will take
place among the administrators
and receivers of foreign aid, and
the audience.
The latest participants in the
conference are Stuart Peters,
Co-ordinator of the proposed
Can a dia n International
Development Agency.
Developmental Research Center;
Clyde Sanger of the Ottawa
bureau of the Toronto Globe
and Mail; Jeffrey Jenks,
President of the Peace Corps

Service Organization of Detroit;
and Francis J. Bogdasavich,
Executive Secretary of the
Canadian University Services
Overseas.
Other participants include
Harrison Muyia, Assistant
Professor, Department of
Political Science, Wayne State
University; Dr. Clifton R.
Wharton Jr., newly appointed
President of Michigan State
University; Michigan
Congressman Don Reigle, "a
violent critic of Foreign Aid;"
and Dr. John Hannah, Director
General of the United States
Agency for International
Development.
One of the participants from
the University of Windsor will be
Valence Cheltenham, who
attended University in India and
is now doing his M.A. here ,in
Political Science. He is a citizen
of Barbados.
Brown-John is anxious to
involve as many people as
possible from this university in
the conference. Anyone
interested should contact either
Brown-.John, of the Political
Science Department, or
Professor Bruce E. Burton,
Assistant Professor of Political
Science, Brown-John said.
The conference is being
sponsored by the Windsor
Branch of the Canadian Institute
of International Affairs, and the
Detroit Area Council on World
Affairs.

"Open House'' March 8
By Andy Bradie
Lance News Staff
Plans are already underway for this year's
University Open House, to be held Sunday, March
8.
A committee of about 20 members, being
chaired by Brian Ducharme I Arts, is making
preparation for the affair. The Administration has
given the committee a budget of $1,000 to use for
the program.
Ducharme said Wednesday that one of the
purposes of Open House is to show the public that
students appreciate their contributions to the
University, and are willing to give them some form
of thanks for their financial support.
The Open House will be highlighted by several
exhibitions contributed by the various University
departments. Already about a half of the
departments have pledged displays, which will be

erected at various points throughout the
University.
The Physical Education complex will have a
program of its own, which will probably feature
the fine swimming team and excellent swimming
pool, Ducharme said. The Computer Science
displays have been very popular in the past, he
added.
Bus service will be provided to shuttle the
visitors from the Physical Education building to
the main campus. Refreshments will also be
provided for the anticipated 5 ,OOO visitors, who
will be guided around the University in organized
tours or left to wander to the exhibits on their
own.
There is still a need for more volunteers to aid
in the effort, Ducharme said. Everyone who
participates in the program will be rewarded with a
party following the Open House activities.

•

Admin. issues paper
Ii

The University of Windsor
now has a third newspaper.
Besides The Lance, and the
"underground" paper Aardvark,
the "University of Windsor
Report", printed bi-monthly, is
now in operation.
Information Services boss
Geoff MacGibbon, in charge of
"Report" said Tuesday that the
2000 copies of each four-page
issue are distributed to faculty

members and some students.
Because "Report" is
distributed mainly to faculty
members, it is in no way
competing with The Lance,
MacGibbon said.
The first issues of "Report"
contained interviews,
Administration statements, and
lists of academic papers recently
published by faculty members.

NON-EXISTENT DITCH is still several
non-existent feet deep. In December, Engineering
Services big wheel Tom Ray said that the trench
would be gone by Jan. 4. This week, he said that
it was still open so that electrical connections

could be made. Wed11esday, the electrical
made with a scoop
connections were
shovel. But Ray I
/ e w deadline-about
two weeks more.
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EDITORIAL
You can't eat lunch in the new Meeting Room any more. There
is no New Meeting Room. That area is now the office space for six
student council members, and two employees of Council.
The far wall of the office can be seen from the doorway-unless
it's a foggy day. The office area is large. It's new. The renovations
were made over the Christmas holidays.
As a result of the SAC move, several other student organizations
have been displaced. The Ambassador yearbook lost its private
office-the Central Ad Bureau got a bigger, lockable office. SAC
faculty reps move, three to a room: into tiny offices that used to
belong to SAC executive members. SAC can now hold its meetings
in its own office.
·
Get the idea? SAC looks after itself. A step down for the
yearbook, a Palace of Versailles for the SAC executive, and about
twenty more feet in a corner of The Lance office (formerly the
yearbook's office) for The Lance. The Lance has a staff of about
50.
We call on Student Council to accept the fact that they have
wasted valuable space. One person, Vice President Wayne Yared,
made all of the space allocations, apparently by whim.
SAC should move out of their palace and let service groups, like
publications, Radio U. and the Film Club, have the space that they
need. Council should not bind the mouths of the kine that tread
the grain.
The space allocations that Yared made, and the building of new
offices that took place, reflect a growing trend in student
government.
The trend is toward alienation from the student body, and now
even from other student organizations and groups.
The three biggest wheels on Council, the President, Vice
President, and Finance Commissioner, have their spacious private
offices hidden away in a remote comer of the huge office area,
behind bare and sterile new walls.
Student government is big business. SAC now has (in theory)
two full time employees, a secretary and a business manager, as
well as a full-time President. These people perform tasks that must ,
be done.
But the only thing that has outstripped the growth of SAC is
the growth of SAC executive self-importance. And for a group that
has had at least half-a-dozen resignations this year, SAC thinks
pretty highly of itself, and thinks not at all of the other groups,
clubs, publications, and the students themselves.
.. But then, there is this consideration: that if the abuse be
enormous, nature will rise up, and, claiming her original rights,
overturn a corrupted political system." (Dr. Johnson)
-Brian Kappler
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double-spaced, non-libelous and in good taste. The Lance
reserves the right to edit letters for length and/or good taste.
Pseudonyms
be used if the writer makes his identity known
to the edit·ca~~.....
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•

Christmas 1n Marseilles

by Phil McAiney
Bonjour mes amis! I hope this
article reaches you before the
Christmas break, which is an
administrative sanction for what
many students have been doing
since September. Namely
nothing.
As of this writing, 2nd
December, the University
d'Aix-Marseille has been closed
down four times by student
strikes. I haven't even had a
chance to formally tmrol yet!
Thank the gods I have a
restaurant card for the cheap
meals. Tonight, about 800
students paraded through these
narrow, cobble-stoned streets
chanting for the liberty of two
who are serving jail sentences for
"frappe les flies" or knocking
the police on the head. Thirty
days for one ond sixty for the
other. Fines of $100.00 for
both. That hurts in any
language.
The high buildings along the
streets serve to echo the chants
and nailed boot marching of the
army to a frightening degree.
Ghosts of 1789 seem to invade
my shuttered room and say
"Aha! A typewriter! A
bourgeoisie!" and to show the
internationalism of their
readings, "Off with his head!"
from Carol's Wonderland. Very
spooky indeed.
One thing about the political
ferment of this town is the
constant appearance of rifled
and sub-machine gunned police
with each advertised
demonstration, which is usually
twice a week. You know that
the town is virtually surrounded
and you see perhaps ten flies in a
store awaiting instructions, and
you sense that if anything does
break out, all the police will see
is students running like hell in
no particular direction, and you
know that it will include
yourself, and so the possibility
of a lead-lined cape on the skull
clistills any peace you seek to
build to a frightening degree.
At meal time the students are
animals. They push and kick
each other to eat first and have
no care whether you're foreign
or French, male or female. They
consider it "bourgeoise" to wait
politely. If they have to defend
themselves against being what

they detest in Robespierre
fashion, then the game's over. As
much as France holds Maoist
Rallies, and plaster posters of
great revolutionaries all over the
buildings, it does not alter the
fact that this is almost 1970, and
France does not have millions of
starving peasants ruled by feudal
lords.
In other words, the tools of
China's revolt work very well for
they were forged by Chinese
hands, but to bring about what
the French desire, they must use
their own tools. Carrying
Chairman Mao's Quotations is all
very well and fine, but it has
very little to do with University
reform in France. And until the
students learn this lesson, I feel
that more than "flies" will be
"frapped" and more than chants
will be heard in the streets.
It came to a head last year in
May and June, and the extent to
which it spread gave evidence to
the roots of the struggle; doctors
supported the students, even the
Army at one point were
considering whether or not to
join, and as remote a place as the
Cannes Film Festival was
unprecedently interrupted and
cancelled, when Geraldine
Chaplin and others ripped the
screen to show their solidarity
with the events going on in Paris.
Charles de Gaulle took this
opportunity to travel, giving his
version of how serious he took
the events.
This year Mr. de Gaulle is on
a more lengthened vacation, but
the dissent remains. One fears
that the "second" part of the
Revolution will be more extreme
than last year, since moderates
have no stand, and radicals too
easily point to the requests gone
unanswered. "Is it the thunder
in the distance you fear. .."
0 n a lighter vein, The
Graduate is playing here (Le
Laurate) and I went twice-once
in English with French sub-titles,
and once in dubbed-in French.
The ubiquitous humour of

Hoff man reaches all. The
sub-titles were a riot to read. In
the scene where Hoffman is
floating in the pool and his Dad
asks him since he doesn't know
what he's going to be doing with
his future, "just what in the hell
those 4 yrs. of College were for"
to which Dustin replies "Ya got
me," which is not hilarious in
itself, but the translation in the
sub-title of Hoffman's reply was
"Tu as raison," or, "you have
reason." Thus there were many
more laughs with this version
than the French or even the
complete English one I viewed in
Windsor.
I went to an Optometrist's to
get some new glasses and when
he found out I was
~anadian-which was obvious
when he said "Sa va?" (How are
you) and I just smiled and said ,
"Oh yes, sure." He invited me to
dinner with his family. The
house was unbelievable. It was a
Governor's mansion built in
1667 and their "house"
comprised the kitchen area,
which included three fireplaces,
and of course the original
framing or shape on the walls
and ceiling etc. All the walls
we re covered in a mosaic
tapestry and small statues had
lights underneath to catch the
fu 11 n e s s of their aesthetic
pleasure.
The meal was delicious,
consisting of seven servings, and
three varieties of wine, and was
followed by imported cigars and
an ''apertiP'. This took four
wonderful hours ·and was graced
by the delightful conversation of
his two young daughters who,
albeit still in High School,
possessed more charm and
manner than most University
equals.
If I may give an example: we
were talking about the American
School that is in Aix and why I
avoided it so strenuously, due to
the inane comments of those
who went to it-all one needs is
Continued on Page S

Thi, Week We Gi11e Thank,,
OLord, That
Cliff Prangley has been absent for a week (and the Finance
Commission has never operated more smoothly}.
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Phil describes life
Continued from Page 4
to talk for hours, trapped by
topics on who their sister is
going out with back in
Sacramento and how everyone
has a tape deck in their cars on
the coast etc. to be properly
warned of where not to
venture- and this 15 yr. old girl
said "Yes, I've found that many
girls from America who are here
talk about their clothes or who
they are going to a cafe with,
and this is perhaps proper for
vacation time, but not all year I
think no." How can you not
,..., love such wisdom? I spend my
time plotting a return.
The weather is rather cold
now and the nights are below
freezing. Yet it is a pleasant,
clean cold, for no winds blow,
and no snow falls to
conglomerate in small,
subversive patches to catch you
una wares and ungracefully
..-. throw you to the ground, many
times landing forcefully on your
hippy.
There is a
Christmas-New Year's trip
offered by the student union: 15
days of skiing in the Alps near
Grenoble, home of last year's
Winter Olympics, plus meals,
plus ski equipment, plus lessons,
all for 60 dollars. Or for the
same price you can fly round
trip to London.
The multitudinous shops here
re-decorate their windows with
beautiful artistic flair every
week, thus making a habitual
walking down a street always a
pleasant experience. Nothing has
appeared in the way of
Christmas yet, and I have no
doubt it will far exceed my

s
s

'

expectations. I have never seen
so many people with such
artistic taste before. Even
something as plain as a woman's
lipstick display will ha".e perhaps
an 18th century mandolin and a
similarly aged volume of poetry
incorporated within the display.
Quite a few students take at
least one of their undergraduate
summer vacations in North
America so being a student from
there is no novelty . Perhaps the
most intriguing remark made

•

1n

a French university

about Canada was by a fleeting
English girl who said she
wouldn't wish her children to be
born in Canada for they would
"grow up too fast". I was so
complexed by this statement
that she was gone before I could
ask her to elaborate further. And
perhaps I had better go before I
elaborate further on what is
easily becoming the most
memorable trip of my life. May I
take this space to wish all of you
a Christmas apart from the

close friend, when December
nights are still and perfumed
with carols and greetings of good
will. For both I wish them the
resolution to spend for once a
most spiritual time of the year
( and I use this in its broadest
sense) "far from the madding'
crowd" and if it cannot be done,
to spread the word that the
crowd is not half so mad to
those who would break bread
with them that crowd.

STUDENTS

ATTENTION
LAW SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

10%' OFF

NEW ADMISSION REQUIREMENT
Law schools at The University of Western Ontario, the
of Toronto, Osgoode Hall, York University, the
of Windsor, and Queen's University will require all

University
University
applicants
Admission

others- one of experimentation,
discovery, and fulfillment. And
to those who return to
someone-renewal. I wish the
girls a large, crystal glass of
French wine, watching waves of
firelight in both the glass and the
wine. For the men I wish the
heaviest snow to fall where your
Christmas steps lead you, so that
nature herself will slow your
pace and help you to see that
beauty, and thus truth, can be
found in being alone, or with a

for the year 1970-71 to take the Law School
Test.

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO CHOOSE
FROM OUR GREAT COLLECTION OF
BACK TO COLLEGE FASHIONS PLUS SAVE! AT THE SAME TIME

The test will be given at most Ontario university campuses
and in major Canadian cities on the following dates in 1970:

RENTALS

February 14, 1970, April 11, 1970, May 16, 1970 and July

25, 1970. Since many schools commence selecting first year
students in the spring, candidates for admission to next year's
classes are advised to take the test no later than May 16 if not
in February.

We offer complete rental

The test originates from Educational Testing Services,
Princeton, New Jersey, and is administered through-out the
United States and Canada. The Ontario schools have adopted
the test as a result of the growing number of applicants in
recent years. The purpose of the test is to provide the schools
with additional information upon which admissions decisions
can be made.
Application forms and further information can be
obtained from the admissions office of any of the above five
law schools or by writing directly to Educational Testing
Services, Princeton 08540, New Jersey, U.S. A.

man who wants to look

service, everything for the

just right. Price S12.SO.

253-0800

JOE STILLER

OPEN FRIDAYS TILL 9 P.M.

you'll geti life
fori1i

C

Your career is a lifetime proposition. And we figure
if you have to work, you should work at something
you'll enjoy.

s

Improve the odds when choosing a career by
learning more about yourself.
STEP ONE:
Take inventory of your real interests and abilities.
STEP TWO:
Calculate your chances of success.
How? By completing the Biographical Inventory
Blank (BIB) . . . . a multiple-choice inventory of
auto-biographical questions. There are over 500
items to answer and there is no time limit for
completion. All of the questions in the BIB relate to
your own past experience. The BIB is based on the
psychological fact that people will tend to act in
the future as they have acted in the past. Thus, your
past behavior can be related to that of persons who
have done well in certain fields or occupations.
Your BIB responses will be recorded and assessed
with techniques developed during thirty years of
intensive research, financed mainly by various
government departments. This continuous research
was initiated during WW II with recent applications
by NASA and the Peace Corps.

Now you can benefit from this past research
.when you're choosing your career.
Career Assessment Ltd. will find out what your
thing is and where you can do it, too. We'll give
you:
1. A confidential counselling resume of your
results on the BIB.
2. Occupationally-oriented assistance for those
who desire additional job exposure.
The Biographical Inventory Blank will tell you more
about yourself, and the fields in which your interests
will best fit your abilities. Then, your career
decision will be made that much easier.
Make sure your career is your thing .... it's a life
sentence.
Watch this newspaper for further details on the
Biographical Inventory Blank.

EtnCRAEEHCflAEEH C'1REER
3f:1E~Tf1SSESSf;1Er.-fT '1SSESSfaE~
~lEULJr;UTEUUr:l~TEU Ufa~TE[)
51 PRINCE ARTHUR AVENUE
TORONTO, ONTARIO
(416) 964-7721, 964-7725
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The Student Centre
with
Western Ontario's Largest
Selection of Trimmings

leditors
Student suggests

246 Ouellette Avenue

Acros., From Coles

RUDY'S
BARBER SALON
SPECIALIST IN MEN'S HAIRSTYLING,
MEN'S HAIR PIECES, SCALP TREATMENT,
NOT SURE?

& LADIES' HAIRCUITING

SEE RUDY
Drop in and SN Rudy and RiGk to-day.

2846 UNIVERSITY AVE., W. - Under the Bridl9
Convenient to Staff & Students

u,heelchair ra111ps
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
University officials recently
considered the use of a sizable
amount of money for an
unnecessary and unwanted
curling rink. This was beaten
down only after much
indignation.
When will they entertain the
idea of installing useful and
needed items such as ramps?
Dillon Hall, University Center,
etc. are practically inaccessible
to wheel-chairs and people on
crutches. This is a correctible
situation.
Also, will future projects
embrace this feature? The
relatively new Biology building
did not. Why not?
A student

The privileges of
the ruling class
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I can hardly tell you how
gratifying it is to the average
student to find out that his club
budget has been drastically cut,
and then, upon entering SAC
offices, find out that they have a
new set of green phones.
Club member

I) o
Sunday Only

7:00 & 9:00 P.M.
Ambassador Audit.
Dramatic Film Society
Presentation

fJ
North£Jrn El£Jcfric
COMPANY LIMITED

ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
INDUSTRIAL
Canada's largest manufacturer
of telecommunications equipment
will be holding interviews
at

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
January 14 and 15, 1970
Principal plants, offices
and laboratories are in
Montreal, Toronto, London,

~.

Belleville, and

• I

Ottawa.
For information and an appointment, see
_ .. .lil..\11r

Placement Office.

Ca ,uuLi"" s o u.· 11
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Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Since 1947, this great
Dominion which we call Canada,
has
shrunk
from
the
second-largest country in the
world, to the largest unofficial
territory of the United States of
America. Take a good look
around you and try to feel any
sense of being Canadian. It's
almost impossible. In fact, if you
can tell me of anything which
belongs totally to Canadians,
even the soil itself, you are
either wrong or you are very
good at looking for minute
things shoved up north
somewhere.
You 're certainly not going to
find anything Canadian around
here; maybe in Toronto and
points east. Like the CBC. But
remember still that even though
the CBC is the only artificial
barrier between us and the U.S.,
there are bound to be American
bucks floating around it
somewhere.
In Montreal, recently, the
screws were put to the CBC for
having separatist leanings in their
French Network broadcasts.
They were warned about being
too French Canadian. Once
again, the American voice
triumphs over Canada's news
media. The American influence
in Montreal has been greatly
shaken with the "threat" of
separatism. So to prevent the
total loss of the Almighty
Yankee Dollar, and her

industrial interests, the
Americans, indirectly through
their puppets in Parliament in

Address letters to Editors. The Lance. U, of W.
The Lance rnerves the right to edit letters for
length. It pays to be concise. Those typed,
double-spaced get priority. For legal reasons. no
unsigned letters may be published. A
pseudonym may be used. however. provided
that you have a good reason and Identify
yourself to the editors.

Ottawa, put the CBC
radioCanada back in its
place-no place.
If something doesn't happen
soon to get Canada back for
Canadians, we may wind up
getting screwed in the ears as
we've done to the Indians. Have
you ever thought of a
reservation for Canadians? It
may not go quite that far, but
I'd hate to have to admit that I
went to Canada to escape the
draft, only to find that Canada
no longer exists.
Welcome to the fifty-first
state of the Union of the United
States of America.
sincerely bitter,
N. C. Hazen, esq.

aud ,lf,feuds U.evort
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Your issue of November 21
has come into my hands. May I
comment on the two letters
from English Department staff.
The one from G. V. Aschenbach
is the usual trash from the
arrogant non.Canadian who feels
himself so much with power that
he can ridicule one of the most
serious problems in Canadian life
today. Canadians are beginning
to become unhappy about the
"Chocolate Chip Cookie" minds
of people like Aschenbach. I
predict that if people like him
don't become serious about
Canadian problems, Canadians
will teach them seriousness.
And good old Eugene
McNamara, American citizen,
guest in Canada, returns to the
attack upon Canadians in a way
that I can only describe as
imperialist. He talks about the
"undisciplined use of the loaded
terms 'Canadian' and
'American'." But a Canadian is a
person with Canadian
citizenship. And an American is
a person with U.S. citizenship. It
is Mr. McNamara who is
undisciplined. He wants to have
all the good things of Canadian
society. He wants even to call
himself a Canadian when he feels
like it. But he wants to keep
U.S. citizenship.
Speaking of the writers of the
Windsor Special Study, he says
"Their criteria left out some six
people who would be classified
as Canadian by most objective
observers. . . ." But that is
wrong. One is not a Canadian
because objective observers
THINK one is.
Mr. McNamara has been in
Canada eleven years. He has, as
he said to me on the telephone,
"agonized" about citizenship.
He has rejected Canadian
citizenship in order to keep U.S.
citizenship. Mr. McNamara is an
American. Period.
That he should then attack
Canadian graduate students for
being unclear and undisciplined
is nothing short of fraudulent
thinking. When he goes on to say
things about "our national
literature" "our literature" as he
does in his letter, speaking of
Canadian literature, he is being a
classical imperialist.
An American citizen who has
rejected Canadian citizenship,
who has opted to owe his
ultimate loyalty to the United

States, who speaks of "our
national literature" when
speaking of Canadian literature
is saying, in effect, that
American citizens in Canada
"have" American literature and
Canadian literature. But that is
precisely the way the British
spoke fifty years ago. There was
the ''home" literature and the
literatures of the colonies.
Mr. McNamara would plead
some special case for himself. He
told me on the telephone that he
considers himself a Canadian
poet. What a laugh. I don't. But
let us go to an authority, and in
literature. Pelham Edgar, writing
in the Cambridge History of
English Literature in 1916,
talked about just such
transitional animals as Mr.
McNamara claims himself to be.
Edgar writes the following:
The criterion in
these doubtful cases
must surely be an
identification with
the interests of the
country so complete
that a Canadian
character is stamped
upon the work, or in
default of that, a
commanding
influence exercised
by the author upon
the development of
the country's
literature.
Well, let's not talk about Mr.
McNamara's poetry. But let's
talk about his identification with
the interests of the country. He
has said that the issue being
written about from coast to
coast, investigated at all levels of
Canadian life, debated in the
legislative assemblies and the
House of Commons, just
entering its second hot year,
"the issue of Americanization is
"bogus" and invalid at this
time."
Mr. McNamara is reacting as
an American imperialist. Look
after U.S. interests. Keep the
colonial wogs down. Keep the
doors open for takeover. And all
the time you are doing it, call
yourself a Canadian poet and
attack people who discuss the
significance of citizenship. I
understand Mr. McNamara's
next book will be called, "I was
a Canadian poet for the CJ.A."
Yours truly,
Robin Mathews
Carleton University
OTTAWA

The privileges
of the ruling class
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
When I went upstairs in the
centre today (Monday) to have
lunch, I found that there was no
goddam lunchroom any more.
When I asked the girl what
the great big office was for, she
said it was Student Council. It
looks more like a B-25 hangar to
me. Are they going to buy a
plane?
Grotto Claustrophobic

/

•

CAESAREAN SECTION

JC
COPPER CLIFF SMELTER
- 2 AM. 4TH JUNE/69
Time here often goes by painfully
When like tonight my task is repetitious
And requiring of little thought.
It's not that i can't suffer it
Rather it is from want through having long ago understood
The value of a moment
That to count the seconds here becomes
An eternity of little meaning.
This day with thanks to you is different
The night isn't long enough to dwindle the fire in me
That recalls the way i saw you sit down gently,
Slowly on my bed, even before
I had awakened fully
That my head had ended its assent
In a pleasant transition from one dream in my mind
To another more real, more beautiful.
In less than seconds split in quarters
I was aware of you
Perhaps because unknowingly i'd hoped
That you would be there
When i'd waken
And when it happened it was too beautifu I
Even to marvel at. But did i have the time to?
It was all that i could do
To open my Being to all the good there was
Of all there was to be aware of
t guess i am in love with you.

I 'II remember well forever
The way you looked at me
The concern in sadness on your face
Over some frivolous, momentary grief
Making itself deep and significant by choosing
To occupy itself with you.
I try never to ask WHAT it is that saddens you
What matters more is THAT it does
That if it had been meant that i should'share your secret
in any other way but tHAT
That if you thought you needed help
never just occasion to complain
I would have heard you softly call my name
To halve afflictions
You have that depth of beauty.
There was something indifferent in that sadness too
Which sanctioned the slow pulse beat In your neck
So warm and alive
Against fingers that were cold from having just existed.
Pretty in the twilight colours of early evening
And the silences of niS,,t fall
Were the ruffles of your dress
A feeling of warm comfort i remember in me
heavy touch of your woolen sweater

wai$tli°'

My hands are green with phisohex
My mask ison
My gown well-tied
In the antiseptic room
The patient sleeps
Sectioned, as a magic act,
Tween towels at the head and feet
Only the distended belly
Naked waits my skilful touch
With a No. 12 scalpel I carve
A vertical line
From umbilicus to mons
A scarlet path beads up
Then trickles drunken
Down the trembling sides
I cut through viscera, fatty tissue
Muscle, connective fibres
Tying off bleeders as I
Splice artistically the three uterine layers
Which a medium balfour holds
Chasm-wide
I'm going for it now
That which lies blue-curled
And vermiform
Within the pear-shaped sphere
I turn its head face-up
Then grip it firmly by the ankles
And lift it high
To let the silver threads of mucous drain
Spontaneously it cries
And I congratulate myself
On a healthy baby poem.

MY LIFE ... IS PROGRESSIVE

Plam!
your heart undilates as you listen
vinegar, acid tones
lights pouncing
you see beyond
pupils dilating, then retracting
you know what they are doing
analysis
they're doing too much
you hear too much
you close your eyes
your body is dipped in an astringent
reality
snake-like cords attached to long-necked Gods
hanging in front of silver and beUs
bass, lead, the singer
writhing
hands fu 11 of steel
he speaks softly
his message thumps
they burst
you burst
1'm feminine.
I feel that I am part of this, but I am not.

Rashly gesturing
I ordered the death of my
beloved beard
and after
beheld
no Guru depth
just another buffed
bubbled-gum
boy stare

Phil McAiney

staring purple
into
the sky,
which eventually
turned
violet.

Louise Tigwell

LE DEJEUNER SUR L'HERDE
I eat this peach
remembering
how we used to have our lunch
in the park
near a child in the sandbox
and he,
having found a popsicle stick
intently probes.

THE SIRENS

They who themselves listen.
For within us, imprisoned there, in grief,
Liked aged children.
Who sing their bones in us.

David Rosenfield

Ellie Grute

WHIFE
Dr. Susan Van Kuren
when you remove
the shroud of your

sunglasses and
fill the skye with
light, your brown

planet eyes and
the stars in your
fine blue face
brighten the
totality of my
feebleworthy
infrau niverse
shedding your
clothes enables
the foliage of
your body to
bloom amidst
our squirming
bedsheets and your
skin glows like
an adolescent sun
then my gapped
thinkspan nerves
shortcircuit into
you - arcing
sparking eh ildren

His devotion
is a harmonic
to mine.
I bite a peach
wishing it were your arm
which so carefully hovers
sets out things
unwraps
arranges
you are a picture
of domesticity
which I would love
to disarrange
stretch you out
one hip in the grapes
your feet entwined
in the white picnic cloth
which would flap surrender
in the wind
the waxed paper whispering
under your backSilent
I eat the peach
thinking of these things

Eugene McNamara

END

Waiter's whip slashes you
An' your half broken
0 but seven miles more
Face cracked and bitten
You 'II need a shelter
soon
May be after the next
mire J;
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A pretty waistline
Cha -

that was low and I

(
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I like well the way you were not tar from me
So t
i could take time o fr., talking-

Wayne Mamer

When compassion for a lonely world
Because of all i have
Compelled it of meTo experience Presence of someone that i like
Not just the pressure and weight which i do lo~e
But also the sensation of Being, of Intelligence
The Presence of grace, and of a Mind
The Reality of your awareness seeing me
No verbalizing; little motion
Only sensitivities communicating quietly and consciously,
Expanding truth by reading the activity
Of one another's eyes.
And all night long i shan't forget
Above all things else a "thank you"
For my being there.
••• i guess that was enough to help you through your night.

The chip-toothed
leathered raven
next door room
occasions
small-boy whines
from child eyes
of altar boys
and illusions
communion

Perhaps i too lacked something, u nawares
Before you sat beside me earlier this night
I share your comfort now
And so it is that for the moment
Nothing will touch me
I will not let myself come down
On paper towels it is with "thanks" that i, now, tell you this
In ways, at times, i do not like the ground.

Phil McAiney

PHOTO - BY GARNETT DUPUIS

7:40 AM
I have been a slave tonight
A blackman in an ugly world of white hero's
I am nothing of myself
But my lady gives me luster
And my task has felt important
And within myself i own the world ...
... And I am very happy!

THREE FRIENDS
TVs
I think that I shall never see
Much art or science on TV;
TV whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the Greedy Sponsor's breast.
Such poems are writ by fools like me;
For even fools tire of TV.

Guy Delaire

A QUEEN IN REVIEW
Lawrence La Fave

She possessed
In her eyes
A prism of words.
In her hands
She imprisoned
A soldier of light.
And at night
She slept on a dream
She had given
To a priest
At her birth
For safe keeping.
Without gifts,
A queen of essence,
A queen of metaphor,
She was as
Perishable as
Love.

FORMULA
a union of anarchists
organized Chaos Day
planning all the students
in all the schools to inquire
''Why?" to every pedagogical statement
til all the professors were exposed
so that by 6 o'clock the whole
educational structure dissolved
and everybody gleaned the streets
animal-hungry
and honestly unemployed

Greg Laforest

ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
People who believe only
what they see in print
are making a God
(defined by belief)
out of bits of paper.
Strike a match and
set alight some quite
absurd research article
to see what happens.

I have the most peculiar notion
That genius thrives upon emotion;
The intellect, the mind, and such
Without emotion can't do much;
For these three friends together thrive:
Emotion, Intellect, and Drive;
And he who tears these three asunder,
Commits a catastrophic blunder!

Lawrence La Fave

People who believe
devoutly that all
printed research is true
will be quite upset.
THOU SWINGING LIGHT

The Beatnik is a Guiding Light
Who helps the Squares at sea;
And also shows the Hips in flight
The safest orb on which to be!

0 Beatnik Dad thou Swinging Light!
Thou shines that all may see!
Like Buddhahood! Like Way of Zen!
Like Truth we dig through thee!

This is the revenge
of the fire-god. Any
simple pagan deity
will upset pagans.
There may actually be
a God who observes.

John Grube

II

Two parallel lines each other greet,
And vow that they shall one day meet.
What more pathetic, Heaven above,
Than parallel lines which fall in love!
Yet they shall meet, most definitely!
In that far land, Infinity;
And when they do, lest they forget;
Riemann's the man they owe their debt.

May be after the next
mile }J
But then you may brake
Has the sight left your eyes
or is h: just temporary?
An your hands are warm
or are they back a few miles
You can't hear the wind anymore
or the squelching snow
Your mouth locked tight shut
(just to spit once)
Your sojourn has lost its meaning
mind to clouded to function
Fell down.
Huddle for a moment but keep
thinking
or you 'II pass.
The whip has lessened or is it the feeling
of it
On one knee now, now none and then
down again
just·a little rest?
Are your eyes closed
Keep your limbs moving
Not too long or you 'II be
alright
One elbow now, now both, a shove
upright, your balance or you 'II
down again
Maybe ten or fifteen feet this time
A dark spot in the white haze
Not too fast-you'll down again
Keep a pace, count your steps
Your eyes are your fools
Breathe
Now clean the ice from your nose
Lock the knees on each step.
what's it all for?
what's the worth?
why enter, where you must leave,l
an' take nothin' with you
not even thoughts
its cruel and bitter
cold and barren,
an your time is spent
in preparation for it.
an' suicide is illegal?
illegal for who-not you
you are one, separate, alone, bleak
exiled.
an' yet you are, why?
'cause you've seen too much
or not enough?
is the soul the deceiver?
is the soul?
why me, I and not my maker
but then I must be for who would
make me thus.
if so then unmake me
or i will
the worth, the reason, the intellect
have abandoned.
insanity-the final end?
Then I will leave aware before
the Deceiver takes root.

L,r1wrence La Fave

TOM EGAN

David Reid
Lawrence La Fave
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LONE

Frost on the pumpkin,
warm sweaters on the now crisp mornings,
.,
Ruddy-faced children raking the crimson boulevards
Red taffy apples and sticky popcorn balls.
'
how sad

3:30

EVERYDAY

It now occurs to me that I've no-one with whom to
share these golden moments.
An the summer's

My path is narrow
while yours is green.
And in between, a no man's iand
where your thoughts
and my hopes find no common ground.

Howie Lauzon

sun; the autumn's
dusk; an winter's
cold; came softly

Always in sight and sound of one another,
we walk, waiting for the meeting of our ways.
Could not my love and your freedom
be one?

down upon us.
An we
touched the fall;

The paths of our lives run parallel
never touching
ad infinitum.

an we
smelled the spring;
an we
felt the cold; but

Margaret West

yet we knew
that our time was
all behind us.
So we took

the sky;
TIME IS POISON

an ripped it

quiet waiting mist
spread in idyllic abandon
picks indifferently ·
over the writhing earth,
and everyone i see
is a snorting Falstaff
unable to appreciate
all that i feel.

down the long.
Then we grabbed
the sun; but
it would'nt shine.
An we shook

if, for even a moment,
i felt you would
never return from that
never-never land,
i wou Id grow leaves, be
a wilted rose in the snow.

the leaves; but
they would'nt fall.
So we laughed

at the sky; an
it grew dark; an

(dedicated to
Phil McAiney)

i was sad;

\

Lynda.Zam

\

JI' \\ \ '
by Dwight Seigner

cause the dark
was me; soi
sighed a sigh;
an i
smiled a smile;
for i'd

THE MARSHMELLOW SLIDE
THE WALL OF SILENCE

It broke, it has really broke.
From one day to the next, it
was a sometime, someday thing.
One word here, a thousand left
unsaid.
Why not speak? Why leave it
unsaid?
Discuss the trend, unwind the
J>end. See if one, just one can
understand.
Too late, it moved, its gone.
It didn't listen to a friend
who became a mass of silent
words.
It answ, r"d only to two who
didn't really know that all
were listening.
All were waiting for the
sounds of a crack in the
whip that created the wall.

B.C.

A plot to steal the marshmellow keel.
It's all laid out from stem to steal.
The people are picked to do the deed.
Then let's start now it's a night time seed.

loved a love;
an it was gone;
an i knew
that i;

Up the golden staircase, pry open the door.
Throw over the soldier, he's not there at all.
Walk into the room, run down the hall.
Who was that noise, don't tarry, don't call.
Here lies the keel in its marsh mellow case.
It's small and heavy so lift .its right lace.
You carry one red and I'II carry down this.
Down the blue stair, and through the pink mist.

was still
atone.

Ray Belcourt

Over the chocolate.and up the sweet ramp.
The deed is done, soft success do we reap.
How now do we do with the marshmellow keep.
It has to go back along the same route
Proud are we not for it's broad daylight loot.
Footsteps are there down trodden in toffee.
Left becomes right, so keep out of sight.
Turn to the slide it's marshmellow too.
Lift yourself up and drift down its sight.
Through the green door and into the night.

Barbara Callow

All .. bmillions to the Seed At
Z•o must include 1he wrhllr's
name. Request1 for a pen name·
wHI be hononad but for lepl
f'UIOns the author's 1911 name
must be avllilable. Ora *ilin we
urge you to llllnit your
ffll1llrill • IOOII • JI I I :, 1D
the LANCE office.
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IMPORTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Marat / Sade; up the revolution!
The Film Society presented
Peter Brook's amazing film
release of the stage production
The Persecution and
Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat
as Performed by the Inmates of
the Asylum of Charenton under
the direction of the Marquis de
Sade.
We must admit that we have
r a r e 1y s e e n a film as
imaginatively conceived as this
one. The entire action occurs in
the bath-house of the asylum,
where the inmates restage the
death of Marat at the hands of
Charlotte Corday. The direction
is so skillful that at no time does
one become aware of the
limitations of the location. The
size of the room seems to vary
from the closeness of an
intensely personal scene during
the de bate between Marat and
de Sade, to the surgings of the
Paris mob.
Indeed, the whole is
extremely reminiscent of one of
Bos eh 's more allegorical
paintings of hell-a scene
crammed with all sorts of weird
figures, each intensely involved
with his little world, and in this
way contributing to what can
only be desc~ibed as the general
morass.
The· credits were too small to

be read from our seat, so the
outstanding actors must be
referred to by their roles. The.
most outstanding characters
were, naturally enough, Marat,
and Charlotte Corday. The
energy devoted to these roles
produced frighteningly effective
results.
We were somewhat
unsatisfied with the part of

By Wayne Yared

What happens when Walter
atthau, Ingrid Bergman and
Goldie Hawn team up to make a
movie? The answer is a warm,
funny production named Cactus
Flower now playing at the
Odeon Theatre on Riverside
Drive.
Laugh In 's Goldie Hawn is
certainly successful in her first
movie role as she portrays Toni
Simmons, a young woman for
whom the only unforgiveable sin
is lying. Walter Matthau playing
a New York bachelor dentist
' trying to elude the marriage
trap, while enjoying the benefits
of Toni Simmons, finds that he
has to resort to telling Toni that

By Gordon B. Gilmour

253-6151

CABARET-PUB
INTIMATE ATMOSPHERE
BY CANDLE LIGHT.
FOLK,CONTEMPORARYSONGS&
DANCING TO SOFT, MELLOW
MUSIC.

ADDED ATTRACTION
- SILENT MO VIES (INTERMITTENTLY).

STARTS
THURSDAY
JAN.BTH

"'The LIBERTINE'

Inmates freak out during Marat/Sade persecution.

•

in

COMES ACROSS
INCREDIBLY
WITH WRY
HUMOR
AND TASTE."

Cactus Flnwer

he is married and has three
children.
When Matthau, as Dr. Julian
Winston, decides he is ready to
settle down and marry Toni, she
repeatedly insists on meeting his
wife. Now the fun begins with
Ingrid Bergman, as Miss
Dinckinson the dentist's nurse,
posing as Ma tthau's wife.
Matthau 's lie begins to weave a
sticky spider web around him
and as the naive Toni gets more
suspicious he must furnish
additional details about his
fictitious marriage.
Cactus Flower, based on the
French play by Barillet and
Gredy, certainly proves that at
least one Broadway comedy can
survive translation into film.

Throughout the film Matthau, as
he did in The Odd Couple
maintains a posture of utter
frustration. Goldie, who even
manages to draw laughs in a
suicide scene, has timing so
canny that she can rest assured
that Cactus Flower will not be
her la.st movie role. Ingrid
Bergman, the old master of film,
portraying a sallow, aging,
spinster nurse who comes to
bloom at the conclusion of the
movie, is as superb as ever in
Cactus Flower.
Although unpretentious and
relying heavily on a situation
which has been carefully
pre-tested, Cactus Flower brings
to the Odeon another ''you've
got to see it" movie.

Creedence can't revive Alichaels
Willy And The Poor Boys:
Creedence Clearwater Revival,
Fantasy 8397
This is by far Creedence's
best album. It is much looser
than their first three releases and
a country feel is extremely
notice a b 1e. Songs like
''Cottonfields" and "Midnight
Special" in particular have that
sort of rambling quality to them.
These are the only tunes on the
session not written by John
Fogerty. Fogerty possesses a
talent for saying what he wants
to say in clear, concise language.
He is by no means verbose. The
instrumental track adequately
expresses Fogerty's countrified
philosophy by flowing along,
unhampered by the complex
arrangements which in so many
cases strangle a song. It's too bad
that so many groups around
today would rather show off
than communicate. This is not
true for Creedence, though.
The album includes the two

325 Ouellette Ave.

EVERY FRIDAY IN THE GROTIO

Hawn does well
Lance Reviews Staff

deSade, not from the standpoint
of the actor's ability, but with
the paucity of material available
for the development of a
character, a fault which we felt
lay with the author, Peter Weiss.
If you missed the Film
Society's presentation of this
work, you would be well advised
to see it when it comes to the
Odeon Theatre, February 6.

10 .¥ Student Dl•count
,........_ WINDSOR'S ENGLISH SHOP

latest hits "Fortunate Son" and
"Down on the Corner". Both are
country influenced tunes
reflecting the sort of Southern
USA ethnic tone found in
virtually all of Creedence's
material.
This is most assuredly an
excellent album for one and all,
especially those who want to
escape to that better world
found in the magic land of the
COUNTRY.

***
Carnival Of Life: Lee Michaels,

A&M,SP4140
After seeing Lee Michaels live
and after hearing his third
album, Lee Michaels, this album
proves to be a great
disappointment. On this session,
Michaels does not use his
customary percussion
accompaniment, but rather uses
a whole band. Although his
session men are all competent
musicians, they do tend to

clutter Michaels' performance.
Much of the album is over
arranged, particularly songs like
"Another One" and "Hello".
Michaels never fails to write
good material, but in this case he
doesn't really show what he can
do. The album is simply too
cluttered to be effective. As
usual Michaels writes of himself
and his own "life" experiences.
About the only song on the
album that succeeds as far as the
creation of a mood goes in
"Streetcar".
It's not that Michaels'
arrangements are bad, but it is
rather that with all of these
session men they sound too
contrived. Michaels' material is
much more compatible with the
seemingly improvisational
arrangements found on his last
album.
All in all this session is a great
disappointment. His first album
Recital and his latest album Lee
Michaels surpass this one by far.
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NEW BANJO PALACE
PRESENTS

UTILE EDIE &
THE STRAW HATS
EVERY WED.,FRl.,SAT. • 9 Till 1
SING-A-LONGS - RAG TIME - DIXIELAND

WED. - LADIES NIGHT
(COLD-DUCKS-THE SPECIAL)

All AT THE

EMBASSY HOJEL
2998 TECUMSEH RD. E.
Wlndser's Flnt San Franclsce Sty

Puc sters lose, 6-2

LANCER NETMINDER DON BRUNER finds
himself in what was the standard situation
Wednesday night-St. Clair players all around

him. There is also anothl-r standard situation as
Bruner fans are aware-the puck is in Bruner 's
control. Here, it is in his left glove.
-Lance pie by Mike Learmonth

Lancers lacking enthusiasm
Analysis by Dave Mills
It was the same old scene but
with a difference at Windsor
Arena Wednesday night.
Coach Cec Eaves in an effort
to beef up his squad, added two
new faces to his lineup in the
persons of Dan Yascheshyn and
Dave George. Neither of the
rookies looked out of place on
the ice. The best of the two was
Yascheshyn who had a clear
breakaway in the second stanza
but lost control of the puck at
the last moment. Both
Yascheshyn and George showed
.no fear of digging in the corners,
but little of their enthusiasm
rubbed off on the regulars.
Missing from the team
Wednesday night were Neil
Donnelly, Brian Collins and
Wayne Pye. These three regulars
have hung up their blades for the
remainder of the season. "Big
Train" Donnelly, second.. of the

METRO
MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
BOND
MORGAN CAR CENTRE.

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
OF IMPORTED
AUTOMOBILES AT
2504 HOWARD AVENUE
CALL US: 969-9070

Lancer defense corps to leave
the team this year, expressed a
lack of desire and a heavy school
load as reasons for quitting.
Brian Collins was requested
to leave the team because of
what coach Eaves called "he had
too many irons in the fire".
Brian found it difficult to
concentrate on hockey because
of these outside interests and
positions which he held.
Wayne Pye, recently married,
quit for personal reasons. Wayne
will be missed, as he did provide
the Lancers with a little hitting
ability.
John Shea and Vern
Kennedy, two rearguards who
saw little action with the team
this year have also called it quits.
. The new personnel didn't
· change the winning habits of the
Lancers. Although this was only
an exhibition game, the Lancers'
play left a lot to be desired.
They have shown little
improvement since the beginning
of the season.
Coach Eaves had asked Santa
to bring him a rugged winger
who could knock a few
opponents around along with
someone who could put the
puck in the net consistently.
Instead he got a bottle of
Pepto-Bismol in his stocking for
the ulcers he may develop before
the end of-the season.
The Lancers again showed
very little offensively and
nothing defensively. Don Bruner
kept the Lancers in the game for
the first two periods. McFadden
took over in the third period and
did not show the form he is
capable of in the opening
minutes of the period. He let in
three goals but then settled
down and saved the Lancers
from further embarrassment
ith some fine saves late in the

game.
Coach Eaves, in a post-game
interview was not too critical of
his charges. He thought the
Lancers were outplayed in the
first period but were even with
Saints in the second. He felt
with a couple of breaks Windsor
would have given a much better
showing. Eaves cited the penalty
to Jim Gratto at the end of the
second period and soft goals let
in by Scott McFadden as the
turning point of the game.
Moose Droppings
. . .Campus oddsmakers have the
Lancers 8~ goal underdogs for
Saturday's hook-up with
University of Toronto "Blues"
at the Windsor Arena, 1pm ...
One of the brighter spots was
their penalty killing efforts. Jim
MacDonald played a strong game
in this role .. .Rene Garon, used
sparingly of late because of a
shoulder injury, is due to be
ready to go on Saturday ...The
refereeing in these games seems
to get worse every time out. A
few bad calls as witnessed
Wednesday nite can change the
whole complexion of the game.

By Len Laurin
The University of Windsor
Lancers didn't exactly start the
new year off with a bang, but
they managed to win the city
championship Wednesday night.
The Lancers lost 6-2 to a hard
skating team from St. Clair
College . This defeat coupled
with a previous 7-2 victory gave
the Lancers the mythical crown
by a slim one goal margin.
The Saints thoroughly
outplayed the Lancers in the
first period. A key note for the
evening was at the 29 second
mark when Pat Ducharme
received the first of his three
penalties. While one can't blame
the officiating for the outcome
of the game, the wisdom of
having only two officials for
such a spirited contest can
certainly be questioned. These
two managed to confuse not
only the players and the fans but
even themselves. Ducharme's
initial penalty was the start of a
parade which saw Windsor
receive l 2 penalties to the
Saints' 6.
Mark Parent opened the
scoring at 5: 10 on an assist from .
Feurth and Peck. At 8:44 Doug
Queen scored the first of 2 goals
with assists going to Stasso and
Coulthier. Windsor got back in
the game at 13:41 when Bill
Wright flipped a shot between
the St. Clair goalie's legs. Vic
Hebert received an assist on this
scoring effort. An indication of
the Saints' dominance can be
seen in that Don Bruner had to
stop 24 shots while the Lancers
managed only five on net.
Windsor played much better
in the second period but could
only match St. Clair's output of
one goal. At 15:52 Hebert tied
the score with an assist going to
Tilden. Tilden did all the work
for this goal. He fought for the
puck deep in the Saints' zone
and finally worked it back to
Hebert who drove home a low
screened drive. The Lancers
couldn't stand prosperity and 13
seconds later at 16:05, Wood
slammed in a re bound to give
the Saints a 3-2 lead. Assists

went to Stewert and Russell.
The Lancers deserved a better
fate in this period. They played
well but just couldn't score. Jim
MacDonald who did a fine job
killing penalties was robbed
twice. At one point he shot the
puck past the St. Clair
goaltender only to have it hit a
Saint defenceman who was
sprawled in the crease. The play
was typical of Lancer luck
during the second period.
The third period was almost a
disaster. Scott McFadden took
over for Bruner in the Windsor
goal and he did not look sharp
on the first two Saint goals.
John Pech scored an unassisted
goal at 3:08. This shot from the
side of the net hit McFadden in
the back of the leg and went at
right angles into the cage. At
3:28 Coulter scored from a face
off in the Windsor end. This shot
was right along the ice and
seemed to catch McFadden by
surprise. Queen rounded out the
scoring when he intercepted an
errant Windsor pass and drove
home a low slapshot.
St. Clair pressed Windsor for
the rest of the period but thanks
to a couple of lucky breaks and
the acrobatics of McFadden they
did not score again. St. Clair
outshot Windsor 12 to 7 in this
period and on the game 54-26.

Slapshots
. . .Penalty killers Garon and
MacDonald did a fine job and by
their efforts should earn starting
assignments against Toronto --oo
Satur~y ... Ron Tilden played a
tough game on defence. . .
.Newcomers Dan Yascheshyn
and Dave George performed
capably and Yascheshyn in
particular showed signs of a
toughness which the Lancers
desperately need.
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Editorial

Organization needed
The basketball season is almost half over and if the previous
Lancer efforts are any indication, it appears that this season could
be a long and frustratin~ one.
Windsor ·so far has compiled a 3-4 record. This on the surface
does not appear that bad but the fact is that the only game that
they really should have lost was to Central Michigan. All the other
losses were caused by inconsistent, sloppy, and erratic play. This
could be seen even in last Monday's win over Chicago. Admittedly
this was only their second effort after almost a three week layoff
and the Lancer's were obviously a little rusty, but the win was still
an extremely sloppy effort.
Even more disturbing was the fact that after three months many
of the players, especially some of the reserves, still didn't know
what they were doing on offense. Granted, some of the offensive
patterns were new, but captain Chris Wydrinzski still spent half of
his time on the floor telling his cohorts where to go on offense.
Perhaps the most puzzling aspect of this season is the lack of
floor time by Guy Delaire. Admittedly at times Delaire tends to be
somewhat erratic but he is a proven ballplayer having been a starter
for the past two seasons. He is unquestionably the most dynamic
and aggressive member of the Lancers. When he is on the floor the
Lancers move and run and this is the way they win ball games.
When he is not, many times the club does nothing more than
collect dust as they stand around waiting for someone to do
something.
What it all boils down to is that the Lancers do not seem to have
progressed, improved, or acquired any degree of finesse as the
season has progressed. They are still making the same mistakes that
they made in the first game of the season. What seems especially
strange is that the Lancers don't appear to realize it.
This is very unusual for an individual of Dr. Thomas's
reputation to allow to have happened. He obviously has the
experience and ability and hence must be a fine basketball coach.
But the fact still remains that Dr. Thomas has been unable to
motivate his charges into playing their best and up to their full
potential.
As has been stated before, this Lancer ball club definitely
should be better than last year. What then can be the cause of the
problem?
Two possibilities are apparent. Either there is a communication
gap between players and coach or the Lancer members have lost
their pride. Hopefully the problem is the less serious one of
communication.

Lancers upset Chicago
By Lance Sports Staff
The Windsor Lancers claimed
their first victory over an
American squad last Monday
night as they defeated the
University of Chicago Maroons
6849.
The Lancers jumped into a
quick lead and were never
caught after that. Utilizing an
effective fast break as well as
some sharp shooting by Tino
Lenti, Windsor pulled into a
35-24 lead by the intermission.
The second half saw the
Lancers up their lead to over
twenty points on occasion as
Lenti and Guy Delaire continued
their fine shooting as well as
agressive play. Eddy Lanktree
also returned to the game after a
first quarter injury to spark the
Lancers after their twenty point
margin had diminished to ten
points.
The game was an agressive
contest with Windsor picking up
twenty-eight personal fouls to
eighteen for Chicago. The
Lancers made eighteen of their
twenty-five charity tosses for a
respectable seventy-two percent
while the Maroons made
twenty-five of thirty-eight for

SUMMER STUDY
Spanish, Anthropology,
Sociology,
Art, I.R. at
Leading Latin Universities,
MIBAR LTD.,
BOX213,
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
U.S.A.

made twenty-five of sixty-four
for thirty-nine percent. Windsor
also ou tre bounded Chicago
forty-two to twenty-seven.
Windsor's next game is their
league opener Saturday night at
home against the University of
Toronto Varsity Blues.

sixty-five percent.
The true weakness of the
Chicago team can be seen in the
fact that they managed only
twelve of forty-one shots from
the floor for a miserable
twenty-eight percent average.
The Lancers on the other hand
WINDSOR
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What is needed then is for Coach Thomas to perhaps explain
again what he expects of his players. Undoubtedly the Lancers will
then be able to enjoy the same degree of success they have in the
past.

The
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If you've never had a "Whopper', you're
in for something special: a wall to wall
broiled beef burger served with layers of
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ketchup and mayonnaise - all on a .giant
toasted bun - Delicious!
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intellectualization
of rock and roll
Feature By Gordon Gilmour
For the last fourteen years, rock music has been engaged in a
tough uphill battle towards a state of intellectualization. That is
not however, to say that all of rock music's proponents have
likewise been engaged in that same struggle. The conflict is one
basic to all artists-aestheticism versus commercialism. Rock music
is somewhat similar to the most basic of all marine life in its
struggle to escape the sea of commercialism and attain the land of
supposed intelligence. This article will present a survey view of
rock in relation to this struggle.
IN THE BEGINNING (1954-1958)
In every new' concept from poetry to space travel, man's first
efforts are awkward. The same was true for Rock Music in it's early
stages. It was awkward in areas of production and musicianship.
The quaiity of the actual music on almost all of these
"moldy-oldies" was obviously poor. The sound balance between
the voc2l and instrumental tracks was virtually non-existent. This
was primarily true because in 1954-5 5 rock and roll was a new field
and the number of inventive musicians was small. Most tunes relied
heavily on the common "1-4-5" blues progression or chord pattern.
(the 12 bar blues progression used the first, fourth and fifth notes
of the musical scale as a basis).
Songs exemplifying this weakness are ones like: "Jenny take a
Ride", "Lucille", "Tutti Frutti" by Little Richard; "Hound Dog"
by Elvis Presley, and "Be-bop-a-lula" by Gene Vincent and his
Bluecaps.
This music produced virtually no sense of dynamics. That is to
say, the rhythm and volume level remain constant throughout the
song. Similarly, since this was the "new sound" of the time, record
producers and engineers were unsure of the mechanics involved in
the production of top-rate rock and roll disc.
Most records had a "tinny" sound, for example, "Tan Shoes and
Pink Shoelaces" by Dodie Stevens and "Splish Splash" by Bobby
Darin. The instrumental balance is an integral part of successful
production. Success to them was monetary, not artistic.
With the coming of men like Phil Spector, the problem of
imbalance was supplanted by a new problem: who is trying to
express what- the artist on the disc, or the producer behind the
disc???
According to John Laycock in the December 6th 1969 Windsor
Star, Phil Spector once laid claim to the fact that he could take
anybody off the street and make them a recording star. Spector
was probably right. His first major success was "To know him is to
love him" by the Teddy Bears. He seemed to possess the talent for
making unknowns known, just as was more recently_demonstrated
in 1964 with Sonny and Cher Bono.
Paradoxically, the most talented crew Spector had ever handled,
the Ike and Tina Turner Revue, flopped with the American release
of Spector's masterpiece, "River Deep, Mountain High".
This increase in production knowledge, coupled with the passive
time factor, increased the number of competent rock musicians as
well as the number of well-produced (and over-produced) records.
The subject matter of early rock carried a real message, at least
in the beginning, chiefly because this message was drawn from the
contemporary bluesmen of the time. Elvis Presley took his big hit
"Hound Dog" from a 1953 release by Big Marna Thorton called
"Hound Dog Man". Peggy Lee took her hit, "Fever" from a young
bluesman named Little Willie John. These bluesmen sang about the
basics in life-the real things: poverty, cheating lovers, alcoholism
and so forth. Some bluesmen even managed to impregnate the
commercialized new school of white rock. Some of these men
were: Chuck Willis, ("C.C. Rider"), Little Richard ("Slippin. and
Slidin. ", "Good Golly Miss Molly", and "Long Tall Sally"), Jesse
"Piano" Hill ("Ooh-Poo-Pah-Doo") and Laverne Baker ("Jim
Dandy").

Later, after 1958, the rock "artists" decided to cash in on
middle class Americana. Songs like "Black Denim Trousers and
Motorcycle Boots" by the Diamonds, "Purple People Eater" by
Sheb Wooley (later of Rawhide fame), and "Johnny Angel" by
Shelley Fabares came into vogue.
The lyrics of the era read something like "We wear short
shorts": mahy songs had inane choruses. Subject matter dealt with
by rock music had descended to an all-time low.
Why? The basic reason for the intensification of trite material
thrust upon the American public was its basic social ignorance.
There were no pressing problems brought to bear on the
record-buying public. Civil rights was a mere ripple then, not the
tidal wave it is today. The United States had just gotten out of
Korea and was not yet involved in Vietnam.
The songs of the day were consequently written about puppy
love and all the other pubescent problems of the pimply 1959-60
teenagers. The original rock music of Little Richard and his black
and white confreres had been popular primarily because of its drive
and rhythmic quality. The teens of the late l 950's and early l 960's
were so frustrated for something to express and some way to do so,
that they started the "dance craze". the twist, frug, monkey, swim,
madison, stroll, mashed potatoes, etc.-all popular constituted
"artistic progress". The state of rock was static up until 1964 when
a mop-haired, British quartet bubbled to the surface.
AFTERWARDS (1964-1969)
With the onset of The Beatles, the entire concept of rock music
radically changed. The emphasis was now on the instrumentalvocal group, not the individual vocalist or the vocal groups as had
previously been the rule. Groups now actually accompanied
themselves on real musical instruments. The musician became
important. Words and music could now be synthesized into a
powerfully unified whole.
From that point rock music became less subservient to greedy
producers pandering to an indolent public. The rock group took
the place of the old method of having separate producers, writers,
engineers and musicians. This concentration of talent would make
it much easier for rock and roll to find a common goal, that goal
being its own perpetuation and improvement.
It must be noted, however, that not everyone in these groups
has equal talent or equal authority. Just as in virtually any group
situation, there must be some sort of power structure. For
example, in Procol Harurn the top men are Keith Reid and Gary
Brooker; in Creedence Clearwater it is John Fogerty; in Ten Years
After it is Alvin Lee. It is very seldom that one will find a group
with an almost equal distribution as is found in the The Band or
The Beatles.
One of the best examples of intellectualization in rock music is
the clues to the supposed death of Beatle Paul McCartney. Whether
McCartney is dead is neither here nor there, the important fact is
the method and the subtlety with which this death concept weaves
in and out of the Beatles post-1965 music. It is definitely not
necessary to recount all five hundred thousand "clues" here, but
things such as the Welsh hand symbol and the Greek foot symbol
are clever. The ingenuity of the artist will ultimately lead to the
intellectualization of the masses. It will also sell records.
The clever quips of the folksters, Phil Ochs, Tom Paxton, Tim
Buckley and Bob Dylan play an important role in rock
advancement. They write of the need for social change from a
passive or an active standpoint, depending on the particular artist
involved.
In their time the need for social reform is more evident. Please
note that now the James Meredith Case has been supplanted by the
Detroit riots (1967), and by the black militant movement under
men such as Rap Brown and Stokely Carmichael. America is now
involved in Vietnam. Since most musicians write of either their

experience or their surroundings, it follows that the "protest song"
would come into vogue during this period.
Bob Dylan, the most influential of the so-called ·protestors,
writes with such force, with such an attack, as to overpower his
listener. He protests on a more personal level because he writes of
personal experience. He communicates with his audience through
subtle imagery and allusion and uses recurrent themes to make his
point, and make it clearly.
Appearance>reality themes, themes of alienation, and the
age-old myth of the fall are common to his songs just as they are
common to innumerable works of American literature
Notice that now we are getting down to it, so to speak.
Literature and music are becoming closely aligned. The same basic
fibre is being woven through both. We are no longer talking about
pink shoe laces or pyjama parties. Man is becoming socially aware,
but not yet self-aware.
Dylan's sudden shift to the country-rock field might initially
lead the rock enthusiast to feel that this process of intellectualizing
is over and further that rock is in a state or retrogression.
This is a false assumption. The move to the country is the
logical path to follow. Once man is socially aware he must prepare
himself for the journey to self-awareness. To even consider doing
this, man must be at ease with his surroundings. The country offers
this opportunity to the artist.
Country-rock is becoming even more popular with groups such
as The Band, Creedence Clearwater Revival, Byrds, and even a
countrified Rolling Stones. Rock music seems to be moving to a
free and easy place where appearance does equal reality-the
country.
1. Appearance=reality.
2. Appearance+ reality=the Country (rural America)
The country is that place where a man actually worries about,
and even helps, his neighbours-that place of empathy. The music
performed by the country-rock artists flows with a free-flowing

drawl to it. Songs like "Lodi", "Fo1tunate Son" and "Down on the
Corner" by the Creedence Clearwater Revival exemplify this
concept of social and interpersonal awareness and concern.
Bob Dylan moved to Nashville, the Band to Woodstock, New
York. These groups and others have left the confines of the city to
live their music in the country_ but what of the city-bound
listeners?' What do they do to escape? For some, art is .merely an
escape from everyday problems, but others prefer to see it as a
paradigm of life. That is where art stops, at least for a minute.
The listener, reader, or whatever, must decide after being
exposed to the artwork what he will do with his own life. Will he
move to the Bayou swamp or back to New York City? Will he
become a deep sea diver or will he be a swimming hole life guard?
Will he remain the same?
Rock music is continually changing and progressing but not as it
was in the l 950's:
w it is also accumulating. Today country
rock is making it; yesterday it was rock-blues, and last year it was
Jack Bruce and the Cream. The essential factor to be noted is that
they are all still with us. All have influenced and are still
influencing each other to the extent that we have one multi-phasic
form of music-all still called rock and roll.
Rock music will be on the move in one form or another as long
as there is still something to be said or until man is totally
self-aware. Once man is totally self-aware there will be no need for
art of any type be it painting, sculpture, or music.

THE AUDIENCE
Rock and roll is being played to an ever changing audience. The
enthusiasts today are qot necessarily the smitten boys and girls of
yesteryear. The educated listener of today does not want to h:ea1
about ''hot" cars, pyjama parties, or the ''twist". This change has
come from society•s demand for educated citizens. By the very fact
that society and government fosters education it also fosters the
perpetuation of rock.
It's all a matter of time.
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BRAINSTORMING!
by J.P. Squire
LANCE Photo Staff

Question: What do you think of black-white
relations on campus?
MARGARET LONGMORE ll
Arts-I pon't see anyone else's
relations. If you think there's a
problem, join the O.P.A.-the
oppressed people's alliance. I'm the
mother of the organization. If you
don't feel oppressed, the O.P.A.
will make you feel oppressed.

NELLY GALA II Nursing-There
certainly is discrimination. There
should be conferences, more talks
together. Something has to be done
by us soon.

CARL PHILIPS II Science-I think
it's irrelevant. Whites are
hypocritical on campus. It's like
asking if Canada is cold in the
winter.

DR. SHARMA, Asian Studies
Dept.-In my opinion the question
doesn't exist. There isn't even a
small minority of blacks here. As to
the Biafron question, the bitterness
is not a black and white question.
Most people are too broad-minded
here to make it matter.

CHERYL PRINCE III Social
Work-As far as I can tell they
aren't too bad. I've never had any
problems. It's far better here.
People are more m~ture.

PENNI HAMMOND I Fine Arts-I
don't think there are enough black
students on campus to make an
intelligent observation.

LINDA FOWLER ll Arts-I don't
know what's going on. But I think
people around the campus are
mature enough to realize that most
people are equal. People are people
no matter what colour they are.

RUDI MARTIN IV Arts-I think
it's relevant to the individual blacks
and whites. The question of
relationships is based upon a
person's concept of humanity.
There is a lot to be desired in the
relations but this I attribute to the
conservativism of the city as
opposed to the individual.

Supplement
available
while it
lasts
Extra copies of the 32-page
supplement to Ambassador '69
are available in the Student
Council office area.
The supplement, containing a
photo record of events late in
the 1968-69 school year, was
mailed in October to students
who had purchased the 68-69
yearbook.
But not all purchasers
received the supplement, 69-70
Yearbook editor Andrea Wakley
said Monday.
"I have a few copies of the
supplement left, and it's on a
first-come, first-served basis."
The student council area is on
the second floor of the
University Centre.

New Saint
editor to be
canonized
St. Clair Community College
will have a new campus
newspaper editor January 12.
The St. Clair Student Council
will meet that day to select a
new editor from among several
applicants.
Former editors Greg Parent
and Ted Welch were forced out
of office last November by
College President R.C.
Qui ttenton after the paper
repeatedly printed four-letter
words.
Interim editor Allan Ward,
who has been in charge of the
paper since November, has
applied for the permanent
appointment.
SAC President at St. Clair,
Pat Bradley, said Tuesday that
there are a number of other
applicants, but he would reveal
neither the number nor the
names.

WEIRD ART"exhibit in upstairs in University Centre this week:
"pollution machines".
-Lance pie by Pekar
membership fee.
Windsor students are now
eligible for the discounts, SAC
External Affairs Commissioner
Richard Ronchka said Tuesday.
The group will sponsor a
number of flights starting May 1,
from Toronto to London,
England; Paris; and Tokyo.
Flights from Halifax and
Winnipeg are also available.
Sample fares: Toronto to
London return: $220, Toronto
to Tokyo return, $425. A total
of 29 flights is offered, and
optional tours are available with
the Tokyo trips.
Seats on the flights will
probably be sold out early,
Ronchka said, and students
should apply immediately.
Flights are open to
Association of Student Council
members (at Windsor, all
full-time undergraduates are
included), their parents, spouses,
and dependent children.
Complete information and
application forms are available in
the Student Council offices on
the second floor of the
University Centre, from
Ronchka.

Cosgrove
qui~; SAC
loses bus.
manager

3 little
fascisu
go to CUP
Three senior staff members of
The Lance attended the 32nd
annual conference of the
Canadian University Press in
Waterloo, Ontario, Dec. 26-Jan.
2.
CUP, a co-operative
organization of English-language
college papers, has 52 member
journals. Attending from
Windsor were Editor-in-Chief Al
Strachan, Senior Editor Marian
Johnstone, and News Editor
Brian Kappler.

Special
flight plan
to replace
CUS travel
SAC voted late in December
to join the Association of
Student Councils, a group which
specialize~ in discount _charter
travel for students. Council will
pay ten cents per student as a

-J.P. Squire

SAC business manager Daniel
Cosgrove resigned in late
December, after less than two
months in the position.
Cosgrove, 61, left the post for
health reasons.
The business manager handles
many SAC financial operations,
and provides advice on money
matters to clubs. The post was
created for the first time this
year.
The Business Manager is
appointed through Council, and
can only make recommendations
to SAC. He does not have a vote.
SAC President Bob Baksi
indicated recently that another
person, preferably a retired
businessman (like Cosgrove)
would be sou.mt to fill the post.

Homos form
discussion
group at
Toronto
Homosexual students at the
University of Toronto have
organized their own club.
The U. of T. Homophile
Association, founded last
November, will hold meetings,
distribute 1it er at u re , and
promote the discussion of sexual
problems. The group has about
20 members.
"Our meetings are the only
place on campus where people
can talk openly about sex", said
Ian Young, 24, a club member.
"And not just homosexual sex.
Sex is a problem for every
student."
Club chairman Charles Hill
explained the value of the
group: "One of the problems of
the University homosexual is
meeting people ....It makes for
more interesting relationships
this way."

Professors
tn arrange
Japanese
studies
A travel/study tour of Japan
this summer is being organized
by three Windsor faculty
members.
Political Science prof. David
Wurfel said Monday that a
meeting is scheduled for today
(Friday) to discuss the program.
The meeting will be held at
12:30 P.M. in the new Iona
College House, 208 Sunset.
"Both because of Expo '70 in
Osaka and the continuing crisis
in Japanese universities, the
coming summer should be an
exciting time to visit Japan,,,
Wurfel said.
The meeting will open with
an informal talk by Tom
Murphy, President of the
Student Christian Movement of
Canada, who led a delegation of
15 Canadian students to Japan
last year for a seminar with
Japanese student leaders.
The professors sponsoring the
meeting are Wurfel, who
specializes in Asian government,
Clive Ansley, Asian Studies, and
Akira Kobashigawa, Psychology.
John Braun, Director of Studies
for Iona College, is also involved.
Various opportunities for
travel and toµrs in Japan will be
presented. Students wanting to
ao will make their own
arrangements, Wurfel said.
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Lemieux firing is called 'rushed'

NO, TH ERE WAS NO SHOTGUN, but
Dasberg got married Friday night MacDonald Hall's extra-wierd fourth
much else to dao do", one Freak from

Doug Beggs and Gesina
in a mock ceremony on
floor. "We didn't have
fours aid.

SAC appoints Marentette
Course Evaluation Chairman
Ray Marentette was appointed Interim Internal Affairs Commis, sioner last Thursday, by vote of
Student Council.
Marentette was chosen over
two other candidates, Al Dresser,
Science Rep. on Council, and
Patty Lucas, a science student.
Council almost would not allow
a non council member to assume
the post, but after a short discussion the nominations were opened
to all students.
The appointment came after
the resignation of Vince Bassman,
last week. Marentette has been
chairman of the Course Evaluation Committee since mid-October and informal secretary to the
Internal Affairs Commission for
the same time.
The appointment will be for a
short time. Election of a new Internal Affairs Commission wi11
take place Jan. 21, the same day
as bye-elections for two new Arts
Reps. Nominations for the posi-

Bus boycott organizer Jonathon
Benson will operate a booth in the
University Centre Monday and
Tuesday to take a survey on the
operation of the boycott.
The hitch-hike system, organized by the Liberal club, has operated well in the first full week,
Benson said. "But I want to take
a survey to see if there are any
problems," he added.

tion will be accepted on Friday
Jan. 16.
Marentette promised after his
appointment to "get the job done"
during the term of his appointment. He would not comment on
whether or not he would run for
the same position in the byeelection.

A decision in early December
by Dr. B. D. Kingstone, Head of
the French Department, not to renew the contract of Dr. Gerard
Lemieux, an Assistant Professor
of French, was made in a rush,
according to Father N. J. Ruth,
Dean of Arts and Science.
Ruth, however, ascribed the
speed with which the decision was
made, to Kingstone's newness to
the job.
He did not in any way disapprove of the move not to renew
Lemieux's contract.
He also termed as "coincidence"
the appearance of a petition signed by about twenty of Lemieux's
students at th~ same time the decision was made.
(fhe petition requested that
Lemieux change his teaching techniques, expressing dissatisfaction
with them.)
Ruth also denied any charge of
incompetence that was said to
have been directed at Lemieux by
Kingstone. He said there was
nothing special about Lemieux's
case.
Lemieux maintains however
that an unwritten charge of incompetence has been levelled at
him, and that he has been consistently ignored by Department offi:ials in his attempts to learn the
fa:ts behind the decision.
He also maintains that the
petition expressing dissatisfaction
with Lemieux's teaching and
Kingstone's decision was not a
coincidence.
(The petition was the first
complaint about Lemieux since he
has been teaching here.)
Lemieux said the explanation
of coincidence "was just not
worthwhile.'' .
"It's not the truth at all," he
said. "And I am not satisfied with

BITS andPIECES
by TONY KELLER
MONDAY, JANUARY 12
-Tau Kappa Epsilon: 5:30 P.M. in Faculty-Alumni
Lounge.
-Extension Students: Assumption, 9:00 P.M.
-Karate: Service program for men and women. Free. St.
Denis Hall, 8:00 P.M.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 13
-Student Affairs Luncheon: 12:00 noon in meeting room 1
-French Club: 7:30 P.M. in the Faculty Alumni Lounge.
-Film Society Presentation: 7:00 P.M. and 9:00 P.M. in
the Ambassador Auditorium.
-Geography Club: 8:00 P.M. in the Assumption Lounge.
Speaker: Dr. P. LaValle. Topic: Jamaican Excursion.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14
-Inter-Fraternity Council Meeting: 7:00 P.M. in meeting
rooms 3 and 4.
-S.A.C. Meeting: Rooms 6 and 7 at 2:45 P.M.
-Film Society Presentation: ''The Knack", Ambassador
Auditorium, 7:00 P.M. and 9:00 P.M.
-University of Windsor Band Practice: 7:00 P.M. in the
Grotto.
-Karate: Service program for men and women. Free. St.
Denis Hall, 8:00 P.M.
TIIURSDAY, JANUARY 15
-Ski Club Meeting: Rooms 1, 2 and 3 at 5:00 P.M.
-Open House Committee Meeting: 7:30 P.M. in Rm. 8.
-Delta Chi Freternity: 7:00 P.M. in the Assumption

Lounge.

the procedure used in the non-renewal of my contract."
According to a statement issued
last year by Geoffrey A. MacGibbon, Director of Public Relations and Information Services,
"the decision to renew or not to
renew a contract originates within the department itself, after consultations between the Head of
the Department and his colleagues."
Lemieux is maintaining that
the decision was made personally
by Kingstone without consulting
anyone.
MacGibbon also said: "It
should be emphasized that by
agreement with the Faculty Association, no ·public statement
can be made about the background to decisions not to renew
contracts in individual cases."
Lemieux said on Friday, however, that Kingstone was first to
make public
statements about
Lemieux's case.
He claims that Kingstone told

some members within the Department that he, Lemieux, had
resigned.
Ruth denied this emphatically.
Lemieux will appeal the decision to a Departmental meeting,
asking them to "keep it or do
away with it."
"I firmly believe," he said,
"that the decision does not meet
with the approval of my colleagues."
Dr. B. D. Kingstone was not
available for comment, because of
sickness.

fJather N.J. Ruth, Dean of
Arts and Science.

Experimental college
may become a reality
A student c~mmittee is being
formed to study the possibilities
of creating an experimental college, which would be an affiliate
of the University of Windsor.
The impetus for the movement
is being provided by Brenda Manasse and Jade McLaren, both
III arts students. TLe program is
an outgrowth of a study of social
awareness which began last spring.
Having interviewed various students and professors, both Miss
Manasse and Mrs. McLaren discovered a desire for new teaching methods and more integrated
studies.
The faculty Professional Developmental Seminar, held here in
December, dealt with the possibility of an experimental college
on this campus.
·
The various facets of this possibility include the discussion of
curriculum, faculty-student ratio,
and hierarchical relationship, the
financial necessities, the building
it would occupy, and the relation
it would have to the parent university.
Miss Manasse stated that the
purpose of this experimental college is to offer something to those
students who want an alternative
form of education to that which
exists now.
She added that the college
would attempt to meet the objections that some students have to
large classes, lack of close facultystudent contact, and present
course structures.
The ne-w college would be one
of integrated studies and related
courses, with a specific focal
point
Miss Manasse said the University of Windsor would have the
advantage of studying similar

programs at other universities.
For instance, the University of
British Columbia's affiliate features the study of themes such as
freedom and authority, or man
in nature and man in the city.
She pointed out that the student's courses would focus on a
theme which could unify the
courses and also promote interdepartmental activity. In this way
the various faculties would work
together as a team. She added
that the new college could incorporate new teaching methods,
more student-centred learning,
and student-faculty responsibility
for the administration of the college.
Mi~ Manasse expressed · that
this experimental college would
not signify the establishment of
a radical or independent institu.tion. She hopes that it would work
alongside and in full co-operation
with the University. For example:
professors could share their workloads between the two schools. In
this way the University as a whole
can benefit from the experiment.
University President J. F. Leddy has said that the idea has definite possibilities and invited Miss
Manasse and Mrs. McLaren to
organize a group and submit to
him a proposal concerning the
matter.
A meeting will be held on
Tuesday at 3 o'clock in the Faculty Lounge to discuss ideas for
the college, and to form a committee for study of the matter
Miss Manasse said that everyone
is welcome to attend. Anyone
wishing
further
information
should contact either Miss Manasse at 256-4709, or Mrs. McLaren at 2S3-77S1.
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EDITORIAL

We extend our thanks
Usually, editorials are written in the hope ol
bringing about an element of change in an area
which the writer feels is lacking in that commodity.
Sometimes, they are written as an analysis ol a
situation which the writer feels has not been sutlici·
ently conside.red from a given point ol view.
This editorial will be something dillerent. It's
purpose is to thank some of the people who are
doing a good job and deserve some thanks for their
ellorts.
·
.For instance, take Paul Holliday, University ol
Windsor .registrar. His job is usually a thankless one
because he must, of necessity, be a bureaucrat and
must be responsible for the herding of students in
abattoir-like fashion. Holliday performed his job
extremely well this year and did evezything within
his power to make the horrible registration process
as agreeable as possible. There was still the herding
but judging by student newspape.rs from across the
country., our registration was by far the least taxing.
The Student Affairs office is manned by three
ol the most competent and concerned people in any
Canadian university. They handle thousands ol
student problems every year ranging from course De5 cr i be 5 Indi a n 5 q ua IOr
conflicts to attempted suicides. They care about
students and do their best to solve problems in a
quiet confidential manner. In many cases, they even
I
have to use money out of their own pocket but this
Ed. Note: The following
Christmas is coming. We wish
Box 152
they do, quietly and effectively.
letter
was
received
by
Greg
you
a
Merry
Christmas.
And
you?
Huntsville, Ontario
Let us not forget the job that Dr. Leddy does.
1
Larocque, student chairman
Say
it
with
money.
Send
your
bit
If you have a preference, indiOlten, it seems to students that he is not acting in for the Canadian Universtiy
(yoll.1 Christmas present for Incate what the money should be
their best interests, but the natu.re ol his job must Service Overseas and was dia's poor), large or small, to:
used for:
be considered. He walks a tightrope between the submitted to The Lance with Stan Moore C.U.S.O.
Long live the revolution!
community around the university and the students a request that it be reprinted. Tribal Welfare Fund
Stan Moore
within it. He is an exceedingly competent adminisP.S. If you think you have it
Deoghar (S.P.) Bihar, INDIA, or
tough, then remember 75 % of
trator and according to reliable sources is pe.rsonally
Rama Krishna High School
Stan Moore
the world's wealth is in North
responsible for the fact that Windsor now has a
Deoghar (S.P.), Bihar, India, C.U.S.O.
America.
Nov. 7, 1969
Tribal Welfare Fund
prestigious law school.
There are othe.r administrators who work hard This is a voice from the Third
for the students but there are also students who de- World speaking. I'm a Canadian
University Service Overseas volserve some praise.
unteer doing my thing here in
by R.J. Kirkl_and
Dan Conley, Film Society president has trans- India. Officially, I'm a teacher,
The oci.1er day l nact tne gargantuan pleasure of meeting a Mrs.
formed the Film Society from a pseudo - a.rtistic but seeing the "Aaaughh" condi- Jean Deanng, tentative organizer ot a center for draft dodgers to be
clique into the most active club on campus which tions here drew me into addition- openeu up m beautitul oowntown Windsor this summer.
presents top-rate films of recent manufacture to the al activities. Basically, my conl asked her whetner or not her actions were not aiding the world
Communist
Movement. She retorted with, "that's a stupid question".
students at reasonable prices.
cern is to collect funds ($6,000)
Later,
I
mulled
this over a steaming cup of cocoa. I came to the
for
such
projects
as
a
dormitory
John Gunning has been successful in improving
conclus1on
that
she
is wrong (and obviously I am right).
for
a
High
School
for
boys
of
the
the student parking and on occasion, has even had
It 1s a stupid question she further stated because it is a "political
Santai
tribes
the
oldest,
most
City of Windsor pa,rking tickets cancelled.
and most rejected question". My cocoa was beginning to boil over.
Cy Paquette, although he holds no ollicial posi- backward,
Yet, doesn't such an act as hers, this relatively small act, add
tribe in India; reclaiming sunbaktion, has operated The Room, and has suggested, ed, lifeless soil for farming, ob- silage to the Communist propaganda mill? Does she think that this
instigated, and developed the Cabaret Pub, one of taining ploughs, etc, costing will give her another opportunity to get her on Vietcong 'Liberation
the few financial successes of this year's student $1,500 for our communal trac- Radio'? She is very proud of her last broadcast for 'World Peace'.
She wishes in her own homespun way for peace at any price.
tor; building 50 wells for irrigacouncil for whom Paquette runs the pub.
There are many others whom we could thank tion and drinking in the Santai She seems not to realize that beyond the noble sentiments, peace will
but these are probably the most notable. Late~ in villages (where water is a luxury not come until one of the two world ideologies yields in some way to
and so is food), each costing be dominated by the other. Also, escaping her grasp is the fact that if
the year, we will perhaps do another editorial of $500;
and lastly in my spare the opposition ideology 'wins' (supposedly communist), she and all
this natur.e.
Let us hope by then the list. of poten- time I'm
concerned with the others who enjoy the priv,i,leges of this free society, will be summarily
tial candidates is much longer.
plight of a family of 13 kids silenced. Anyone who doubts this oft related statement is an anemic
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which is enslaved by money
lenders with a debt amounting to
$900 and interest of more than
100%. Doesn't seem like such a
collosal debt, but due to the weak
constitution of the father he usu,
ally brings home only 27 dollars
a month.
Want to know what hunger's
like? Ask any of the family. Yesterday their electricity was shut
off - behind in their payments.
Imagine the kids studying without lights. Tomorrow they go to
court over the rent. (Of course ·
there's always the street.) I'd like
to get them out of debt before it
doubles then the double doubles.
Well there you have it. That's
what some of us volunteers in the
Third World are trying to do for
some of them in the Third World.
Remember, not all of our generation are destructive. Some of us
are trying to be constructive. But
this is not possible without your
help. You too have a responsibility to do your part for the have-

nots.

Klutsz, to be dismissed as a dreamer.
She views the world as it is now - with people dying in an idiot
war. But who my dear, is the instigator and prolonger of that war?
Who seeks world domination and enslavement? Who takes over
countries "for their own good"? What ideology murdered three million
unco-operative peasants in the 1930's? What famous leader of Cuba in
the early 1960's had most of his opponents either shot or emprisoned?
What fat Chinaman, with a mole on his right chin (left chin to the
observer) loves to confuse people on the road to ruin? They are your
friendly Communists who of course "seek sincerely the welfare of
man" on their terms.
Who today waves a banner for the Liberation of Poland, Hungary,
East Germany, Nepal, Northern Korea, Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia,
etc., etc.? Very few. The poor boys would be right out of tune with the
times.
Yes mother, we have problems in this Western World of ours.
They are deep and disturbing ones. Yes, war is a sin and peace beautiful.
But on what terms do we accept peace; on whose terms? Those who
play on their grounds must also expect to play by their rules. Who,
when all hell breaks loose, will want to play along with them?
Does anyone who likes to wear the 'Revolutionary Form' really
believe in their piecrust promises made to be broken'?
It is a dangerous road, madam, which you and many others are
tearing down at a reckless cantor. Someday you may even see this
fact, yourself. Peace at any price ...
It is right that you should help people, but don't believe that you
can save mankind by your actions. Mother, mankind is in so deep,
that no man will ever save it from its collective self, not even you, or
you.
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Toronto 9 Windsor 2
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Blues hammer lancers
by DAVE MILLS
Lance Spol1s Staff
The talent-rich University of
Toronto Blues invaded Windsor
arena Saturday afternoon and
skated away with an easy 9-2
victory.
The youthful Lancers found
they could not make even the
slightest mistake against the veteran-stacked Blues. For the first
eight minutes of the game the
teams felt each other out. The
Lancers drew first blood at the
8:40 mark of the first period
while enjoying a man advantage.
Ron Tilden started the play with
a pass to the corner where Bob
McCabe controlled the puck and
fed it to Tom McFadden who
took his time and beat Blues'
goaltender C.oal from close in.

TOM McFADDEN, LANCER captain pots
the first Lancer goal during Saturday's
game against the University of Toronto.
This goal gave the Lancers a 1-0 lead and

raised the hopes of Lancer /ans. The lead
lasted as long as might be expected - four
seconds. Before the Lancers scored again,
they were down by six goals.

Five seconds later Paul Laurent
had tied the score for Toronto
with his first of four goals of the
afternoon. Within 31h minutes
after the Blues had tied the score,
they went ahead 3-1. The Lancers never regained their composure after this sudden outbreak.
Laurent, with his second goal,

and Petermen rounded out the
scoring in the first period.
The second period belonged to
Toronto. They outscored the Lancers 4-0 in this stanza. The hometowners were completely mesmerized by the Blues' skating and
passing abilities. In doing so they
forgot their assignments and made
a few mental mistakes which ended up in goals for U. of T.
Petermen, Laurent, Wright and
Gordon scored for the Blues. The
best line for the Lancers was McFadden, McCabe and C.osgrove.
On Laurent's third goal there were
no less than five Blues all alone
on Bruner.
The third period was much
closer with Blues' having only a
2-1 margin in goals. McCabe
combined with Tilden and Cosgrove at the 1: 15 mark for the
Lancers second goal. Don Bruner
was given little help as he faced
44 Toronto shots. Laurent with
his fourth goal rounded out the
scoring in this period.
The Lancers travel to Guelph
Tuesday night hoping to taste
victory for the first time against
0.-Q.A.A. competition.
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Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

Porous def ense victimized •1n loss
by LEN LAURIN
It was strictly a case of too
much talent as the University of
Toronto Blues blasted the University of Windsor Lancers 9-2.
Toronto has a hard skating team
which capitalized on every Windsor mistake. The Lancers played
better than they did against St.
Clair on Wednesday night but it
was still not much of a contest.
Windsor opened the scoring
when Tom McFadden clicked on
the power play. Paul Laurent then
scored two quick goals and the
game was all but over. Laurent
was outstanding for Toronto. Not
only did he score four goals, but

his defensive efforts were very impressive. On several occasions he
led rushes into the Windsor end
and still managed to catch the
return Lancer rush before it passed centre ice.
The line of McFadden, Cosgrove and McCabe was the only
one which seemed able to hold
its own against the Blues. Don
Bruner was once again left at the
mercy of opposing forwards. He
made several great saves but no
goaltender could have stopped
Toronto on Saturday. Ron Tilden
was again the pick of the Lancer
rearguards. He broke up several
Toronto rushes and unlike the
rest of his defensive comrades,

,, .

four cards in either of the major
suits (Hearts or Spades). If he
holds more than four in either of
these suits, he should have open
ed the bidding in that suit and
not No-trump.
If, after your partner opens
One No-trump, you wish to either
play the contract in Hearts or
Spades or find out about his hand,
you make the Conventional bid of
Two Clubs. This bid does not
promise Clubs, you may be void
in them. The bid says to partner
that you would like to know if
he has four Hearts or four
Spades.
The conventional responses by
opener are as follows: if he has
four Hearts in his hand, he bids
two Hearts; if he has four Spades,
he bids two Spades and then, at
his next opportunity, bid Hearts.
If the opening bidder does not
have four Hearts or four Spades,
he makes the Conventional bid of
two Diamonds. Again, this does
not promise Diamonds; it simply
-is an answer to your · question.
Your partner is , saying that he
has a No-trump hand without
four Hearts or four Spades.
The decision on where to play
the hand is once again up to you.
If you have five Hearts or Spades
in your hand, you now bid that
suit, and your partner may raise
you. If you have fewer than
nine points you would, for exam-
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Dr. Eaves was not overly depressed after the game. He talked
about Toronto's wealth of hockey
talent and he stressed the fact
that the Lancers would have to
play sound positional and defensive hockey if they hope to attain any measure of success this
year.
Jim Creech did not dress for
this game due to an injured left
knee. His status for Tuesday's
game in Guelph is not certain but
his aggressiveness can certainly
be used against the rough Gryphons.

Grayson at the Bridge
After your partner has opened
the bidding with One No-trump,
he has described his hand to you.
You know that he has 16-18 high
card points, for in no trump bidding, one does not count any
points for distribution there
should be none, as the bid of
No-trump promises fairly even
distribution. Because you know
your partners hand, the final contract is up to you. You must look
at your hand and decide what the
best contract is. First of all, the
decision must be made as to
whether the hands shall play in
game or in a part score. If you
have nine or ten points, it is your
responsibility to make sure game
is reached.
A second decision must now
be made, and this is where to play
the contract, in No-trump or in
a suit. This depends entirely upon
your hand, for you know your
partner's. If your hand is balanced fairly well (usually no voids
or singletons), No-trump is the
place to play. If, however, you
have a distributional hand, the
proper contract probably should
be in some suit. But which one?
There are many conventions
that are used to find out which
suits the No-trump bidder has,
and probably the best one is Stayman. The purpose of the Stayman
Convention is to find out whether
or not the No-trump bidder has

r

refused to give the puck away in
his own zone.

pie, bid two Hearts and your
partner will play the contract
there or in Two No-trump.
If you have a game going
hand, you must jump .to three of
that suit and your partner will
bid either three No-trump or four
of your Major.
Here are a few examples of the
C.onvention in use:

SOUTH

NORTH
+-A Q X X
0- A XX

0-

4-

+- K J X X

0- X

0..fi-

K QX
K X X

AX X X
Q XXX

The bidding:
North
South

IN T
2 S
4 H

2 C
3 N T

SOUTH

NORTH

+- A Q X X

00-

4-

+- X

00-

AX X X
K X
K Q X

4-

K J 10 X
AJ X X
J XXX

The bidding:
North
South

IN T
2 S

NORTH
•-A Q X
0- AX X
0- K Q X
•- K X X X

2*
4 S

SOUTH
KJ X X
0- K X X X

+-

0..fi-

The bidding:
North
South

IN T
2 D

2 C
3 NT

J X
AX X

pr
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BLUES' FORWARDS Paul Laurent (8) and Bob McGuinn (16)
get involved in a goalmouth scramble around the Windsor net.
Situations such as this were typical on Saturday afternoon as
the Lancers were swamped by the Blues by a 9/ 2 score.
Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

Lanceretles win two
by PAM BOOK.HAM
The U Diversity
of Windsor
Lancerettes swept a pair of exhibition basketball games in a trimeet at Western on Saturday.
The Lancerettes, coached by
Mary O'Brien, dumped Western
61-53, then proceeded to upset
U. of Toronto 57 -46.
Cookie Leach was top scorer
in the Western game with twentythree points. Sue Lavergne and
Joanne Lavarus hit for eight and
seven points respectively.
In the game against U. of T.
Cookie Leach once again led the
scoring with twelve points. Joanne Labarus, Ev Kendall, and
Melanie Middleton each notched
ten.

Ev Kendall assisted the Windsor cause with strong rebounding
in both games.
The Lancerette Volleyball team
however did not fare as well. They
lost both games 3-0 against much
stronger teams from Western and
U. of T.

CLASS I FI EDS
'68 MALIBOU, V8, Power
steering and brakes. 948-1887.
FOR SALE: 63 Studebaker
Lark. Mechanically O.K. Body
good shape. Reasonable transportation. 948-1854.
HERO FOR HIRE. Phone
Captain Clive, 256-7723. Room
414 Macdonald.

The Student Centre
with
Western Ontario's Largest
Selection of Trimmings
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lancers open with win over Blues ,
Analysis by
ERIC "fbe Poet" ATKINSON
St. Denis Gym, the scene of
many past Lancer basketball dynasties, seems once again to be
the home of court laurels if this
Saturday night tussle was any indication.

GUY DELA/RE, SPARKPLUG of the Lancer offense goes in
for a layup during second half action of Saturday night's game.
Delaire was the second-best Lancer scorer with 16 points.
Lance pie by Mike Learmonth

or near the top of this upcoming
O.Q.A.A. B-ball season.
Of course Dr. Thomas has
realized one game doesn't make a
season by any means. The Lancers were good Saturday, but not
THAT good. There seemed to be
some confusion especially early in
the
contest with the Windsor onePlaying their best brand of ball
two-two
zone. Frequently a Torbefore the hometovvn crowd, the
onto
non-sharpshooter
was open
Lancers sent the Blues back to
T.O. singing just that tune - the on the left side for those fifteen
"blues", and a warning to other foot jumpers a good ball player
hopefuls that Windsor defence of will not often miss.
At times confusion also seemed
the Canadian title will not be
to
be the case of those set Lancer
easily overcome.
offensive
plays. People weren't
Despite the 71-58 final, Windsure
of
where
they were supposed
sor's five convincingly handled
to
be
and
when
they were to be
the quintuplets of Toronto. Coach
there.
Although
at
times play was
Paul Thomas frequently went to
scrappy,
this
is
to
be expected
his bench as all players saw acwith
experimentation.
The Windtion. Led offensively by Chris
Wydrzynski with 24 ( 17 in the sor mentor was able to experiment
first half) and Guy Delaire with
16, the Windsor · basketballers
were never seriously threatened.
The Blues kept within striking distance for the first five minutes
when the Lancer defence found
itself at the end of errant Toronto
passes and quickly converted these
turnovers into two pointers at the
other end of the court. The half
ended with a respectable 37-24
lead in the Windsor dressing
room.
As much as the game of basketball is an offensive effort, one
could not help but we impressed
by the hustling Windsor press.
The front guards, Sante Salvador,
Ed Lanktree, and at times Tino
Lenti, completely harassed any
Toronto attempts of moving upcourt early in the second half.
Aiter quick and successive steals,
the Blues found themselves down
by 20.
From there it was simply a
matter of time.
As usual, Delaire turned on
the crowd as he showed the use
of "body-English" on some rather
picturesque drives. There were
other individual efforts which
could be mentioned - Salvador
has once more returned to his
nifty passing; Wydrzynski continues to amaze with his moves from
the baseline - but these single
efforts are combined with the
talents of seven others to create
for Windsor fans an optimism
that the Lancers will always head

with varying offences and defences giving each man on his squad
opportunity to become acquainted
with them.
Perhaps Windsor was fortunate
that they opened defence of the
Canadian title against Toronto,
but it looks as though our ma~ters
of the court are gaining momentum in comparison with a rather
lack-lustre exhibition schedule.
Wednesday sees the University
of Guelph at St. Denis. Feast or
famine? Come on out and see
for yourself. As much as 1969
saw the miracle of the Mets and
University of Windsor football,
it seems this writer can recall a
few years of another miracle in
the past decade - one called the
Celtics from a place called Boston in a game known as basketball.

NOTICE

RUDOLF NUREYEV LIVES. The cause of this unabounded
leap for joy by a Toronto player is unknown as the Lancers
thumped the Blues by a 71 •58 score.

Students attending Intercollegiate Basketball games at St.
Denis gym are requested to
enter fifteen minutes before
game time in order to be assured of seating.

TONY McCRORY (40) goes up for two of the Lancers 71
points during Saturday's game. The Lancers pleased some
fans but those who remember the days when the Lancers averaged 100 points a game were not impressed.
Lance pie by Mike Learmonth

Lance pie by Mike Learmonth

Lancers

•

Win

The Lancers claimed their first
league victory Saturday night defeating the University of Toronto
Blues 71·58.
Windsor came out using a
tough man to man press and a
devastating fast break and jumped
into a quick lead. Toronto rallied
to take an 8-6 lead. This was
the only time the Blues were in
the game as the Lancers pushe~
to a 20-14 advantage by quarte

league opener to begin title defence

aire also came in to score six
points in the final two minutes
and Windsor led at the intermission 37·24.
The second half was almost a
repeat performance of the first
as the Lancers increased their
lead to as much as 22 points on
several occasions. Delaire again
sparked the team as he scored
five field goals and stole the ball
many times.

time.
The second stanza saw the
Lancers and captain Chris Wydrzynski take complete control of
the contest as Wydrzynski pumped
in seventeen of his twenty-four
points in the first half. Guy Del-

With such a large lead Coach
Thomas flooded the floor with reserves and Toronto managed to
cut the lead to ten points. However, the Lancers held on to take
a 71-S8 decision.
Wydrzynski led all scorers with

24 points while Delaire chipped
in with 16. Toronto's best were

Evans and Hadden with 13 and
12 respectively.
The Lancers shot 29 of 80 for
36.3
percent while Toronto
could manage only 20 of 70 for
a dismal 28.6 percent. Windsor
connected on only 13 of 26 char.
ity tosses for a poor 50 percP.nt
while the Blues dropped in 18 of
30 for 60 percent. Each team
picked up 20 personal fouls
while the Lancers outrebounded
the Blues 64-52.
The Lancers next O.Q.A.A.
contest is Wednesday night at
home against the University of
Guelph.

WINDSOR
Wydrzynski
Lenti
Orange
Salvador
Lanktree
Delaire
McCrory
TORONTO
McNaughton
Braid
Hadden
Evans
Katz
G. Betcherman

Boston
Trafford

Eben

10
2
5
0
3
8
1
29

4
1
0
4
4
0
0
13

THANKS
24

5
10
4
10
16
2
71

To all our advertisers
and the ad staff
in particular John Birchall,
We would like to extend

0
0
4
5
3
0

2
S
1
20

1 1
3 3
4 12
3 13
0 6
1 1

1 5
3 13

2 4
18 58

our thanks for making
the lowest amount of ad copy
in any Lance in history
a reality.
The Lance staff.
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Fee Increase

likely in Sept.
by Hubert Drouin
Lance News Staff

"BUT WHEN IT GETS COLD, we'll boycott the
buses and set up car pools," happy October bus
passengers reflect. Latest development in the
ten-day old boycott is a survey which shows,

organizer Jonathan Benson claims, that the Libeml
club's plan is going well. Stickers for clipboards,
etc., are available in the Student Council offices
for students who want to join the boycott.
-Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

Students save $600

Bus boycott supported
oy
mDikhey
lance News Staff
The Liberal Club's bus
boycott has probably saved
students about $600 in its first
week of operation, organizer
Jonathon Benson said Thursday.
Benson conducted a survey
early this week, and had 50
replies from among the 300
students in the hitch-hike
scheme.
"The SO people who filled
out the survey had a total of 553
, lifts in the week. If another 150
of the 300 people in the plan did
as well, then we saved the
students about $600, . . . .and
that would be about $2,500 a
month," he said.
.
There have been no reports of
any trouble or crime related to
the boycott-hitchhike plan.

Benson added that 90 per
cent of the students who filled
out the questionnaire thought
that the plan was worthwhile.
"Almost half of the drivers
who picked up hitchhikers were
townspeople, not students,"
Benson said.
WJI. Furlong, Chairman of
the Sandwich, Windsor, and
Amherstburg Railway Company,
(the bus company), refused to
comment on the Liberal Club
boycott: "I don't intend to
express any opinion on it. It's
my business why not."
One bus driver reportedly
told a student passenger, "I
wouldn't have stopped the bus if
I'd seen your sticker."
Benson stressed that the plan
was set up, not to harm the bus
company, but to save money for

students. He will investigate a
su~stion that Student Council
seek a "season's ticket" to the
buses for students.

Enrolment limits
may be utilized
by Dave Rutherford
Lance News Staff
The University of Windsor
will limit the number of entrants
into the faculties of Law, Phys.
Etl., and Nursing next year.
Dr. Frank DeM arco,
Administration Vice President,
stated Thursday that the
enrolments in these faculties will
be restricted due to shortages of

Pollution and government

Conferences set for Win or
operational rt;gional
governments in Ontario, in
Ottawa.Carleton and the Niagara
Region, will also attend.

"We're stressing the
involvement of officials from the
imex County area who are
concerned with regional
government," Copland said
'I'hursday. Included in the

conference agenda are Etsex
Sou tl). Member of the Provincial
Legislature Don Patterson,
K.inprille Mayor Fred de Santis,

Tuition, and food contract
fees may be increased next
September, but residence fees
are unlikely to go up, University
officials said this week.
University V.P. W.R.
Mitchell, the administrator in
charge of food contracts, could
not give a definite decision on an
increase, but he did point out
that there will be an eight
percent raise in pay rates for
kitchen staff, which he
considered a sufficient reason to
push the price upward.
In his final analysis, Mitchell
said that no definite decision
would be reached until late
March or early April.
SAC President Bob Baksi said
Monday that the only way to
stop a price hike in food
contracts and residence fees is to
build a co-0perative residence,
which would be run by the
student council.
So far the co-0p plan has

the provincial government and
the lower levels, the cities and
towns, that will be affect.ed by
the change-over.
Aiding with the orgaruzatiQll
of the conference, Copland s:aicl,
are Geography ..professors Paul
Vandall and J.C. Ransom, and
students Chris Wilson, m ~
-Greg Williams, Special Arts, Jade:
Brown, III Arts, and Rick

staff and space. The Phys. Ed.
and Nursing facilities could not
be expanded unless there were
building additions.
"No extensions will be made
to the Law building unless there
is a province-wide survey of
facilities by 1971 ", said
DeMarco, "but even then, no
extensions would be available
earlier than 1973." DeMarco
further stated that it was quite
powble that in the future,
limitations could be placed on
Ute faculty of Arts and Scie~.
DeMarco also said that this
limitation of facilities was by no
means peculiar to the UniVersity
of Windso1, but that several
universities throughout the
pi:ovince have already found
themselv.es in this po.sition.
"Students finding themselves
in this po~tion of not having a
seat in any of the three faculties
should a'1ply at other

Young, Giad. History.
Plans for the March ~, 7, -8,
Pollution conference .-e not
complete, hut
Tb
fh*1t~~ •r.1taiH'

Universities throupout the
province," said DeMarco.
e
Ontario Student Awards
pro1f11111!1C is alwqs awiable to
help in caaes of geauine need."
DeMarco went on to ay that
there should be as
·

att-4..

f&lf

macle u poaiible, "to .,_.,
for tlie
providinf for as pat a nv.m1,i,r

and vadety

"

of faciitiei

been turned down three times
by the Administration, ''but we
are ready for a fourth attempt",
Baksi said.
Director of Residence Joe
Saso said Monday "This year we
are running a deficit in
residences. To top that, resident
students are moving out.
Approximately 60 students have
moved out of residence since
Christmas,
increasing the
deficit."
Although administrative costsare skyrocketing all around, Saso
felt confident that residence
prices would remain the same.
"The reason we want to keep
our residence prices down is
because we want to attract more
students," Saso said.
Wayne Yared, SAC
Vice-President, gave a definite
"no" to food price increases.
"As a food committee member,
I have heard of no such
increase," he declared.
Dean of Students George
McMahon also expects no price
increase for food contracts.
In all three fields, tuition,
residence, and food contracts,
final decisions on possible
increases will be made in late
March or April.
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I've moved; where could I make change of my address to my
subscription for the '70 yearbook?
W.H.C.
Andrea Wakely, yearbook editor, thinks you're suffering from
a misconception about the delivery of the yearbook. The
Yearbook Supplement will be mailed out, not the Yearbook
itself. You'll have to come and pick it up unless, as Miss Wakely
fears, she fails to raise herself off her fat unmentionable in time.
In any case, in order for her to change the address, you will
have to spoil the mystery and submit to her or us your name and
address. Our handwriting and finger print experts have gone back
to SMERSH.

" .. SO FUNNY AND LOVEABLE, SAD AND TENDER
... UNDOUBTEDLY THE MOST IMPORTANT
FEATURE FILM MADE IN CANADA TO DATE .. "

ggjafgCd
p

THE LANGUAGE IN THIS FILM MIGHT

TONIGHT
at 12.00!

Being unqualified to account for and defend the Frat we
decided to let them as a body comment on your letter.
The acclaimed "men of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity" had
this response to your slander; "T .K.E. stands for Tau Kappa
Epsilon. It is a fraternity on campus. If you really want to find
out pledge us."
Many people have openly spoken out against the existence of
frats at the U. ofW. and with valid points such as:
"they (the frats) use the university's name in their projects
which are for their own profit." -Al Strachan.
However when someone makes a slanderous unsubstantiated
attack on them, one can only conclude that he has No So-Called
Guts.

afilrn by
allanka,g

Tcchnicolor:",

***
Could you please tell me what T.K.E. stands for? I heard it
meant Technecal Knucklehead which should be Erased and I also
heard you have to be a "prick" to get in.
Yours Teakily,
N.S.C.G. Arts l

-Milros, Star

0

JEANNE
MOREAUin
"1HEBR1DE
WORE BIACK"

JAN.

23
at midnight

01r1

!1·. h,

FRANCOIS
TRUFFAUT

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

JAN.
30
at midnight

ftHOUR Of THE WOLF"
MAX VON SYDOW • LIV ULLMANN

***
When I go into the states I get my Canadian dollar beat to the
tune of from 7-10%. Here in Windsor the exchange seems
stabilized at 7%. Am I being gouged by the Americans? Is it
gauche to demand a reciprocal exchange of 7% from airline
counters, restaurants, etc?
Scrooge
You haven't got a leg to stand on or lay on across the border.
In the land of the free, where capitalism runs rampant, anyone in
business, even the pushers, can demand any exchange or even
refuse Canadian currency. Fortunately in this country, out of
love for our American cousins, we have had the courtesy to
provide a law forcing our businesses to pay no less than 7% on
that sacred Yankee manna. Our advice to you to get your
money's worth is to locate an intelligent southerner and approach
him with your rare, unique commodity genuine 'Kinadyn mony',
printed by "Trooooodo" himself. Five dollars for the green ones,
ten for the red ones, one dollar for the shiny ones, etc.

FEB.
6

at midnight

FEB.
13

at midnight

***

Why are University of Windsor athletic teams traditionally
called "Lancers"? Is there any one person responsible for
choosing the name?
B.B.
In the beginning there was but one campus of Assumption,
high school and college, with but one set of colours; purple and
white. Inevitably the children were evicted· in '57 and sent down
the road, but they tenaciously held on to the school colours and
the titles "Purple Raiders" and "Purple and White" for the teams
and paper respectively. To bring an end to the confusion, turmoil
and bloodshed, the late Father Hussey, a great figure in our sports
history, in '57 found a new name from his specialty of ancient
history, the "Lancers". The next year the newspaper followed
suit and became:
a) The Windsor Star
b) The Aardvark
5 Marks
c) The Lance
d) The Strachan (Pick CORRECT Answer)
(Only One Is Correct)
End of lesson.

***

In the five years for which John Francis Leddy L.L.D. has
been the Pre~ident of this fair university, I have only seen him
five times in The lance, and four of those five pictures of the
Great Doctor are the same. Why is this so? Is he camera shy?
A. K. von Rimsky III
In the SIX years Pres. Leddy has been here ( which we have
been informed is as long as Strachan has haunted these Hallowed
Corridors) there have been a great many pictures taken of him.
Believe It or Not! It is a unique phenomenon that almost every
time the great Doctor is captured on celluloid, he always has the
same pose and the same suit.

.. an outcry against
the oanadian
establishment.

Shirley Clarke's

THE CONNECTION
-a double bill of
controversial
underground films!

FIRST
WINDSOR
SHOWING!
PART 1.

FEB.
27
at midnight

JEAN-LUC GODARD'S

MAR.
6
at midnight

WEEKEND
Box Office opens at 11.30 p,m, each Friday. No advance sale.
Foreign language films presented with sub--titles. All single
feature programmes preceded by a short subject. Adm. $2.

" 'Weekend' is a great
original work. 'Weekend'
is Godard's vision of hell
and it ranks with the
visions of the greatest.
'Weekend' has
more depth than anything
he's done before."
-Pauline Kael,
New Yorke
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oach, utfi, retire from Admin. posts
Nursing head
will leave at
end Qf year

Sabbatical for Ruth
Father Norbert J. Ruth has
resigned from his post as Dean
of Arts and Science.
Dr. J. F. Leddy made the
announcement Tuesday.
Ruth, who has been Dean for
18 years, is going on sabbatical
leave for one year, after which
he will teach again. Ruth is
professor of physics as well as a
special lecturer in the
Philosophy of Science.
He was born in Hepworth,
Ontario, in 1909, and later
attended Assumption High
School in Windsor, and then
went to the University of
Toronto where he graduated in
193 2 from honours Mathematics
and Physics. Ruth completed his
studies in Theology at St. Basil
Seminary.
In 1946 he received his
Masters degree in physics at the
University of Toronto.
Ruth served as Dean of
Residence at St. Michael's
College School, and Treasurer
and Professor of Physics at the
University of St. Thomas,
Houston, Texas.
Ruth came to Assumption
College in 1951. He has served
on the Board of Governors and
Senate of Assumption University
(1960-1967) and on the Board
of Directors of Essex College
(1960-1963) and has been a
member of the Board of
Governors of the University of
Windsor since its incorporation.
Ruth is presently serving on
the Committee of Presidents of

the Universities of Ontario
Subcommittee on Teacher
Education, and as chairman on
the University of Windsor
Subcommittee on Teacher
Education for Windsor.
Dr. J. F. Leddy, announcing
the resignation of Ruth, said
Tuesday: "Father Ruth has
played a vital role during a
crucial period in the University's
history. We are grateful indeed
he has been able to shoulder the
heavy load as Dean of our largest
Faculty for so long and with
such distinction."

T

Fr. N.J. Ruth, Dean of Arts and
Science.

Arts deanship open
by Tom Egan
Lance News Staff
A successor to Father N .J.
Ruth, Dean of Arts and Science,
has not yet been chosen. Ruth's
resignation was announced
Tuesday.
President J .F. Leddy said
Wednesday that a procedure has
not yet been worked out by the
Senate to choose Ruth's
successor.
Informed sources, however,
have mention€rd Dr. William
Phillips, Associate Dean of Arts
and Science and Head of the
Economics Department, as a
possible choice. Phillips came to
the University of Windsor in
1950.

OUS referendum set
for March eledions
By Andy Bradie
Lance News Staff

-

SAC has voted to hold a
referendum to decide whether or
not the University of Windsor
will continue its membership in
the Ontario Union of Students
(OUS).
The following question was
debated and voted upon at the
Tuesday night SAC meeting.
"Should Student Council
instruct the Chief Electoral
Officer to hold a referendum of
the Student Union on the
following question in
conjunction with the general
Spring Council election"? The
motion was passed unanimously.
Rather than hold the
referendum with the January 21
bye-election, it is being held off
until March 11, so that students
can become fully acquainted
with the issue.
Be sides allowing for the
preparation of arguments, both
pro and con withdrawal, SAC
also expressed hope that OUS
could take advantage of the time
to make itself more aware of
practical issues such as
i n ·c o r p o r a t i on
bus
transpo\tation, and B~ard of
Governors re~resentation.
Bob Bak~ SAC President,
said he will write to Jim Kehoe,
President of OUS, to make him
aware of the situation. Baksi also
plans to arrange for panels to
discuss the situation. He added
that he will instruct the Finance
Commissioner to pay OUS fees
up until March, at which time
our continued membership will
be decided by the student vote.

-

---

The idea for the break from
OUS came as a result of an OUS
conference held in Toronto last
weekend. Members of Windsor's
delegation were Baksi, Wayne
Yared, Vice-President of SAC,
John Charlton, Engineering
representative, and Miss Cathy
Holmes, Arts representative.
As they expressed in an Open
Letter to SAC at Tuesday night's
meeting, the delegation found
that
the conference
"consistently avoided practical
issues" and that the "discussion
of practical campus problems
has been held to a bare
minimum".
They found that the
"discussion of inappropriate
philosophy and problems not
relating to Union members has
been maximized". An example
was the Quebec problem. The
delegation also felt that OUS
neglects . the bureaucratic
procedures required to maintain
a financially responsible
organization.
Therefore, the delegation
returned with the $1,200
cheque, rather than pay the

Also mentioned was Father
Robert Fehr, Head of the
Psychology Department, who is
presently on sabbatical leave.
Fehr started lecturing here in
1951.
Professor Williams was special
economic advisor to Kenneth
Kaunda, President of Zambia,
for a year. He is still an advisor
to Kaunda, but on a part-time
basis.
Asked to comment on
possible successors to the office
of dean, Leddy would only say
that both men were highly
regarded in the Windsor
academic community.

Florence Martina Roach,
Director of the School of
Nur:;ing here, has resigned,
University President J.F. Leddy
announced Wednesday.
Miss Roach, who first came
to the then Assumption College
in 195 5, is a Registered Nurse,
who holds a Bachelor of Science
degree, not a B. Sc. in Nursing.
During W.W. II, Miss Roach
served in the Royal Canadian
Navy with the · Rank of
Lieutenant Commander, and was
awarded the Royal Red Cross by
His late Majesty King George VI.
She is on the Board of
Governors of St. Clair College.

Four seek Arts Rep.
by Gina Coia
Lance News Staff
Nominations closed
Wednesday for 2 Arts
Represe~tatives and 4 Centre
Policy Committee members.

No H.S. Drug
Use Survey
WINDSOR, ONT. (CP)-A
University of. Windsor request to
carry out research on student
drug use has been turned down
by the Windsor Board of
Education because of the "heavy
load on the administration and
interference with daily lessons."
The board denied an appeal
by Harry W. Morrow, director of
the School of Social Work at the
university, after the request was
refused by the administration.
Trustee Alan Buchanan, in
moving refusal, said, "we should
assure him (Mr. Morrow) this is
not a closed door, but urge him
to use the other means."
He was referring to a
suggestion by administration and
instruction superintendent M.C.
Thomson that the researchers
interview school guidance
counsellors.

Miss F.M. Roach, Director of
Nursing School.
Information about a
successor as Director of the
School of Nursing is not
available.

.._,___
BOB GUNNING, Electoral
officer, plans computer vote.
-Kirkland

The tentative candidates for
Arts Representatives are: Brian
Kappler, Doug Reynolds, Dave
J. Rutherford, and John P.
Squire. The 4 Centre Policy
Committee members who were
elected by acclamation are:
Michael Elliott (incumbent),
John Hart (incumbent), Richard
Adler (incumbent), · and Cy
Paquette.

The computerized election
will take place January 21 st.
Everyone will be voting for
Internal Affairs Commissioner,
providing more than one
nomination is received.
Nominations close today at 4
p.m. Only Arts students may
vote
for
the
Arts
Representatives.
The general spring SAC
election will be held on March
11th, with positions open for I 0
Arts reps., 3 Science, 2
Engineering, 2 Commerce, and 1
each for Law, Nursing, Phys.
Ed.. and Social Work. The 6
Executive positions, the Student
Affairs Commission seats, and
the 2 elected Senate seats will
also be available. There will be a
referendum for membership in
the Ontario Union of Students
at the same time. (See OUS
story this issue).
This election also will be fully
computerized. "All the
bi-elections have been tests for
the main one. A new programme
has been made for the Arts Reps
election, and if it works fine
we're all set," said Bob Gunning,
electoral officer.
The computer time is free
being provided free by the
Administration. "The cost of an
election is probably $50-60 a
night, the expense is probably
the same as paper ballots but we
are cutting our time down 85
per cent" Gunning concluded,
"by using the computer".

"TOO DAMN COLD TO POSE," Joe
Shivering Student (centre) said Monday,
as freezing temperatures and strong winds
tripled traffic in the tunnel to Dillon Hall.
Temperatures in Windsor will remain
around or below freezing over the
weekend.

membership dues as they had
intended. Since the membership
fees are paid according to the
length of time a school is a
member of ms, the delegation
decided to forestall payment

pending a decision regarding our
continued affiliation with the
union.
Some members of SAC

expressed

anger

and

dissatisfaction with the
delegation whom they felt were
Continued on Page 12
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EDITORIAL
When we first came to this school some moons back, there was a
rookie coach in charge of the basketball team. His name was Bob
Samaras and he came to Windsor in the year which was to be the
occasion of the very first national basketball championships. In
previous years, after winning one's league, there were no more
fields to conquer. But this year there was to be a national
championship playdown.
Well, the Lancers won their league that year and began an era of
Lancer basketball. They then won the Ontario-Quebec
championship and the Windsor students were jubilant. That a
Lancer team should go so far was almost unbelievable. There were
only about 1200 students then and they had annihilated the likes
of McGill, Toronto and Queens.
Then came the national championships. The Lancers won in the
semi-final and were to meet Acadia in the finals. A greater game
than that championship game has never been played in St. Denis
Hall. The Lancers were playing against a team of American giants
which Acadia. had imported and were not given much of a chance.
Predictably enough, the Lancers got behind. But some great
shooting, great play, and even greater coaching came through and
the Lancers won in the closing seconds. Samaras was here to stay
and his dynasty was beginning. The Lancers were a national power
the next year. Samaras coached them to four national
championships in six years.
Then Samaras left and Eddi Chittaro, his assistant coach, came
in and he too, using the tactics Samaras had taught him so well
won a national championship.
Well fans, this trip through the past has been nice hasn't it? We
hope you enjoyed it, because it will probably be as close as you, as
Lancer fans, will come to a national championship.
Samaras and Chittaro have gone. In their stead is some unknown
who is trying to change the styles taught to budding basketball
players by two great coaches. Gone are the 100 points per game
averages. Gone are the national championships. Gone are the
perennial championship Lancers.
Last year's championship Lancers are still here though. They
can be seen sitting on the bench during any Lancer game.
The sooner Paul Thomas is gone, the better.
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UHURU aiye
- - - - - - - b y Owen Ball
FREEDOM world
l haven't any money and
there seems to be many things to
do, but they all take money. So
to this point at least I'm a victim
of my own frustrations. So I
write this column, another
instance of frustration and I
can't say that it's going to
change, but-right on.
I've had many reasons, over
the past few weeks to review my
thinking, my activities, or more
accurately, my lack of them, and
I've found only the need for
rededication to the battle, and
the frustration. I only hope that
this time I'm wise enough, and
strong enough, not to let the
frustrations drive me to the
escapes and absurdities of the
past.
The war rages, declared and
undeclared, people are dying,
suffering-us. But inured by
circumstance of long standing,
we function in some absurd kind
of melodrama, where nothing is
real, and reality and feeling are
sin , where the ultimate
hyperbole of humanism is to be
human. Our response to life,
living, the problems, is the same
robotoid reaction to calamity,
disaster, earthquake, flood,
hurricane ...A-bomb.
Hamlet is denied, but we are
all Hamlets, prepared to live,
afraid to die, but unable to
accept the challenge of life. We
bear "the whips and scorns of
time, the oppressor's wrong, the
proud man's contumely the
pangs of despised love, the law's
delay, the insolence of office
and the spurns that patient merit
of the unworthy takes," when
we might our quietus make,
"with a bare bodkin".
"And thus the native hue of
resolution is sicklied o'er with
the pale cast of thought, and
enterprises of great pitch and
moment with this regard their
currents turn awry and lose the
name of action." We simply
haven't the guts to fight.

And how can we? The trial of
your four was postponed again,
until God knows when, delayed
to the point where the battle
against system injustice is
drained of all emotional tenor
by our simple inability to
maintain, live, emotionally,
psychologically, physically, with
the necessary and inherent
tensions for any sustained period
of time. So we write off our
trial, and Chicago is a sick farce
that we can't take seriously any
more, despite it's being a very
real manifestation of the hell we
live .under, and a system tool of
perpetuating and strengthening
that hell, of destroying all viable
means for change short of
holocaust. Business has adopted
the liberal mantle, to further
divide the people, to maintain its
profits, to justify its position.
Radicals are giving up and taking
the middle class route to
Florida, Porches and split level
homes. Students play with
drugs, sex and booze, and
intellectual games of revolution.
Everyone is willing to solve the
problems over there, but no one
seems willing, or able to attack
the basics, the little things right
where they are, to open up the
rhetoric, to eliminate the
immediate, to face themselves
and their own problems, the
hang ups to living.
The painful truth is we can't
go it alone, and all of the petty
little games we play to sequester
support only add to the
problem. And for myself at
times like these, times of

reassessment and dedication, I
seem, invariably, to find myself
a part of the sickness I oppose.
But whatever I am, personally,
whatever my values, these
shouldn't be allowed to
interfere, to cloud the real
issues. The time to allow
personal prejudices, on whatever
level, to interfere has long since
passed, if it was ever functional.
The time for now, is to ignore,
to transcend the prejudices of
personality, avoid the cop outs,
and face the issues. Bobby
Seale 's conduct is not in
question, despite the system's
attempt to make it so, but his
right to justice and defence is,
his rights, and yours, all of them;
and that's the issue, that's what
we have to understand. You may
not have asked, that another
man, in another country, a black
man, and certainly not a
Panther, represent you, in
defence of your rights, but that's
the way it is. And that's why
they picked Seale, to enlist your
co-operation in stripping
yourself of your rights to 'life,
liberty and the pursuit of
happiness.'
Perhaps I'm Polonius , and
you're Hamlet , but Polonius
knew the right, and Hamlet saw
the contradictions, but neither
functioned to eliminate , and
both died-for nothing. Better
we should die fighting- for
something, even if we don't
know what it is, even if we have
to destroy what we have. I can't
see letting them kill me-for
nothing.

This Week We Give Thanh,,
OLord, That
there are copies of Blitz Basketball, by Bob Samaras, available
in the Bookstore for Coach Thomas.

UHURU
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Tfie persecution and assassination of Owen Ball
by BriaR Cowan
Alas, i:dacli,
. Poor Owen Ball is Block.
Yes dear reader, again as we
daringly risk the crowds of
people and gallantly capture a
copy of Fridays' Lance and dash
off to our hidden corners and
convens to read it, we eagerly
flick through the pages and
come to a screeching halt,
breathless with excitement at
the section titled "UHURU
AJYE (Freedom World)".
Here, yes, here dear reader
unfolds the exciting, somewhat
hallucinated, life of that
ever-daring, life-risking,
jail-risking upright man, teller of
truth?, and tales Owen Ball, hero
of the black man, the white man
(except for all you bigots), hero
of proletariat and bourgois alike,
hero of lovers of truth and
morons, and above all, dear
reader, yes above all a martyr!
"Freedom World!" what a
wonderful title for such a martyr
to have. Pardon me dear readers,
you don't see what the hell
"Freedom World" has to do
with the exciting adventurous
life of your beloved hero? Why
you blundering idiot! Don't you
know that it works as perfectly
as the mathematical equation:
a=c, b=c therefore a=c? Why
sure baby. Look!

I do not apee with
what you say bat I w
defend to the death
your right to say it.
- Voltaire

Owen Ball, all by himself,
equals the black people and the
black people equal oppression,
therefore Owen Ball equals
oppression. And everyone knows
that when Owen Ball is free then
the black people will be free and
oppression will end. Pretty cute
eh? Like it?
How about you Owen baby,
you like it? I like, mean, you
like to play on the colour thing
baby. You admitted that in your
last article. Well like, baby I'm
going to play on it too, by your
rules. I'm gonna make you sick
of your own medicine, that you
so freely dish out. I'm gonna
make you sick of the martyrdom
and self-pity that you smother
yourself with so that, after· a
while you might start to write
something that is worthy of the
title you give your column or at
least you might change the title
to the "Owen Bull Self Pity
Column."
Let's take up that cute little
conversation you had with the
cops at the bridge. "Am I being
detained? If I am being detained
then why am I being detained?"
Where were you being
detained from going Owen
Baby? Where were you in such a
desperate hurry to get to, the
paddy wagon? If that's where
you were being detained from
going, then you weren't detained
for very long were you? I mean
despite all your fears of being
arrested because you can't
afford to pay bail and your fear
that because you're black,
everyone is going to pick on
you. It would be obvious to any
child that you had your heart set

on being arrested baby and I
have to admit Owen your
strategy there wasn't bad. I
mean after all, look at all the
free publicity and self pity you
can bestow upon yourself in
your "Freedom World" column.
Now that is what I call real
"soap" opera material baby.
"I want a broad to react to
me not my colour."
Maybe she is reacting to you
Owen, or else she's read one of

your articles and I say one
because one is about all it would
take.
These are just two examples
Owen baby. How many more do
I have to give? All your articles
smack of such writing.
I'm not denying the existence
of bigotry Owen, white or black
and I'm sure that you have felt
your share of prejudice.
What I am condemning is
your writing. I don't want to

pick up a Lance and read about
all your- problems, I have mine
too. Your column, I find,
personally, reeks of self-pity and
I am not interested in reading
this under the misleading title of
"Freedom World". I want
something deeper, with some
thought behind it rather than
this running off at the mouth.
And if this is the deepest you
have to offer then you had
better check out now, baby!

Insensibility bums Biafrans
by Brian Bigelow
I wish to call to your
attention a social observation of
mine that lowers my opinion of
mankind. Currently in Biafra
there are millions of people who
have died of starvation in part as
a result of a war with Nigeria.
Most people that I am
acquainted with agree that this
genocide is a bad thing, that is
allowing people to starve to
death conflicts with their values.
I postulate that if much
money was contributed for relief
purposes, this tragedy would in
part have been prevented. It
would also have helped the
Biafrans to eat if the Nigerians
had allowed more of what relief
was available to drop on Biafra.
A slight moment of reflection
leads me to ask the · question
''Why was this not done?" The
answer to this question must be
dealt with for each of the two
cultures. The fust culture is the
Nigerian, the second the
sympathetic observer who does

not like Biafrans to starve. My
concern is not with the
non-sympathetic observer for he
has the cowardice of his
non-convictions.
With respect to the Nigerians
who fight Biafrans it does not
surprise me that they allowed
this disaster to occur. After all
war is war and all is fair in hate
and war. If Nigerians had the
Biafrans as enemies what
difference does it make if you
starve them or shoot them to
death? Since agony and suffering
are consistent with war and since
Nigerians are (I assume)
committed to war then there is
no conflict in allowing Biafrans
to starve. If one assumes that
conflicting values arouse one's
conscience, then Nigerians have
no reason to feel guilty in this
regard. This does not say that
Nigerians have no conscience but
that it is not aroused, in the
form of guilt. It does say
however that the Nigerians' love

for war exceeds their love for
love. I wonder if Nigerians are
hateful people? I will leav~ this
for the reader to ponder.
In the sympathetic culture, of
which I am a part, much
resource is available for aid to
the Bia fr ans ( e.g. overall
contributions from industry and
government and united effort on
the part of powers in the United
Nations would suffice.) However
less aid was sent to Biafra than
could have been sent, e.g. the
amount that arrived was a
pittance as opposed to what
could have been sent. It seems to
me that unawareness is not an
excuse for this lack of aid since
the mass media is full of Biafran
news.
If conflict arouses guilt then
sympathetic non-aiders are
guilty. The pain of their guilt
must be less in magnitude than
the pleasure of their selfishness.
This seems to be a classic case of
hypocrisy.
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foreign aid imperative for world development
by C. Uoyd Brown-John
On the eve of a Conference
entitled "The Affluent West and
World Poverty" it is appropriate
to query why such a conference
should be held.
One need not be a
professional student of
international studies to have
become aware that during the
last l O years the wealth of the
developed states has
compounded dramatically while
simultaneously the hopes and
aspirations of newly
independent states continues to
be frustrated as they struggle
against the overwhelming odds
of economic impoverishment.
During the late United States
President Kennedy's term of
office he directed two challenges
fowards his countrymen. His
challenge to place a man on the
moon has been met; his
challenge to improve the
condition of the peoples of
underdeveloped countries has
not. More tragically, this failure
has been compounded by our
sudden awareness that within
our midst lies poverty frequently
equal to that found in many less
affluent countries.
Poverty, we have realized, is
the discovery that almost 20% of
the population of Prince Edward
Island lives on welfare; that the
United States has the 18th
highest infant mortality rate in
the world or that 50% of the
negroes of America exist with
incomes leS5 than tM lllinimum

considerecl a4eQ11ate for mere
•Wstence. And thii is to say

nothing of the plight of native
Indians in both countries.
In a world with a hamburger
stand on every other corner it is
frequently difficult to appreciate
the tragic drama of a starving
Biafran child's death pleas. In
the fiscal year 1968-1969 the
people of Ontario spent over
$600 million on liquor; last
week the people of Canada gave
$
million to charitable
organizations for relief in
Nigeria.
Are these misplaced values or
simply psychological oversights?
"I'm alright Jack" or do we
really care?
I suspect that if we did not
care during Kennedy's
development decade we began to
care as the decade drew to a
close. Former Prime Minister
Pearson headed the World Bank
Commission which produced the
challenging report, ''Partners in
Development"; a retired British
diplomat, Sir Harry Jackson,
produced a report bitterly
attacking the confusion created
by the duplication arising from
the multiplicity of U.N.
agenci'!s; and the roster of
report anj studies continues to

2*

increase as various western
governments and multi-lateral
agencies review and attempt to
revitalize their foreign aid
programmes. In the reports
produced so far one theme is
dominant, that of frustration
and frequently outright failure.
What has happened? We have
the wealth, the energy, the
knowledge and the facilities not
only to feed and educate the
world's population but also to
provide all people with the
means to create and improve
their physical environments.
It is easy to say that
technology is responsible for the
plight of numerous humans on
this planet; but is not
technology the measure of our
progress? The technologist
responds to our presumed needs
so must he necessarily be
culpable for the deficiencies of
the result? If huraans create the
demands then they must also
bear the responsibility for the
ensuing results.
It is unlikely that the answers
to the numerous questions
which must surely arise at a
Conference of this type, will be
forthcoming. Perhaps, however,

a mental stimulation may occur
and from this we can only
assume a benefit.
What sort of questions might
we ask of participants at such a
Conference? For a start I would
be inclined to raise some of the
following points. Have the
political exigencies of
international relations been at
the expense of the human
element? Have our
developmental planners been so
intent on planning the formalism
of development as to forget the
fallibilities of people? Have we
abused the concept of foreign
aid by tying it too closely to
individual state political,
military and economic gain? Can
we expect greater use of
multilateral agencies or will this
remain merely a token
concession to bilateral ends? As
more and more C.U.S.O. and
Peace Corps volunteers return
can we ~xpect that their
experience and enthusiasm will
be translated into new policies
for internal and external
development? The l 970's have
been designated as, the
Mobilization of Public Opinion
on Development, decade; is this

to be as much a failure as the
immediately past decade?
Whether we come away from
a Conference such as this as
optimists or pessimists is our
individual problem. Doubtless,
however, we shall have garnered
some opinions and in so doing
have contributed to the overall
advancement of our own
thoughts.

JS

We have tried to do our best
to insure not only that anyone
interested in development is
invited to this Conference, but
more importantly, that anyone
might have an opportunity to
participate. There are no formal
papers to be presented. Each
participant has been told that he
has a maximum of 10 minutes to
do his "thing", beyond that he
must fend for himself. If answers
to questions are forthcoming it
will be because any given
member of the audience is
personally satisfied.
I believe that a Confere ce on
this subject early in the new
decade is most appropriate. If
we are to advance beyond point
zero we might just as well start
now to re-examine what we did
wrong last time. We will not
wish poverty, illiteracy and
social degradation away. It will
be with us until such times as
our collective minds can imagine
new and more realistic
approachel to the problem of
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The Lar.ce l"l!lllrvlfi the right to edit tatten for
length. It s,av, to be concill. Thoat typed,
doublHP8Ced get priority. For l9gel reaons. no
u nslgned letters may be publilfied. A
pNUdonym may be ulld, however, prowided
that you
a good ,....,n aid Identify
younelf to the editors.

The Student Centre
with
Western Ontario's Largest
Selection of Trimminp

h••

Huron

llflll

lf.'llllls

top-notch gro1111
246 Ouellette Affllue

Across From Coles

MAMIE VAN DOREN
Movie and TV Star
PLUS: DANNY HOLLEY
AT THE ORGAN

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

ARTS & COMMERCE GRADUATES
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS
SALES MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
SALES
ON CAMPUS lti_TERVIEWS

WEDNESDAY, JANi,ARY 28
PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE CO. Lm.
1100 KENT TRUST BLDG., WINDSOR

WM. BENSON, B. SC.
BRANCH MANAGER

MICHAEL BENSON, B. SC.
ASSIST ANT MANAGER

STARTS JANUARY 16
EXCLUSIVE MUSIC HALL ENGAGEMENT!

a----

Dear Sir:
"The second half will be
better." That is what we heard
near the end of the first term.
Ha! Who were services trying to
kid?
In early December a booth
was set up in the centre whereby
students could vote for groups
that they would like to see in
concert. It was observed that
votes were cast for groups such
as "The Moody Blues", "Three
Dog Night" etc. But who are we
going to get? "Jerry Lee Lewis."
( whoever he is) We are in the
seventies not the fifties. Many
students are getting sick and
tired of "Time-tunnel" music.
If McMaster can get "Three
Dog Night" for their winter
carnival we should be able to get
a high calibre group also.
Twenty- three hundred people
could be squeezed into St. Denis
Hall. Students would gladly pay
four dollars to see a group such
as the "Moody Blues". This
group would cost eighty-five
hundred dollars, but a high
enough admission price could be
charged to bring the gate
receipts to nearly ten thousand
dollars. There are many groups
that could be obtained for
around sixty-five hundred
dollars that the majority of
students would enjoy.
In the case of a second
group-who needs one? However,
a local group (for time
consuming purpose only) could
be obtained for .less than one
thousand dollars. Most students
would sooner listen to one really
good group rather than two
mediocre groups.
We would think it highly in
order if Jerry Lee Lewis were
sent a ''Thanks anyway" note.
Very Disappointed,
Huron Hall
Ed note: This letter was signed
by eighty-five resident students.

tocal H.S. student
do u b t s

ill a t h e ,r s

Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Re Robin Mathews m G. V.
Aschenbach and Dr. Macnamara:
What are House-McCrae-Rey- .
nolds if not objective observers?
And who gave them the divine
power to decide cultural
nationality?
Highschool Student

.
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to Robin Mathews
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I would like to comment on
Mr. Robin Mathews' letter which
graced the Leditors section of
this paper on Jan. 9.
In verse one, Mr. Mathews
expresses his dissatisfaction with
a letter in a previous Lance that

someone has obviously readto
him. The letter is bx 'G. V.
Aschenbach'. "I predict,"
predicts Mr. Mathews, '~t if

people like him don't become
serious about Canadian
problems, Canadians will teach
them seriousness.'' Mr. Mathews
says nothing explicit about
pogroms or witch hunts, but the
dark threat is there, and one
feels relief for 'Aschenbach' that
he exists only in the pages of
Thomas Mann, and is thus out of
harm's way.
In verse two and following
Mr. Mathews accuses Eugene
McNamara of "attacking" (that
is his word) Canadians. Perhaps
Mr. Mathews should be
reminded that although "good
old Gene McNamara" is a guest
in Canada, he is a paying guest,
and that there is nothing in the
landed immigrant papers about
maintaining perpetual silence on
the subject of stupidities not
uniquely American. Mr.
Mathews should read the 'report'
of the two martyred graduate
students and the one saintly
hanger-on; even they are not so
narrow as Mr. Mathews in their
working definition of
citizenship: in the report one
finds a reassuring welter of "first
degrees", "places of third
degree", "places of birth", etc.
Mr. Mathews rounds out verse
five by chiding Dr. McNamara
for "attacking (again, that
strange word, setting up Mr.
Mathews as Defender of the
Faith, and relegating Dr.
McNamara to the status of an
alien beast, slouching roughly
toward Ottawa to do God knows
what) Canadian graduate
students for being unclear and
undisciplined. . ."; the fact is,
the reports are, to put it
charitably, objectively unclear
and undisciplined, and anyone, a
disinterested Canadian,
American, or Martian could have
told them so. In closing, Mr.
Mathews calls Dr. McNamara a,
"
. classical imperialist."
Really. Is Dr. McNamara
planning to invade Gaul, or
Brundisium, or Macedonia? If
so, Dr. McNamara does indeed
bear watching-but this is a
serious charge to level at anyone.
In verse seven Mr. Mathews
generously foregoes
straightening us out on literary
criticism as well, but one is
apprised of the fact, through the
mordancy of Mr. Mathew's
irony, that he doesn't like Dr.
McNamara's poetry: " •••What a
laugh." says Mr. Mathews, aild it
isn't often one sees a one-liner
that sparkles like that.
Dr. McNamara did say that
"the issue of Americanization is
'bogus' and invalid at this time ..
." - and he is right: the key
phrase is "at this time". It has
been fairly app~ent to most
informed people that the
'Americanization Report' is a
red herring, designed to pave the
way for, and connected by some
very droll logic with the second
report, the 'Philip London Case'
- in tum designed to buff up
the image of that other
"Canadian guest".
Verse nine, and the epistle,
are closed with, not surprisingly,
a mistake-a small one, but a
mistake still; it is couched in
what Mr. Mathews presumably
considers 'grim humor'. He. says,
''I understand Mr. (sic)
McNamara's next book will be
called, "I was a Canadian poet
for the C. I. A." Apart from the

embarrassing adolescent
awkwardness of the sentence
there is a mistake: one
underlines or italicizes book
titles, Mr. Mathews. It is a
convention (e.g., I Was a
Formido inexoribilis-Ridden
Husky for the R.C.M.P., by
Robin Mathews).
Enough. You are boring, Mr.
Mathews. Bad cess to you.
Pat Logan

Student defends
A schenbuch letter
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I think if we look at the letter
of Robin Mathews with the
dignity and discipline of the
marker of a University paper,
disregarding the fact that G. V.
Aschenbach is the pseudonym of
a me m her of the English
department, who cannot be
irritated by the ludicrous use of
its last name and that Robin
Mathews is not God, we may see
that he has made a complete ass
of himself.

Yours truly,
student

iliac defends self
llgainst Mathews
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
IN RE: Mr. Robin Matthews'
letter in today's Lance, which
comments on my letter in the
November 21st issue, which was
a comment on an editorial in the
November 17th issue, which in
tum referred to matters treated
in the November 14th issue: any
further comment by me, or
anyone else at this time without
detailed and honest scrutiny of
the entire backlog, would simply
further obfuscate matters. Those
interested, however, can re-read
my November 21 letter. I think
that they will find Mr.
Matthews' comments on it to be
shrill, hysterical and out of
context.
I was objecting, in the
November 21 letter, specifically
to the use of certain loaded
terms in a specific document.
Mr. Matthews cliooses to ignore
this specific context and
attempts to make my comments
relate to the larger national
issue. Naturally they won't. This
is a shabby tactic.
I do not remember the
specifics of my telephone
conversation with Mr. Matthews,
and will therefore not attempt a
reply to his references to it. Why
spoil the chance for some future
dramatic use of it? Perhaps our
conversation was taped, and will
be used as evidence against me
on that day of judgment when
all us imperialist lackeys will be
up against the wall.
Yours truly,

Eusene McNamara
Former Concerned Honke}f 1
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more leditors
Pub not too snuirt
about fulse ads
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Convey my congratulations
to Wa~ne Yared and friends for
a fantastically well organized
and publicized Student Pub last
Thursday. For the first time, the
pub was . advertised by its
organizers, who then proceeded
predictably to not open it. .
Obviously , the person in
charge of running the Thursday
pub is in it only to receive a
salary from SAC. The pub's
managers complain of poor
attendance and use this as an
excuse for its haphazard
opening. Yet there has been no
advertisement of its openings or
of what band is playing on each
upcoming Thursday. Even the
waiters don't know if it is taking
place.
This rotten organization
should be contrasted to Cy
Paquette's excellent running of
the Adult Pub . If the student
body was informed about their
pub I'm sure the attendance
would increase as the
combination of good rock music
and cheap drinks which it offers
can be found nowhere else in
Windsor.
A former avid Pubgoer.

Electoral by-laws
said intolerable
The Editor
Dear Sir:
It has recently come to my
attention that certain
discrepancies have occurred
concerning recent and
forthcoming student council
elections.
The present student council
by-laws state that a candidate
must resign any elected office
under the union no later than
sixteen days before an election
in which he is participating, and
that he must have a C average to
' run .
I have been informed by Bob
Gunning, Chief Returning
Officer, that these regulations
have, through error, been only
selectively adhered to.
Mr . Gunning further
informed me that, although he
drafted a new set of proposed
by-laws and presented them to
Bob Baksi in November, they
have not yet come before
council for consideration. Mr.
Gunning also stated that, upon
incorporation, the old
constitution will no longer be in
effect, thus rendering the Union
without any election rules

whatsoever.

v

As presidential candidate in
the spring election, I must say
that this state of affairs is
intolerable.
It is absolutely necessary that
a fair and equitable electoral
procedure be established. Ray
Marentette, interim Internal
Affairs Commissioner, has
rightly urged council to get on
with the problem.
In concert with Mr.
Marentette I should like to voice
my criticism of student council
on this point.
Mr. Gunning has been forced
in to a very unfavourable
position because of this laxity.

His proposals have been in Mr.

Baksi's hands for the better part
of three months. Incorporation
is almost upon us.
In view of these facts , such a
delay is inexcusable.
Rhys Sale
Student Senator
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Pr i m e .U i II i s t e r
Editor,
The Lance :

Open Letter to Mr. Trudeau, Mr.
Sharp, and the Government of
Canada:
Dear Sirs,
You have talked while babies

starved. You have explained
while children died. You have
constructed logical diplomatic
positions while others have built
graves for a dying nation.
We admire your ability to
talk, to think, and to rule, for
these things are more important
than food! You have
explanations and sound reasons
for your policy, Biafrans have
only death on their side. Take all
the time you need, to construct
your next statement ; there are
humans to feed, to hell with the
down payment!
With respect and Gratitude
for playing good politics,
R. Kinzie

Yared provides spatial analysis
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
The intent of this letter is to clarify for the staff of The Lance
and the students of the University of Windsor what I consider to be
half-truths and untruths appearing in an editorial authored by Mr.
Brian Kappler on January 9, 1970.
I will attempt to give figures which will illustrate the
comparison in square feet between the old S.A.C. and Lance area
and the new areas which have come into use.

AREA

OLD

Executive offices (including
only offices for President,
Vice-President, Finance
and Services)

(sq.ft.) (sq.ft.) (sq.ft.)

Central Advertising
Bureau
Ambassador (yearbook)
Student Pub and Cabaret
Faculty Representatives
on S.A.C.

NEW

ROBERT'S
HOUSE OF COIFFURES
1806 Wyandotte West
Telephone 256-0424
- Special Student Discount -

TAILORS & SHIRT LAUNDERERS
1022 Wyandotte St. W.

254-8122

STORAGE

ALTERATIONS

REPAIRS

~

Saturday Special 2 Hour Cleaning Service

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

"Ask For It"

~

FOR YOUR JEWELLERY
SEE US
We Carry Only Finest Quality
Diamonds, Watches, Rings & Bracelets

1·0% Student Discount

<9. ].

C}Je~ina

Jeweller
PHONE 254-5944

409 OUELLETTE AVE.

POUPARD' S ESSO
SERVICE

CHANGE

YOUR ON CAMPUS
573

577

+4

96

176

+ 80

100

128

+ 28

0

190

+ 190

376

264

- 112

The Lance
512
988
+ 476
In addition to the four meeting rooms in Vanier Hall which the
Centre Policy Committee has divided between the campus clubs
and organizations, Students' Administrative Council is also making
available to the clubs three filing cabinets which will be located in
the old secretarial area.
I suggest that the figures speak for themselves and no further
comment is necessary on what I consider to be an editorial written
with extremely little forethought and even less intelligence.
Yours truly,
Wayne Yared,
Vice-President.

Kappler's reply:
Well, now, Wayne, that's all very nice. Your grasp of the
principles of forethought and intelligenc~ brought a ray of warm
spring sunshine into our otherwise drab and brutish existences.
Your grasp of geometry and architectu~, however, are
something different.
You claim that The Lance gets an extra 4 76 square feet from
your efforts. We hadn't realized, Wayne, that your care for all of
your charges extended to such a boundless love of student
journalists. 476 square feet! A veritable bonanza!
But, my dear lad, of those 476 feet, almost 400 are in the
infamous "back room", an area which includes the office of Chief
Electoral Officer Bob Gunning, and which cannot be locked,
because it is a fire route out of the building.
Use your tremendous forethought and intelligence for just a
brief second, Wayne, turn on that computer-like steel trap mind of
yours, and tell us: would you suggest that an unlockable,
non-private office is a good place for student journalists to keep
camera equipment, typewriters, tape recorder, and the other
equipment which we were able to pry from the clenched financial
fist of Student Council?
Further, could you explain please how your calculations took
into account that two separate and non-contiguous (that means not
in contact with each other, Wayne) areas are set aside for The
Lance? Everybody else has one office per person or group.
And last, but not least, dear friend, allow us to humbly point
out from the depths of our abysmal thoughtlessness and idiocy,
that your official and officious chart seems to have left out the
1400 square fo~t airplane hangar that SAC has for a general office
area. This area is not 3nyone's private office, true.
Does that mean that i+ is of no use to you? This waste space, by
your own figures, my dear -vke-President, is more than twice the
size of the main (and only useful) Lance office.
(The Lance invites readers to come and look at the spaces and
offices involved.)

SERVICE STATION
Wyandotte & Patricia
256-5036

496 Goyeau

G.
~

d

Aaou from the Tunnel Entrance

Open Monday-Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

11 A.M.-9 P.M.
11 A.M.-Midnite
11 A.M.-6 P.M . .

CROWN CREDIT JEWELLERS

Diamonds. Watches. Gifts

1°" STUDENT DISCOUNT
Expert Watch cl: Jewellery Repairs
321 Ouellette Ave.
Open Fri. to 9 P.M.

IMPORTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

10 ~ Student Dl•count
,.......... WINDSOR'S ENGLISH SHOP
N

1tr

325 Ouellette Ave.

253-6151
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CABARET-PUB
EVERY FRIDAY IN THE GROTTO
INTIMATE A TM OSPHERE

_ merican visitors welcome

Local Lady Defies draft

BY CANDLE LIGHT.

by R. J. Kirkland
Lance Draft-Dodger Reporter

FOLK,CONTEMPORARYSONGS&

Downtown Windsor will soon
be complete with it's own centre
for young Americans who wish
to fore go their opportunity to
protect their own country, and
choose the rigours of the
Canadian frontier instead.
The centre is planned by Mrs.
Jean Dearing, and should be in
operation by next summer.
An avowed local peace
advocate, Mrs. Dearing has in
recent years been active in
United Auto Workers Women's
Auxilary movements.
She stated emphatically
Monday that she does not
encourage young Americans to
become 'draft dodgers'. "I don't
give them their options, but
when they cross the border I try
to help them in any way I can."
This is all but one part of her
plan to bring peace to the world.
When asked how much she
gets paid, she replied with
determination, "I'm speaking as
a North American-if I can save
the life of one American boy,
one Vietnamese child or boy, I
will be repaid."
She received her inspiration
for peace in Havana at the "First
Congress for Women", in 1962,
about the time of the Cuban
missile crisis.
There she was fired with the
truth of the cause and was told,
''To go home and tell your people
so they can stop it," (the
Vietnam war).
At the time of this interview,
Mrs. Dearing was being beseiged

DANCING TO SOFT, MELLOW
MUSIC.

ADDED ATTRACTION
- SILENT MO VIES (INTERMITTENTLY).

TO-NITE"A TRULY TOUCHING HUMAN DOCUMENT..•
EVERTIHIN& IS BEAmFULLY WROUGHT...
THE PERFORMANCES ARE UNIFORMLY
EXCELLENT!" -Cue Macazine
Metro-Coklwyn-M,yer ~

Burt Lancaster
Deborah Ken
"The Gypsy
Moths"
Metrocolor
Another Top Hit!
STEVE McOUEEN
in

"The CINCINNATI KID"
Also Starring ANN MARGRET, TUESDAY WELD
NOW SHOWING

'KID' 1.00. 4.35. 8.15 Moths 2.50. 6.30. 10.00
EXTRA! JAN. 20 AT 10 P.M. ONLY

''THE SUPER FIGHT"
Rocky
MARCIANO

vs

Cassius
CLAY

with television, radio, and
newspaper people, including Life
magazine.
In her travels through Cuba,
she met the famous (or
infamous) Che Guevara. That
late revolutionary is one of her
many heroes. She keeps a
photograph of Che in a
prominent position on her

sewing table.
Also in the course of the
interview, Mrs. Dearing revealed
that her house was being
watched by "secret agents". She
also said that she had been
harbouring draft-dodgers for the
last four years, and she has now
suddenly realized tliat her life
might be in danger.

WITH A PICTURE OF HER HERO, Che Guevara, Mrs. Dearing
plans to work for peace by helping draft-evaders adjust to Canadian
life. She plans to open a centre for Americans in exile in Windsor.
Her plan has made nation-wide news stories.

I
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you and 88,000 others
gradua1ie 1ihis spring
. b~•
gotaJo_
It is becoming common knowledge that this year there
will be many more graduates than jobs. We are aware
of the situation and we're taking steps to solve it.
During workshops held recently by the Human Studies
Foundation and Career Assessment Ltd., leading employers discussed Canada's human resources problem.
Their findings are important to you:
(1) Employers agreed that there are more and more
applicants each year for fewer and fewer jobs ....
and the ratio is growing.
(2) Turnover of newly-hired grads is increasing annually, making students a bad risk for expensive training. This is due to the fact that grads often do not
like their first job, since at the time they were hired,
they were unsure of their real interests and abilities.
The workshops were conducted by several eminent
psychologists, including Dr. Edwin Henry and Dr.. William Owens. The former has been Chief Psychologist of
the U.S. Armed Services, and Director of Selection,
Peace Corps. The latter is President of the Division of
Industrial Psychology, American Psychological Assa·
ciation.
Drs. Henry and Owens, along with Mr. Jame_s Hickling.
one of Canada's foremost industrial psychologists have
accepted positions with the Foundation to help students
find the right job. The first time.
The Foundation can do this if you complete a Biographical Inventory Blank - BIB ... a multiple choice inventory of auto-biographical questions relating to your own
past experience. Once you hav~ completed .the BIB, a~d
returned it to the Human Studies Foundation, you will
be sent an individual, personal counselling report based

:::=:=======------ -

upon your responses. The compilation of tnis rep.art
involves advanced computer analyses based on thirty
years of research.
The BIB could also provide you with professionally
selected job opportunities. This is done without charge
Jo you by Career Assessment Ltd. Our staff of psychologists will be recommending lists of people who complete
the BIB to various Canadian employers. The recommendations are made only after careful matching of
job specifications to BIB profiles have been completed
by the psychologists.
BIB will be available in your campus bookstore, along
with explanatory material, as of January 21 st. Your fee of
$5.00 is remitted to the Foundation to help finance further
research. If you wish job assistance as well as a
counselling report, your BIB must be postmarked no
later than Jan 29th. For more information about BIB.
contact your Department of Psychology.
If you cannot get BIB from your bookstore, write the
Human Studies Foundation, 50 Prince Arthur Avenue,
Toronto 180, Ontario, enclosing $5.00.

51 PRINCE ARTHUR AVENUE
TORONTO, ONTARIO
(416) 964-7721. 964-7725

Profs demoralized by wages

.-

TORONTO (CP)-The
Ontario Confederation of
University Faculty Associations
says paying poor salaries to
university professors lowers their
m or ale and increases
moonlighting.
In a brief to the provincial
government's committee on
university affairs, the
confederation said Wednesday
the morale problem showed up
in "angry demands for a tough
line on salaries by young faculty
last year."
Charles Hanley , executive
vice-chairman of the
Confederation, said the group
wants a 20.6 per cerit increase in
the portion of the per-student
government grant used for
faculty salaries.
The basic grant now is $1 ,530
per student, he said. Forty per

cent of this- $612- goes for
salaries. With the increase, the
salary portion would be $738
per student.
The brief rejected the theory
that withholding pay raises from
university faculties will battle
inflation.
Mr. Hanley said the meeting

with the committee was a
breakthrough for the
Confederation because
previously the committee had
only recognized the Committee
of Presidents of Universities of
Ontario as the official voice of
universities.

More education
cutbacks expeded

said Tuesday.
Dr. Wright, head of the
Ontario committee on
University Affairs, said in an
interview the provinces will have
to choose soon whether to
restrict university admittance,
allow a decline in university
quality, shift the financial
burden or force more part-time
study.
Dr. Wrigh t's committee
makes recommendations to the
MOSPORT, Ont. (CP)-Horace Best, bylaw officer for Clarke
Department of University
Township, said today a bylaw restriction could force cancellation
Affairs concerning operating and
of John and Yoko Lennon's three-day peace festival here this
capital grants to 14
summer.
provincially-financed
Mr. Best said the area where Mosport race track is located is
universities.
zoned agricultural and A2, which allows for the track and . ·
Although grants to
accessory uses.
universities on a per student
"If Mosport track is to be used for a rock festival ," said Mr.
basis are rising about five per
Best, "I don't think this in any way could be called an accessory to
cent a year, total cost to the
auto racing."
province is advancing 20 per
Lennon, a member of the Beatles rock group, announced plans
cent annually because of
for the festival while in Toronto last December.
increasing student enrolment.
Meanwhile, Gordon Wright, co-0rdinator of the Durham County
The increase may be
emergency measures organization, said his organization is making
acceptable for another few
plans for the proposed festival.
years, he said, but some hard
He compared the anticipated influx to an exodus of refugees
choices will have to be made in
following a bombing. Mosport is 15 miles east of Oshawa.
the mid-l 970s.
TORONTO (CP)-Wide
changes will have to be
implemented soon in the
Ontario university system, to Qut
the annual 20-per-cent increase
in the cost of university
education, Dr. Douglas Wright

Festival doubtful

Grayson at the bridge

•

Stayman effective
Ed. Note: The first two
examples of the use of the
Stay man
Convention
in
Monday's Bridge column
were incorrect, in that the
bidding sequences of the two
sets of hands should be
exchanged.
In last week's column, we
began a discussion of what one
should do after partner has
opened the bidding with one
No-trump. The final contract is,
for the most part, entirely up to
you, for the bid of one
No-trump has described your
partner's hand to a tee.
One way to arrive at the final
contract is the use of the
Stayman Convention, but this
will not always work. Not every
hand will require you to find out
about your partner's major suit
holdings. Often, you will know
where the final contract should
be played, for you may have a
suit of your own and wish the
contract played there (or no
suit, and thus the contract will
be played in some number of
No-trump).
Today, we shall concern
ourselves with what to do when
your partner opens the bidding
with one No-trump, and you
have a suit of your own. The
most obvious way to play the
contract there is to bid the suit.
But at which level? This factor is
of extreme importance, and is
one which quite often results in
error. If the bidding proceeds: 1
N.T.-2 Hearts, what should
opener now do?
Should he pass and let the

I

1n

finding fit
(except for the bid of 2 Clubs,
which is Stayman)-2 Diamonds,
2 Hearts, or 2 Spades after
partner has bid One No-trump is
used to show a hand with length
in the suit bid, and not too
many points. It says to partner,
"I have five or six Hearts, few
points, and no desire for game. I
wish to play the contract right
here, so pass!" This bid might be
made with:

+ - xx
()-X X

()-Q X X

or

4-XXXX

·-XXX

-Kirkland

contract rest in two Hearts, or
should he raise with Heart
support, or bid some degree of
No Trump? The answer would
depend on what the two Heart
bid means, and if opener knows
this, he will have no problem.
In most good bridge circles,
the bid of a suit at the two level

EXCLUSIVE
VOLVO
DATSUN
DEALER

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
Gu•anteed Used Cars &
Volkswagen Service

1320 Wyandotte W.

254-4321

11f!i,1i1H
.....

-111.lil.lil.1111
••11

By the same token that a two
level bid is considered weak, the
jump to three Diamonds, Hearts,
or Spades is taken as a force to
game. Here, you are telling your
partner that you have five or six
Hearts and enough points for
game. It is then his decision
whether to play in No-trump or
Hearts. Examples of the jump to
the three level are the following:

t- A Q J X X X

0- X

()- K X X

Band seeking balance
The University Band will
perform for students and the
public at Open House March 8,
"if we can get enough people
together to get a really good
sound", Band librarian Ruth
Hillman explained Thursday. '
The band, funded by a
$5,000 grant from Student
Council to buy instruments,
consists now of about 25
students, Miss Hillman said.
"We've been having some
membership problems," Miss
Hillman explained.
"In order to get a really good
sound, we need a balance of
different kinds of instruments.
We're looking especially for
saxaphone, French horn , and
clarinet players," she added.
The SAC Open House
committee, under the direction

of Brian Ducharme, has
reportedly asked the band to
take part in the community-wide
exhibition of the University's
life style. Band President Dave
Fisher said Thursday that the
band will definitely be playing at
the event.
Conductor of the band is
James Tamburini.

1<e~
CLEANERS
ALTERATIONSDRESSMAKING

2157 University Ave. W.
(Just 3 blocks from campus)
OFFERS YOU

10% DISCOUNT ON
CLEANING &
AL TE RATIONS
PHONE 254-82415

Classified
UNIVERSITY
CENTRE

Many thanx to my hero Ernie for
finding my lost mitten.

t-KJ XXX

0-X

Q-AJXXXX

Mastermind at play

''I HOPE I CAN LEARN HOW TO HOLD THIS thing before the
Open House concert", says Tubby the Tuba Player. Tubby and his
friends from the University of Windsor Band got their instruments
through a $5,000 Student Council grant, and have been practicing
since September.
-Lance pie by Pekar

·- Q X
or fCr- A K J X X

TOMORROW

A CONFERENCE

"Affluent West
and World Poverty"

9:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m.

(>- X X X

* *.
Female part-time student requires
another mature girl to share
accommodation near Phys. Ed.
complex on Huron Line.
Bus. Phone 254-8673.
Ask for Women's Phys. Ed. Director.
Leave your name if she's not there.

...

Deadline for classified ads is now 6
P.M. Monday. Submit ads to Central
Ad Bureau, 2nd Floor U IV8rsity
Centre.

f-1 XX

· - XXX

DANG

ADOLFO'S
UNIVERSITY
RARBER

STUDIO
PROBLEMS ON'111E DANCE FLOOR?
Solve ...... in the first leaon

SHOP
B.\RBI f{..,

IU SU{\!

YOL'

Onh 2 Rlod,, I· rom Campm
2221 \\ Y \'1.l>OTlF ST. W.

LEARN FOXTROT, WALTZ, SWING,
CHA-CHA ETC.
1f=

Don't .wait, for. fun at partiBs, or
social tltl!lnt:s

CALL EMILE AT 252-4203
..,, DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
2$%
"
TO FACULTY
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Three University of Windsor students are shou·n at
work on the Nun's Island project near Jlontreal.
From left to right are Bill Carley, Dana Dean and

exp

I F,·its Lindeyek. Bernie Bechard, a fourth Windsor
student who worked on the site, is not shown.

by Carol Graham

The department of anthropology at the University of
Windsor is investigating and digging at sites quite near
Windsor.
Paleoanthropology, archaeology-the words brought
exciting images of dinosaur bones and the Neanderthal
man to mind. I was hoping to hear, during my interview
with Fr. John R. Lee, about the souropod he was
reconstructing from his Essex County findings. Informed
that such cadavers are not often discovered in Canada, I
experienced a disappointment at my country's destitute
condition, Africa leading us in the fossil race.
Fr. Lee laughed at what he called my "grisly interest
in skeletons," and commented that most people are
initially attracted to skeletal material in archaeology. He
also said that this area, though not archaeologically rich,
nevertheless merits further investigation, judging from
what they have discovered thus far.
Before the Archaeology department actually existed,
a few exploratory digs were undertaken not far from the

Windsor area. Pottery and some human bone estimated
at 700 years old were uncovered; arrow points dating
back to 5,000 B.C. were found in Wallaceburg in 1966.
From these findings it was concluded that further
investigation in Essex County was justified in order to
learn if there were any other possible historical sites.
One of the first major projects of the department was
a survey of Essex County in 1968. This involved
archaeology students going from door to door in each of
the townships and inquiring if anyone knew of an Indian
site or knew of anyone who had artifacts. The results of
this survey brought to their attention the Ma~thew Elliot
House.
The actual site is rich in history, having survived the
destruction of the Huron Mission which stood upon it in
the early 1700's, and the war of 181 2 when the then
present owner Matthew Elliot fled. The Elliot house,
built in 1784, stood until 1956. Archaeology students
were actively involved at this site on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays in the fall. They were
attempting to gain as much information as possible from
the foundations in order to map out the site back in the
lab. Because of the cold weather and lack of equipment,
work has been temporarily stopped. Winter is the time
for research.
Because work on this site is not yet completed, Fr.
Lee was reluctant to disclose the nature of the artifacts
found; often, when it is widely known what a team is
uncovering, pilfering becomes a common occurrence.
Last summer, the University of Windsor was one of
two universities represented . at a most significant
archaeological dig, the Nun's Island Project. The site was
located on Nun's Island in the St. Lawrence, off
\

Montreal. Four Universi
as well as four students
Fr. Lee was the archaeol
The Royal Ontario M
interested in archaeolo
Ber site, on Nun's Isl
research, they judge
archaeologically rich. T
by most archaeologis
recently been purchased
modernized with the re
completely destroyed.
information was threate
movie theatre and the
manpower to undertake
Ontario Museum and th
the food, accommodati
the task. For eleven wee
one step ahead of the bu
Fr. Lee commented t
on culture, they appear t
Some were angered
archaeologist was not
Que bee has no qualified
There were many arti
foundations, laid in 167
short hand wrought nail
local pottery, a turned
the remains of an iron sp
I wondered at the im
two-tine'<i fork, a fe
foundation justify all th
expense?
Fr. Lee pointed out
much as the information
from the old foundati
archaeologist. History bo
of past life; artifacts an
evidence of a certain life
an archaeologist of the
economic conditions of
something our ancestors ,
in, brings us much close
lived. There is universal ir
hold. Fr. Lee compared tJ
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f Windsor students took part
the University of Montreal.
tin charge.
m within the last two years
d, been researching the Le
for 6 months. From their
be quite probably
roblem was an old one faced
rogress. The island had
a developer and was being
that the site would soon be
his potential source of
to be covered by a motel or
seum quickly appealed for
rushed project. The Royal
uebec government provided
..........:1es and equipment for
crew of fifteen worked just

although the French are big
little to preserve their past.
e fact that a Quebec
harge. The fact was that
eologists.
re..,overies from the Le Ber
o ention a few: long and
amities of both French and
button, musket balls and
and of a two-tined fork.
ce of Canadian digs. Did a
usket balls and an old
e and effort and of course,
it wasn't the artifacts so
be derived from them and
really interested the
are not complete accounts
ndations serve as tangible
e. A piece of glass can tell
ltural influences and the
rtain period. To look at
ally used, or actually lived
them and the way they
st in what the future may
rchaeological experience to

An aerial view of the Le Ber site on Nun's
Island-exploration of this island was threatened
by developers. As a result, the Royal Ontario

a map: we are following a route. By looking back, we
can see definite patterns of living arise . . . .we can
perhaps see where we are going. By studying cultures of
the past and sharing their experiences, we can see the
beginnings of our culture, gaining an understanding of
ourselves and the world we live in.
This view of the past world and its importance is
interrupted by the sound of a hectic world moving
forward, building on top of what has been condemned as
archaic and useless. Progress can often mean destruction
to the archaeologist. Time is expensive and often the
archaeologist can't beg, borrow or steal a delay. As yet,
not many contractors or farmers can be convinced that
an old foundation or a turned bone button are treasures
worth any delay. Until these people accept the value of
the past, sites will be destroyed, potential treasures lost
and information buried under a supermarket or a
parking lot.
·
The antLropology department at the University of
Windsor is one in which the students can actually
experience their subject. Like every young department,
the cry is heard for money to build it up. With it they
could plan their summer expeditions far in advance, thus
enabling the proper amount of research to be done.
Without money, the staff and students remain uncertain
as to what the summer will bring. Time would not be as
scarce and valuable a commodity with money. With the
proper equipment the Elliot site could be worked all
year and many farmers would allow their fields to be
excavated if they were paid. As it is, the department
can't stop most of the destruction of sites around
Windsor.
The future of the anthropology department_ is

IMuseum
and the Quebec Government sponsored a
crew of fifteen for eleven weeks to complete
research before the site was destroyed.

uncertain but hopeful. The not-too-distant future
promises a new museum for the University ot Windsor
and a Humanities Social Science Building planned for
1972.
As for archaeology students, the Nun's Island Project
is seen as just a beginning for student involvement. Fr.
Lee can envisage students building anywhere in the
world in the future.
For now of course the students are confined for the
school yea; to Esse~ County. An interesting point
brought out by Fr. Lee was that the spread of the
University has covered up sites. It could be possible that
something of value has been hidden under Electa Hall.
But you don't even have to go that far. Fr. Lee suggested
that you may not have to leave your own back yard to
have your very own archaeological experience.
The hopes of any archaeologist is that such an
interest in this science will grow so that the nation will
seek to preserve what it has been destroying. As in most
things, all it takes is a little more understanding. Dig?

--
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Generation now active
by Vic Harris
Lance News Staff
"Generation" Literary
Magazine will be published this
year, despite efforts by SAC to
cease its existence.
Student Council made an
attempt at the beginning of the
school year to cut "Generation"
from its budget, but opposition
from Rhys Sale and Bill Stevens,
co-editors, resulted in a reversal
of their decision.

Sale said that $ 2500 has been
allowed for this year's magazine,
a reduction of $1400 from the
funds made available for last
year's annual.
Due to the cutback, some
changes have been made in the
format, but the contents will
remain basically unchanged, Sale
said.
He added that contributions
are being sought for the
magazine. Artistic and Literary

Iona opening set

NEVER AGAIN will we see a building like this one going up
around here. Usually reliable sources said this week that plans to
build a third residence like MacDonald and Laurier have been
scrapped, probably because of resident student dissatisfaction with
the buildings, as well as some money problems. The information
could not be confirmed, but. . . . .
-Lance pie by John Carey

Wa~ ~~s h ~

Robert McClure, Moderator
of the United Church of Canada,
will be here next weekend for
the official opening of Iona
College's new building at 208
Sunset.
Iona College is a United
Church affiliate of the
University of Windsor.
Moderator is the highest post in
the United Church in Canada.
The building, a house, will be
used for informal gatherings,
lectures, seminars, and related
activities.
"This is the first time we've
had facilities, and it's something
new for the College", lona's
Director of Studies John Braun
explained Wednesday.
McClure, a medical doctor
and the holder of an honorary

"He's a very provocative and
controversial man", Braun said.
McClure's schedule for the day
includes an invitation-only
formal opening Thursday at
2:00 at the Iona house, and a
lecture and question period with
studentsintheUniversityCentre
at 4:30. "He'll be open to a lot
of questions", Braun said.
Thursday evening and Friday
the Iona house will be open for
student visitors and others to
meet with McClure and see the
building, which Braun said may
later be added to.
Braun said that the opening
of the house will signal an
increase in Iona programs on
campus. "The Church will try to
express an interest in the
University and the community,"

works will be accepted until
Feb. 15th. in the Lance Office.
The editors are particularly
looking for poetry, prose,
short-stories and musical
compositions.
Sale stressed that the deadline
of Feb. 15th must be upheld,
because the magazine is to be
released on March 15th.
"Generation" is in its sixth
year of publication and is free of ·
charge to all students.
Further information on
contributions can be obtained
from general manager Rhys Sale,
Literature editor Bill Stevens or
Art editor Jane Grayson.

C O - E D I T O R
O F
GENERATION, Rhys Sale will
accept submissions for the

~~·~~ ~

Saint without editor again V,IT8 ·~!~IECE8
"I handed in my keys," said
Allan Ward Tuesday. Ward was
the interim editor of the Saint,
the St. Clair College newspaper.
Ward had been acting editor
of the campus newspaper since
last November when Greg Parent
and Ted Welch, the co~ditors

UNIVERSITY
CENTRE

were fired for continual use of
"obscene" words and stories.
Ward said, "I don't want to
spend eight hours a day for what
the Stint is worth." He found
that he was "hung up in too
many areas" and therefore
decided to quit his job as interim
editor.
A St. Clair SAC meeting to
elect a permanent editor was to
be held January 12, but was
postponed.
Monday's issue of the Saint
was put out by Jim Preston,
photo editor, and lay-out

Saturday
Jan. 17

RUDY'S
BARBER SALIN

and
POVERTY

manager George Kominek.
Ward was the only person
known to have applied for the
permanent job of editor, before
he decided to quit. However
SAC President Pat Bradley
indicated last week that there
had been a number of other
applicants. He would specify
neither the number nor the
names.
Ward said that he knew of no
other applicants but added, "I
heard that Pat Bradley wanted
the job·" Bradley was
unavailable for comment.

SPECIALISJ' IN MEN'S HAIRSTYLING;
MEN9S HAIR PIECES, SCALP TREATMENT,
& LADIES' HAIRCU'J11NG

9:30a.m. 5:00 p.m.

Drop in and -

Rudv and AWl ID-clay.

2146 UN1VERS1TY AVE., W. - U•• 1111 Brillll
Convenient to Staff a Studlntl
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 16
-Geology Club: 8:30 P.M. in the Ambassador
Auditorium, Centre, Dance and Fashion show. $1.25
stag, $2.00 drag.
--Cabaret Pub: Relax and tip a few in the cosy, folksy
atmosphere. 8:30 P .M. in the Grotto.
SATURDAY,' JANUARY 17
-Canadian Institute of International Affairs: A major
conference on foreign aid. Details from Centre desk.
-Animal Dance: Sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity. 8:00 P .M., Ambassador Auditorium.
-Lancer Hockey: vs. University of Waterloo. Windsor
Arena at 1:00 p .M.
-Lancer Wrestling: vs. McMaster University. 2:00 P.M.
in the wrestling room.
SUNDAY,JANUARY 18
-Dramatic Film Society: "The Fearless Vampire
Killers" 7:00 and 9:00 P.M. Ambassador Auditorium.
-German Club: Assumption (formal) Lounge 2:30 P.M.
-Ski Trip to Mt. Pleasant. Bus leaves 8:30 A.M. from
Assumption Church parking lot. Prices: $11 including
equipment, or $8 if you bring your own equipment.
-Christian Culture series: The Varel and Bailley
Company, Chanteurs de Paris. Cleary Auditorium,

GRADUATE STUDIES IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Applications are invited for post graduate studies leading to the degree of Master of Applied Science (M.A.Sc.), Master
of Engineering (M.Eng.) and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Civil Engineering at the Unive,sity of Ottawa.
RESEARCH AREAS:

Engineering Mechanics and Engineering Materials
Water Resources and Sanitary Engineering
Hyc:kaulics and Hydrology
Structural Engineering
- Soil Mechanics and Foundations
Rock Mechanics
FINANCIAL SUPPORT:

A number of Research and Teaching Assistantships from $3,000 to $4,200 per annum are available to qualified
applicants.
For further information and forms please write to:
The Chairman,

Department of Civil Engineering,
University of Ottawa,
Ottawa 2, Ontario.
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OUS referendum set
for March elections
Continued from Page 3

UNIVERSITY of OTTAWA

::~

"somewhat dictatorial" in taking
what they called a move of that
significance upon themselves.
Lengthy discussion
concerning the good and bad
facets of OUS followed, before
the decision was made to allow
the student body to decide the
issue.
Besides becoming
disenchanted with OUS at the
conference, the delegation
managed to pass the four
resolutions that they put to the
floor.
These were that the executive
draw up a complete financial
report by January 31, that OUS
prepare monthly reports for all

mem hers, that all OUS
conferences in the future be
rotated among member schools,
and that the Executive be
instructed to prepare briefs on
the following topics: student
representatives on the Board of
Governors, student-operated
transportation systems,
incorporation of student
councils, OUS affiliation with
Community colleges, and
programmes of Canadian
schools.
Because_of this success, many
members of SAC found it
difficult to believe that the
attitudes of the conference were
as "idealistic, egotistical, and
mystical" .as the delegation's
Open Letter had stated.-
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GROWTH

So easy spoken
A sweet goodnight,
Churchyard trees,
Slight breeze.
THE LAST MESSIAH

Staring at youth,
Bellowing at trees
Air and sky,
Throwing away whims
With a laugh.

The package arrived at 1 a.m.
In a stolen Renault
Driven by three French' whores
Two francs worth of Tour Eiffel stamps
Buckled over the ice-caked words:
DONOR SPERM DE J.P.SARTRE
Violative minutes later
Le mot ete chair
Teri long months
It nurtured in the cellar
Of my belly
Like a potato
Sprouting tubers
Until one wind-demented night
Complete with western star
A wizened old man
Oozed from my primiparous womb
Smoking a pipe
And saying
Nothing

Susan Van Kuren

Words fade into
non-existence
as the faery passes through
the door from the world
into faeryland.
The world fades into another
time-space dimension.
The faery thinks, feels and wills
in faeryland.
She perceives others and knows them but she is so alone.
She knows and loves
but is not known or loved.
Meanwhile, her source,
the mind of the body whence she came,
perceives her wanderings
and her aloneness, but can do nothing.
While alone,
the faery is still revelling
in joy of being.
Srie knows the others who live
without living - being without perceiving and they do not know they are in
a company of infinite number.
She creates & companion
with whom to share the love of being.
She teaches him to know,
and he learns wel I.
But he is only a creation,
closely resembling a faery she knows
quite well.
She cannot keep this playmate.
She needs someone real - someone
who will come
someday - to her.

Louise Tigwell

Churchyard trees,
Slight breeze,
That laugh
But a breath
Of air.

Les Pulchinski

I CAN'T HELP FROM CRYING:
Stunned, as by a slow gathering
of weights on shoulders, the mass sinking
legs almost to knees
in Spring mud. Cold, clammy,
don't allow clean sweat, the inching
slowness of all motion
(somewhere
in another spasm of life,
a whip snaps, carries a piece of red ear)
al I the loads
he carries bend his spine, divide
it. Between sky and the hard ropes
of land and his work, daily
the mind blistered in sun
like an empty sore.
Feel shuffleless heat
as molten lead poured
on rounded bent back, smoking
in the blanched sun.
Then the grey quietness
before a winter storm: cold rain, bare
feet in slush, knees scattered
under the gargantuan load
of flesh~ one wife, five kids undressed usually ,
rags,
the heavy biscuits of morning:
stomach like a lead bird, all day
hopping under ribs, lank
and brown.

we march through life'$
war, of
common gains and casualties,
taking passions' wounds,
bleeding for the
crowd
remembering
the strength of numbers, and

we are only footsoldiers.

Say that sun shines, birds
whistle in another part of'the yellow woods.
Brown water trundles slowly under
the house, drips from shingles,
hisses on the hot lamp:

Howie Lauzon

Like the sterio lark, lifting the soul
To an ecstatic plane no traffic's choir
Can reach; there comes a time life calls the roll
To champion causes long shook off; with ire.
Ghosts of unkempt promises fret the cool
Orchards of ordered minds to market more
Good intentions, and lessons Sunday School
Taught, worm truth to daylight from its dark core.
Long rested, shame splits the smug bark
Of complacence loud enough to raise souls,
And questing conscience bursts from the dark
To knock prejudice full of holes.
Thirsting Hope no longer sips Despairs brew,
But brews her own; the toast's the newer you!

Tom Ferrie

A man was lying in a field
A field so vast and grand,
That when the warm summer winds blew,
The wheat which they contained
Rolled upon the land as do waves upon the sea.
And he was an ordinary man,
A man of work,
A man whose hands had felt the sickle slice
A man whose heart had felt the love of life,
A man who now was dead.

And as the winds blew and the birds sang
The wheat continued to grow.
Then for all these gifts
What is man but a grower of grain?

Pedro Bevelander

that it may shine
in another land. And no snake
wiggle among toes, while the hunter
waits in green light, silent and atone
three days quiet as death ,
to leap once, spurt blood from bright blade,
bring home meat.

Douglas Barbour,

English
school-girl
bus waiting
you stand
so tender
could
you like
an 11 yr. old's
love
costumed in
26 yr. old
poet clothes?

One soon-time
when you snuggle between the wall and i
me will
no exit
and
claustrophobiayou
till
morning-love time

(for Lynda)

Alan Pntty

Black, sooty bricks,
Mountains of lirfle-green machinery
Noise
Old men shuffling past checking the calendar for
retirement day,
Young men bringing in spirit only to have it
nipped in the bud.
Production
The worker takes home his large paycheck--along with ulcers
"NOTICE, SAFETY GLASSES MUST BE WORN IN THIS AREA"
Another day at the factory.

Beneath a tall and lonely tree
Stood his last possession,
A meagre remembrance for a life
That had been so f u II,
A life that had lived, but not existed.

Don't stand straight: work at this
new story.

WEARE THE
FOOTSOLDIERS

The generals are
in plush offices,
discussing immoral tactics,
giving it another name,

INDUSTRY

Phil McAiney

Phil McAiney

You won't put wings in your basket
You won't put the thunder in a bucket
You won't draw the basket through Jericho's wall
You won't lower the bucket into the well
But you sacrifice your child in the wilderness
Then you write conclusions with his blood
on Jericho's wall.
You refuse to wear a plume in your teeth
You refuse to dream of being attired in sackcloth
But you carry a cane to battle your idols
And you cast your servant into prison
You refuse to put the plume inside a silver cup
You won't burn the sackcloth dreams in water
But you let the cane and your servant be one
But you must drown your judgement in the well
For you have lost your child, your servant
and yourself.

Raymond Jonusaitis

I
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A white-hot teardrop
Splits our world;
The train moans through
Empty caverns,
Spreading grey in the fading sunlight.

Rising
Falling
Thoughts begin
Voices return
Only to fade into Black Emptiness

,.,,

why
every turning time that

Mind rises
Tied to a body of reality
(Unseen)
Reality cloaked in white and stainless steel

Can the stars shine
Another phosphorus road,
Or a sanctuary cradle us
In the same blind comfort?

limbo returns
The mind slips into an envelope of warmth
(Unfeeling)
Warmth denied to others' touch

What comes?1 watch fewer sunsets:
Now pink glows are corrupted
To blood-red flatness.
The birds, our gulls,
Glide further away.

Faceless question comes to mind "Why?"
Voiceless answer, Miss Pink "Ennui"

turn turn there is
sometimes always something
new
unsure uncertain
indeed - unknown
why
do

Joy can be salvaged.
FINI.

always
seem
to
find
it

D. I. MacDonald

Bernard Mills

when
shouldn't
have
it
at
CLAPBOARD MANUSCRIPT

all
???

,..

I remember those walks that I used to take on foggy evenings.
(or maybe it was smog - one didn't use to care if raised in
New York City)
For no specific reason, I used to go down to Seventh Avenue and
follow the cluttered streets that were garishly illuminated by
the far-off glare of Manhatten.
Look in all the windows.
See yourself.
Past the whores that beckon smilingly
Red mouths like a slash in white canvas
That some demented painter made.
Find yourself.
"Keep faith brother!"
"In here Mac! Time of your life for only ten bucks!"
...old before their times.
"Buy me a drink mister?"
"Hey buddy, got a dime for a cup of coffee? Please?
I haven't ate in three days."
Get away from me, you bum.
The old man a fixture in the doorway
Call it squallor
Call it dirty
Call it damned unkind ...
The lights of the carnival go on.
This, a gaily mirrored fantasy from some Broadway play:
The chorus is a thousand whores
The dancers are junkies and pimps
The Negro piano player was knifed by the Irish stagehand
But the audience never noticed, they were preoccupied ...
Wall Street jumped to an all-time high,
Ford brought out it's new model car,
There was a mass said at the Holy Church for the married son of a
napalm-maker, and six new sky-scrapers were completed.
The cobblestones
Are wet.
Three hundred and ··ifteen people killed themselves today,
Nine hundred and sixty-five children were born to this
Brave New World,
And life goes on and on.
" ... The year of Our Lord, nineteen hundred and ... "
I see the life about me with lonely eyes.
Crowded Salvation Army doors
Everyone's there to say his prayers and get his soup.
When you're dead there is no god, and when you're drunk, you don't
need one.
Because life is a carouselle.
Since I've known it, Seventh Avenue has died before it's time.
I shall not walk again of a foggy/smoggy evening.

Amie Fisk

WAR
Soft hand
Caressing hair,
Heart is melting
Unaware.
Voice speaks softly
In the ear,
Lips move slowly,
love is near.
Soft hand
Caressing hair,
Fear no longer,
He is there.

WHERE - IN - SANITY - LIES

over and over i ask myself
who the ... why the... where the ... what
when shall i or even if i can
the concept eludes me
everything is
dark.

Gunter Ott
Anne Service

walked on the road
to sea
the skies
stars
and stripes
Vietnam
burning
dirt
wails and chuckles
Jack of Spades
on the tables
and beer.
Adam Weresch

they keep saying it's not good for you
but when will i learn what it is they are
talking about
when will i know how to speak it
or will i live in such a naked vacuum
that i choke on something
i don't know anything about
it's not fair for everyone else to have it
wouldn't anyone give my white head a few dark harrs
to show that i do know
please please what uselessness must i suffer for being
told i couldn't have any to keep
because i don't have any senses to know
because it was too late to get them when they said here take
this ridiculousness
footfoolfoolfoolfool

Maureen Fleet

UNSPEAKABLE

the terror
of soft things in shells!
mysterious deliverance!
dark rebecca eyes!
the coming together
of two rivers as
we slept in hastedry sidewalks at noon
sequential & endlessvistas!
& i crave soaring!
& the desire to be
swift and new:
close to the air
which bends to me
shedding my life
now bitter and broken-

& whatever touches,. feeble
or rough,
twists in me:
clouds
tall & thick
the rage of distant laughter
some
place
parched
& couched
kind as the eyes of czars!
i will have
my time
Eugene McNamara

AN INDIAN'S AN INDIAN!

Cool breezes blow down
the river in little gusts.
Riveting hammers break the
purring silence.
Tac.
Tac.
Tac.
Look, there's something odd
about those riveters.
French Canadians, they're
all right.
What's odd?
Some of them are dark,
that certain set of eyes
and cheek bones.
Those are Indians.
What?
Why not?
There's a reservation over there
alongside the steel plant,
they're learning the trade.
Isn't an Indian incapable of
learning a trade?
Look at them crawling in that
web of steel.
How much an hour?
Dollar or two.
Anywhere between Soo
and sea man with sunburn that does not wear
off darn good man!
Indian in White man's world is
white man.
No an Indian's an Indian.
But a dollar an hour!
Makes no difference.
An Indian's a man.

Barbara Callow

NO CURE FOR THIS POISON
Some people like to live in sin, but most of us can only hope to
enjoy dreaming in it. Susan liked to think she ceuld write in it. My
dear friend was the dirty lady who spent her days and nights
conjuring up all sorts of spiritual devils to act as sexual playthings
in her prize-winning collection, ''The Worshipper of Men". I was
surprised, which is a rarity in itself, to discover that this infamous
prude was a paradox.
The pink prin~ ima,e was everyone's first impression
ALWAYS. She could have easily been mistaken for the daughter of
her alter eao. I met the pink princess upon her discharge from the
hospital. The interview, which was to follow, was to skim lightly
over the future literary pursuits of Susan, the past literary
accomplishments of Susan, any old gossip, and any particularly
juicy gossip which might arise in the near future, especially on
account of this trip to the hospital. I tactlessly remarked that it
seemed strange to be seeing her in that particular ward. It would
have been strange to see any young, unmarried woman in THAT

ward.
Woman? Ah, that was the point. Susan seemed no more than
seventeen as the nurse wheeled her out to the car. I must have
looked confused. She said not to worry, she could still walk, and
that the wheelchair was only a formality. Every patient must be
wheeled out to the discharge desk. The ride home was the same.
Everything was merely a "formality", and Susan acted like a small
child. There was no make-up on her flawless complexion, and her
pasty white, china-like skin looked as though it had been floured
and then sown with a crop of light pinpoint freckles. Her hair, she
complained, was too short, too mannish, and a me~. I hadn't
noticed.
Once we were home and inside, the little girl displayed a special
attitude of delight in the reckless unwrapping of left-over get-well
gifts. The figure problems which had plagued her while we were in
the car flew out the window and into the trash bin with the
mutilated coloured tissue paper and ribbons. A box of fattening,
sugary chocolates was stripped open and Susan picked out five in
rapid succession, all nuts. Although she now addre~d all the old
people as either "dear" or 66darling", she still participated in her
favourite childhood sport, which was, the precise and careful lifting
of pecans from the tops of glazed pecan coffee cakes. The glazed
pecan coffee cake in question was relieved with military perfection
of its pecan decoration, and Susan and I went up to her room
where we could discuss and decide the "fate of the world" in
privacy.
From the way Susan looked, I should have thought her room
would be the same, pink, sissy and frilly. It was not. It was a lair, a
converted attic. There was a weird atmosphere of shadows ancl
shapes, and plush chairs, and a low round table. The,e were shelves
an4 more shelves of dirty-hot books. Her desk was covered with
piles of nudist magazines full of naked men, in colour! There was a
metal tea caddy with all the proper glasses and goblets, and bottles
of imported pn and scotch. Behind a filagree screen partition there
w a study 1,20~s bedroom set and a sillister-leokiag dresriag
taWe lae the oae in tlle st«y of SNOW WHITE. The mirror was so
sluay the Jialat from the IIWIY cracks ,in the window-sha* bolance4
off allfl peele4 the eyes off y011r face. I felt as thellgil my owa
peu•efity might 1,e
Twe jewellery 1,exes •t
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Mt my Wea of Sul2II at all. Semelaow
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Besides, the horoscopes are always poor excuses for errors in
personality and everything else. Perhaps her personality was split.
She was like a normal person sometimes, but seemed possessed
every once in a while. She wanted to relive the past events in the
life of someone, but not especially the past events in the life of
Susan. She longed to have something over with, as though some
scene had to be acted out in a professionally directed manner,
according to her plan. Until that was done and out of her mind, she
would continue to be like this.
We talked and every now and then she motioned, as though she
were annoyed by the noise . and interference from well-meaning
relatives downstairs. She smoked, and told me stories about her
family. Then, up the stairway, there came a twenty-pound king of
a cat. It was the white furry master of the attic, and reminded me
very much of a pimp directing traff.1e toward a madame at some
fashionable Viennise brothel. A strange mood inundated the room,
and Susan went into a trance. The importance of my words
dropped to the status of the petty garble of the gutter butt-pickers.
The cat sensed his overwhelming and overbearing popularity, and
treated me as if I might be his poor country relative. I was given
permmion to stroke him, and then he sauntered over to Susan. He
took his place in her lap, cradle style. His amber eyes were moist
and glassy like those of an ejaculating young man. I felt so foolish.
I said something about the superb condition of the cat's coat, and I
remember telling the cat himself. He acknowledged my
compliment by flushing his paw in the air, which made me feel like
a maid, or butler. The two of them looked like mother and child,
as Susan coddled her "baby".
After a lengthy overture and encore of howling, meowing,
purring and a final chorus of nice-nicing, the cat stood up, licked
itself and washed his face, and disappea,ed down the stairs. It
probably had to go to the bathroom.
Our conversation from then on revolved around the
common-place topics and their corollaries: drugs, men, Fascism,
and sex. Susan had a talent for using the most nervous words in..the
most intellectual contexts. I still don't know if I was embarrassed,
shocked, indifferent or pleased. This intrusion into honesty was
more uncomfortable than I wished it to be, and I was beginning to
wonder if she was still a pretty young green grape, or just a sour
old woman. There was an unreal quality about her now, and should
I have returned the next day, I was sure that I would fmd nothing
more than a large hole in the lot where the house had been, and a
note on yellowed paper telling me that I'd been on a trip into
1920. I was also unreasonably having visions of being trapped there
for the rest of my life, tied to a cat-box in the basement, which had
most probably been converted into a dunaeon. I was afraid of my
best friead.
There was no music downstairs anymore, but the sun was still
shining outside. I looked out into the backyard and noticed that
the veaetation was runnina roup~ocl over the lawn furniture. It
was potent and alive. But up in the attic apartment, a creeping
sterility was choking the life out of Susan. There was nothing for
me to do bllt let it. By some mad set of circumstances, Susan was
left fadlerlesl. Her motlaer had failed ia lae ancient art labelled
"featiaiae ay!ltiqlle", ucl fm puishment, her father had become
dwenchaated. SuUl had .,owa vp in an atmosphere of coatempt
an4 discoateat. She fmislled tut famiy story, and left me
stllpifie4. I W 110 co111fortiq words at all. Even thouah slle saicl it
no lenser 1lodlerecl her, I couW tell site was upset. But what could I
•y? I was uelns.
'"Ille ,.atest writen always 8llllaldff truth more eaily ," an4
"oaly the he9t ill their fiel4 •ffer NC•re dlat's tne Jmnc," aacl
"cheer .,, s..., let ,ie, • IIIICGll'-4, S.-, take. Wt of dlat
dlirty-year oW ~Ja, Sutaa, become an llcollolic, Suaa."
I off~ • . - . , to reac11e Iler witJa a shoppills trip after !ilte
hM fully NCeNIN fNIII die operation. I •spectecl, dtoaala, tlaat
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Married Couple
•
unique
saga
by Tom Egan

BILLY AND ANTOINETTE Edwards and their son Bogart in a scene from Allan King's A Married
Couple.

.-Record revil)ffs

Steppenwolf sound improved
by Gordon Gilmour
Monster, Steppenwolf Dunhill
50066/.
Although Steppenwolf is
reportedly still "bad news" live,
they seem to be progressing very
well as far as recording is
concerned. Their music builds
on itself that is each successive
album is a logical extension of
the previous one.
All the material on this al bum
is original, with the exception of
a tune called "What Would You
Do (if I did that to you)."
However on a couple of the
other cuts, the John Kay-Jerry
Edmonton writing force is
augmented by Larry Byrom.
While this album retains
Steppenwotrs traditional power
and drive it does not suffer from
the monotony of the
Steppenwolf: the Second and At
Your Birthday Party albums.
This is due to the great
improvement witnessed in
guitarist Michael Monarch. He is
now much more in control of his
phraseology. The great part of
the "Steppenwolf Sound" is still
at the feet of the rhythmic organ
of Nick St. Nicholas and the
vocal of John Kay.
As with Steppenwolf's
previous material, this album

similarly reeks with social
comment. Topics include draft
resistors, the land of the free,
and homosexuality. The record
is extremely well produced with.
a sense of continuity definitely
notable. All in all, an excellent
album a long way from Jack
London and the Sparrow.

***
Ten Wheel Drive With Genya
Ravan, Polydor 24-4008
Ten Wheel Drive is one of the
newest and most welcome
entrants in the jazz-rock race for
fame. Their music is basically
jazz chording and fills built upon
a rock-rhythm and blues beat
much like that of Chicago.
Unfortunately, the lyrics
contained in Ten Wheel Drive's
music seem to have fallen victim
to that disease inherent to
virtually all horn bands - no real
meaning or aesthetic value. It is
too bad that a band with such
tremendous musical and vocal
talent should fall victim to this
ill.
This album is well produced
and musically intriguing. In fact,
very few horn bands really make
it, especially with Blood, Sweat,
and Tears for competition.

The Room Souvenir Album:
compiled by Cy Paquette
If you're a regular visitor to
Cy Paquette's Room on Sunday
evenings then you will likely
want to pick up a copy of his
album. Since the album is made
up mostly of cliched, trite folk
material, it may not be of
interest.
Songs include "Girl from the
North Country," a Dylan tune,
the Mamas and Papas'
"California Dreamin' ," and "I
Wish I could Shimmy like my
Sister Kate" among others. The
only outstanding performances
on the session are rendered by
Olga Wlock and Peter Gibson on
"Buddy Can You Spare a
Dime," and Country Pie on
"Well, Well, Well. .. "
Although some of the album
material is original, Cy Paquette
would have done much better to
have produced a non-original
session with some ( oh so not
electric) electric excitement.
Price $5.00 in the Room.

Allan King's A Married
Couple, a Canadian film,
currently running at the Odeon
Theatre, is a strangely unique
p,hotographic record of the
day-to-day existence of two
people, both married, both
middle-class (perhaps
nauseatingly so), but still typical
and revealing of !'Jorth American
life.
King, in making the film,
sought to capture and distill the
reality of modern married life by
filming non-professional
characters in the role they know
best, and have been playing for
eight years- the married role; the
married role of work-day
routine, trifling arguments, fears,
frustrations, problems that seem
to crop up as naturally and
spontaneously as the dialogue
that swings back and forth with
a fury, at once bitter and
sarcastic, jocular and teasing.
Bill, the husband, and his
wife Antoinette, are seen on
location at their actual home in
real life, at work, on vacation,
discussing frankly, and
sometimes with the revelatory
amazement of children, their
problems, yearnings, and
attitudes, born of their common
fortune-marriage.
At the roots of the marriage
is a basic psychological game,
which, at times, approaches the
periphery of open formally
declared warfare, the outcome
belonging to the superior force,
warfare that is waged in bed, at
the morning breakfast table, and
tugging at them, their emotions,
giving them a special insight into
what makes their marriage work,
and into what brought them
together in he first place.
Antoinette likes to dominate
and be dominated at the same
time. Bill must present a
continuous aggressive front to
ward off her blows. Otherwise
Antoinette would leave him. At

one point she confesses that she
likes weak men but could never
live with one permanently. She
must be dominated continually,
and Bill is the one to do it.
Because of this, this
psychological need for
domination, she becomes the
problem, of which all the other
problems of the marriage are
born.
Photographed with a
hand-held camera, the movie
achieves the status of a
non-fiction drama, delving
deeply and realistically into the
core of a modern middle-class
marriage.
Perhaps the main soutce of
discontentment with the film is
the repetitious, boring nature of
its subject-marriage, which
seems to be stifled by
convention and the middle-class
morass of sterility in existence,
of sterility at the base of
everyday life, gnawing greedily
away at the meaning of life until
life becomes meaningless, and all
that remains is a turgid sea of
people grappling desperately,
tearing apart each other's nerves,
the very fibre of their lives, for a
breath of air as clean and
refreshing as Bill's and
Antoinette's swim in a lake.
The movie still remains,
however, an exposing,
reportorial, reproduction of
married life in North
America-and perhaps the
malaise of the middle-class.

UNIVERSITY
CENTRE

DEVELOP

***

Bob arid Carol etc. is not
worth the time it takes

~

. Bob and Carol and Ted and
Alice is currently enjoying a
debacle at the Centre Theatre.
Fortunately the theatre is
located on the other side of the
city, thus inflicting this horror
on a relatively small segment of
the university population.
We can recall very few films
which exhibited no recognizable
merit whatsoever, but we may
be certain that this little effort is
assured of a place in that group.
The action of Bob and Carol
and Ted and A lice is sparked by
an over-played group therapy
session at a secluded mountain
hideaway (to which we are
introduced by a severely
mangled version of the
Hallelujah Chorus), attended by
Bob and Carol, played by
Robert Culp and Natalie Wood,
both of whom ought to know
better.
Having been turned on to
truthfulness, and expressing

what is felt, not thought, the
two attempt to convert their
best friends to this rather
precarious relationship, with
predictable results.
The film is too bald and lame
to pass for satire, too full of
unfunny stock devices and just
plain bad directing to pass for
comedy, and too empty to pass
for anything else.
Robert Culp is dull, Natalie
Wood is unbearably earnest,
Dionne Cannon caricatures
Alice, and Robert Gould very
successfully extends his lower lip
as Ted. This, however, is not
entirely their fault. The real
blame for this mess lies {and, we
hope, will rest) with the authors
of the script, whose names are so
unmemorable as to have
mercifully slipped our mind.

Bob and Carol and Ted and
Alice is a waste of time and
money.

-.,OCT:rJ.
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After SO straight

Streak ends with loss
Analysis by
Eric "the poet" Atkinson
St. Denis Hall, U. of W.,
January 14-a date to remember.
On this cold winter evening the
colder University of Windsor
Lancers succumbed to the
Gryphons of the University of
Guelph 75-68.
The audience which jammed
the once prou4 home of U. of
W. basketball had the misfortune
to witness the first league loss on
the home court in some 50 games
dating back to 1961. Isn't that
an ex citing piece of
information?
The red shirted Gryphons
literally melted the cords at
either end of the court as they
shot an amazing 49% from the
field! Led by the superb play of
guards Leigh Hammond (24 pts.)
and Mark Walton (potting 20)
the victors refused to yield to
any half-hearted Windsor
attempts to close the gap. This
was their night and they were
not to be denied!
Truly the first indication that
things weren't all that well in
Lancerland, other than the
National Anthem, had to be the
blowing of a 4 on none
b r e a k a w a y ! This rather
questionable manure, oops
spelling correction, manoeuvre,
left Windsor fans a little stymied
as to just what it was they were
watching, probably by this time
most had their eyes shut to the
horror anyway.
But this in stance was
indicative of Windsor play
throughout the contest. The
sieve of a full-court press
employed by the Lancers
resulted in more Gryphon two
pointers than any Windsor hopes
of netting a few for themselves.
For some reason the press
installed on Wednesday night
was a reverse of what we had
seen in past Lancer games. The
big men played the front line
while the smaller guards, usually
Salvador and Delaire, and
forward Chris Wydrzynski,
occupied the back-court. As a
result Gryphon ball handlers left
the weak front line standing

Swimmers
make good
showing
Last Saturday, despite a
strong effort, the Lancer
swimmers lost a double-dual
meet to the University of
Toronto and the University of
Waterloo.
Windsor made especially
strong showings in both the one
metre and the three metre diving
competitions. Bob Gateman won
the one metre diving and placed
third in the three metre
competition. Guy Delaire
finished fourth in both events.
Good times were turned in by
Paul Kapusniak with 13:08 in
the 1,000 yard freestyle. Tom
Fox was timed at 6:52 in the
500 yard freestyle and Ron
M:..1tlack had a time of 2:44 in
th~ 200 yard breast stroke.
Tomorrow, the Lancers host
the McMaMer swimming team at
the Phys-Ed. building pool at 2
p .Ill.

with gaping mouths and usually
foµnd themselves three on one
in the Windsor defensive zone.
Unlike the U. of T. the Saturday
before, Guelph had the gunners
to put the ball thru the hoop
and this they did with fantastic
proficiency.
Somehow Windsor survived
the first half as they led 42-40
going into the dressing room.
Perhaps that's where they should
have stayed!
The second half debacle was
the scene of some rather
unwitting Lancer sportsmanship
( two technical fouls in the
closing moments), more erratic
play, and surprisingly enough,
some very exciting moments.
At the three minute mark of
the second half, Windsor centre
Jack Orange suffered injury to
his left hand and was lost for the
remainder Df the game.
Although Orange had not
proven himself an offensive
threat in previous outings, he
was able to pump in eleven
points before being forced to
leave. But the husky centre's real
worth is in his constant hustle
and strength on both the
offensive and defensive boards.
His loss definitely hampered
Windsor attempts to put
something together.
But by the same token,
Guelph was without their
starting centre who was tabbed
with four personal fouls early in
the first half and strolled down
foul lane for his fifth early in the
second twenty minutes.
It was under the basket,
where the "bread and butter"
lies, that the Lancers showed
their ineptness. Time and again
lanky Lancers were unable to
drop those tap ins. It wasn't
unusual to witness three and
four consecutive futile attempts
from two feet away. The varsity
squad didn't appear to be the
running team they have been.
The stingy one-three-one
Gryphon defense was not
penetrated. More time seemed to
be spent . passing rather than
shooting the ball.
This report may seem to
imply that Windsor defeated
itself but this was just not the
case as Guelph clearly indicated
its superiority on this night.
Nonetheless, the fan was
treated to a few spectacles which
he simply isn't used to when
watching Windsor basket ball.
Despite what some may say
of the old adage win or lose, this
is a game for sportsmen-somet hi ng which could be
remembered by one or two
Windsor jerseyed competitors.
Once you start cryin' to the
referees they pick up your
number and any close calls
which could go either way
usually end up going the other.
One bright spot for the
Lancers was the play of
ball-hawkish Tino Lenti (who sat
on that bench for what seemed
an eternity in the second half).
Enjoying a fine individual
evening, Lenti swished through
21 points in a game effort to get
the "Blue Machine" rolling.
Wydrzynski chipped in with
15 while steady Sante Salvador
netted six. Windsor shot a dismal
28% from the open court as that
orange ball preferred to rim it
than drop.

The back is to the wall.
_Considering that the Lancers
face the top three teams in the
conference in the next three
games, two of which are on the
road, this loss to Guelph could
indeed be a very costly one. If it
offers any consolation-no one
knows what the future will
bring!
Before the start of this
contest, this writer was advised
by the illustrious ·editor of The
Lance that he-.should endeavour
to make this report a little more
colourful, so oh Great One,
here's hoping you'll colour me
and the rest of the university
"blue" over this first league loss
of the '70 season.

,~

LANCE HAS
OPENINGS

FOR
SPORTS WRITERS

As was typical on Wednesday night of most Lancers, the ball
goes one way while ace forward Chris Wydrinzski is going the
other. The whole squad should have kept on going-right out of the
gym!

-Lance pie by Mike Learmonth

Lancers defeated by Guelph
Last Wednesday the Lancers
were upset by the University of
Guelph Gryphons 75-68!
Guelph jumped out to a
quick 8-2 lead but the Lancers
rallied and although they led
through much of the first half
they were never really in control
of the game. Leading at most by
four and generally by never
more than two the score was
tied 20-20 after ten minutes and
the half ended 42-40 for
Windsor.
The Lancers upped their lead
to five points early in the second
half but it was all downhill after
that, as the Gryphons rattled off
ten consecutive points and
Windsor managed to go almost
five minutes without scoring a

field goal. The Lancers again
rallied to tie the score at 63 all
with a little over three minutes
to play but Guelph sc9red a field
goal and Windsor .could not
come back again.
The Gryphons were outshot
by the overwhelming margin ofl.
I 04 to 64 but managed to
connect only 28 attempts for
2 6. 9 percent while Guelph
scored on 30 for a respectable
46.9 percent. The Lancers also
managed to outrebound the

Matmen split
at Waterloo
Following a strenuous week
of wrestling matches, the
University of Windsor's wrestling
team holds a 2-3 won-loss
record.
At a triangular meet at the
University of Waterloo, the
Lancers defeated the Toronto
team 27-13 before falling to the
powerhouse Waterloo entry by
the same score.
Dave Lee won two bouts in
the 167 lb. class to lead the
squad, while Ralph de Domenico
pinned his· opponent in his only
bout.
Later in the week, at a dual
meet at Guelph, the Lancers lost
to a stronger Guelph team
23*-lM~; but the team showed
both spirit and promise.
Bob Pesowsky, Pete
Dardarian, and Harry Mancini
each won their individual
contests and accounted for 11 of
the team's 16* points.
Coach Sharratt has been very
pleased with the team's efforts.
The team's next contest is
against McMaster University. It
will be held on Saturday
afternoon at 2:00 o'clock in St.
Denis Hall.

WINDSOR
Wydrinzski
Lenti
Orange
Salvador
Lanktree
Crowe
Delaire
McCrory
MacFarlane

FT
3
3

T
15

1

1
4

2
1
2

1
0
0

11
6
5

1
1

0
0

28

12

FG
6
9
5

21

2
4
2
2

Gryphons 55-47.
Hammond led all scorers with
24 points while Walton also
chipped in with 20 for Guelph.
Lenti led the Lancers with 21
points while Wydrinzski was
next best with 15. The Lancers
picked up 19 fouls to Guelph's
17 while Promoli for Guelph was
the only player to be
disqualified.
The Lancers' next league
game is Friday night in Hamilton
against McMaster.
GUELPH
Horton
Phillips
Promoli
Hammond
Walton
Smith
Wolkowski

FG

FT

2
2

6
0

2
9
10

0
6
0

2

3

3

0

T
10
4
4

24
20

68

Editorial
This is the second editorial that has been written this week.
The first effort was about hockey. Unfortunately it went
up in smoke in St. Denis on Wednesday night.
The fact of the matter is that the Lancers have yet to put
together five continuous minutes of respectable basketball this
year. Not five continuous minutes of great basketball mind
you, or five continuous minutes of good basketball,' but five
continuous minutes of respectable basketball.
In retrospect perhaps an error has been made. Perhaps the
players aren't really that good, But having played the game for
a number of years and therefore foolishly thinking that a
reasonable perception of the game had. been acquired
judgments were made. Maybe it's time for a re-evaluation.
OnJy three players have performed consistently all season.
They are Chris Wydrinzski, Sante Salvador and Guy Delaire.
However even Wydrinzski blew his brains out in the final
tension packed seconds of the contest against Guelph when he
picked up a most untimely technical foul. Ed Lanktree
managed to blow three critical layups and conveniently
handed the ball to a Guelph player with eight seconds left and
an opportunity to tie the game. Tino Lenti who was perhaps
having his best game of the season for sonie reason or other
managed to collect dust on the bench for much of the second
half when they desperately needed him. It's time to clean
house!
Coach Thomas said at the beginning of the season that he
had to be nuts to take the job. He should have taken his own
advice.

7
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the number of courses involved.
But no courses will be
specifically known as Honours
courses.
"The only thing eliminated is
the distinction between honours
and general courses," student
Senator Rhys Sale explained.
Students now in Honours
programs will not be affected,
and will still be required to take
more courses than General
students to earn a degree.

and Yoko

"" exhibited"
in exhibition
LONDON (Reuters) - The
intimate love life of Beatle ·John
Lennon and his wife Yoko Ono
was portrayed Tuesday in an
exhibition of erotic lithographs
that one critic said weren't fit
for a public lavatory.
Most of the 14 pictures show
John and Yoko in various sexual
positions.
"They are a poignant
comment on modern society,"
said Eugene Schuster, owner of
the gallery in London's Mayfair
district where the exhibition is
staged.
The lithographs, heavily
panned by critics, are for sale at
$104 each or $1430 for the set.

Flu bearing
do u·11 but not
h,Jre yet

S.l (; to hold
OJ)en house

f or ""h angar "
SAC will show off it's new
office area Tuesday in their own
"open house".
SAC VP Wayne Yared said
Tuesday that all students,
faculty members, and
administrators are invited to
come to the celebration.
All Student Council members
will be present, and refreshments
will be served. The open house
will run from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00
P.M.

The flu epidemic which is
now attacking parts of Ontario,
has not yet reached Windsor Dr.
J.P. Jones, Windsor medical
official, said Wednesday.
Dr. Jones said that "absentee
figures received from high
schools and places of
employment in Windsor, are
average for the year, and there is
no reason to expect an outbreak
of the flu in this city."
In Niagara Falls, enrolment at
schools, and factory manpower,
has been cut by a flu virus, and
in London, Ont., the medical
officer of health has called for
''voluntary cessation" of visits to
hospitals, due to the spread of
Asian flu.
In Great Britain, 4100 people
have died because of a
nation-wide epidemic of Asian
flu.
Dr. D.D. Rutherford, medical
officer at the University, was
unavailable for comment.

All honours
courses are
,di 111 i 11ated
Honours courses, but not
honours programs, have been
abolished here by a December
action of the University Senate.
Senators decided that there
was no reason to recognize a
i': distinction between Honours
and General courses, because in
many programs there is none.
S tu dents in honours often
attend the same lectures as
general students.
In future, honours programs
will be differentiated only by
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School so 11g
contest not
yet closed
The Spirit Committee is
holding a school song contest, to
be decided soon after January
31. All entries must be in by
midnight January 31.
Brian Ducharme, who is
running the contest, said
Tuesday that all entries must be
given to him, care of the SAC
office on the second floor of the
University Centre.
Prizes are sixty dollars for the
best school song, and forty
dollars for the best "fight" song.
The spirit Committee sang some
of the entries in the fight song
contest at Wednesday's
basketball game between the
Lancers and the Guelph
Gryphons.
Ducharme said that the
entries are coming in rather
slowly and encouraged anyone
to submit their composition.

Co111111r'rc,,
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The Commerce Club will host
a Jan. 30 seminar featuring
William Moodie, General
Manager of the Royal Bank
Head Office, Montreal.
The one-day seminar
centre around the theme,

will

"Challenges for Business
Graduates in the 1970's",
Commerce Club Vice-President
Ja1<e Thun said Wednesday.
Also attending the seminar
will be Dr. D.H. Smith,
Associate Professor of
Communications and Business at
the University of Minnesota.
Thun estimated that 350
people will attend the seminar,
the first in a planned series of
Commerce Club functions.
Information . about tickets for
the event is available at the
University Centre desk, or from
Commerce Club executives.

Fae. Assoc.
asks for
fret> tuition
The Faculty Association may
continue to push for free tuition
for the children and wives of
professors, despite President J .F.
Leddy's refusal of a first
proposal.
The plan, drafted by the
1' acuity Association, would
make spouses and children of
faculty members exempt from
tuition payments.
In a reply to the Association's
proposal, Leddy called the
request "wrong in principle."
The Executive of the Faculty
Association is seeking professors'
opinions on the matter. Faculty
Association President Alex Gnyp
was unavailable for comment.
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Summer Plans Include

UNIVERSITY
CENTRE

SWEATERS
Body belted, V-necks
and Cardigans.
Reg. $15.98 to $22.98

Leathers· & Suedes
with

Join IVCF in an
Orient Tour

July 29 August 19, 1970
$1,299.00 all inclusive
from

Saturday
Jan. 17

s1000

JACKETS

Expo '70?

(Vancouver)
Write: Dave B. Dueck
University of Winnipeg
Winnipeg 2, Manitoba

GRADUATING IN 1970?

ARTS AND COMMERCE STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN CAREERS IN

Silk Lined

e ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
• ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Cloth Jackets

All Sales Final

• SALES AND SALES MANAGEMENT
will be interviewed at the Placement Office
Wednesday, January 21

Downfown Store
351 OuelleHe

Gateway Store
(Woolco Plaza)

0

Open 9-6 Daily-Fridays 9.9
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zip liners

"This WEEKEND Only"
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not selectively against candidates
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Question: What do you get for your $22.50
student fees (which go to SAC)?

PETER EVANS II Arts-It doesn't
really matter. You get enough. The
Lance should be free. It's a pretty
good deal all around. I don't get
around the residences that much to
see what they get.

YOU'LL

NEVER
KNOW

WHAT
BIT

YOU
... BUT
YOU'LL

LOVE
IT!

JULIE

FERRERA

IV

Arts-Altogether The Lance is
worth the money we pay. I think
they're worth $22.50 a year.

LYNDA FALL I Arts-The pleasure
of belonging to one of its greater
clubs. Clubs and SAC provide a
framework for the doers, not the
people who sit in the Grotto and
complain. You get out of SAC what
you put into it.

starring

co sta111ng

JACK MacGOWRAN ·SHARON TATE· AlflE BASS· fERDY MAYNE

.t!l;•,'. s~i ~d &mnptay ~GfRARO ~RAC~~~~~~=~•.G!!~~~;!: ::~,~~~.~;
,. ,,,,.
ELVER

PERUZZO

111

Arts-Enough, except in the way of
services.
It is an efficient
organization but what it needs most
is dedicated members and more
student involvement.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 18
1:00& 9:00 P.M.

AMBASSADORAUDITORIUM
1

(AURENCE

I

II

JEAN McDONALD Ill Arts-I have
no idea. I like The Lance and the
Generation thing is very good. It's
worth
$22.50,
The
Lance
especially.

CARMEN

BIASATTI

Arts-Nothing. I don't think there
are enough activities. The only
good thing we get is The Lance. We
don't really get involved in other
things.

LEON MAURIER III Commerce-I
think we should try tuition plus
$22.50 and see how many people
would pay. I'm a little removed
from the scene. It's great for
residence students.

RICHARD HORNSEY English
Prof .- If $22.50 has anything to do
with the quality of The Lance, it's
worth it. It's about 150% better
than other years. The business of
student credit card and discounts
should be taken much farther and
made much more valuable. In all,
this university is much more liberal.
Teacher-student relationships are
much better because of SAC's
enabling students to be a part of
faculty decisions. Defjnitely SAC
still has a function.

A B H.E. PRODUCTION

~mMi~ a~~ ~F~T~1 HAVE~~PK~ALLAN

!~MGm

Directed by

and JOHN

BRABOURNE. STUART BURGE

TECHNICOLOR® PANAVISION®From WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTS

TUESDAY, JANUARY 20
4:00 & 7:30 P.M.

AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM

,JI
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Three Dog Night set
for February concert
by JAYNE EGAN
Lance News Staff

SEMINAR ON FOREIG·~ AID Saturday brought
together Stuart Peters, Canadian International
Development Agency; J.K. Gordon, University
of Ottawa; Jeffre)' Jenks, Peace Corps,·
Walter Tamopolsky, Dean of Lau: here, Frank

Bogdasavich, Canadian University Services
Overseas; Gerald Boulch, Wayne State University, Valence Cheltenham, Poli Sci. Department here.
Lance pie by R.J. Kirkland

Money refunded for useless texts
J f you bought "Statistical Analysis for
Business Decisions",
and then found out you don ,
need it, you can get all of your
money back.
The book, originally a text for
Business 225B, was purchased.
for 511.30 by many students who
then found that the book wouldn't
he needed.

University bookstore policy is
to refund half of the purchase
price if any writmg has been
<lone in the book.
The book became unnecessary
when the Faculty of Business
changed professors fr)r the course.
The new teacher, Prof. Uean
Smith, wanted to use a different
text.

BITS andPIECES
by TONY KELLER

MONDAY, JANUARY 19
-Tau Kappa Epsilon: meeting rooms 5-8, University Centre, 5:30 P.M.
-Geology Department: Assumption (formal) Lounge, Centre, 7:30 P.M.
-Spirit Committee: Every Monday, conference rooms,
Centre, 7:30 P.M.
-Karate Service Program: Every Monday, Wednesday,
Fencing Room, St. Denis Hall, 8:00 P.M.
-Dance, Modern and Folk: Dance Studio, Phys. Ed Bldg.
7:00 P.M.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 20
-Transcendental Meditation Lecture, G-133, Windsor Hall
3:00 P.M.
-Student Affairs Dinner meeting; Meeting Room 4, Centre, 6:30 P.M.
-Social Workers Assoc.: Rooms 7 and 8, 7:00 ~.M.
-University Women's Auxiliary: Assumption (formal)
Lounge, 2:00 P.M.
-Poetry in the Pub: Dominion House Hotel, Connexion
RoJm, 9:00 P.M.
-Film: Othello, Ambassador Aud. 7:00 and 9:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 21
-Inter-Fraternity Council: Meeting Rooms 1 and 2, 7:00

For the eight or more students
stuck with a useless book, Richard
Adler, IV Bus. Ad., contacted
Faculty of Business officials and
arranged for refunds of the balance of the books' cost.
"It's not really anybody's fault
that they changed books, and the
l:lookstore can't afford to take the
loss," Adler explained, "so l'm
glad it worked out this way."
Students wishing to
book, whether or not
written their name in
a full refund through
store.

return the
they hav ~
it, can get
the book-

··winter Weekend" will be held
February 13-15, but "we've had
problems with getting a chairman," SAC Services Commissioner Rick Williams said Tuesday.
In the meantime, Williams has
been working on the plans for
the concert, and explained that
Jerry Lee Lewis would not appear as stated in a Christmas
SAC letter to students.
Rumour had it that Lewis
would appear, but Williams said
that it had been tentative, and in
the end had fallen through.
Now Williams hopes to get
Guess Who and the Lighthouse if
possible.
Williams also announced that a
concert will be held February 2
featuring the Three Dog Night
with folksinger Hoyt Axton.

He wantP,d the Winter Weekend Concert to be held on Friday, but since the basketball team
must use the gym for practice, no
date has been set.
Last year, the Neil Diamond
concert was held on Sunday and
met with such a poor response
that Sunday has been ruled out
this year, Williams said.
Williams is considering a Sat·
urday matinee, but still hopes to
make some arrangements to use
the gym on Friday.
Other plans for the weekend
include a basketball game Saturday, against Western followed b:,.
a dance with a "Valentine theme.''
Three Dog Niiht and the Band
were the winners in a music
survey put out by Williams.
Tickets for this concert will be
on sale Monday .

Guards patrol St. Mary's
HALIFAX (CUP) - The administration of St. Ylary's university has taken the offensive in
a two-month battle over residence
regulations here, by announcing a
policy which would place guards
at residence doors and institute
harsher penalties for rule - breakers.
St. Mary's students claim the
move is an attempt to intimidate
students who temporarily overturned administration regulations
last November, claiming the nght
to establish their own rules.

Their protest ended when the
adminic;tration expelled three coeds for returning to their dormitories after curfew hours.
Administration officials refused
to comment on the new policy,
which was revealed to residents
in a letter delivered during the
Christmas holidays.
Campus security guards are already used to enforce women's
residence curfews at Waterloo
Lutheran University, a private
church-operated
institution
in
Ontario.

P.M.
-Film Society: Boston Strangler, Ambassador Auditorium,
Centre, 7:00 and 9:00 P.M.
-University Lecture Series, Assumption Lounge
-U. of W. Band Practice: Grotto, Centre, 7:00 P.M
-Karate: Like Monday

THURSDAY, JANUARY 22
-CUSO meeting: :\lecting Room 3, 4:00 P.M.
-W... terloo: Ph:,.':"s. Ed. building, 7:00 P.M. sharp
-Philosophy Dep't: Assumption (formal) Lounge, 3:00

P.M.
-University Lecture Series: Assumption (formal) Lounge
9:00 A.M.

"l'LL JUST HAVE TO DRINK IT Ml'SELF'',
Cabaret .\tanager Cy Paquette decided Friday.
Paquette, 1L"ho al so supervises The Room,
lost his booze storage area Friday, When the
l'11icersit, Centre Policv Committee decided
tbat the big neu· SAC office u·as all the area

student activities would get. Paquette had
been using a Centre meeting room for storage.
Nou: he (temporarily) keeps his supplies in
SAC President Bob Baksi' s office. Anyone
with a home for 17 cases of beer should contact SAC.
Lance pie by R.J. Kirkland
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Campus facilities
close too early
There are few things more frustratinq than
tindinq a place closed alter one has run like hell
across the campus in lreezinq weather in order to
qet there before closing time.
In lact, there is probably only one thing more
frustrating. That thing is running like hell across
campus in freezing weather, getting there in time
and finding that the place has closed early.
One wonders why, in an institute ot higher
learning, no-one has managed t.o get through the
thick skulls .of those who set closing times that a
closing time is the time when an operation ceases
to pedorm the functions for which it is there.
To be more specific, the Macdonald Hall snack
bar, which theoretically closes at 2:00 A.M., stops
serving cooked foods whenever the whim strikes
those working there on that particular evening.
The University Centre snack bar, which advertises
its closing hours as 1:00 A.M. pulls the curtains
sometime bet.w een midnight and twelve-thirty.
The library (God only knows what its hours
are from week to week) refuses to allow students to
take books out within fifteen or so minutes belore
closing time.
f Hmm Let's see. Yared' s office is four hundred yards that way
lf these places are going to cease to function
•
at a given hour, then they should advertise that
Ill
particular hour as their closing time. Students have
enough frustrations by virt.u e ot their vocation
by BRIAN KAPPLER
clusion of "Lizzie Windsor" ps a
without having more frustrations piled upon them
Friday's Lance included a num- direct slur on Her Maesty Elizaby administrative bureaucrats who have nothlng ber of comments that a number beth II, by the Grace of God
Queen of Canada, the United
better to do at that time of night than sit in their of people didn't like.
Perhaps
the
most
offensive,
and
Kingdom, and other realms and
local pub swilling beer.

Queen's name

lt would only be just ii on some such night,
finding themselves extremely thirsty they entered
a pub at 12:30 tor a lew quick ones before closing
time only to hear, "Sorry, one o'clock is the time
we close. We stop serving at twelve-thirty •
11

Arnie Fisk is sick
- a campus mourns
lt has come to our attention that Arnie Fisk is
sick.
Many will contend that Arnie Fisk, who is one
ol The Lance's weird cartoonists, has been sick tor
a long time. But. this time Arnie is also physically
sick.
We therefore request that people go out ot
their way to cheer up Arnie Fisk's sick day.
. Take him a dead bird.
Get well soon Arniel

ELAN
EDITOR IN CHIEF
SENIOR EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
LAYOUT EDITOR

CARTOONIST
PHOTOGRAPHY

NEWS

SPORTS

LAURIER HALL CORRESPDNDENT

Al Strachan
Marian Jobo~one
Brian Kappler
Joe Pekar
Jerry Schen
Wayne Farhood
Marian Johnstone
Bob deGrosbois
R. J. Kirk.land
J. A. Bulat
J. P. Squire
Jayne .l:.gan

George Kusseli
Enc Atk.mso11
Bill Fisher
Dick Greenwell
Len Laurin
George Russeu

yet least noted, of. these, appeared
in the Lance staff list on page 4.
Near the end of the list, the
name "Lizzie 'Windsor" appears.
And lest readers be fooled into
thinking that there is indeed a
young lady with that name on
staff, Mr. Strachan saw fit to precede the name with "Bela Lugosi" and "Schell Ansamman".
There can thus be no doubt
that Mr. Strachan meant the in-

so my office should be ...••

list deplored

domains.
There is no excuse for this
sort of ill-mannered Iese majeste.
In Canada, people are certainly
free to express themselves on issues such as the abolition of the
Monarchical system. But egregrious and unnecessary insults to,
not the Monarchy, but the Monarch personally, are of no use.i unfounded, egregrious, divisive, and
probably treasonous.

Many students dislike the existence of the Monarchy in Canada. Personally, I support the
Monarchy as a close link with
Great Britain~ because I believe
that Britain is the only possible
counterweight Canada can use to
offset the proximity of the culturally imperialistic United States.
But in no case is a comment
on the Monarch and the Monarchy such as Mr. Strachan intended, of any value to anyone.
Cease and desist, Mr. Strachan,
and reflect on this: Wolfe won the
battle on the Plains of Abraham.

Tony Keller relates a fowl tale
by TONY KELLER
my apartment and you're damn
prudently crossed its legs and
Most of what is now called the
well going to do what I say you're
began to sob. How a freshly
gomg to do," and with that salvo
civilized world, namely married
thawed, decapitated, plucked vircouples, priests, rabbis, engaged
gin bird can sob. It was enough
I descended upon the Sister Mary
couples, extremely ugly females,
Madeleva of the fowl family. I
to tear my heart out. I started to
eunuchs and just about everyone laugh.
succeeded in uncrossing its legs
around except carefree bachelors
and just got my hand on its gib"But I was only trying to get
look upon these same bachelors your giblets", I stammered in oriets when it sobbed, "I'll get pregas debauched, oversexed, homoder to rectify what had now benant."
sexual dirty young men who have- come a monstrous Twilight Zone
"You'll get a hell of a lot more
n't found the right girl yet or who
tnan that if you don't shut up
freak-out situation.
The fowl
aren't good enough for the aforewhile I'm dressmg you," I counwould not be denied another slam
mentioned ugly females.
tered, deciding that the dominatat bachelorhood.
I have been aware of the aniing approach was best.
"Oh, you guys are all alike.
mosity towards my breed for
"How many others have you
Just give an innocent girl a quick
some time, but never realized the
line and you think you'll get what done this to?"
intensity of the "ball and chain"
"None of your
goddamned
you want every time. Well I'm
movement until recently when, in
not one of your trollops. I de- business."
a rare culinary endeavour, I set
"Were they good?"
mand to be treated with respect."
out to prepare a turkey dinner.
"Not bad." I was softening.
Now normally, I'm a nice
All was progressing in a relatively
pleasant sort of placid fellow but Maybe this bird wasn't such a
nurmal vein until, after thawing l'll be damned if I'll be verbally foul fowl after all.
the bird, l placed my sweaty palm
"Do you love me?" This damn
goosed by a dead pigeon. I deupon its clammy foreleg in. an
cided to try the virile approach. bird was getting hung up.
"Of course I do", I soothed.
attempt to procure its inner treasTake it away Truman Capote.
ures.
"NoW> listen broad or bird or "Now just keep quiet and let me
"Don't touch me you beast!"
whatever", I began in. controlled do what I have to do. It will all
it shrieked. "I'm not the neighborlisped fA.lry, "I don't care about be over soon."
hooct" tramp, you know."
"'Will you respect me in the
your frigid upbringing. I paid
Being an iron-nerved specimen,
good money for you. You're ly- morning?"
cut in the same mold as Tiny
I should stick to hamburgers.
mg here nude, on my counter in
Tim among others, I didn't allow
this unexpected outburst to phase
me in the least. So, I climbed
down from the refrigerator ignorThe Lance has received many letters in the past two days with reing its headless plea and once
again grabbed at its extended gard to last Friday's editorial. We mus.t re-iterate .that all l~tlers to the
editor must be signed. A pen name will be used 1f the wnter requests
limbs.
it
but we must know the identity of the writer for legal reasons.
'Tm a virgin and a Catholic,
'
We would therefore request that the writers of the variou,. letters
and if you don't take me home
concerning
the editorial, and the writer of the letter concern!rig the
this instant I'll have my father
psychology
department,
come to the. L~nce .o~ice on the second floor of
castrate you and I'll never speak
the
University
Centre
and
make thell' 1dent1t1es known.
to you again you . . . you sex
maniac." And with this the bird - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Notice to letter writers

Arts candidates speak out:
Pick two this Wednesday
Arts students will vote Wednesday to elect two Arts Representatives to Student Council from
among three candidates. Ray
Marentette, II Arts, named interim Internal Affairs Commissioner
fast Monday, was acclaimed to the
position Friday, when no other
nominations were received.
Ball9 ting Wednesday will take
place in the west end of the University Centre's informal Lounge,
from 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

Reynolds
sees election
•
as important
Although this is not a major
election, I don't think we should
allow ourselves to lose sight of it's
real importance.
In spite of the lack of major
issues, the outcome of this election can have a critical influence
on the functioning of SAC in the
months ahead. Because this election occurs in the middle of the
year, it is most important that
the people elected be willing to
work in co-operation with those
already on SAC.
That does not mean any abandonment of principles, it does not
mean becoming "yes men." It
does mean, however, a committment to practical issues and problems, with a keen eye toward
final results. There are many important problems facing students
at this Ulliversity, and the members of SAC must lay aside per-

sonal differences and put forth a
united effort if any worthwhile
goals are to be reached.

port the democratic process. Let
us not make this a repeat of some
past elections where only a very
small percentage of those eligible
bother to vote.

Squire cites
•
Rutherford
experience,
knowledge has political
•
experience

"I, J. P. Squire have been a
student at this University for the
past three years. I feel that I am
well aware of the problems that
the Arts students and others face
here in Windsor. Such knowledge
will greatly facilitate my representing you on the Student's Administrative Council.
S.A.C. has done a very fine job
this year but I feel (as always)
that it could be better. I am not
saying that my representation on
the council will solve problems
overnight, but I do believe that I
can initiate and support programs
in all of your interests.
One main problem this year
has been the lack of initiative and
student-mindedness among various
commissions. Again, I am not
guaranteeing that I can quickly
overcome this impediment to the
students interests. Yet, I am very
aware of this adverse situation.
I am running for the S.A.C. byelection this Wednesday, 21st of
January. It will be supposed by
some that this election for Arts
representatives is not important.
Those who hold this attitude by
their actions have no say in Student Government. It is an example of how you will not sup-

Dave Rutherford is a second
year student, majoring in political
science. Active for several years
in the Liberal Party, he is a former secretary of the Ontario
Student Liberals. Still an active
member of the radical caucus
within the student Liberals, Dave
was active in the formation of
the Radical Youth movement on
this campus. Dave is also a member of the Tarnopolsky Commit.
tee, which was responsible for the
decisions on student representation on departmental councils that
went into effect at the start of
this school year.
Dave feels that the S.A.C. has
the potential to fulfill a meaningful role in the light of the university community. At present the
S.A.C. is not fulfilling that role.
Where is the S.A.C:s educational
policy? Where is the S.A.C.'s social program? While he is aware
that the chances of achieving anything worthwhile from this year's
council are slim, Dave has decided to run in the hope that it is
not too early to start working
for a better student government.

Cites three violations

Lance news ed beefs., council illegal
by J. ALAN MAURE
Lance News Staff
Claiming to have found "at
least three" major violations of
SAC electoral by-laws, would-be
candidate Brian Kappler will
seek to overthrow the last three
Council elections.
Kappler had filed to run in
Wednesday's bye-election of two

Arts Representatives to Council,
but was ruled ineligible.
"They ruled me out by digging
up a by-law that they never told
me existed", Kappler said.
SAC election rules say that no
person may hold two elected offices under the Student Union. To
conform with this rule, Kappler
resigned his position as a vice-

Yipp i e wants to cause coronary;
force mistrial in conspiracy case
TACOMA. Wash. (AP) -Yipp1ie Jerry Rubin, currently being
tried in Chicago for conspiracy.
said Friday night that he and his
fellow conspirators were trying to
give their judge a heart attack.
·'After all. Judge Julius Hoffman is 75 years old and it's not
impossible. If he died. we'd have
to start the trial .ill over again."
said Rubin.
The self-acclaimed Yippie nonleader flew from Chicago after
Friday's day in court to speak to
soldiers at a Tacoma coffeehouse.
In the jammed audience of about
300. more than half appeared to
be of high-school age.
He talked almost exclusively of
his experience in the Chicago trial.
where he is charged of conspiring
with seven others to disrupt the
-

-

Besides talking of Judge Hoffman, Rubin said projected Yippie
plans include putting LSD into
the water supply at the 1972 Republican national convention. "It
was chemically impossible when
they first accused us of that, but
now it's not," he said.
Rubin admitted to the attentive
crowd of young people that he
was guilty of the charges filed
against him by the government.
He said he expects to be convicted and sentenced to from two
to 12 years in prison by March 1.
"But our trial has revealed a
lot of things," Rubin said. "The
people's faith is gone in such
things as politics, the police and
the courts."
'The only thing left to do i~
•

•

•

,.

• •

-

I

president of the Progressive Conservative Club, on Jan. 9.
"Bob Gunning, the Electoral
Officer, figures that a club position is an office under the union,
so I went along with his silly rule,"
Kappler said Sunday.
'"But then they found another
rule, that you have to resign 16
days before you're nominated for
a Council post. Nobody even
knew this one existed, until Gunning laid it on me."
When he later obtained a copy
of the complete electoral by-laws,
Kappler found several irregularities in recent elections, he said.
·'It's illegal to use computerized
elections; one of the other candidates in this election is a club
vice-president and hasn't resigned; there's no guarantee that anybody now on Council has the
'·C" average they need, and there
are irregularities about the hours
of nomination," Kappler charged.
The bye-election is set for Wednesday. Kappler had planned to
protest the irregularities at a Monday SAC meeting, but the meeting has been postponed until
Thursday by President Bob Baksi. '·Isn't that strange?'', Kappler
asked.
"This whole thing stinks. If
they are going to enforce these
silly rules, then they should enforce all of them, constantly, and
not selectively against candidates
the don't likP.," Kap ler said .

"IT'S A GOOD THING THAT she was facing away from the
camera", said Priscilla Blue-blood Antique, Lance censor.
Unidentified model gave her all for Geology club fashion show
Friday night. Lance caption writer Genghis Khan lll went
through 18 obscene caption ideas be fore coming to the relatively clean one above. There's a five cent prize for the dirtiest
caption idear
Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Aid situation grim, and
likely to get much worse
By 1975, poor countries may
be paying the rich countries more
in interest than they receive in
aid, The Globe and Mail's Clyde
Sanger said here yesterday.
Sange,r a foreign aid expert,
was speaking at a conference on
"The Affluent West and World
Poverty," organized for the Canadian Institute for International
Affairs by Poli. Sci. prof Lloyd
Brown-John.

Foreign aid programs
from
richer countries are not measurably improving, and aid is not
offered to the poorest of the poor
countries, experts said.
Conference delegates also discussed proposals for a Canadian
International Development Research Centre, to conduct continuing studies into problems in foreign aid.

THIS

IS
YOUR
GENERATION
Submit Poetry

Short Stories
and
Art Work
to The Lance Office no Later Than
February 15, 1970
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246 Ouellette Avenue

Across From Coles

[ancerettes de eat Ryerson
Basketball Analysis
by ERIC "The Poet" ATKINSON
Saturday afternoon saw the
University of Windsor Lancerettes soundly trounce Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute 51-26 in
women's varsity basketball at
Toronto. The Lancerettes now
sport a five and one wim-loss
record.
Like their male counterparts,

V• Ba 11 1ea m
•
3
k
ta es
wins

who whipped McMaster University Marauders 86-78:the Lancerettes displayed a fine team effort
which vaulted them into a second
place position in league standings.
The opening half saw basketball
at its best with neither team enjoying more than a five point
spread. Play was hectic at both
ends of the court but Windsor
emerged with a 20-15 lead as the
midway break began. Lancerettes
commanded both defensive and
offensive boards during the seeond stanza, outscoring their hosts
31-11.
Blonde Cookie Leach proved
once more that the "·C09kie"
doesn't always crumble as she netted 17 big ones to lead all scorers. Joanne Lazarus fired in 7
points, followed closely by Ev
Kendall who potted 5 toward the
Lancerette total. Matha Grandia,

Volleyball Analysis
by BILL "The Fish" FISHER
In O.Q.W.C.I.A. Volleyball action Saturday, the Lancerettes
travelled to Toronto and enjoyed
a fine day as they swept all 3
games at the expense of Ryerson's
fairer sex.
Fast net play, a solid defen;ce.
and hard accurate serves were indicative of Lancerette superiority
over the Ryerson lasses as they
by DI<:;K GREENWELL
charged through the 3 matches
Lancer swimmers put out Bll
with scores of 15-5, 15-7 and 16- orner good showing last Satun..tay
14. Again the Lancerettes showed agamst the McMaster Marlins.
a good, solid team effort.
iJespite losing, Lancers were ir,
The team returns home with an close contention throughout the
even 3-3 record and will start meet even without swimmer Reg
preparing for their BIG game next Chappell.
week.
Lancers were led by Ron Ma~
On Saturday, January 24th, the ;ack who had two firsts and a secgirls host the University of Water- ond. He won the 200 yard freeloo Warriorettes at St. Denis Hall style in 2: 10, the 200 yard breastwith the first game scheduled for stroke in 2:46, and was second in
1:30 p.m., with the Lancerette the 100 yard freestyle with a time
B-Ball game commen'Ciing at 3 :00 of 57:2.
p.m.
Paul Kapusniak had another
The Lancerettes are hoping for excellent day as he continued to
support at their next game; after cut down his time in the 1OOO
all iheirs is the SHAPE of things yard freestyle which he won with
a time of 13: 31. He also turned
to come.

Sue Lavargne, Melanie Middleton
and Kelly O'Neal all hooped 4
points each as the female version
of Lancer basketball equally shared the honours.
Yeoman's (yeowomen's?) chores
were fought under the boards by
the "jumpin' three", Ev Kendall,
Kendall, Marilyn Hyatt, and
Cookie Leach.
Foul shots were a bit hard to
come by as Lancerettes were able
to sink only a meagre 40% from
the give-away line. From the open
court they were able to muster a
respectable 37% shooting average.
So now the stage is set for next
Saturday afternoon when at 3
p.m. in St. Denis Hall the Lancerettes host the tough misses
from the University of Waterloo.

Marlins outswim Lancers ·
in his best 200 yard backstroke
time of 2:42.
Dave Laing was s~ond and
third in the 500 yard freestyle
and the 1OOO yard freestyle respectively. Brother Paul, picked up
two thirds in the 200 yard individual medley and 200 yard breast
stroke.
Guy Delaire showed good consistent diving as he picked up two
seconds in the one metre event,
in which he dove exhibition, and
the three metre.
Lancers don't swim again until
January 28th when they travel to
Guelph. This weekend there will
be an invitational high school
meet which features top teams
from Michigan and Ontario.

.,.,.,
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Hockey L·ancers spring maior upset - beat Waterloo
by LEN LAURIN
Would ithe real University of
Windsor Hockey Lancers please
stand up?
Anyone who witnessed last
Saturday's 9-2 defeat by the University of T-0ronto Blues would
hardly believe that the Lancers
could change so drastically in one
short week.
But change they did! Much to
the delight of a small but loyal
group of fans the Lancers struck
for three goals in the final five
minutes of play to defeat the
league-leading University of Waterloo Warriors 4-3 on Saturday
afternoon.
The game started on an optimistic note when Windsor opened
me sconng at 1:29. Windsor's
starting line of McFadden, Cosgrove and McCabe pressed chW arnors early. The return Wa;.
rior rusn was broken up at centre
ice and the puck was dumped into
the Waterloo end. McCabe mad~
a fine play to beat the WaterloL
defenceman to the puck. He gav1.
Mcf aJden a perfect pass a;1e
Tom faked Jim Weber LO L111; i..1.
be1ore tuckmg the pu~K 111 l,.. _
corner.
The Lancers, and in particula1
Jim Macdonald and Rene Garon,
had several other good scoring
chances but were unable to control a bouncing puck in front of
the Warrior net.

At the other end Don Bruner
made several fine saves to keep
Waterloo off the scoring sheet
during this opening period.
Windsor received a penalty
early in the second period and
Waterloo quickly evened the
score. The Warriors power play
was quite well organized and it
gave the Lancers trouble throughout the entire game.
On this play Ken Laidlaw
worked from the side of the net
before driving home a >low screened drive. Don Bruner had no
chance on the play. The assist
went to Cam Crosby.
Waterloo went into the lead at
7:50 when Laidlaw connected
again on passes from Sephton
and Crosby. On this play Laidlaw
was covered very closely by John
Cosgrove but he somehow managed to get his stick down and
deflect a goalmouth pass behind
Bruner.
Waterloo then went into close
checking style of hockey and
seemed content to sit back and
wait for the breaks.
The Warriors carried ,this style
into the third period and the
Lancers couldn't mount anything
'in the way of an offensive thrust.
The break Waterloo had been
waiting for came when Queen
took a foolish tripping penalty.
Reads took a goalmouth pass from
Laidlaw and tucked the puck be-

ACTION WAS HOT and heavy around the
Lancer net during Saturday afternoon's hockey
game against Waterloo. The Wa77iors, picked
by most observers to successfully defend
hind the sliding Don Bruner. The
other assist on this play went to
Crosby.
lt looked like a sure win for
Waterloo at this point but the
Lancers refused .to quit. At the
.fifteen minute mark, Jim MacDonald got the Lancers started
in the right direction when he
backhanded the puck into the
Waterloo net. Waterloo goalie
Jim Weber had stopped shots by
Weese and Wright but he was
not able to reach MacDonald's
shot from the side of the net.
At 17:33 John Cosgrove took
a lead pass from Bradbury and
broke in on the Waterloo defence
His sliding shot caught Weber
going the wrong way and the Lan1.:ers nad tied the score.
Waterloo fought desperately
but the Lancer defence, though
experiencing difficulty in clearing
the puck, a1d not give Waterloo
a good chance to score. Finally,
the Lancers broke out of their

their 0-QAA champttonsbip tbis year, suffered
a major upset at the hands of a fired up
Lancer team.
Lance oic by R.J. Kirkland

own end. Tom McFadden and
Bob McCabe came down on cne
Waterloo defenceman. Tom MeFadden used McCabe as a decoy
and slipped the puck under the
frustrated Weber at 19:01, to give
the Lancers their first O.Q.A.A.
victory this year.
The victory was certainly a
team effort but several players do
deserve special mention: Tom McFadden for his two goals, John
Cosgrove for his shadowing of
Laidlaw and also for his goal,
Don Bruner whose great goaltending kept ithe Lancers close anJ
Jim MacDonald whose goal start·
ed the Lancers on the road to
victory and whose fine play has
finally given the Lancers a thin!
line.

improved Lancer passing as an
indication of a new team spirit
an<l suggested that the · Lancers
wanted this game more than the
Warriors did . • . Laidlaw and
Crosby were outstanding for Waterloo.

The phone number for the '68
Malibou VB (for sale), Power
steering and brakes, should
have been 258-1887.

SLAPSHOTS •••
Dr. Eaves was quite happy
ab0ut the victory and he indicated
that he now has the players who
are going .to play to the best of
their ability . . . he mentioned the

COOPERATION
COMMUNICATION
COMPETENCE

The Principal and Board of Directors
of IONA COLLEGE
are pleased to invite all University of
Windsor students to an inaugural lecture

&y
WAJ'ERLOO WARRIORS cruise around in front of the Lancer
11et during the third period. At this point Waterloo had a 2-1
lead which they later i11creased to 3-1. J'he Lancers, however,
came back 11.'ith three goals in the last five minutes to defeat
Waterloo 4-3.
Lance pie by R.J. Kirkland

Universal
Peace

THE IONA COLLEGE FACILITIES
~laharishi \lahesh Yogi

Teachers trained by the Maharishi of Rishikosh, India will
public introductory lecture at:

PLACE: G-133- Windsor Hall
TIME: Tuesday, 3 P.M., January 20

Sponsored by Students International Meditation Society
No Admission Charge

Moderator, United Church of Canada
to mark the official opening of

begins with peace in the heart
of each individual
The Tran scandontal Medi tat ion of
Maharishi Ma hash Yogi wi II help
you to learn to uti lixe inner peace,
harmony and energy.

DR. ROBERT McCLURE

on Thursday, January 22nd, 1970
at 4:30 p.m.
in the University Centre
to be followed, at 7:00 p.m., with a
reception and "at home11 session with
Dr. McClure in the College
208 SUNSET AVENUE
also
Students are invited to an OPEN HOUSE in
the College on Friday, January 23rd,
· from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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Players win it for Thoma.---==------

lancers rebound· off Wednesday loss: ~rush Mac 86-78 ·
Analysis by
ERIC "The Poet" ATKINSON
In a ,complete reversal of last
Wednesday's game, the University
of Windsor Lancers, basketball
style, convincingly defeated McMaster University Marauders 8678 in O.Q.A.A. league action.
Enjoying a hot afternoon in
''steel city" the Lancers were
never headed shooting a phenomenal 66% from the floor in the
opening twenty minutes.
Using a stingy man to man defense, the "Big Blue" led by as
much as 21 points as Chris Wydrinszki and Jack Orange (playing
with a dislocated finger) led the
way to the hoop. The Marauders
ineffectively employed a midcourt pinch as Ed Lanktree and
Sante Salvador were able to find
the open man under the Marauder
net.
It was at the seventeen minute
mark of the first half when Mac
seemed to come alive as the Lancers held their largest point
spread. Four consecutive, unanswered,
field
goals
swished
through the Lancer cord as our
hoopsters lead was dwindled to
thirteen. The mid-way break end-

ed any McMaster hopes of pulling
even on the scoreboard, as Lancers enjoyed a 49-36 lead.
Hustle was the name of this
game and this is where Lancer
basketballers shone. Indicative of
this type of play is the stastistic
which showed 37 "Blue" turnovers. If a team runs as the Lancers do, turnovers and seemingly
stupid mistakes are bound to oc-

cur.
The taller Marauders seemed
not to be able to keep pace with
the galloping squad from Windsor.
In a desperate attempt to slow
down the high.flyin' Windsor
team, the hosts tried the long
"baseball" type of pass to gain
easy two-pointers at the Windsor
end of the court. Windsor mentor
Paul Thomas effectively extinguished Mac attempts as he set up
a one-two-two zone press thus
eliminating any threat of the easy
lay-up.
The Lancers were hard pressed
during the second stanza. The opponents more than once brought
the Windsor lead down to 4
points. But here Lancer poise

came to the front. Lancers refused
to wilt under Mac's pressure.
As quickly as the Marauders
dwindled the lead, just as quickly
did the Lancers find openings for
timely buckets. A bizarre finale
finally ended with an aggressive,
workhorse ten from the U. of W.
savouring a most important victory.
The big difference in this matinee game and the display of last
Wednesday night had to be the
fact that the Lancers finally found
the range from both the court and
the free-throw line. Over the
whole forty minutes of exciting
basketball, Windsor shot a more
worthy mark for defending Canadian title holders potting 35 of
61 attempts from the field for a
57.4%.
From the give-away line the
blue-shirted Lancers netted 16 of
21, a 76.2% average. Conversely,
McMaster shot but 30 of 91, a
33% and only 18 of 38 from the
foul line. The hosts outrebounded
Windsor by a 49-37 bulge.
Leading Windsor totals was
Wydrinszki with 23 followed by
Orange who turned in his second
consecutive stellar performance

potting 16. Tino Lenti netted 14
w!1lle Guy Delaire contributed 13
to Windsor totals.
It was a game which indicated
title laurels may not be as fa1
away from home as many migat
previously have thought. Combmed with some great team hustle
and a desire to wm it for Coach
Thomas, the Lancers proved they
are indeed a team with poise and
pride, necessary qualities to win
all the marbles in this tight lea-

gue.
Wednesday night at 8:15 these
same Lancers grapple with the
highly - touted Western Mustangs
in London. Here's a pred1Cllv..
which this reporter does not often
make - that the charges of Windsor come up with as many points
as there are miles separating
Western from the U. of W.,
enough two-pointers that will allow the Lancers to return home
with their second league victory.

r----------------------------------------,

SAC
cordially invites you to

OPEN
HOUSE
TUESDAY, JANUARY 20

BOB PITT OF the ff amilton Olympic Athletic Club wins his fall
over Lancer Pete Evans during Saturday's wrestling contest.
Evans won four points for the Lancers during this match in the
118 lb. class because Pitt is not a McMaster wrestler. The
Lancers won the meet 28~-7~.
Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

McMaster outwrestle d Dardarian ties top man
The Windsor wrestling team,
completing a Lancer sweep of
weekend sports events, won thtir
match against McMaster by a
28 1/2-7¥2 score Saturday afternoon.
The Lancers,
although outwrestled, were opposed by a team
made up partially of McMaster
students and partially of members
of Hamilton's Olympic Athletic
Club.
The Lancers although defeated
by members of the athletic club,
won the points for those events,

since the McMaster team was not
represented in that weight class.
Windsor received an outstanding effort from Pete Dardarian in
the 126 lb. class as he tied Dave
Pitt from Olymic, one of Canada's leading wrestlers in that
class.
Bob Pesowsky also performed
well for the Lancers, although he
was defeated.
Next Saturday, the Lancers
travel to Guelph for the Guelph
Invitational wrestling tournamem.

SECOND FLOOR CENTRE
REFRESHMENTS 1 - 5
Call 2 5 2- 212 2

Come Have Coffee With Us,
and Discuss Student Problems

8 94 OTTA WA STREET

15% STUDENT DISCOUN~
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Baksi to ask for land for
student union building
by Tom Egan
Lance News Staff

•

JOYOUS RAPTURE lights the face of Bob Baksi (right) as he gets
a good-bye kiss from SAC Science Rep. Al Dresser. Dresser was
boarding SAC's charter bus to go to London for Wednesday's
B-ball game against Western. See story, page three.
-Lance pie by Mike Learmonth

Cites schoolwork

Williams quits SAC

It

by Brian Kappler
Lance News Editor
SAC Services Commissioner
Rick
Williams
resigned
Wednesday, citing schoolwork
pressure as the main reason.
Williams, a fourth year
Commerce student, held the job
since mid-summer, when he
replaced Mark Kelly, originally
elected to the job last spring.
Kelly
quit
over
political
disagreements with the rest of
the SAC executive, and Williams
was appointed to the job.
On Sept. 25, Williams was
elected co the position, narrowly
defeating Dave Pescod, an Arts
Rep.
The Services program under
Williams has faced some student
criticism, but SAC insiders
predicted a turnaround when
Williams booked "Three Dog
Night" for a Feb. 2 concert.
"Three Dog Night" was voted
the most-wanted group in a
pre-Christmas
concert
poll
conducted by Williams.
Included in William's letter of
resignation to SAC President
Bob Baksi a recommendation
that the post of Services
Commissioner be abolished, and

replaced by a committee.
Williams reportedly feels that
the job is too big for one person.
Baksi
called
Williams'
resignation "a real heartbreak
for SAC", and lauded Williams
efforts
in
"difficult
circumstances".
"As far as the Feb. 2 concert
is concerned, this leaves us in a
state of semi-chaos," Baksi said.
He explained that the executive
of SAC will distribute the tasks
of
carrying
out
concert
organization, and seek outside
help to keep the balance of the
year's social program, especially
Winter Weekend, going.
Baksi attributed this to two
causes. There are a large number
of fourth year students filling ·
top positions, he said, and they
are finding it difficult to folfill
their commitments as well as
attending
to
school work.
Secondly, Baksi said, Council
this year has attempted about
five times as much as ever
before, and these people are
finding the work load too great.
Baksi added that a byelection
to fill the post was not expected.
He explained that the school
year is rapidly coming to an end,
and a newly-elected Services
Commissioner would have only a
few weeks to serve before the
general Council elections March
11.
The precedents and the SAC
Constitution
permit
the
appointment of a current
member of SAC to carry on the
activities of the position, if
Council so desires.
The
likelihood
of
appointment pleased Electoral
Officer Bob Gunning. More than
half . a dozen resignations this
year
have led to
three
byelections so far, and "If I have
to run one more bloody
byelection, I'll commit suicide,'9
Gunning said Wednesday.

Bob Baksi is looking for a
Student Union Building. Baksi,
President of SAC, will go to the
University Board of Governors
today or Monday with plans to
build a Student Union Building
(SUB) and a co-operative
residence.
He will present the Board
with a brief containing initial
plans and some details.
Baksi said that the first step
would be the commitment of
land by the Board of Governors.
President J .F. Leddy said last
week that a proposal for a
Student Union Building "is a
perfectly practical idea."
He said that "if students
developed serious plans they
could count on the help of the
Board of Governors."
"In my view it is an excellent
proposition."
Leddy also said that if
student initiative bogged down
"we would have to get it going
through
an
administrative
initiative."
Baksi is equally confident
that the Board would be willing
to assist in any plans for an SUB,
which Leddy said "we could use,
very definitely."
The SAC "Student Union
Building Report" released July

Computer in
li&rary works
(for a change)
by Simon LaBrute
Lance News Staff
A number of students have
complained about receiving false
overdue notices from the
Library.
Thursday afternoon it was
learned that an Essex Hall
computer used by the library
staff, has been miscalculating
since classes began on January 6.
During this time, it sent out
the notices, which innocent
students received in their mail.
One of the Librarians said
Thursday that a service man has
been attending the machine
since January 6, and said that
the trouble has almost been
ironed out.
She declined to estimate how
many students have received the
notices, which have to be
returned to the main desk.
Several students complained
about having to look for books
which are on the library shelves.
One student said: "This is the
third time this year I've had to
search for books that I've never
taken out. This place really bugs
me.n

24, 1969, said:
"Virtually
all
Canadian
campuses have an SUB of one
sort or another. And surprisingly
enough, the latest survey taken
by C.U.S. shows that it is not
strictly the large schools which
have them. The concept of a
place to meet on common
ground has been accepted and
implemented across the nation."
Baksi said that the building of
an SUB is dependent upon three
things: the incorporation of
SAC; land acquisition; and
financial
aid
from
the
government.
He expects the project to be
largely
financed
by
the
government with some help
coming from the Stu4ent
Council.
The project will be built in
three phases, the first of which
will cost roughly 8,000,000
dollars; the second, 4,000,000;

and the third 5,000,000.
Baksi
anticipates
many
difficulties, including problems
with parking facilities. Baksi said
that Student Senator John
Gunning is presently working on
this problem.
Baksi emphasized that the
proposed SUB and residence
complex would have many
educational, as well as social,
features.
"If anything, the building will
be built with the object of
helping
people
to
enjoy
education," he said.
"Everything should lean
toward
more
discussion,
interpersonal relationships, etc."
"We want it to tum into the
complement of the classroom."
Baksi said that he thinks once
the obstacles are surmounted in
initiating such a project, the
SUB and residence complex
could be completed by 1976.

Sale resigns posts,
drops out of race
by Jim Hall
Lance News Staff
Rhys Sale, a special student
in Philosophy, unexpectedly
resigned his position as a student
Senator Monday.
Sale was also Reviews Editor
of The Lance, co-editor of
Generation, and a member of
the Philosophy Department
faculty council. He has resigned
all of these positions.
He also announced that he is
no longer a candidate for SAC
President for 1970-71. As of this
week, there are no declared
candidates for the post.
Wednesday, Sale would only
say, "I'm unavailable for
comment at this time."
Dr. J .F. Leddy, University

President and Chairman of the
Senate, said Tuesday that he had
not received a reason for the
resignation, but he was sorry to
see Sale resign. He had attended
all meetings and in Leddy's
opinion had done a competent
job as Senator.
Bill Stevens, who was
co-editor of Generation with
Sale, has assumed the position of
editor-in-chief. He said Tuesday
that Generation would be
published
on
schedule.
Generation is the campus annual
literary magazine.
Stevens said that S:pe had
completed most of his share of
the work and that his resignation
would not affect Generation.
(Cont'd. on Page 19)

UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA Moderator Robert McClure was
here yesterday for the official opening of Iona College's new house
on Sunset Avenue. McClure is the church's highest elected official

in Canada.

-Lance pie by Pekar
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·...~using Landy

By Score
Why aren't the students allowed to bring guests to use the
facilities at the Physical Education Building? The Hotel Dieu
Students have invited the university to attend all of their
activities and Homecoming Weekend, yet when one of them
enters the P.E. building they are beaten off by one fat female
lifeguard.
Second Cla~ Citizen

We do agree · with you that this is an unfair practice, especially
in the light of the fact that the Faculty have a whole night to
themselves when they can bring friends and relatives to use the
students' P.E. facilities.
So, with the help of R. Baksi, S.A.C. president, who has been
doing some work towards acquiring visitors privileges for
students, Uptight interviewed Mr. Galasso, Head of the Phys. Ed.
Dept.
After discussing the pros and cons of a visitors program; the
crowding, the staff increases, finances and other possible
drawbacks, he agreed that our proposal of one night a week to be
set aside for students to bring a friend was "worth the
experiment" and assured us that this proposal would be brought
up for a decision this week.
We can thus foresee no reason why by Valentine's day you
shouldn't be taking a loved one to the Phys. Ed. Building to
partake of a wee splash.

During the last few weeks, we
have been discussing what one
should do when hls partner
opens the bidding with one
No-trump.
Today, we will turn to what
the defensive side may do in the
same situation. Usually, when
the opponents have bid one
No-trump, they will have the
majority of the high card points
in the deck. Because of this, it is
often beneficial for the defence
to see whether or not they have
a distributional fit in order to
take a save. (One purposely
places oneself in a contract that
will go down in order to lose
fewer points than would have
been lost had the opponents
been allowed to play in their
contract. For example, if the
opponents bid and make a
vulnerable slam, the opponents
will lose more points-via the
large amount of slam bidders
will make-than if they did, for
example, go down five tricks
doubled in seven Clubs.)
One of the more often used
conventions for the above
mentioned purpose is the Landy

Convention. It is used by an
opponent of the No-trump
bidder to tell his pattner that he
has a distributional hand and,
depending upon the
vulnerability, either a weak or
strong hand.
If, after the bid of one
No-trump, defender bids two
Clubs, he is not saying that he
has Clubs in his hand. Rather, he
is telling his partner that he
possesses a distributional hand
of Hearts and Spades (at least
five cards in each suit). Partner,
if his hand is so suited, will bid
either of the suits. Thls will
depend entirely upon his hand.
If, after an opponent bids one
No-trump, you bid two
No-trump, you are saying that
you have a distributional hand
containing Clubs and Diamonds.
Your partner then takes control
of the hand. He may decide that
the best thing to do is defend,
for often when one hand has
two suits, his partner will have
the other two.
Here are a few examples of
the convention in use. Your
right-hand opponent has opened

the bidding with one No-trump,
and you possess:
(a)
+ - AK1062
0 - K 10 9 7 2
0-7 2

•-2

.-

(b)

~-5 4
0-Q J 10 9 8 7
4'-KJ 10 7 3
(c)
+-KJ 109
0-K J 10 9
<>-K J 10
•-12
With example (a), you should
bid two Clubs, indicating to
your partner that you have
Hearts and Spades. In example
(b), you should bid two
No-trump, showing the two
Minor suits. With example (c),
· you should pass. Your hand is
not good enough distributionally
to warrant a bid, nor is it strong
enough. In a case like this, the
best plan is to sit quiet for the
time being.

***
Congratulate Rick Williams for obtaining such a terrific band,
"3 Dog-night". It's about time he started working.
I understand that on Feb. 2, in order to see the band one has
to stand outside in line. I know that it's probably healthier to
wait outside in near zero temperatures than indoors, but to get a
good seat I'll have to sit outside for two hours.
This isn't grade school! Why should we have to line up and the
person with the best endurance gets the best seat and
consequently ends up in bed for a week with pneumonia. Ask
"Tricky Rick" if he'll try to set up some seating scheme.
Thank you,
I Arts

There has never been, to our experience, any large event where
there has not been a line-up whether there was a seating plan or
not. However, the reason for there being no seating plan this time
is that for this concert there will be no seats to speak of.
Because of the expense involved in hiring this band, it is
desirable to get as many people as possible into the hall to keep
the price down. Thus, aside from the bleachers along the sides,
most people will have to groove on the floor, also eliminating the
fuss over chairs and slow moving line.
Unless you have calloused buttocks, we suggest that you bring
a blanket or pillow or double bed to sit on.

textbook
for
today

***
Help! I'm in love with this very attractive 2nd year coed. But I
don't know her personally (I know her name, addre~, etc.) But
I'm too shy to meet her! Help. Have you got any hints?
Frustrated but not
horny yet

Yourmain·problem is quite evident in your signature. Sex is
generally impossible if you're not in this necessary state of mind.
You have to learn to overcome your shyness and let yourself
stand upright. There are various ways to achieve this, improvise,
you'd be surprised how easy it is.
Your next problem is your approach. Luckily, at this
university, the girls are mature, adult and honest, not taken to
playing games, old enough to know what they want and not be
frightened by it. They like a man who is honest, mature, who
speaks his mind and is very rich. But you don't have to be rich,
just look it (i.e. grubby).
After these preparations, all you have to do is approach her
and use this classic, girl killer format;
"Hello, my name is-----. I find you very attractive, mature
etc. and I would like to make love to you."
Tiris should get you to first base.

***

After paying $S .00 for a Lance subscription I began receiving
the .ismes the day after publication. (This was good). Lately,
however, my copies have anived later and later, until now I
receive them a week after pre~ day. By then, all the news and
notices (eg. of upcoming events) are old stuff, and I've missed the
events. How come so late?
John MacDonald
(An Alumnus,
Cuof '69)

We've just received this letter which was dated "Nov. 10/69.
The fact is that our papers have always (except for two late
editions) been mailed one hour after publication.
We would have had Mr. Kierans, the Postmaster General
replaced but he has a wife and kids. So we suggest you send either
him, or your MP, an ultimatum.

Reading The Star regularly is like having a different text book
every day. It is complete, topical, useful and fully informative,
dealing mainly with current events, events that affect our daily
lives. Keep in touch with world events, with national events and a
full report of what's going on in our home town.

Have your carrier deliver the Star every day
HURON HALL
Robbie Renaud
622 Patricia
258-3439

ELECTAHALL
Keith Langill
473 Askin
254-9416

MACDONALD HALL
CODY HALL
Rick Petrasovic
Room 922 MacDonald Hall
256-7412

LAURIER HALL
Marline Simpson
Room 216 Laurier Hall
256-4875

Note ... The Star is available at the Book Store

The·Windsor Star
Circulation department - 256-5511
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Kappler given OK to run

Vote postponed
for bylaw hunt

...,

I'LL GIVE YOU BOARDWALK and Park Place
for two more student Senate seats, SAC boss Bob
Baksi tells University President J.F. Leddy. The
two met with other Administration members (like

George McMahon, right) and the rest of SAC at a
Tuesday banquet, hosted by Leddy. "He's really
getting cheap", a Council member said. "Roast
turkey or veal. Sheesh."
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Colossal orgy planned
by Vic Harris
Lance News Staff
MacDonald
Hall
representatives have planned the
second annual 'Mac weekend' to
be held this Friday, Saturday
and Sunday.
Co-organizers Ray Socchia
and Brant Skipper have been
scheduling the activities for the
weekend since the beginning of
the school year.
They have managed to
remove the restriction of visiting
hours in MacDonald Hall, but
requests made by the Rules
Committee for drinking to be
allowed in the floor lounges was
turned down.
Visiting at 'Mac' will begin at
7.00 p.m. on Friday, and extend
to 12.00 midnight on Sunday

25th. Female visitors are
required to obtain guest passes
in order to be allowed visiting
privileges.
On the question of drinking
in the lounges, J .J. Whiteside,
the University lawyer, said that
under the liquor laws of the
Province of Ontario it would be
illegal.
Socchia said that the Rules
Committee will meet with Dr.
Leddy next week, to discuss the
possibility
of
MacDonald
becoming a public house, which
would mean that drinking would
be allowed in the residence.
A new idea for Mac Weekend
is the establishing of a dating
service. The sponsors for the
Weekend,
the "House
of
Provinces" Council of Mac Hall,

•
SAC tries bus service
Despite mechanical difficulties with SAC's first charter bus trip
to a basketball game Wednesday, SAC will continue the program.
Council chartered a bus Monday afternoon, to take 41 students
to Wednesday night's b-ball game at the University of Western
Ontario. (Lancers lost, 76-74).
Only one bus was available from Charterways Company. SAC
was unwilling to rent a bus from the city public transit company,
the Sandwich, Windsor, and Amherstburg Co., because several
hundred students are continuing a boycott of the S.W.&A.,
objecting to high fares.
The one bus SAC obtained was quickly filled, despite a
minimum of advertising.
Some mechanical problems were encountered on the return trip,
when a stuck-shut door made it necessary for the coach to travel
downtown to the company's garage.
SAC will charter at least one bus for the January 28 Lancer
game at the University of Guelph. More coaches will be rented if
student demand warrants it, officials said. Cost for the round trip
to Guelph, including game admission, will be about eight dollars.
Tickets go on sale Monday in the SAC offices.

came up with this idea so that
no "foolish and shy" individual
would be left with "rear end
blisters" during the festivities.
The action begins at 5.30
p.m. on Friday with a Council
Dinner to be held in Vanier Hall.
Contestants for MacDonald Hall
Queen will be present at the
dinner.
At 8.00 p.m. a casino will be
held in the grotto, and activities
will include preliminary judging
of the beauty queen candidates.
At midnight, either a hay-ride
or a sleigh-ride will take place,
(at the cost of 50 cents per
person), depending on prevailing
weather conditions.
Events taking place on
Saturday include a beer-drinking
contest, the locality of which is
not yet known; the Lancers vs.
Waterloo basketball game, which
starts at 8:00 p.m., and a dance,
to begin at 10.00 p.m., in the
grotto. The Sun, from Detroit,
will be featured at the dance.
Admission for MacDonald Hall
residents is free, all others must
pay 50 cents. Resident students
may also bring a guest free of
charge.
During the course of the
dance, the MacDonald Hall
Queen will be crowned, and a
presentation will be made to the
winner of the beer-drinking
contest.
At 12.30 p.m. on Sunday a
pancake-eating contest will be
held
between
two
representatives .from each floor
in MacDonald Hall. Events
conclude following the showing
of the film "Grand Prix" at 2.30
Sunday afternoon.

by Gina Coia
Lance News Staff
The Arts byelection which
was cancelled this week will be
held next Wednesday, Jan. 28th.
When
candidate
Brian
Kappler was ruled ineligible
because he was vice-president of
the Progressive Conservative
Club,
he
questioned
the
authenticity of the electoral
by-laws.
Bob Gunning, SAC electoral
officer, said Wednesday "we
discovered while digging through
last year's minutes statements
related to electoral by-laws
which were not listed. They had
been passed and buried." The

rule that you have to resign from
an elected position 16 days
before an election refers "only
to S.A.C. members", Gunning
added.
When it was found that
Kappler was eligible the election
was cancelled so that he would
have enough time to run a
proper campaign.
There
are
now
four
candidates for the two positions:
Brian Kappler, Doug Reynolds,
Dave J. Rutherford, and John P.
Squire.
"Portions of the by-laws have
been rewritten to make it very
clear for future elections",
Gunning concluded.

Broadloom bedroom

Superhall mulled
by Wilhelm Dilthey
Lance News Staff
A
student-majority
committee is at work planning a
new residence building, which
would house 180 students in
suites of about 12 residents
each. The suites would include
kitchen
facilities,
carpeted
bedrooms, and no prefects.
The committee includes Dean
of Students George McMahon,
Administration Vice President
W.R. Mitchell, Director of
Residence Joe Saso, and about
half-a-dozen
residence
students-all male.
"I get the idea it would be
more of a place for senior
students who have spent a year
in MacDonald or Cody, made
some friends there, and decided
they'd like that kind of group
atmosphere," MacDonald Head
Resident Ron Mueller said

Thursday.
The Committee has been
working since early fall, and
Ontario Government Housing
officials have attended meetings
to discuss the plans.
"They really rely on student
opinions in the committee",
Mueller said.
He indicated that many
students dislike the lack of
inter-floor communication in
high-rise residences. "In Mac
there's the advantage of the
central lounges, but there is
almost
no
inter-floor
communication.
Resident
students can't get to know each
other, let alone non-residents,"
Mueller added.
"There's going to be a need
for more space by 1971."
The proposed building would
be near Huron Hall.

Sticky wicket just the ticket

Benson malces cricket· pitch
Want a chance to play silly
mid-off? You may get the
opportunity. Silly mid-off is a
position in cricket, virtually the
British national sport.
Two students "of British
origin", Jonathan Benson and
Peter Monger, are planning to

organize an exhibition cricket
match here, as soon as weather
conditions permit.
"It's very popular in England,
and nobody here even knows the
rules", Benson said. "So what's
needed is a sample match for
people to see what the game's

Generation gap widens
Generation co-editor Bill
Stevens resigned Wednesday,
leaving the literary magazine
without an editor.
(Stevens' resignation followed
the resignation of Rhys Sale
Monday. An earlier Lance story,
in this issue, says that Stevens
took over when Sale quit.)
The magazine has a budget of
$2,500. Stevens said Wednesday
that production costs would be
about $2,200. "I'm not going to
do this for nothing," he said. "I

- --

--

could use the money."
Student Council officials
indicated to Stevens that an
honorarium would be difficult
or impossible to arrange.
Stevens has repeatedly been
critical of the political aspects of
SAC administration.
Publications
Commission
officials indicated that they
would immediately begin to seek
a new editor for the campus
literary annual.

-

~--

-

like."
Cricket is played on an oval
field. The game's object is to
score "runs" by batting a cork
ball and running between two
"wickets". Formal matches can
last up to five days. Each team
must bat twice, or the game is
considered a tie, regardless of
the score.
If defenders throw the ball to
the wicket before the batter
reaches it, he is out. Ten outs are
allowed per inning. Hitting the
ball out of the playing area
counts automatically for four or
six runs.
Benson expressed contempt
for "rounders", whjch he called
"a
degenerate
form
like
American baseball. It's just a
young ladies' game".
Students
interested
in
wicket-keeping, silly mid-offing,
or outfielding should contact
Benson
through
Student
Council.

Ci&U1C..

''IT CANT BE A MOVIE WITHOUI' POPCORN", Film Club

President Dan Conley tells Nursing Society President Hea'tlier
MacLellan. The Film Club bought the $500 machine from profits,
and Nursing students will make and sell popcorn at Filmsoc flicks
to raise cash for their programs. Next: Conley and SAC boss Bob
Baksi will seek to line up an old-time organ grinder, complete with
monkey. At this rate, Conley will buy the whole University by
1980.
-Lance pie by R.J. Kirkl-,d

:&J

expres.,ed.
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Why resignations?
This week was not unlike many others that pass in the hallowed
corridors of the SAC B25 hangar. During the week, resignations
were tendered by Bill Stevens, co-editor of Generation; Rick
Williams, SAC Services Commissioner; and Rhys M. Sale, student
Senator, co-editor of Generation, Lance reviews editor and student
member of the Philosophy Departmental Committee.
We could go through a long list of SAC resignations this year,
but this is only a twenty-four page issue.
One wonders if any single hypothesis could be formulated
which would explain this rash of resignations. It is doubtful, but
perhaps a few points which might be relevant to the situation could
be considered.
First of all, it is probably safe to say that the SAC executive has
held more meetings this year than has the Council as a whole.
Perhaps the reasons for this are valid in many cases, but it is quite
understandable that a Student Council representative might
become disheartened upon learning that he is repeatedly excluded
from the decision-making processes.
It is also interesting to note, as any regular spectator at Student
Council meetings will attest, that if the "Big Two" - Yared and
Baksi - agree on a point, that point will not be defeated. It may
not be passed; but it certainly will not be defeated. The motion
will inevitably be tabled or referred to one of the numerous
Student Council committees for further consideration, to be
brought back at a later date.
Many of the ex-members have also expressed a feeling of
dissatisfaction with the constant haggling which goes on. At least
one of this week's resignees quit because he was kept so busy
politicking that he did not have the time, nor the inclination, to do
the job for which he had volunteered.
Another factor to be considered is the feeling of "uselessness"
expressed by some ex-members. At least two persons are in this
category. They felt that, because of their political leanings, many
of their legislative motions were defeated, regardless of the virtue
of the proposal.
Postulations such as this could go on and on. But the fact is that
week after week, people are resigning from Student Council or its
related bodies. Nothing can change the fact that these people have
resigned, but it would certainly not be to the detriment of future
Student Councils to contact these people and to find out precisely
the reasons for these resignations.
If this were done, perhaps some sort of legislation could be
passed to prevent these alleged injustices. If, that is, there is still a
Student Council left to pass legislation.
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_UH_U_R_U_a_iy_e- - - - b y Owen Ball
FREEDOM world
You got it wrong, Baby. It's
not alas and alack, it's hot damn
Sam, Man, dig it. .. no, I don't
think you can; it's only you
what makes it wrong. But that's
part of it, that you should
understand; my hangup is that
I'm not blacker.
The separation, though, is not
a real function of colour, or
race, not even of culture, or
social position: wealth, class,
and all that. Because you are of
the grey people (white), the
system {white racist) identifies
you as part of its own, and you
see yourself as part of it, a part
of this society. . .and all that
goes with it.
But the system by virtue of
its inherent racism, has never
allowed me to be identified with
it, however much I tried, all of
which allowed me to see it from
the outside, to see it for what it
is, and what it does to people
like you (grey people), who are a
part of it, or think that they are.
That's right, I cry the blues. I
dig the blues, 'cause the blues is
where it's at. Because through
them I can make contact with
other people who have the same
problems, because misery loves
company, miserable company,
the same kind of misery. Got
that, Mother? You best, 'cause
it's important. But that's
something else I can't really
expect you to pick up on. And
for black folks, we may disagree
on our relationship to the
system, on the possibilities of
change. Differ in culture, social
position, and a lot of other
parrently important things, but
when it comes to you, we don't
none of us disagree on what you
are.
From the middleclass chick
who grew up integrated, to the
ghetto cat-we all agree on the
wrong of you. And national
origin doesn't seem to alter the
consensus. Congolese, Algerian,
South
Africans,
Nigerians,
Jamaicans, Barbadians, from
.France,
England,
even
Scotland-everybody
agrees.

What we haven't come together
on is whether it's innate {beast),
or developed (psychotic).
I tend to go the latter, that
you're brainwashed, coerced,
and being part of the system
(identified), you can't get a
proper perspective, at least it's
difficult, of yourself, what's
happening to you.
But what's happening to you,
happens to me, and what can
happen to me can happen to
you, anybody-is happening,
only more covertly. If you want
to pick up on the overt, try
standing on your hind legs one
time.
But I'm glad you wrote, Man.
I've been waiting all this time for
somebody to show some
stomach, I only hope you keep
it coming. One thing, though, I
wish you'd learn to read. If I
may quote myself, I said, "if I
play on the colour thing, it's
because I know it best". I also
said something to the effect that
I have no intention of trying to
ignore, or forget colour. Why
should I? I cbn't try to ignore,
or forget that the person next
to, or across from me is male or
female, but maybe that should
change too.
And for all the rest, the
whole thing actually. . .my
column, on the facing page to
your little blurb, should have
been sufficient reply, but I'm
not so naive as to expect you to
pick up on that. What you got to
get straight is that I'm not trying
to make you like me. That
would be too easy, and wouldn't
buy either of us a damn thing. If

that was my aim, all I'd have to
do is play the politician, and tell
you all the things you'd like to
hear. Bout all the groovy things
you're doing, bout all the stuff
you taking, bout how glad I am
to be in Canada.
But the truth is that you
doing more messin than groovin,
that you avoid facing the stuff,
that Canada is just as bad as any
place else, maybe worse cause
the people still pointin. But I
ain't doing that, I've passed all
those Tom games. And as for
problems, you got to get it
straight, Mother, my problems
are yours, but that's what you
don't like to hear, you ain't
faced that part yet; when you
do, I can maybe shut up.
And for what I do and why; I
told you about that; there's
nothing to argue about. You just
don't want to accept my
explanation, it might make it
too right. I can't make you take
it, but if you really think I'm
wrong, prove it, I'm game to
change. I've already been to jail,
Man, I've already made my trip
to the basement of the station,
and it all. . .not for what I did,
but what I won't take, the games
I won't play, or maybe just the
rules I won't follow, theirs,
yours, the systems, the ones that
say I'm wrong cause I'm black,
wrong cause I scream on the
stuff, wrong because I think I've
got the right to dignity, and say
so, and am ready to tell any
mother when I think he's cutting
into it. Dig?

(Cont'd. Next Week)

Thi, Week We Gir,e Thank,,

0 Lord, Thal
Loblaw's is closing five stores in Windsor. Maybe we can get
five Fine Arts buildings.
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TTiomas sTiould be given a chance as a coach
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I could feel an air of static
brewing as I watched our
Lancers lose a tough game to an
under-rated Guelph Gryphons,
and then saw all eyes focused to
the bench as the fans shuffled
out of St. Denis. The
"editorials" were written and I
know that in future issues of
The Lance, a lot of loyal fans
will be filing their own editorials
in defense of our basketball
coach, and who knows, maybe
this sort of back and forth
frolicking will continue all
season long.
Avid B-Ball fans watched our
Lancers earnestly as they played
their exhibition games to iron
out old plays, experiment with
new ones, and just plain loosen
up for the always tough
0.-Q.A.A. league. The same fans
read newspapers and listened to
the reports as to who would be
the tough teams to beat in this

league which was launched early
in January. The reports came
back this way, watch out for
Western, McMaster and
Waterloo.
Next, the fans poured into St.
Denis and saw our defending
champions whip the University
of Toronto "Blues" and thus
open the season in style, with a
victory. The team played well
enough to win, and a "first" win
was recorded by Coach Thomas,
the new helmsman of the
Lancers. Then Guelph arrived
and were not to be denied. They
were a fired-up ball club and
showed a fine display of
shooting they supposedly did
not possess. As the game ended,
we were a loser by 7.
Now the storm clouds came
rolling in and everyone asked,
"Who is to take the blunt end of
the stick for losing the game to a
team not even listed as a threat,

on paper or by those so called
basketball authorities? Who is to
blame?"
Ah yes, everyone knows that
when a team loses, the only
person to shrug off all your
hostilities upon, is of course,
(chant it softly) THE COACH,
THE COACH. So the editorials
and talks around campus began
their knifing attack against the
only one in direct line of fire,
the "rookie" coach Dr. Paul
Thomas. The halls were buzzing
with the moaning and groaning
sounds of the frustrations we
have to bear as our record and
glory of consecutive wins is
broken.
The sounds continue,-"You
say the coach should have done
this, or that or substituted this
player or changed to that
defence," or better still "if ?? ???
were here he would have done
it this way or that way etc. etc."

Musical purists attacked
by Ray Bower Jr.
Recently I've been thinking
about music terminology such as
'Rock', 'Pop', 'Jazz', 'Folk',
etc ..... ! Do these terms have any
meaning nowadays, and if so, are
they names for different types
of music?
If you profess any critical
values of music, you cannot
ignore the question. A constant
controversy exists and in
particular, is directed towards
the poor sap who tries to just
"please some of the people,
some of the time". This is not
intended as a rebuttal to your
fancies, but may in fact, reveal
the pettiness of your musical
whims.
The
most
virulent
contributions to the controversy

come generally from classes of
people who profess themselves
to be 'Heavy Music Lovers' or
'Hard Rock Lovers' or 'Folk
Lovers' or 'Jazz Bu(fs' -ad
infinitum.
These are ( take the Hard
Rockers) some people devoted
fanatically to the point of
purism, and are people who
want their music untainted by
jazz or folk or as they so desire.
Personally, I distrust purists
of whatever persuasion. A purist
is someone who is afraid of
change, afraid of the unknown.
A purist may be just a product
of his environment in his
primary taste or perhaps an
expert on his form and if it
changes at all, he won't.
Real love, be it art, music,

country, or another person,
must
embrace
constructive
change. To stop changing is to
start dying. If you want to
argue, try this; "There are only
two (2) types of music. i.e. (1)
Written and (2) Improvised."
That should keep you going for
a while. If you cannot assimilate
the tradition of the music you
are discussing, then keep your
mouth shut, but open your ears.
Let's start by qualifying our
tastes as 'Music Lovers'. Let's go
see the concert on February 2nd
(if we have the bread and the
time) whether it's 'Three Dog
Night' or 'The Indiana Home
For The Criminally Insane Glee
Club'. Let's not bitch at the
'Duke' who got the group. Let's
learn by listening, then bitch.

Response to KapplPr

Monarchy seen as hindrance
I wish to respond to the over-reactive remarks of
your hypersensitive, Monarchist News Editor, Mr.
Brian Kappler, who seems possessed of a most
curious colonial mentality.
Mr. Kappler's remarks presuppose that the
Queen, personally or in her status, is, in this
enlightened age of free criticism, satire, and
debate, some sort of sacred cow, above reproach,
above criticism, above the occasional jibe or jest;
in short above the people or their right to remark
on the institutions of the day.
I am unsure if the Queen did, in fact,
contribute to last Friday's LANCE (she
contributes very little these days), but that fact
aside, the reference to "Lizzie Windsor" was a
perfectly legitimate remark on the status of the
monarchy in the eyes of many people, and not at
all egregrious.
To call it unnecessary is to suggest that the
monarchy or the monarch are perfect, without
fault of any kind. To call such a reference
treasonous in this day and age is childish and
absurd.
For those to believe in the freeing of Canada
from the apron strings of the Crown, the denial of
the Queen's superior status in our government is
basic. What better way to suggest such a belief
than by personifying the Queen in the name and
role of a woman like any other woman in our
nation.
Few will deny that the Queen is a most gracious

and charming woman. Still fewer will deny the
existence of deep roots of British history in our
nation and its culture, as well as its development.
But, like any other child born of a mother, there is
a time in its growth and development when it must
assume for its own sake a separate identity or
suffer irreperable personality damage. Mama's
boys are no more well developed or sure of
themselves when they are nations than when they
are any other species of social organism.
Failure to develop a free identity freely is, I
would suggest, one of the major problems of
Canada vis-a-vis U.S. cultural imperialism which is,
unquestionably, a serious threat to our nation.
Precisely what we need most is a national,
cultural sense of self; not a chauvinistic, flag
waving, anthem-shouting patriotism that
substitutes for a sense of well-being, but a firm
mature self-confidence that can only develop out
of an independence of mind, spirit and sovereignty
impossible under a foreign Crown.
Quite apart from the denial by many that any
person can have the right or power to govern or to
assume the postures of government, merely by the
accident of birth, Mr. Kappler's arch-chauvinistic
clutching at a dying, functionless institution can
do our nation no good and much harm. The time
is fast upon us when Canada must come of age. It
must be done peacefully and amicably, but it must
be done.
"and if this be treason sir, make the most of it"

But then again, you are not the
coach are you, and Dr. Thomas
is, isn't he?
I have heard a lot of stories
about the coaching of Eddi
Chittaro and how he got
"involved" in the game,
something like Henley of
Guelph. You know the type, a
real crowd pleaser, always
jumping off the bench, yelling at
the· refs etc. You try to compare
Coach Thomas to these men or
other past and present coaches
and you are wasting your time.
Each coach and athlete are
individuals within themselves.
Next time we play at home
coach, and you too Lancers, just
take a good look around the
gym. The place is packed, it is so
bad, the Fire Marshall stands by
the door and chases people away
from seeing you in action.
Every new coach knows he
must prove himself worthy of
the title "Coach". First he must
prove himself to his players,
then to the hardest shell of
people to crack, the fans, who
come like judge and jury to pass
sentence. Being a coach, you
realize you may have some ups
and downs. Some will like your
style, others will not, but that is
the consequences you inherit by

taking on the job as "Coach."
Rockne proved himself to Notre
Dame, Hodges to the Mets and
even Coach Fracas proved
himself to Windsor this past
season.
As did Notre Dame win one
for the "Gipper", so shall the
Lancers give it their all for the
"rookie" coach who stepped in a
pair of shoes to begin a task not
many seasoned coaches would
even attempt.
Coach, you said you had to
be nuts to take on a job like this,
well move over pal, a lot of
"rookie fans" are behind you
and the Lancers, no matter what
happens,-win, lose or draw.
Fish

I do not agree with what
you say but I will defend to the death your
right to say it.
- Voltaire

Why run for .SAC?

Ruther/ord <1uestioried
"The
Student Council
Is
Irre le van t!"
"Yes friends, the Student
Administrative
Council
is
irrelevant and thus unimportant.
Such is the substance of
statements made last Thursday
evening at a meeting to discuss
whether campus political clubs
had any meaning or not. These
statements were made by a
candidate for Student Council,
David Rutherford.
If one thinks that way about
S.A.C., why run for Arts
Representative in the coming
byelection? There can be only
one real reason-he believes that
by his presence among that
'unimportant' group, the student
government, that he can effect
great far reaching changes. He
must believe, in his own
messianic way, that he is the
precursor
of
a
great
revolutionary change in our
campus life.
Yet, if through some sudden

shift in the earth's axis, he does
take a seat in the Council, he
must work in accordance with
parliamentary procedure.
Each representative on that
council has one vote. He thus
must, through persuasion and
compromise, work in order to
make S.A.C. the vital servant of
the people that he desires. He
cannot expound upon his
socialist philosophy and threaten
confrontation expecting that the
'masses' will rush to his cause,
because he has no real cause
other than to prattle worn
cliches and wear the 'form of
revolution
without
the
substance.'
He has no concrete plans. He
has also no real link with the
people. His ideas quite frankly
are
just
that, his ideas
- 'irrelevant ideas' as far as the
majority of the students are
concerned."
R.J. Kirkland

Bus boycott needs support
As the second week of the U.
of W. student boycott of the S.
W. and A draws to a close, it
appears that the movement has a
long way to go yet.
SAC officials have reported
the sale of over 250 stickers to
hitchhiking students but the sad
thing is th.at there are many
students who have bought those
stickers just for the sake of
having them in their possession.
I have seen many students with
the fluorescent red stickers on
their books and briefcases,
boarding
buses
and
consequently, I have been pased
by many cars displaying the
colour coded University of
Windsor cards.
lt seems to me that people
doing this are hurting the cause,
although the cause itself is far
from being dead. The S.W .&A.
announced Wednesday that the
company
will
lose
over
$4,000.00 each month if the

1J

present rate of hitchhikers
continues as it is. A very
encouraging
piece
of
information, if you take into
consideration
that
the
movement may very well start to
grow within the next few weeks.
The
fifty-year
contract
between the S.W.&A. and the
City of Windsor will be up in
June of this year. Specula.tion
has it that the city will be taking
over their operations when the
contract expires. This means,
hopefully, better service and
lower rates.
The bus-boycotting students
have made it clear, however, that
they do not intend to sit around
until June, as they have shown
for the past two weeks. An
increase in the number of
student
boy cotters
would
greatly aid the cause and perhaps
make things a little more
convenient for those who wish
to wait and see.
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The Student Cen~e
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Western Ontario's Largest
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284& UNlVERSITY AVE., W. - Und•th• Bridal
Convenient to Staff a Students

leditors
Room record good
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
With respect to Gord
Gilmour's January 16 review of
The Room Souvenir Album, l
should like to offer a few
much-needed words in its
defence. As a member of one of
the groups featured on the
album, I feel qualified to do so.
Far be it from me to criticize
the personal taste of Mr.
Gilmour, a firmly-entrenched
fixture in the Windsor "rock"
scene for as long as I can
remember. I am relieved to see
much-deserved credit given to at
least two of our numbers (those
by Olga and Country Pie). We
"folk bums" are deeply grateful
that Mr. Gilmour has taken his
head out of his "blues bag" long
enough to comment on our
"cliched, trite folk material".
I'm afraid I could never make
such
comments on
rock-blues-jazz music. I've never
played it. The Danish number
"Storkespringvandet" by Willy
and Donna Jorgensen could
hardly be labelled "cliched",
unless the reviewer's scope of
listening also takes in Danish
music.
D'arcy's "Nervous Energy
Rag" is anything but "trite"; try
and play it sometime.
To make a long story short, I
will simply say that every song
on the album has certain
redeeming qualities. Granted,
the album as a whole has
pronounced weaknesses. Certain
cuts may be lacking in
originality. The sound
reproduction may not be the
greatest. Yet we would never
think of seriously speaking of
our beloved Lancers in the same
breath as commenting on, say,
th~ leader in the NBA.
Our dramatic productions,
while masterful and, at times,
brilliant, could never stand up in
a conversation about, perhaps,
The Sound of Music.
In the same way, then, it
seems rather unfair both to. the
people on the album and to Cy
Paquette to dismiss the Room
album as being "trite" and
"cliched" after using those same
critical powers to damn and

praise

two professional rock

bands, people high above our

lowly amateur status. Enough
said.
Yours truly,
Dave Light, Arts II

Carbonated hassle
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I would like to take some
space in your fair newspaper to

Address letters to Editors, The Lance, U. of W.
The Lance ratervas the right to edit letters for
length. It pays to be concise. Those typed,
double-spaced get priority. For legal reasons, no
·unsigned letters may be published. A
• pseudonym may be used, however, provided
that you have a good reason and identify
yourself to the editors.

express a view 1 feel very
strongly about.
Sir, it has been my belief for
some time and I feel very
strongly about it, that the
common carbonated "soft
drinks" be prohibited under the
penalty of the law.
Last week I had the
misfortune of finding myself
amid a "pop party" at a
neighbourhood confectionary.
To my disgust I found several
radical, irresponsible youths
belonging to some street gang
(the "Little League" as indicated
by their sweatshirts) consuming
this substance and bringing up
the most horrendous belchs.
And if this wasn't enough,
the rogues, noticing my concern,
beckoned me to partake of this
noxious carbonic acid solution.
Fearing physical harm from
these radicals and trusting that
rumours (that if one trys it only
once there is a good chance that
he will not have to take it for
the rest of his life) were true, I
ingested a small quantity.
Immediately when this foul
solution slithered down my
throat and into my stomach I
experienced an overwhelming
burning sensation and an
unbearable build-up of pressure
in my stomach as the poisonous
carbon dioxide was unleashed.
Then to my eternal
embarrassment, I belched!
Sir may I remind you that in
all my twenty odd years of
public existence I have never
once belched in public. The
shame is too great for words,
even now I sometimes
contemplate suicide.
Thus you can see why I am so
opposed to the soft drink, why I
feel it is a threat to society. If
this peril were allowed to spread,
it would clearly cause the
disintegration of social order and
make pigs of all of us.
While it has never been seen
that pop is harmful, it is clearly
not beneficial. What's more, I
feel it could necessarily lead to
the utilization and abuse of
harder substances such as
laxatives and emetics.

G. Lukaniuk

Do you still care
The Editor,
The Lance,
Dear Sir:
I would like to address this
letter to the "concerned,
interested students" in
Sociology 12 and English 15
who were so wholeheartedly
behind Philip London and
promised to support him du~ng
his battle with the English
department.
Where did you go?
What did you do?
Do you still give a damn?
Maybe the question is, did you
ever really care or were you
just being polite and going along
with the crowd? Out on these
grounds and in these buildings
that we call a university, Is
There Anybody Out There Who
Still Cares?
Gerald Smith
Macdonald Hall

----

Stolen galoshes
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
For the second time this year,
time spent in the library has cost
me money. I would appreciate it
very much if the person who
erroneously wore a pair of
brown galoshes out of the
library (between 12:30 and 2
P.M. on Saturday) would return
them to me/or phone 254-0172.
Rod Paulin M.B.A. I

JlcNamaru " guesl
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Look,
all
you
Gene
McNamaras: we've asked you
here, we've kept you here and
we shall continue to have a place
for you here until you die. You
are our guest. You and many of
your countrymen and many
aliens from other countries are
welcome here, if you will defer
to and respect our nation. Once
you've come, we'll not throw
you out. We need you, for the
time being, in large numbers.
And you are not doing too badly
by us. So it's a square deal. In
the future, probably many years
from now, we will have trained
our own people to do most of
our teaching, research and
scholarship. But even then many
aliens like you will be welcome
among us, for we will want
foreign
points
of
view
represented here. And always,
until our great vast land is full
we will welcome immigrants
who want to throw their lot
with us and become fellow
citizens among us.
Now, my fellow countrymen
who would sell their birthright
for gold are already condemned
to the bitter eptiness of its loss,
though I and others shall seize it
from them and hold it fast. But
we won't let you take us over by
your simply saying you're one of
us. You can't be one of us until
you cut your belly cord, and
stand unattached on this side of
the river. I've been reading what
you've
been
saying:
on
November 14th, the 21 st and
now January 16th. You may
only
know
your
own
quick-flaring
mother-Irish
temper. Well by God you call
yourself a Canadian once more,
outright or by insinuation, and
you shall to your everlasting
sorrow know what it is to
provoke my ancestral Scot's
slow-gathering seething rage: I'll
break every bone you've got and
piss on your shaggy head where
it lies in the snow. Stand

warned!
Yours,
Anthony Blair

Letters to the editor must
be signed and include the
writer's name. A pseudonym
may be used if the writer
wishes, but unsigned letters
cannot be printed for legal
reasons.
The Lance resetves the
right to edit letters for
brevity, grammar, legality and
taste.
Letters should, if possible,
be typed and double spaced.
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Friday editorial gets lambasted
Strachan blasted
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Editorials are written so that
we, the humble student body,
can share the vast knowledge
and tremendous insight of our
exuberant editors.
It is unrealistic to think that
everyone will agree with the
opinions expressed by these
aspirants, but on most occasions
our esteemed leaders' point of
view can be understood,
however brash. On most
occasions, I say, because last
Friday's editorial manipulated
by the one and only Al
Strachan, was an uncalled-for,
callous, near-sighted
observational pornography.
Mr. Strachan attempted to
categorize this year's team as a
failure, by irrationally
contrasting them with teams of
the past. The past is gone dear
sir, and one defeat is no cause
for condemnatory remarks to be
aimed at Dr. Thomas.
True, he can be subjected to
criticism; nobody is perfect.
But don't forget, Mr. Strachan,
that Dr. Thomas was hired as
basketball coach, and this in
itself gives him the right to use
"" whatever methods he deems
necessary in order that his team
will win. However controversial
his methods may be Mr.
Strachan, you do not have either
the rigllt or the ammunition to
pronounce his tactics defective.
I suggest firstly that we give
Dr. Thomas' methods a chance
to acclimatize, and then if they
- indeed are faulty, let someone
who has the credentials to attack
Dr. Thomas, do so.
Let us assume, dear editor,
that your misplace of character
was provoked by the team's first
defeat at St. Denis Hall since
1961. Therefore we assume,
with great hope, that future
editorials contain more ''vast
L.,,,_,. ';h::- knowledge and tremendous
insight" and less irrationality.
Vic Harris
-Lance Staffer

Gets it in the ear
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Quote, January 16, 1970,
"Lance has openings for Sports
Writers". Is that to replace the
frustrated exhighschool
basketball player you have
writing for you now?
Richard Peddie
Commerce IV

Again in the ear
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Permit me to shatter the
fantasies of a few supposed
"good Lancer fans", who think
that all there is to being a good
fan is to make a few guest
appearances at the League
games.
What happened to all the
good fans when the Lancers
were slipping on Wednesday
evening about two minutes
before the game ended? I'll tell
you what happened! The fans
finally found out how difficult it
is to be a good fan when their
team was losing-and they
deserted! Well, in my books
that's when they renounced
thei.r standing as a good fan.

I bring to note a slogan
currently popular in the winning
circles of the sports world.
Quitters never win
Winners never quit
How do you expect the Lancers
to be winners when their fans
desert them just when they need
their support the most? I think
the Lancers showed us on
Saturday that they still have
"No. l" potential, and they
proved it without your support!
Just think what they could do
with it!!!
P.S. I should also like to direct
this article to the sports writers
of The Lance, and in particular
to Al Strachan, who surprisingly
enough claims to be an excellent
judge of the coaching ability of
Dr. Thomas.
For Mr. Strachan's
information, Paul Thomas is not
an unknown. In fact, he was the
head coach of Canada's Olympic
basketball team in 1952, and he
has also had a winning record as
coach of San Fernando State,
Californifi. Furthermore, in
order to become coach at the U.
of W., Dr. Thomas had to be
chosen from over a hundred
qualified applicants. I could go
on.
In conclusion I should like to
say that if experts don't
question Dr. Paul Thomas'
credentials as a basketball coach,
then how can Al Strachan? (And
he hasn't changed the styles
taught by our two previous
coaches!!)
Bill David

In the other ear
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
This letter deals with the
condemning of Dr. Paul Thomas,
coach of the Lancer basketball
team. I think it was an insult to
the supporters of the Lancers to
condemn the latter's coach for
the loss to Guelph.
Did you ever stop to realize
the problems involved in taking
over a new team in a foreign
situation? That is exactly how
you have made Dr. Thomas feel;
Foreign! You have hastily cast
aside the man (*note:
man-human, therefore, entitled
to a few mistakes) because the
players shot a disgusting 27%
from the floor.
Did you ever stop to think
that it was not Dr. Thomas who
put those shots up, nor was it he
who made all those ridiculous
turnovers throughout the game?
It is up to the players to perform
up to their ability, and even if
they did not, just this once, are
they not allowed to have a bad
night once in a while? Some of
you so-called supporters are not
very mature, and should not be
where you are today if you
cannot accept this fact of life.
Here is a qualified individual
trying to manipulate twelve
young ballplayers into
continuing champions for his
school, but you the students do
not have the confidence in these
men to give them the
opportunity to prove themselves
as dedicated ballplayers. I think
you should sit back and give
these guys a chance.
Besides, records are made to
be broken. The Lancers know
they played poorly and Guelph
knows the Lancers played
poorly, so what is all the big fuss
about? Records don't make a
championship team. Did they
not go out and beat the big team
of McMaster on their home

- students

court? Doesn't this prove
anything to all you doubters out
there in spectator land? But if it
doesn't, I challenge any of you
to put on a uniform and do a
better job.
So have a little patience and
everything will work all right,
haven't they done the job in the
past? Just remember that the
next time you boo Dr. Thomas
and his squad of Lancers, you
are booing the Canadian
Basketball Champions of the
69-70 season.
D.C.
P.H.E. III

In a third ear?
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
As an individual you are
entitled to express your own
opinion-whatever that is worth.
You are the perfect example of a
fair-weather fan(?)-The type
who will leave a sporting event
with the score tied and two
minutes on the clock, the type
who wants to hang the coach if
he loses a game, the type who
knows nothing (and I emphasize
the word nothing) about the
game of basketball other than
the fact that it is played with
five players to a side.
Although it is probably not
fair for me to stereo-type you
when I know nothing about you,
I ask you, is it fair to criticize
Coach Thomas when it is
obvious you know nothing
about him? He has a national
reputation which far exceeds
that of Bob Samaras. So your
comment that he is "some
unknown" is totally unfounded.
I would also like to remind
you that when Coach Fracas (he
is the coach of the football
team) was given a chance, he
produced a leading contender,
once the players adjusted to his
system.
A Lancer fan in victory or
defeat
Tom Peddie
Commerce III

His ears are sore
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I was very disturbed at, and
disappointed with, Friday's
editorials on the Lancers and on
Dr. Thomas. In the first place,
Dr. Thomas is an experienced
coach, but new to the
situation-new league and new
players. He has his own style of
play, even though many dislike
H. He disappointed us on
Wednesday and is probably very
sorry for this. But that gives us
no reason to kick him while he's
down.
The Lancers may have played
poorly. Their fan~ have a right to
be disappointed with, and to
criticize, them. But no one has
the right to be angry at them;
they do not "owe" us anything.
Perhaps they won't win the
Canadian championship. But
anyone who calls himself a true
Lancer fan will cheer for the
team "for better or for worse".
This is the measure of loyalty
and also a measure of maturity.
Katy Murdock P.H.E. III

Ear drums break
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
With respect

to

Friday's

support Paul Thomas

editorial, you have indicated a
lack of knowledge in the area of
coaching Canadian
intercollegiate sports. The
players who represent their
respective schools in such
competition do so not for
money, but for other benefits
which obviously will vary from
individual to individual.
You have I believe, drawn
parallels with the high powered
professional type of athletics
found in American universities.
In such an atmosphere a coach
must produce a winner or find a
new job. These schools spend
great sums of money on
recruiting, scholarships, and yes
even coaching salaries.
In your editorial you state
that· Dr. Thomas should leave
and the sooner the better. My
God, he has committed the
unpardonable sin of losing a
basketball game in St. Denis
Hall. You didn't mention that
the Lancers only shot an anemic
27% from the field. Even a
coach, no matter what his
credentials, can't do the
shooting for his team.
Our University is now
shrouded in the atmosphere of
de-Canadianization. Let's not
adapt the "win or else" attitude
taken by American universities,
especially after only one loss.
T. Page
III Physical Education

Get an audiologist
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
While reading the January 16
issue of The Lance, I came
across the two editorials, the
cartoon. and the joke entitled
"O Lord We Give Thee Thanks";
all of these concerning Coach
Paul Thomas.
These pieces of material show
just how narrow-minded the
staff of The Lance is. Why don't
you look at our team honestly
and print the truth? You see, the
truth is that the team just
doesn't have the experience and
height that last year's Lancers
had. Last year we had a good
starting line-up and a fantastic
bench. Our bench is what won
the championship for us last
year. This year we again have a
good starting line-up, but that's
where the comparison ends. We
just don't have the bench talent
that we had last year.
I feel that your treatment of
Coach Thomas w.as altogether
too cruel and completely
uncalled for. I'm not saying that
he is beyond criticism; I myself
don't think that he has brought
out the best in the Lancers to
this point, but I don't feel that
one loss is grounds for
demanding· his resignation,
which is what you are, in effect,
doing. You should give the man
a chance, and by a chance I
don't mean just this year, but a
couple of years. You see, he has
to build for the future. As many
as five men from this year's team
could be playing in their final
season unless they go on to
make-up year here at Windsor.
So if you look at the facts of
last Wednesday's game you
should realize that the
inexperience of the team and
some bad luck were the real
reasons for the Lancers loss to
Guelph.

In closing, I would like to
make it clear that I am no lover
or fan of Coach Thomas, but
that I definitely do not like to
see anyone abused to the extent
that Coach Thomas was in the
January 16 issue of The Lance. I
would also like to say that if
your comments reflect the
thoughts of the general student
body of this school, I am
ashamed to admit that I am a
party to it.
Yours truly,
Gerry Flynn,
Comm. IV
Manager of last
year's Lancers

Would you believe
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
This letter is in regard to
Friday's editorial in which Dr.
Paul Thomas was criticized for
his coaching. The editorial staff,
the secretaries, the janitors and
all others concerned with writing
sports articles should be
commended on their insight into
the many facets of coaching and
playing basketball.
As was stated by The Lance,
the Lancers have had continued
success in national competition
over the last few years. If, as The
Lance intelligentia suggested, the
Lancers cannot continue to win
championships for the next
decade or so, we should surely
dispose of our present coach and
look for a new one.
With the numerosity of Ph.D.
coaches around who have
coached Canadian Olympic
Basketball there should be no
trouble at all. Of course if this
coach should lose one game we
might have to dispose of him
also. This could really become
costly if the players have a few
off-nights resulting in losses. Just
think, (try) the shooting of the
entire Lancer team could control
the job stability of a coach. You
can image (or can you) the
number of coaches who would
love to be in that position.
In short, leave value
judgments to experts or at least
to those who have some
knowledge of the subject. I am
not in total agreement with all
of Dr. Thomas's ideas, but I
respect his greater experience.
D. Norwood
III Physical Education

His ears are full?
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Everybody knows that a
newspaper has a lot of power.
Often, this year, The Lane has
used its power well, against bad
decisions by people in authority,
or supporting good things that
happen around here. But this
time you guys really blew your
brains out. Paul Thomas is a
good coach, and you have no
business picking on him because
he lost one game. Even your
hero Samaras used to lose the
odd game on the road.
Get back to your usual form,
you guys, and think before you
write. Three cheers for the coach
and the team!
Arnold Spingler

The Friday Lance is
printed at Community
Web Printing in Tilbury
which is over thirty miles
away. But some papers
such as The Lambda at
Laurentian University are
printed in a shop two
hundred miles from tlie
campus.

Editor's note:
Alan Gordon was a Lance staff regular two
years ago and has since contributed several articles
and features on a part-time basis. Although his
writing shows a definite bias, which results from
his experience with The Lance, Mr. Gordon's
article is not meant to be a staff ego trip. It is
instead an explanation of the preparation and
production of a newspaper, which in this case
happens to be a semi-weekly student publication.
It could be any newspaper. It could even be The
Windsor Star.

-J, P, Squire

~·
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No feature on journalism
would
be
complete
without a Windsor Star
type pie. This is the mob
that prints The Lance with
the
owner
of the
company on the right.
-J. P, Squire

Stories handed in by The
Lance are re-typed in to
this IBM typesetter, This
machine
justifies
the
spaces between the letters
in a given line in order that
lines will not end with
hyphens.
-J, P, Squire

,.}~

THE magic happens each Friday and Monday:
students queue up at the Centre desk fer
their copies of The Lance. The "magic" is not
that people read The Lance, but that it appears.
The "magic" I refer to is over 500 man hours a
week of work to produce (in my opinion) one of
the better University newspapers in Canada.
A staff of over 50 person's is .responsible fot
"the people's newspaper". This includes the
various editors; sports, features, reviews, news
photo, and senior editor, the weekly and
occasional writers, the typists, and others, many
others.
The Lance is not anarchistic in its approach,
direction or control. Those with any amount of
experience can become editors. Actually, anyone
can become an editor. It helps if one can be
around the office a lot to direct assignments and
receive the finished product, and it helps if one is
literate.
The weekly newspaper begins with an idea.
Someone, somewhere, gets an idea for a story. In
the area of news, a reporter/photographer team
will be assigned to "cover" the event, whatever it
may be. The reporter, with his paper, pen, and
scribbled longhand, is the working unit of any
newspaper: if there is no-0ne to do the legwork,
ask questions, and objectively assess and represent
a story, there would be no newspaper.
The "reporter" is an odd breed. He is part
detective, and usually part insane. The latter
quality is almost a pre-requisite-at least for
University journalism. For the most _ part, the
integrity of a reporter is both respected and
virginal. He may not be, but his integrity should
be. After all, who would talk to a reporter one
didn't trust? And if people didn't talk, there
would be no need for a reporter, and therefore no
possibility of a newspaper.
If you want to find out which of your friends is
in this "group", check the fine print on the
editorial page under the words Staff List.
The reporter usually receives his assignments
from the editor of the area in which he is working.
The news editor is the man who attempts to keep
abreast of the happening on campus. His resources
for stories are sometimes overt and sometimes
secret. Lectures, discussions, private meetings of
groups or individuals are evaluated by the news
editor as to their news worthiness. The Lance, like
any other good newspaper, has its own group of
"spies" who keep the various editor.s informed as
to the more unobtrusive events that take place.
The photography editor {obviously) is
responsible for the news pictures that accompany
and (hopefully) enliven a newspaper. His job is

As the papers come off the press they are gathered into bundles of
two hundred for delivery. Each of the rollers on the press prints a
four page plate. The large rolls in the background are newsprint.

Occasionally, The Lance comes out with a two sectionpaper. The
press is not equipped to stuff one section into another so Lance
staffers get stuck with the job.

-J. P, Squire

-J. A. Bulat

bureaucratic-keeping his eyes on the supplies and
equipment
in
the
darkroom-and
managerial-co-ordinating and directing the efforts
of the staff photographers, whose credits usually
appear under the pictures for which they are
responsible.
The sports editor is traditionally the most
plagued of all the editors. There is usually a dearth
of people who want to, and can, capture the
drama of a sports event as they happen. Even
someone capable of analyzing a game after it'sover
is hard to come by. Yet, consistently, the sports
pages are the most read. And, just as consistently,
the sports staff "covers" whatever will be of the
greatest interest to the greatest number.
The features editor is also in a peculiar position.
He is not required to adhere to the ordinary event
that occurs almost daily. He must try to think up
stories that are different. Hopefully these stories
will be unusual and informative. The feature writer
has more freedom of expression than has the
reporter. His style is more literary than
journalistic. The terse, tight writing of the reporter
gives way to the almost imagistic phraseology of
the feature writer, who is trying to express himself
uniquely.
The reviews editor is the man who tries to keep
in touch with current movies, concerts, plays,
books, poetry readings, and recordings in the area
which may be of interest to students. In general,
the reviews editor seeks out that which is of
cultural signific~ce to an "average" university
community and tries to assess, with sensitivity and
balance, the merits of the particular work under
consideration. Their opinions are not meant to be
proclamations: the better the reviewer, the better
the reader will be able to trust his judgment.
The layout editor's job is not what you would
at first assume it to be. This is the most thankless,
boring, unwanted job on the newspaper. Yet,
when it is done well, it approaches an art form.
The layout editor is the one responsible for placing
and spacing of articles on a page, an activity which
sounds simple but is not. Every line of print must
be counted and computed as to how much space
will be needed to accommodate the story, the
advertising, the letter, etc . . . Wouldn't it be
irritating to be missing the last line of every other
article? The layout people make sure that doesn't
happen.
The copy editor is in charge of "potpourri".
Any assignment that is handed in is referred to as
"copy", the "stuff'' that newspapers are made of.
The copy editor is the man who reads the copy,
corrects syntactical, grammatical, and spelling
errors, punctuates properly and generally makes
copy more readable. He must also consider the
style of an author and the unity of his creation
whenever he has to edit (cut out) material in orcler
to allow for space or delete irrelevancies. He is the
man who must soothe the bruised egos of the
overly sensitive stylists.
The literary editor, in our case, the Seed at
Zero editor is more an intrepreneur and salesman
than the title "editor" would suggest. His
responsibility is to encourage those of the student

body who are writing to share their efforts with
the university community. Some of the
contributors do so freely and regularly. Some do
not. The intrepreneur aspect of his job is revealed
in statements like, "I hear you are writing some
stuff; why don't you put it in?". He must seek out
the untapped as well as the emerging, and the
recognized talent. The graphic artist is not
overlooked either-witness Christopher Lawrenc~
whose excellent portraits grace the initial page of
The Seed at Zero. ,
The business manager, as well as the
photography editor, is involved in bureaucracy.
The business manager is the watchdog of the
spending that goes on ( the Finance Commissioner
being gently overlooked). He plans trips to
conferences and conventions. He makes sure that
Lance subscriptions are solicited, recorded, and
mailed punctually. And if there is any money left
over, he pays the bills, e.g., printing and paper
costs; C.U.P. dues, film, paper, pencils and paper
clips. In short, he is the economic nexus in a
chaotic, non-profit matrix.
The final editor to be mentioned is THE editor,
the man at the head of the chaos, the father figure,
the ultimate organjzer. The editor delegates
authority and responsibility to the other
above-mentioned editors. The working relationship
is theoretically informal and friendly.
When any credit is due to the newspaper, it is
shared. But, when official hell, to which University
newspapers are strangely prone, rains down, it is
the editor alone who bears responsibility for the
content of the paper. If there is censure, he is the
object. If there is an emotional diatribe, he is the
vi~tim. His is an informal and flexible power which
turns into responsibility and accountability in the
face of a crisis.
There is no journalism school at the University
of Windsor, yet there is an increasing number of
good (in the execution of their craft) journalists.
No-one who works for a student newspaper could
really tell anyone else precisely why they give their
time and energy. It is much more than just an
"extra-curricular activity". Some people put more
time into the newspaper than they do into their
courses. For those who have experienced it, it is a
more or less virulent obsession; to others,
newspaper people are just plahl weird.
Now that we have the cast of characters
assembled, let us consider The Story.
Somewhere, somehow, someone gets an "Idea".
The germinal concept gets tossed around and
licked into shape. Then one bright editor will
claim it and assign a reporter or writer to develop
it. This is the creative and expressive aspect of The
Story. No one person tells any other person how
to write a story. The editor's concern is what
should be written about.
The reporter then contacts the concerned
person or persons and conducts an interview. Only
the most hostile persons will refuse an interview. If
the reporter is worth his salt, he can, by asking the
right questions, get all the information he needs.
Secondary sources can be used, but "gossip" must
be run down to a person or fact. If there is
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research to do in back files, the reporter also
becomes a researcher.
After all the facts are gathered, the reporter
must then express what he knows in an interesting
but factual way. Personal bias must be eliminated
as much as possible. The freedom and
responsibility of expression that he possesses are a
right of individual perception and insight. He must
present the "facts" as best he can.
When his "copy" is ·complete he hands it to the
appropriate editor who reads and edits it as may or
may not be necessary. The editor-in-<:hief makes it
a point to read as much as possible since he is, as I
have indicated,, ultimately responsible for the
content of the paper.
Then, until the wee hours of the morning on
the night before "deadline", the layout editor will
try to fit the story in on a particular page with an
eye to the psychology of readership, i.e., the
reasons why people read some articles fust, some
last and others not at all. The layout editor is also
in command of what size and type of print to be
used in headlines, stories, ads, and credits. At
Community Web Press, where our papers are ·
published, we have access to 27 different styles of
type, thanks to the wonders of I.B.M.
Finally the "copy" with the accompanying
"laid out" page is taken out to the above named
printer who is located near Tilbury.
Here, The Story, and all the stories are typed
and coded on an I.B.M. memory tape. Then the
tape is transferred to similar decoding machines.
The advantage of this seemingly redundent process
is that when the initial type is being decoded, the
type head of the print-out machine can be changed
to give a variety of type styles (27). The decoder,
when informed, also types the story in the width it
is told to: one, two or three columns.
These decoded print-ups are then ''Pasted up"
on the outline of the layout sheet. When the sheet,
which represents one page, is complete, the printer
takes a "picture" of it. This "picture" produces a
negative. Any pictures that are to be inserted on to
a page are done at this point. Then the negative is
"burned" on to a light-sensitive aluminum drum.
When the drum is processed, it is fitted on the
press (which is too complicated for me to explain)
imprints the roll of pulp paper, folds the pages in
the proper sequence, and cuts them into the
correct size. This is the finished product.
When five thousand copies of The Lance are
done, the printer chauffeurs them into town and
delivers them to the back door of the University
Centre. That is why the ink is still wet on some
copies.
So, there it is. The publishing of a newspaper is,
in all phases, a creative process that involves men
(students whom you know) and machines. It is a
combined and co-ordinated effort to produce
something which is larger in concept and scope
than any one stage of its evolution-a newspaper,
in other words.
For those who are involved in this process, part
of the satisfaction comes from seeing the line-ups
in the University Centre on Fridays and Mondays.
The greater satisfaction cannot easily be expressed.

Grand Prix here
this weekend
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JAMES GARNER 'bags his buns around a curve
at 150 m.p.h. in the Dramatic Film Society's
Sunday presentation of Grand Prix. Garner,
who refused to have a stunt driver, plays the
lead role in this exciting movie which was
filmed on location at five of the major grand

-~

~:1:1
Prix courses in Europe: Monte Carlo, Monaco;
Spa, Belgium; Brands Hatch, England;
Zandvoort, Holland; and Monza, Italy. Many
types of Formula I racing cars are used but
Garner is seen here driving a Yamura.

List grows longer

Marvin adds another success
Paint Your Wagon is a
musical comedy in its fourth
week at the Park Theatre.
Starring Lee Marvin, Jean
Seburg, and Clint Eastwood,
Wagon is a funny exaggeration
of the last gold-mining days in
California at the end of the
nineteenth century.
Marvin gives a consistently
solid performance playing Ben
Rumson,
a
rugged,
whisky-swilling,
carousing
prospector whose sole aim is to
"keep civilization 100 miles
away."
In the California wilderness,
Rumson accidentally strikes
pay-dirt while burying a friend,
and touches off a mad gold-rush.
His partner, Clint Eastwood,
who is called "Pardner" until the
end of the film, is his
foil-serious, amenable, with a
few more scruples (or rather
inhibitions) than Rumson who
virtually steals every scene in the
film.
Jean Seburg plays Elizabeth,
who is sold to Rumson by a
Mormon who has two wives.
After a roisterous auction,
Elizabeth becomes the property
of Rumson-the only woman in
a camp of 500 men.
In the continually dazed eyes
of Rumson, Elizabeth has one
drawback-a
yearning
for
respectability, which he submits
to as long as she submits to him.
The confusion starts when

stagecoach carrying six French
whores, bound for another
settlement. During his absence,
"Pardner"
becomes
better
acquainted with Elizabeth, who
ingenuously
declares
after
Rumson returns, that she is in
love with both of them and
offers to live with both.
While the town is growing,
and while Elizabeth extends the
.stay
of
a
family
of
"respectables" at her house,
Rumson, "Pardner" and a few
cronies, dig a network of
intricate tunnels beneath the
town to collect the gold-dust
that
seeps
between
the
floorboards of the town's
various establishments, which
cause the town to collapse at the
end of the film.
Eventually
the
bug
of
respectability infects Elizabeth,
and "Pardner" too, who is
posing as her legitimate husband
in front of her visitors. She is
lost to "Pardner", and he is cast
off.
The funniest sequences of the
film are the interception and
arrival of the six whores, the
kidnapping party being led by
Rumson in military uniform; the
introduction, by Rumson, of
cigars, liquor and women to the
son of the family staying with
Elizabeth; and the final scene
where the tunnel system gives
way and the whole town
collapses.
The best performance by far
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was the portrayal of Rumson by
Marvin, who sustained the
momentum of the action
throughout.
Seburg
and
Eastwood were interesting, but
almost completely subordinate
to Marvin, whose gestures,
inflection, and manner were
totally true to the character he
played.
Mention should also be given
to the California scenery which
was breathtaking.

The Dramatic Film Society is
bringing Grand Prix , starring
James Garner, Yves Montand,
Brian Bedford, and Antonio
Saba to , to the Ambassador
Auditorium next weekend.
Grand Prix is a story of the
bitter competition between four
professional drivers contesting
races from Monte Carlo to
Mexico City, and what makes
these men risk their lives,
travelling at speeds as great as
150 m.p.h.
Footage of the races seen in
the picture was shot on actual
tracks in Europe, and one of the
leading male stars, James Garner,
did his own driving.
The picture took five months
to film.
The leading female roles are
played by Eva Marie Saint,
Jessica Walter, and Francoise
Hardy.
The cars used to film Grand
Prix included Ferraris, Lotuses,
and McLarens. Twenty-two were
used altogether.
Grand Prix, besides being the
story pf the drivers and the
dangers they go through, is also
the story of the women who fall
in love with them, women who
provide the necessary relaxing
and tension-releasing moments
between races.
Up to eighteen cameras were
used to film races throughout
Europe, and at a specially-staged

Grand Prix race in France.
To make as realistic a picture
as possible , the film's director ,
John Frankenheimer, assembled
a horde of technicians and the
most
advanced
electronic
equipment, with remote control
devices and television monitors,
as well as camera cars that
travelled in excess of 190 m.p.h.,
faster than the cars in the race.
Expert professional racers,
including Graham Hill, winner of
the 1962 World Championship
of racing; Jack Brabham, world
champion in 1959; and five-time
world champion Juan Manuel
Fangio, acted as consultants and
drove the camera cars.
For aerial photography, a
Sud-Aviation helicoptor was
specially adapted with zoom lens
cameras.
Frankenheimer also directed
Seven Days In May, and
Seconds, starring Rock Hudson.
He has done a number of
television films, and won the
Radio and Television Daily's
award as Best Director of the
Year in 1956 and 1959.
The music for Grand Prix was
composed by Maurice Jarre, who
won the Academy Award twice
for the scores of Lawrence of
Arabia and Doctor Zhivago.

Grand Prix will be shown on
Sunday,
January
25,
in
Ambassador Auditorium, and
should be an exciting film to see.

Record Reviews

Tai Mahal worth hearing
by Gordon Gilmour
Taj Mahal, Giant Step,
Columbia GP - x 18
This new two record set by
Taj Mahal is undoubtedly one of
the best, most highly
representative blues albums
released of late. One record
features Taj alone accompanying
himself on guitar, banjo and
harmonica. The other record has
electric accompaniment. The
musicians on this session being
Jesse Edwin Davis (guitar, piano,
organ) Gary Gilmore (bass) and
Chuck Blackwell (drums).
The two electric sides of the
set include some of the most
subtle and tasteful guitar work
I've heard in some time. If you
simply want to hear screaming
blues guitar a la Savoy Brown or
Eric Clapton don't bother to
buy this album. Here, the
guitarist, Davis, weaves around
and through Mahal's vocals, he
doesn't merely play some
hackneyed blues riff after each
vocal phrase. Davis employs
many country riffs on songs
such as "Six Days on the Road"
and "Take a Giant Step". The
other musicians are similarly
subtle in their treatment of the
material.
The material, although not
entirely or even nearly entirely
original, is effective since the
album is meant to be
representative of a new life for .
the former slave. Note the cover
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of the electric session features a
picture of Taj Mahal standing
tall in a field of green grass. The
second record of the set consists
mainly of country blues material
somewhat reflective of the
1890's out in the cotton fields.
In fact the back of the album is
graced by a photo from George
Pollack's Skyland's Outing
Virgini.a 1895. This album is
nice, easy, ethnic listening. The
material is made up of a number
of classic country blues tones
such as "Stagger Lee", "Candy
Man", "Fishin' Blues" and
"Annie's Lover". Since these
albums contain both the loud
and the soft, I think that even
Marian Johnstone will agree that
it's a good one!

***
Fleetwood Mac, Then Play
On, Reprise 6368
Fleetwood Mac seem to be on
the right track with this album
and with their last album,
English Rose. Both are excellent
even though they got off to a
rather shaky start with their first
record Fleetwood Mac.
Tunes on the album range
from the loud hard driving
sound of "Rattlesnake Shake"
or "Searching for Madge" to the
soft whimsical melodies found in
"Before the Beginning" or "My
Dream".
The record i: well produced

with all musicians making a good
show, of their respective talents.
Guitarist Peter Green definitely
lives up to his reputation of
being one of England's best
along with Mick Taylor now
with the Stones and Led
Zeppelin's Jimmy Page.
An album's ability to satisfy a
number of musical tastes lends a
"timeless" quality to it. This
album is half way there.

Music Dept.
will present
E. Felver
The University of Windsor
Music Department will present a
recital by Eleanor Felver on
Sunday, January 25, at 2:30
p.m.
in
the
Ambassador
Auditorium.
The program includes "The
Songs of a Wayfarer" by Mahler,
and the Gypsy Melodies" by
Dvorak.
Eleanor Felver has had a
distinguished
career
as
a
contralto soloist in Canada and
the United States.
There is no admission charge,
and the Department of Music
welcomes the public to attend.
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DEATH BE UPON US!
From days of existence; till our end - I a,ppo•,
We'll feel the cold grup of Its horrible hands, clo•.
That past ~ ..,,. us - the future unknown,
How death creeps upon some, leaving others alone.
No matter how happy you've been thmut#I the ~ .
It will snicker upon you, and draw out yoor tews.
I won't go ID IOOO, we've heard It befQre,
Not knowing that dmth knocks rl~t It their door.
It lurits like• ~adow of cleuds overhead,
With thunder and tightrling to strike out the d•d.
Just tlveand be happy, make u• of your time,
We cannot foreue its fateful cold sting.
Humanity will trWet from ashes to dust,
Let's face it and live, thoufl\ d•th be upon us.

•
I

•

our friencWllp hll
stalled. you thow me

no public arfwct1on

and i qu1•ion the

dll)th and glnUlninel•ni.of your ln1111•• In me
you •Y you have
no bonds and want
no prom... to keep

eeglellke you

IOlr

never touching s,ound
nev• looking down

i m.11t have bonds
slender threads
whbipaed words of
toUch proml 111
end yOAJ h,ve <*'awn In
your tendrlles aod my
myriad of keys cannot
loose them for u,

Pat Lupton

BLITE
Now ls the mystery of a,nset;
escape!

The black night at the same
Time Is invtting and fri!titeningl
Man works Hts worst
evil at night
As He manifests His most lntenlO secular delight. The
all-pervading
cloak of privacy
Opens hef" arms to oblivion.
Black
Is
smooth to the touch; one can
Envelop himself entirely In this
all-embracing concapt.
The cool night air is
exhilerating
As It stings your cheeks and Infiltrates your very
'
Bones to the
marrow.
The Illusion of
toUII mind-body commitment
Is most clearly defined In ttie
enigma
OF
sa1anic black depth
As you
sink deeper and deeper and deeper into the mire until ...
•
Nor Man, nor Con,equences can miwe YOU.
It is the womb.

you hatte no p11rion to
spend over my mktdav
,o

•1n

no flesh tunrises with

your long shared hair
will ll)pear before
my crumpled face

'

your limp hand
unfeelingly In mine
calls me Intruderand
my arm around your
lumpbody encircles
pasivity lest you
commit younelf
to me In public

•

the borden of your
t:,ody w«e clot11d to
singularly me
so you have no
p'8dges to keep and,
as you plotted, noone
has seen us touching
we affected oneenother
only privately

-

•

you are free and
i am bound to an
empty eaglesky

M. T. Sh• ,att

THE LONG WEEKEND

(

---

Three nigh1S within a solitary farm,
Three days upon the Hills of Caledon,
And all the,vemal, wonder-working charm
Which still today I can't but dwell upon!
But driving J.o 1eph, Jane, and me to town,
The bearded Martin hardly would converse;
p..s cars were roaring past us up and down,
He S1ared in front, attentive, tense, and terse.
I should h8" rather stayed at home if I
Had known the :.wekend of Victoria
Would cause one hundred and one men to die
On roads from coast to coast In Canada. "
No cars, for any holidaying fun
Are worth the dying of • man - of one.

JOURNEY
From the sea I came Spoke no word, nor
Lifted the *irt
Of the rain, no,
Touched the thl~
Of the wind.
Poor boy was I,
Slept noiselesly in mv btain,
A beckoning from far away,
An orphan girl In plain

White dres, with eyes
Of a mystic's son.

-

Brya18ums

l
\
;

•

FROM WHENCE COMES
POET'S 1NsPIRATION7

,

Rode to the west wind
On fire, did t,
Through white btlu.rds
Of desire,
With only the kla
Of her look for company.
And pleasing mytelf on
The way .

From whence comes poet's inspiration?
I think it part of peu,pir:ltlon
also part of troubled nation
from love and lediet' faclnation,
too, from envfish conjugation
and man's great unknown destination
but most from poet's dete,tnlnation.

And found not
The black -eyed girl
Of my memory,
Waiting for me,
White end plain,
But the sea
From which I came .

•
•

•

,

Barry Damt

•

Tom Egan

,
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BUITI

green, green I 1ee another's pink and reply with GREEN ...

I wau:htd h• walk thrM
halls of ct11 dtv
chalk and cham\
not llftlng an arm
for the firm
Runnlnv fingers gtlstenlng
in gold
stripes of tar
•
•
faces untold
pinboltlld rr.eters
cannon thick
mouthwatering lakes
poultry llck

-

•

lingers the scent of peuloni19nde fingers fingering soft
soft hair and llngwing ...

false alarm

I

without that causes all despair,
and hunger, and need;
which is LOVE.

I

I

•

•

.
.

merry birthday, Happy-Happy

where is all the ouvert affection showing, open fornication
flashing on the silver ... only on that screen.

•
•

come on ll~t
come on hungry
only come ...

.

.

better to IN you
than feel your touch.
sight feels not to see
an' h•n no touch
carbon copy candles
crimton thick
mouthfuls of hate
mustard thick.

what? no veil to cover? no even black under Dusk to shield
most wanting? (notl onty natural ...

can you lau~ now7
o you know I've
felt the cry of unborn
snow
an' apes of green
length-fong thick
parsons breastplates
metals thick.

flush the toilet, please. i tcent some unsentlous sence .. .

.
.

•

.

that which is natural
'tis be got
by a subttety
most unnatural?
this Is not ...

.
•

me for You

I

was
ALWAYS, EVER ALWAYS, SO.

-

,

f

(dedlcatad to ron)
try hard now,

don't fall
the apple's ripe
the mind's chain-mail
take all your bosoms
once together
sick on your tulips
velvet feathers

r

A. San•n

~

/

PIE IN THE SKY

•

Bursting busts
now steadfast
cold winters morn'.
broken main mast
paper-thin
called all the roses
from within
Hero•
an' she arose.

'Cause you laughed and were so witty
I liked you.
'Cause your honesty was so appealing
I bought you a beer.
'Cause your blue eyes be<*M so warm when they smiled
My stony heart began to thaw.

,.

•
•

- At once I knew I liked yout
As much as my f8'Vourite rhubarb plel
You were my pie In the sky
On Monday.
By Wednesday you were frozen custard.

•

.,
•

.

•

,
r

"

.

'
Ohl My!
Ohl Pyel
Why?
Today I am myself again
Stony and freeze-dried .

David Reid

•

.

Joyce Matijal8Vlch

.

'
THE BLACK CHRIST
During the Oetrott riots
a statUe of Christ
was covered with black
shoe polish the priests
dare not remove.

It st.ands.

The IT'Ven image
is social dynamita.
But absb ectlon alone hum
the man who wd once as
w•kly human as you or I.

John Grube

CHRIST HANOS
\

Christ hangs M my 111ell
and is staring out mv window.
His eyes are d I IP and~ brown
His hair long ranglir19t,lldc.
I wonder what He NM
through my neighbour's

out.._..,

l
I

•
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ON THE SIDEWALK - DYING
gently sloping
blue skies
clOYer lealles
lilttdY floating
on a sea of
w8'11ing wind

They just walk by:
never stopping;
not caring;
they just stare;
briefly;

then pre18nd I'm
not really here;
but I am;

,

WORDS

,

The sky above is dark and dreary,
But these words must I say,
For they are pounding in my heart,
Each and fNery day.
You are my hope,
My reason for living and dying,
8ut while you love me,
Seldom shall my heart be cau!ttt crying.
You are like the heavens,
Untouched by men, and I'm awere
You .are like a lily,
Beautiful beyond compare.
Your attributes are rumerous,
And all are good and true,
Along with your affection,
These hale made me cherish you.
In time of need or desf;>etatlon,
Yoo are always at my side,
To gu Ide and to inspire,
From things in which I'd rath• hide.
These words that I have aid,
Come from deep within my heert,
tn sincere aspiration that,
We 1hafl MVer part.

Anch:• Bouohat Jr.

PEACE BE WITH YOU
••

Hypocrite! Damned wisher of good!
Friend to all fools saying:

"Peace Be With You"
Go back to your enemies ,nd stab

"

•

and all the me
is oozing down
the curb
into the 1&wer.
i'm not moving much;
.
,
, can t; you see
i seem to have
this large hole
in my back.
"Oh, my/" the little boy
points to me;
but mother knows
the rules;
she smacks him once;
then i disappear
fTom her mind.
I wonder if IC,,,
really lying here;
perhaps it's all
a dream; perhaps ...
more people point
at me; stare;
shake their moral heads;
walk by; and yet;
why not;
surely someone etse
will save me;
still; i don't mind;
It doesn't hurt
much now; and I'm
beginning to feel
•
nice and wwm;
strange;
i thoulllt my whole
life was suppo•d to
flash before my eyes;
but I'm only
getting very sleepy;
i guess i'm dying;

billboard: GOO
ONCE THOUGHT •HERE

SILENCE
there
two leaves
overlap
a bloodgreen
veined underside
care958S an
infinitely soft
sunward topside
not nearby
two more touch
quietly softly
(cheek to cheek)
another sighs
left alone

if we were
able to peek
inside a clover
leaf we would
unimposibly see a

softness factory

MynoOue11>

THAT ERA
Whatever your age,
A child cries
Always within you,
Receives no replies.

J

THAT'S RIGHT FOLKS;
JUST WALK ON BY;
someone's only bleeding
all over
your nice sidewalk;
WHY DON'T YOU STOP

Of the weeping crowd

AND HEU» ME, DAMN YOUI
if this were a carnival
they'd stop;

Some resist,
They toss their head
They lift a fist.

HURRYIHURRYIHURRYI
SEE THE BEARDED FREAK
BLEED TO DEATH
BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES
IN CRIMSON TECHNICOLORI

Children throw
Pebbles in the sea,
The water waves
What! If I could see.

and it's all for free
you be5'Brds.
I hear the siren now;
h<Wlt about that;
someone finally objected
to me littering
up the street.
now the damn people stoP;

John Xan1h*oe

WALKING

It's legal
to stop now;

wt,lle walking.
lidney holds my hind,
tugs my skirt
and nags about

the cops~• .-rived;
he tookl at me too;
lhaklng his head knowingly;
now there's two;
staring down together;
I wonder If I'm smiling
back at them now;
I h_. one apeak;
b.at I'm ID tired;
I think 111 lleep
for a little white.

my funny k.nees
that lhow, all
dimpled and lardy,
and dimples

are backward bump&,
yoo know.

but welkin~

lidney Cll 1111 books,
brulh111he hair
f/WaV from mv face

"'Call ,,,. wagon, Art,
tell m, not to hurry;
,,.,, dtltKI.,,

and hugs me tWlt
and kisles me t0ft
at the door,
andk._

Ray Bllcourt

,

•

••
pobUc

•

•

Wltn I I t I,

you know.

"Peace Be With You"
Barry Dame .

I

A mother shies,
Her own children
Still cry,
One within.

them on a stab

Save your words for when you die
then cry:

'

'

jab
put

, ,

Lvn•Zam

.
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THE FUTURE BUILDER

What is it? What will it do for you? How does it work?
BIB stands for Biographical Inventory Blank, a multiple-choice
inventory of auto-biographical questions relating to your own past
experience. The BIB is about you and your career. It consists of a
question booklet containing 520 questions about your past, and an
answer booklet. The answer booklet contains two pages which resemble an expanded application form, and three pages of item op·
tions for the 520 questions. It is the result of research which began
thirty years ago, when psychologists for the U.S. Armed Services
found that a BIB was the single best predictor of individual behaviour
and occupational success. Recent applications have included intensive work by NASA and the Peace Corps.

BIB means three very important things to you.
PERSONAL COUNSELLING REPORT
By completing it and permitting the results to be used in a Canadian
research program , you will obtain a personal , confidential counsel·
ling report, which will be compiled by the Human Studies Foundation and mailed directly to you . This report will compare your occupational interests with those of persons who have succeeded in the
following fields: • Human Sciences (eg. psychologist) • Hard
Sciences (eg . chemist) • Physical Activity (eg. law enforcement
officer) • Social Welfare (eg . social worker) • Artistic-Literary
(eg. music teacher) • Business Detail (eg. banker) • Sales (eg.
real estate broker) • Verbal (eg. lawyer). Depending on your own
results you may also receive separate advice on your probabilities
of success in the following areas: • Agricultural & Outdoor • Technical Sales • Scientific Research • Scientific Creativity • General Engineering • Sales Engineering • Research Engineering• Management Effectiveness • Management Level • Specializa·
tion Level • Occupational Level.
This service costs you $5.00 which is remitted to the Human Studies
Foundation and used to help pay for research.
CAREER SELECTION
Provided free of charge to you by Career Assessment Limited. Staff
psychologists will attempt to match your profiles on the BIB with
the actual success requirement of various work situations (jobs).
Whenever this occurs, they will send your name to that employer.
He receives only the information which you place on pages 2 & 3 •
of the answer booklet. No person except yourself receives information as to your BIB results. The employer will likely contact you in
order to try and interest you in the position. Any decision regarding
hiring is made by you and the employer. This service means that your
BIB acts as an interview on paper, an interview in depth which portrays your inviduality and allows Career Assessment's professional
staff to suggest career opportunities. Careers which are likely to
provide you with long term success and satisfaction.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
This is similar to Career Selection, but is for students planning to
return to school in the Fall. It allows you and an employer, matched
as to BIB profiles and job requirements , to have a summer to look
each other over with an eye to a permanent position after graduation .
For the first time you · will be able to receive an impartial appraisal
of your real interests and opportunities for success. It will be based
on a detailed knowledge of you, as outlined by your responses on the
BIB. The research psychologists will take stock of you according to
techniques validated extensively in industry and government.

It is important to understand the realities of a job before you take it.
The decision is too important to gamble . You no longer need to rely
completely on company interviewers to find out what jobs are really
like. Career Assessment's professional staff will provide experienced
insight so that you will not waste your time in an unsuitable job.
The right career will mean happiness. Happiness could be a better
position, quicker advancement, interesting associates , etc . The right
career depends on the right decision. BIB can help you make the
right decision by screening job opportun ities to find those that are
suitable for you, and by providing you with candid information about
your possibilities of success in certain occupational areas.

This is how BIB works.
You buy BIB at your campus bookstore.
BIB includes a question booklet, answer booklet, instructions on
how to fill out the answer booklet, and a large return envelope.
BIB should be completed in a quiet, relaxed atmosphere , and should
be given the attention you would accord any important matter.
There is no time limit for completion .
Once you have completed BIB, place the answer booklet in the return
envelope and mail it to the Human Studies Foundation
If you wish to have the assistance of Career Assessment Ltd. during
the period of Feb. 10th - March 1st. then your BIB must be post·
marked no later than Jan. 29th. BIB's received later will not be eligible for job assistance until March 1st. Your counselling report will
be mailed to you within 2 weeks of receipt of your BIB.
THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF 818
1. Upon receipt, your 818 is sequentially identified to provide a failsafe cross reference .
2. Pages 2 and 3 (expanded application form) are microfilmed and
made into microfiche cards, providing instant identification and reproduction, as well as complete security.
3. Some of the information on pages 2 and 3 is entered into a dat~
bank .
4. Your item responses on pages 4, 5 and 6 are recorded by optical
scanner and transposed into profiles through the use of advanced
computer analyses.
5. Your BIB profiles are then merged with the information in the
data bank, producing a detailed picture of the individual that is you .
Over 550 pieces of information are combined into a meaningful portrait.
6. This portrait is then used to compile your personal report which is
mailed to you directly.
7. If you have requested job assistance, then the psychologists of
Career Assessment will match your portrait with work situations.
Whenever success is highly indicated, your name and the information
on pages 2 and 3 only, are sent to the employer. It is then up to the
employer to contact you- to see if you are interested in the position
in question.
8. Except for the information on pages 2 and 3 (which you would
ordinarily give on an application form) all information is completely
confidential.
Any individual assessment or prediction made on the basis of BIB
responses may be partially or wholly invalid It is nontheless true that
the large majority of evaluations are substantially correct.

If you cannot get BIB from your bookstore, write the
Human Studies Foundation, 50 Prince Arthur Avenue,
Toronto 180, Ontario, enclosing $5.00.

REMEMBER JANUARY 29th

51 PRINCE ARTHUR AVENUE
TORONTO. ONTARIO
(416) 964-7721. 964-7725
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French Dept. conflict

LeMieux's case heard today
by Tom Egan
Lance News Staff
A meeting of the French
Department will be held today
to discuss the non-renewal of Dr.
Gerard Lemieux's contract.
Lemieux is an assistant
professor of French, whose
contract was not renewed by Dr.
B. D. K.ingstone, Head of the
French Department.
A petition in late November,
signed by about twenty of
Lemieux's students, is said to
have sparked the decision.
Father N. J. Ruth, Dean of Arts
and Science, however, has
denied that the petition had
anything to do with K.ingstone's

decision. The petition expressed
the students' dissatisfaction with
Lemieux's teaching.
A second petition, signed by
more than eighty of Lemieux's
students, expressed their
contentment with his teaching.
Lemieux is claiming that the
decision was based upon the first
petition, and that a charge of
incompetence was levelled at

Services, a decision not to renew
a contract must be made after
consultations between the Head
of the Department and his
colleagues.
Lemieux claims that the
decision was made without any
consultation.
Today's meeting is being held
to discuss Lemieux's case, and
reliable sources have indicated
that Dean Ruth will preside. All
members of the .French
Department are expected to be
there.
The reasons behind the
decision and Lemieux's
objections to them will be discussed.

him.
Lemieux is also expected to
voice disapproval of the way in
which the decision was made.
According to a statement
written last year by Geoffrey A.
MacGibbon, Director of Public
Relations and Information

...

•

Yared's book ready Monday
SAC will explain itself to
students in a series of
publications starting early next
week.
The three part handbook on
student government, prepared
by SAC Vice-President Wayne
Yared, will conclude, in part
three, with an analysis of the
effectiveness of SAC this year.
The first part, containing
statistical information about
current Council members will be
available at the University
Centre desk Monday or Tuesday.
"The second part will deal
with provincial and national
unions of students, and the third
part will· deal with the relevance
of Council, an analysis of its
effectiveness," Yared said.
Next week's section of the
report includes caricatures of
SAC members, done by Lance
cartoonist Bob de Grosbois.
Also included will be
statistics about Council

free to students, Yared said, but
only 1,000 copies are available.
"They're souvenir copies of
who goofed up in SAC this
year," he said.

members, their opm1ons on
some major issues, and a record
of their attendance at SAC
meetings.
The report will be available

Mac to get CUS files
HAMILTON (CP)-McMaster
University has outmanoeuvred
the National Library in Ottawa
to acquire the papers of the
Canadian Union of Students.
McMaster paid $5,000 for the
files. They cover 40 years, from
1929 until last November when
Canada's only national students'
organization disbanded.
"It was their entire files,"
said Glen Sinclair, McMaster's
collections librarian. "Three
hundred cartons in all.
Correspondence, files, research,
tapes, books, letters-all their
paper possessions."
Mr. Sinclair said that as soon

as he heard CUS was collapsing
he contacted the organization
about their papers.
"I was astonished. I thought
the National Library would have
a man down there waiting for
the corpse to die. I figured we
had no chance to get the papers.
I really just went up for a look
at them . . . The National
Library at first wanted them for
nothing.''
Last year the university
acquired the Bertrand Russell
archives and this year purchased
a collection of Samuel Beckett
memorabilia.

KATHY PRATI' (right) and Frank Young in their new office.
-Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

Nursing Rep angry
Kathy Pratt is pretty angry.
She's SAC's Nursing Rep., and
she, Social Work Rep. Frank
Young, and two others are
supposed to share an office.
The office is about 75 square
feet,
and
is
currently
three-<iuarters full of pop cases
and empty beer bottles, because
it's being used as a storage area
for the Pub.
Under a recent re-allocation
of SAC office space, faculty

representatives like Miss Pratt
share the small offices, three or
four per cubicle. But SAC's
other space needs have made it
· impossible for the offices to be
allocated as planned.
SAC has a large central office
for executive members and for
use as a meeting chamber. About
100 students and others came to
the area's "Open House"'
Tuesday. SAC had expected
about 300 to attend.

Sunday Seminar

Classified

(on conditions in
marriage)

LOST: Beige, wolf-fur
Please call 256-6563.

Canterbury College

***

172 Patricia
Sunday, Jan. 25
6:30- 8:00 P.M.

Harold ·Musson, MBA,
Dept. of
Business Administration,
University of
Windsor
Topic:
Financial Conditions

All invited - Free
- Refreshments Served

LOST: University Ring (Santo
Tomas), Friday, January 16,
probably in front of Cody Hall.
Reward for finder. Call Oo .at
256-9686 (Room 209, St.
Michael's Hall.)

***
MISSING: Brown Samsonite
Brief-Case from classroom in
Psychology area. If you know its
whereabouts,
please
call
258-4472.

***

CABARET-PUB
SPECIAL!

Silent Films Featuring the
Best of CHARLIE CHAPLAIN.
COME EARLY!! First Showing
at 8:00 P.M. 50</ Admission

TO-NITE
Ttade Mark Reg.
Both Coca-Cola antt Coke are regist~red Hilde' mark$ which identify only 1he product of Coca•Cota LJd
;·;·

·,.': • ' '-..

':

:~. ',

'

''

1

hat.

IN THE GROTTO
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Term insurance

New plan offered
Student Council has announced a new student life insurance
plan.
Negotiations have been completed with Harvey, Trinder and
Van Ommeren Ltd. to provide this life insurance plan to students
because (according to Bob Baksi, SAC President), "This group has
by far the most flexible plan for the student body."
This company was decided upon last September by Richard
Ronchka, External Affairs Commissioner.
Any student of the Univtrsity of Windsor may now purchase
ten thousand dollars of term life insurance for twenty five dollars
for on~ year. In addition, he may include accidental death in the
policy for an additional eight dollars and fifty cents.
Applications are available at the SAC office.

lBiiS·;;,d PiicE8l
*::::

PERIPATETIC MARKMacGuigan, former Law
Dean and now a Liberal Member of Parliament,
first approved plans for a separate building for
the Faculty of Law here. Building is now

....

-Cabaret Pub, featuring "The Country Pie" at their best.
Special
attraction-Charlie Chaplin!!! ·s:oo P.M .
Admission 504
• -German Club: 7:00 P.M. in the Faculty-Alumni Dining
Room
-Theology Department Lecture: 8:00 P .M. in the
Assumption Lounge

~

almost done-in one half. The other half of the
building, shown here, will be finished later. Top
priority went to library section.

-

•
•
--

NOW
SHOWING
Jerry Gross and

was to be finished by Easter,
March 29. City labour lock-outs
last summer, and the changing of
two sub-contractors, has pushed
the final completion date for the
west part well into the coming
summer.
The Law Library will be
shifted
from
the
"Metro
Center", four blocks east of
campus on University Avenue.
Ray expects the University to
continue to rent this area since
several
houses
that
the
University occupies on Sunset
Avenue will be tom down to
make room for a 10-story
classroom-office tower. Tenders
will be let next month for this
structure, the future home of
the Mathematics Department
and the Computer Science
Center.
The present law library will
not immediately utilize the total
space allotted. Some technical·
services from the Main Library
will be moved into the third
floor.
According to
Al Mate,
Assistant Librarian for Public
Services, the move will involve
those personnel who process the
new books. "The library · needs
space critically. Stacks will be
increased slightly."
The largest area to be
vacated,
the
Catalogue
Department on the third floor,
has inadequate support for
stacks.
"Some of the area will be
used for the expected increase in
·staff."
The new law building will
contain 29 faculty offices
besides those of Dean and

From the country

that gave you,
"I A WOMAN,"
"INGA" and
1AM CURIOU$

-Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

-

(YELLOW)"

and
newfrom
.••
Sweden

-

~ANU

Vice-Dean. At present the law
faculty has ten members and
expects an additional 6 in the
coming year. The remaining
offices will be assigned to
faculty members outside the
Law School.
Dedication will be at the Fall
Convocation,
University
President J.F. Leddy said. "The
Law Faculty is planning a
symposium to officially mark
the occasion."

SATURDAY, JANUARY 24
- Geography Club: presents dance after basketball game
featuring "The Rock Monopoly". Open bar. Admission
$1.00
.
-Christian Fellowship: 4:30 P.M. in the Faculty-Alumni
Dining Room
-Macdonald Hall Residence Dance: in the Grotto. Nobody
told me what time it is
-Lancer Basketball: vs. University of Waterloo. 8: 15 P .M.
-Lancer Hockey: vs. University of Western Ontario at 1:00

P.M.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 24
-The Room: coffee, donuts and soul as always. 6:30 P.M.
-Dramatic Film Society: "Petulia" at 7:15 and 9:00 P.M.
-Macdonald Hall Film: in the Grotto at 2:00 P .M.

DRESS
SHIRTS

2 s9so
FOR

$7o~ACH

Our complete stock of ARROW
IMPERIALS, FORSYTH
FANCIES,
LIPSON and BVDs.

REG. $9.98 to s12.98

SPORT SHIRTS

1/2 PRICE
REG. $6.95 to s19.95

"This WEEKEND Only''
All Sales Final

.I

11

:ital~
=Hill.
1111

*:::
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Law library ready March 29
by R. D. Malott
Lance News Staff
March 30th is the completion
date for the eastern part of the
Law School building. The $2*
million
structure
will
temporarily
house
library
facilities and the offices of
faculty from other departments.
The prestigous structure is a
part of Program 25. It was
conceived and approved by
former
Law
Dean
Mark
MacGuigan. It has certain
innovations lacking in other
campus buildings, but in keeping
with the recent addition to
Osgoode Hall in Toronto.
T .D. Ray, Assistant Director
of Engineering Services, detailed
the plans: "There will be ten
teaching facilities, including a
_. "moot court". Two of the
classrooms open onto this area,
permitting a large audience to
view the proceedings."
These are located in the west
section. This part is still only
cast concrete.
"The
work
is
being
~ concentrated in the library (east)
area." Ray explained that this is
the area to be completed by the
end of March. The library is
located on all three floors.
John Anger, superintendent
for McDougall Construction, the
general contractor, said that the
work was on schedule, with no
apparent delays. "They should
be able to begin moving the
shelving into the library area by
the beginning of March. At
present plastering is proceeding;
the painting should begin within
a few weeks."
Originally all of the building

by Tony Keller

COLOR by Deluxe .f

A IRS

Downtown Stare
351 Ouellette

Gateway Store

(Woolco Plaza)

em.:!l!'l!
11 YWS 0# AGt
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-
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Frots get farm team

Auxiliary formed
by Wilhelm Dilthey
Lance News Staff
The Crescent Club of Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity will seek to
become a sorority within three
years.
The group, a women's
auxiliary of the fraternity, now
has about 23 members,
compared with a total of 32 in
the fraternity itself.
"The fraternity emblem is a
cross and crescent," Pledge
trainer Mary Winterburn
explained Tuesday, "and the
Crescent Club exists across the
United States along with
Lambda Chi."
Originally organized by the
Fraternity, the club is the first
such group on campus. It was
formed in November, and is now
approximately doubling its

membership to 23 with a
"pledge" drive for new
members.
About a third of the members
are currently dating Lambda Chi
members, and about a third are
not students here, Miss
Winterburn said.
The club is organized like a
fraternity, and will work with
Lambda Chi on its functions, as
well as sponsoring separate
events, including a planned
spring fashion show.
The group is becoming "a
little more independent now,"
Miss Winterburn said, "and soon
we hope to become a sorority."
There are now no sororities
here.
President of the club is
Laurette Larocque.

•

Blacks charge racism
H A\fILTON (CP)-Hamilton
West MP Lincoln Alexander is
"pla:v n g a typical political
game., when he denies that
racis m exists in Canada, a group
of nor-white McMaster students
claim..,d Tuesday night.
TI e 50 black students,
members of the university's
Afro{' Jrib bean Society, said Mr.
Alex der's statement in the
Con n ons Tuesday, denying the
pre s... nce of racism here, was
"luc 1, rous."
c -,m in Canada only seems
non 1'i tent, a statement by the
non white students said in reply,
bee
of the hidden and
indi du alistic way it is practised
hen:
' 1 ) t of us have encountered
sub
mstances of racism in
Hai t rn but have not pressed

Engineers
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DON, Ont. (CP)-Among
. )00 Canadians who
from university this
10se in arts will find a
mand for their services
o e in engineering a
Manpower
Minister
t 1,; Eachen said Tuesday.
d a joint meeting of the
i g Institute of Canada
Ie
Association
of
En~necrs
of
this is one of the
developed in the

x po

'70?

Join IVCF in an
Orient Tour
July 29 -

August 19, 1970
$1 299.00 all inclusive
from

(Vancouver)
rite· Dave B. Dueck
University of Winnipeg
Win nipeg 2, Manitoba

this too far because, in the light
of things that have happened
elsewhere, it is apparent that
victimization will be our only
reward."
The
students
said Mr.
Alexander, only Negro to sit in
the Commons, was using politics
to cloud the issue by saying that
discrimination exists here but
not racism.
"Racism means an over-all
push to show the inferiority of
one race to another, or to favor
one race over another. There is
none of that in Canada," Mr.
Alexander said.
The
non-white McMaster
students said they knew of many
instances
where
non-white
students suffered from rascist
behaviour in Hamilton.

•

1n

demalid

l 960's and will become more
pronounced in the 1970's.
"Our projections indicate
that
requirements
for
professionals
will
grow
considerably faster than the
average growth of manpower
requirements."
Studies also showed that the
"brain drain," by which Canada
was supposed to be losing
professionals to the United •
States, had turned into a "brain
gain" as a result of mid-1960's
immigration policy based on
skills.
The number of persons
coming to Canada from the
United States was close to
balancing the opposite flow.
Thirty per cent of immigrants
coming into the labor force were
professionals. "Thus we are
using transfusions of qualified
manpower to upgrade our
Canadian labor force."

LOVELY LADIES OF LAMBDA CHI Alpha's Women'sAuxiliary, the Crescent Club, are, from left, first
row, Sandy Kuzak, Sandy Sgrazzutti, Sheila Eansor, Mary Winterbum, Sue Pare, Nancy Theaker. Second
row, Nancy Pickering, Cathy Page, Laurette Larocque, Nancy Hurly, Marilyn Soanes, Dana Jones, Sue
Lesperance, Betty Petruk. Third row, Rosie Calsavara, Lynne Delisle, Joana Kuras, Duffie White, Jamie
Quinn, and Mary Jane Nolan. Some of this group are "pledges", seeking to join the women's club, which
will seek sorority status within three years.
-Lance pie by R.J. Kirkland

Says Stan Crowe

Meditation solves problems
by Jane Egan
Lance News Staff
Stan Crowe, a teacher trained
by the Maharishi of Rishikosh,
India, spoke to a group of about
80
students
and
faculty
concerning
transcendental
meditation Tuesday.
Arrangements for the lecture
were made by Jeff Dreben, a
first-year law student and
member
of
the
Students
International
Meditation
Society.
Dreben
said
that
the
Maharishi's
movement
was
"initiated in September in
Detroit" and Crowe added that
there were 35,000 meditators in
North America.
Crowe went on to explain the
need
for
transcendental
meditation. He said that "man is
facing the same problems today
in spite of the technological
changes," and that the "work
load is increasing and the pace of
life is increasing."
He sees man "crying out for
more energy" and looking
beyond comfort "for some deep
inner experience."
Transcendental
meditation
provides more energy and a
"deep inner experience." "What
is needed today is a technique of
action and that is what we are

by Dave Rutherford
Lance News Staff
Psych Prof. Larry Lefave is
organizing a movement to
'desensitization'.

t1ons are invited for post graduate studies leading to the degree of Master of Applied Science fM.A.Sc.), Master
eering (M,Eng.) and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Civil Engineering at the University of Ottawa.
RESEARCH AREAS:
Engineering Mechanics and Engineering Materials
Water Resources and Sanitary Engineering
Hydraulics and Hydrology
Structural Engineering
Soil Mechanics and Foundations
Rock Mechanics
FINANCIAL SUPPORT:
of Research and Teaching Assistantships from $3,000 to $4,200 per annum are available to qualified

r information and forms please write to:
The Chairman,
Department of Civil Engineering,
University of Ottawa,
Ottawa 2, Ontario.

Andras will
be on campus
this Monday
Canada's Minister of Housing,
Robert Andras, will speak here
in the Ambassador Auditorium
on Monday Feb. 26th. at 2.00
p.m.
Bill Pye, head of the campus
Liberal Club, arranged Andras'
visit to the University to speak
on the subject of student owned
co-operative housing.
During his visit Andras will
also be addressing the student
council on that subject.

Lefave knocks sensitivity groups

GRADUATE STUDIES IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

A
ai
F

meetings in four consecutive
days.
The instruction is based on
individual experience and "an
investment of time and faith" is
necessary.
Crowe asked for a donation
of $35 for students and $75 for
faculty
members
upon
instruction and said the money
was used to make meditation
available to more people.
Anyone interested in taking
the instruction can contact
Dreben at 256-9943.
The second lecture will take
place Friday, January 30, at 8
P .M. in Ambassador Auditorium.

Proposes insensitivity program

UNIVERSITY of OTTAWA

A
of

providing," claimed Crowe.
Tb develop this "power of
action" you must learn to think
and "in order to think you must
exist."
Crowe pointed out that
"being is the source of thinking"
unlike
Descartes "I think
therefore I am."
Transcendental
meditation
makes use of the great potential
of the mind that is "dormant"
and as a result "the power of
thought would be maximum and
the power of action would be
maximum," he said.
Crowe also outlined the
practical
benefits
of this
meditation.
He
said
that
"doctors and psychologists tell
us 80% of physical illness is
psychosomatic."
By
transcendental
meditation,
stresses and tensions are released
and health improves.
Even those 20% whose illness
is somatic can relax and go into
a "deep state of rest" that is also
beneficial.
Crowe also maintained that
"if angry, discontented people
didn't exist," there would be
universal peace. "War," said
Crowe, "is only a symptom of
this much greater problem."
The actual technique of
transcendental meditation is
given
individually in four

The theory behind the
m~vement, according to Lefave,
is that in many cases today it is
of more benefit to be insensitive
than to be sensitive.
Lefave cited the case of the
surgeon performing an operation
on his wife. If the surgeon hates
or loves his wife, he is faced by
the problem of killing her
through his nervousness. It is
therefore preferable that the
surgeon be completely detached,
or insensitive, to his patient.
Similarly, in the case of the
long-0istance runner, who must
endure severe pain, it is
preferable that the runner be
insensitive, and thus more liable
to underrate his pain, than to be
sensitive and to thus augment it
psychologically, he said.
Lefave also stated that
"positive thinking" is bordering
on anti-intellectualism and

amounts to non-thinking. A
person who claims to be a
'positive thinker' is one who
tends not to look at the negative
aspects of life and thus leans to
conservatism and a
non-questioning attitude
towards society.
According to Lefave, it is
often better in many cases, to
have no friends, and the best
way to help them is often to
stay away from them while you
work out a solution to a
problem. A further disadvantage
of friends said Lefave, is that a
great deal of time is wasted on
them, in social niceties, which
could be otherwise
constructively spent.
In order to become
'desensitized' Lefave suggested
that one should move away from
all those people whom one loves
or hates.
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Frontier College to recruit
Students
interested
in
physical labour and teaching in
Northern Canada will have a
chance next month to join
"Fron tier College".
;,
A
"Fron tier
College"
volunteer works in outlying
Canadian towns and villages,
working for a living and
spending his spare time teaching
English, basic math, and other
subjects.
Susannah
Ireland,
a
spokesman for the non-profit
group, said this week that

Canada has the world's poorest
educational record. Part of the
problem is Canada's geography.
A far-flung population of
Indians,
Eskimos,
and
resource-industry workers lack
adequate educational facilities.
The main type of service
offered by Frontier College is
that of labourer-teachers. They
operate from Cox's Cove,
Newfoundland,
to
Fort
Resolution in the Northwest
Territories.
The group will be recruiting

here
February
5.
An
informational meeting will be
held at noon on that day, in the
Ambassador Auditorium in the
University Centre.
The organization is funded 30
per cent by governments, 15 per
cent by University student
councils, and 55 per cent by
corporate, union, and individual
donations.
Last year, SAC here donated
$500 to the group. Because of
Council's financial difficulties,
no donation was made this year.

Four students, two f acuity

Monarchy debate line-up set
Two professors, one from the
History Dept. and one from
Political Science, are tentatively
scheduled to take part, one on
each side. But their names have
not yet been released, pending
confirmation.
'' l t
should
be
very
interesting," Benson said this
week. "It's a subject that arouses
strong emotion."
The debate is set for Tuesday,
Feb. 17, and will be held in the
University Centre. Law Dean

The relevance to Canada of
the British Crown will be
debated here next month by
4 four
students
and
two
professors.
The debate, set up by
Jonathan Benson, bus boycott
organizer,
will
(tentatively)
match former student Senator
Rhys Sale and Lance News
Editor Brian Kappler against
Liberal club President Bill Pye
and graduate History student
Frank (Rick) Young.

Queen's AMS complains
KINGSTON (CP)-The Alma
Mater Society of Queen's
University has lodged a letter of
complaint with the United
States ambassador to Canada
over alleged harassment of a
British guest lecturer by FBI and
CIA agents.
The
letter,
forwarded
Wednesday to U.S. Ambassador
Adolf Schmidt, outlines details
of the incident as described by
the lecturer, Paul Walton, a
sociology professor at the
University of Bradford in
England.
The letter, signed by AMS
president Ross MacGregor, says
that last Saturday Prof. Walton
was detained three hours by
officials at Port Huron, Mich ..
while en route to Chicago by

train to make a flight connection
to England. He had lectured Jan.
14 at Queens on the theory of
revolution and had completed a
10-day speaking tour of Canada.

Correction
The Lance apologizes for an
error in last Friday's front-page
story "Conferences set for
Windsor." The story dealt with
the University's sponsorship of
two conferences, on regional
government and pollution, in
February and March.
A student member of the
organIZmg committee, Frank
Young, III Social Work, was
incorrectly identified as Rick
Young, Grad. History.

Walter
T arnopolsky
will
moderate.
The confrontation will be
organized as an Oxford-style
debate, in which audience
participation is invited. When
students enter the room, they sit
on the "for" or the "against"
side of the room. If the debaters
make members of the audience
change their opm1ons, the
listeners can move from one side
of the room to the other.
Questions are also invited in this
form of debate, Benson said.
Wednesday,
Kappler
expressed confidence in the
outcome. "I've invited members
of the R.C.M.P., and they'll be
armed with copies of the treason
laws. Those guys had better
watch their step."
"Seriously, though", Kappler
added, "there are some good
modern-day arguments in favour
of the Monarchy, and students
should have a chance to hear
them.
It's all
been too
one-sided."
Pye is also confident. "If
anybody stops to consider it,
'that sweet middle-class lady' as
Dr. Ron Wagen berg calls her, is
5 ,OOO miles away, has been to
Canada about three times, and
has no relevance or interest in
Canadian politics."
Benson, who has "mixed
emotions" on the subject, said
only "It should be interesting."

IN FROBISHER BAY, while wind howls around the building,
Frontier College volunteer Mike Denker works on basic algebra
with Kellpalik, 22, a young eskimo man. Frontier College will
recruit here Feb. 5. The task for volunteers is not simple. "No
patronizing, glory-seeking college kid could survive out there.
They'd see through him right away", one returned volunteer
explained. The organization operates across Canada.

By Trent prof.

Poisonous wool found
PETERBOROUGH (CP)-A Trent University professor who
analysed a sample of knitting wool treated for moth-proofing
purchased in a local store has found traces of three chemicals
banned in Ontario since Jan. 1.
Dr. David Carlisle, chairman of the Biology Department who has
done extensive research with insects and insecticides, said
Wednesday night he found three insecticides in the wool
sample-dieldrin, aldrin, and another insecticide tentatively
identified as lindane.
The three chemicals, like DDT, are poisonous to humans, and
are toxic on skin contact. The chemicals gradually build up in body
fat, he said in an interview.
Dr. Carlisle said wool could be moth-proofed with less
insecticide than used in the sample tested, and with a type less
lethal.

Sale resigns posts, drops
out of presidential race
(Cont'd. from Page 1)
Lance Editor Al Strachan said
Tuesday that Sale's position as
Reviews Editor would be filled
by Tom Egan, formerly a news
rep9rter for the paper.
Dr. Stan Cunningham, head
of the Philosophy Department,
said that Sale's resignation was a
complete surprise to him. It will
be up to the Philosophy students
to elect a successor to fill the
vacant post, he said.
Bob Baksi, president of
Student Council, said that he
"disappointed" that Sale

had resigned. Baksi remarked
that there
have
been a
considerable
number
of
resignations this year from
positions of student leadership.
He stressed that excellent
replacements have been found to
fill all posts.
Miss Barbara Birch, Secretary
of the Senate, explained the
procedure for electing a new
Senator. She said that as soon as
the resignation is accepted by
the Senate, she will write a letter
to SAC, informing them of the
vacancy.

clndfe

She 'MJS a bride
when the violence happened ...
now shes a widow and
its going to happen again.

DANCI
STUDIO

PROBLEMS ON'111E.DANCE FLOOR?
-COMPLETE LISTING OF FILMS IN OUR MIDNIGHT SERIES-

Solve these in the first leaon

*
164S

LEARN FOXTROT, WALTZ, SWING;
CHA.CHA ETC.
Don't .v,ait, for fun at parties, or

social ev.en ts

Jan. 30
Feb.6
Feb. 13
Feb.20

CALL EMILE AT 252-4203

40% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
25%
"
TO FACULTY

-----rn• "\.

·- -

Feb.27

Bergman's "Hour of the Wolf"·
Peter Brook's "Marat/Sade"
"Loves of a Blonde"
2 Underground Films
"High" plus "The Connection"
Allen Bates in "King of Hearts"
Godard's "Weekend"

Advance Sale Tickets Available
at Cole's Books on Ouellette Ave.

in the HOLIDAY INN. 252-1285

News

•
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Detroit has Lennon's art
DETROIT (AP) If people want to see lithographed drawings by
John Lennon o f the Beatles and his Japanese wife Yoko Ono in
sexual abandon , it 's all right with Detroit author ities.
That's more than can be saig for sophisticated London ,
England, and art impressario Eugene Schuster was moved to
declare:
"It shows that Detroit is not as provincial as people used to
think."
Police went to the opening of the show Wednesday in the
Schuster art gallery and photographed the drawings.
But after looking at the evidence , Prosecutor William Cahalan
said the show could go on , as long as art connaisseurs under the age
of 18 were barred.
Last week the collection of 14 lithographs went on public
display in London and the police grabbed eight.

Burlce speech disrupted
WATERLOO (CP)--A shouting match between Nigerian and
Biafran students Wednesday disrupted a news conference held by
Stanley Burke, former CBC announcer now involved in Biafra relief
efforts.
About 10 African students attended the news conference which
was disrupted several times when the students hurled accusaiions at
each other.
At one point Mr. Burke was accused of raising money to buy
arms for Biafra, the secessionist Nigerian province which last week.
surrendered to federal troops.
One Nigerian student, who identified himself as being a member
of a small ethnic group which supported neither side in the civil
war. said Mr. Burke's volunteer relief campaign only caused more
suffering in Biafra.
"All we want is peace. Please leave us alone," the student
shouted.
Mr. Burke held the conference after giving a lecture on Biafra at
Waterloo Luteran University.

SGW trial now under way
MONTREAL (CUP)- The trial of the first ten defendants in
connection with last February's destruction of a two-million dollar
computer at Sir George Williams University is under way.
The trial started Monday, but only eight of 12 jurors had been
selected before the court adjourned.
The defendants have pleaded not guilty to charges of conspiracy
and mischief. The accused , along with 79 other defendants
awaiting trial, face 12 charges each, but the prosecution is
proceeding with only five of the charges.
All 10 defendants now on trial are blacks, and citizens of
Trinidad and Tobago.
More than half of 82 prospective jurors were examined
Monday-all were white, male, and over 35 years old.
Defence attorneys tried to challenge the jurors on their skin
colour, arguing that white jurors might be affected by "latent and
unconscious prejudices . . .in white people with regard to black
people."
Presiding Judge Kenneth C. MacKay over-ruled the challenge.
Jury selection continued Tuesday.

Cohn - Bendit not ''agitator''
TORONTO (CP)-Daniel Cohn-Bendit, 24-year-old student
leader of the 1968 Paris riots, denied Wednesday that he was a
foreign agitator, and said he was in Canada to "exchange
experiences."
Mr. Cohn-Bendit, brought to Canada by the CTV network for a
television program, said his presence did not herald militant
student action.
"If you think you won't have trouble in Canada because l am
not here, you are mistaken. It is systems that make trouble."
Mr. Cohn-Bendit, better known as Danny the Red, fended off
questions at a news conference about his plans for his Canadian
stay, his views on Quebec and his political philosophy.
"I don't want to talk about it. Why can't I talk about hockey
and why Canadians aren't participating in the world hockey
champion ships?"
He said he wanted to stay in Canada to talk to people and
"exchange experiences." He had been doing this in Quebec for the
last few days, and also collecting information about the trial of
accused terrorist Pierre Vallieres.

Car insurance io be examined
OTT A WA (CP) Consumer Affairs Minister Ron Basford told
the Commons Wednesday that the reposed increase in automobile
insurance rates is getting "very urgent examination" by his
department.
But he told T. C. Douglas, the New Democratic leader, that
auto-insurance jurisdiction is extremely complicated.
Mr. Douglas asked whether Mr. Basford, as "the custodian of
the rights of consumers" would look into possible collusion among
insu ranee companies, since the planned increases, of about 13 per
cent. involve several companies,..all raising rates Feb. 1.
The NDP leader said the only areas escaping the proposed
increases are those with government plans, or proposed government
plans.

TIRED AND HUNGRY AND PRETTY SICK of
yearbooks, Ambassador 70 editrix Andrea
Wakley bad-mouths pesky Lance photog as he
works to wrap-up the book. Thursday, she was

reported jubilant at the opportunity to do it all
again on a small scale when the supplement
deadline approaches.
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Yearbook set for April
Work on Ambassador 70, the
yearbook, is completed, and the
book should be available by the
first week of April.
Editor
Andrea
Wakley
explained Tuesday that the
deadlines for the annual were
not
clearly
set, following
confusion over technical details
between
herself
and
Inter-collegiate
Press,
the
Winnipeg-based publisher of the
book.
"There weren't any real
deadlines", she said, "but it's a
little later than it should be."

"It just better be here by
early April", Miss Wakley
explained. "It would cost
$3,000 to mail it out to kids,
and we can't afford it."

She said that her staff and
herself had been working daily
since the Christmas break began
to finish work on the yearbook.
"Put Dave Gellatly's name in,
and tell how great he's been."
Gellatly is Photo Editor of the
book.
"I'm tired and hungry and I

She added that extra copies
of
the
1969
yearbook
supplement are still available
free to students in the yearbook
office, in the second-floor of the
Universi~y Centre.

Says Casserely

Technology humanistic
by R.D. Malott
Lance News Staff
"Technology is our human
participation in God", J .B.L.
Casserely said Wednesday.
Casserely , an author and

OUS: ''radical solutions''
"We
must
understand
capitalism and imperialism and
change it (sic)" to improve
Canadian education, Ontario
Union of Students President Jim
Kehoe has urged.
In a paper released this
month, Kehoe, former SAC
Vice-President here, reviews
what he considers to be the
major issues now facing OUS
and Ontario students. The
ten-page
paper
includes
comments on recent proposals
for an "educational opportunity
bank", the "order on campus"
paper of the Committee of
Presidents of Universities of
· Ontario, the "Americanization"
of universities, and other issues.
The "opportunity bank", a
proposal
to
establish
a
mechanism for private capital to
be loaned to students on a
time-repayment plan, has been
endorsed
by
the
Ontario
Con federation
of
Faculty
Associations, and has support
within
the
government of
Ontario, Kehoe says.
He goes on to say that the
plan would take at least two
years to set into operation.
Kehoe opposes the plan as
"really a tax on those who go to
post-secondary education".
The Faculty Confederation
(OCUF A) itself, Kehoe says,
exists mainly to serve as a
pressure group to raise faculty
salaries. "When the financial
crunch starts to come, they are
willing to let everything else go,
as long as they receive their
annual increases in salary."
The "order on campus"

want to go home and go to
bed", Miss Wakley said.

paper,
released
by
the
Committee of Presidents in
September, calls for the use of
city police forces and relatively
harsh penalties against student
demonstrators. It has been
highly unpopular with most
students. In Windsor, University
President J.F. Leddy indicated
in September that "some of the
guidelines don't fit Windsor".
Kehoe opposes the intent of
the paper: "It is ... in black and
white . . . that police power is a
part of campus discipline."
The OUS President's paper
devotes almost three pages to
the issue of "Americanization".
He argues that the n~ture of the
American economy and the
American
"empire"
make
Americanization inevitable.
"How the hell can we get rid
of the mechanism that caused
the
whole
mess
( of
Americanization) in the first
place?", he asked.
Copies of Kehoe's paper are
available in limited quantities in
the SAC offices.

professor
at
Northwestern
University in Illinois, opened the
1970 University lecture series
here. Speaking of "Technology
and the Humanities in a
Changing Society", the theme of
the Series, Casserely described
the
relationship
between
technology and "our stock of
human values".
His basic theme was that
technology can make society
more humanistic.
"The greatest paradox of our
times is that technology is the
greatest revolutionary force, yet
it is the conservative faction, in
government and business, that is
creating the revolution," he said.
"The conservatives won't like
the product, the revolutionaries
won't
like
the revolution
because it wasn't carried out by
them," he said.
He added that young people
seem
disillusioned
with
technology, and see it as a
servant of war. Young people
today are too intense, and suffer
from a lack of humour, he
added.
He predicted the emergence
of a new ari11tnrracy of efficient
technologists.
Casserley
considers
free
enterprise
obsolete,
and
predicted a society of optional
labour.
Next speaker in the series,
F.W. Ness, will talk Jan. 26 on
Education Restraints".

Co~spiracy trial stalled
MONTREAL (CP)-The
conspiracy trial of 11 Trinidad
students stemming from the
Feb. 11, 1969, computer-smashing incident at Sir George
Williams University was stalled
Tuesday with a shortage of
prospective jurors.
Nine jurymen had been
selected from a panel of 82 men.
Mr. Justice Kenneth Mackay of

-

- -

------

Court of Queen's Bench ordered
the district sheriff to seek a new
panel.
Mr. Justice Mackay turned
down a defence request that the
sheriff be advised not to hesitate
to seek jurors among Montreal's
black community "because of
the nature of the case."
The trial began Monday.

~

-------

---
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King says emotion
crucial in films
By Dan Conley
Allan King was born in
-, Vancouver in 1930. He made a
number of amateur films within
a film society he and Stan Fox
started at the University of
Vancouver, where he studied
·philosophy. In 1954 he joined
the newly formed film unit at
the Vancouver CBC Station. In
1956 he made his first film
"SKID ROW". In 1961 he quit
• the CBC and formed Allan King
Associates to produce films for
TV and sponsored films, etc.
With twenty four films to his
credit, director producer Allan
King has developed in his two
latest films, "Warrendale" and
"A Married Couple", a new way
of experiencing films. Talking
with Allan King I asked him if
.., this technique was in itself a
form of art.
KING: "In question as to
whether the film is art. . I
would say that it was simply a
shaped emotional expression,
whatever the medium or

whatever the technique you use
to give shape to feeling and
provide some sort of coherence
to feeling. Some people find the
film extraordinarily naked, there
is very little in the way of a
baffle between the audience and
the ftlm. Normally the film
filters through a script writing
process; acting, direction, and
there is a lot between the viewer
and the artist who's trying to
express something. This
technique now is a new way of
experiencing and as a new style
in films it has its own qualities.
CONLEY: What is the effect of
this film (Married Couple) on
the audience?
KING: My experience so far is
that the effect is extremely
various, people react to it in very
individual ways very much for
themselves. Some people get
extremely angry at the film; a
few people were even bored by
it, most people seemed to be
extraordinarily ,engrossed in it.
CONLEY: While this would

IMPORTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

10,: Student Di•count
WINDSOR'S ENGLISH SHOP

325 Ouellette Ave.

253-6151

CANADIAN PRODUCER-Director Allan King. in town last week, talked to Film Club President Dan
Conley about his art. Kin~'s latest flick is A Married Couple.
indicate that television is less
and less innovated, film making
has become more so.
KING: There's a lot more range
in film. It is in a sense assuming
the role of legitimate theatre
where it caters to a lot more
people of different tastes.
Television is tied up in that
rating business. It's bad that we
have networks structured as they
are.
CONLEY: How do you find
working with the CBC and
censorship problems?
KING: Actually as networks go
the CBC can be, and has been
very good especially with the
whole treatment with
Warrendale. While they didn't
run it they didn't take it away
from me, and they could have.
They didn't want to kill the film
so they rewrote the contract so I
could distribute the film in
Canada. The only difficulty the

CBC has is their budget and the
amount of money they have to
work with .. .I would advise any
new film maker to take his films
to the CBC if he wants to get
started in the career.
CONLEY: What films influenced
you most as a film maker, while
you operated your film society
at University?
KING: No one film ever gave me
the idea of making a film
because when I watched them in
University it was absolutely out
of the question to pursue a film
career in Canada. But the films I
did enjoy most were "La Regle
du Joue" (Rules of the Game)
by Renoir and "The Childhood
of Maxim Gorky".
CONLEY: What were your first
problems in film making and
what advice do you have for the
young film maker?
KING: Looking back it seems to
I started films with no

knowledge of them at all until I
was presented with the problem
of making one. I didn't write, I
didn't- direct, I wasn't a camera
man and I wasn't an editor, but I
knew what I wanted to get. I
think when film makers are
starting they should try and
allow themselves to genuinely
feel what it is they feel about
the thing, not so much as to
think intellectually, what to say
or what significance necessarily
it's going to have but just what
you yourself feel strongly about.
Then what you have in your
film is what you want, what
pleases or angers you, what you
feel upset by or sad about. Once
you have that it's simply a
matter of learning by mistakes
and not being too upset by
them. You have to gamble a lot.
If you play safe the medium
becomes a bore for you and
usually your audience as well.
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Hockey Lancers
lose to Toronto
by Vic Harris
Lancers' hockey team was
defeated by the Toronto Blues
on Wednesday, by a score of 7-1.
The score, however, might
have been even higher if not for
the outstanding goaltending of
Windsor's Don Bruner. On
countless situations Bruner made
a great save to keep the Blues
from adding to the scoreline.
Toronto fired a total of 66 shots
at Bruner, which is indicative of
the performance Bruner gave in
front of a home crowd of 2500.
Early in the first period,
Bruner thwarted every effort by
the Blues to score. The Lancers
were given the first power play
advantage
when
Burman

re~eived a tripping penalty at
4: 15, but the Lancers were
unable to organize much of a
sustained effort and the Blues
killed off the game's initial
penalty.
Further outstanding play by
Bruner kept the Blues off the
scoreboard until the inevitable
first goal came at 15: 53 from
the stick of Laurent. The goal
was scored while Jim McDonald
was serving a two minute
holding penalty.
It was unfortunate for Bruner
that the goal be scored in the
manner in which it was.
Laurent's shot hit a Lancer
defenceman who was standing in

LANCER GOALIE Don Broner keeps his eye on a loose puck
during Wednesday's game at Varsity Arena. The Blues peppered
Broner with 66 shots. Surprisingly enough, Broner is quite a
favourite in Toronto. Blues fans always know that their team will
win and they therefore sit back and appreciate Bruner's efforts.
-Lance pie by Dave Rutherford

Everybody talks about The Lance,
but nobody does anything.
Now you can.

Staph Meeting'
Today if you 'r~ reading this on
Friday, January 23, 1970.
2:00 p.m. until everybody has had
enough.

Open to the public. Anyone carrying a
package will not be admitted.
Show up or we'll hold our breath till we
tum blue. (Kappler would like that).

AS USUAL, ACTION is around the Lancer net
during Wednesday night's game between the
Lancers and the University of Toronto Blues.
the crease, and rolled cleanly
into the net.
Toronto continued to mount
pressure on the Lancer defence,
and John Wright of the Blues hit
the post for the second time
with three minutes remaining in
the first period. The best chance
for Windsor in the first period
came with a minute remaining
when Ducharme sent a slap shot
just wide with the goalie beaten.
The period ended with Lancers'
Weese in the penalty box, having
sat out 48 seconds of a two
minute tripping infraction.
The second period was a
letdown for
the
Lancers.
Outshot 23-3 they never picked
up the momentum they had
shown towards the end of the
first period. It took the Blues
until 13: 15 of the period to
score, but a little over four
minutes later Toronto had
practically sewn up the game by
padding their lead to 5-0.
The first half of the second
period saw some very close
checking by both teams, but as
the period .progressed play
became very slack with both·
teams making bad defensive
errors.
Toronto capitalized on the
loose play at centre ice. Laurent
picked up a loose puck at centre,
went around a defenseman and
then slid a perfect pass to
McGuinn, who let a shot go that
gave Bruner no chance.
Failure to clear the puck
from the defensive zone led to
the Blues third goal. Peterman
shot the puck home from 10
feet after Tilden . fanned on a

The Lancers lost 7-1 which was not bad seeing as
most local pundits had the Blues as 81h goal
favourites.
-Lance pie by Dave Rutherford

clearance attempt.
The fourth Toronto goal was
scored on a fifty foot slap shot
by Bill Buba. Bruner seemed to
be partially screened on the shot
by another Toronto forward.
Windsor came back up the ice
and after being set up by
McDonald, Wright was robbed of
a goal by a good save by Blues
netminder
Adrian
Watson.
Toronto, after stopping the
Lancer effort, then turned up
the ice and promptly scored
their fifth goal of the evening,
Len Burman clocking on a
pretty passing play from Boland
and St. John.
Tlie third period was by far
the best for the Lancers. Despite
being heavily outshot in the
period, Windsor held its own for
the twenty minute duration.
Vic Hebert, Jim Creech, and
Wright all had good chances
before Wright finally broke the
shutout attempt by Watson at
5 :32. McDonald stick-handled
down the left-wing, drew a
defenceman and then passed to
Wright. His first shot was
stopped
but
following
a
goalmouth scramble the puck
finally went in off Wright's stick.
At
6:02
centre
Tom
MacFadden received a cut in the
side of his head inflicted by an
opponent's
skate,
which
required . two stitches and
side-lined him for the rest of the
game.
Toronto re-established its five
goal margin at 7:33 when Nick
Holmes took a slap shot that
went through a maze of players
into the net.

Bruner made another of his
fabulous saves mid-way into the
final period when he stopped
Blues captain Brian St. John,
after he had waltzed through the
Lancer defence.
Windsor came close to scoring
later when Ejay Queen hit the
post and the puck rolled
underneath the falling Blues
goaltender.
The final goal came after a
supposed 'goal' by Toronto had
been disallowed because a Blues
player had committed an
infraction by standing in the
goaltender's crease.
Bruner had no chance on the
final
Blues
score.
Bryan
Tompson's slap shot was kicked
out, but the befallen goalie was
at the mercy of 'garbage
collecter'
Laurent,
who
promptly deposited the puck
into the net.
The three stars for the game
were Laurent, Peterman and
Bruner. Lancers' star was
obviously Bruner, but Neil
Bradbury also turned in a fine
performance as did rushing
defenceman Pat Ducharme. The
line of Cosgrove, MacFadden
and McCabe was the best that
coach Eaves sent out onto the
ice.
The Lancers have one
consolation in defeat, in that
they surely cannot face stiffer
competition than the - Varsity
Blues, who now must be
considered number one in the
nation.
Lancers next game is at 2:00
p .m. in Windsor Arena, on Sat.
23rd, against Western. ·

66 shots on Bruner

Blues pound out 7 - 2 victory
period for the Blues, was the
Windsor goaltender, Don Bruner.
This is not to say that the rest of
the Lancer defence was helpless,
it is rather that Bruner was
outstanding.
The Lancer offence rarely got
the opportunity to show itself, _
due to the constant pressure of
its Toronto counterpart. The
lone Windsor power-play was
painfully inept.
The difference between the
first and second periods was
simply the fact that Toronto
scored four goals, and finally
broke down the persistent
Lancer defence.
In the third period, Windsor
proved that they were indeed
capable of playing good hockey.
The Lancer forwards seemed to
get more of the puck, and the
play was in general much more
even. Bill Wright was the scorer
of the single Windsor goal, whjch
was rather a goo~ffort.
The most important thing to

Analysis by
David Rutherford
On Wednesday evening last,
the Windsor Lancers received a
seven to one defeat at-the hands
of the Toronto Blues. This leaves
the Lancers record for the
season thus far at 1-5-2.
Despite
this
apparently
terrible record however, the
Lancers have shown a defirtite
indication of improving form in
recent games. This can only be
due to the Lancers coach, Dr.
Cecil Eaves. Eaves seems to have
not only instilled a new
self-confidence in the team, but
also to have increased their
determination.
Wednesday's
game
was
a
further
demonstration
of
this
phenomenon.
From the first face-off, the
Lancers 'Were forced onto the
defensive by the Toronto
forwards. The single most
important
factor
which
prevented a high scoring first

-

----

~

bear in mind after watching this
game, is not merely the fact that
Windsor lost. The result should
not come as a complete surprise
to anyone who cared to examine
the league standings, and
Toronto's 7-1-1 record.
The important fact is, that
the Lancers went into the third
period .of the game trailing by a
score of five to nothing, and
they were still chasing the puck
as hard as when the game
started. The Lancers lost the
game alrigh t, according to the
score board
they
were
slaughtered, but they didn't
quit.
A team is not merely a goO(~
team because it wins all of its
games. A team is also good when
it can lose many games, and still
you don't hear the players on
the ice blaming each other. In
this respect, the Lancers are
indeed a good team. It fs now
merely a matter of...iime before
they are good in both respects,

--
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Mustangs slide
past lancers
it was at the twelve minute mark
that Salvador put the Lancers
one up with a ten foot jumper.
Stang
sharp-shooters
exchanged buckets with little
Guy Delaire when, with six
minutes remaining, Orange took
his fifth and last count. Two
minutes later Wydrzynski was to
follow.
What seemingly would have
been
an
inevitable
catastrophe-the loss of all
rebounding power against the
taller Stangs, was staved off by
some fine board work by rookie
Jim MacFarlane. In the dying
moments the lanky forward
dropped two successive buckets
to make the score 73-69 in
Lancer
favour. From this
moment on it was heartache by
the dozen as Western found
strength for two field-goals and
timely foul-shooting to tie the
mark at 74 all!
With 12 seconds remaining
Western's Al Brown potted a
four-footer to end the scoring.
Sante Salvador's rim curling
jumper with seven seconds left
vanquished Lancers' last gasp of
breath.
There you have it except one
very important statistic, and
who says statistics lie? In the
final five minutes Lancers had
seeming "umpteen thousand"
chances Gust SIX in succession
to be exact) from the charity
line. In fact the charity line was
anything but charitable! Windsor
sank a dismal, to say the least,
16 of 33 attempts for an unreal
45.4 percentage!!
That was the story of the
game- those giveaways from
fifteen feet. This isn't to say
Western was much better as they
netted but 55% of their
attempts, but the point is the
Stangs sunk them when they
were
needed-perhaps
an
indication of a squad with poise?
Well so much for my
predictions-never
good
in
geography
anyway. Perhaps
Windsor fans, this reporter
included, refer too much to the
fact that Windsor is defending its
Canadian title. The way . this
conference is this year, you have
to take-one team at a time. Not
to make excuses, but another
fact is that the Lancers are in a
tough part of their schedule now
meeting the supposed top three
teams within a span of seven
days.
To quote from John Metras,
retiring football
coach at
Western, who in a pre-game
ceremony
Wednesday
noted-"it's not that winning is
everything, it's the ONLY
thing." How sweet it is and will,
no doubt be!

Analysis by
Eric "the poet" Atkinson
76-74, what more can one
say?
Unlikely though it may be ,
those two points labelled as
belonging to the University of
Windsor Lancers which are now
hanging somewhere in Alumni
Hall on the University of
Western Ontario campus, could
very well echo the downfall of
Windsor hopes of retaining the
league title. As close as the score
would indicate, the game itself
was even tighter!
This contest witnessed by a
sardine can audience , including
200 or so boisterous faithfuls
· from the U. of W., was the kind
that would bite anyone's nails
away . As exciting as it was, it
just had to be an exasperating
experience for head-coach Paul
Thomas and his never-say-die
blue shirted charges.
As much as the valuable ~
orange sphere changed hands, so
too did the score vault from one
camp to the other. Lancers
poured off the bench in strong
fashion as their fastbreaking
type of offence and two-two-one
defensive press netted them an
early 8-1 lead.
Following a Western rest
period, the Stangs went to work
against an aggressive Lancer man
to man, and with some
unbelievably consistent gunning
by Stang baylor Dave McGuffin ,
---~~.,.,...,ere able to overcome the
Windsor lead late in the first
half. This Western margin was
not to be relinquished until
mid-way through the second
twenty minutes. At the half,
Lancers found themselves on the
short end of a 41-35 tally.
The second stanza opened as
frantically as the first had left
.off. Western's margin was
quickly cut in half as Ed
Lanktree potted half of a two
part foul and Chris Wydrzynski
swished in a two pointer. But as
has been the case in all too many
Lancer outings, there were far
too many strolls down foul
. alley. With three minutes gone in
the second half, burly Jack
Orange picked up his fourth
personal, with the result of a loss
of much of the Windsor
rebounding strength.
Nor was it all too cool in
Lancerland as the determined
bunch of hoopsters perhaps were
a little too anxious for the go
ahead points as they alarmingly
filled the stale ionosphere of the
cavamous h
with basketballs
that rightly elonged in the nets.
McGuffin continued to amaze
with his shooting (as highly
touted Bruce Dempster was kept
well in check by guards Sante
Salvadore and Ed Lanktree) but

-.n

Basketball Standings
Western
Windsor
McMaster
Waterloo
Guelph
Toronto

GP
4
4
3
3
4
2

w

L

4

0
2
1
2
3
2

2
2
1
1
0

F
318
299
262
226
271
127

A
273
287
238
221
315
169

Pts.
8
4
4
2
2
0

"NO PULLING armpit hair" screams Lancer
Mike Crowe as he goes in for a layup during
Wednesday's game against the Western Mustangs.
The Lancers lost their second game in four league
outings while Western remains undefeated in the

same number of games. This was the second
squeaker Western has won. Last week they beat
Waterloo Warriors in overtime.
-Lance pie by Mike Learm~nth

Lancers nipped 76 - 74

Western stays unbeaten
by Bill "Fish" Fisher
The University of Western
Mustangs opened their Winter
Carnival in style, nipping a
determined, but "out-lucked"
Lancer B-Ball team 76-74.
Play was tight and remained
scoreless for a minute and ten
seconds until the Stangs finally
broke the egg and scored a single
foul shot. Lancers then took
control of the court, scoring 8
fast
points, while holding
Western scoreless for three
minutes, when the Stangs finally
netted two.
Lancers~ using a fine running
attack, held the lead in the first
half until the eleven minute
mark, when the Mustangs went
ahead 20-19 on a ten foot
jumper by McGuffin. Despite
fine re bounding by Jack Orange
and ball-hawking by Salvador
and Lanktree, Windsor was
headed by the Stangs 41-35 as
the half ended.
Lancers came out running in
the 2nd half and were fouled
immediately by an over-anxious
Stang defence. Lanktree potted
one of two foul shots, and
Wydrzynski hooped a jumper to
close the gap by three. Both
teams used a man to man
defen8'.:, and again the Lancers
were stingy, as they allowed
Western only four points in a
four minute and seventeen
second span.
Sante Salvador then put the
Lancers ahead with twelve
minutes left in the game 54-53,
with a fifteen foot jumper. The
lead was then lost to the Stangs
for over five minutes, with both
clubs playing a fine defensive
brand of ball. Guy Delaire
finally put the Lancers ahead
63-62 with seven minutes
remaining in the game. Lancers
missed a golden opportunity to
increase their lead, by missing
six foul shots in a row.
Jack Orange fouled out at the
13: 29 mark, while Delaire
increased the · lead to 67-64,
combining a field-goal and
connecting both foul shots on a
bonus situation. With 4:25
remaining in the game, Chris
Wydrzynski fouled out with
Lancers holding a slim 67-66

margin.
Delaire
pumped
in
a
twenty-footer from the floor to
make the score 69-66. The

Lancers missed two more costly
foul shots and then MacFarlane
switched the cords with two
consecutive field goals to up the
score 73-69 in Lancer favour.
Stangs fought on and with the
score 73-71, Tino Lenti was
called for a walk, and Western
star Dave McGuffin netted 2 and
sank a foul shot, to put the
Stangs ahead by one. MacFarline
was then fouled, and on a 2
point penalty, he sunk the first
and missed the second, thus
ending the Lancer scoring at 74.
With twelve seconds left in the
game, Brown sank a five-footer
to put the game away 76-74.

Western

31 pts.
18 pts.
8 pts.
9 pts.
6 pts.
2 pts.
2 pts.

McGuffin
Brown
Larose
Dempster
Tonelli
Muzyka
Weaver

Windsor
Field goals
- 29 of 72
- 40.3%
Foul shots
16 of 33
- 45.4%
Rebounds 65

SCORING
Western

Windsor
18 pts.
11 pts.
11 pts.
11 pts.
9 pts.
9 pts.
5 pts.

Delaire
Wydrzynski
Lenti
Salvador
Lanktree
Macfarlane
Orange

Field goals
- 27 of 70
- 38.5%
Foul shots
- 22 of 40
-55%
Rebounds - 63

ACTION GETS TOUGH under the backboards as the Lancers try
to get rebounds after big men Jack Orange and Chris Wydrzynski
have fouled out. The Lancers really lost the game at the foul line
though as they missed six straight attempts at one point.
·

-lance pie by Mike Learmonth
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BRAINSTORMING!
by J.P. Squire
LANCE Photo Staff
Question: Do you think the U. of W. should
remain in O.U.S.?

.

JOHN ZAJAC I English-From
what I hear they're not doing
anything for us. I'd rather go in for
benefits and if there were none
don't go in.
'

rtamou !...
I
YOU

,1Jeinside
t/Jecars. ..
inside
t/JeJnes. ..
andinside ,
theglamour \ .
cap_itals
ofEurope
wit/J themen
anduomen
w/Jobelong
tot/JegJeat
adventuJe of
Gllll1d
Plix.'

BOB BAKSI President S.A.C.-1
believe in the concept of a
provincial union, but I have
reservations about the practicality
of 0.U.S. in its present form. I
think it's something all the paying
members should decide.

METRO·GOLDWYN·MAYERPRESENTS
AJOHN FRANKENHEIMER FILM
MICHAEL H. WARDELL I
Arts-Yes. I'd like it if it were to
remain without politcal ideologies.
I don't want it to turn out like

c.u.s.

5

-----
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,ntrodui~g
screen story and screenplay by ROBERT ALAN AURTHUR
directed by JOHN FRANKENHEIMER. produced by EDWARD LEWIS. mus,c by MAURICE JAR RE
MGM

A

IN SUPER PANAVISION"AND METROCOLOR

WENDY SMITH I Nursing-As long
as it doesn't turn out like C.U.S. it's
all right. I think we should find out
more about it first.

WlNNER1

Of 3
ACADEMY

.a,

. Sunday, Jan. 25

7:30 P.M.

Ambassador Auditorium

Dramatic Film Society Presentation

DENISE MOORE III Arts-0.U.S.
can't be very relevant to the
campus, since we don't know
anything about it. It's SAC's
obligation to keep the students
informed.
·

COLLEEN DONOHUF. I Arts-The
spokesman for 0.U.S. should reach
the student body and not just the
SAC members.

DR. V. PEREZ-SOLER Dept. of
Spanish and Italian-This
organization needs more
development and if it's a good
organization the students should
stay in one body where they can
develop all their power.

TOM JONES
Directed by Tony Richardson

DAN CONLEY Hon. B.F .A. Il
Drama-No. We should never have
been in O.U.S. to begin ~th. We
could use more activity in the
university, than outside of it.
Anything O.U.S. can do for us, we
can do for ourselves. And it's
cheaper.

Starring Albert Finney, Susannah York
George Cooper & Joyce Redman

WEDNESDAY, JAN.28
7:00& 9:00 P.M.

AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM
Presen1ed by the Film Society

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR, WINDSOR; ONTARIO

VOL. XLD, NO. 33

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Accounting film free
The Institute of Chartered Accountants will present a film,
designed for non-Commerce studt:n ts, Wednesday.
The 25-minute film wa.; made
"for students who don't know
where they're going," Commerce

Club vice-President
said Sunday.

Jim

Oates

The film will be shown in the
Formal Lounge of the University
Centre at noon, and again at
4:00 P.M. Admission is free.

Election this week

Four candidate~ are seeking two
Arts Representative seats on Student Council in Wednesday's by.
election.
The vote was postponed from
last Wednesday after trouble with
bylaw irregularities.
The problems are now solved,
Electoral Officer Bob Gunning
said Thursday, and the four can-

didates are: Brian Kappler, Douglas Reynolds, David J. Rutherford and J. P. Squire.
Arts students may vote from
1:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M Wednesday in the west end of the University Centre's informal lounge.
To vote, you must present your
student card. Only undergraduates
in Arts are eligible.

Who knows this cat?
No explanation is yet available
for posters appearing in the University Centre which
e
Knew El Fago Bacca"c
The flyers, on white, 8~ by
eleven inch paper,
contain a
small picture of a young man, the
words, and, in a bottom corner,
the words "lst 1ife". Their source
has not been identified.
El Fago Bacca was a famous

criminal, who repeatedly escaped
Mexican authorities, leading to
tlie cfium ffiat he lia rune lives.
About twenty of the flyers, of
poor reproduction quality, have
turned up in the University Cen-

tre.
Students with any information
about the cryptic posters are asked
to contact· The Lance News Department.

8/T8andPIECE8
MONDAY, JANUARY 26
-Spirit Committee: Every Monday, conference rooms
Centre. 7:30 P.M.
-Karate Service Program: Every Monday, Wednesday
Fencing Room, St. Denis Hall. 8:00 P.M.
-Inter-Varsity. Christian Fellowship: Bull session in the
Room, 6:30 P.M.
-Dance: Modem and Folk. Every Monday. Dance Studio
Physical Education Building. 7:00 P.M.
-University Lecture Series: F. W. Ness. "Educational Restraints and the Changing Society. U. Centre, 8:30 P.M
TUESDAY, JANUARY 27
-Poetry in the Pub: Dominion House Hotel, 9:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28
-Lancer Hockey: vs. Bowling Green. Windsor Arena,
8:00 P.M.
-Fencing: vs. Univer~ity of Guelph, St. Denis, 8:00 P.M.
-Basketball: at Guelph. Bus tickets available in SAC office.
-Swimming: at Guelph.
-History Department: "China-U.S.S.R. Border Dispute in
Historical Perspective". Rooms 5, 6,7, Centre. 8:00 P.M.
-SAC election: for two Arts. Representatives. Informal
1.ounge, 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. Only Arts students
may vote.
-.extension students: meeting, Formal Lounge, Centre,
9:00 P.M.
-Film: Tom Jones. Ambassador Auditorium, second floor,
Centre, 7:00 and 9:00 P.M.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 29
-Pub, in the Grotto, from 8:30 P.M.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 30
-Commerce Club seminar, all day.
-See next Fridays Lance for complete Friday listings.

WHO KNOWS WHEN?

-Tau Kappa EpsUo.n will IJ1tlCt at 7:00 P.M. some night,
but they
tell

PRESTO! UN /TED CHURCH boss Robert
Mc(/ure cuts a ribbon to open Iona College's
neu· house at 208 Sunset. Looking 011 are,
le/t, John Hoffman, Principal of Iona, and,

a s_ed

right, University President ].F. Leddy. Iona
is the U. C. • affiliated College of the Univer•
sit). Ribbon-cutting took place Thursday
afternoon.
Lance pie by Dave Gellatly

me.eting rehires Lemieux

by BRIAN KAPPLER
Lance News Editor
French Prof~or Gerard Lemieux has hfs job back.
The French Department Committee voted Friday afternoon to
renew his contract, after what insidets, who refused to be named,
called intense departmental politicking.
The professor was first informed in late November that his contract would not be renewed. A
petition written and signed by

about 20 students, condemning
Lemieux's teaching style, was
submitted to the Department's
head, B. D. Kingstone shortly
before the contract non-renewal
was announced.
Following the announcement,
more than 80 students signed a
counter-petition in defence of
Lemieux.
Arts and Science Dean Fr. N.
J. Ruth denied this month that
the anti-Lemieux petition was related to the non-renewal, but said
that the decision was probably

made in a rush. He pointed out
that Kingstone is new to the job
of Department Head.
Kingstone's initial decision was
made without the advice or consultation of other department
members, which University pol·
icy calls for in all such cases.
After protests by Lemieux supporters among students and fac1 ulty, Friday's meeting was called
to consider the whole situation.
Lemieux was not available for
c.cmment on the results of the
meeting.

To Services and Senate

Schen,Benson get interim appointments
Student representatives were
appointed to two posts by Student
Council Thursd,,y night.
Jonathan Benson, II Arts, was
named interim student Senator,
and Gerry Schen, grad. Poli. Sci.,
was appointed SAC services commissioner.
The appointments followed resignations last week by Rhys Sale
as Senator, and Rick Williams as
Services Commissioner.
Schen defeateJ Dave Pescod,
II Arts, for the Services post. SAC
President Bob Baksi cast a tiebreaking vote for Schen, after a
secret ballot r~s.ulted in a deadlock. "I think the best thing
would be to keep both of these
people involved in student government", Baksi said. "So I'd like
to vote for Scbe!l, and keep Dave
busy with the Spirit Committee."

job. Kappler is a former Senator.
Schen, manager of the Thursday campus Pub, was also Homecoming chairman
SAC's Publications Commission

is expected to meet ·this week to
name a successor to Bill Stevens,
who resigned Wednesday as editor of Generation literary maga-

zine.

Mathews,Lewis to sp
Carleton University Prof. Robin Mathews and NOP Member of
Parliament Stephen Lewis will
speak here Feb. 2 at a "psych-in"
organized by the authors of the
"House - MacRae • Reynolds Report" on Americanization of the
University.
Reynolds said Sunday that
plans would be completed this
week for the program.
Bill House, Bob MacCrae, and
Bob Reynolds, three English graduate students, issued a two-part
"report" last fall, blasting Amer!can course content and the
presence of wbal they caJled too

many

dis um

professors, at

Lewis bas been active in ire
v es t ig a t in
Americanizatioll
through Parliamentary mea

a

in.
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EDITORIAL

Short snorts?
Seeing as the Physical Education Department
didn't get its curling rink, and seeing as the SAC
got a B-25 hangar, maybe Student Council should
.inve~t in some cooling apparatus and turn its area
into a curling rink.•

***

It certainly is good to know that the Admin•
istration has decided not to tell us whether or not
there will be a fee increase next yea.r - until exam
time when we have nothing else to worry about.

***

Alter Wednesday's basketball game, Coach
Thomas said that he had just lost his last. game of
the year. Saturday's score: Waterloo 86, Windsor
84.

***

By virtue of the latest contract, the kitchen
staff now is allowed ninety sick days with lull pay
each year. That's not bad when you consider that
their working year is 260 days.

***

When Rick Williams conducted his survey to
see which groups the students wanted on campus,
the majority picked Three Dog Night. Further polling indicated that students would rather have a
top-notch group and pay the necessary price than
have a bunch of scrubs who would appear cheaply.
Now, the majority of students are complaining
because it is going to cost four bucks to see Three
Dog Night.

1

MAC WEEKEND : SOMETHIN EL5E

***

Student Council may be faced with the problem of what to do about Generation in the near
future. Now that both editors have resigned, Stud·
ent Council's Publications Commission has to de·
cide wl1ether or not it is feasible to have a Genera·
tion this year, and ii so, who will edit it. If you have
any ideas on this matter with regard to either the
relative worth of the publication or a suggestion for
its editor, kindly bring or mail such suggestions to
the Lance office.

***

Did you ever wonder why that magnate of the
Little Orphan Annie ~omic strip, Daddy Warbucks,
is called Daddy Warbucks?

***

Could someone please mop up the puddle on
the floor of the women's john on the second floor
of the Centre? II anyone is interested, the puddle
comes from the fourth stall from the left.

***

The Lancer hockey team plays Bowling Green
on Wednesday night. For those who like brawls,
this should be a good one. Bowling Green is a real
bush league team and with the help of their referees and fan:, really pounded the Lancers in their
home arena in November. Wednsday night is the
return bout.

ELAW
EDl lOR 1~ l.dlEF
:,... Lws 1:.011 ui<.
SE~tOR EDITOR
PHO ro EDI fOR
~PORTS EDITOR
BUSI~ESS MANAGER
LAYOUT EDITOR
CARTOONIST
REVIEWS EDITOR
PHOTO STAFF
NEWS STAFF
SPORTS STAFF

Al Slrachan
Brian Kappler

Marian John~tum.!
Joe Pekar
Jerry Schen
Dan Nag)
Marian Johnstone
Amie Fisk
Tom Egan
J. P. Squire, Dave Gellatly
Tom Egan
Len Laurin, Dave Mills. Bill Fisher
Eric Atkinson
THANKS FOR NOTHING DEPT.
Tony Keller, Jerry Schei'!

Answers Kirkland's
charges
-

Rutherford: tal{en out of context
by DAVE RUTIIERFORD
I• am writing in reply to the virulent personal
attack on my candidacy for Arts Representative by
Mr. R. J. Kirkland which appeared in Friday's
e<lition of The Lance. Unfortunately, not only does
Mr. Kirkland have little respect for my candidacy
but he also appears to have little respect for the
facts. It might be to Mr. Kirklands advantage as a
"reporter" to learn how to quote people correctly.
Mr. Kirk.land states in his article that the substance of my remarks at a meeting on Thursday,
January 15th were that the Student Administrative
Council is irrelevant and thus unimportant. That
was not the substance of my remarks nor do I even
see how someone could possibly have inferred such
from my remarks. What I did say was that the
present leadership of the S.A.C. was not dealing
with issues that I consider relevant to students at
this university. My feelings towards this year's
student council are well known. Mr. Kirkland
states that unless one is in whole-hearted agreement
with the leadership of this year's student council,
"there can be only one reason (for my running for
Council) • . . he must believe, in his own messianic
way,t hat he is the precursor of a great revolutionary
change in our campus life."
Thus Mr. Kirkland, the great opponent of confrontation, is, telling me that I must either take the
crap that this year:S Council tries to pass off as
policy or have a revolution right now.
Mr. Kirkland also states that I "wear the form
of revolution without the substance." I am more
inclined to believe that the problem lies with Mr.
Kirk.land's own inability to comprehend anything
that diverges from his own narrow vision of the
world.
Mr. Kirk.land states that I have no real link with
the people. I would suggest however that it would
be to my advantage, his advantage and the university's advantage to let the people settle this question.
According to Mr. Kirkland, "if through some
sudden shift in the earth's axis," I should win on
Wednesday, I must work in accordance with parliamentary procedure. In his article, Mr. Kirkland

implies that this will inhibit me from achieving
meaningful change. Once again, the great opponent
of confrontation suggests that there is no other way.
I am surprised to find that I have more confidence
in parliamentary procedures and institutions than he
does.
One of the most surprising things that I learned
about myself in his article was that I have no concrete plan. I am really at a loss to know where he
got this idea. If he means by this statement that I
have no deep set ideas on education, that I am
going to force down peoples throats, then I would
have to agree with him. But I would assure you
that I feel that one of this year's Council's weakest
points is their total neglect of the field of education
and I intend, through the parliamentary procedures
(though Mr. Kirkland may not have much faith in
them) to press the Council very hard for the development of an education policy. My intention is not
to push my own philosophy but to ensure that
something is done.
''Why run for Arts Representative in the coming byelection?", Mr. Kirk.land asks me .Because I
am a student at this University. Because I am disturbed with, what is happening to this university
and more importantly what is happening to the
students of this university, who are suppose<l to be
this place's 'raison d'etre' but seem to have been
lost in the shuffle.
In closing, I found Mr. Kirkland's a.gicle to
be an example of salacious journalism at it's worst.
Mr. Kirk.land has destroyed any respect which I
may have held for him. He is obviously a writer
who uses selective perception, quotations out of
context and deliberate misrepresentations of facts
in order to create something which doesn't exist. I
am not in any way questioning the integrity of The

Lance.
I understand fully that the "Voltaire Ethic''
page is intended to be blatantly opionated. However,
in view of the fact that a newspaper is ultimately
responsible for its content, I would ask that The
Lance, even in it's opinionated articles, make some
attempt to determine that a factual basis does exist
for the opinions expressed.
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leditors
Three Dog Nyet
Dear Mr. Editor:
Throughout the past few month~
it has been obvious that the Services Commissioner has not been
doing his job.
It is bad enough that students
are required to pay as much as
four dollars to see a good group
such as Three Dog Night. Most
students find this price is not
only too much for their budgets
but also, leaves a hole in their
wallets. To add insult to injury,
Mr. Wiliiams has asked the students who have paid this price to
stand outside before the concert
begins. Thi~ is required to get
a good seat because Mr. Williams does not deem it necessary
to have reserverd seats. Now we
are informed that once inside
there will be no seats to sit on!
I hav~ heard of overlooking
one or two minor items when
setting up a concert, but this is
not proof of oversight but incompetence. The students of this
school have been dealt a great
injustice. Why should they have
to put up with this kind of nonsense to obtain some sort of musical enjoyffient?
Jerry Udell

Candle vandals
Editor, The Lance
Dear Sir:
As a frequent visitor to The
Room on Sunday nights, I am
becoming increasingly distressed
by spoiled candles.
This may seem like a petty
complaint but I happen to know
that Father Murphy spends many
hours making the candles which
are used in The Room.
When people drop matches in
the candles, the matches .:ict as
a second wick and rapidly use up
all the wax.
When pecple drop cit:arette
butts in the candles, it virtually
ruins the candles and makes them
exceedingly smelly even if one
does eventually get them lit.
Father Murphy makes these
candles in order that The ~oom
can have some atmosphere.
To· those who use The Room,
then, I make this plea: Please
don't spoil the candles. Thank
you.
R. Martin

SUB deficient
EJitor.
The Lance,
Dear Sir:
The ,mnoun..:ement by SAC of
its intent to construct a student
union building is, at first gl.111ce.
a smcere attempt to alleviate the
monev cns1s. Howe\ er, serious
cL1nsiJer;.uion of these plans re.
veals critical financial deficiencies.
At best, the plan is well-meaning: at worst, another gradiosc
scheme of a Council with little
contact \\ ith the iJe..is anJ problems of the student body.
The following must be considered: If the Uni\·ersity Joe:; in<leeJ give the necess.iry land, ~rnd
it is a legal question whether it
could since pt1blic funds were
used to purchase it, anJ the Stud-

.- -...~

.... ftl1r

wt Union Building was built, the
building would not be the property of the University of Windsor
and as such would be subject to
taxation. Secondly, the proposed
rents, being minimal, would bring
in $10,000 more than required
for the taxes and mortgage payments.
Unfortunately, this does not include certain costs, Sl_!_Ch as
maintenance. This factor is approximately $2 per square foot, or
$200,000 for the 100,000 sq. ft.
structure.
It is apparent that a great deal
of thought and realistic financial
planning must take place before
the students are faced with an
ever greater debt than at present.
Henry J. Samuels

lancers lanced
Editor, The Lance,
Dear Sir:
Concerning your editorials of
January 16, we would like to
comment on the extreme unfairness of the situation: To condemn
a coach on the results of one
game is not only unfair but unwise. This is the time to get behind the team and its coach.
Infallibifity has certainly never
been achieved by any team, so
why jump on this team when it
loses one game? If we ever are
to become great (if we have stopped) it will certainly not be by
criticizing the so called "unkown"
coach (youngest coach ever to
coach a national team, and better known than EX-coach Samaras). There will always be more
followers of the Lancers than The
Lance.
S.:M.S.C.

Ad hominem adds
insult to iniury
Editor,
The Lance,
Dear Sir:
I am writing this letter ~c:rnse
I read your mail and am getting
pissed off. If I may be so presumptuous, I should like to address a few words to the contributors of the Leditors page on the
subject of how to express oneself in print.
Let me preface any further
remarks with the statement that
all editors like receiving nuil from
their readers. It's a healthy sign.
generally. Therefore, one should
never knock people for putting
their honest opinions down on
paper and sending them in for
publication. subject to cuiting for
'·bre,·ity, obscenity. leg.ility :rnd
t.-lstc'' however arbitranl:. 1 do
not wish to instruct these people
to not write letter:,. but merel:,
how not to write letters.
Also, without making any overt
\.aluc judgmcnts on the situ,111011
1 think it is highly ind1cati\e ol
the state of sociJl a~ L1rcne:,s of
this campus that the hc..1\·ic~t.
most \·ehement flow of leuer~
came to you in respon~e to ~ our
editorials and cartoon~
about
Coach Thomas and the Lancer~
God only kn!)WS you a kcd for
it. but I sti~ think it's interesting.
phenomenolugically so to speak.
The above is only a mmor obsen at ion. however. The crux of

,...

..

'

this letter revolves around the
fact that, judging by appearances,
few people on this campus know
how to express themselves without being insulting. Let me make
it quite clear that I am not necessarily referring to letters such
as Tony Blair's, which has obvious redeeming social value.
What I do wish to discuss here
are letters from writers who cannot make their points without indulging in ad hominem arguments.
While it is understandable that
people get highly incensed at some
things which appear in The Lance, it is unforgiveable that at their
supposed stage of education they
cannot attack your arguments
without attacking your person or
your paper (same difference).
I for one get extremely tired
of diatribes referring to "your
rag" or the amount of excrement
"you guys are full of". Although
arguments like "Joe So-and-so is
a prick and therefore should not
be head of residence" may be
quite justifiable, they are not logically sound.
People who use personal attacks
to make. a point are very liable
to defeat their own arguments by
being vicious. They should remember that they are after all
dealmg with human minds, and
human minds turn off when battered.
If I were editor, I think I
would be sorely tempted to burn
every vicious, insulting, illogical
lettc. I received. I admire your
patience.
Yours truly,
John Stone

TEACHERS WANTED
Want to do sometnrng important with your life? See

(39.7) PAGE THREE

a challenge to one person
in a thousand in our ad
elsewhere in this paper
headed "8 hearty men
wanted".

The Student Centr:e
with
Western Ontario's Largest
Selection of Trimmings

246 Ouellette Avenue

Acroa From Coles

WHAT'S IN A FRATERNITY FOR YOU?
MAYBE NOTl:DNG •••

ON THE OTHER HAND - MAYBE WE
REALLY HAVE SOMETHING.
FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1970
ASSUMPTION LOUNGE 700-9:00
TAU KAPPA EPSR,SON FRATERNITY

- -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~
PHONE 252-6192

I
i

INTERNATIONAL GIFTS
OPEN WEEKENDS -

12 P.:M. -

6 P.M.

SALLY BONDY
355 Partington Avenue

Windsor 11, Ontario

Poem to Kappler
THAT'S NOT CRICKET
OLD CHAP!
Now list thee gentles all
A tale I do recall
From Friday's Lance
It was by chance
A tale of cricket balls.

It used my name in vain,
With statements so profrane,
It claimed baseball
I do recall
Degenerate, and lame.
The problem's clear to me,
Kappler's a fink you see,
I spoke in jest
He did attest
I spoke yea seriously.
Football and hockey-fine,
That I can't decline,
But for baseball
I do not fall,
Yet "degenerate" - thats' not
mine.
This warning is for all
At Kappler's beck and call,
Before you speak
Make sure you seek
A lawyer sharp and droll.
Jonathan N. Benson (Esq.)

Letters to the editor must

HELP-the Film Society's TIED UP
WE URGENTLY NEED USHERS, TICKET SELLERS,
AND HOUSE MANAGERS

be signed and include the

writer's name. A pseudonym
may be used if the writer
wishes, but unsigned letters
cannot be printed for legal
reasons.
Letters should, if possible,
be typed and double space~.

Sign up at the SAC Office TO-DAY

f
1

TOM JONES (Uncensored)
7:00 and 9:00 WEDNESDAY -

50c

,,,.

Lancers blow ten point lead
----

Water oo nips Wm'ilsor at wire 86-84
by BILL "F'ish" FISHER
The University of Windsor
Lancers hosted the "Gold and
Black" from Waterk>o at St.
Denis on Saturday, and lost a
crucial encoun~er 86-84.

JACK ORANGE AND Chris Wydrzynski go
th e Lancer loss to Waterloo .

up

for a ,·rebound during
Lance pie by J. P. Squir e

During the opening moments
of the game, the Lancers just
couldn't get the "orange gJobe"
to penetrate the Waterloo hoop.
While the 'JBJue and Gold"
were having their difficulties finding the range, Warriors, under the
deadly eye of Jaan Laaniste were
stuffing ~e Lancer net like it
was a Thanksgiving turkey. Lancers began finding the mark and
with the fast game they enjoy,
slowly dwindled the Warrior lead.
With a minute left in the half, the
lancers started stealing those
precious offensive rebounds and
cut the Warrior lead to a single
point. Guy Dehiire put the Lancers ahead 42-41 by sinking both
shots of his 2-shot foul, as the
half ended.

•

Dr. E. H. Johnson of Canairelief will discuss the
3rd world at Assumption Lounge, 4:30 TO-DAY.

RECEPTION TO FOLLOW
IONA COLLEGE - 7:00 - 9:00 P.M.

GRADUATE SCHOOL
IN 1970?
IF YOU ARE ELIGIBLE FOR AN

ONTARIO GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIP
(AND ARE PLANNING TO APPLY)

the FINAL DEADLINE is

FEBRUARY 16 TH

The Lancers returned to the
court hungry, and with • seven
minutes gone in the second half,
were ahead by eight. The Warriors cut ,the Lancer lead to two
points, only to r.ave the Lancers
extend it again, this time to ten
points with eight minutes to go.
The Waterloo squad just wouldn't say "uncle" and with 1:58 remaining, they got some timely offensive rebounding and scoring by
Belewicz to slice foe Ldncer lead
to a small one point. A 20-foot
jumper by Tom Kieswetter, Waterloo's fine ball handler, put the
Warriors ahead for the first time
in the second half 80-79.
Tino Lenti put the Lancers
in the lead again 81-89 with
forty-eight seconds to go. Kieswetter gave the lead back to
Waterloo 82-81 with 37 seconds
left. Lancers kept control of the
ball until the 16 second mark,
when an untimely change-over,
gave Waterloo the bali at their
own end. Laan1stc somehow slipped through a Lancer "defence"
and went in all alone to score an

easy lay-up to ~'1.ve Warriors a
4 point lead. Jack Orange -put in
two for the Lancers, but it wasn't
enough, as time ran out on the
luckless Lancers, with the final
score 86-84.
WINDSOR
Lenti ............... . 17 pts.
Delaire ............. . 16
Orange ............. . 13
Wydrzynski ......... . 13
Salvador ........... . 9

Adams ............. . 6
Mccrory ............ 4
Lanktree . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
MacFarlane . . . . . . . . . . 2
Foul shots 20 of 30-66.6%
Field Goals-32 of 87-36.8%
Reb~unds - 65
WATERLOO
Laaniste . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Kieswetter . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Bilewicz . . . . .. . . . . . . . 16
Lozynsky ............ 8
Hajku ............... 5
Crichton ............. 5
Hamilton . . . . . . . . . . . . S
Wing ........... . .... 4
Foul Shots 22 of 35 - 62.9 %
Field goals 32 of 81-39.5%
Rebounds 62

Volleyballers end Waterloo
•
undefeated streak, Win
On Saturday afternoon, the
Lanc~rette volleyball team came
througlt with its finest game of
the season to defeat Waterloo
3-2 in '1 highly competitive
match.
Waterloo, leading the league on
the basis of its thus far undefeated season, could not cope with
the inspired Lancerette team
whose tight defensive play contained Waterloo's strong drive
and whose aggressive offensive
play took Waterloo completely
by surprise.

8 hearty men wanted
to lead expansion of
renowned boys' schoo I
You may ha ve read about
St. J ohn's in WEEKEND ,
or se e n CBC's penetra ting
do c umentary on this unique
Wi nnipeg
school,
where e ncouragement to
t hink comes first; where
students (and teachers)
l e arn to snowshoe up to
50 miles or paddle canoes
up to 16 hours a day, retra c ing routes of the early
explorers; where building
men of character is the
motivatin g challenge of a
hearty s taff.
N ow a sec ond St. John's
has been established in
Edmonton, and others will
be opened across Canada
to
meet
c ontinent-wide
application s for admission.
To do this we need men of
immense vision and courage.
They should have at least
one year of university,
and be prepared to complete
their degrees under Comany direction, they should
be prepared to work up to
80 hours a week, sometimes
more, for a salary of $1 a
day plus food, clothing,
shelter
and necessities
for themselves and their
families, they should like
people , be able to think
logically, use the English
language effectively, laugh
easily. They need not be
Anglicans, but should be
prepared to examine the
Christian faith and reach
honest conclusions. Interviews Jan. 27 - Feb.9.
Wrote:
Company of the
Cross, c / o Anglican Church
of Canada, ,600 Jarvis
Street, Toronto 5.

The Lancerettes lost the opening game 15-5 but bounced back
with successive 15-9 and 15-12

wins.
Waterloo, however, retaliated
with a 15-8 victory in the fourth
game and the scene was set for
the tiebreaker.
Waterloo, its undefeated string
on the line, turned on the pressure and rolled up a 13-8 lead.
At this point, some strong serves
by Valerie George sparked the
Lancerettes to a tremendous team
effort. Windsor fought back to
tie the score at 14-14 and then
scored two more points for a
16-14 win and match victory.
The Lancerette victory was the
result of a strong team effort.
Spikers Ingrid Roehnke, Barbara
Long, and Judy Stapelton led the
offensive drive.
Wendy Tinline took the sting
out of the strongest Waterloo
serves while Linda Wood and
Valerie George made impossible
saves all over the court.
The Lancerettes close out the
regular season next week against
York and Laurentian on the York
home court.
On the following weekend,. the
team will participate in OQWCIA
tournament at St. George Williams University in Montreat
AT OAKLAND UNIV.

GORDON
LIGHTFOOT
-

IN CONCERT -

Friday, January 30,
-

1910
8:00 P.M. -

Sports & Recreation Bldg.

Price $3.50
Info. 377-200x2182 (313)
An OFF Campus Production

.,..
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-~-,--all lane
by ERIC ATKINSON

St. Denis Hall, Jan. 24, 1970.
It would seem it's all over but
the cryin'!
The University

of Windsor

Lancers met their "Waterloo",
basketball style, at the hands of
a yellow jerseyed quintet from the
University of Waterloo as the
guests irked an 86-84 margin of
victory over their lack-lustre hosts.
Reveille has been sounded who's ever heard of a basketball
transplant? For those two thousand rather subdued critics it will
take at least a miracle of such
magnitude if t.liey are to witness
any post season basketball.
n .uatever or whoever it is that's
holding some sort of speJl over
Windsor basketballers don't
you think you've done enough?
Somehow two league losses, by
the sum total "( four points, has
just got to be explained!

Saturday's contest was anything
but ecstacy, more of the old
agony!

Lancers started off on the
wrong foot 4Ild but for a few
brief moments of glory in the
second half, could never get unwound. Employing some sloppy
basketball skill - off the head
and out of bounds, "baseball"
passes lower than the tibula-fibula (up around •the shoe-string
for those not medically inclined},
rebounds hitting a shoulder and
then finding their way out of
bounds, all this contributed to an
early 10-6 Warrior lead.
Perhaps Lancers were impressed
by the Waterloo three-two defense and press. Especially in the
early going did ,this seem most
true, as our lanky hoopsters seemed contented to stand and watch
a fine Waterloo exhibition of rebounding on both offensive and
defensive boards. Not o~~ had
they brought pairs of left-footed
shoes to wear but no one seemed
to have brought a pair of jumpin' legs.

In all fairness, it should be
noted that the "Big Blue" dii out-
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d iaight - record now 2-3

rebound the visitors by a 65-62
margin over the full forty minutes. As "psyched-up" as they
were, there definitely had to be
a lack of hustle in the early going which seemed to set the
trend.
As bad as the Lancers were
in that first half, Waterloo had
to be that little extra worse since
at the half Windsor held a slim
but nevertheless ~ lead, of 42-41.
puring the mid-way break
Coach Thomas must have had a
little to say to his charges as
they came out fired up and readily
established an eight point lead there's that wonderful word again.
With eight minut~s remrumng
Lancers held a ten point bulge.
Where the hell did it go? Perhaps it got lost with a little poise.
Last Wednesday at Western with
one minute and twenty remaining
Lancers were ahead by four yet
they lost by two and now Saturday - the inability to win the
big ones.
As much as this reporter might
consider the so-called "breaks" of

the game, we could talk until
blue in the· face (which at this
point wouldn't be too hard) but
the fact remains a team makes
the "breaks" for itself.
Over the past week Lancers
have not been able to achieve this.
Stupid mistakes and some "unheads-up" ball have led to the
Lancer downfall. Far an instance
- how about the one when with
something like eight seconds remaining and that big bucket just
hanging up there in that petrified
air, Waterloo takes 1t out of
bounds. Where the confusion

came we're not sure but come it
didl
From the Warrior end of the
court quick Jaan Laansite was
able to rid himself of his Lancer
defender and walk in for a layup which proved to be the winner. That's the story. Things
which shouldn't and don't normally happen to the-- Lancers, did.
Sporting a two and three record our B-ballers journey to
Guelph for a Wednesday night
tussle at 8:15. Guelph was when
it all began; let's hope Guelph is
where it will all end!

Defeat Waterloo

Women B-ballers win
In a hard-fought
basketball
game on Saturday afternoon, the
University of Windsor La.u,cerettes
defeated Waterloo by a score of
50-40.

Although every member of the
team played a strong game, both
offensively and defensively, the
Lancerettes were, as usual led by
the scoring efforts of Cookie

Leach. She not only picked off
eighteen rebounds but also was
,the scoring leader for the Lancerettes with seventeen points.
Katy Murdock was the other
big gun for Windsor as she pumped in nine points and also collect·
ed the same number of rebounds.
Joanne Lazaraus contributed
seven points to 1.he Lancerette
cause.
Waterloo began the game using a fast break but as a result
of the defensive efforts of Karen
Fleming, Melanie Middleton, and
Barb Carnochan, thls tactic was
effectively stymied. The Lancerettes played their own brand of
ball and gradually built up a slim
half-time margin into the ten
point bulge which existed at the
final buzzer.
The Lancerettes, unlike their
male counterparts, are now in
first place in the league having
lost only one game thus far.
The Lancerettes' next game
will take place next Saturday at
York.

lance
Staff
•

meeting
Today 2:00
Short but
important.

If you are
on the staff~
please
show up

COOPERATION
COMMUNICATION
COMPETENCE
CHRIS WYDRZYNSKI goes up against a host of Waterloo play·
ers as he tries for two points during Saturday night action.
Jad Orange, playing over a dislocated finger gets into position

/or a rebound while Sante Salvador (14) watches from a dist·
ance. The Lancers Jost the game 86-84 and now have a 2-3
league record.

Lance pie by J.P. Squire
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Hockey Lancers lose
•
again
- to Western
Jeffrey scored the only goal of
the second period at 16:21 unassisted while Pat Ducharme was
sitting out a charging penalty.
Despite the score, this was one of
the Lancers best periods of hockey
this year. In their attempts to
make that one last pass, or taking
a split second too long to wind
up for slap shots, the Lancers
passed up good scoring chances.
The above mentioned plays caused numerous moans from the 400
fans on hand. Windsor out~hot
their opponents 8-7 in this period.
The third period was wide open
with a total of 30 shots (16-14
Mustangs). Wayne Campbell put
Western up 3-0 on a breakaway
at 6: 19, beating "Red Pop" McFadden with a high risi~g shot
on which the tender of the .twine
had little chance. Oudekerk made
it 4-0 at 10:21 in a three-way
passing play inside the Lancer
blue-line.

by DAVE Mll,LS
The University of Windsor
Lancers were outscored 4-2 in
Saturday's game at the Windsor
Arena; but they were certainly
not outclassed.
It was a game in which the
pucksters showed determination
right from the opening face-off.
The starting line of Jim MacDonald, Bill Wright, and Ron Weese
set the tempo for the rest of the
game. Fast skating and fine playmaking highlighted the contest.
The Lancers were hustling but
unfortunately couldn't buy a goal
until late in the game when fin.
ally the puck began to bounce
their wayo
The Western Mustangs led 4-0
late in the game but Windsor
never gave up Western's Bob
Jeffrey scored their first two goals
while Windsor was playing a man
short. Scot McFadden faced a
barrage of shots before Jeffrey
put the red light on at 6:45.
MacDonald was just returning
from the penalty box at the time.
Western had a good margin of
the play due to the penalties and
outshot Windsor 10-3. McFadden played extremely well under
constant pressure in the initial
stanza.

The hustle of Ron Weese paid
off just 35 seconds after the fourth
Western goal. MacDonald took a
face-off deep in the Western end
and fed a pass to Weese who
then beat Simmons clearly from
20 feet out.
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Bowling Green U. come to
town Wednesday night. The Lan-
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When is the athletic department
going to update their programs?

Seven players quit before Christmas, and their numbers are still
listed in the program. Hank
Brand hasn't played since Nov.
8, and he is listed as captain. The
numbers don't correspond to the
program either. Come now, let's
give the fans a Break since they
do support the team. I realize the
programs come d1eaper by the
1OOO, but 48,000 is ridiculous.
Maybe we could use the 20,000
that are left over as toilet tissue
in the Physical Education Build-

ing.

Pucksters start too late, lose to Stangs

N
N

a=:
a=:

cers should be out to even things.
The blueshirts were on the losing
end of an 8-2 tally earlier at
B.G., in a game which saw a gigantic donnybrook . . . the Windsor Arena never fails to amaze
me. The clock burned up early in
the second period, the seats are
dirty and broken, the staff is
rather obnoxious at times, and we
students have to pay to sit in
this garbage can called a rink . . .

Lance pie by Joe Pekar

Down 4-0 in third
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Jim Creech made it 4-2 at the
14:37 mark of the third period
as he rattled a shot off the right
goal post which ended up behind
Simmons. Ejay Queen and the
Timmins Road Runner, Rene
Garon, picked up assists on the
play.
The Lancers carried the play
for the rest of the game but time
ran out for them.

di/ ference though as the Lancers lost to
Western 4-2 in a lacklustre contest.

MOOSE DROPPINGS ...
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WESTERN GOALIE Dave Duncan looks around
to find the puck in the net and then begins to
berate his defencemen. It didn't make much

After a fine performance last
weekend against Waterloo, the
University of Windsor Lancers reverted back to their old form and
dropped a 4-2 decision to the
University of Western Ontario
Mustange.
A two goal loss is not usually
a matter of grave concern but
,this game was a totally inept performance by almost all of the
Lancers and will undoubtedly add
to the worries of Coach Eaves.
The game itself was quite dull and
the Lancers seemed to be just going through the motions. Western
was not much better but they
managed to play just well enough
to win.
Scot McFadden played goal for
the Lancers. Scot turned in a fine
performance and had no chance
on any of the shots which beat
him. Much of Scot's work was
necessitated by the fact that
Lancer defencemen refused to
move Western forwards from the
front of the net. The defencemeu
also had the uncanny ability to
{lass the puck to waiting opposition players.
The Lancers forwards also
shared the responsibility for this
defeat. They were very slow in
backchecking and this gave Western numerous additional scoring
chances. The Lancer forwards
seemed hesitant to shoot. They
often tried for one more pass or
one more deke and this inevitably
resulted in Western coming up
with the puck. Jim Gratto and
Jim MacDonald were about the
only.Lancer forwards who showed
any desire to rough up the opposition.

Dr. Eaves was very disappointed with his team's effort. At the
beginning of the year Coach
Eaves stated that one of his prim·
ary tasks would be to achieve
some sort of consistency in the
Lancers' play. So\ far it seems as
if this goal1 has eluded him. The
crowd was very small for this
game and those who ~tayed away
didn't miss much. If the Lancers
hope to ever gain a large following they are certainly going to
h!}ve to improve. To lose is no

disgrace, but to lose in the fashion
in which the Lancers did on Saturday certainly is•

SLAPSHOI'S • • •
The most exciting event of
Saturday
afternoon
occurred
when the unruly scoreboard finally capitulated and blew itself up.
The nex,t home game is Wednesday night at 8 P .M. against Bowling Green.

LANCER FORWARD BILL WRIGHT takes a shot during action in
Saturday's Lancer loss to Western. The Lancers spotted Western
a 4-0 lead and then tried to come back as they had done against
Waterloo the week before. This time, however, they fell short as
the final buzzer sounded with the Lancers still two goals back.
Lance pie by Joe Pekar
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Three Dog Night
not selling well

..,

•

''I MUSTN'T LOOK AT THE ballot", says
Electoral officer Bob Gunning during
Wednesday's election, while Rose Coulson, II
Arts, looks on, "but it sure makes it hard to find
the little slit." Gunning had a busy day, handling

a voter every two minutes, for a grand total of
179 ballots. Election was the last one for the
year, until general SAC vote March 11. See page
15.

-Lance pie by Dave Gellatly

Very small turnout

Rutherford, Kappler elected
Dave J. Rutherford and Brian
Kappler were elected to Student
Council in Wednesday's Arts
byelection. Five per cent of the
eligible voters cast ballots, to
elect the two from a slate of
four candidates.
Rutherford led the polls, with
85 votes. Kappler had 73,
closely followed by J.P. Squire
with 70 ballots. Doug Reynolds
trailed with 60 votes.
Computerized election
methods worked smoothly, SAC
electoral officer Bob Gunning
said. Polls closed at 4:00 P.M.
Wednesday, and computerized
counting of the ballots started
about 4:30.

The count took five minutes
in Essex Hall's second floor
computer centre.
Kappler and Rutherford have
widely separate viewpoints on
most Council matters, they
agreed Thursday. Kappler is a
member of the Progressive
Conservative Club, Rutherford is •
connected with the campus
Radical Youth Movement.
"For the first week or so I'll
do a lot of listening, until I feel
more at home on Council",
Rutherford said. He said he will
concentrate on education policy.
Kappler will be more
immediately vocal. "I was
talking to (SAC Internal Affairs

CommThsioner Ray) Marentette
about Course evaluation",
Kappler said. "I want to help
him get that set up if I can."
Both new SAC members said
that they were disappointed
with the low turnout in the
election. 179 students "Voted.
Rutherford and Kappier both
plan to run for Council office in
March, for the full 1970-71
school year. "After all, seven
weeks isn't much more than a
warm-up", Kappler said. He
referred to the length of the
current Council's remaining term
of office. Council elections are
set for March 11.

by Brian Kappler
Lance News Editor
"People were screaming that
they wanted a good act, and
now they're bitching about the
four dollar price. It's
incredible."
Gerry Schen's reaction to
slow ticket sales for Monday's
Three Dog Night concert was
mostly unprintable. But he said
that he "can't understand" why
tickets aren't being sold faster .
Schen is Student Council's
Services Commissioner.
"We've always charged about
three and a half dollars for a
good concert, it's only fifty
cents more. It's amazing", he
added.
Schen explained that Student
Council needs to sell about
2,950 tickets to the concert to
break even financially. Sales to
date are about 1,600.
But he said that he can't be
sure of exact receipts so far,
because several hundred tickets
are being distributed in Windsor
high schools, and returns from
these sales will not be in until
Friday afternoon.
Schen explained that the
total concert cost will come
close to ten thousand dollars.
"When you figure in exchange
and everything, the Three Dog
Night Act alone will cost about
eighty~ight hundred bucks."
Also booked for the concert is
cowboy singer Hoyt Axton.
Schen revealed that Three
Dog Night have an unusual
entertainment contract. "These

guys are on top, and they can
command certain services and
specifications that nobody- else
would ask for at all." Tape
recordings and post~oncert
interviews are specifically
forbidden, SAC must provide a
chauffeurred limousine for tl1e
use of the group all day Monday,
and T.D.N. will receive two
dollars and sixty cents for every
four dollar ticket sold above the
2,200 ticket level.
''And to show their
wonderful trust, they'll have
men at the doors to count
people coming in."
Schen fears a Council loss on
the concert. He hopes that about
five hundred dollars would be
the maximum deficit for the
event. "We don't have any
money to lose."
He squelched rumours that a
severe loss on Monday's concert
would kill plans for Winter
Weekend. "We will have to book
a concert act by Friday at the
latest," he said Thursday,
"unless we want to end up with
Nasal Ned and his Nine Naughty
Nose-Pickers." Each day that
goes by means that fewer acts
are available, he explained.
Schen is "sure" that Winter
Weekend will come off as
planned. "We'll just have to take
our chances on the money''.
Schen was appointed Services
Commissioner last week by SAC,
after Rick Williams resigned
from the post because of
academic pressures.

C

Birth Control Centre lo
•
start operations
soon

Liberated women will open a
birth control information centre
here Tuesday.
The centre, to be staffed by
Registered Nurses as well as
members of the Women's
Liberation Movement, will offer
free information on all sorts of
birth control to students. No
birth control devices will be
distributed.
"There's a definite need for
guys, and especially girls, to have
a place where they can get birth
control information", organizer
Rosemary Heenan said
Wednesday.
Miss Heenan and Reni
Jackman, both Arts students and
Women's Liberation members,
initiated the operation.
The information centre will
operate in the basement of the
University's health services
building, at 349 Sunset Avenue.
The operation of the centre is

completely legal under Canadian
law as recently revised.
"We're not trying to change
anybody's moral viewpoint",
Miss Heenan said, "but if anyone
wants information, they should
be able to get it."
The organizers said tliat Dean
of Students George McMahon
had been instrumental in making
the centre possible. They
indicated that University Health
Services directoI D.D.
Rutherford was not completely
in favour of the plan.
Rutherford was not available for
comment.
The centre will operate short
hours at first, Miss Jackman said,
until demand is determined.
Initial hours for the centre
will be 9:00-11:00 A.M.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, and
will probably be extended to
include the hours 4:00-6:00
P.M. Mondays and Fridays.

"WE WOULD MAKE MORE MONEY if we
didn't eat all the popcorn ourselves, Film Society
and Nursing Society workers say. Joint popcorn
project got underway with Wednesday night's
flick-Tom Jones. In two showings, audience
went through about 50 pounds of the stuff, plus,

probably another 50 pounds for the machine's
operators. They are, from left, Heather McLellan,
Liz Bell (partly hidden), Dan Conley, Barb
Stuttley, Kathy Pratt, and Bob Horton. All the
girls are nurses, both men are Filmsoc members.
-Lance pie by Pekar
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Grayson at (he Bridge
By Score .
I'm nuts about yogurt! I never realized that something other
than sex could be so good and so good for you. Is there any way
it could be sold in the centre cafeteria so I can have it more
often?
Health nut

We hounded Beaver Foods until they finally consented to give
the new better tasting yogurts a try. Actually all that was
necessary was mention yogurt to Mr. Schwarts on B.F ., a yogurt
fanatic, and Karl Cermac, to have the sale of Yodeller's Delight
initiated. Contrary to folk-lore yogurt is not a conspiracy by
Clearasil to sell their product but rather is quite harmless.

***
Quite frequently in the course of my many assignments, I have
found myself encountered with a great deal of pertinent
information on microfilm and no time to copy it all down by
hand. Where can I go to get dittos off some of these rare
manuscripts?
G. L. Chem. xxl

You need not step out of that treasure house of knowledge
which peasants call a library, to get a wrist saving copy at low
price. Simply designate the frame to be reproduced on paper and
pick it up the next day. A womker tribillater does the rest.
However it doesn't reproduce in colour so you can forget about
those two playboy reels.

***
Who has the right to change the channels on the television set
in the student lounge?
A person is watching a movie and right smack in the middle of
the most exciting part a group of guys come in and switch to a
hockey game. Is this a case of first come first served or majority
rules?
J.S. Ph.E. I

Chivalry and Uptight decree "first come first serve", however
we do recognize exceptions (huge majorities or special events
such as assassinations, World Series, dirty movies). To resolve any
such conflicts we appointed Bill Bridgeman, ass't. centre director,
as Chief Program Decider-On. While we were at it we noticed that
someone had decided on the channel permanently by removing
the dial and had to trouble Chuck Tolmie, centre director for a
new dial. Need we expound on the culprit's maturity?

In the last few weeks, we
have been discussing various
conventions which may be used
by both prospective declarers
and defenders in their attempts
to arrive at the proper and final
contract. The problem with
conventions, however, is that
most of the time they are
misused.
Probably the finest example
of this, the mis-use of a
convention, is the Blackwood
Convention. When pairs are
bidding a slam, the one thing
about which they wish to be
sure is that they are not missing
two Aces (unless there is a void
in one of the Ace-missing suits).
In order to find out the
number of aces a partnership has
(by employing Blackwood), one
of the partners during the course
of the bidding bids Four
No-trump. This is a conventional
bid, and does not say that he has
a hand that will play in
No-trump. Rather, it simply asks
partner how many Aces he has.
The partner of the Four
No-trump bidder will answer
thusly: Five Clubs if he has
either no Aces or all four; Five
Diamonds if he possesses one
Ace; Five Hearts if he has two
Aces; and Five Spades if he has
three Aces. By looking at my
hand and knowing how many
Aces my partner has, I can
decide whether or not we belong
·in Slam.
If the partnership possesses
that necessary Aces, the person
who bid Four No-trump may
next bid Five No-trump which,
according to the Blackwood
Convention, is used to ask for
the number of Kings in partner's
hand. His replies with regard to
the number of Kings he has are
the same as for Aces (for
example, the response of Six
Hearts to the bid of Five
No-trump would say that you
have two Kings.).
If. when asking for Aces, you

***
It's come to my attention that an activity I was involved in
didn't make the Yearbook while Frats did. Is this fair?
P.C.

It's not fair but it can't be helped if Andrea Wakely, yearbook
editor, knows not of it or hasn't been reminded. It's too late now
to have it immortalized but your activity and any others which
have been mised or brought to her attention will make the
supplement.

***
Friday morning at 9:00 as I hastened to a class, I ran down the
ramp alongside the Biology building into Windsor Hall. It was
covered with a thick coating of ice and I soon found myself
sliding down towards the glass doors at a high rate of speed. Had
it been an ordinary mortal he would now be in the hospital with
severe injuries but fortunately I landed on my head. What this
school doesn't need more than curling rinks is our own ski ramp.
Gerald Yuri, Science

It's fortunate you did land elsewhere and receive brain injuries.
Since this ramp is potentially the most dangerous student-killer
conceived by the architects, we called up Ron Nicodemo of
Engineering Services to change the de-icing schedule of his men
on the ramp to before 8:00 i.e. before our unwary Jean-Claude
Killys arrive.

***
Is it because of tradition or some other reason that the
graduates of this university do not wear their hoods?

Perhaps like so many others you were so tanked you really
didn't notice that the graduates do, in fact, wear their hoods
before receiving their diplomas. This is because of tradition, but
also because we are the most "southerly" city in Canada. Perhaps
you mean to ask why we do not wear the traditional caps. The
reason: too many weird shaped and/or greasy shaped hairdos and
heads for Paul Holiday, a member of the convocation committee,
to fit.

8

hearty men wanted
to lead expansion of

renowned boys' school
You may have read about
St. John's in WEEKEND,
or seen CBC's penetrating
documentary on this unique
Winnipeg
school,
where encouragement to
think comes first; where
students (and teachers)
learn to snowshoe up to
SO miles or paddle canoes
up to 16 hours a day, retracing routes of the early
explorers; where building
men of character is the
motivating challenge of a
hearty staff.
Now a second St. John's
has been established in
Edmonton, and others will
be opened across Canada
to
meet
continent-wide
applications for admission.
To do this we need men of
immense vision and courage.
They should have at least
one year of university,
and be prepared to complete
their degrees under Comany direction, they should
be prepared to work up to
80 hours a week, sometimes
more, for a salary of $1 a
day plus food, clothing,
shelter
and necessities
for themselves and their
families, they should like
people, be able to think
logically, use the English
language effectively, laugh
easily. They need not be
Anglicans, but should be
prepared to examine the
Christian faith and reach
honest conclusions. Interviews Jan. 27 - Feb. 9.
Wrote:
Company of . the
Cross, c/o Anglican Church

of Canada, 600
Street, Toronto S.

Jarvis

find that your side does not have
enough of them, and you wish
to stop below Slam, there are
two ways to get out. If you wish
to play in an already agreed
upon suit, you may bid it, and
your partner must pass. If you
had been planning on playing
the contract in No-trump, and
now wish the final contract to
be Five No-trump, you must bid
the highest unbid suit. Your
partner will then bid Five
No-trump, which you will pass.
There are several general rules
to follow when using
Blackwood. First and foremost
of these is that the purpose of
the convention is to keep you
out of slam if missing too many
Aces. It is not to be used to put
you in a slam. The convention is
simply a way of making a final
check to see whether the suits
you had been bidding are strong
enough. Blackwood is good if
not abused.
Secondly, if your partnership
possesses all of the Aces and you
wish to check up on the amount

of Kings in the combined hands,
be prepared to not be able to
play the contract in six Clubs,
for your partner may have just
one King, perhaps not enough
for a contract at the Seven level,
but nevertheless must answer
your question by bidding Six
Diamonds.
Here are a few examples of
the use of the Blackwood
Convention:
(a)

(b)

North

North
t - AQX
\7- K X X

• -AK J 10 X
\7-KQXX
0 -X X
+ - XX

South
t-QXXX
\/- AX
0-A Q J X
+ - AKX

0 - Q J 10 X

4--J

XX

South
• - KJ X
~-AQX
0-K X X
• - KQXX

(a) The bidding:
North: lS 3H SD 6H Pass
South: 3D 4NT SNT 6S
(b) The bidding:
North: lD 4NT SS Pass
South: 3C SD SNT

Rudy's
- Convenient to Staff & Students
- Specialist in Men's Hairstyling
Men's Hair Pieces, Scalp Treatment
- Ladies' Haircutting

Why not drop in and see Rudy & Rick today?

Barber Salon
2846 University Ave. W.-Under the Bridge

TONIGHT AT MIDNIGHT!

INGMAR BERGMAN
WINNER OF
TWO ACADEMY AWARDS, THE WORLD'S
MOST HONOURED DIRECTOR!

NOW-

BERGMAN PRESENTS HIS
MOST TERRIFYING PROBE
INTO THE HUMAN PSYCHE!

ll,

"HOUR
OF
THE
WOLF"
MAX VON SYDOW· LIV ULLMANN
"The Hour Of The Woll" is the hour between night and
dawn. It is the hour when most people die. It is the
hour when the sleepless are haunted by their deepest
fear, when ghosts and demons are most powerful.
= COMING ATTRACTIONS=
Royal Shakespeare Co. "MARAT/SADE" in Colour
Milos Foreman's Czech Comedy "LOVES OF A BLONDE"
2 Underground drug films "HIGH" and "THE CONNECTION"
Alan Bates in Philippe de Broca's "KING OF HEARTS" in Colour
Jean-Luc Godard's Epic "WEEKEND" in Colour

n
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(USO may initiate
operations in Cuba
by Vic Harris
Lance News Staff

LANCE RADIOACTIVITY reporters and Physics
Professor Jim Mason geiger count a handful of
dirty campus snow. But pollution doesn't include

radiation in unusual amounts, they found.
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire ·

But highly polluted

Dirty snow not radioactive
by Debbie Boudreau
Lance News Staff
A misleading rumour was laid
to rest Wednesday, when three
Lance staffers and one Lance
photographer tested the snow on
campus for radioactivity.
The Lance was informed
Tuesday that a geology class had
detected a startling amount of
radioactivity in the snow around
the University.
Immediately, the personnel
of the Geology Department were

questioned. Their attitude was
expressed fervently by Dr. R.
Juli who stated, "We deny
everything."
The staffers then decided to
test the snow themselves and set
out to obtain a geiger counter.
A somewhat dubious Dr. Arie
van Wijngaarden of the Physics
Department, before helpfully
supplying both geiger counter
and personnel stated, "If the
snow is radioactive, I'll pack my

bags and leave the country."
We are happy to be able to
tell Dr. van Wijngaarden, that
there is no need to leave our
wonderful country.
Under the skillful hand of Dr.
Jim Mason, another member of
the Physics Department, the
radioactivity of the snow was
found to be normal.
And Dr. Mason was glad it
was. "My kids have been eating
this stufP'.

Course Eval. to be expanded
All first year and preliminary
year courses here will be
evaluated by students,
professors, and department
heads in late February.
"We had hoped to be able to
do second year courses, too,"
SAC Internal Affairs
Commissioner Ray Marentette
said Thursday, "but it turned
out to be just too big a job."
No course evaluation booklet
was available last fall, but the
program will operate, on a bigger
scale than ever before, for next
year.
The basic method is this:
students in a course fill out a
detailed, multiple choice
questionnaire about the
professor, the course content,
texts, and themselves. The
results are collated by computer,

and summarized into a booklet
for the use of freshmen, so that
they will have some idea of what
courses here are like.
For the first time, professors
and department heads will also
be asked for comments on the
same matters. These will be
included in the final booklet,
Marentette said.
"We hope to co-ordinate
course eval. with Senate efforts
to set up criteria for faculty
promotion and tenure, spending,
and so on. It could be something
concrete on which these
decisions could be based,"
Maren tette said.
With an objective view of
student perceptions of courses,
conflicts over hiring policy and
specific profs can be avoided and
better decisions made, he added.

Marentette cited controversial
cases in the last two years,
including those of Theology
prof. William Kelly ( whose
proposed dismissal led to a
week-long "occupation" of the
Theology Department offices
last year), French prof. Gerard
Lemieux, and English prof.
Philip London.
He stressed that the Course
Evaluation effort would not seek
to be an "anti-calendar", only
condemning bad courses and
teachers. "We're trying to get a
fair and objective evaluatio~ of
all the factors in the classroom
experience-why the student
takes the course, what the
student is like, what the text is
like, and so on, as well as an
evaluation of a teacher's
ability."

Granted autonomy...

Canadian University Service
Overseas (CUSO}, is about to
extend its helping hand to Cuba.
During its period of
existence, CUSO's job has been
to ,supply needed manpower to
underdeveloped countries such
as India.
Gabe DeLuca, Dean of Men,
said Tuesday that any country
that requests CUSO's help is
entitled to it, and that Cuba's
request for aid is under
negotiation at the present time.
DeLuca said that CUSO is in
no way a political organization,
and in fact CUSO deliberately
avoids political confrontations.
He added that if negotiations

were successful, Cuba would be
sent anything needed.
DeLuca himself is responsible
for recruiting CUSO people here,
and he calls himself a "working
secretary" for CUSO.
Frank Bogdasavich, director
of CUSO, made a passing
reference during a political
science seminar here this month,
to the effect that agreements
had been reached with Cuba.
The finalizing of the agreement,
however, was being held up until
"arrangements" could be made.
Bogdasavich has himself been
to Cuba this year, possibly his
last year as director of CUSO,
because rumours suggest that he
is resigning to take a government
position soon.

Rules challenged

Mac pub protested
from Lance wire services
and The Silhouette
Every campus has its own
pub-in Windsor its the Bridge
House, or maybe the Dominion
House.

Students with
ticlcets won't
stand in rail
You won't have to stand in
the rain to see Three Dog
Night-if you get your tickets in
advance.
SAC Vice President Wayne

Y ared said Wednesday that
students with tickets for the
Monday concert wjll be
admitted o the St. Denis Hall
auditorium through the
University Centre Art gallery,
where they will be protected
from the elements.
Buying tickets at the door,
"however, may mean getting cold,
wet, or snowy. To get tickets at
the gate, you'll have to line up at
the south end of St. Denis, near
Cody Hall.
Tickets are available today
and Monday in the SAC offices,
on the second floor of the
University Centre. Admission to
the concert is four dollars.
Featured with Three Dog
Night will be Hoyt Axton, a
"stoned" cowboy singer.

At McMaster University, it's
not Paddy Greene's any more.
McMaster's student
newspaper, the Silhouette,
reported last week that a
movement "is afoot to abolish a
McMaster drinking tradition".
Former campus favorite,
Paddy Greene's, has been the
object of attack by a group led
by Albert Cyprick, identified as
an 18-year old fourth year
Mechanical Engineering and Fine
Arts Student.
Cyprick and a small group of
followers will move to another
pub, the Collins, in a dispute
over tables at Greene's.
"For years, students have
been Paddy's heaviest and
steadiest clientele. We come over
in large groups, tip well, and
cause little disturbance."
Cyprick was angered by a
new Paddy Greene's policy,
forbidding drinkers to move
tables together to seat large
groups.
"We cannot tolerate this kind
of treatment. We must unite and
destroy these bourgeois
capitalistic tyrants," Cyprick
said.

C

. .. but not yet a faculty

Phys Ed School seeks faculty status
by Jayne Egan
Lance News Staff
At the senate meeting of
December 18 the School of
Physical and Health Education
became autonomous, Dr. P J.
Galasso, Director of the School,
said this week.
In effect, this means that the
School of P .H.E. is no longer
under the Faculty of Arts and
Science.
Galasso's motion to the
Senate was in two parts. First,
he wanted the School of P.H.E.
to be granted autonomy and
second he wanted it to be
granted autonomy "in the form
of a faculty."
Galasso said Tuesday that the
motion was "tabled pending
further documentation." Since
that time he has released a 34
page document
the

background of the School which
will be presented at the next
Senate meeting, February 3.
Galasso cited the University
of Toronto as an example:
"they've differentiated betwee~
a school and a faculty."
A report from the U. of T.
made distinctions between
faculties and schools which were
seen as being "simply
anomalous." It continued:
"There is, presumably, a certain
status inherent in the title
'faculty' (whose chief
administrative officer is a Dean)
which does not accrue to a
'school' ( whose chief officer is
usually a Director). We find the
differences in name confusing,
wd the differences in title and
status more suitable for a Gilbert
and Sullivan operetta than a
university community."

The Toronto report
recommended that "any part of
the University which administers
its own degree or diploma
programme be known as a
faculty."
Galasso explained that the
term 'faculty' attracted more
graduate students but did not
specify any other difference
between a school and a faculty.
However, he felt that a
statement made by Dr. Stan
Cunningham, head of the
Philosophy Department,
summed up the situation.
Cunningham said, "It's
impossible to quantify the
quantitative."
Galasso~s proposition brought
varied reactions from those in
the Senate.
Dr. J.P. Leddy, President of
the Universit said Tuesda tit· t

"as chairman I won't be involved
in discussion" of the motion.
Personally, he thought that the
request was "a good idea."
Dr. P.A. DeMarco,
Vice-President of the University
did not want to "make any
public statement," and feared
that any private opinion he
expressed concerning the
proposed faculty status of the
School of P.H.E. would be
construed as an "administrative
stand."
"At the present time," said
Bob Baksi, President of SAC and
a member of the Senate, "the
documentation isn't sufficient"
to warrant faculty status for the
School of P.H.E.
Leddy added that the motion
would be discussed further at
the next senate meeting,
F

WILLIAM MOODIE flew into
town this morning in his private
Lear jet to speak at today's
Commerce Club seminar.
Moodie, general manager of
Loans and Investment for the
Royal Bank of Canada, will
speak on "Challenges for
Business Graduates in the '70 's.
The day-long seminar will
include a luncheon and speech
by Dr. D.H. Smith, a
Communications and Business
professor at the University of
Minnesota. Tickets for the
seminar are still available, at the
University Cen'tre desk, for three

I
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EDITORIAL
The Windsor Board of Education has managed to once more
soar beyond the bounds of incompetence and inanity which it had
earlier set for itself by refusing to allow Richard Newton-Smith and
his colleagues to perform a survey of drug usage in Windsor high
schools.
It, of course, managed this feat by once more refusing
Newton-Smith permission to do the study. This came even after
Newton-Smith and his colleagues had spent the past few weeks
working with high school principals in order to affect a satisfactory
proposal.
In a remarkable example of antiquated thought processes
(although "thought" is perhaps a dubious word choice), Trustee G.
A. Buchanan said that the Board's responsibility is "to our teachers
and students-not anybody else."
When a person who holds a position on a Board of Education in
a major city makes such an overwhelmingly ludicrous statement,
something is wro~g. It may be the processes used in selecting Board
members, or it may be the fact that a community allows such
idiocy to be carried on. We don't know. But something is certainly
wrong somewhere.
A Board of Education has a responsibility to the parents of its
students and it has a responsibility to the community at large.
The drug problem is a major one in the high schools of today.
Perhaps this is the reason that the Board of Education refuses to
consider it. "Today" is not a pleasant word in thevocabularyofthe
antiquated minds which control education in Windsor.
There may, or may not, be a drug usage problem in Windsor
schools. If there is, it should be apparent to all concerned, even the
Board of Education, that some action must be taken in order to
control the problem. But one can not look into a problem if one is
not sure that it exists. Therefore, let us look into the problem.
WHY did the Board of Education tum down Newton-Smith's
request? What is the Board afraid of? Could something tum up
which would embarrass the Board of Education?
These are important questions which deserve answers. Contrary
to Mr. Buchanan's isolationist concept of the responsibilities of the
Board, education is a community concern. What goes on in our
high schools is of major concern to everyone who lives in the same
community as the system's graduates.
We deserve some answers from the Board of Education and
concerned persons should not rest until these answers are
forthcoming.
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_UH_U_R_U_a_iy_e- - - - b y Owen Ball
FREEDOM world
Cont'd. From Last Week

Hero, martyr ...not for real,
Baby, that's just the way you
want to read it. I'm calling for
help, Mother, as an equal, from
someone caught in the same
slime I am-you, cause you're
the only one who can, who has
reason by virtue of the same
predicament-help each other.
That's why I hollerin (to you),
otherwise I'd fo'git it, but the
only way you gone help me is to
stop identifying with the system,
and bombing out don't make it.
I talk about equality, but I'm
not like you, I don't want to be
like you, and I'll take whatever I
have to, to keep from being like
you, but we do have something
in common; we are in the same
mire, only you ain't picked up
on that yet. For myself, whether
what I do is right or wrong, at
least I'm ready to put my
backside where my mouth is. All
that. It's blues time, Mother,
Backlash Blues.
Have you ever had a job,
something to do, that you
thought important, that you
wanted to do, but nothing you
did seemed to come out right?
Where you were thwarted at
every turn? You feel like your
hands, your mind. . .you, are
useless, unimportant. You begin
to feel like the task is hopeless,
that it can't be done, certainly
not by you. That's how I feel. I
see my task as carrying to you
some understanding of our
commonality-our humanness,
our plight. In trying to do this I
find myself rejected, denied, and
defamed. Defamation I can take.
It .means nothing for the end,
but the rest makes it impossible.
Who, and who's problem
should I talk about? Shouldn't I
speak on what I know best? I
thought that perhaps if I
exposed enough of myself, and
'my' problems, you'd recognize
the common. I thought that by
pointing out your complicity in
mine, you'd see your complicity
in your own. Perhaps I have too
much love for me, and respect

-~

You're still hip on
superstition,
and magical
thinking. You're still waiting for
God, knights in shining armour,
warriors on white horses, the
good guys, heroes in white hats
to take your risks, supermen to
solve your problems. Heroes are
only men with magnified images;
they die quick and they die easy.
History is full of them, and
those who weren't driven to
tyranny by the threat they faced
for you, and the lack of support
and protection from you, were
crucified by you.
They were cut down solely
because you demanded that they
die your death, but strangely
enough, so long as they die, you
cannot live. And if you sell your
life so cheaply as to put your
hopes in one man ...
And superman is a myth. He
doesn't exist, except perhaps as
potential, in your concerted
efforts to act in your own
behalf, to take your own risks,
to die your own death, to make
and live your own life. But I'm
beginning to believe that that's
too much to expect.
I know you've seen those
we sterns, where those who
didn't leave town when the bad
guys moved in, hung around and
got their faces slapped while
they patiently waited for the
hero to ride in; white hat, pure
heart, fast guns and heavy hands,
to wipe out the outlaws. Usually
with the aid of the town drunk
and a fifteen year old kid, both
of whom get killed before the
big gun battle starts, where our
hero outshoots and outfights ten
or twenty armed and desperate
outlaws, who have kept five
hundred or so townspeople

terrorized for six months or
more. Inane.
The absurdity, of course, is
blatant. The question is, when
are you going to get wise? I
know you don't want me to
answer that for you.
And as for the challenge to
the title of my column. What
right have you to decide what
should go under it. Do you
know what freedom is? Do you
know how to get it, bring it
about? I don't, but I do believe
that can't nobody be free, until
everybody is free, and I make no
bones about it, I ain't free. And
if my lack of freedom is holding
the rest of you up, you best get
working. But I'm more inclined
to believe that it's your lack,
particularly your unwillingness
to face your lack-of freedom,
that's holding me back, and I'm
just trying to give you the kick
that'll wake you up.
You may have noticed, that
my column carries an inordinate
amount of quotes. That's why I
missed the first issue of the year,
I overdid it and they couldn't
print it. It's just that I don't feel
that I have anything to say that
hasn't already been said, and
better than I can say it. Besides I
know that you aren't about to
listen to me, but maybe you'd
go them. And I especially like
quoting white cats who knew
where it was at, who had the
perception, like Shakespeare.
Yeah, Shapespeare was white (I
don't know if we'll ever recover
from that), unlike Pushkin,
Dumas, Aesop, Cleopatra,
Hannibal, Tut, he was white, but
he was hip-I can dig it, the trick
is, can you?
(Cont'd. Next Week)

Dw Week We Gi-ve Thanks,
() Lord, That
we 'II never know how many high schoolers
are banana-peel freaks.

n

Phil goes to Italy - and
by Phil McAiney
I visited Italy back in
November for a week and meant
to write an article for you
people sooner, but this is the
usual amount of time it takes me
to get around to do something
like this.
So off we go to the train
station at Aix-en-Provence for
the 5 franc ($1.00) ride to
Marseilles. Luckily, we're able to
find a seat on the scenic dome
car, and let our backs fall in to
the bourgeoise sponginess of the
seat, while we flaunt our wealth
before the poor of Europe by
lighting up a Winston cigarette.
Eat your hearts out.
There are about 30 American
students (29 girls and one guy)
going to Rome with us, thus we
are able to receive a 20%
discount on the fare, which is
130 francs ($20.00) round trip.
Now in Marseilles' army barracks
train station, we hop on a larger
and less comfortable car. This is
the kind of train that has the
glassed-in cabins, and where 4 or
6 people can watch: a) the
scenery out the window, b) the
people walking slowly by,
looking for a compartment of
voluptuous French girls, or c)
each other in the booth and
perhaps later on trade newspaper
clippings.
We are strongly reminded of
the cabins with the sliding doors
that we've seen in various
European movies that insisted
on a train sequence as an
essential part of the film.
First class cabins are reserved,
of course, and seat only four
people at maximum, but are
never used by more than two.
The other section is similar to
the "other section" in a plane
that is not first class-the cattle
car. All seats are up for grabs,
and the way some of these
American girls are sitting, you'd
think they'd had theirs grabbed
by Captain Hook.
One of the beliefs that carried
me owr the thresh~d ~
adolescence and, surprisingly
enough, back into childhood

•

is

duly impressed

again, was the conviction that
travelling with one's friends, or
equals, is usually more enjoyable
than doing the same with
"aliens." Next we invade a cabin
along with a thousand other
people and stake our claim for a
seat. Thus we manoeuvre
ourselves so that we are sitting
with the best-looking girls in our

a rather interesting phenomenon
by standing on one ear. And, of
course, I am requested to do all
my favourite, which is to sneeze
backward. •
From time to time, the glass
door slides open and there are
inquiries as to whether or not
the other two seats are taken.
Since they are, if only in spirit

Nice and warm. Click click. Man
who didn't wash his socks?
Clack clack. Are we all staying
together in Rome? Click clack
click. Who came from Italy?
Sophia Loren, Gina Lola etc.
Clack clack. Those Italians back
home were kind of strange, I
wonder how they run a country.
Man I can't believe this guy's

group, no mean feat, I assure
you.
There are six of us in the
cabin. Four of us are friends.
Two will have to go. This is
accomplished by convincing the
"strangers" they would be the
wiser to choose another cabin.
How they are convinced is by
an unabashed student from Ann
Arbor who turns his radio up so
high that the old man sitting by
the window almost loses his
fillings. Exit two. Breathe easy
four.
The train has now picked up
quite a bit of speed, which
would make it susceptible to
arrest in California under the
narcotics laws.
The first of many wine
bottles is brought on, and with
the price being 2~ francs (.SOt)
a bottle, everyone has one, and
the girl from Sacramento peels
pages from a rolled up
newspaper to reveal an
incredible piece of cheese that
almost defies digestion.
But that's what the wine is
for. Since there are only four of
us, we have plenty of elbow and
knee room. Various games are
played that enable you to
become better acquainted with
each other.
One is to touch your elbows
together behind your back. The
student from Michigan presents

by our overflowing enthusiasm,
we bid these intruders a polite
goodbye. The ride is supposed to
be some thirteen hours long, so
we settle down to some serious
drinking, which inevitably leads
to some vigorous singing.
Now, the sounds of
stimulated larnyx's fills the aisle
and various representatives are
sent from the other cabins to fill
in the words of a song we just
finished.
Even the conductor, a robust,
moustached man of over forty
somewhere, takes time and from
his ticket punching to listen to a
few. Indeed he gets carried away
and tries a solo. This is definitely
not the time for solos, so we leer
at him and begin to snicker
viciously, which has the effect of
his bidding us a chilly, but
civilized "bon soir. "
It's about 1:00 A.M. and
we've been on the train for five
hours. The cabin lights are
turned off, blinds are drawn,
goodnight's are softly passed
around, and nobody's going to
get any sleep with that damn
door sliding open and closing
from curious passengers that get
on every time this train stops,
which is about every half-hour.
So we find some rope and we
tie the door shut. Rest. Click
clack. So quiet without that
door opening. Clack clack click.

hooves. Clack clack click click
clack.
Someone pounding on the
door! Who the hell is pounding!
"Quit pounding!" "Hey, we've
got to change trains!" Change
trains! It's five in the morning!
The lights go on and my eyes
roll upside down. Pull the

Drop-in Centre did good job
by Nicholas Christopher Hazen
The infamous Drop-In Centre located at 1223
University Ave. West will close tomorrow (January
31 ). During the six months of its existence, the
Centre has fulfilled a long neglected obligation to
Windsor's youth. Until August of 1969, there was
absolutely no place in Windsor where people could
go without having to spend money. With the
incarnation of the Drop-In Centre, a freak could
come in out of the smog, have a free cup of coffee
and play cards, rap or do whatever his heart
desired.
The main purpose for the centre was to provide
a downer for a guy on a bad trip. Another useful
service was to obtain crash pads for lonely
out-of-town heads who preferred sleeping in a bed
rather than Dieppe Park. It also harboured those
who were up and who needed a safe place to finish
OU t their trip.
City Hall had been footing the bill for the
Centre until now when they decided that it wasn't
worth it. So the operator of the Drop-In Centre is
presently in the process of finding another
abandoned store, etc., in which to set up their
operations. Meanwhile, they are organizing a
committee to face the Centre Board of Advisors
with the proposal. The Board will then, hopefully,
take the matter into consideration and vote upon
it. If the vote is "aye", then the new Centre will go
into business. If the vote is "nay", then once
again, Windsor's youth get it in the ear, and we go
back to the same old thing that the city's
tax-paying population is complaining about: which
is of course, bickering about k~ds hanging around

Another problem which confronts people who
use the Centre are their parents. Afraid that "their
children'.' may be keeping bad company, the
parents forbid them to come to the Centre.
Therefore, the parents are ruining a thing which
was meant to help them as well as their kids. It
seems that no matter how hard the city and some
people who care about the problem try to help, no
one seems to be pleased with their efforts.
The parents, in case they don't know, should be
informed that it is their tax money which is going
into the Centre-the end result being that it is
actually the parents who are helping their kids the
most. However, being blind of this fact, they bar
them from the Centre, shove some money into
their hands and tell them not to spend it all in one
place. "Why don't you go out and see a movie?"
"I don't have enough bread." "What do you mean,
you don't have enough 'bread'?" When I was your
age a movie only cost about 25t." "But Dad, like,
you don't seem to realize that the prices have gone
up since the last fifty years." "How much do you
need?" "Two bucks." "Two Dollars!! That's
outrageous! Can't you find something else to
do??" etc.
Life isn't easy anymore. And the very people
who complain that their children have nothing to
do are the ones who are destroying the Drop-In
Centre. The people who are, through taxes,
providing a place for their sons and daughters to
spend their time, are also forbidding them to go
there-a pretty sad showing for Windsor's
established order. Maybe a revolution wouldn't be.
a bad idea after all .
.. ,,,..,•.•:,·:-- .. , ..;.,.

baggage down, man, that wine,
change trains! Down the .dsle,
steps, ooo ! Is it freezing!
We're in Ventamiglia. An
Italian border town. Into the
train station. Customs. Passport
stamped. "My suitcase?-n0thing, just my stuff. Ya, this is
just a guitar." "Not filled with
LSD?" What a crack. The guy's
nuts. "No, this is a different
trip." Didn't think he'd get it.
Hunger. Thirst.
In to the restaurant. It's
packed with 5 o'clock train
switchers. "Uno hoto chocolato,
pronto." Pronto? That's
Mexican. Delicious. Another.
Oh. that's warm. Another
(they're small you see.) A
sandwich.
What? Our connection
doesn't get here for an hour and
a half? What am I supposed to
do-drink hot chocolate for an
hour and a half?

y

The Perils of Philip will be
continued next week. Will he
drown in hot chocolate?

)

The Marseilles Madman, or Francophil as we call him, is shown
celebrating Ground Hog Day in Italy by emerging from his portable
hole. Due to earth's rotation, Feb. 2 comes three days early in
Italy.

Sale has betrayed trust
by Jim Hall
Rhys Sale has resigned from
four important positions. Several
people are asking the question
why?
I have done some research
attempting to answer this
question.
Sale will only say, "No
comment."
Sale is a special student in
Philosophy. He has completed
his B.A. and is taking subjects in
order to enter the one year
Masters program. In order to do
this he must obtain a solid B
average.
I asked Sale if there was a
possibility he might be leaving
the University of Windsor. He
said that there was a possibility.
This indicates to me that Sale
has taken on too much. He was
trying to fill several important
positions and maintain high
academic standing. This is too

I have talked to several
students who worked with Sale.
All indicate that his work was
not as good as it could be in 1:i.is
student leadership functions.
This is a clear indication that
Sale had taken on too much. I
feel very sorry for Mr. Sale but
the mistake was his at the
beginning of the year.
Another resignation was
received last Wednesday. Rick
Williams has resigned as Services
Commissioner.
It seems that there are almost
a flood of student resignations
from student leaders.
Bob Baksi, S.A.C. president,
told me that this year S.A.C. has
attempted five times as much as
ever before. A lot of students are
dissatisfied with the
performance of S.A.C.
It seems to me that the
S.A.C. should attempt to have

a
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ROBERT'S
HOUSE OF COIFFURES
1806 Wyandotte West
Telephone 256~0424
- Special Student Discount -

CROWN CREDIT JEWELLERS
Diamonds. Watches. Gifts

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Expert Watch &: Jewellery Repairs
321 Ouellette Ave.
Open Fri. to 9 P.M.

The Student Centre
with
Western Ontario's Largest
Selection of Trimmings

* s1..-~e11.~~
'l@JIJJJ ~~·

246 Ouellette Avenue

supplies

Aero~ From Coles

<lnaife

DANCI
STUDIO

PROBLEMS ON'TIIE.DANCE FLOOR?
Solve these in the first lesson

LEARN FOXTROT, WALTZ, SWING,
CHA-CHA ETC.
Don't .wait, for fun at parties, or

social events
CALL EMILE AT 252-4203
40% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
25%
"
TO FACULTY

"THE EXCELS"
·-

DANCE TONITE

·P-~~~r8lSSAD0R AUDITORIUM
8:45 - 12:00 P. M.
$1:00 U. of W. STUDENTS
SP~NSORED BY THE COMMERCE CLUB

CABARET-PUB
EVERY FRIDAY IN THE GROTIO
INTIMATE ATMOSPHERE
BY CANDLELIGHT.

leditors
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Sale .for quitting

do11

Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
We are informed that Rhys
Sale has resigned from his post
as a member of the Senate. The
student body gave Mr. Sale that
position with the full and clear
expectation that he would fulfill
the duties of the office
completely. Now he's quit,
shunning his promise and
responsibilities to the students.
He also quit his position as
co-editor of Generation, which
may destroy hundreds of hours
of work and leave many
promising people on campus
unpublished and un-recognized.
There's no generous way of
saying that his is a most callous
and irresponsible act.
But that's not all. He is now
adding insult to injury by
running for president of the
Student Council. Just how
gullible does Mr. Sale think the
students are? He takes on a job,
abandons -it and then asks the
students to give him another job
of even greater responsibility.
I would suggest that Mr. Sale
has shown himself unworthy of
our support and unworthy of
office. He would do the whole
student body a big favor by
withdrawing from the race!
Albert Thorne

To the operators of Vanier _
Dear Sirs:
~t dinner in Vanier one night
a fnend found a beetle in her
salad. I, then, showed the salad
t~ the manager who, in a
flippant and angered manner
told me it wasn't their fault, ii
must have flown into the salad.
The next night a nail was found
in a brownie, I suppose that they
happened to fly into the mix
and Beaver Foods say they tak~
great care of the food.
The staff, other than the
manager, are frequently
unpleasant when a little more
food is requested, it makes one
feel like Oliver Twist asking for
more. This is not the only
problem but if one arrives at
1 : 15 or 6: 15 he is often left
with little choice of foods, yet
the cost is the same whether one
eats at 12:15 or 1:15 and thus
has a right to everything offered
at12:15.
Would you operate a
restaurant in the same manner
Beaver Foods? If so, you would
Probably have few or no
customers. Just because we are
students does not mean we
should get any different
treatment than anyone else. If
things don't change in respect to
the food a report to the Board
of Health might make many
changes.
signed
a paying customer

Integrated studies
not to be ig11 o red
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I hope that current
short-term controversies at thi~
University will not distract us
from the consideration of an
extremely important matter.
This is the possibility of the
adaption of a School of
Integrated Studies, which would
be a kind of experimental,
autonomous school within the
University, to involve about
400-500 students in
inter-disciplinary studies. A
notice of motion has been
published which will be
presented to the Senate
concerning the formation of a
Study Commission, and I hope
that interested members of the
University will support it.
Sincerely,
Joyce Smith,
Associate Professor.

AD
DEADLINES:

SORRY ABOUT THE MISTAKE

For Friday paper

BUT
CHARLIE CHAPLIN WILL
DEFINITELY BE ON

6:00 P. M.

IN THE GROTTO
P.S. I went to Buffalo and
pie ked them up myself

Address letters to Editors, The Lance, U, of w.
The Lance reserves the right to edit letters for
length. It pays to be concise. Those typed
double-spaced get priority. For legal reasons ~
unsigned letters may be published.' A
pseudonym may be used, however, provided
that you have a good reason and identify
yourself to the editors.

A student berates

FOLK, CONTEMPORARY SONGS &
DANCING TO SOFT, MELLOW
MUSIC.

10-NITE

•

Monday

•

For Monday paper

6:00 P. M..,

't eat much

Selection method
for ('('Seed" doubted
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I wish to comment on some
remarks made by editor Al
Strachan in his talk before 1st
year Communication Arts class
on Jan. 22nd.
Questioned on the policy of
the "Seed at Zero" he replied
that the general aim of the
section was to give all budding
poets the pleasure of seeing their
efforts published (and hopefully
the opportunity to receive
whatever criticism that poem
merits). This, along with "Seed"
editor Ray Belcourt's assurance
that "everything we receive gets
printed" would appear to be
highly commendable-until you
try to get a poem published.
I submitted two around last
October, and after three weeks
nothing had happened. On being
informed of the high principle
on which the section is run I
waited two more weeks, nothing
yet. Needless to say, I was
having serious doubts about the
aforementioned high principles,
and I decided then that I was
being given the old "Civil Service
heave-ho!" However, I was
determined to put the "Seed"
policy to the full test and after
six weeks one poem was printed.
The other one is probably in the
"Seed" Last Resort and
Desperation file, whence I
personally had to unearth the
first one, after getting some
shoddy line about "they may
have been misplaced".
In view of this, last

especially the bit about the
"unpublished being favoured
over the published" came across
rather watery, if you know what
I mean. The beef is, let's not
base anymore of that "true
democracy, up in the clouds
everything gets printed" crap'.
Simply, lay the official policy on
the line: official, meaning the
one you intend to adhere to.
Geoff McCaffrey,
Mac Hall.

Ed. note: We still maintain that
our policy is the same one that
was outlined in the
Communication Arts class. your
poem has been set but, as you
may remember from last
October, contains some very
long lines and some very short
ones. This type of structure is
difficult· to lay out for a variety
of relatively complex reasons
which could be explained more
suitably in person. Don't give up
yet.

KaJ)J)ler blou:s his
brains out again
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Although I have never met El
Fago Bacca personally, I have
seen him on television-Walt
Disney's show to be precise.
Please stand corrected on the
following : El Fago Bacca "The
Cat" was a famous Mexican
lawman, not an outlaw; he
acquired his nickname after
being set upon and left for dead
some nine times ( or so the story
goes). Needless to say he only
died once ( the last time).
Marian Johnstone

Jfovie freak happy
1.-ith Conley's act
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Dan Conley has a good act. If
he's the guy I think he is, he's
~resident of the Film Society,
nght? He and Pete Biermann
between them are putting o~
more good films this year than
anybody ever put on in the four
years I've been here.
And now, we see (and taste)
that he has popcorn, too. With
pretty nurses to serve it and sell
it and cook it. Wow, cheap, good
movies and cheap, good
popcorn.
It used to be that the Film
Society put on about six movies
a year. And they were all
"Kierkegaard meets Andy
Worhol's mother-in-law in a Des
Moines Brothel", or that kind of
garbage.
Now the film club lets us see
some really good movies-for
about a quarter of the
downtown price, right on
campus.
I think that Dan Conley
should be President of SAC, or
at least Services Commissioner
-and really use his talents for all
of u~ even more than he does
now.
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Classified

Sunday Seminar

35 MM Mamiya Sekor Camera
SLR; behind the lens meter;
automatic exposure control;
case, variant, rechargable
electronic flash, wide angle and
telephoto lens kit, 4 close up
lenses, 3 filters, carrying
case- owned 9 months-$180.
948-3049, after 6:00.

Canterbury College
172 Patricia
Sunday, February 1
6:30 - 8:00 p.m.

***

TEACHERS WANTED
Want to do something important
with your life? See a challenge
to one person in a thousand in
our ad elsewhere in this paper
headed "8 hearty men wanted".

John U. Lewis, A.B., Ph.D.
Department of Philosophy
University of Windsor

***

Topic:
Ethical Conditions

LOST: University Ring (Santo
Thomas), Friday, January 16,
probably in front of Cody Hall.
Reward for finder. Call Oo at
25 6-9686 (Room 209, St.
Michael's Hall).

496 Goyeau

A II invited - Free
Refresh mehts Served

Aaoas from the Tunnel Entrance

11 A.M.-9P.M.

Open Monday-Thunday:

Friday:
Saturday:

more leditors

( on conditions in marriage)

11 A.M.-Midnite
11 A.M.-6 P.M.

POUPARD' S ESSO
SERVICE

Concerts worthy
of more support
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Last Sunday's concert (25th
January) in Ambassador
Auditorium featuring contralto
Eleanor Felver was a real delight.
However, it was disappointing
to see that only a small portion
of the audience were students of
the university. The concert had
been aimed for presentation to
the students and Faculties of the
university. This might indicate
either the inadequacy of
advertising or the students' low
mood toward music of better
taste.
There have not been too
many concerts (instrumental,
vocal) presented by the Music
Department this year. Musical1
events are not too active in the
Windsor area, and concerts at
Cleary Auditorium are a bit too
expensive for students. More
concerts as last Sunday's will
probably be most welcome and
promote an air of good music
around this pop atmosphere.

YOUR ON CAMPUS

Truly yours,
W.Chan
Applied Science

SERVICE STATION
Wyandotte & Patricia
256-5036

Q
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Star Comedian
PLUS: DANNY HOLLEY
EXCITING YOUNG ORGANIST

COMING,
Mon.
ANDY KIM
Feb.9

Benson should take
himself back 'ome
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
As an avid reader of The
Lance, I would like to direct a
few questions to Mr. Jonathan
Benson concerning his reasons
for holding a demonstration
cricket match. (Lance Jan.
23/'70)
Mr. Benson: Does the
Canadian lack of knowledge in
cricket indicate a need for a
demonstration of said sport? Has
it never occurred to you that
perhaps Canadians are just not
interested in importing another
unwanted and unneeded foreign
sport?

-- OVER
HELD
--11-·
~
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..

From the country
that gave you.

Jerry Gross and
Nicholas Oemetroules

11111
1111
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"I A WOMAN,"
"INGA" and
"I AM CURIOU$

COi.OR by Deluxe.
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The general lack of
enthusiasm for your bid for
British-type college scarves
(Lance Nov. 28/'69.) should be
sufficient indication that
Can~dians are, for the most part,
loath to saturate their culture
with borrowed time-worn
traditions (under which I am
including "national" sports.)
We are having enough
difficulty keeping our
Americanization at a minimum,
without having you British
adding your "tuppence" worth.
Your contempt for
"rounders", (could you possibly
mean "21 "er or 2-pitch?) may
be justified, but I hardly think
that substituting a game called
"cricket", with "wickets" and
"silly mid.offers" (?) is the
solution.
Besides, Benson, it is hardly
likely that you could find
enough Canadians willing to
keep up a game called "cricket"
for five days. To us it sounds
like a "young ladies" ,game.
May I suggest that, if a sports

Canadian sport. I'm sure that a
game of lacrosse, our national
sport, would be more of an
indication of your Canadianism
than mid-offing a sticky wicket
cricket match. Granted, I'm not
against everything British:
English is as good a language as
any when you find it necessary
to communicate, and I do like
the Beatles, but do we have to
put up with dressing like, and
playing the same sports as, the
British?
I suppose in the spring, if you
could have your way, we'll all be
in uniforms complete with straw
hat, school tie and pipe, and
happily enjoying a break at 4
o'clock for tea and crumpets!
If all else fails and you really
get desperate, Benson, you could
always save up your shillings and
pence and have yourself shipped
back to "jolly old" (according to
posters in the Center, tickets are
only $79 one-way!). Perhaps
that would be your best idea
yet!
Besides,. Luv, we'd never get
used to driving on the left after
all these years!
Une Canadienne !

,.,.Giddup old paint"
-back to Western
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Two years ago, some students
from Windsor went up to
Western and stole their
Homecoming Queen and
brought her back to Windsor.
Western students then came
to Windsor and wrote their
school's name on the sidewalk.
Last year, some students
from Windsor went up to
Western and spread manure all
over the campus (not that
anyone could tell the
difference).
Western students then came
to Windsor and wrote their
school's name on the sidewalk.
This year, we didn't do
anything and Western students
came to Windsor and wrote their
school's name on the sidewalk
Boy, those guys from Western
sure are imaginative.
G. E. Hall

This is the kind
of letter we like
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I have heard from a few
informed sources that the vote
turnout at the recent SAC
election was not too good.
Maybe if this happens enough
times, SAC will realize that we
are sick of these damned
elections. It seems that there is
one every week.
I have what I think is an
excellent suggestion for next
year. Why doesn't the Lance
staff all run for Student Council
positions? At least you guys do
your job well and if you run
SAC as well as you run The

but if, as appears to be the case,

policy.

just take all the SAC money for
yourselves and put out a daily
paper next year?
R. Clark

Ed. note: Hmm ...

Lifeguard explains
P. E. pool situation
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
To the "Second Class
Citizen" who was afraid to sign
in, I say "you DIRTY
BASTARD". Anyone who refers
to any employee of the P .H.E.
Building as a "fat female
lifeguard"' who by the way is
only doing her job, should be
shot. If it wasn't for her and the
other guards working, YOU,
"SECOND CLASS CITIZEN",
would not be swimming at all.
Rules were made to be followed
and enforced and not broken
and disobeyed. Until other
arrangements are made, keep
your comments to yourself and
swim or pay money and swim
somewhere where you can bring
friends.
To the "Uptight Researcher"
I would like to see more
thorough investigation. At the
present time, on faculty nights,
only U of W staff and faculty
and their immediate family, not
relations and friends; as was
stated on Friday Jan. 23/70 can
go swimming on their night.
Guarding these people is a chore
and that is the main reason why
they are allowed ONE NIGHT of
F arnily Swimming.
Grant Park
Math III

A seat for lunch
11, ntl a spot to park
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
As an old-timer around here,
I'm sort of a professional
complainer. But the other day I
was busily skipping a class and
sitting around thinking-and it
sort of dawned on me that
things are actually not as bad as
they used to be.
There's enough room to sit
down for lunch now. And you
can buy good food-that's a nice
change. And parking is better
than it used to be. My buddy
who's interested in Student
Council tells me that those guys
are doing their best, and that
things could be good next year
about SAC. The film dub is
doing a good job. The Lance is
pretty good (but you need more
interfaculty sports). I hear that
there will be a course evaluation
next year-that'll help.
When you stop to think
about it, things aren't as bad as
they u~d to be-not by far. I
don't mean to sound like
Priscilla Sweetness-and-Light or
anything, but a lot of thinp are
pretty good.
What's still bad? Damn rigid
teaching methods in some
courses, and the bloody library.

,,
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Topaz not done
•
•
Justice on film

SPIES LISTENING to spies listening to
espionage agents-Alfred Hitchcock 's Topaz is
loosely based on a real-life situation of several
years ago in France, when Communist
quintuple-agents held posts high in the cabinet of
General Charles DeGaulle. The film includes

Cuban spies, French spies, Russian spies... sorry,
no Martian spies. Based loosely on a novel by
Leon Uris, the film stars John Forsythe, Dany
Robin, and Karin Dor. The espionage epic is now
playing at downtown Windsor's Palace Theatre.

In ('('Secret o.f Sante Vittoria"

Quinn at his best
"How do I look?"
"Like always. Like a clown."
So does Anthony Quinn act
and look in Stanley Kramer's
The Secret of Santa Vittoria.
Quinn plays the mayor of
that town, who assumes the
position soon after the Fascists
are toppled in Italy.
Born bolini-a drunkard, a
buffoon of amazing aptitude for
leading a town of low-mentality,
easily-incited, grape-growers-is
elected to the town's highest
administrative post following the
ouster of Santa Vittoria's Fascist
representative who is chased and
pummeled in the streets, and
after his suicide attempt touched
off by a delayed lamentation

l1S

over the crumbling of
Mussolini's promised reforms.
The first test of his leadership
abilities comes when a German
occupation army is seen bearing
down on the little town, which
is a veritable storehouse of
wine-1,317 ,OOO bottles worth.
Under Bombolini's direction,
and the astute guidance of
Sergio Franchi who plays a
hard-luck lover, the wine is
hidden in a Roman cave and
sealed up. 300,000 bottles are
left in the old storage area for
the sake of appearances.
Then a squad of Germans
enters the city led by a blonde,
eventually-frustrated, paragon of
German efficiency, and demand

• ************************ •
* X* $TA Ii S o~
~ **
,- ,,.
S £ FRI., SAT., and SUN. ONLY 6"-,
RYAN O'NEAL · LEIGH TAYlOR-YOUNG
Nancy was
beautiful ...
but not
very
pretty!

buffoon

an inventory of everything in the
town usable for their war
machine, including an exact
count of the number of bottles
of wine.
Bombolini and the town play
up to the Germans and the
Germans seem affable enough,
until an SS lieutenant interrupts
the captain's dinner with the
information that an extra
1,000,000 bottles of wine are
hidden somewhere.
The captain has 36 hours to
come up with the goods, relying
on his friendship with
Bombolini. But Bombolini, with
characteristic foolhardy
truculence in the teeth of
superior forces, smiles broadly
and says there is no hidden wine.
Then the SS have their turn,
and Bombolini presents two
former Fascist council members
for interrogation, and the SS
come out empty-handed too.
By thi~ time it is too late-the
Germans are retreating and
logistics is a problem. The vast
storage of wine is now useless to
them.
The SS leave and the tiny
German squad is given orders to
pull out, and leave the wine
behind.
The Germans are frustrated,
and Bombolini becomes a hero.
The Secret of Santa Vittoria
is a funny portrayal of the single
most important event in a little
backwater town populated by
illiterate and fun-loving Italians,
who go to any lengths to protect
their life's work-1,000,000
bottles of wine.
Quinn is superb as the mayor
of this little community, and as
town clown and drunkard he
epitomizes the sentiments of its
citizens whose only political
leanings are to the ones who can
sell their wine.
"Santa Vittoria" was filmed
on location in Italy, and the
extras for the crowd scenes were
collected from the streets of
Italy.
Also starring in the film is
Virna Lisi, playing the part of
Fracchi's and the German
Captain's lover.
Vittoria

Alfred Hitchcock's
"suspense" espionage film
Topaz, based on the novel by
Leon Uris, is currently 'enjoying
an extended run at the Palace
Theatre.
Starring John Forsyth, Topaz
is the story of the
behind-the-scenes action of the
Cuban missile crisis, when the
world came to the brink of
nuclear war.
·
The United States is in the
midst of collecting essential
intelligence on the Russian
build-up of offensive nuclear
weapons in Cuba, when a high
official of the Soviet espionage
agency (KGB) defects to the
United States and reveals
statistics on the build-up as well
as the existence of a spy ring in '
the French government,
operating in the highest levels.
The plot, which was rather
straight, without the usual
Hitchcock twists and turns, leads
a French spy to Cuba, to the
United Nations where the Cuban
delegation is relieved of a secret

trade agreement between the
Soviet Union and Cuba, to the
conference rooms of the French
Government, and the bedroom
of an exquisitely alluring widow
of a Cuban revolutionary.
The secret of Topaz, which is
the code name for a spy in the
cabinet of Charles DeGaulle, is
never revealed. Two lesser
members of the ring die- one by
murder, and one by suicide.
The story itself sparks
interest mainly through its
subject- the existence of a
Russian-paid spy in the French
cabinet, something that has been
rumoured to be true in reality,
but never proved.
Topaz itself is not one of the
better Hitchcock films, the
suspense being rather artificial,
and the plot a bland effort by,
one would suppose, writers who
have been through the mill of
espionage movies.
Perhaps it is the lull before
the storm-I Am Curious
(Yellow), which is the next
attraction at the Palace.

R ·e cord Reviews

Bruce is creamier
tl,nn other Cream
by Gord Gilmour
Jack Bruce-Songs for a Tailor-Polydor 543.074
From his performance on this album, it seems that Jack Bruce
was Creamier than Clapton and Baker put together. As almost
everyone knows Clapton and Baker left Cream and went off with
Stevie Windwood to form Blind Faith. At that time, it appeared
that Bruce was left out in the cold-he wasn't. How could he be
with Felix Pappaladi for a producer and Pete Brown for a lyricist?
Bruce wrote all the music himself.
There are many well rounded side men on the session, such as:
Dick Heckstall-Smith, John Hiseman (now from Colisseum,
formerly from John Mayall's Bluesbreakers), Felix Pappaladi, Chris
Spedding, Henry Lowther, and Harry Becket. Bruce shows his own
versatility by playing bass, piano, guitar, organ, and cello-all with
extreme competence.
The album is very well produced with all instrumentalists
making a good showing. Every instrument comes out clearly except
for Bruce's bass which is often slightly distorted but that is his
trademark.
As I have said, all the material is original, written by Jack Bruce
and Peter Brown. The lyrics are characteristic of Brown. There is a
,good deal of rambling symbolism to be found here, often similar to
that in "Tales of Brave Ulysses" or "White Room" or "We're Goin'
Wrong," found on the Cream's Disraeli Gears album.
All in all, this is an excellent album. Jack Bruce was obviously
the essence of the Cream. This album sounds much like the
Cream's In the Studio half of Wheels of Fire but only on a much
more refined level. In fact I would even go so far as to say that
Clapton especially hindered Bruce in the Cream. He is the real
musician-he definitely proves it here.

***
Ike and Tina Turner-Dutta Season-Blue Thumb BTS-5
Although Ike and Tina Turner are finally getting the attention
they deserve, this album is definitely not a Grade A specimen. It is
made up of a number of old blues numbers like: "Rock Me Baby,"
"Dust My Broom," "Mean Old World" and "My Babe."
The musicianship on the album is excellent, especially
noticeable in Ike's guitar work. Tina gives a fine interpretation of
Otis Redding's tune, "I've Been Loving You Too Long."' This is the
highlight of the session. The rest of the ole album is· made of the
most cliched and overdone blues numbers to be found.
This album is not "outta season" if one wants to travel with the
tide of blues material released in the last two years. It is "outta
season" however in the fact that these are real bluesmen.

***
Reviewer's Note: re Mr. Light's letter in Friday Jan. 23/70 Lance.
You cannot expect people to pay fiyr, dollars for. an album which

but if, as appears to be the case,'
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DEMENTIA

I have gone beserk in a supermarket
pinching all the grapefruits
eating the bananas
wrapping yards of salamis about my n
and t r a i I i n g them behind me
Stuffed my cart with fricassee
And Full Speed Ahead knocked over
kotex
of
and
displays
obese marr
who with the come still idling out oft
wer: strolling nonchalantly down the ai
I have left tiretracks on the backs
of their size 20 housedresses
and mosquito-bitten legs
yanked their toddlers after me
1 cute buttock
richochetting off the other
Then frantic and amazed
was HAL TED violently at the checkpoi
where i did not have
The Great Brass Ring
to pay for what I 'd
seized

FIRE!

The flames mount higher
I watch
The heat of my love
Bright, red, roaring
sears .•.

my love sears ...
.
..,
pain ... ? death ... ? destruction ....
I watch my life fade
The flames flicker
The ashes glow, smoke
They pour on water
My life, my love
Consumed
Gutted
The flames flicker in the fireplace
I grow cold
I'm lonely
But the life .. .
It never dies ... ?

Susan Van Kuren

Owen Ball

IMPRESSIONS IN
AN ART STUDIO
. (for Dolores)

My soul a wa
floats in an ai
void of desire,
at peace, unfu
only to know

softness
the caress of brush on canvas
fragrant oils
pai1'lffll"PWl"lmf!"''..~~Ytiet .it.:.....~~:f~""•'"',..._l.;;

coo• warm colours
frosting of blues
blushing ·o f pinks
and the artist
humming absently
in the creative silences
of her private world.

Life to my so
Unaware oft
Undesired by
who know no
that silence p
OLD MAN WITH A SLOUCHED HAT

a young couple
a few yards away
DANCE IN OUR DYING DUST

their private looks
at the old man
with a slouched hat

From green to grown
and death to morning
young bones forever stretching
hooligan holy
in the new made sun
and shed their skins
along the paths
of wayward dreams
where blood and sinew dance
tarantella mad
blessed and bold out of Eden
while halcyon days
all time slip
through the frozen fingers
of Mnemosyne
like oil,
like water,
like air.

socks fallen
below his bony ankles
apples bulging in
his tweed pockets
a loaf ·of bread
beside him on the bench
he dreams of the
young girl bathing
in a tiled bathroom
on the 3rd floor of
her father's home

Phantomed and fossiled
in the diminishing density
of the light
we curse the constant moon
forever waxing and waning
our lives away

aswe
dance
in our
dying dust
from creation to
, apocalypse.

Michal Muldoon

washing her ankles
with a beautiful cloth

C. H. Gervais

A young child learns love,
And as he grows up
He finds it to be something
That he is in no way above.
More often he is hurt
In a way he cannot defend
But getting off with a- spurt,
Again he begins, never does he end.

Who will liste
to know the
alone and desi
Let but that
For then my I
of my soul's
and essence o

Bar
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As it once was
It will be now,
For no one can change
What happened.
k

iedwomen
em,
sle.

And they walked, and talked of love & hope,
And we walk, and talk of those,
But hope lies,
There is no love.
Hope dies,
There is no walk, no talk.
Today will always be.
Today is now.
I look behind,
There are things that once were.
I look ahead,
There are things
Unknown.

The return of the seeker; a difference in man
And to more purpose than uncleanliness
Not God in spike or snobbish .worship
But Christ, a battered body on a pine tree
Four letter words, their ancient derivation
Prove truth is Beauty; Beauty is the Truth
Flowers and incense; cult of the erotic
Makes Innocence stand shaking in the foreground.
Amorality's a substitute for love
To men who never got beyond the instincts,
To girls who put romance into the rudiments.
We, the enlightened, who reach for brief sincerity
Borrow dreams off dandelion men.
·

(
I

i

And I try to see,
I try to find,
I try
From booze,

Madeleine Thomas

To grass,
To pills,
To acid.
Everything there inside my mind.
And I am there,
Everyone is there,
Inside.

RcqJ

DAVID, THE POET

what a mixture
of potent opposites,
,.. of common law marriages
under the eyes of a God,
you believe exists,
and of solemn lusts
for nature
that fi II you f u II,

/

/'

/

you love me to love him
it makes you happy
to know it,
and more so to hear me
admit it,
so alone

I is plagued with fools
e bliss of untold solitude.
few, condemned by all
the peace of knowing all
·~eects in its womb.

~

and yet not
you and dog
hunt off in the
green of the leaves
sheaved only in
days of rain.drenched le~rs...
week's cache of food,
d the morning's music. '

i·

New mown lawns
and dandelions
'ljnter leaves
cover me - I hide and laugh
I don't have to mow the lawn
or dig the dandelions.
Cut grass is thrown on top of all
the winter leaves
(my world is under the humus pile,
at the root of things,
you see).
The smell of wet, cut grass
!Jj,_dually drifts down to my
hajjpy little hole
't;;I the ants and centipedes
ana funguses crawl in
to visit me.
We sit and have tea and cakes
by the light of my trustv oil lamp
named Love,
and we laugh and exchange catt tidbits
•bout the stupid blankies who
the lawn
and dig the dandelions,
Ind pile the wet, cut grass
~'OP of the humus pite.

DOG
Ole Jxiyjan' i had been hunting since dawn.
in tfle dearing near the redwoods,
he stopped, raised his tail i cocked, shouldered an' remained silent
his nose worked furiously
he was sure of this one
it moves slowly amongst the redwoods
she emerged dragging a huge sled,
on it a chord of wood
i told her:
she giggled.

Dave Reid

Drawings by
Dwight Siegner
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STUDENT LAW WIVES

INVITE YOU TO DANCE TO
THEM USIC OF L 'L RICK
AT

has a little
more to it"
(*(*

H.M.C.S. HUNTER
960 0 uellette

SAT. JAN. 31/70

COUPLES - $2
OPEN
BAR

BAR
8:00-1 :00

SINGLE - $1

IMPORTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

10 %' Student Discount
- - WINDSOR'S ENGLISH SHOP

253-6151

325 Ouellette Ave.

1022 Wyandotte St. W.

REPAIRS

254-8122

ALTERATIONS

STORAGE

Saturday Special 2 Hour Cleaning Service

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

"Ask For It"

:...

-------------------------'i
FOR YOUR JEWELLERY
SEE US
We Carry Only Finest Quality
Diamonds, Watches; Rings & Bracelets
10% Student Discount

(9. ]. C};e~ina Jeweller
409 OUELLETTE AVE.

PHONE 2S4-S944

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR'S
AMBASSADOR AUD.
8:30
THE U. OF W. SKI CLUB
PRESENTS
THE

BLACK SHEEP
FRI. FEB. 6
DANCE
BAR OPEN

MEMBERS: $1.00·
NON-MEMBERS: $1.50

FILM SOCIETY
MEETING
IN THE FINE DE MILL TRADITION

THURSDA Y,FEB. 5
ASSUMPTION LOUNGE

Saturday night will be
Arabian-and South American,
African, Filipino, and European.
It's International Night-an
annual International Students
Organization festival of singing
and dancing styles from some of
the more than 30 countries
represented in the ISO.
Arabian professional and
amateur dancers will highlight
the show, along with Wayne
State University's Mausi Acting
company.
Other amateur entertainment
from several overseas countries,
as well as Canada, will be
included.
The show will be followed by
a dance, with a Carribean Steel
Drum band.
ISO executive member Calvin
Howell said Wednesday that the
annual night has been a success
in the past, in every sense but
financially. "We hope to cover
expenses this year", he
explained. Admission to the
event will be a dollar and a half.
An open bar will be set up.
The entertainment will begin
at 8:00 P.M.· Saturday, in the
University Centre's Ambassador
Auditorium.

Windsor hosts
.
nurse seminar
More than 100 nurses from a
three-county area will assemble
here Feb. 3-4 for a two-day
conference on communication
and nursing.
Keynote speaker for the
group will be Di. J.B. Tintera,
Director of the Centre for
Instructional Technology at
Wayne State University in
Detroit. His topic will be: The
Nurse as Communicator.
The conference has been
organized by the University
School of Nursing, and is open
to all kinds of nurses. All
s~ssions will be held in the
Ambassador Auditorium, and
University Vice-President Frank
DeMarco will officially open the
meeting.

Windso·r hosts
r,r, cement-inar"
Graduate engineering
students Norman Becker and
James i3eaudoin will present
papers at a special seminar on
"Concrete Technology", to be
sponsored here by the Windsor
Construction Association and
the University.
The seminar, scheduled for
February 20-21, will investigate
several technical aspects of
concrete usage.
Beaudoin's paper will deal
with the role of admixtures in
concrete, and Becker's with
Shrinkage and Cracking
problems.
The two-day course is
being organized by the
University's Industrial Research
Institute.

Grad s.tudents'
toils by Board
of Ed. foiled
Social Work students here
may be able to make a high
school s1.11vey on drug use, but
the issue is still undecided.

ARABIAN DANCER headlined last I.S.O.
Arabian dancing Saturday.

bash here-more

-Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

have been opposed to the plan.
The students seeking to carry
out the survey on non-medical
drug use are Richard
Newton-Smith, his wife Sheila,
and Linda Popp. All three are
graduate students.
Social Work School officials,
Prof. Robert Chandler and
re search co-ordinator Joseph
Wassef, have interceded with
school authorities to seek
approval for the study.
School principals and
guidance officials will meet
together this week to make a
decision on the issue.
Walkerville High School's
Principal, David Mallender,
opposes the survey because he
fears that it would stimulate
students to try other drugs. A
question on the proposed survey
form asks "Have you ever used
one or more of the following
drugs?" and lists several illegal
drugs.
Educators want any such
survey to be conducted by
school guidance officials. Social
Work students and faculty
members have said that such a
method would not be
representative of
community-wide social and
economic groups.

Demon rummers
worst bummers
OTTAWA (CP)-The biggest
users of amphetamines and other
"speed" drugs are housewives
seeking to lose weight, Di. A.B.
Morrison of the federal food and
drug directorate says.
Alcohol poses a far greater
threat to society than drugs such
as marijuana, he also told a
parents meeting at a public
school Monday night.
Di. Morrison, deputy director
of the federal agency, added,
however, that legalization of
marijuana in his view would
simply magnify problems
created by alcohol.
Di. Morrison told the meeting
that weight-reducing pills, in
vogue with housewives, have no
beneficial effect and leave the
user in a highly nervous state,

policy.

Trip to Japall
for study tour
planned
Interested in Japan? A
meeting Monday will discuss
plans for a Windsor study tour
to Japan. Summer schools, work
camps, travel, and special
seminars with Japanese students
will be discussed, as will other
alternatives and possibilities.
The meeting is being
organized by David Wurfel, a
Political Science professor
specializing in Asian
government, and several other
faculty members.
Interested students and
teachers ·are invited to attend
Monday's meeting, set for 4:00
P .M. in meeting rooms 1 and 2
in the University Centre.

UWO Gazette
hits bourgeois
JJress · 11uignate
OTTAWA (CP)-Editors of
the student newspaper at the
University of ·western Ontario in
London have told the special
Senate committee on mass
media that the London Free
Press and its broadcasting
i n t e r e s t s, c o n s t it u t e a
' ' s t r a n g 1 e hold'' on
communications, in the
community.
Senator, Keith Davey
(L-Ontario), committee
chairman, read out a telegram
signed by the editors Qf ~e
Gazette, the university
new spa per, at Tuesday's
committee session.
. The telegram also denied that
The Gazette constitutes
competition for The Free Press,
circulating among students on
campus.
Walter Blackbum, owner of
The London Free Press and
television and radio stations in
London, had cited The Gazette
as one source of competition in
denying before the committee
last week that his companies
amowited to a monopoly in

Study new union Feb. S- 8
•

............
BOB ANDRAS, Herb Gray, and Mark MacGuigan, Liberal M.P. 's,
here Monday.
-Lance pie by Dave Frayne

Whelan adds support

Three Student Council
members, will, journey to
Montreal early in February to
debate the future of Canadian
student unionism. They are V .P.
Wayne Yared, External Affairs
Commissioner Richard Ronchka,
and Science Rep. Sue McMahon.
A major conference on the
subject will be held there Feb.
5-8, , Yared said,Tuesday.
The issue is especially crucial
for Windsor students, SAC
members indicated, because
Windsor may withdraw from the
Ontario Union of Students in a
March referendum.
No nation-wide student union
has existed for about five years,
since French-language
universities left the Canadian

Andras defends govt. policy
by Hubert Drouin
Lance News Staff
"It's sad in an affluent
society that poverty still has to
exist", Federal Housing Minister
Robert Andras said here
Monday. He spoke to about 50
students at a Liberal Club
function.
He said that Indians
definitely need better housing.
"These people often live in
badly insulated houses that cost
them a fortune to heat, and are
often fire-traps, he said. They
cannot articulate their problems
to the authorities, and as a result
get lost in the shuffle".
Andras alluded to the fact
that with automation, there is
no reason why Canada cannot
mass produce houses, and make

them available to a wider range
of income groups.
"But first, the authorities
must be pushed, and this is
extremely difficult when one is
faced with the mass machinery
of bureaucracy", he said.
He concluded by reminding
his audience that Housing is one
of the biggest and most urgent
problems facing Canada today.
"There must be improved
communication between those
in need and those in a position
to help. So the government must
head for the neighbourhood," he
said.
In an interview, Essex East
Liberal M.P. Gene Whealen
discussed students and housing:
''The Federal government
desires to discuss housing with

students in order to seek an
improvement in housing
conditions. Students are the
ones who will be buying houses
. in the future and in order that
they can do it more wisely, we
want to make them aware of the
present housing conditions",
Whealen said.
He mentioned possibilities for
versatility in housing. "I . have
seen some beautiful mobile
homes that can be used in a
more efficient, cheaper way than
many run-down old homes and
apartments that we have now,"
he said.
He said that such housing
could be made available to
low-income groups, so that
children "can be raised in a
half-decent environment."

Photos shown at SGW trial
MONTREAL (CP)-Fifteen
photographs of persons smiling
or waving clenched fists from
windows of Sr. George Williams
University's computer centre last
Feb. 11 were presented
Wednesday at the trial of 11
Negro students charged with
conspiring to wreck the
multi-million-dollar centre.
A student employee of the
computer centre testified he
took the photographs "and none
of the persons in the photos
were employees in the centre."
Graham Fowler, 22, said he
took the pictures the day a
peaceful sit-in, which began Jan.
2 9, 1968, erupted into a

EXCLUSIVE
VOLVO
DATSUN
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$2,000,000 computer-smashing
demonstration.
The photographs were taken
a few hours before police
forcefully evacuated the burning
building.
The witness was testifying at
the trial of 11 Trinidad students
at the university facing an
all-white jury on five charges,
including conspiracy to commit
arson and conspiracy to damage
private property.
Another 76 persons await
trial on similar charges.
The trial was delayed for a
short time Wednesday when one
of the accused, Kelvin Robinson,
3 0, appeared late for the
afternoon session and was
ordered held in custody for an
indefinite period. It was the
second time he had arrived late
for proceedings.
Earlier testimony by a
Montreal police constable
described the scene at one of
three exits leading from the
barricaded computer centre.
Constable Denis Beaudin said
general confusion broke out
when a fire of unknown origin
pushed smoke through a
makeshift student barricade in
front of the centre's main
entrance.
"When the smoke became
dense, I took cover at a nearby
staircase. . .no human being
would have passed through that
smoke," Constable Beaudin
testified.
One fireman collapsed from

door with axes.
The two-week occupation
began Jan. 29, 1969, and the
subsequent violence erupted
while a university board was
investigating charges of racism
against Perry Anderson, a
biology professor.
Investigation board
subsequently exonerated Prof.
Anderson of all charges.

Union of Students, to form the
Union General des Etudiants de
Quebec (UGEQ).
But in the last two years, first
UGEQ and then CUS have
ceased to exist, leaving no
national student union. A recent
attempt to form a Federation of
Atlantic Student Councils met
defeat last week when three
large Maritime Universities
withdrew.
CUS dissolved itself in
November, after a two-year
series of withdrawals by
individual schools reduced its
size to a point below the ·survival
threshold.
Every University in Canada
will send representatives to · the
Montreal conference, and most
schools have high hopes about
the results of the meetings,
sources indicate.
The University of Windsor
withdrew from CUS in
Septem her, 1969, after a
campus-wide referendum
opposed the Union two to one.
Earlier this month, Student
Council voted to hold a
referendum on continued OUS
membership, at the same time as

Council's general elections, set
for March 11.
Some Council members have
· denounced OUS as "too radical"
and as a waste of SAC funds.
Other members defend the
Ontario Union as a useful means
of lobbying with Ontario
government agencies, for
educational reforms.
OUS President Jim Kehoe
was Vice-President of SAC here
last year.
In SAC's fall budget, no
p rov1s10n was made for
payments of OUS fees totalling
more than $1,200 for the year .
BP,cause of this omission,
Windsor's status in the provincial
. union remained in doubt until a
January motion to pay the fees
was passed.
When several SAC members
attended a mid-January OUS
conference in Toronto and came
back "very discouraged" with
the direction of OUS, that
motion was rescinded. Council
Finance Commissioner Cliff
Prangley has sent OUS a check
for membership dues up to
March 11, totalling $750.

Ten storey building

Classroom tower planned
by R.D. Malott
Lance News Staff
Construction will begin in
several months on a ten-story
office and classroom building.
Tenders will be let next month,
with completion scheduled for
September, 1971.
.. The structure will be located
on Sunset Ave. The site is
presently occupied by three
houses and part of Parking Lot

F.
Tom D. Ray, Assistant
Director of Engineering Services,
detailed the plans: "The tower
itself will house the offices of
approximately 150 faculty
members and graduate students.
Similar in size to MacDonald
Hall, the exterior will be of
pre-cast concrete."
In addition, there will be a
three-level classroom facility.
This will be half as large as the
tower. The total area is over

110,000 sq. ft. (For comparison,
MacDonald Hall is over 80,000
sq. ft.)
This complex will include
classrooms of various seating
capacities, from 50 to 428
students.
The space has been allotted
to the Mathematics Department,
the Computer Centre, the
Communication Arts
Department and Communication
Services.
The latter group produce the
closed-circuit T.V. lectures.
Complete control and
production facilities will be
located on the ground level,
including scenery workshops and
a tape library.
'
Ultimately, it is hoped to
develop a dial-a-lecture concept,
enabling students to review
previous lectures, or to study at
their own speed.

Without B. J. Thomas

Winter Weekend almost finalized
by Jim Hall
Lance News Staff
Ian and Sylvia may headline Winter Weekend's
big concert, SAC officials said Wednesday.
They are seeking to sign the Canadian
folk.singers, and singer Gloria Loring, for the Feb.
13, 14, 15 winter festival. Efforts to book BJ.
Thomas proved fruitless this week.
The weekend schedule will include a full series
of events, starting with a mystery contest Friday
at noon.
Organizer Brian Ducharme will give no details
of the con.test, except that it will be held in the
mall.
A mid~afternoon jam session is also set for
Friday, with bands in both the Assumption and
Essex Lounges of the University Centre.
Friday night, a marathon dance with three
bands will begin at 9:00 P.M. and continue as long
as there is someone there to dance.
A scavenger hunt is planned for Saturday
afternoon. The Spirit Committee would like to
hold a snow-sculpturing contest, "but with
Windsor's unpredictable weather, this seems
extremely unlikely", Ducharme said.
Saturday night, the University of Western

scheduled to play until 1 : 00 A.M. at a dance in the
Ambassador Auditorium.
Starting at 1 :00, the Film Society will present a
"Horror-ama", a night long series of horror
movies.
Sunday afternoon, the Autosport club will
sponsor a rally, to begin at noon in the parking lot
opposite the Physical Education building.
Sunday night will be concert time-big name
entertainers are not yet booked.
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Yared's book popular
If you hurry, you can still get
a copy of SAC Vice-President
Wayne Yared's booklet on
stud·ent government, but the
"comic book" is going fast.
"U. of W. Student
Government- What It is", is the
first of three parts of a study of
SAC. Part one contains capsule
biographies of each SAC
member, and caricatures by
Lance cartoonist Bob de
Grosbois.
The 14-page booklet devotes
a full page to each of four SAC
executive members. Because of
recent SAC resignations and
replacements, caricatures of
Internal Affairs Commissioner
Ray Marentette and Services
Commissioner Gerry Schen were

not available, nor was survey
data about Schen.
Faculty representatives fill
the rest of the booklet.
Two further sections of
Y are d's report will be printed.
The second section will deal
with big issues now facing
SAC-especially membership in
provincial and national student
unions, Yared said.
The third part will be an
overall assessment of the
relevance of SAC to students,
and of Council effectiveness this
year. No publication dates have
been set for these sections.
Copies of the first section are
available from SAC, or at the
University Centre desk.

. . . .AND IT COMES OUT HERE. Gunning
stares adamantly ahead while leaning on big
computer that makes his job easier. Gunning says
that he's ironed out the bugs in computerization

of elections. Winners Wednesday were Brian
Kappler and Dave Rutherford.
-Lance pie by R.J. Kirkland

Supplement to have poetry

Generation, yearbook ioined

by Tony Keller

FRIDAY, JANUARY 30
-Commerce Club Meeting: 8:00 P.M. in Meeting Room 1,
Centre.
-Dance: sponsored by the Commerce Club, featuring the
"Excels" from Motown. 8:45 P.M. in the Ambassador
Auditorium. Admission $1.00.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 31
-Lancer Basketball: vs. Buffalo State University. 8: 15 P.M.
in St. Denis Hall.
-International Students Organization: 7:00 P.M. in the
Ambassador Auditorium.
-Christian Fellowship: 4:30-6:00 P.M. in the Assumption
Lounge.
-Law Wives Dance: 8:00 P.M.-H.M.C.S. Hunter. Bar.
$1.00.
-International Night: See story in this issue. Ambassador
Auditorium, 8:00 P.M.

by Debbie Boudreau
Lance News Staff
Generation literary magazine
will fill the gap in the
Ambassador 70 yearbook
supplement.
Last week Generation was
left without its editor and
co-editor when Rhys Sale and
Bill Stevens resigned within two
days of each other.
The SAC Publications
Commission met Wednesday and
decided that Generation will fill
in the remaining pages in the
May supplement of the 1970
Ambassador Yearbook.
Lance editor Al Strachan and
SAC V.P. Wayne Yared, as
members of the Board, both
agreed that 'Generation' as a
unique publication would
undoubtedly be a less than
adequate produce this year, or as

Yared said, "It'll tum out to be
a crummy literary magazine."
The main reason for this,
they indicated, was the shortage
of time. Within the next two
weeks a new editor would have
to be found,. and a 40 page
magazine prepared.
Strachan then pointed out
that there are four separate
poetry publications that are
released from the University
English department (including
"Connection" and "Mainline")
that would satisfy most of our
students desires to publish.
Bob Baksi, SAC President,
made the suggestion that instead
of entirely abolishing all thought
of Generation, it be included in
the supplement to the yearbook, .
being edited by Andrea Wakley.
This

means

that

the

$2,500.00 Generation budget
($500.00 of which had .been
relinquished by the Engineering
society) will be retained by SAC.
Also the once-planned 40 page
Generation will be cut to
approximately eight pages.
At present there are two
potential applicants for the
position of editor, and
further
applications are
welcome, officials said.
The future editor of the
Generation supplement will have
a vote on the Publications
Committee, and will be expected
to regulate his section of the
yearbook in accordance with
Miss Wakley.
The idea of Generation
supplement is expected to be
ratified at Tuesday's SAC
meeting.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 1
-Dramatic Film Society: presentation of "Petulia". 7:00
and 9:00 P.M.

''Gateway Only"

Beauty contest scuffle

Pageant features fight
WATERLOO (CP)-A
campaigner for a candidate
banned from the Miss Canadian
University pageant complained
Wednesday that she was shoved
by a member of the pageant
committee.
Barbara Beckerman, a
University of Waterloo student,
said the incident took place
outside a hotel, when she and
two other students were
- distributing leaflets on behalf of
Jenile Jolley of Vancouver while
34 other entrants attended a city
luncheon inside.
Mrs. Jolley, 25, representing
Simon Fraser University in
Burnaby, B.C., was barred after
she announced that her
candidacy was intended as a
protest against beauty contests.
:.
She arrived Wednesday despite
the ban and spent the day
talking to university classes and
reporters and meeting with her
supporters.
She said she will attend all
pageant functions "to offer
Canadian women an,. alternative
to the stereotyped women of the
cosmetic ads."
Officials for Friday's pageant
said her presence was
unwelcome.
"If Jeniel comes to the
private functions, we will just
explain to her that they are for

pageant chairman, Peter Sharpe.
"We are interested in avoiding
a scene above all. If she presses
the point, we will not physically
remove her. We will give her a
couple of minutes to talk to the
. 1 ,,
/
gir s.
.
A University of British
Columbia student still represents
the province in the pageant, held
in conjunction with the
University of Waterloo winter
carnival.
Earlier, Mrs. Sharpe said Mrs.
Jolley was rejected because "her
purpose is in direct
contradiction to the philosophy
and spirit" of the carnival.
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administration in the British Colonial Service. Two
days before he was to begin his coursework he was
called by Dr. G. Pigeon, the United Church's first
moderator, and agreed to Dr. Pigeon's request that
he succeed Dr. Menzies as medical missionary in
China, although he was, as he said "fed up" )Vitli
missionary work.
,
There were eleven people in bis group: himself,
two graduate students, and eight '\1uacks'\
Together, they treated an average of one gunshot
wound per day. In 1930, Dr. McClure completed
his post-graduate work in gynecology.
In July of 1937 tlie Sino-Japanese war broke
out. Dr. McClure was engaged in re-assembling
their one ambulance, which had had the
misfortune to disappear in a morass of quicksand.
The ambulance was retrieved, dismantled, and
every part was cleaned; Dr. McClure and his people
were putting it back together when the war
separated them from their homes at missionary
headquarters. Dr. McClure and his wife were
separated, each presumed dead by the other, for
one and a half years.
From 1937 until 1941 Dr. McClure worked

was regarded by Indians as being entirely phoney,
ludicrous, and offensive.
In 1925, all Metliodists and Congregationalists,
and many Presbyterians in Canada coalesced and
formed the United Church of Canada. (My
information on the organization, dogmatics, and
history was obtained from Reverend S. Henderson
and from Dr. Hoffman, no~ from Dr. McClure
himself.
Mr. Henderson mentioned that there were a
number of churches in a presbytery, and a number
of presbyteries in a conference; the top council is a
General Council which meets every other year to
elect a chairman and moderator. Di. McClure was
elected moderator irt August of 1968; he will
continue in this capacity until early January of
1971.
Dr. McClure is :the first lay (non-clerical)
moderator in the history of the United Church. He
outlined his duties as stirring up the layman's
interest by informing them of the Church's
activities and responsibilities in foreign lands,
spelling out to them the situation of the "Third
World", that is,.the "have oot'' nations, and trying
to raise money for the United Church's use
through the world. He also tries to play down the
attitude that many people have, that assumes the
Church is doing wonderful things for other
peoples, and not with them-paternalism, in other
words.
Reverend Henderson indicated that all councils,
at whatever level, are composed half of lay
members and half of clergy. This technique
balances the decisions and hopefully makes them
more agreeable to all United Church members.
Revefend Henderson clilled the meetings of the
local, regional, and
tional advisory boards
(called "courts",. but (vithout the legislative
/ function that word connotes) ''ve7 democratic."
Various levels of the <Zb.urch's advisopr boards
meet with ,M.P.ls and discuss what tliey consider to
be important issues. A group met, for example,
wit:4 government officials on the Bial'ran plight.
The purpose of these intra-Church influence
groups is, as Reyerend Henderson put it, "to
influence the world to human concern.''
There are thirtywfive articles of faith which
approximate a consensus of belief of the Church's
members, which constitute the Church's norm and
comprise the basis or the union of the Church's
members throughout Canada. The thirty-five
articles are not considered do~a by clergy or
laity, but rather they are considered guidelines,
just as the various boards act in an advisory, and
not in a legislative capacity.
The clergy of the United Church usually hold a
Bachelor's degree and a diploma for three years of
seminary theology;. The United Church has
seminaries, or theological colleges, in Toronto,
Montreal, Kin~ton, British Columbia and
elsewhere.
Accordirtg to Dr. Hoffman, a very abbreviated
statement of faith for United Church of Canada
members would be, " .•.a belief in God through
Jesus Christ."
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Hockey Lancers iose again

Editorial

Hoopsters inconsistent
The Lancers have so far lost three league games this season.
In addition, they also incurred an early season loss to York
University. Generally these losses could have been considered to be
unexpected, especially the ones to York and Guelph.
The logical question seems to be "Why did these losses occur?"
Many letters have been received criticizing editorial statements of
two weeks ago yet not one offered some ·sort of explanation or
some valid excuse for the Lancers incompetent play this season.
It seems rather strange that a ball club that contains eight of its
ten members as returnees from a national championship team
could be capable of such ineptitude. Th:.s is Chris Wydrinzski's
fourth year, Eddy Lanktree's fourth year, Sante Salvador's third
year, Jack Orange's third year, Guy Delaire's fourth year, and the
list goes on.
One explanation offered is that one cannot expect a team to
keep winning indefinitely. However, any team with so much
experience should at least be able to play respectably and so this
excuse is garbage. Another excuse offered is that the injury ~o Bill
Adams hurt the team's chances a great deal. But with all due
respect to Adam's talent (he really is a fine basketball player), very
seldom has one individual made a winner out of a loser.
The final excuse offered is that the players have not had enough
time to adjust to the system of a new coach. But really, the season
is more than half over! Does this mean that whenever anyone
graduates and a new player takes a spot he needs three years to
adjust to a new system?
Therefore, none of these explanations are plausible.
Our ears and our minds are open. If anyone can submit a
reasonable explanation for the plight of this year's Lancer squad
apologies will be most sincerely and respectfully accorded!

by Len Laurin
Lance Sports Staff
On Wednesday night the
Lancer hockey team dropped a
5-3 decision to the Bowling
Green University Falcons.
In the records, this will just
show as another loss in the long
and frustrating season, but what
won't be seen in the record is
that the Lancers put up a good
show in this game.
The game almost got out of
hand due to the ineffectual
officiating of referee Chalmers,
but the Lancers for the most
part, stuck to hockey and
refused to join in the barbaric
tactics of the Falcons.
Snyder opened the scoring
for the Falcons at 10:31 of the
first period, when his low drive
eluded Windsor goalie Scot
McFadden on the short side. At
19:57, Falcon Owen Freeman
jumped Lancer Ron Tilden from
behind and pummeled him to
the ice. This was exactly the
same tactic which Freeman had
used in an autumn game at
Bowling Green, which became a
full-scale brawl.
Both Tilden and Freeman
were given two minute penalties
in last night's action for high
sticking, and five minutes for
fighting.
Windsor's best scoring
opportunity of the first period
came when Tom McFadden beat
a defenceman but was robbed by
goalie Paul Galaski. Bowling
Green outshot Windsor 15-9 in
this period.
In the second period the
Lancers left Scot McFadden at
the mercy of BG forwards and

the Falcons quickly built up a
4-0 lead. At 2:28 McCosh scored

on a breakaway. He made a good
move on this goal, and he scored
with a high drive over
McFadden's glove hand.
At 7:46 Bly scored, with an
assist going to Root. And at
11: 43 Allen took a long pass
from Freeman and skated in all
alone to score.
Windsor finally made the
score-sheet when Pat Ducharme
batted a rolling puck into an
empty net. Galaski had stopped
shots from Wright and Weese,
but was way out of the net when
Ducharme score d.
Windsor got back in the game
at 19:49 of the second period
when Tom McFadden sent Bob
McCabe in all alone. Bob made
no mistake and calmly tucked
the puck into the net to make
the score 4-2.
The third period featured
plenty of rough and tumble

action and the Lancers did more
than hold their own. At 11: 3 2
Allen caught the Lancers up-ice
and skated in on a breakaway to
make the score 5-2.
Ron Tilden rounded out the
scoring at 12: 12, when he
notched a powerplay goal.
Assists went to Rene Garon and
Neil Bradbury.
SLAPS HOTS ... Dr. Eaves did
not have much to say except
that the Lancers still can't put
the puck in the net ...The most
exciting event of the night
occurred when a few members
of the Lance staff became
involved in an altercation with
both the Bowling Green Falcons
and a few of Windsor's finest. ..
.A BG player's stick
mysteriously vanished in the
confusion. . .. with the help of a
friendly Lancer, the members of
the press escaped unscathed, and
still managed to score verbal
victories over both opponents.

Completes sweep

•
Bowling Green wins
Analysis by
Dave "Mo~" Mills
Wednesday night evidenced
another case of the Lancers
getting behind early in the game
and then having to play catch-up
hockey.
The Lancers fell behind
mid-way through the second
period 4-0 but fought back to
finish up 5-3. Things were back
to normal again at the arena.
The clock still isn't working, we
were most fortunate to have one

of the poorest officials around
the city, and the Lancers
couldn't find the formula for
scoring goals.
The wood choppers from
below the border, Bowling
Green State U., mvaded and
played their normal brand of
hockey, that of high sticking,
spearing and butt-ending. It was
amazing that the referee missed
all of this! No less than five
Lancers were sporting facial cuts
Cont'd. on Page 19

YOU WANTED THEM ....

THREE DOG NIGHT
IN CONCERT

8:30 P.M., Monday, February 2
(Next Monday)
- ST. DENIS HALL all seats $4.00
Ticiets ,;;ailable in SAC office · no waiting with advance ticiet purchase

.... NOW YOU'VE GOT THEM
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Lancers even series with· Guelph - win 84-80
by Vic Harris
Lancers avenged their
previous defeat to Guelph on
Wednesday, by shading the
Gryphons 84-80. The victory
snapped the Lancers' two game
losing streak and levelled their
record for the season at 3-3.

Coach Dr. Paul Thomas said
that the game was "not a
beautiful game by any means,
but at this stage we'll take any
kind of victory.
' Dr. Thomas was pleased with
his team's performance, and
expressed hope that this win

would give his team the lift they
needed to make a run at the
playoffs.
Jack Bolzan was highly
praised by Coach Thomas for his
nine point effort. Bolzan had
not played for four games, and
"he came off the bench and

LANCER DEFENDERS look on as Gryphons
score. Chris Wydrzynski led the Lancers in
scoring as they defeated the University of Guelph
84-80.

-Lance pie by Dave Rutherford

turned in a fine performance."
Thomas was also high on the
job turned in by centre Jack
Orange. Orange played through
the handicap of a dislocated
finger, and played very well
under pressure late in the game
when he had four fouls on him.
The score suggests a close
game, but except for a few
anxious moments mid-way into
th~ second half, the Lancers won
handily.
Windsor started out shakily,
trailing the Gryphons 5-2 after
two minutes. Chris Wydrzynski,
scoring prolifically as usual, then
netted two straight baskets to
put the Lancers in front.
Substitutions were plentiful,
especially in the first half, as
Coach Thomas could afford to
make frequent changes whilst
holding down a good lead.
The Lancers had plenty of
opportunities to open up a
substantial lead in the first half,
but were unable to do so. Their
biggest lead came when Bill
Adams scored after 9 minutes to
pad the lead to thirteen points,

27-14.

•

•

Wydrzynski stars 1n victory
Analysis by
Dave Rutherford
On Wednesday night the
basketball Lancers broke a two
game losing streak by defeating
he University of Guelph
Gryphons by a score of 84-80.
. The Lancers started poorly,
falling behind by 5-2, but gained
the lead 6-5 by the three minute
mark. The first half was
dominated by the Lancers with
some good shooting by
Wydrzynski and brilliant
defensive work by Salvador and
anktree, who cut down the
accurate shooting of the Guelph
forwards.
Perhaps the pose of the
Lancers in this half could be
attributed to the effective use of
substitutions by Coach Thomas.
In the second half, the
Lancers seemed to relax and
cool a little, and this proved very
dangerous, as the Guelph
forwards notably Mark Walton
and Leigh Hammon, led the
attack.

Despite increased attention
by the Windsor guards, the two
Gue 1p h forwards still shot
accurately from great distances.
After about eleven minutes in
the second half the Lancers lost
their lead and fell behind the
Gryphons by two points.
This seemed to spark the
Windsor team once more, and
they again overtook the
Gryphons to jump into a seven
point lead. With twenty-one
seconds left, the Guelph team
snatched four points in ten
seconds due to some careless
passing by the Windsor defense,
and cut the Lancers lead to
three.
Jack Orange ended the
scoring to give Windsor a four
point lead.
Despite the score card the
Lancers controlled the game
throughout, but poor outside
shooting by the Lancers was
another cause of lost points,
although it has improved
somewhat since the last Guelph
game.

The Lancers seem to worry
too much about the score board
and not enough about each play
as it comes. Perhaps a root cause
of this can be found in the
extreme pressure at present
being placed on the team by the
student body .
Perhaps they should relax a
little. They have received severe
criticism, but this is intended to
be instructive, and is not a
scheme to destroy the Windsor
basketball dynasty.
Coach Thomas expressed
extremes gratitude for the win,
and well he may. If the Lancers
can win their next four games
they are all set for the play-offs.
If the improvement continues,
they will do it.

At the half, Windsor led
46-39, and seemed to be well on
their way to a comfortable
victory. Wydrzynski led both
teams at the half with 14 points
and six baskets.
Lancers started the second
half with the same five that they
had started the game with:
Salvador and Lanktree as guard;
Len ti and Wydrzynski at
forward, and Orange at centre.
After four minutes of the
second half Guelph cut the lead
to 51-49, but two consecutive
baskets by Lenti once again gave
the Lancers a six point bulge.
Bill Adams again replaced
Orange at centre, after Jack had
committed his fourth foul early
in the half.
With ten minutes remaining
Wydrzynski scored his
eighteenth point, to put the
Lancers ahead by three, 62-59.
But a five point surge by Guelph
turned the Lancer three point
lead into a two point deficit, and
put the Lancers in the hole for
the first time since early in the

game.
At this point, Orange
returned to the game, and thirty
seconds later, (after Tino Lenti
had fouled out), Bolzan also
came back. Bolzan responded by
promptly dropping one in to tie
the score at 64-64.
After Salvador had sunk a
foul shot, Bolzan stole the ball
from Gryphon star Mark Walton
(20 pts.), and scored again to
put the Lancers ahead to stay,
67-65.
Orange turned in a great
clutch performance in the last
seven minutes, scoring eight
points with four baskets.
Windsor controlled the ball well
during the last five minutes, and
ran out winners by a score of

84-80.
With a minute remwrung,
Gryphons capitalized on two
untimely Lancer turnovers to
cut their deficit to three. Jack
Orange sent the Guelph crowd
of 1,500 home, when he made
sure of a Lancer victory with 20
seconds left.
Wydrzynski was top scorer in
the game with 22 points, and
Lancers second highest
point-getter was Lenti, who
managed 14 before fouling out.
One aspect of the game that
particularly pleased Dr. Thomas
was the free throws. Lancer
marksmen hit on 73% of their
foul shots, their best effort of
the season. Shooting from the
floor was also good, as 45.4% of
the floor shots went in.
The long shooting of
Guelph's Walton and Leigh
Hammond kept the Gryphons
from losing by a far greater
margin. The two guards scored a
combined total of 32 points, as
the Gryphon shooters hit on a
very respectable 43.5% of their
field goal attempts.
Lancers do not play any
further league games until
February 7, when they face the
Varsity Blues in Toronto. Next
basketball action for the Lancers
is on Saturday, Jan. 31, when
they play host to a team
representing Buffalo State in an
exhibition game.

•
Bowling Green wins
Cont'd. from Page 18
inflicted by high sticks but not
one major penalty was called.
Chalmers missed the obvious and
called the impossible.
The greater majority of the
B.G. team would have to come
under the heading of "hot dog".
It becomes a little obvious when
players are jumped from behind
and pummeled as Ron Tilden
was early in the second period.
The visitors played the same
style earlier in the year when
three players jumped a Lancer
from behind.
Hockey-wise it was a case
that the Lancers just didn't have
it.
As coach Eaves said, the
name of the game is to put the
puck in the net, a thing the
cers haven't been able to do
this year. The Lancers hung in
but couldn't cash in on the

scoring opportunities.
Scott McFadden played
outstandingly. He made saves
which bordered on the
miraculous. Three of the five
goals scored on him were on
breakaways.
Brother Tom played his usual
strong game, although he didn't
score he forechecked on
penalties and backchecked well.
The muscle for Windsor was
provided by Pat Ducharme, Jim
Creech, Jim Gratto and Carl
Spinarsky. Bill Wright was also
flying last night along with
Roadrunner Garon.
MOOSE DROPPINGS ... the
"Blueline Baddies had a bad
night. . . . this writer was
butt-ended by a B.G.
de f enceman, Uncle Al was
harrassed by the local police
force, and late in the game the
whole front row was evicted by
Chalmer~__.- -

It's a bird! It's a plane! No, it's another basket
for Windsor on the way in as Wydrzynski,
Orange, and Lanktree are sandwiched by the

entire Guelp~ team in their vain attempts at
salvation.
-Lance pie by Dave Rutherford
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WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS!

BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEARI

by J.P. Squire
LANCE Photo Staff
Question: Do you think the relationship between engineers
and the other faculties have improved this year? If so, why?

ANO

PAUL PANCIW II Sci.-No, I don't
because Engineers are like my
brother-in-law. They only think
they're smart.
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ANDY ZEHALUK Ill Eng.-The
relationship still exists. The
engineers are by far, better than
Arts students. We engineers are too
smart to learn anything.
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LYLE LALONGE Eng. T.A.-No. I
don't think the Arts faculty or the
Engineering faculty have tried to
see the other's point of view. The
Engineers are sticking to their own
group, they have their own society,
their own paper. I'd like to think
they're equal because they're both
interested in their own subject.

BEST DIRECTOR-Fred Zinnemann
BEST ACTOR-Paul Scofield
BEST SCREENPLAY-Robert Bolt
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COLUMBIA PICTURES presents
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AMANFOR
ALL SEASONS
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ROBERT BOLT
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MIKE JAMES III Arts-No, it
hasn't improved. I never see· any of
them because they have their own
building. It's like a separate
university over there.

SUSANNAH YORK [PAUL SCOFIELD r..... ... NIGEL DAWNPORf • JOHN m
mOORIN REDGBAVE i~a omUE. "1WW!QV ·ioinBOIJ ·RD mi· 1DNIOOU)r
1:00 & 9,30
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3 ~

AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM

Film Society Presentation

JULIE Cl-1RIST1E ·GEORGE C.SCOlJ

'

BYRON HURRLE IV Arts-The

-

relationship has changed. The only
way I can tell is feedback from
engineers. The problems that
artsmen face are faced by engineers
maybe even to a greater extent.
More artsmen should realize that
possibly engineers aren't so
conservative or right wing as they
seem superficially.

BOB CIKALO II Eng.-You mean
there is any other faculty around
here? Artsmen are too dumb
actually. There has been no
improvement.

JIM BRESCHUK III Civil
Eng.-The new engineers are lovers,
not engineers. We don't even want
to be associated with plumbers.

C~STARRING

OWEN BALL IV (Special) Soc.-No
because the engineers are largely a
bunch of egotistical fascists. The
artsmen are insecure Toms.
Engineers seem to have accepted
the system and their part in it. The
artsmen are faced with the
contradictions of the system and
haven't accepted the necessity of
sacrifice to end the contradiction.

RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN A5 DAVID DANNEl2
ARTHUR HILL· SHIRLEY KNIGHTandJOSEPH COTTEN o!~:er -=-~~.::-9

ilUQGUm> - ~
TECHNICOLOR9 FROM WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTS.

LAWRENCEB~ MARCUS . DENISTEO'DELL . RAYMONDWAGNER . RICHARDlESTER

SUNDA Y,FEBRUARY 1st
7:00& 9:00 P.M.

____________

Ambassador Auditorium
_
_,;.,_

Dramatic Film Society
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Psych-In begins today in Centre
Leaflets, lapel buttons, and antiAmerican speakers will headline
today's "Psych-In."
The event, designed to protest
"De-Canadianization" of the University, was organized by three
English graduate students, Bill

McMaster may get
co-ed residence

easier on my knees that this
cold s ta ge is" , Arabian dan c er de cided Saturda). She u·as one
pa rt of /nte mat iona! Student s Organization's Int ernational N igbt,
n /;1/1- ccle e xtrnz agaw::a of music and dancing from all 011er the
World.
Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Hamilton (CP) McMaster
students pressing for a mixed residence on campus got over their
first hurdle Tuesday - and there
wasn't a hostile parent in sight.
Objections from apprehensive
parents were expected when the
president's committee on student
housing called a special open
meeting to discuss the propsal.
But during the two-hour meeting no one spoke against the idea
of male and female students sharing the same residence.
The commitees which reports
to university President Dr. H. G.
Thode, unanimously voted to
recommend that the principle of
a co-educational residence on
campus be accepted.

Money problems again

House, Bob Reynolds, and Bob
McCrae, and their supporters.
The three issued a two-part
"special report" last fall, blasting
American influence in part one;
and defending the job rights of
American professor of English
Philip London in the second.
London, seeking to continue
as a Professor here, has taken
his case to the Faculty council
committee on promotion and
tenure.
Today's "Psych.In" is scheduled to last for more than two
days. At least five speakers will
appear on campus in the event,
including Ontario Union of Stud-

ents President Jim Kehoe, himself an American.
Other scheduled speakers are
U . of Toronto prof. Melville Watkins, Carleton U. prof Robin
Mathews, former U. of T. SAC
President Steve Langdon, and U.
of T. Student Liberation Movement member Daniel Drache.
Events in the "Psych-In''
started at 9:00 A.M. this morning, and will continue throughout
the day and week.
Leaflets, some aimed at specific
classes, will be circulated in an
effort to explain the "Psych-In."
Complete schedules are available in the University Centre.

Huron Line parking okayed
You can still park on Huron Line, despite "Road Closed" signs
between University Avenue and Wyandotte Street.
Student Council's parking expert, John Gunning, contacted Department of Public Works officials Friday to object to the loss to students of
the 230 parking spots along the stretch of road.
"A Mr. Wilkin told me that it's closed to through traffic like big
trucks, so the road won't get any more chewed up than it is," Gunning
said.
"But students are still welcome to park there and use it in the
normal wav."
•
1 .:: ' "- ·' surface is in r;d , si,ape, and re-surfacing contracts will,
be leL 1i_ tt e next few months, Gunning indicated.

Winter weekend concert plans cancelled
Winter Weekend will not include a concert, SAC officials
said Sunday afternoon.
The weekend, February 13-15,
was to have included a major
concert. Thursday, SAC Services
Commissioner Gerry Schen said
that he was confident that a con-

Frontier College
recruiting here
this Thursday
Ian Morrison, Director of Instructors for Frontier College,
will be here Thursday seeking
recruits for the College's work·
teaching program.
For 70 years, Frontier College
has been placing students in Canada's north, to teach lumberjacks,
mine and construction workers
everything from basic English to
Mathematics and geology.
Morrison's visit was arranged
by Stan Stanhope, III Arts, Frontier College's local recruiter. Stanhope worked last summer in the
Yukon Territory for the College.
About 100 students are chosen
each year, to work in the north
while teaching a total of about
1,500 of their fellow labourers.
Campus recruiting and interviews for Frontier College will be
held all day Thursday in the University Centre. Details are available from Stanhope, or from the

University Centre desk.

cert would be scheduled. But after Sunday consultation with the
SAC Executive and other Council members, Schen announced
the cancellation, based on SAC
inability to withstand any financial loss.
Tonight's Three Dog Night
concert will not be affected by
the cancellation.
SAC President Bob Baksi said
Sunday that ticket sales for tonight's concert have improved:
"We're out of the disaster area".
But he added that SAC still expects some loss.
The group was booked after a
pre-Christmas survey revealed that
Three Dog Night was the most
popular of several bands which
SAC could book.
"I hope that, the concer~ hav-

ing been cancelled, Gerry Schen
can come up with some fresh, exciting ideas for Winter Weekend.
I'd really like to see a snowmobile
race among the different faculties
out behind the Physical Education
building," Baksi said.
The SAC members indicated
that the traditional March concert would be scheduled if at all
possible.
Groups which have been considered for the Winter Weekend
concert included Teegarden and
VanWinkle , Lighthouse, Ian and
Sylvia, Gloria Loring, and B. J.
Thomas.
Tickets for tonight's Three
Dog Night concert are still available in the SAC offices 'on the
second floor of the University
Centre, and at the door tonight.

by TONY KELLER
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2
-Food Committee Meeting: Rooms 5-7 at 2:00 P.M .
-Karate Service Program: for men and women. Free tonight and Wednesday at 8:00 P.M. in the Fencing RoonSt. Denis Hall.
-Dance: Modern Folk at 7:00 P.M. in the Dance Studio
of the Physical Education Building. No experience neces-

sary.
-Spirit Committee yfecting: 7:30 P.M. in the Conference
Rooms , second Floor of the Student Center. Always open
to newcomers.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3
-Film S ciety Production: "A Man For All Seasons" at
7:00 and 9:30 P.M.
-University Lecture Series: Assumption Lounge at 8:00

P.M.

But not certain

-Nursing Soc iety: Rooms 1-3 at 7:00 P.M.

Sale says still may run
Rhys Sale may run for Student
Council President.
Sale, a fourth-year Philosophy
student. announced two week
ago that he had resigned several
student government positions and
would not run for President. He
had originally announced his candidacy for the seventy-five dollar-a.week post in mid-fall.
After his resignation as Student
Senator. Generation editor, Lance
Reviews Editor, and Student
member of the Philosophy Department Committee, Sale reportedly

BITS andPIECES

left Windsor for several days.
Returning Thursday, he said
that he ~ay still run for the SAC
pest. "I cant say for sure,' he
said, "but I'll let you know in a
couple of weeks. Just leave me
alone, for God's sake."
In a related development, SAC
Vice President Wayne Yared
made known over the weekend
that be would this week announce
his intentions about the presidency. SAC office gossip has pre

WEDSESDA Y, FEBRUARY 4
-Inter Fraternity Council \ieeting: 7:00 P.M. in Room 3.
-Social Work As,o· iation: Faculty Alumni Lounge at 7:30

P.M.
-University of Windsor Band: Grotto at 7:00 P.M.
-Psych-In: Lobby of Student Centre at 9:00 A.M.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5
-Committee on Student Affairs: 3:00 P.M. in Room 5
-Frontier College Recruiting: Centre.
-University of Wind!ior Barro: 5:30 P.M. in. Ambassador
Auditorium.
-Film Society Meeting: 4:00 P.~. in the Ambassador
Lounge.
-Anyone Wishing To Stage A Happening for Open House
kindly submit ideas to S.A.C. ieeretary.

dieted that Yared would run.
.l
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Guest editorial

Generation '"sol(I

., .,
Olli

Alter a long and troubled gestation1 Generation1
the students magazine of artistic and literary en·
deavour, will occupy eight pages in the Ambassa·
dor Yearbook supplement.
It is our opinion that this is a sell-out" ol the
interests of the student body, as well as an unfortunate blow to the only student-oriented literary
effort by SAC, which sadly lacks in the organization of student cultural projects.
Originally, Generation was to be cut from the
SAC budget altogether. After pleas by RHYS Sale,
who edited last year's Generation, a budget of
2,50D' dollars · was allocated to it, with no provision
for honoraria to the editors.
The budget was thought to be adequate 1
enough for the puI:,lication of a decent magazine
of student art and literature.
Two editors were hired - Rhys Sale and Bill
Stevens.
Contracts with the publisher were set.
The art work was gathered.
All that remained was the collection of sufficient student poetry and prose, and then publication.
But with the resignation of Sale, for personal
reasons, and the subsequent resignation of Stevens,
whose request for an honorarium was denied, Generation once again slipped into dormancy.
Then a week ago this Wednesday, the Board
of Publications met to discuss the status and feasSC.HEN E..X PECTED SELL-OUT.
ibility ol Generation.
The Board decided that too short a time remained for the publication of a valuable literary R ll
Furthermore, David, how. ~an
magazine and voted to include a vastly inferior
yo~ separate your own poht 1c:1
eight page version in the Ambassador supplement.
I
•
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Th e vote was unanimous.
be further proof that you
The original budget for Generation will be re· Editor, The Lance,
"wear the form of revolution
tained by SAC, including the 500 dollars specially The other day when I happened without the substance"?
relinquished by the Engineering Society to ensure to glance at The Lance, I noticed
David, in. last week's Lance I
Generation's publication.
a small piece written about my- was not trying to pe~sonally atTh
f h
1
·11
td self by a certain Dave Rutherford. tack you though I did have to
e cost o t e supp ement pages wi come
It was truly a spear thrust into constantl; check myself against
less than 200 dollars.
.
.
my side, Dave, to see that you the temptation. You are a very
In other words a compromise between abolish- have lost all respect for me. Near enthusiastic lad with much potment and retention was reached, which. in our the point of death, primevall in- ential with many constructive
opinion, is "sell-out/'
stinct drove me to the nearest ideas. It would be to your credit
Generation has managed in the past few years typewriter and turned my death to present those ideas and act on
to obtain a reputation as a legitimate and valuable rattle into an apology to you, sir. them accordingly. .
I respect to losing your re
outlet for student artistic effort. That the idea ol an "Kirkland.'" I screamed, "You
n
.
h
ty state. ·
1 1 I d
.
bit off more than you could chew spect 1 can m a11 ones
annual publication should sow Y a e away JS a when you tangled with the Dave David that it is enough that my
mistake that will be lat.er regretted by SAC and the Rutherford"
dogs respect me. When I want
students it represents.
He is so right. I deserve to be your respect there will be a blue
It is true that the English Department puts out castigated by all right thinking moon hanging over Warsaw.
lour literary magazines, but these are faculty-orien• men, (especially those who think
R. J. Kirkland
ted and cannot claim to embody the interests of the a la mode Rutherford.)
students or to be representative of student lit.e rary From now on David, 1 prom/
ise to be less selective and not
e re a
O Ve
eltort.
vent my hangovers upon poor
It is also true that the "Seed at Zero" section ol unemployed, has-been revolutionThe LANCE publishes much student poetry and aries. Had I, David, written the t e s e I et t er s
prose, but it does not have the degree of perman- full context of your remarks that
ence that the SAC-sponsored publication has.
cold evening, I am sure that your Editor, The Lance,
Generation is the most tangible, and perhaps very words would have made a
Last week's SAC by-election
the most rewarding effort by SAC, and should not fool out of you. You did say that for an Arts representative(s) was
be allowed to die, as it may well do if this year is the Student Administrative Coun- the most blatant example of stud•
f SAC I
it cil was irrelevant as it now stands ent apathy this campus has demany indication O th e sentiment O
Ol
S "but has a lot of potential." Thus onstrated in a long time. I would
'
existence.
I only concluded that since the like to congratulate those 179
Any decision affecting its status should be re• election was to fill only two vac- voters who ,turned out to elect
lerred to the students of this universitY for whom ancies, that your election would their reps. 1 would also like to
Generation is published.
make that council important be- condemn those of the silent ma-by Tom Egan cause your very presence would jority who didn't show up.
1
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Al Strachan
Brian Kappler
Marian Johnstone
Joe Pekar
Jerry Schen
Dan Nagy
Marian Johnstone
Amie Fisk
Tom Egan
J. P. Squire, Dave Gellatly
Tom Egan
Len Laurin, Dave Mills, Bill Fisher
Eric Atkinson

give it potential. This I have been
told by reliable sources (because
I of course take statement out of
context.)
Dave, Davel You missed a perfeet opportunity to present your
'plans' in your rebuttal to my
"salacious article.' You didn't
recognize the potential of that
opportunity did you? All that
space that could have been used
to put forward your hopes and
schemes, and you muffed it, old
boy. You did however mention
a dream you have about some
nebulous education committee
but in your mad rush to tear me
down to my present state of degredation (bah, bah) you failed to

=---==================================:::::==-:-:::~~~:!:~~
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The meagre amount of student
voters indicates that people on
this campus do not care whether
or not they are represented on
Council. It also indicates· that
Student Council is not doing .i its
job in the manner which would
suit those who elected theD'. It
also indicates that Students J. \dministrative Council is irrelevant
to student activity and has no
place on this campus at all. I
wish to emphasize the fact that
students here do not care if SAC
exists and would not even flinch
if SAC were to dissolve tomorrow.
If the students believe that SAC
is a waste of their money, then I
would advise those who agree to

~ ~~la~ns=·= = = ~m=o~ve for the eradication of SAC

\
and the division of remaining
SAC funds to necessary student
functions such as Radio U ., The
Lance, and the various clubs.
The Three Dog Night concen
is a good example of SAC's incompetence. Eight-thousand, eight
hundred dollars is a ridiculol.f
price to pay for a group when
you consider that many groups of
their style can be obtained for
half as much.

N. C. Hazen

ta I e f o u~/ s

011 t

(ED. NOTE: The following is a
letter addressed to Tony Keller,
author of "A Fowl Tale" in The
Lance, Jan. 19.)
Dear Tony:
Your fowl tale in The Lance
deserves a few remarks. One
thing you left out - when you
dress a turkey the first thing to
do is wash your hands, otherwise
you may contaminate the bird.
Also, if it is still frozen and you
have trouble defrosting it, call
your mother - she can give you
the right instructions.
You say you paid for the bird
- it must have been cheap at
your price. By the way Tony, I
am a Catholic, and if there are
left any Catholic or Protestant
girls who still have respect for
their bodies - God Bless Them!
You may forget Tony, we
don't have to lower ourselves for
any man. I suggest you take up
something other than writing,
you haven't a talent for it. In
fact your fowl tale really smelled
so badly we couldn't digest it.
I'd say that turkey didn't
need any attention from you at
all, it was waiting for your
mother to attend to it. You should
have been upstairs studying to
really make something of yourself. Don't waste your time remember, you may have to give
an account for it some day, and
you may have to give an account
earlier than you dunk for such
a fowl tale.
Mrs. Thomas Mullins
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SAULT STE. MARIE
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Mr. A. Bell and Mr. H. M. Findlay,
Principals, will be pleased to
interview prospective graduates
for teaching positions in
Sault Ste. Marie Secondary Schools on
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1970
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History repeats 6-4

Lancers upset Waterloo for 2nd time
The University of Windsor Lancers came up with another total
team effort to defeat the Waterloo Warders 6-4 on Friday night
at the Waterloo arena.
Ejay Queen led the Lancer
scoring with a hat trick and Don
Bruner once again performed heroics in the Lancer goal. Bruner
was exceptionally outstanding in
the first two periods when the
Lancers were outshot by the wide
margin of 37-14. Over the whole
game Bruner faced 59 shots while
·the Lancers managed 24 on the
Waterloo goal.
Tom Mcfadden once again
started the Lancers off on the
right foot. Tom stole the puck
in the Waterloo end, and at 1:36
he beat goalie Scott with a low
slider to give the Cancers a 1-0
lead. At 13:35 Queen scored the
first of his three goals. The assist on this goal went to Garon
and it gave the Lancers a 2-0
lead. Rudge got Waterloo back
in the game at 19:31 when he
scored on a pass from Laidlaw.
It looked like the score would
stay the same throughout the
second period but Queen struck
again at 18:20 to regain the Lancers two goal margin. Assists on
this goal went to Wright and
Garon. Waterloo came right back,
however, and once again cut the
Lancer lead to one goal. Laidlaw

Please contad your
University placement office
for interviews

THE LANCE -

COOPERATION
COMMUNICATION
COMPETENCE

scored this goal at 19:18 with as
sist going to Thorpe.
The game opened up in the
third period. Cosgrove gave Windsor back its two goal lead at 3:32
when he scored on a pass from
Tom McFadden. Waterloo wouldn't allow the Lancers to get too
far ahead and at 4:39 FaIWell
scored from Laidlaw and McKegney. The Lancers finally broke
the game open with goals at 7:32
and 10:04.
Ducharme scored the first of

Good individual efforts

Swimmers have progressed
Last Wednesday the Lancer
swimmers travelled to Guelph
where they took part in a double
duel meet with University of
Guelph and the University of
Waterloo.
Paul Laing turned in his best
time in the 200 yard individual
medley while placing second .
Paul Kapusniak placed second in
the 200 yard backstroke with a
time of 2:39 and in the 500 yard
freestyle, Tom Fox had his best
time of 6:46 which was good for
second.
Saturday night the Lancers
travelled to Livonia where they
took part in a tri-meet with
Schoolcraft and Flint. Ron Matack took first place in the 200
yard backstroke with a time of
2:433 while Tom Fox took second in the 200 yard butterfly
with a time of 3: 13. Bob Gateman was second in the one metre
diving. In the 500 yard freestyle,
Keith Young at 6:25 and Dave
Laing at 6:58 both showed well.
Lancers next meet
urday, February 7,

Jnuu Qtnlltgt

these with an assist going to
Garon. Queen completed his hat
trick with the prettiest goal of the
game. ·Gratto stopped · the puck at
the blueline and passed it to Du
channe. Seeing Queen at the corner of the net, Ducharme calmly
fed him a pass and Queen tucked
it in under Scott.
Laidlaw rounded out the scoring at 12:07 but it was too late
The Lancers had once again ruined Waterloo's hopes of finishing
first.

is next Satat home

against the University of Waterloo and Adrian College. This
meet starts at 2 p.m. at the
physical education building.

Volleyballers
get split
on weekend
The Lancerettes finished regular season play this weekend with
a tough schedule of three matches
against York and Laurentian.
York defeated Windsor 3-1 on
Thursday. Windsor played two
matches against Laurentit1n and
came up with a split decision.
Laurentian won the Friday game
3-1 and Windsor won Saturday's
game 3-2 in its longest and hardest game played to date. The victory came after two hours of exciting volleyball.
On February 15, the Lancerettes will take part in the O.Q.W.C.I.A. Championships in Montreal.

SPECIAL NOTICE

Jlinbsnr. @ntario

Re. Students Appointments To The
Board Of Diredors Of Iona College

The Magic Christian is:
antiestabl ish mentarian,
antibellu m, antitrust,
antiseptic, antibiotic,
antisocial & antipasto.

Commonwealth United Presents
aGrand Film Starring

The By-Laws of Iona College Have Been Amended
to Allow the Election of at Least Four Students to
The Board of Directors.

Also sta rone

WILFRID HYDE WHITE· ISABEL JEANS· CAROLINE BLAKISTON
Colar by TECHNICOLOR • Released by COMMONWEALTH UNITED

I
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STARTING

WEDNESDAY
FEB. 4th

-Pick a

favorite
Theatre!

I
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··eome and Git It . by PAUL McCARTNEY

~

MADISON at GrandOOWNTOWN
Circus Pk. , 962 -6933
E. Jefferson
ESQUIRE 15311
VA. 2 -2870
fAIRLANE Telegraph
Ford Rd. E.af
561-7200
JEWEL

CLrJeNs

RADIO CITY

87 Nonh Gratiot
465 -0362

Woodward at 9 Mile
LI . 3 -5800

Since the Program and the Pyhsical Facilities
of Iona are New to the University, We Recognize
that People Will Need more Information about the
College Before Considering Election as Directors.
Students Who Are Interested in these Positions or
Wish More Information Are Encouraged to Write
or Call Mr. John Braun, Director of Studies, Iona
College - Phone 253-7691
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Returnees no help, lancers lo e to
Analysis by

ERIC "The Poef, ATKINSON
St Denis Hall provided the action Saturday night as the visiting hoopsters of Buffalo State
whomped the home Lancers 9874 in a hectic exhibition tussle.
Playing before the "old-Timers" of past Windsor squads, the
"Big Blue" were · never able to
match the speed of their American counterparts. This seemed to
be the wide margin of the two
teams.
Although the Lancers have
been .known to be a running
team, always looking for the fastbreak, the Bengals of Buffalo displayed a fine running attack without the costly turnovers whicli
seem to plague our hoopsters.
State plays a "headsup" brand of
ball; something definitely lacking
on all too many numerous occasions in the U. of W. camp.
Perhaps it was just the fact
that Buffalo had too much talent with which the Lancers had
to cope. Tneir attack was equally
based at no less than five men
hit the double figure mark. (Smith
led with 26; Zak 24, Macintosh
19, Henley 10, and Borschel duplicating the ten mark). Who do
you check?
All proved themselves to be
potent enough scorers as they
shredded the hoops. Conversely,
the Lancers were led by nifty
guard Sante Salvador who perhaps played his best contest of
the seas0n, netting 17 points. Salvador more than once sunk some
rather picturesque drives and the
way in which he sets up those
plays, well ... it's enough to say
that when Sante is out there look
to him to pretty well control the
tempo of the game.
· Jaclc Orange, dislocated finger
and all, seems to improve with
every outing. The burly; centre
is on the move every minute he's
out there. Watch him under the
boards; separates the men from
the boys you might say.
Lancers have got a good club
and there's no reason why they
shouldn't make the play-offs, but

gosh-darn, they make a lot of
mistakes - stupid mistakes supposedly not known to university
rall.
How many times did you see •
a fine Lancer defensive move on
Saturday night only to see it immediately annulled with a dis
heartening toss into the crowd or
the open hands of a Bengal? Or
how about those miscues on defence?· Sure these things are expcci.ed to happen, but with such
frequency?
Don't be shocked if you see
Coach Thomas grab a quick pint
of milk to ease that ulcer he no
doubt is rapidly acquiring. And
those foul-shots - a 61.1 percentage is just not the kind of
shooting that'll win ball games!
Wednesday sees another Ameri·
can squad visiting St. Denis. Maybe it's just the fact that the word
American is synonomous with
good basketball that scares the
Lancers. A good team refuses to
be intimidated, at least until the
game begins! If Lancers would
play their own brand of ball, the)
can give any "Buffalo State" a
good run for their money. So
Wednesday night will end the IN THE PRE-GAME cockroach race on Sat·
Lancer exhibition schedule and urday night, the Lancers were defeated. As
the Buffalo State Tigers urge on their cock·
the next four O.Q.A.A. league
roaches (by means of that old ploy the cockcontests are ones which must
roach-goose) it becomes remarkably apparent
tally under the Blue win column.
that the Lancers best cockroach, Captain
Wednesday night against Adrian
might indicate to U. of W. ioyals
whether or not any post-season Too many mistakes
action will be. in store at the end
of this month.
. . . . other points of interest
. . . in the preceding game, the
Crusaders were embarrassed as
they muffed a one man advantage
for approximately the final eight
minutes of the game and ended
on the short end of a 83-78 score
lo3ing to the Toledo "All-Stars"
(but don't let the name confuse
you). Question . . . how do you
explain that the "baby" Lancers
were down by four points when
Toledo was forced to play with
FOUR men as their fifth fouled
out, yet ended up losing by five?
Funny things sure are happing in
Lancer basketball land this season

!Universal
Peace
begins with peace in the heart
of each individual
The Transcendental Meditation of
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi wi II help
you to learn to utitize inner peace, \laharisl1 i .\ lahesh \'ogi
harmony and energy.

Tc>achers trained by the ,\laharishi of Rishikesh, India
ll'ill git'e a public introductor) lecture at:
PLACE: G-133- Windsor Hall
TIME: Friday, 4 P.M., February

6

Sponsored by Students International Meditation Society
No Admission Charge

Phone 256-9943

faloS ate 98-74

Clive, is not doin1::, well despite superb
psychological handling by Jack Bolz an (34).
After the excitement of this sport, the Lancers
were too tired to play well in the main event
and lost the basketball game.
Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Turnovers costly in hoopster loss

by BILL "Fish" FISHER
The Lancers hosted the Buffalo
State "Bengals" at St. Denis and
as the final buzzer sounded found
themselves on the losing side of
the score sheet, with the final
score Buffalo 98 - Windsor 74.
The Lancers were finding it
tough in the early moments just
trying to get the ball past half
court, as they continually used
their aerial baseball pas~ which
got them no where or found the
ball repeatedly stolen by the ballhungry Bengals.
With less than eight minutes
used up in the opening half, the
Bengals opened a 12 point lead,
28-16, due to the fine shooting
of their All-star forward Randy
Smith, who potted 15 of those 28
points.
With the "baseball" pass proving fruitless, Salvadore got the
home crowd excited as he used a
behind the back pass to assist a
Lancer for 2 points. The pass and
score didn't tie the game, but it
gave the fans something to cheer
about and helped the "colourless"
Lancers through a tough first
half.
As the half ended, the Bengals
held a 58-41 lead, with Smith
hooping 22 big ones for Buffalo,
while Salvadore was high man for
the Lancers with 10.
With a little over 3 minutes
gone in the second half, the Lancers started playing ball like the
fans and coaches know they are
capable of doing and out-scored
the Bengals 9-4 to · narrow the
Bengal lead to 12. Then the
"luckless Lancers" began to commit those silly and unnecessary
high-school misdemeanors and by
the 12:50 mark found themselves
on the low end of the score-boarcl
76-S4, or as you math experts
and loyal fans can deduce, behind by 22 points.
Salvadore again gave the fan

something to chatter about as he
displayed his B-Ball skill and finesse as he ended his scoring for
the evening with a fine left-handed "hook" shot.
Again with the "baseball" pass
failing, Delaire sent another "behind the back" pass to Wydrzynski who quickly sent it through
the cords to help the cause and
lower the score 90-68 in favour
of the Bengals.

With the "luckless Lancers"
lousing the lanes with mistakes,
the fans were treated to a new
court game of contact, contact,
who has my contact, as play was
halted with 1:27 to go, when a
Bengal player lost his contact lens
and both sides took time out to
try and find this "needle in the
hay stack." Fortunately it was
found and the Lancers went down
to defeat 98-74.

THIS ,\IA Y look like an ordinar} basket ball pie to you, but we
can assure you that it is much more than that. This is the lastknou 11 photo of the late great Captain Clive, all-star Lancer
cockroach tl'ho slipped au·ay from his handlers and can be seen
here about six inches belou the right foot of Bill Adams (52),
Clive died u·ithin seconds of this picture's being taken.
Lance pie by J.P. Squire
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Board to study
S.U.B. proposal

A

SI

PSYCH-IN ORGANIZERS handed out buttons and literature from a table in the Centre during the week.

-Lance pie by R.J. Kirkland

In Soc-Anthro Dept

Promotion criteria attacked
A special study on the
soci ology-anthropology
department was released today,
exammmg the election of
student representatives to that
department.
The report states that the
department's Personnel
Committee is an example of a
"developing university-wide
policy" that is turning specific
committees into autonomous
bodies within their own
departments, and that decisions
made by that committee can
only be appealed to the Faculty
Council, and not to
departments.
It says that student
representation has been revealed
as a facade.
Commenting on the
procedures of the Personnel
Committee, the report says:
"The committee is obviously
evaluating members by criteria
established only by the Head or
by itself, not by the
Department. There is no excuse
for such arbitrary and
high-handed procedures."
The report says that the
Department is heavily
Americanized, "both in course
content and in faculty," and
that nothing is being done to
reverse this situation.
The report states:
Dr. Orona, the future head of
Anthropology, still prefers to
recruit at the Convention of the
American Association of
Anthropologists in New Orleans
... Documentary evidence exists
that a man was not hired in this
department because of his
"radical" political views. Such
actions run contrary to the
Canadian grain, where even
Marxism is an acceptable
political view.
The report says that the
department is "anything but
Canadian" and that there is a

trend that liberal professors are
leaving the department.
The report concludes by
saying that the operating
procedures
of the
Sociology-Anthropology
department are "blatantly
shabby," and that nothing is
being done to improve them.
The report says:
"Rather than democratizing
departments, moreover, the
source of power at the university
is moving up· into the Faculty
Council and the Senate. Most
importantly, illegal actions are
becoming a commonplace.
Students have been the only
group with any sense of justice."
It recommends that seven
steps be taken for re-eval~ation
of the "criteria and procedures
of the Personnel Committee" as
well as the · "priorities and
purposes" of the Department:
I) That all decisions of the
Personnel Committee be subject
to ratification or veto by the
Departmental Council before
being sent to any higher level.
2) That criteris for evaluation
be formulated forthwith, subject
to the ratification of the
Departmental Council.
3) That in these criteria more
concern and emphasis be placed
on teaching as opposed to
research and Pb.D's.
4) That the Department
liquidate its immediate desire to
set up a sophisticated Ph.D.
program at the expense and
suffering of students and good
teachers.
5) That the Department and
Personnel Committee re-examine
their priorities, aims and purpose
with the immediate and future
needs of students in mind.
6) That all the activities of
the Personnel c~mmittee up to
this point be considered null and
void, pending the formulation of
criteria.

7) (a) That the Personnel
Committee re-examine and
devise new methods and
procedures in the hiring and
obtaining of new faculty.
(b) That the Personnel
Committee make an active
attempt to acquire Canadian
talent with particular appeal and
emphasis on developing a strong
Canadian orientation at the
undergraduate and graduate level
in both sociology and
anthropology.
The report, written by Dave
Rutherford, II Arts, and Rick
Sullivan, II Arts, is the frrst part
of a special study.

SAC President Bob Baksi
won't release details on plans for
a Student Union Building, he
said Wednesday, because he fears
''undue criticism of preliminary
proposals."
But Baksi did admit that he
has presented plans to the
University Board of Governors,
and asked them to reserve the
disposition of some land for the
seventeen-million dollar project.
The Board has established a
committee to investigate the
SAC proposal. The committee,
named, sources say, at a Monday
meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Board,
includes Board members Frank
DeMarco, and W.R. Mitchell,
both University Vice-Presidents;
George Burt, a Board member
who is a former president of the
United Auto Workers in Canada,

and local accountant W.C.
Howison. The five:-man
committee is chaired by lawyer
W.C. Cowan.
Baksi will not release
preliminary data on the site or
architectural plans for the
building, he says, because the
publication of such information
might jeopardize the whole
project.
Baksi's 21-page proposal to
the Board calls for a three-phase
building, and some planning has
been done by construction
professionals.
"We've been fortunate to
have the services of some
professional people volunteered
to this project," Baksi said.
Earlier, Baksi stated that he
hopes that all three phases of the
building would be completed by
1976.

Lile Eng. Soc.

Science Society mulled
by Wilhelm Dilthey
Lance News Staff
Science students here are
seeking to form themselves into
a new and more powerful group
to promote academic concern
with science studies.
SAC Science Representative
Al Dresser Wednesday
announced plans to seek
formation of a Science Society
with a revised constitution and a
mandatory fee of up to five
dollars for Science students.
The group would concentrate

Moderate success

Psych-in to continue
"Psych-in" launched Monday will continue into next week, the
organizers say.
Set up by the authors of the House-Mccrae-Reynolds Report on
the de-Canadianization of the university, it was designed with the
intention of "raising the energy level" of the students on this
campus; to promote discussion between professors and students on
the problems of education in the university.
Buttons and pamphlets were passed out, "to make people
think." A numlJer of speakers as well as a panel are scheduled for
next week.
.
Bob Reynolds, a fourth year English major, said Friday that the
"psych-in" has not been an overwhelming success but he was still
pleased with the student response.
The buttons and pamphlets were passed out to students who
then distributed them to appropriate classes in each major
humanities department.
So far no response from the administration and little response
from the faculty has been encountered.
As outlined by Reynolds, the "psych~in" has three major goals,
the fust of which involves the case of Dr. Philip London, Professor
of English, whose contract was not renewed due to "incompetence
and neglect." The three defend him.
The second is a medium-term goal which, in the words of
Reynolds, is to improve teaching tecltniques at this university.
The third is a long range goal - the reversal of the
"de-Canadianization" of this university, which the authors of the
report say is too heavily influenced by Americans, and in danger of
losing what Canadian identity it has left.

on orgamzmg seminars and
booking speakers to "bring
about a more professional
outlook on the part of
undergraduate scientists."
Dresser said that a Science
Society, organized like the
present Engineering Society,
would be a better governing and
administrative body than the
present Science Council.
A fee of two to five dollars
would be charged for
membership in the Society,
Dresser said. This money would
be collected through tuition if
the University Senate approved
of the proposal.
"We can't do a thing until we
know how the science students
feel about it", Dresser said. "It's
really up to the students. I hope
that everybody can give me an
opinion on it."
Dresser said that most SAC
activities are geared for Arts
Students, and Science
undergrads need more and better
programs for them.
Tentative contacts with
Science faculty members have
had good results, he said.

SAC Science Rep. Al Dresser.

the Bridge
Sincerest congratulations are
extended to Morrie Kleinplatz of
the University of Windsor
(playing with a McGm partner)
for his win in the Open Pairs at
I a st weet•s Canadian
Intercollegiate Bridge
Championship, held at the
University of TQronto.

How about cleaning up the St. Denis weipt room?
B.O. Arts
If people pick up the weights after they use them, we have
been assured tpat the janitors will keep your room in immaculate
condition.
As an added bonus, we asked Mr. Fracas, of the Phys. Ed.
Dq,t. to have. a look and determine what minor repairs were
needed. The department plans to discontinue the room as soon as
fwlds are found for them to add more Universals to their new
extensions so major repairs and additional equipment are out of
the question. Oremus.

***
What is Ghina Fang? /69
What the (flowers) is Ghia& Fang? /10

D.N.
D.N.

Perhaps you could have saved us if you would have given us a
real
stance to chase after. We had just about chartered a plane
that great blank spot on American MilitarY maps when the
premo11ition came to tll that you were talking about good old
Ginseng. (Flower head).
e are quite fimtiliar with Pana:,c Quinqaefelium,, the Qtinese
"cure ar, its stinfulating effects and aphtodaisiac properties
(although weww never had cause to use it for that purpose.) An
ounce of this rare, man-shaped root costs about SlSO on the free
market and would take away all yoor problems, if money
~ n s to be the cause of your problem.

•••

•••

In last week"s colunm, we
discussed one method of
detennining the number of Aces
that a partnership possesses, the
Blackwood Convention. This,
however, often has the
disadvantage that the bidding
gets too high too fast when Aces
and Kings are missing. The
difference between playing in a
Six or Seven contract often
depends upon a missing King,
and the use of Blackwood may
push the contract beyond the

safe level.
In order to combat this, to
fmd out about Aces, Kinp, and
even Queens in the combined
hands at a low level, the Gerber
Convention was devised.
Just as the respoasea to
Blackwood indicate the munber
of Aces, etc., by bidding
different suits, so too is the Ca$e
with Gerber.
The initial "asking"' for Aces,
thovp, occurs at a lower level:
Four Clubs. When ~ has
been the last bid, and Four
Clubs is jumped into (e.g. 2
N.,T.-4 Clubs; 1 Diarilond-1
Heart-I No-trump-4 Oubs)
the person who bid it is not
saying that he possesses Clubs.
Rather, he is asking about the
number of Aces in pal'tt*''s

indicates either no Aces or all
Four; 4 Hearts sh • one Ace; 4
Spades, two Aces, and; . 4
No-trump shows three Aces. If
the initial bidder of 4 Clubs then
bids 5 Clubs, he is asking about
the number of Kings in partner's
hand. Six Clubs asks for Queens.
There are several important
things to remember about the
use of the Gerber Convention.
First of all, Clubs ue used for
asking bids, not No-trump. Thus
if the bidding were ever to
proceed (e.g.) 1 N.T.-4 Clubs-4
Spades-4 No-trump; the final
bid must be passed. Had partner
wished to know about your
Kin~, he would have bid S
Clubs.
Secondly, if Gerber is used,
and if the bidding proceeds 1
No-trump-4 No-trump, the last
bidder is not asking about Aces.
That is, he is not using
Blackwood. In this sequence, he
is making a limit bid, -telling the
person who opened One

No-trump to bid Six if he has
the maximum of his point range.
Here are a few examples of
the use of Gerber:

SOtml

NORnI
trKQJX
Or-KXX
O~JX
·-AXX

t-AXX
~JIO
<>-KXX
•-KQJX

The Bidding:

SOU11f

NORnI
1 NT
4H
Pass

4C
4N.T.

NORTII
·-AXX
o-QJX
<>.....AKJ lOX

•-xx

SOU'IH
t-KQX
~-AKXX

<>-oxx

-AKX
The Bidding:

NORTH-

SOUTH

lD
1 N.T.
4S
SH

lH
4C
SC

7N.T.

CABA
I
SPECIAL: Laurel and
dy and . C. Fields
fibns
Also: Moody Music, Dancin1 to the U's own
"COUNTRY PIED

Admission only

so,
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tefave charges that police
suppressed facts of shooting

Mr. and Mrs. John Weiser were awarded a plaque by the University
of Windsor for their contribution to the Anthropology and
Archaeology Department. The Weisers own a farm on which some
artifacts have been found and have co-operated with the
department in the excavation of the site.

by Dave T. Rutherford
Lance News Staff
"He was just too trigger
happy .....The police have
whitewashed it, (the December
29 shooting of would-be robber
James Temchuk) in order to
avoid embarrassment. Crown
Attorney Ducharme, instead of
operating like a prosecutor, as
you would expect hi·n to, is
acting like a defence attorney.
Psych prof. Larry Lafave said
that, last Friday. Lafave heard
the 10:30 p.m. shooting, which
took place at the corner of
Rankin and University Ave.,
four blocks east of the
University.
Lafave, who holds a Ph.D. in
psychology and has taught
courses in criminology, was an
auditory witness to the shooting.
But he was not invited to the

Deanship now open

Phys. Ed. gets faculty status
Physical and Health
Education will soon become a
· full Faculty here, the University
Senate decided Wednesday.
The School of PR.E. was
granted autonomy last
December. Previously, it had
been a subsidiary school of the
Faculty of Arts and Science.
A Faculty is given higher
priority and more autonomy
than a School in most cases.
Director Pasquale J. Galasso
will now have to seek election
by the new Faculty as its Dean.
Board of Governors' approval
for the change is still required,
but is considered virtually
certa:41.
More than 175 students are
now enrolled in PHE courses,
including six graduate students.
In a 34 page brief to the
Senate, Galasso cited the rapid
growth potential of the school
and said "There is widespread
acceptance of O\lf Bachelor of
PHE degree program." Current
plans call for a Faculty with
nearly 400 students by 1975-.
In other business, the Senate
Wednesday established a
committee to investigate a
proposed Program of Integrated
Studies.

The Program would
co-Ordinate the activities of
different departments to
examine a broad spectrum of
social issues.
The proposal to establish the

committee was made by Classics
professor Carl Querbach and
Geography Department head
J .C.Ransome. The committee is
to report to the Senate by
October, 1970.

Generation separate again

inquest and received no copy of
a few seconds" stated Boycott,
the written statement which he
then "wheeled around, raised his
gave to police. He has since
gun, aimed it at me and
protested official actions to the
appeared to be sighting it .. .I
Windsor Star, but with no
thought he was going to shoot
results.
me with it." Boycott said that
The shooting occurred after
he fired a third shot without
Police - Constable Robert
aiming, which struck the man in
Boycott, a nine-year veteran of
the chest. The gun was a toy.
the force, interrupted Temchuk,
According to Lafave, he was
aged 25, while he was in the , in his nearby apartment when he
course of trying to rob the 7-11
heard what appeared to be
Jug Milk Store at 2149
gunshots. Lafave had done a
University Ave. W.
great deal of research into the
Boycott had been stationed
Oswald case, and so he claims to
in the store following a rash of
have timed the bangs in case it
robberies of these stores in this
turned out to be important.
area.
"There were two to three
Temchuk entered the store
seconds between the first and
and, according to the clerk,
second shots, and one second
Susan Barrette, said, "This is a
between the second and "third
hold-up". When Boycott came
shots."
into view, Temchuk dragged
The following day, Lafave
went to the store and paced out
Miss Barrette to the door,
the distance from there to the
holding a 'gun' to her armpit,
pool of blood. He calculated the
and ordered Boycott to throw
distance to be 38 yards. The
his gun away. Boycott complied,
police said the actual distance is
and Temchuk then. released the
37 yards.
girl and fled east.
Boycott claims to have run to
"According to Boycott's
the door of the store, fired a
statement" said Lafave, "the
warning shot into the air, and
robber was 17 yards ahead of
yelled "Stop". The robber kept
him by the time he got to the
running, according io Boycott,
door.
so he fired a second shot which.
Furthermore, since the
he said he tried to keep low.
robber has been running for 17
Temchuk continued to run "for
yards, he's already at full speed,
and on this particular night there
wasn't much snow on the
ground ... in other words, if the
Constable's story was accurate,
the distance and time between
the first and third shots would
have to be a very minimal six
seconds in which the robber
travelled
17 yards ...in fact he
Stevens himself had pledged .
would
have
been close to the gas
the same economy.
station across Rankin within
Council rejected the planned
that time.
inclusion in the yearbook by a
"So the spatial distances
near-unanimous · vote. SAC
travelled
are such that, as I tol4
Nursing Representati_ve Kathy
the
detective
and the sergeant,
Pratt pointed out to Council
the
robber
would
have already
that fewer than half of the
been at the pool of blood by the
students have purchased a
time of the second shot. So my
yearbook, and thus most
timing of the shots and the
students would not receive
spatial distances are consistent."
Generation in the supplement
"It seems to me that a robber
form.
who
is that predictable, could
"We talk about being relevant
probably be captured by an
to the students", Miss Pratt said.
unarmed crippled old lady, or a
"Well I think Generation is
couple
of seven year olds ... I
relevant and I think it should be
doubt
very
much that he would
done right".
have
to
be
killed under those
Nom-inations should be
circumstances ... He (Boycott)
submitted to SAC President Bob
was too trigger-happy."
Baksi.

SAC reiects Pubs plan
Nominations are open again
for the editorship of Generation.
The campus literary annual will
not be part of the Ambassador
yearbood supplement, as earlier
planned.
Tuesday night, Student
Council voted to reject a
Publications Commission
recommendation that the
magazine be included in an eight
page section of the yearbook
supplement, which is mailed to
students in late Spring.
A Wednesday· Publications
Commission meeting voted to
re-open nominations for the
post.
- Last fall, SAC originally
allowed no funds for the literary

magazine. Fallowing a long
defence of Generation by former
Editor Rhys Sale, SAC voted
$2,500 for publication of the
book. The 1968-69 printing
costs were $3,600 for 3,500
copies.
Sale resigned as co-editor of
Generation two weeks ago. He
had been appointed to aid Bill
Stevens with the book, in
mid-fall. Within two days of
Sale's resignation, Stevens quit,
citing lack of an honorarium as
the reason. A $300 honorarium
was paid to Sale last year, but
Sale had assured Council in
September that the editors
_ would work without payment.
At a summer SAC meeting,

B. Kappler announces decision to run for V-P
by Andy Bradie
Lance News Staff
Although the March 11
election date is fast approaching,
there are as yet no definite
candidates for the presidency of
SAC.
Wayne Yared, . present
Vice-President of SAC, declared
Wednesday that he will not run.
Yared stated a· necessity to
devote more time to his school
work as one reason for not
seeking election. In the past,
Yared has criticized SAC for not
involving the other members of
Council, as well as the students,
in the decision making processes,
he· said.
Al Strachan, editor of The
Lance, also made a statement
regarding any consideration on
his part to seek the presidential
position. Strachan -said, "At the
moment I have no plans to run,
but if, as appears to be the case,

-----

it becomes a choice between
Tweedle-dumb and
Tweeille-dum.ber, I will indeed
consider running."
Rhys Sale has stated that he
may run.
John Gunning deferred
comment on his position to a
future date.
Brian Kappler, News Editor
of The Lance, stated his
intention to run for the
Vice-Presidential seat. He said
that he would base his campaign
on the merits of his five years
experience with SAC. During
this period he has served as the
Lance reporter to Student
Council, and as a Senator.
Kappler is presently an Arts
representative to SAC. Because
he "doesn't think that a pure
business approach will get much
done", he stated that he will
take "a middle of the road''
policy.

---

- - ---

---·:.
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The Internal Affairs Commission, headed by Ray
Marentette, budgeted 520 dollars for the psych-in for the
cost of buttons with slogans, flyers, and plane fares for
the scheduled speakers.
This money has been wasted on an affair that does not
concern most of the students on this campus, and that
has as its primary motivation, a contention which is
highly debatable, if not totally ludicrous, in some of its
aspects.
The "psych-in" is a highly one-sided affair that seeks
to convert students to one point of view, and cannot be
called a matter of education, and cannot be labelled by
its organizers as an attempt to promote true discussion
and true communication.
The Internal Affairs Commission did not act on behalf
The Perils o.f Philiv
of the legitimate interests of the students here, nor did it
properly consult SAC which is the elective body,
representing all of the students.
The "psych-in" is a failure already, and this failure
reflects the amount of interest and "discussion" it
promoted among students.
When we left Francophil last
warm. Cameras are taken out
ceiling of this church, St. Maria
Aside from this, a possible conflict of interests exists,
week, he was stranded in
and only clicking shutters speak
Maggiore (St. Mary Majar
Vantamiglia, an Italian border
since Marentette also is a member of the Windsor
for the next five minutes.
Basilica) is pure gold and was
town, drinking hot chocolate
Committee which has organized the "psych-in."
presented by Queen Isabella·and·
High dark green trees. Door
and waiting for his connecting
The Internal Affairs Commission acted within the legal
pounding. Untie that door, the
King Ferdinand of Spain.
train. The train is not due for an
place
is
packed
with
Mussolini's
It's the first shipment of gold
bounds of its authority, but the way in which the money
hour and a half and Phil wonders
brought
from the New World.
youth
corps!
The
two
Italian
was budgeted, and the precedent set by paying airplane
what to do.
You
can't
talk. You move
men
that
enter
are
well
dressed,
And
now,
boys
and
girls,
let
fares to the speakers, (a rarity in SAC procedure), are
us
re
turn
to
..
'The
Perils
of
without
touching
the floor. The
well
behaved,
and
asleep
in
ten
actions that should be questioned by the other members
Philip".
minutes.
Train
yards.
Slowing
crushing
solemnity.
The ageless
of SAC, and the students here who paid for it.
down. Rome.
dignity. Frescoes. Murals.
Checking
our
baggage,
thirty
-by Tom Egan
Statued tombs of eighteenth
Inside the station we just
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shiftless, sleepy, uncombed,
yawning train switchers walk out
of the train station to catch the
sights of Ventamiglia.
Right in front of the station
is, oh, no-an American Bar.
They're everywhere. But
everything else is closed and man
it's freezing. Inside there's four
or five people. A juke box. Beer,
coffee, y a cafe, cafe ou lait, tea
y a the, beer. Hoto chocolato ..
signor. Sitting at small tables and
Dylan's on the juke box-great.
Who's the idiot that played
Volare! Now, everybody's
singing. These kids are nuts. I
love 'em. A few sandwiches later
and we're back into the train
station and some kids find a
place to change your money into
lire.
Eight franc ($1.60) is worth
one thousand lire. It's to Italy's
credit they don't issue lire coins.
But looking at the way some of
the pants droop on the old men,
may be they used to.
Back on another train.
Another cabin. Another tied
door. Another attempt at sleep.
Nobody bothers you in first
class and it costs about $2.00
more. Next time ... clack clack.
Pounding. Door pounding.
·"Who the hell's pounding that
damn door!" More pounding,
several voices, feet trampling in
the aisle. A peek out the
window. Yikes! They're letting
about eight thousand school kids
on! Listen to 'em yelling, keep
that door tied, they're all over
the car, they'll probably break
the glass and swarm in here like
locusts.
Ifs nine o'clock. We're an
hour from Rome. Sleep is
useless. The blind to the outside
window is pulled as we're qn our
way again. It's California!
Be au t i fu 1, rugged coastline,
pounding surf, brilliant sun. Roll
down the window. Oh it's so

stand around. One very polite
and sincere man offers us a place
to stay for only 1,000 lire
($1.60). We're only here for a
week and I'm not spending half
of it looking for a room that's
twenty-five cents cheaper.
Some of the other kids shy
away from him as though he's
going to make them spend
exorbitant funds. One girl is
thumbing through Europe on
five dollars a day. She was still
doing it when I left.
The room is only seven
blocks from the train station and
is reached by this silent,
ricket-cage elevator, the kind
somebody always get strangled
in, or stranded in, or stranded in,
then lowered, strangled. Five
flights up.
"Yes, I'll be staying a week."
The man speaks English. Good.
Inside my room wow! It's big
enough to sleep twelve.
Where's the beds? Oh. They
roll out of the wall. Two roll out
from each wall. Since I have the
room all to myself I think I'll
sleep in a different bed every
night. Back outside with a
tourist map of Rome and ready
or not Virna Lisi. Here I come.
There are so many things I
want to see. Here's a church or
something. Look at the size of
it. It's about as big as Hudson'~
Inside. Stop. Unbelievable. A
small information telephone tells
you that the guilded, painted

century Latin edifices. Hundreds
of marble pillars that seem to
stretch to the very horizon.
Westminster Cathedral seems
an awkward attempt to capture
one-tenth of what this church
exudes endlessly. I feel the
wonder and limitless awe of
being somehow inside a painting
by a master of the past. Already
some of my precious religious
cynicism is fragmenting. I am
outside time.
I don't know how long I was
in that church. I only know that
when I came out it was near
sunset. Somehow it couldn't
have been any other time.
Outside, one of the girls from
the tour is also stepping from
the basilica and we "Did you see
that ceiling?" "Ya, did you see
that . . ." Our way to try and
find the Colisseum. Into a park.
There's old, sturdy columns
from some temple behind us and
the sky is a grey-red as we reach
a small hill and there ahead,
almost frightening in its size, the
most grandoise monument of
ancient Rome.
One cart feel the presence of
the past. Almost hear the roar
from the spectators from the
games. The floor covering is
gone and you can see the tunnels
and corridors used by gladiators
and beasts.
The sun is gone. I keep
glancing up to see a white-robed
(continued on page 13)

This Week We Give Thanks,
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the Psych-in buttons were.made in the
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"_'Tony l(eller tells of another of his foul friends
by Tony Keller
My man Jerm is a freak. He's
not just a freak. He's a
F-R-E-A-K. And man he hates.
He hates motherhood,
fatherhood, boyhood, girlhood,
Albert Schweitzer, and himself. I
think he's bigotted, though. He
hates himself more than
anybody else. But my man Jerm
is a cool freak. He means it.
He's anti too. Like
anti-beauty. Now Jerm isn't
what I would call a handsome
fellow. As a matter of fact, he's
probably the only person I ever
met who would look better if he
bathed in napalm. Just to show
everyone that his lack of beauty
is no accident either, every night
he goes home and stabs himself
in the forehead with an ice pick.
Jerm is also anti-God, anti-love,
anti-social, anti-fascist,
anti-children and anti-freak
which is no mean achievement.
To show the world how anti he
is, he goes out and deliberately
doesn't join every anti-group
around because he's also an
anti-group joiner. He's also
anti-education which probably
explains his enrollment in a
university.
J erm has cool protests. He
dresses anti-freak, anti-straight,
anti-mod and anti-grub. The
only thing he wears is a pair of
cut-off overalls and the only
reason he wears these is so he
can leave the fly unzipped in
order to be anti-birth control.
He hangs around with
anti-friends. He has a cool way
of showing them that they aren't
really his friends. Every once in
a while he spits on them. In fact,
he spits on anyone he doesn't
dig. His teachers hate him which

Jerm thinks is cool. To show
them how cool he thinks their
hate for him . is, each time notes
and tests are passed out, Jerm
baptizes it with saliva.
One day J erm slouched up to
me (no one is sure how tall Jerm
is because he's anti-posture). He
was smiling, which in itself
causes instant revulsion on the
part of onlookers because my
man is anti-toothpaste,
mouthwash, and dentist.
"Hello Jerm," I began,
smiling, "How's things?"
He spit on me. He's also
anti-greeting.
"Man", I think he began. I
say I think because Jerm is
anti-articulate which makes his
anti-language garbled at best.
"Man I got it."
"Got what Jerm?". Whenever
Jerm "got" something, it had to
be cool.
"Man, I got it", he repeated.
He always did this to emphasize
his anti-fluency. "I got the
perfect revolution."
"Oh yeah?" I was intrigued.
'$What is it, Jerm?"
"Man, there are 350,000
books in the library. There are
5,000 students in the school,"
he began. I remember wishing he
wouldn't be so cryptic because I
was standing downwind from
Jerm and yup ... you guessed it;
anti-soap, anti-water, baths,
laundry, shampoo ...
"Man," he continued "if
every cat in this school bagged
70 of them books and never
brought them back, man, we
could close down this fascist pig
stye (university) for good."
This had to be Jeqn logic,
genius or both.
"How?", I asked.

Lack of musical taste
shown by poor turnout
by Ray Bower Jr.
The Lance layout staff aptly
entitled my short disertation
which appeared in the January
23rd issue, "Musical purists
attacked". I felt this was very
apropos.
Having attended the dance
held by the Commerce Club this
past Friday, more thought was
stimulated along the same lines
as the above mentioned article.
It is necessary to mention this as
I feel that some sort of
phenomenon is occurring here.
Therefore I will use this
particular story as a bridge over
the gap between the problem
and the answer.
The problem of 'Music
L o v e r s ' o r 'Purists' or
what-have-you, was complicated
last Friday.
Allow ~e to set the scene.
The Commerce Club, upon
setting a date for a dance, had in
mind two objectives. A) To raise
cash. B) To offer the student
body something they felt was
desired. They began their
venture by making sure they
obtained a band that would be
accepted as being 'good' by the
students. Their next move was
to make sure, through various
media, that the students were
aware that the dance was being
held.
The outcome of this project;
at 11 o'clock, 17 people were at
the dance enjoying one of the
finest bands they, and even I,
have ever heard, for the
admission price of $1.00.

Here lies the complication.
You want good groups, right?
You don't want to pay $4.00
and sit on the floor, right? You
don't want to stand in line,
right? You don't know what the
hell you do want, right?
A short note about the
"Excells" (i.e. the group that
played the Commerce Club gig).
They did songs by 'Three Dog
Night', 'Moody Blues', 'Buffalo
Springfield' and 'The Who' as
well as 'Three Dog Night',
'Moody Blues', 'Buffalo
Springfield' and 'The Who' do
the same songs. They put on a
hellova good show for the few
that ,were there and deserve a
great deal of credit.
If and when they start cutting
records and touring the country
getting seven or eight grand a
night, only 17 people in Windsor
can say they heard them, but I
imagine that more like 17
hundred will, because "Man, its
the thing to be part of the
majority". In the year 1974
when University of Windsor
wants to hire the "Excells" for a
concert because of their wide
spread fame, I wouldn't blame
them if they cancelled 30
seconds before the concert
because those 'cats' at U. of W.
wouldn't know good music if it
came up and bit them on the ass.
Again, I'll let the Lance
layout staff entitle this baby.
They good at dat. I'll let you
'cats' bitch so~ more until I
open the door for you. In the
meantime, all I can say is, "You
blew it gang".

"Man, if every cat gets fined
for not bringing the books back
and doesn't pay the fine, the
school won't release his or her
marks. If the school doesn't
release any marks, then they
can't give diplomas then they
can't get government funds
because the government won't
give any bread to some place
that doesn't give degrees. And
without government funds, the
school will have to close."
He began to anti-giggle. "Can
you see the president begging
the government for nine million
dollars to replenish the library
because ::ill the kids took out all
the books and won't bring them
back? Or can you see some
fascist flunky walking up to the
vice-president on graduation day

telling there won't be a
graduation and furthermore he
was out of a job cause the kids
took out all the library books?"
He was shrieking now and
collapsed on the sidewalk in
paroxyms of laughter. "Or," he
continued, "can you see the
national unemployment rate
jump from 4-10% because of the
900 librarians put out of work?
"Or'', he was hysterical now, "can
you see those dumb profs go
beserk because they can't assign
any papers any more?"
I had to admit, Jerm had a
seemingly foolproof scheme.
"Are there any flaws in your
plan, Jerm?" I queried.
"Only one," he replied.
"They could assign the Argy

guard at the library door a
double-o number and give him
the license to kill. The last time
they did that was during the
reign of Kubla Khan. I think
that one got 9 million women,
children, and goats before his
arrow supply was depleted. I
doubt that would happen in this
case though."
"The whole thing sounds
great Jerm," I said,
complimenting him on his
genius." All you need now is the
co-operation of the student
body and a reason to do it."
"Naw man," said Jerm,
gloom clouding _his dismal
features, "It'll never happen."
"Why not?"
"I'm anti-revolutionary."

There are no e,asy solutions

Biafra was a war, rwt a game
by Phil McAiney

In the 16 Jan. issue of The
Lance, there is an article written
on Biafra. I would like to offer
my views.
The very first sentence is
interesting: "I wish to call to
your attention a social
observation of mine that lowers
my opinion of mankind." Is
Brian Bigelow trying to say his
opinions are so naive that his
faith in man is shaken to think
one could have such opinions? If
so, a remarkable opening. Rather
silly, but remarkable.
He states the pathetic
condition of the Biafrans, and
rightly so. His remarks of
genocide are not documented.
That complete villages have been
destroyed is true. As true of
things in Vietnam. As true as
Dresden in the forties. You
cannot have a "nice" war with
discriminate slaughtering, Mr.
Bigelow, and to discover the
appalling evidence of what war
actually does should not shock
so much as it should almost bt
expected. For, in my mind, the
horror of war is the knowing of
atrocities and butcherings that
will take place and yet still
seeing fools and madmen plunge
into them anyway for their
own intellectual reasons.
For this reason the leader of
the Biafrans, Col. Ojukwu, was a
stupid, vain man from the start.
A man who placed more
importance in some Utopia for
the Biafrans than their present
state, which, however annoying
it.may have been to Col. Ojukwu
at the time, i.e., before the war,
at least there was basic food and
sheltel.
He made a terrible mistake by
seizing independence. Better
ways were open to give the Ibos
a very necessary sense of
security after the massacre of
thousands of them in the North
in supposed revenge for the
assassination of Moslem religious
and political leaders. And,
incidentally, two of the intended
new states which he retained in
his creation of Biafra had big
non-Ibo majorities, but most of
Nigeria's oil. Look again, Mr.
Bigelow.
He states that relief money
would have ameliorated the
Biafran condition and, in a

I do
you
fend
right

not agree with what
say but I will deto the death your
to say it.

- Voltaire

paperback generation, indicts
the Nigerians for not allowing
more relief to go through.
Look, Brian Bigelow, at what
the U.S. does to those who try
and bring aid from the U.S. to
North Vietnam.
What would England have
done if "neutral" countries
asked for permission and
assistance to ship and rail food
across England to suffering
Germans, soldiers and civilians,
in the early '40's? I don't know,
but I don't think they would
have responded in the manner
Brian Bigelow wishes £he
Nigerian Government would
have.
The Federal Government
permitted foreign military
observers to investigate freely,
and also showed a willingness
unprecedented in warfare to
allow food and relief to go
through to a blockaded enemy.
The obstacle was mainly Col.
Ojukwu, for political and
psychological reasons.
Mr. Bigelow continues with a
summations, presentation, and
prediction of the African
situation in one paragraph.
Reader's Digest has need of such
talent. To expect an educated
audience to roam with you
through statements such as "the
Nigerian conscience" is not
"aroused in the form of guilt"
and that their "love for war
exceeds their love for love" is
again, a syndrome that wars
should be conducted along
polite lines, with perhaps
afternoon tea after a battle.
I am not excusing the
barbarism that occurs in every
war, and in every form, but I
think to "wonder", as Mr.
Bigelow does, whether or not
"Nigerians are hateful people" is
to fust and foremost wonder,
whether or not Mr. Bigelow is in
the habit of deciding reputations
for world nations? Stuff and
nonsense.
If there are consciences to be
examined, Col. Ojukwu has
priority over us all. His
statement that "we will die so
that our children will live", has
been screamed at mobs and
masses since the days of the
Pharoahs. And medical evidence
is being accumulated to confront
Col. Ojukwu and others as to
exactly what the children of
Biafra have indeed inherited.
Tl1ey certainly will not inherit
airlifts sponsored by the C.I.U.
that saw Mr. Ojukwu take his
aides to more peaceful settings.
It is also interesting that he

chose to take none of the
children he was willing to die
for. But he did take with him his
new Mercedes-Benz convertible.
His statement at the
beginning of the war that "to
survive as a nation we must pull
slightly apart" was his argument
for secessions, a secession not
even backed by most of Africa's
governments. Well the nation has
been tom apart, and is now back
together again. Nigeria goes on,
but it will never be the same.
Thanks to Col. Ojukwu.
And even as this is being
written, Gamel Nassar continues
to stir up war fever among his
fellow Arabs. The same fever is
being felt along the Sino-Soviet
border. The lesson of history,
Mr. Bigelow, is that man learns
no lessons from history. And to
profit by these lessons, I suggest
you throw out what must be an
incredible number of old
Reader's Digests, and start
reading of World problems that
cannot be summed up in four
pages, so that we can be rid of
letters that do sum them up in
four paragraphs.
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Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Ever since I've been here,
(four years) the presence of high
school students attending
university functions has been
frowned upon by the student
body. They have invaded our
dances, movies, and who knows
what the hell else; and all you
hear is, "Who let them goddamn
teeny boppers in?"
Let's face it, where would the
S.A.C. budget be without them?
S.A.C. sponsored a great concert
featuring the "Three Dog Night"
for the entertainment of the
students.
It's these same people who
bitch about the teeny boppers
on campus who don't support
these activities, who just sit and
criticize. In regards to this last
concert, if we depended on the
enthusiasm and participation of
the students, it would have been
a financial flop. With their back
to the wall, who did S.A.C. turn
to .... the bubble gum brigade.
Congratulations to S.A.C. for
realizing you can't depend on
these apathetic so-called
intellectuals. Now these same
people are bitching because
plans for the Winter Weekend
concert have been cancelled.
Does it make you feel good that
S.A.C. can't rely on your
support? Grow up you lazy
"college bastards"! Don't
criticize, when you know damn
well it's your fault they're here
in the first place.
Tom lntrocaso,
Commerce IV.

Can a die 1111 e told
to hold her slurs
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
The letter which was printed
last Friday signed "Une
Canadienne", was the worst
example of bigoted racism that I
have ever encountered. Blimey!
if she treats us Englishmen in
this manner, how does she treat
the negroes? Does she suggest
sending them back to Africa on
a banana boat for 79t?
Her letter was a pathetic
effort to achieve recognizance as
a critic. Pathetic because luvvy,
your factual evidence is
intolerably incorrect, and your
usage of the English language
leaves much to be desired.
It is hard to believe that you
do indeed attend University,
because such students are
supposed to be intelligent and
show some degree of maturity.
It is obvious, despite your
"universal education" that you
have no"t raised yourself from
the gutter of humanity. The
truth is, my dear, that your kind
just isn't wanted around here.
Canada is a unification of
peoples from different countries
all over the world, and does not
intend to give in to the demands
of prejudiced persons like
yourself. If you are so in love
with your country, I suggest that
you find yourself a little. island
and declare yourself
independent. Maybe someone
will listen to your quibblings
there.

Addr• 1atter1 to Editon, The Lance, U. ofW.
The Lance r819rves the right to edit letters for
length. It pays to be concise. Those typed,
double-spaced get priority. For legal reasons, no
unsigned letters may be published. A
pseudonym may be used, however, provided
that you have a good reason and Identify
yourself to the editors.

Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I always wondered why Owen
Ball felt so neglected and
rejected. At first, I thought that
it was because he was a black
man, then by reading his column
I thought it was because he was
full of crap! Then I saw his
picture in Brainstorming and
now I know the only reason.
What a freak!
The Bowery
P.S. "Alas alack, poor Owen Ball
is black" should be changed to
"Alas, Aleek, poor Owen Ball's a
freak".

it very clear that he is a guest; he
must have regard for the
national situation; and he must
not speak of "our national
literature", for it is not his,
except as he is a citizen of the
U.S. empire, claiming exclusive
rights to Canada.
The three young men who
did a study in which they looked
at "first degree", "places of
third degree" and "place of
birth" began work that should
have been going on continuously
for the last twenty-five years. Do
your correspondents suggest that
Canadians may not have the
details of participation and
qualification of people working
in the Canadian university? And
if there are few Canadians, do
your correspondents suggest that
Canadians may not know that
fact, may not do anything about
it?
I said that if non-Canadians
will not learn seriousness about
the present crisis in Canadian
education, Canadians will teach
them seriousness. That is a fact,
a simple fact. The imperialists
can howl. The colonials can
cringe. They can call me
strident, an ass, under pen names
or their own names. But
Canadians will have their
self-respect. Canadians will have
justice in their own country. We
will be Maitres Chez Nous. If
guests in the country respect
that desire, that necessity, that
inevitable future, they will be
welcome, as always, in Canada.
If they do not have respect for
Canadian aspirations, then they
will be taught respect. That's not
so unreasonable, is it?
Yours truly,
Robin Mathews.

Continuing serial

Scht-m's logic has

of Robin Mutheu's

some major flau·s

Editor
The Lance
Dear Editor:
I've just received the copy of
The Lance with all the bright
and imaginative answers to my
letter on the imperialists at
Windsor. I'm delighted to see the
colonials rushing to protect good
old Gene McNamara, U.S. poet
in Canada. I think the Thomas
Mann character interesting, an
interesting persona. Read the
book. I was asked if I was going
to treat him as fiction. I
declined. I use my own name,
and pretend others do. Though I
have noticed around Canada that
pseudonyms, on this issue, are
being spawned. I wonder why?
Can anybody guess?
Mr. McNamara is a guest in
the country. "He is a paying
guest", we are told. What does
he pay, may I ask? If Mr.
McNamara is going to be a guest
in this country, then he must use
the discretion of a guest. He has
chosen to reject Canadian
citizenship. He must therefore
give up some of the special rights
of citizens. He is not a Canadian,
and he does not possess the
rights Canadians possess, in law
or in the actions he may take
within the fabric of the society.
Let us not be sentimental. That
may be regrettable, but it is the
way things are the world over
and in Mr. McNamara's own
country.
If, as an American, he wishes
to comment, then he must make

Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
In reference to the editorial
on page 18 of the Friday,
January 30, 1970 Lance, I
would like to make a few
comments. I would presume that
it was written by Mr. Schen and,
I must admit that I am surprised
that he would lower himself to
print such utter garbage.
Firstly, he states that eight of
the ten are returnees from last
year's championship team.
Strictly speaking, this is the
truth. But the ten that played
the season and the championship
series were the following:
Salvador, Crowe, Grant, and
Lanktree at guard, Wydrzynski,
Orange, Bunce, and Lenti at
forward, and Auch and Tonelli
at centre. Bolzan and Delaire
were both injured at the start of
the season and as a result did not
play most of the season or in the
playoffs. In other words, if you
look at it from this perspective,
there are really only six
returnees from last year's team
who played regularly last season.
Secondly, and I quote, "One
explanation offered is that one
cannot expect a team to keep
winning indefinitely. However,
any team with so much
experience should at least be
able to play respectably and so
this excuse is garbage." With
regard to the part about
experience, if experience were
the only criterion in winning, :o
( continued on next page)

I would like to clarify for the
whole student body that cricket
is not a "young ladies game." If
pseudonymed person thinks it
such, I invite her to stand
twenty two yards away from me
( as one would in a game of
cricket), and face the wrath of
my balls.
Cricket, for the ignorant, is
played with a solid cork ball
approximately twice as hard as
that used by baseball players,
and is bowled at speeds up to
110 m.p.h. Beware la
Canadienne, you are dealing
with one of the fastest.
Jonathan Benson is making a
legitimate attempt to restore
some couth into a culture that is
fast fading. If your letter is any
indication of the level of
intelligence that exists within
these borders, then we assuredly
need this demonstration.
Vic Harris

Alas, aleak Owen
Ball is a freak
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~more leditors more leditors
( continued from previous page)
the Toronto Maple Leafs would
probably be in first place in the
N. H. L., since they have
experience just oozing out of
themselves. I also feel that if the
above were the case we would
not have won the Canadian
Championship last year, since
teams like Western and U. of T.
had just as many, if not more,
experienced players than
Windsor. With regard to the
respectability of the team's play,
I say only "What is
unrespectable about a 3 and 3
record?" which is what the team
has to this point.
Thirdly, you feel that the
excuse, or shall I say reason, that
the members of the team haven't
had time to adjust to the new
coaching system, is really no
excuse because they have indeed
had ample time to adjust to it. I
beg to differ, and I use as my
defence an excerpt from a
conversation that I recently had
with Andy Auch (I apologize to
Andy for using his name in this
letter but I hope he doesn't
mind). We were talking about
the team and Andy made the
statement that it took him
almost a year and a half to
adjust to Coach Samaras's
system after he got out of high
school. It took Andy that long
to learn a system when two
coaches and perhaps six or eight
players were helping him to
learn it. This year there isn't an
assistant coach or six or eight
players helping everyone to learn
the new system, there's just
Coach Thomas trying to teach
the whole team himself. This is
definitely going to take time; it
might even take in to next season
to get things to go really well.
If none of this has yet
convinced you that the team is
not as bad as some make it out
to be when all things are
considered, I even have what I
consider to be a reasonable
explanation for you. It can be
summed up in one word,
PSYCHOLOGY. You see most
of the fans last year didn't know
that Coach Chittaro took the
head coaches job on an interim
basis., Two events that followed,
the announcement that Dr.
Thomas would be taking over as
coach in the fall of 1969, and
the winning of the C. I. A. U.
Championships. This cast Mr.
Chittaro into the part of hero
and consequently Dr. Thomas
into the part of the villain. As a
result, it was common
knowledge that a majority of the
student body was against Dr.
Thomas right from the start of
the season. The players knew
this as well as anyone else and in
an attempt to rally behind their
new leader and change popular
opinion, they try too hard on
the court. The result is just what
you've seen in some of the
games. They force their own
mistakes and, instead of
concentrating on the moment,
on the play at hand, they are
thinking of the game as a whole.
In other words, we as a student
body, are psyching our own
team out and forcing them to
make costly mistakes at the
wrong times, because we value
winning more than we do a good
basketball game. We've made our
team too self~onscious.
Along the same vein as the

above, I feel that probably your
cutting editorials, starting with
the one just after our initial loss
to York, have contributed to the
Lancers' performances as much
as anything else has.
In closing I would just like to
add this little note. It takes a lot
more loyalty and intestinal
fortitude to have pride in your
team because it's your team than
it does to have pride in your
team because it's a winner.
Until you blow another
editorial, I remain,
Yours truly,
Gerry Flynn,
Comm.IV.

We 're all foreign
under the skin
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
In reference to the letter
signed, "une Canadienne",
which appeared in the January
30th issue of The Lance, I feel
that some comments by myself
are in order.
Firstly, let it be known that
people with an attitude similar
to that of Mademoiselle, are the
people who are keeping the
French and the English apart in
this country. I refer, of course to
the problem in Quebec. I have
been in Quebec and the problem
certainly exists, but in much
greater proportions than the
English in Ontario think.
But neither the English nor
the French are entirely
responsible for the problem.
And the only way to sensibly
alleviate the problem is for the
people like "une Canadienne"
-the irrational, immature and
unduly prejudiced people, to
discard their ridiculous criticisms
and childish bickering and help
get this country back together
again.
This nation is indeed a nation
of immigrants, and bigotry is not
by any means bound by
nationality. The English, French,
Italians, Germans, Russians,
Poles, Slavs, Orientals, etc., all
have their own respective
prejudices. None of us really
have any right to be her~, the
fact being that this land
originally belonged to the
Indians and we stole it from
them.
Indeed Canada has been, and
is being, exploited, but it is
unfair and untrue to blame any
separate ethnic group for this
exploitation. We are all in it
together and therefore, we must
all work together to patch up
our mistakes and heal our self
inflicted wounds in order to
make Canada a united, and free
country.
I once wrote a letter to The
Lance condemning the American
colonialization of Canada. My
remarks were harsh but they
were also fact. However the
United States is also a land made
up of various ethnic groups and
it is also being exploited in
exactly the same manner as
Canada. It was also stolen from
the Indians.
People, be they, black, white,
red, yellow or brown, be they,
European, Asian, African,
Latins, Russi'an, Australian,
Indian or what not are still
human and are all basically the
same. If the outer skin is

removed, we are all made up of
fat, muscle, bone, organs and
blood. No matter what language
we speak, or what religion we
practice, or what mode of dress
we wear, we are all human
beings and we are all capable of
love of each other.
a fellow human,
Nick Hazen.

Commerce man says
thanx for seminar
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Those who did not attend the
Seminar sponsored by the
Commerce Club last Friday had
the misfortune of missing both
an informative and enjoyable
program. The two main speakers
were both very good and
brought up many interesting
points.
Congratulations to Jake Thun
and others responsible for a job
well done on a Commerce Club
"first".
Bob Jaques
Commerce IV.

Give priority to

least, by people incapable of
making a rather simple
presentation of this nature.
Are these individuals part of
the same group that clamours
for a more active role in the
running of the University? My
G o'd ! What a disastrous
eventuality if this be the case.
These types of individuals are
void of the types of expertise
required to run their own affairs,
let alone preside over the affairs
of others.
I realize that everyone makes
mistakes and that it is very easy
to criticize, however: having
personally made the
arrangements which brought
Gordon Lightfoot to town in
February of 1968, I can assure
you that I am fully cognizant of
the complications and
difficulties in arranging such
things.
I would very much like to
hear the excuses of the
organization, or lack of it,
behind the "Three Dog Night"
fiasco.
"Easy to be Hard"
Brian D. Siegner,
Commerce IV
Past President, SAC,
W.0.1.T.

Canadian readers
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Prejudiced??
I just noticed that our library
subscribes to at least four
different newspapers from India,
besides doing the very same for
various other publications from
the same country. What the
bloody hell is going on???
Students' and tax-payers' money
could be spent much more
wisely. e.g. Have you ever tried
to secure a Canadian paper in
the T.V. room?
Bill Szuhovszky
Commerce IV

SAC charged with
ruining concert
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Although I am no doubt one
of many, I should like to register
my mter disgust with the
organization and planning (lack
of same would be more
appropriate) which supposedly
went into the presentation of
the Three Dog Night concert.
It would be possible to go
into, at some length, the many
reasons for this feeling, least of
which my date's tremendous
inconveniences and our obvious
disappointment, but allow me to
recall my sheer amazement at
learning upon presentation of
tickets (purchased a week ago)
that the show was sold out!
What can one do when
confronted with such
circumstances, "Try a Little
Tenderness"?
More disturbing than their
obvious inability to organize,
one cannot help but wonder at
the entire establishment of our
renowned SAC. Now I don't
suggest that all members of our
Council are inept, incompetent,
and incapable. But just exactly
how did this mismanagement
occur? It is encouraging to think
that thousands of our dollars are
being administered, in part at
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Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
It is, l suppose, to be
expected that S.A.C., with its
long history of intellectual sloth,
tempered by misdirected action,
would lend its resources to the
malicious machinations of
"Windsor Committee"??
"minds"??? After five years of
witnessing these pubescent
sycophants play at government,
however, this latest example of
feeble-mindedness strikes me as
startlingly record-breaking. It is
cheaper, I suppose, to give
children a crib and toys than to
send them to institutions
properly designed to deal with
their problems, but for God's
sake, must we give them the
University of Windsor and $500
to run vicious personal smears
against every individual who
refuses to yield to their servile
face-licking or stroke their
scrawny genitalia? It must be
evident, even to the puniest of
minds, that if S.A.C. intends to
donate money to people whose
brains, lumped together, would
not even serve the functions of a
rhododendron, let alone a
"Committee," then it ought to
be donating money to all groups
led by two or three neurotic
dissipates w:tto tremble at the
sound of a book opening and are
sent into hysteric convulsions at
the threat of being informed by
anything other than
construction site walls.
Is it not time that a modicum
of selectivity and reasoned
judgment be exercised by the
student organ in selecting
sensible recipients for the
students' monies? That less than
I% of the student body is given
financial assistance in order to
satisfy compulsive needs that
proper toilet-training would have
prevented shows a disgusting
abuse of the students' trust. We
have a Psych Clinic to handle

------

-

people like "The Windsor
Committee" -and it's free!
Moreover, it might give the
graduate students in that
discipline, who missed out on
the McCarthy era, the chance to
study an interesting
phenomenon.
Virgil Duff
Graduate Student

JllcA iney ea ugh t'em
at u11ex of Cottom
Editor
The Lance
Dear Editor:
For the past four months I
have been reading in your paper
nothing less than a fraud. I ~ave
at no time ever been in Europe
or anyplace else, but have been
sick with pruned eyeballs, a rare
disease that derives from a
continually close surveillance of
pornographic pictures. The
treatment for this sickness can
only be affected in this centre of
medical explorations, the apex
of intellectual activity and
nuclear research-Cottam,
Ontario.
I have no idea who has a sick
imagination on your staff, but I
will no longer subject myself to
abuse by having my name used
by what is obviously an insane
reporter: Let me sign off by
saying that if this European
columnist doesn't stop
pretending he's me, then I am
going to start my own
newspaper, and use names and
things of you guys. See how you
like that!
Phil McAiney

IIP"d: F"ir

1s

fair

but Thom"s ,s lousy
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
When you printed your
opm1on that Paul Thomas
should quit because he was a bad
coach, everybody jumped on
you for not giving him a fair
chance. And I think they were
right-you didn't give fill!!__ anr.
opportunity to prove himself.
But something is wrong with
the team. I've seen them play
several games, and they're a bad
team, that's all there is to it-a
bad team.
Nobody expects perfection
( except maybe you, Mr.
Strachan). But I sure would like
to see some basketball.
We have lost to ~earns we
should have beaten. We have lost
to teams which used to end up
eighty points behind the Lancers
at the end of an evening. We
have even lost in St. Denis Hall.
I can remember when the
fans shouted "We want a
hundred". They got it. Now we
shout "We want fifty". I wonder
how long we will keep on getting
that.
'
I feel sorry for coach
Thomas. I feel sorry for the
team. I feel sorry for the fans. I
feel sorry for myself. But let's
face it, nice guys finish last. And
that would seem to make coach
Thomas a pretty nice guy.
Because we're going to finish
pretty .close to the cellar, at this
rate.
more in sorrow than anger,
Fred J. Turner
Arts III
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Three Dog Night goo
by Rick Williams
Contrary to popular belief,
people lined up and waited to sit
through a show either on a dirty
tarpaulin or a bench of
basketball design.
The reason, Three Dog Night,
is self-explanatory. They are a
top-notch rock act, who, on
weekends, receive anywhere
from 10 to 15 thousand dollars a
night. Last year they blossomed
with four hit records and three
good-selling albums, the last of
which is still in the top ten
records in the. United States.
Th~ reasons for their success
are many. Three part harmony
and vocals allow for variety of
approach. Dunhill records ( for
whom they record) have good
promotion and talented
producers, engineers and studio
musicians. Last, but not least,
they have good stage presence
coupled with a band which is
not complacent enough merely
to play, but adds to the effect
by bouncing, grimacing, jumping
and just generally getting
involved.
Hoyt Axton was the front act
and surprised a good many
people as well as jogging a few
memories about songs he had
originally written. Axton had a
voice with the depth and range
to cause an- avalanche or
intimidate a grizzly. His songs at
the start of the set had a hillbilly
Western tinge but were musically
good and played well.
Interspersed with his songs, he
told light blue poems and used
hand signals to calm the
audience. The last part of his act
was the best. His song
"Greenback Dollar" had more
authenticity than the Kingston
Trio's glos.5y version, but the
topper of his set was "The
Pusher". He originally wrote this
song when it was not considered
hip to smoke a few joints or
drop some tabs. This song was
written in the age of dope, for
release from care or worry.
Steppenwolf did an electric
ersion but the inflection and
hard guts that lbyt Axton put
into his song made one think
that Axton knew the feeling of
what he sang. His personal
disgust echoed throughout the
song and his razor edged
"damn" in 1.he opening line of
"God damn the Pusher man"

was the keynote of a singer with
ability to portray emotion. A
good set from a good singer.
But the youngish crowd had
come to see Three Dog Night
and from the moment their
snide little manager ( who, during
our efforts to pick up the group
and deliver them to the hall
reminded me of that famous
Rom an
Emperor
Gluteus
Maximus) announced their
arrival, the crowd was theirs.
Starting out their set with
songs from their earlier albums,
they did a couple of Traffic
tunes and a Lennon-McCartney
song "It's For You" which best
shows their ability to do three
part harmony. The whole song
revolves around the interplay of
their voices and is a pleasure to
behold.
Another fine song at the
beginning was on~ done by
Chuck Negron (voted the coolest
by my informal audience census)
from their forthcoming album
The Wizards of Orange called
Cowboy. A fine ballad, it was
the softest moment of the
evening and Negron did a fine
job of giving it emotion and
depth.
Fallowing closely on the heels
of this soft interlude, Floyd
Sneed the drummer, whose
physique closely resembles that
of Deacon Jones, tore into a
drum solo which was interesting
(but these almost always tend to
lag). Fortunately, to add an
extra touch, Floyd went at it
with bare hands without losing
much volume or tempo. At the
end of this painful display of
strength, Sneed received a
standing ovation due partly to
his performance and partly to
the average age of the audience.
As the show progressed the
group got into the songs that
have made them all the money.
Displaying individual talent
through such songs as "Chest
Fever", "Easy to be Hard" and
"Eli's Coming," the back-up
band proved to be exceptional as
a group and more than able to
carry a solo. Also, their
animation while knowing they
are in the background showed
their involvement and desire to
perform.
Special mention goes to Cory
Wells, the singer with the moves.
He seemed to have the natural

Zombies worth hearing
_ by Gordon Gilmour
The Zombies, Odessey and
Oracle, Date Tes-4013
This is not a newly released
album, having been on the
market for ten months. It is,
however, an album which has
been unjustly ignored by
virtually all of Rock's so-called
critics.
In 1965, the Zombies left
their mark on the music scene
with two singles: "She's Not
There" and "Tell Her No." At
that time these songs set
themselves apart from the
general trends. Likewise, this
album, Odessey and Oracle, is
set apart from "what's
happening."
How is this done? How do
the Zombies manage to segregate
themselves from the general
stream of rock, blues or
whatever? Actually it is very
simple-they write melodic
music and they explore the
realm of the unusual in relation
to topics for their lyrics.
The Zombies write about

such things as a woman about to
be released from prison; the
First World War; and in their
latest hit "Time of The Season'\
a father telling his daughter the
facts of life.
As I have said, their music 1s
melodic: one does not find the
emphasis on the bass and drums,
but on the piano and on vocal
harmony. This basic lack of a
sensual rhythm somewhat
elevates the message implicit in
the material of the Zombies.
The message, at least after
listening to the album as a
whole, is naturalistic, and they
can be cl~ified as such.
The music for these songs is
well thought out. They play
what is necessary to cover their
message, and with the exception
of the organ solo in "Time Of
The Season", the long,
overworked solos so common in
today's reputedly advanced
rock, are not to be found.
This album is well worth the
five dollars it costs. It should
have been noticed much sooner.

act

rhythm to dance, as well as sing
with abandon while at the same
time egging on the young
impressionable girls at the front
of the stage with the Kodak
Instamatics.
When Cory carried the mail
on "Try a Little Tenderness",
the audience was into it with a
standing, jumping tribute. The
band responded with a bombast
of sound and motion. Cory
swivelled and swayed through
the initial part of the song while
at the end the group began a
concentrated effort to make the
crowd move and put the finale
on a top-notch performance
from an act which is big but will
get bigger. They have the raw
material to go far. Hopefully
they'll make use of it.

***

As a final statement, I am
sorry if you had tickets and
could not get in. Greediness can
sometimes get the better of
Student Council officials, but it
was an honest error of
estimation of size and space.
This was the final concert I
booked and I hope you enjoyed
it. To all the people who
harassed and criticized me, I
wish you ill health. To the
people who gave me a hand and
carried on after my resignation, I
give my deep thanks. I wanted
this concert to work and they
made it possible. There is no
concert at Winter Weekend and
this may have been the last this
year. Thus for those people who
sat back and bitched, go buy a
record of your choice.

HOYT AXTON, who some observers contended "was better than
Three Dog Night" appeared on the same act as the latter group
during Monday's concert. Lance bridge columnist Gael Grayson,
who bought all of Axton 's albums long before he came here,
described him as a "stoned cowboy who rivals Dylan, a Seeger and
Guthrie to my mind."
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Hostage opens Feb. 13
A new University Players
production The Hostage will
open February 13.
The Hostage is a play by
Brendan Behan, an Irish poet,
author and playright.
The drama will play for the
weekends of February 13-15,
and February 20-22, in the

Essex Hall Theatre.
It is the second last
production this year, preceding
A Midsummer Night's Dream,
which will play in March.
For reservations, call the
School of Dramatic Art at
253-4565.

Feutures Outes, A:lcNamttra

~~Black Moss" has broad range
by Tom Egan
and Maureen Fleet
The winter issue of the
Windsor publication Black Moss
is a selection of poems from
twenty-one poets.
Black Moss presents a broad
range of subject matter, as well
as style, clearly in rebellion with
formalist schools, and clearly
personal in the poet's attempt to
find a new language of
communication, to translate
anew the zones of confrontation
with, and reaction to, reality, to
bring into focus the
correspondence between what is
perceived, and the poet who
perceives, whose senses in every
case are heightened to the point
where reality is given meaning
by contact with what seems to
the poet to be an essential part
of it.
Douglas Barbour's
"alienation" is a fine example of
this correspondence precisely
focused until it achieves a
broader meaning for the poet:
hard rain / Fall
wind
gusts plaster that brown
leaf against the pane
grey rivulets pour
down,
it gleams
wet, the veins
are purely there and
I can't reach out
to touch
them.
It is surprising, however, to
find a notable absence of the
surreal in these poets, in poets
who feel sincerely the need for a

new mode of expression, vital
and imaginative, to confront
experience in the world.
Eugene McNamara's
"Underneath" is an exception,
but most are satisfied with
capturing the running, fleeting,
disappearing moments which the
poet finds have particular
meaning for him and, hopefully,
for the reader.
All too often, however, the
idea of the poem as a universe
with universal implications is
sacrificed for a narrower vision
that may provoke a smile, a
tightening of the senses, an
awareness, but which is
intellectually unsatisfying, and
personal to the point where the
reader may feel he has been
alienated from the poem.
Dave Clift approaches the .
idea of the poem as a universe in
"Problem Solving". He
acknowledges the poet's
responsibility for men, his role
in society, and his inescapable
loneliness, when he says:
I feel a certain loss
as stones are cast
into the sea
sinking through
green depths,
disappearing
my eyes follow
casting fates for
all men.
Clift recognizes the poet's
singular significance, the almost
surrealist significance, as a man
who is outside society, apart
from history, outside all simple
solutions to the p.roblems
confronting man in modern
society.
But Clift is not a surrealist
poet. He chooses the idiom he

knows best, and works from
there, without the complexity of
a Lautreamont, but with the
same message which still
achieves a significance and
timeliness that arouses the
reader to the quintessential
problems presented by life, and
the poet's despair in tackling
them.
Joyce Carol Oates' "Turning
Into Another Person" is another
example of a broader vision,
worthy of note.
Her idea of love is a kind of
mystical union which transforms
individuals, and, perhaps,
transcends, the ordinary bonds
of earth-the woman merging
with the man, entering him, so
the two beings become one,
united, a complete bond,
inseparable, and the cause of
rebirth:
the tide of his veins
is stronger than mine
osmotic, the din of his
thoughts rises
She continues:
turning into another person
we have the look
of living
of beginning again
in a new latitude
we have the look
of being complete
Black Moss is a representative
book of the work of some of the
best local poets. Included in the
selections are two poems by
C.H. Gervais, "Chambre A
Louer" and "Film Star."
Clift is promising, with a
vision that surpasses most of his
fellow poets; while other poems
amount to interesting vignettes
that are quite unique in the
clarity of their perception.
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THOUGHTS/FEARS
ONE
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AFTER WE'VE TASTEO..VICTORY
IN WORLD WAR Ill
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Will you still find me attraetive
After I'm radioactive
After we've tasted victory in World War 1117
Will you still find me attractive
After I'm radioactive
After the world consists of just you and me?
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Another city
No stranger
But alone
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Horns
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I've got to work
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Think
But there's only you
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FROM A SEED TO
AN OAK: R.M.N.
Mr. Nixon you and yours are secure,
some folks don't know about it
but it really is happening.
it is us from the Great Parade.
I've asked for the revolution
'cause I'm afraid.

Richard M. will you kill me?
don't really know about
'cause it really Is happening.
I wish to IOYe your kind,
but I can't, I'm eshamed,to tell
that I breathe the ume air as y

you

Rich will you kill them?
they really don't know about it
an it reatly Is happening.
I willh i could help them,) .
but I can't you'll kill ma
an i'II hate you an defeet myself.

Dick will you Ue to them
about what~ r•llv don't know,
about it not
hQtnlng
• you Ued to me
, an You,...f
an now you can t ltoP
'ea,• it rllltv IS h1PJ11nin91

,...,,v

~

I

.,.
•

and yet th«e is
something in me
that would deny this death
and its gilt-edged dis,,lty
the mind Is 1U1teptible
to 11mlnal thldes of ~een
crocus thou!ttts sprout 111ds
of dltchord
the fiddle of feet is out of tune!
hair r,ows on my t.Jnch•
hoof prints haunt my prow•
• I go with I goat dance
In reverie
and play upon the reed piptl
of poetry

,,.., yakld"
N»lon, ,.,...
but nobody'• sm illng;
so you nlle
at them;
they'll know you
had ~ts;
down the .rtsteps"-;
thru the darkened
ywd;
into 1he wwehouse;
people are waiting;
they've cc,me
to see the show;
it starts;
an you st.-t shake;
an you want to vomit;
but your escorts
mOYe yoo along;
till you're standing
there;
alone;
just you;
and the rope;
an you know
it's not a dream;
then you start
•
• to cry;
to speak;
"I'm sorry"
"pltJatlll"
"i'm sorry"
"i won't do It ll(lllin"
no one answers;
the hood
goes aver your head;
the rope;
around your neck;
but you're 9C8fed;
and you keep
right on talking;
OYet and aver
you say it;
"j'm IIOfrY"

-for Fritz and Pat Logan

-.e sun crawts like a cripple
· /: ttro• the face of day
, · hoary and frost flecked
. . leaves in their late leather •
litter the ~tters
like forgotten favours
and in the fields
•
the pheasants cluck and whistle
among the ferns
dead and dried
by the shift of seasons
the river stands still
a r,ey stasis
sectuded from 1Ummer
the wind plays a threnody
among bona bere branches
to accompany this rite and ritual
of p-ing

t/

•

Well;
you're finally dr ad;
and it's time
to go;
the !aether bait
with loops of steal
hold your hands
in place;
'
an the worn chain
from the bait
to your lega
binds the shackl•
clamped around
your ankl•;
an you start
to walk;
past thOIII who
wlll lC>On follow;
an they
wi1h you well;

the lever trips;

CLARET

.

Claret called
Down by tho11t trees,
Part of open spaces
Softly in accordance
With our youth.
Doubled roadway,
Dirt in two paths
With waa centre,
Running throuitt
That wood which
Stands alone now.

A voice reached out,
While rabbit frolicked
And bird sang within
That world we created.
Mind was clear, clinging
To the sli!tttast, all
That was needed
For lauittter.
My voice bellowed
And ran to where
Hen sang for me,
My hand reedy for hen
To softly clutch and
Heart r•dy to open.
Standing in that
Pathway I knew
From youth,
H• call camt only
From memory.

they he•
the snap;
,
an the show
continues;
your body jerks;
shakes;
w,ays;
back and forth;
they know you're
• still alive
so they do
their job;
he pulls
on your legs;
it'll help yoo
choke;
/~
besides;
it's been only
fourteen minutes;
some take thirty;
it won't be long;
feces runs down
your legs;
an the you
of yesterdays;

oozes
from your pores;
once more
you twhch;
shudder;
then you' re finally
still;
the P«)plt 18*t;
It', ralnlnt out;
Ind tht thow

l1cw•.

Mic:Mtl Muldoon

Ray 81hourt

I

•

-

.l

-

•

•

•

BLITE
•

GLASSIC

fow is the mystery of sunset;
e;capel
he black night at the same
-ime is inviting and frl!lltening I
Man works His worst
Nil at night
As He manifests His most intense secular deli!llt. The
all.pervading
cloak of privacy
Opens her arms to oblivion.
Black

The death of glass is tragic:
Rigid-proud and inevitable: it waits ...
Thin g1 . ., 10 fragile,
Glints In the beams of the evening sun
Catching warmth and light in its fragile body :
held so still and infinitely quiet,
as if with regard for the moment and its purpose ...
Yet, thin stems will not bend :
for being 90 rigid, so Inflexible,
a price must be paid.

.-,s

smooth to the touch; one can
Envetop him•lf entirely in this
111-«nbnlcing concept.
The cool night air is
axhilerating
As it stings your cheeks and infiltrates your very
Bones to the
marrow.
The Illusion of
total mind-body commitment
Is most clearly defined in the
enigma
OF
satanic black depth
As you
sink deeper and deeper and deeper into the mire until ...
N-0r Man, nor Consequences can ~ e YOU .
It is the womb.
Now is the futilrty of dawn ;
SlJccumbl
White
Hurts the eyes. It Is
symbolic no less than its Counterpart and
Yet its polarity is

I

Negative.

•

Ron E. Werner
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Man is a
Bnother in the Daylight, a
mturderer at nightMan is a
Cobra at night, The
mongoose under a

To you I want to speak love
But these useless words won't work
And only the sadness In our eyes
Knocks at our steel doors.

t

'

)

Sum.
dellight finds not itself
Im the Court, for the
throne

•

OF
lowe
pOtStpones the evil of Man. The ambivalent ONE cannot
Ta,uch white
foir it paralyses the
Hand
of
Seduction. To give is
im,possible; to receive,
Inevitable. one does not
enivelop the Daylight;

•

'

,

ONE
stands In awe as it
shrieks
its

VENGEANCE
•

•

011'

pagan
forget:f u lness ...
It is life.

---

M. T. Shanatt
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FOSTERED REALITY

How often have I read your words
And painted them a deeper colour
Until they weren't yours any longer.
l saw only what my blindness taught me
And I thought I had touched you
But it was only your body .
If love is a kindness, a need, and a
grain of salt
I love yoo ; .. . Do you love me?

BUS-STOP;
CONFLUENT NEUROSES

i watch
you watch
the sun rummarize
its dreams of nova,
your eyes critical , absolute
as colour, ignorant of time;
far more absorbed
you crushed an ant

Ron E. Werner
Gr911 Laforest

9,

...

Sweetling 0,er,
Never-child of my dreams:
Our kisses were the innocence
Of blowing fields of daisies and
fragrance .
Yet the essence
Of crude crystal ,
You sa id yoo had learned
••• I can only hope.

f:
e

Paul Stoesser

•

,

•

•
•

•

HATE

FOR J.S.

•

Do you e what's ehead; can you remember the past?
How short love and how hate will last.
Like tome strange force, that we can't control ,
This deadly threat has taken lu toll.
It laugh• upon love; much more do we need,
Like the tip of a sword to maka the h•rt bleed.
To think of the pre•nt, and what hn heed,
The th nga man will face , shall wake up the dead.

My Saviour is not a god.
Hero and Demi-god,
Neither of these exist as my Idol.

,s.

be'""·

So much love in the world can
But why must hate have to intervene?
It destroys the hopes of all mankind,
Since
11 hat• we will always find ,
That t0mehoW lt ••111, from the day we emerged,
Th.at hi
upon u1; why can't it conv
7

eh••

loveri, sons and daughters,
aunts, uncles. friends,
relatives. pets, lampshades,
nd more children.
a ten minute carnival
acrums,
n and laughter f II th gap .
fund,V It th ZOO
the cages I open
10mee>nt ltt all th n mal out.

Barry Dant

Pit Lupton

A cool, perceptive human I overs In the shadows
to I arn and help.
His life is no charade.
Throu~ others, he s r•I
and hls reality is Infinite.
Philosophic, yet lust,
H s mind is a ch.-n of that which I wish were mine.
How fortunate to have him call me his friend I
May he experience only the " ~owth "
that which his source of life,
As by ri"t daerved
For he , alone. 11 my Image of d ty .
Howie Lauzon

'
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Francophile Phil finally finishes off
(continued from page 4)
ghost and it would not shock
me. For I am the one that is an
intruder. Fifty thousand seats.
You can still see the bleach
white section where the Vestal
Virgins sat and, with a thumb,
fated a man's life to continue or
end. And there, beside them, sat
the Emperor. Again, there is no
time. Outside, it is night. I can
never forget what I've seen in
the past few hours.
The girl suggests we eat
something and an hour later
we're still looking for a
restaurant. Everything else but
no restaurants. Suede purses for
what?-3,000 lire! I don't care
who's looking, I'm getting one
(for somebody back home.)
Where's a restaurant? I'll eat in a
swanky place but I haven't had
any food since that 5:00 A.M.
sandwich in Ventamiglia, which
was sixteen hours ago.
Let's ask this hotel and we're
into a small, refined lobby. Man,
I've got to go to the john soon
or I'm going to be forced to do
something rank.
Quick up some stairs, _turn
here, I don't know where I'm
going, around this way, Toiletta,
ya! That's me. Through a parlor
into a signior door. What the
hell's this? A sink!
The other door opens. Oh
man, shut this door, I'm gonna
sit here til Tuesday. The taps are
bronze fish. There's paintings
and free after-shave to don from
a dispenser. I try to pull it from
the wall. No good. The doors
close by turning the legs left in
them.
Feeling already like a Roman,
I realize I've had the most
exquisite bowel movement in
my life. Back down the stairs,
the girl has a list of "must"
places to see and the fellow
behind the desk is extremely
happy we _dllk his English is so
good.
"Yes, he says there's a
restaurant just down here
aways" and my mind is still in
that carpeted scented bathroom
till I go up to a man and "Scuas,
dove traforria?" (Excuse me,

where's a restaurant?"
I can't understand the
musical language, but I follow
his hands and to where they're
pointing and indicating turns. He
asks me if I understood
something. No scusa. What?
Scusa no. Turn where? Blip
blap? What the hell's a blip blap?
Oh! Traffic light! Si! Gracia.
Great, universal language of
onomatopeeia.
Inside the restaurant, there's
a pin-ball machine, a bar, and
four tables.
The owner comes over. He
speaks charming broken English.
"I makea good food. You like.
No much money. O.K.?"
Somehow I trust him
completely. "Si. 0.K. The
specialty, yes wine too."
Ten minutes later, the steaks
arrive, the salad's fresh and cold,
the potatoes and beans hot, the
wine cool. If this girl was just a
little prettier, I'd probably
propose to her I feel so good.
And she feels good for she asks
me dancing.
Al-di-la what a reception
from this Rome. I love it. An
hour later I feel that no one has
ever attained the peace now
spreading over me. We stand to
go.
Where's she going? I'm not
paying the whole bill man, this is
no date, we just agreed to eat, I
only brought $60.00 to last me
six days and I'm not starting off
paying food bills for Miss Fat
Wallet over there.
"I'm sorry, I'd like to buy
your dinner, but I can't afford
it, can you pay half?" "Half?
You drank most of the wine,
.tnd I didn't order any dessert."
Oh you idiot, you and your
sixty cents wrecking the whole
day. I'd tike to kick you right in
your pizza face you dumb broad
you.
"Oh yess, that right, O.K. I'll
pay most of it" and you can
forget about dancing,
lumbago-legs, you'd probably
expect me to pay your
admission, then you'd sit there
and drink and tell me about
your Guy Lombardo boyfriend

and I just want to sleep.
I'm sightseeing alone
tomorrow, that's all. A 50 lire
(84) bus ride later we were
home. She was staying at the
same place. The room next door.
I never saw her again until we
had been back in Aix for a
month. And I prefaced my
"Hello" with a very resonant
belch.
My alarm rang at eight and I
asked for some tea to be brought
in as I shaved, which it was, and
it completely perked me up so
that I arrived at the Pantheon in
a state of mild excitability.
It looks quite gloomy from
the outside. As I stepped inside I
passed through a time barrier of
nearly twenty centuries. I
suppose I kept walking slowly
but I have no memory of
moving. All I knew was that I
was inside the temple of the
ancient gods of Rome and what
I saw was so overwhelming I
again felt myself an intruder.
It was built by the Emperor
Hadrian in 130 A.D. as a temple
of the gods, particularly Mars
and Venus, who were considered
the ancestors of the Caesars. I
am a Scorpio and Mars is my
ruling sign, but no royal ancestry
overtook me then. Just
enormous humility, and respect.
Those of you who are
familiar with its structure know
that the building has a colossal
dome with a huge hole in the
center built that way. It was
drizzling that morning and the
rain fell from that opening
taking hours to hit the polished
marble floor below.
Although the temple was
transformed into a Christian
church in the sixth century, it
was very evident that it was still
a temple, and the Catholic altar
looked ridiculously out of place.
Around the walls there are seven
niches or chapels where statues
of the old divinities used to be.
And walking around, dazed, I
came up on the tomb of
Raphael. The genius of Rome is
slowly overtaking me.
Another 50 lire bus ride and
we're at St. Peter's Square. It's

This is Margo Catherine
by Andy Bradie
and R. J. Kirkland
For the ·past six months
trouble has been brewing in the
1ocal public school system.
There has been a confrontation
between the Windsor School
Board and the family of Miss
Margo Catherine.
Margo, the person in question
is a sixteen year old "grade
niner", tentatively studying on
her own in the Centennial
School Library. This is a result
of a change on the part of the
Essex County School Board and
the decision by Mrs. Catherine

Margo

to "buck their semi-establishment."
At one time the school board
had an education contract with
the Windsor Board to provide
teaching to those students who
live within the environs of
Windsor. Recently, the policy
has been changed and thus those
who live in areas such as
Sandwich West must send their
children to county schools. In
this particular case, Margo would
have to bus fourteen miles to
General Amherst School in
Amherstburg if her parents
would have accepted the

Catherine

- pie by J.A. Bulat

Once again the Marseilles Bureau Chief is not in Marseilles.
Fabulous Phil flew in fqr a fortnight to entertain the troops at the
Room (local bistro) with an evening of song. He will return to his
villa at Cottam next week.
almost too big. Acres and acres
of pillars, statues, fountains.
Whether you're talking about
the Pope or St. Peter, this, is
virtually the heart of
Christendom and an objective
for pilgrimages coming from
every part of the earth.
Remembering the profound
effect of the former monuments
I was hesitant and almost
cautious about entering St.
Peter's Basilica.
Unlike the other, though, you
can't sum up the insides when
you walk through the doors,
anymore than a stranger can get
off a bus at Wyandotte and sum
up the U. of Windsor campus;
you have to walk through it. No
sooner had I walked seven steps
when I was face to face with
Michelangelo. Pieta, or the Pity.

- girl without

decision of the board.

She lives on Sprucewood
Street, which is about two miles
from Centennial. This is one of
the considerations that her
parents took into account when
they took this stand on principle
and send their daughter to
Centennial regardless of the
official and pontifical decision
of the Board.
One of the reasons that
Margo cited for the Board's
decision was the.! fact that she
could not transfer from her
previous school, St. Mary's
Academy, Catholic, to the
public Centennial school. This
was accompanied by the terse
statement, "This really burns me
up."
Her mother states that Margo
had attended classes for five
weeks before she was officially
informed that she would have to
leave. Margo pointed out that
she had, "bought all my books
and made friends with all the
kids."
Mrs. Catherine further states
that she did nothing
underhanded and that the girl

was properly registered.
"They took her papers out of
the file", she . declared, and
immediately gave her "the
bureaucratic run-around."
Even though Margo has kept
up her studies as best she can
under the circumstances, she
doesn~t know at this moment
whether she will be allowed to
write exams. (She obviously will
not).
In a way, this presents itself
as a larger problem than can at
first be surmised. As an aside
comment, it ·can be inferred that
the Board of Education, as it
exists now, places more weight
upon classroom attendance and
punctuality than upon the actual
attainment of knowledge.
However, if her parents
realize that she will not be able
to attend the exams, and insist
that she carry on as she is doing
at present, one must question
whether or not in fighting for a
principle they are at the same
time jeopardizing their
daughter's future.
The teachers at Centennial
are afraid to assist her for fear of
a severe reprimand from the

The only work bearing the name
of the great artist. He was
twenty-three when he did it.
Unbelievable. That's all. I
can't write of the rest. It would
take days. All I can say is that
this basilica is beyond intellect
and skill. It's an enduring
masterpiece of genius. A
culmination of the Renaissance.
If you never go to any other
church again, see this one.
Eiffel Towers and
Buckingham Palaces are the
work of children. I am a student
of history-relics and ruins
fascinate me, and I saw hundreds
of monuments, and miles of
catacombs while I stayed in
Rome, but I can't remember
them. After St. Peter's,
everything else stops.
Arrividerci.

a school
Board of Education. She insists
that she has been treated fairly
by everyone and not pressured
to make any particular decision
in the school. Even the principai,
a Mr. Brown, is able to
sympathize with her even
though his official position must
be strictly unbiased.
Mr. Clare McLeod, Chairman
of the Windsor Board of
Education, summed up the
attitude of many bureaucratic
education administrators. When
asked to comment upon this
situation on the "Windsor
Speaks" Radio Program one
could just see the shrugging of
the shoulders as he offhandedly
said, "She is sixteen and old
enough to quit school, why
doesn't she?" Mr. Cousin,
Superintendent of Essex County
Board of Schools held a similar
view. According to him, if she
had been fifteen instead of
sixteen she would have been
declared truant and then
suspended.
Young Margo is being
pressured from every angle and
will lose a year of her life on
account of it.

SAC concert loses $1 OOO
.,

by Vic Harris

NOW A NO-ARMED BANDIT, this parking gate keeps nobody out
of anywhere anymore. A recent wave of gate-breaking has vastly
improved the parking situation-cheap.
-Lance pie by J.P . Squire

Lance News Staff
SAC lost between $800 and
$1,000 on Monday's Three Dog
Night concert, SAC Finance
Commissioner Cliff Prangley said
Wednesday.
But the loss might increase if
SAC is billed for damages caused
by "irresponsible people who
took it upon themselves to burn
holes in the tarpaulin", Prangley
said.
The $6,000 tarp is owned by
the University. Prangley is
uncertain if SAC will be sent a
bill for the damages.
He explained that the city
Fire Marshall ordered t.be doors
to St. Denis Hall closed after he
estimated that the crowd was
3,100. The doors were closed at
8:SOP.M.
An accurate count has since
established the figure to be
slightly under 2,400 people.
Prangley called other
estimated attendance figures
unfounded. He denied that the
figure was deliberately lowered
to save money. (Three Dog
Night had a contract clause
specifying that they would
receive 65 per cent on all tick-ets
sold after 2,200 were
distributed.)

More parking gates broken
by R.D. Malott
Lance News Staff
Repeated breaking of
plywood parking barriers on
campus is probably the work of
area teen-age vandals. This
theory was advanced Tuesday by
Head Security Officer Grant
Mciver.
In most cases, Mciver said, no
damage is done to the internal
mechanism of the machine, and

the expense of replacement is
between four and five dollars.
The gates exist to keep
unauthorized cars out of the
lots. Students pay up to
twenty-five dollars for
specially-prepared parking cards,
which activate the mechanism to
raise the gate.
Once the gates are broken,
control of access to the lots is
impossible. Mclver noted that

RCMP bust at- Queen's U.
-

KINGSTON (CP)-Dr.
Reginald Clark, head of the
chemical engineering
department, Queen's University,
said Tuesday the RCMP visited
his department Oct. 30 to
inquire about graduate student
Charles Edwards but "they
didn't stay that long."
He was giving testimony
before a special university
committee investigating charges
,;:,f political repression levelled
-...::.__ 1gainst the university by Mr.
-Sdwards.
Dr. Clark said when the
..{CMP called on his department
at the end of a routine visit he
told them he did not know
enough about Mr. Edwards to
give him security clearance. He
referred them to Dr. Becker, Mr.

Edwards' graduate supervisor.
Terry O'Hara, Mr. Edwards'
appointee to the committee,
asked why he mentioned politics
at all to the police.
"I'm one of those curious
characters who feel very strongly
about the rights of students and
staff to raise their views freely,"
Dr. Clark replied.
The investigation was sparked
by charges by Mr. Edwards that
he was forced out of his
graduate studies because of his
Marxian politics.
The student said Dr. Henry
Becker last Nov. 8 gave him the
choice between his political
activities and his studies.
He subsequently withdrew
from his thesis work.

Fuller fears extinction
GUELPH (CP)-Man's
continuing trend to
specialization could lead to a
loss of adaptibility and his
subsequent extinction,
Buck.minster Fulle_r told a crowd
of 3 ,OOO Tuesday at the
University of Guelph.
The 73-year-old inventor,
designer, architect and
philosopher told the
student-faculty sponsored
"Look-In 70" that two separate
papers dealing with species
extinction had been presented at
a recent scientific conference.
The papers, he said, dealt with
extinct animal species and

human tribes.
It was a "formidable fact"
that both animals and tribes had
become extinct in the past
through
over-specialization
resulting
in
a loss
of
adaptability.
He said that there was no one
to co-ordinate these isolated
findings of specialists.
"We have been trying to get
the politicians to run things," he
said, "but they are no help to
you."
The politicians' solutions
"always end in guns and
weapons."

none of those with parking
permits have complained of
unauthorized cars occupying
their parking places. He further
remarked on the integrity of
those students without permits
who refrained from using the
lots while the gates were missing.
The lots received more use until
the gates were repaired,
observers said.
Mciver did not estimate the
number of gates broken in the
last month, but informed
sources believe the figure to be
at least 20.
He also indicated that the
plywood-type of barrier was
preferable to a more durable,
but heavier material.
Occasionally, cars have failed to ·
stop in time. More. rarely, the
mechanism has activated while a
car was still beneath the gate.
The light nature of the material
has prevented serious damage in
these instances, he concluded.

At least 400 fans were turned
away after the doors were
closed, Prangley said. He pointed
out that SAC would have turned
a profit on the concert if the
Fire Marshall had not limited the
crowd.
Three Dog Night had a
contract clause stating that SAC

would provide a chauferred
limousine. They were conducted
from Detroit airport to the
Pontchartrain hotel in station
wagons, but insisted on the
limousine before crossing the
border to Windsor.
The limousine cost SAC $43.

D'Arey McKeough to
speak here Feb. 14
Ontario Minister of Municipal
Student organizer Bob
Affairs D' Arey McKeough will . Copland explained Thursday:
speak here February 14 at a
"we hope that this can bring
conference on regional
some communication among the
government.
city, the towns, and the
McKeough, Progressive
provincial government. Regional
Conservative Member of the
government is coming in the
Provincial Parliament for
'70s, and we should know what
Chatham and area, has initiated
we're getting into."
a program of "regional
government" in Ontario, seeking
to link urban and rural areas.
In the Ottawa area, one
regional government is already in
existence, and officials from the
region will also attend the
conference.
_The session, to last two days,
will be organized by three
professors and five students
here. Chairman is Political
Science Professor Trevor Price.
Other speakers at the
conference will include Windsor
Mayor Frank Wansbrough, Essex
South Liberal M.P.P. Don
ONTARIO MUNICIPAL Affairs
Patterson, geography professors
Minister D'Arcy McKeough.
J. D. Ransome and Paul Vandall,
Would you buy a used city from
and several Essex County town
this man?
-Bill Dolamore photo
officials.

At Wayne State

Commuter Conf ere nee
More than 200 students and
professors from across the
United States will attend a
two-day seminar on
"Commuting Students" at
Wayne State University this
month.
Set for February 16-1 7, the
conference is the result of a
year-long study made by Wayne
State's Community Student
Committee.
Windsor's Student Council
has made no plans to send
students to the meeting, but
admission is open. There is a five

dollar registration
students.

fee

for

Five concurrent panel
discussions will deal with
financing capital amenities,
determining the nature of
students as individuals and a
group, utilizing student energies,
architectural improvements, and
curriculum improvements.
The conference, to be held at
Wayne State's McGregor
Conference Centre in Detroit, is
under the direction of Dr.
Richard Ward.

.... or the library?

Off to Florida?

Slack week set for late february
by Debbie Boudreau
and Brian Kappler
When February gloom gets to
be a little too much, a ray of
Florida sunshine edges into view.
Slack week is set for February
23-27.
No classes, no seminars, no
tests, no papers due. Initiated in
1967 with a· planned "study
week", the . week quickly
changed into something quite
different.
A rough survey indicated this
week that the student body will
catch up on sun and study about
equally.
University President J. F.
Leddy observed Tuesday that
"many students make excellent
use of this time." The library, he
indicated, is al ways crowded
with students brushing up for
the final pre-exam push.

Students won't be tempted
from their books if Student
Council can help it. No dances,
concerts, pubs, or other
entertainment events are
scheduled.
Many students who can
afford (and some who can't) will
go south to the sun. Florida and
Jamaica seem about equally
popular. About 45 students will
take off to Jamaica on a "study
tour" for three campus
clubs-Biology, Geography, and
Geology. Geology Club
organizers have a hard time
keeping a straight face about the
"study".
Individual student reactions
to the prospects of a week off
are varied. "Just sweet nothing"
is a not uncommon plan for the
week.
0 n e nameless MacDonald

Hall student is taking two of
four girl friends to Florida. He's
looking for a volunteer to take
care of the -other two.
Engineers seem singularly
unimpressed. "Every week is
slack week in Engineering", one
second year chem. e,ng. student
said.
Slack week is time off for
professors, too. Most of them
will be staying around campus,
marking and preparing for the
final March rush. But some are
planning family or scholarly
expeditions to Hamilton, Orillia,
and other fleshpots.
The man with the toughest
job du ring the week will
probably be the library's door
guard. A large number of
students will be concentrated in
the building to seek pearls of
wisdom for those papers due last
October.
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Meaitation 1s expensive
·by Hubert Drouin
Lance News Staff
It will cost you twenty-five
dollars to learn to meditate
transcendentally-and some
people don't think it's worth it.
Currently being offered here
is a four-lesson course in the
discipline, at a charge of

twenty-five dollars for students,
seventy-five for faculty, and one
hundred twenty-five for married
couples.
In an interview, spokesman
Jeff Dreben claimed that the
five-day course would be
sufficient to get an individual
started in transcendental

Even Schen's

Pub wages reduced
Campus pub wages have been cut following repeated losses, SAC
was told Tuesday.
Pub Manager Gerry Schen, who is also SAC Services
Commissioner, said that he had cut his wages, and those of
Assistant manager Wayne Yared, to 20 and ten dollars,
respectively. Former wages were 30 and 15 dollars.
Schen said that the Thursday pub had lost money recently, and
cited the salary cuts as an effort to economize. Yared is SAC
Vice-President.
Thursday's pub is run separately from the regular Friday night
cabaret pub. Friday pub manager Cy Paquette has been able to
turn over small weekly profits to SAC, But his profit does not
equal the losses incurred on Thursdays.
Another high cost of the Thursday pub is reportedly expensive
musical groups. SAC has also eliminated the hiring of a policeman
for the Thursday pub, thus saving $40 weekly.

Arabs, Jews should ioin

..

required to reclaim an item.
Guards are very trusting,
Reaume said, and generally will
give a claimant the benefit of the
doubt if there is no identifying
mark on an item.
Reaume explained that if a
book or other item with a name
in it is found, the guards will
generally call the owner. But
most students, he said, don't put
their names on possessions.
Plans for the action have not
been final, Dean said. But it will
be held, before late-February
slack week, on the second floor
of the University Centre.
Windsor Community Aid will
use the proceeds to finance a
library on pollution problems
and environmental control.
Details about the auction will be
available soon from Dave
Bickford, St. Michael's Hall.

Alfred M. Lilienthal, author
of the book "What Price Israel"
spoke here Tuesday night on
"Technology and the
Humanities" and held a news
conference and an informal
discussion with students
Wednesday.
Lilienthal said that the only
solution to the problems in the
Middle East "is the creation of a
bi-national state where Arabs
may live and work together in
peace and prosperity."
He suggested that the United
Nations would have top-level
control. with Arab and Jewish
cantons provinces forming a
secular, democratic state.
He said that Americans have
paid an "enormous price" for
the creation of a Jewish, Zionist
state.
Lilienthal said the Zionist
movement has never been
interested in people, but only in
the politics of the creation and
perpetuation of the modern
state of Israel.
"An ancient Judaism" he said
"has no relation to the modern
state of Israel."
Lilienthal is considered an
expert on the Middle East. He
has been concerned with the
Arab-Israeli problems for
twenty-three years. He was
stationed in the Middle East in

You don't really get swindled
out of a nickel when you buy a
15 cent coke-it only seems that
way.
Photographic and fluidics

research revealed that you get
only about an ounce and a half
more for your extra nickel. But
Beaver Food officials in charge
explained the difference.

"BUT OFFICER, I DID LOSE five security police jackets". No
but you and your frien<!-5 really did lose lots of books, glasses, hats:
notes, car keys, and switch blades. You can get all that stuff back in
the little pink building near Cody Hall.
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Selling. found goods

Argies to hold auction
by Jim Hall
Lance News Staff
Items "lost" by students and
"found" by security cops will be
auctioned off this month, unless
first reclaimed by the owners.
Dana Dean, (III Arts) h~ad of
Windsor Community Aid, a
campus social work group, said
this week that the auction would
include all unclaimed items.
Campus security. guard Don
Reaume explained Tuesday that
when an item is lost, it is turned
in at one of three "lost and
found" locations, the Library
desk, the University Centre desk,
or the main security office, in
the pink "Annex" building near
Cody Hall.
Reaume explained that items
stay at the Library or Centre for
a week or two, and then are
transferred to the Annex.
About fifty items a week are
received. Most common are
prescription eye glasses, car
keys, and text books.
Reaume was surprised at the
number of books and glasses
lost, since these items are
relatively expensive.
Also turned up are hats,
scarves, and even, last week, a
woman's dress.
Proof of ownership is

10-NITE
(DANCE)
THE

BLACK SHEEP
8:30
Arn b. Aud.

_(Pres. by Ski. Club)

World War II and has revisited
the area 13 times. His next visit
will be in either March or April.
Lilienthal attended university
at Cornell and Columbia and
received a degree in history.

meditation. He explained the use
of the money:
"The money will be used to
accommodate the instructors
and for transportation and rental
of quarters, because University
space is not allocated for the
purpose," Dreben said.
He encouraged students with
financial problems to come out
regardless. "There are ways to
work around student financial
problems," he said.
The twenty-five dollars would
be the only expense to students
taking the course, he said.
Following the course, students
will be checked monthly on
their methods of meditation, at
no extra charge.
Some Indian students have
some doubts about the
meditation, originated by the
Indian Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.
Jagdish Malhotra, a graduate
chemistry student from the
Punjab in India said last week, "I
don't think transcendental
meditation has all the answers it
claims to have. It's very difficult
to achieve inner peace in a
highly materialistic society like
we have in America."
But he did not dismiss the
potential of the system:
"Meditation can control
anxieties, and it can help to
make men happier-but only if
he draws himself away from his
materialistic desires."
Information on meditation is
available from Dreben.
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6
-Ski Club Dance: 8:00 P.M. in the Ambassador
Auditorium
-Turkey Lovers: excursion to Maidstone, contact S.P.C.A.
for further details
-Transcendental Meditation Lecture: 4:00 P .M., 133
Windsor Hall
-Cabaret Pub: 8:00 P.M. tonight and each Friday. Grotto
:•:•:
:~:~:
·:_;·::~::~··::··=·.~.
•

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7
-University Men's Bridge Club: Rooms 1-4, 8:00 P.M.
-Christian Fellowship: 4:30 P.M. in Assumption Lounge
-Black Heritage Club: 8:00 P .M. in the Ambassador
Auditorium

·-:~
~:~:
::;·==.:=:.=·::~:~:-:

~f;

-~~~::rH::::= vs. the Guelph Gryphons at 1 :00 P.M. at

:•::::
:::,:::::::

- Lancer Wrest1·mg: vs. Waterloo University. 2:00 P.M., St. :::::
:•:::
Denis Hall
:~:-

••····
::~::
······
-~:-:

·····
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 8
~:~
•····.
-Christian Culture Series: 8:15 P.M. in the Ambassador ::§:
Auditorium
~§:
-Lambda Chi Alpha: Assumption Lounge, 7:30 P.M.
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Rumours of "Coke swindle" prove to be false
"We should be using a six
ounce cup for the dime coke",
Assistant Manager Karl Cermak
said Tuesday. The fifteen cent
cup, he explained, is nine

ounces. The dime cup is seven,
instead of the usual six ounces.
The ten cent drink, then, is a
better buy, but there's no
swindle involved, he indicated.
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feature by
Dave Rutherford
Andy Bradie

ON Monday

night the students of this university had the pleasure and privilege of witnessing one of the best, if not the best concert, that
has ever been held here.
This was a result of the abundant talent of both
the Three Dog Night, who headlined the evening,
and Hoyt Axton who also entertained in great
fashion, especially with his powerful rendition of
his own song, ''The Pusher Man".
As soon as the Three Dog Night began to
perform with their harmonious version of "Heaven
Is in Your Mind" it was evident that their
reputation as one of the top rock bands was truly
justified.
They held the audience in quiet and respectful
awe at the strength an{i clarity of their voices with
songs such as "Cowboy" and "Easy To Be Hard".

They also had the capacity crowd gyrating to the
pounding rhythm of ''Try a Little Tenderness"
and "Eli's Coming". At the climax of the concert
everyone was standing, clapping, dancing, and
truly "being". It was actually a happening, an
experience. A completely harmonious feeling of
brotherly togetherness precipi"tated by mass
experience of amazement and happiness, pervaded
the audience.
The Three Dog Night left no doubt in anyone's
mind that they are first-class performers.
After the concert, in their dressing room, they
conversed freely and easily with Lance Staffers.
The interoiewers enjoyed this opportunity to get
to know the band and would like to share this
opportunity with Lance readers.

ENTER LANCE TO
THREE DOG NIGHT
·sTAGE CENTRE - VOCALIST
- Danny Hutton
Danny Hutton: Tell Hazen to go
f... himself. The audience was
out of sight. The kids were great.
Lance: Do you always get this
· kind of reaction?
Danny: We usually can get the
people going. That's the greatest
thrill for us, when we get the
people up like that.
Lance: How long have you guys
been together?
Danny: About a year and three
quarters I guess.
Lance: Have you always had the
same personnel?
Danny: Yeah.
Lance: Where did you start out?
Danny: Los Angeles. We're all
from different places and we
met in Los Angeles. We were
origim~lly just a vocal group, the
three of us. I phoned up Cory,
the other singer, and I told him I
wanted to form a group with
three singers. So Cory and I were
together for a while, and we got
Chuck, and we slowly picked up
different members.
Lance: Who would you say has
had the greatest influence on
your music?
Danny: Every one of us has got
a different influence.
Lance: Is there any group you
can think of as having an
influence on your music?
Danny: Different groups do
certain things that we like. But
there's no group that has a
consistent influence.
Lance: What are your plans for
the future?
Danny: We're just going to tour
and do this as long as we can I
guess. We'd like to make a movie
maybe, next year or something,
when we have time to do it
right.
Lance: I know it's a standard
question, but do you like
Canada?
Danny: Oh yeah! I do, I really
do! The people, the audiences
are great! Just great! And I can
always tell when a city's cool by
if I see people hitch-hiking. In
Canada, everybody hitch-hikes,
hip chicks hitch-hike all the
time. There's a number of
reasons, but I mean it just
usually is the sign that it's
groovy.
Lance: Do you do all of your
recording in L.A.?
Danny: Oh yeah, one studio! It's
a little studio, we cut everything
Lance: Do you do the same set
number of songs at every
concert?
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Danny: No. We made a mistake
tonight. We ended one song,
Floyd kept playing the drums,
so we just kept playing.
Lance: I'm sure most people
expected you to play "One"
tonight. Why didn't you?
Danny: "One" was supposed to
come between those two songs
where Floyd kept playing the
drums, but it was going so good.
But usually, from the drum solo
on, we like to keep the songs in
a certain order. We have four
songs that we really like, and
Floyd gets the audience really
up, and from there on we don't
like to let down. We like to go
up. This is Floyd.
ENTER ·-

DRUMMER

Floyd Sneed

Floyd: Hi.
Lance: So you're the Canadian.
Floyd, how do you feel?
Floyd: Nice.
Lance: How long is it since
you've been in Canada Floyd?
Floyd: I've been in Canada all
my life.
Lance: How long since you've
been back here?
Floyd: Three days. We were just
in Ontario a couple of days ago,
at Hamilton. About two years
really.
Lance: Where are you from in
Canada?
Floyd: Calgary. Vancouver and
Calgary.
Lance: How long have you
played the druins?
Floyd: Pretty near eight years.
Lance: It shows.
Floyd: Aw, I just started. I'm
just a young 'un when it comes
to drums. 'Scuse me, I gotta go
poo.
EXIT FLOYD.
Lance: Is there any song of
yours that you prefer over all
the others?
Danny: I never even listen to our
albums, we never do. We play it
every night, so it's like we can't.
For our enjoyment, it's hard to
enjoy your own stuff, you can't
be a judge of your own things. If
you write something it's hard to
judge it or enjoy it as much as
someone else. All you do is
remember spending 20 hours
pumping away doing it.
Lance: Did you release any
songs before "Try a Little
Tenderness?"
Danny: "Nobody" was our first
single, it got to about 70 in the
nation, and "Tenderness" got to
about 20, and then "One" was a
big one in the States, it got to.
number one, and everything else
has been good so far.
Lance: Have you another single
planned for release soon?
Danny: Yeah, the record
company is going to release
' "Celebrate" (it's off our second
album), because we got so many
requests. We were going to
release something from our new
album.
Lance: When is your new album
due for release?
Danny: It'll be out in a month
and half or so. It's called
"Wizards of Orange." We're all
naked on the cover. We got this
ci'!ick and she's sitting in a glass

bubble, and she's naked, and we
had a great time.
Lance: Is the album any good?
Danny: Yeah. So far we really
like it because we're doing a lot
of original stuff in it this time.
Half of it's original.
Lance: Why did you do "Try a
Little Tenderness" after it had
been done so much before?
Danny: That was Corey's idea.
He wanted to do the song, just
to do it, because he liked the
song so much.
Lance: Does your group have a
leader?
Danny: No, the three of us fight
with each other. It's kind of
democratic, you know it's good.
If there were four of us singing,
it would be a hassle, but since
there's three of us, there's
usually two that agree. We
usually agree after a little
debating.
Lance: What did you think of
the acoustics tonight?
Danny: I thought they were
pretty good. We brought our
own P.A. so maybe that helped;
I don't know. It's hard to hear
when you 're on stage.
Lance: What was all the hassle
about the limousine?
Danny: In our contract, we
usually have it set up so that we
have one limousine, simply so
that all of us can go in one car
together. They came with two
station wagons, and Corey and
our road manager had to take a
cab, and it's a drag, 'cause our
road manager got -to lhe hotel
ten minutes after us; so we had
to sit downstairs, and all these
straight people were giving us
wierd looks. We usually sit in the
car and the road manager goes
in, gets the keys; then he comes
out to the car and gives us the
stuff, and we get in the elevator
and go up to the rooms. And
because of this, what happened
today, we went through all this
scene. A bad scene.
Lance: When did you start to
feel that you were at the top?
Danny: It's hard to say, you
know. It's happened so
gradually, that's what's wrong
with success. It's too bad it
didn't happen like that. You
know-ten years later I made it.
ENTER LEAD
GUITARISTMike Allsup
Lance: How long have you been
playing guitar?
Mike: About eight years.
Lance: Where are you from?
Mike: Modesto, California.
Lance: Do you like Canada.

Mike: Ah well, it's great. In fact
we just did Edmonton and
Vancouver and Hamilton. It's
really outta sight, really nice.
The kids were great.
Lance: What do you think of
your vocalists?
Mike: I dig 'em really. They're
nuts.
EXIT MIKE AND
ENTER KEYBOARD MAN
- Jimmy Greenspoon
Lance: How long have you
played the organ?
Jimmy: About 12 years.
Lance: You consider yourself an
experienced band, eh?
Jimmy: Thank you, yeah. I'm
crazy, go ahead, what else?
Lance: Where were you from?
Jimmy: I'm from California.
Lance: Are you in your normal
state of mind, or are you usually
worse?
Jimmy: I'm in a little bit
different state of mind when I
work on stage, but then I'm
always in a state of mind higher
than the periphery which
enables the outer circumstances
to be criticized with redundant
resuscitations to the tC>p.4 No,
I'm normal, like this all the time,
I'm very strange. I've got to go
to bed these girls, I'll be back in
a little while. Thank you.
EXIT JIMMY;
ENTER Danny
Lance: Where's your next
performance?
Danny: Our next performance
is-er-I don't even know. We're
on tour for a month. I know
that. We're going somewhere.
We're going to Massachusetts
and Vermont and New
Hampshire and Pittsburgh.
ENTER VOCALIST
- Chuck Negron
Lance: Where are you from?
Chuck: New York, originally.
Lance: Have you been with the
group since the beginning?
Chuck: Yeah. Danny, Cory and
myself, in that order, were the
three original singers.

Lance: What do you think of
your future?
Chuck: What? Our future as a
group? I'm hoping for the time
when we can stop these night by
night concerts every night and
devote like three a month, and
really develop those concerts
into real happenings, so to
speak. I mean really making the
whole thing a complete show,
with all the supporting acts and
a lot of different things, a lot of,
not tricks, little different things
to get the audience involved so
that they can walk away with
something even, you know,
physical. There's a lot of things
that we can really get into,
presenting concerts, or else I
think they'll die. I'm afraid
concerts are going to die, not
because of us, but because of the
fire chiefs and because of the
police and because of the
faculties and because of all the
people that get uptight when
people get excited and have fun.
Lance: What would be your
favourite group today?
Chuck: Crosby, Stills, Nash, and
Young. They're my favourite
because I think they're maybe
one of the most versatile. I also
like C.T.A., Chicago actually, I
think they're fantastic. I think
Sly's fantastic, I think the
Beatles are fantastic. There's a
lot of groups I really admire. I
shouldn't say there's a lot of
groups; there's ten, and the rest
stink!
Lance: What do you think of the
Stones as they are now?
Chuck: I think the Stones have
come back to a good thing.
Some of the things on their new
album are great. "YOU Can't
Al ways Get What You
Want" -that's fantastic. The
chorus is wonderful.
Lance: Well, thanks very much
for your time.
Chuck: Well thank you.
EXEUNT ALL.

photos by
J.P. Squire
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Sports Editorial .
The performance of this year's hockey Lancers must be a source
of bewilderment and puzzlement for coach Dr. Cec Eaves.
The play of the Lancers this year has been up and down more
times than the temperature on a thermometer. Dr. Eaves appears to
have tried everything to instill some sort of steadiness to the squad.
To a degree, most of his efforts have been in vain. Lines have been
changed; new faces have come and old ones have gone; players have
been benched; but the stability he desires has still not been
reached.
It seems strange that a team that is fighting for last place is the
only team in the country that has been able to defeat the
University of Waterloo Warriors wh~ were ranked number one.
Despite what might be considered to some a dismal season
however, the Lancers have still exhibited a number of bright spots.
The line of Tom McFadden, John Cosgrove, and Bob McCabe has
been outstanding throughout all of the losses as well as the
victories. Tom McFadden has played an especially superlative role
with his fine playmaking and penalty killing.
Other strong performers have been Jim MacDonald and Rene
Garon. Although they saw limited action at the beginning of the
season, now that they are seeing more action, they are proving
their worth.
However the plaudits and laurel wreath unquestionably go to
the Lancer netminder Don Bruner. If there is a better amateur
netminder in Canada we have yet to hear of him. As the University
of Toronto Varsity said, "It is seldom that you see a goaltender
allow seven goals and yet be chosen as one of the stars of the
game". Don may be shellshocked but he never weakens.
Therefore, for the best sports entertainment available at this
university, go to a Lancer hockey game. Whether they win or lose,
you won't regret it.
Just ask the "Blueline Baddies!"

The Student Cen~e
with
Western Ontario's Largest
Selection of Trimmings

246 Ouellette Avenue

tancers thumped 80-61
Analysis by

time they scored, which in itself
was a rarity' was big a sieve as
Adrian could possibly want.
Except for a few brief moments
of glory in the second half when
the "Bulldogs" were forced into
three consecutive miscues and
Lancers still showed their inept
ability at sinking the
two-pointers, the supposed press
benefited more the opposition
than the Lancer offence.
Windsor mentor, Paul
Thomas, trying to instil a little
defence which might result in a
little offence, altered the zone
press in the second twenty
minutes. Now it read
two-tw<r0ne but still the tally
sheet read Windsor some twenty
points behind.
Work must be earnestly
achieved in the few remaining
practice sessions of the season if
the Lancers are ever to employ a
press which is to be feared
throughout league locker rooms.
Perhaps this reporter was
misguided in his belief that there
was indeed a high calibre
basketball talent on campus; if
this is the case it certainly seems
to be a very latent talent or,
better to console ourselves, one
of those "late blossoming"
phenomenons.
Those stupid mistakes still
persist - "here Adrian have one
on me" type of thing. Shooting
is just terrible. It looked on
numerous occasions as though it

as

Eric "the poet"

Atkinson
A sparse St. Denis Hall
audience ( which as a result of
Wednesdays action could be
even smaller in number)
witnessed an 80-61 humiliation
in the mid-week encounter.
Those humiliated comprised the
University of Windsor basketball
team(?), as the visiting Adrian
College Bulldogs recorded their
second victory over a hapless
Lancer squad.
This was Windsor basketball
at its lowest ebb making one
most optimistic about those all
important league encounters
which will be contested within
the next couple of weeks. So
don't be upset if you weren't
one of the loyal few who braved
the cold to come out to what
was billed at least, a basketball
game. You sure as hell didn't
miss much!!!
Lancers were out hustled,
out-rebounded by one of the
few shorter teams they have
been mismatched against this
season; outshot both from the
field and from the charity line.
Nothing really astounding here
though- all in all the humbled
"blue" worked just as well as the
scoreboard which went
"helter-skelter" before the game
even began.
The one-two-two press
Windsor employed after each

Aero~ From Coles

CROWN CREDIT JEWELLERS

Diamonds, Watches, Gifts
111% STUDENT DISCOUNT

Expert Watch &: Jewellery Repairs

321 Ouellette Ave.
Open Fri. to 9 P.M.

BILL ADAMS drives in during the Lancer loss on Wednesday.
-Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

TONIGHT'
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Hoopsters lack lustre 1n loss
by Bill Fisher
The place, St. Denis Hall; the
visitors, Adrian College
"Bulldogs"; the game, Basketball
????? , with the final outcome.
(you might have guessed) Adrian
80 "Luckless Lancers 61.
The Lancers were never really
in the ball game as Adrian time
and again stole, took, and on
occassion borrowed, the ball
from the confused looking
Luckless Lancers. The Bulldogs

came out growling and after
taking a comfortable 14-4 lead
in the opening minutes of play,
just never looked back.
The Bulldogs began their
playmaking and scoring with an
old high-school "give and go"
play, that the Lancers just could
not cope with. By the time the
Lancers figured out what was
going on, Adrian had put the
ball through the hoop a good
many times.

NEXT FRIDAY-from Czechoslovakia, Milos Foreman's ribald comedy
"LOVES OF A BLONDE"
Feb. 20-2 Underground Drug films, Larry Kent's "HIGH" plus Shirley
Clarke's controversial "THE CONNECTION"
Feb. 27-Alan Bates and Genevieve Bujold in de Broca's Comedy
"KING OF HEARTS" in Cinemascope and Colour
Mar. 6-Godard's Epic of Carnage and Cannibalism "WEEKEND"

Adm.$2
RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST IN THE HOLIDAY INN 252-1285
THE~
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were a real chore to send that
orange sphere toward the hoop.
There must be a few on the
Crusader ball club who would be
pleased just for the opportunity
to show their worth in a varsity
game.
Lancers were plagued once
again by foul trouble as Orange
and Wydrzynski were quick to
pick up four and Sante Salvador
was slowed by four trailing him
mid-way through the second
half. Although none of the three
found the bench via the foul
route, their play had to be
affected.
When you've got those fouls
hanging above your head, you
can't be too cautious and
basketball is a game of
aggression. This isn't to imply
that any of these ball players
were slacking it (Salvador played
his steady self) but they were
forced to play it a bit more
conservatively than they
normally would.
Maybe we're being a little
harsh in our analysis of a game
which really doesn't matter in
league standings. But this was a
squad that Lancers appeared to
have a good shot at. Although
physically bigger than the
American opposition, Lancers
were outrebounded 46 to 39!
This means we were
out-muscled and the desire was
in those who wore the Adrian
colours.
To say it was a lack-lustre,
half-hearted attempt would be
an understatement of the first
rank! Perhaps Windsor fans get
too "psyched-up" when the
Lancers take the court; afterall,
there aren't many who can be
aroused by a somewhat dismal 6
and 9 season record.
O.K., they just weren't up for
Wednesday's game and they just
didn't have it. Just when are
they going to display their
wares? The University of
Toronto, not known to be what
one would call a basketball
power, cannot be taken too
lightly tomorrow at Hart House.
In an earlier Lancer B-ball
story this reporter suggested
Lancers were victims of some
weird sort of spell. There's
nothing weird or supernatural
about it; they suffer from those
12 or so who brandish those
white jerseys with "Windsor"
initialled across the top!

'r'

496 Goyeau

Aaoss frQm the Tunnel Entrance

Open Monday-Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

11 A.M.-9 P.M.
11 A.M.-Midnite
11 A.M.-6 P.M . .

The Lancers shooting and
play-making was off, to say the
least, and Adrian pulled ahead
30-18. A dull and boring first
half came to an end, with Adrian
in the lead 43-30.
The second half was about as
"colourless" as the first. The
Lancers finally plugged the "give
and go" play and then were
caught leaving a man in the
corner, to which Adrian used
very effectively. The Bulldogs
then took a commanding 57-38
lead and outscored Lancers 15-8.
The ball travelled back and forth
and up and down the court
(monotonous wasn't it), and
with the game being hailed as
the worst exhibition of
B-Ball-Lancer style in years, the
final buzzer sounded to let the
nauseated fans go home and the
jubilant Adrian team leave wit
an 80-61 victory.
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Lancers defeated
7-2 by McMaster
LANCER BOB McCABE waits for a rebound in
front of the McMaster net during Wednesday
hockey action. McCabe scored one of the Lancer

goals in a losing cause as Mac won, 7-2.
-Lance pie by I. M. Nebulous

At lancers' expense

Mac gets first league
by Andy Bradie
Wednesday night, in
Hamilton, the hockey Lancers
met defeat at the hands of the
McMaster Marlins, 7-2.
Mac didn't waste any time in
taking the lead. At the 15
second mark of the first period,
Jim McMaster rifled a point shot
past Windsor's goalie, Don
Bruner. This set the tone of the
game. Soon after, at 3:56, the
Marlins' Russ Stevens scored.
• The Lancer defence was showing

Individuals
sparkle in
track meet
The Lancer track team
participated in a meet at the
· University of Michigan last
Saturday.
A record time of 3:33.2 was
recorded in the college sprint
medley relay. Windsor placed
seventh with a time of 3.41. In
this race, Dave Cape ran a I: 58
half.
In the following event, the
600 yd. run, a meet record of
I :_13 .2 was established.
Windsor's John Cullen, 1: I 6.1,
and Brian Sherman, 1: 16.3
placed second and third.
In the mile relay, the Lancers
came through with a 3:34.3 to
win their heat. The team of
Dennis McGuire, Dave Cape,
Brian Sherman, and John Cullen
won by about six yards.
In the high jump, Ray
Petrouskas' 6'2" marked a
personal high.

~both sloppiness and an inability
to clear the front of the net of
Marlin players.
Following a poor power play
attack by the Lancers, the
Marlins capitalized on one of
their own. While Vic Hebert was
serving a charging penalty, the
Marlins went ahead 3-0 as
Stevens, who was standing
unmolested at the side of the
Lancer net, slapped in a ricochet
from the boards.
The Lancers got on the
scoreboard about a minute later
when Rene Garon centred the
puck to Jim Gratto who blasted
it past the helpless Marlin goalie.
Unfortunately, this was not to
be a familiar sight.
The second period began with
the Lancers pushing the play,
but the good calibre of the
Marlin goalie, Gary Innes, and
the poor quality of their shots
prevented them from scoring.
Then, once again, as the Lancers
were shorthanded, the Marlins
struck. This time, Max Hickok
tallied on a rather flukey goal
from behind the net.
Shortly after, Paul Denaeghel
put the Marlins ahead 5-1 with a
shot which deflected itself past
Bruner. Although the Lancers
pressed, they couldn't score

Lancerettes take two
The University of Windsor
Lancerettes defeated Laurentian
University 62-42 and 53-24 in
weekend basketball action.
In the first game, Windsor
shot 40% from the floor and
44% from the free throw line as
they played a fast moving, fast
break game. Four team members
hit for double figures; Ev
Kendall with ten points, Kate
Innes with eleven points, Karen
Fleming with thirteen points and
Cookie Leach with fourteen
points. Joanne Lazarus netted
seven key points and played a
solid offensive and defensive
game. Outstanding rebounders
were Katy Murdock and Cookie
Leach.
In the second game, Windsor
shot 35% from the floor and
25% from the free throw line.
Top scorer and rebounder was
eookie Leach with eighteen
points and twelve rebounds. Ev

Kendall scored nine points and
foanne Lazarus and Kathy
O'Neil each netted six. Key
rebounders were Katy Murdock,
Kate Innes and Karen Fleming.
The next league game will be
next Saturday when the
Lancerettes travel to Toronto to
play York University.

Win

· because the McMaster defence
was sharp, both in removing
rebounds and would-be Lancer
scorers.
The second period scoring
was rounded out with the third
Marlin power play goal of the
night. It was Jim McMaster who
scored from the face-off
following an interference
penalty to Windsor. The period
ended with the players really
throwing their weight around.
The Lancers initiated the
third period scoring on a shot by
Bob McCabe who had been set
up by defenceman Ron Tilden.
Windsor seemed to hold the edge
in play with improved passing
and diligent forechecking.
However, the Marlins rounded
out the evening's scoring with
their fourth power play goal.
This goal was a backhand shot
from Paul Beatty, at the 18:44
mark.
Although the Lancers outshot
McMaster 36-34, the Marlins
made their shots count. This was
coupled with a strong
performance by their entire
defence who blocked shots,
cleared rebounds, and hounded
Lancer
forwards,
into
perpetrating the 7-2 victory.

WSU grapplers
The University of Windsor
grapplers went down to crushing
defeat Wednesday evening at the
hands of the powerful Wayne
State University Tartars.
Wayne, which is ranked
among small college wrestling
teams in the U.S., had little
trouble with the Lancers as they

•

by Len Laurin
The University of Windsor
Lancers came up with another
unimpressive effort Wednesday
night as they dropped a 7-2
decision to the McMaster
University Marlins.
The Marlins greeted the
gratuitous Lancers with open
arms and when it was over
McMaster had its first league win
of the year.
The tone of the game was set
at the fifteen second mark when
Jim McMaster scored on a
slapshot from the point. This
goal was the result of sloppy
. Lancer clearing in front of their
own net. This problem bothered
the Lancers throughout the
game and resulted in two other
McMaster goals.
The McMaster power play
was devastating. They scored
three times against the Lancers
and each time jt took less than
twenty seconds after the
penalized Lancer had been sent
to the box. McMaster also added
a goal while they themselves
were shorthanded.
The Lancers finest moments
were in the latter parts of the
first period and the early part of
the second. Jim Gratto cut Mac's
lead to 3-1 at 12: 15 of the first
period. At 16:41 McMaster was
penalized but the Windsor power
play was totally inept.
Spinarsky and McFadden had
some good scoring chances early
in the second period but when
they were beaten by Innes the
game was all over. By 15: 19 of

the second period the Marlins
were ahead 6-1 and there was no
question of the outcome.
Bob McCabe, with an assist
from Tilden, rounded out the
Lancer scoring at 3: 17 of the
third period. The McMaster
defence played a strong game
but they received great support
from goaltender Gary Innes who
was outstanding. Garon, Gratto
and Cosgrove were the pick of
the Lancers.
The
Lancers outshot
McMaster 36-34. The officiating
for this game was excellent. It is
too bad that some of Windsor's
officials couldn't have seen how
a game should be called.

TO PERSONS
18 YE.+JIS Of AGE OI OVER

NOW SHOWING··

~·
oumm

at UNIVERSITY ·Cl 3-3133

•

Win

325 Ouellette Ave.

253-6151

won all but one of the matches
and the score ended 31-3.
Derek Merill decisioned Sam
Gazzarato of Wayne 4-3 in a
very thrilling unlimited class
bout for Windsor's only points.
The only pin of the evening
went to Bill Mackey of Wayne
over Jim · Harris in the 142
pound class at 35 seconds of the
second round. In addition,
Wayne also gained five points in
the 177 pound class as Windsor
had no competitor and w~
forced to forfeit. In the other
matches, the Lancers were
outpointed by wide margins
such as 8-2, 7-3, 7-2 and 6-0.
The Lancers will wrestle again
at home this Saturday, February
7 at 2 p.m.

Rudy's
- Convenient to Staff & Students
- Specialist in Men's Hairstyling
Men's Hair Pieces, Scalp Treatment
- Ladies' Haircutting

Why not drop in and see Rudy & Rick today?

Barber Salon

~-

~
~
"'--

EastmanCOLOR

2846 University Ave. W.-Under the Bridge

STARTS
FRIDAY
Feb. 6th

The Year's
GREATEST
COMEDY
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Classified

ance ·1a
meeting 2:0Q

BRAINSTORMING.I
by J.P. Squire

For the 16 girls that showed up
at our place Saturday night for a
rush party-we are sorry we
couldn't accommodate you
then, but we will try and make
amends. Thanks. Tau Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity.

LANCE Photo Staff
Question: What do you dislike most
about this campus?

***

FOR SALE: Skis with adjustable
step-in bindings, size 9 buckle:
boots, poles -$60. Call Rick
Jensen 969-4909.

RICK MARTIN, II Eng.-"Parking
facilities really bug me. Also J.P.
Squire trying to get any comment
from me on a Monday morning."

MARILYN

DAY,

I

***

WANTED: Folk or country &
western musical group to play
instrumental background music
for full length film. Phone
969-8699.
***
The University Players need
volunteers for ushering at their
production of the Hostage on
Feb. 13, 14, 15 and Feb. 20, 21,
22. Anyone interested, please
contact John Benson, Room
606, St. Basils, or phone Ext.
834.

Nurs.

Dipl.-"Boys. It's very unsociable
here. Everyone's isolated."

,. __ _
eJWg
.....

***

Deadline for classified ads is
Monday 3 p.m. for Friday. 64 a
word. 253-8763.

~

UNIVERSITY of OTIAWA

BARBARA BIDDLE, II Arts- "It's
existence. I'm not doing anything
for it and it's not doing anything
for me. Ergo, it would stand to be
questioned. Whose fault is it?"

GRADUATE STUDIES IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Applications are invited for post graduate studies leading to the degree of Master of Applied Science (M.A.Sc.). Master
of Engineering (M.Eng.) and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Civil Engineering at the University of Ottawa.
RESEARCH AREAS:

Engineering Mechanics and Engineering Materials
Water Resources and Sanitary Engineering
Hydraulics and Hydrology
Structural Engineering
Soil Mechanics and Foundations
Rock Mechanics
FINANCIAL SUPPORT:

JANICE PAQUETTE, I Phys.
Ed.- "I don't like the way the
campus was planned as far as
building layout. It's the least scenic
of all the campuses I've seen."

A number of Research and Teaching Assistantships from $3,000 to $4,200 per annum are available to qualified
applicants.
For further information and forms please write to:
The Chairman,
Department of Civil Engineering,
University of Ottawa,
Ottawa 2, Ontario.
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GEAN GELENAS, II Arts-"The
girls. They don't want my
boyfriend. The newspaper prints
comments that aren't needed or
wanted."
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and :r:md the answer to
the comedy question
.
of the year!
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CHRIS KNAUER, II Arts-"There
is no social life. I like more things
than I dislike. There are few mature
fun loving males. I dislike girls
going to class. It lowers the status
of the school."

Petlr Sellels Pater O'Toole
Romy Schnelder

•

•

••
•
••
•
••

Oapuclne
Paula Pr8ntJn

WcM,dyilien

U19ula--Andren

FERNANDO DE BOSCO, I
Embalming- "It's those acid head
hippie-punk freak radicals. There'~
not enough of them."

•
•
•
•

They're all together again I (for the first time!)

-~
THI
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MARG SOFALVI, II Arts-"One; I
don't like the distance between
Electa and Vanier Halls because it's
too far to walk for weekend meals.
Two; I wish there were more
underground tunnels for cold rainy
days. Three; there is not enough
communication between residence
students and non-resident
students."

Ret.sed tlvu

UNITED ARTISTS
Sc,e......,....
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Lyrics ....

WOODY ALLEN/CLIVE DONNER/CHARLES K. FELDMAN/BURT BACHARACH / HAL DAVID/
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Ambassador Auditorium
7:00 & 9:00 P.M. :
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No new national union in sight
Special from 1be
LANCE Montreal Bureau

UNIVERSITY MAY BUY Lapointe House but they aren't
sure what they will do with it.
Lance pie by R.J. Kirkland

Lapointe future uncertain
by DAVE T. RUTHERFORD
Lance News Staff

The Basilian House of Studies,
"Lapointe" is still for sale, but
the University administration has
not yet decided whether or not
to buy it.
· The building, located at 2990
Riverside Dr. W., is owned by
the congregation of St. Basil.
R. W. "Reg" Mitchell, University Vice-President for Administration and a one-man commission on the subject, said Wednesday: "I don't know where ,to
start." He did say that he would
know in about a month if the
building should be purchased.
"'If the University did buy the
residence they wouldn't know
what to use it for," Mitchell said.
"'It isn't aL economical residence,
there isn't enough bed space."

Mitchell says that the building
may possibly be used by the
School of Dramatic Art. But he
explained that provincial government financing methods would
probably make the Drama plan
impossible.
"If Drama got the space, plans
for new classroom space will suffer," Mitchell said.

Canadian students will move
slowly in setting up a new national student union, fifteen
schools decided Saturday.
Meeting here, the delegations
voted to seek a "continuing series
of informal seminars" instead of
setting up the new union immediately.
The Canadian Union of Students, once ·an all-inclusive national group, died last fall when a
two year series of referendum defeats for the union ended with
the withdrawal of the University
of Toronto, Dalbousie and Carleton in one week.
The University of Windsor
withdrew from CUS in September
of 1969 after a two to one referendum victory for a group which
called CUS too radical and undemocratic.
Windsor students will vote Mar.
11 on continued membership in
the Ontario Union of Students,
which now faces the same charges
The

weekend meeting

here,

held at McGill University's Student Union Building, was first
planned for early January at the
bilingual University of Ottawa,
but a postponement was arranged
in hopes that every Canadian uniersity would attend to form a
new union, less radical than CUS.
Only fifteen schools sent delegations here. Many others cited
financial reasons for absence, and
Western universities, except Win.
nipeg, did not attend at all.
A new Western Canada Student Councils Association, formed
last fall to provide services for
schools in B.C. and the Prairies
is all the organization Western
student councils want.
Only one Quebec French-language school, Sherbrooke, sent a
representative here.
Delegates generally agreed that
political emotions connected with
the death of CUS are still too
strong for a new national union
to be formed.
"Lets face it," University of
Western Ontario's Ian Brooks explained, "we're oot going to get
a new union for a while, but

Birth clinic to continue as planned
by VIC HARRIS

Lance News Staff
,T he birth control centre, located in the basement of the University Health Services at 349
Sunset Avenue, will continue operating until the end of the academic year.
Despite poor attendance in the

8/TSandPIECEB
by TONY KELLER
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9
-Spirit Committte Meeting: 7:30 P.M. in Centre conference rooms.
-Karate Service Program: tonight and Wednesday, 8:00
P.M. in the fencing room, St. Denis Hall.
-Modern Dance: 7:00 P.M. in dance studio of Phys. Ed.
Building.
-Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity: Rooms 6 & 7, 5:30 P.M.
-University Women's Council: 5:00 P.M. in Faculty
Alumni Dining Room.
-Psych-In: Assumption Lounge, 1:30 P.M.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10
-Ski Club Meeting: Rooms 6, 7, 8 at 4:30 P.M.
-Film Socitty Presentation: "Dr. Zhivago", 7:00 & 9:00

P.M.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11
-Inter Fraternity Council Meeting: 7:00 P.M. in rooms
3 & 4.
-Trident Club: Faculty Alumni Dining Room, 8:00 P.M.
-Film Society Presentation: "What's New Pussycat", Ambassador Aud. 7:00 and 9:00 P.M.
-Faculty Women's Club: Assumption Lounge, 8:00 P.M.
lHURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12
-German Club: 7:30 P.M. in rooms 6, 7, 8.
-Experimental Film Society: 7 :00 P .M. in the Ambassador Auditorium.
-Geography Club: Assumption Lounge, 8:00 P.M.
-PUB: 8:30 P.M. in the Grotto.
-University of Windsor Band: Games Area, 6:00 P.M.

first week of operation, the centre will not close down, said
Rosemary Heenan, one of the
organizers.
She cited bad advertising and
unawareness on the part of students of the centre's location, as
the main reasons for the poor
showing.
Last Friday, the centre received
criticism from Dr. D. D. Rutherford, University Health Services
Director.
Rutherford said that he has no
objection to the establishment of
a "properly organized birth control information centre." He did
object, however, to the idea of
nurses acting as counsellors.
Dr. Rutherford stated that he
interviewed people on this question, and "they all seem to agree
with my understanding that nurses are just not qualified to act
as counsellors."

He suggests that the situation
be revi wed, and he plans to
make "certain suggestions to make
the birth control centre a little
more adequate."

Dr. Rutherford would like to
see a centre set up similar to
those established at other Canadian Universities, with proper
facilities and qualified active personnel.
Miss Heenan and Reni Jackman, oo-organizers, said that they
wanted to keep the centre entirely
operated by students, and do not
want faculty interference.
The centre is open from 9-11
a.m. on Tuesday and Thursday of
every week. All interested people
are invited to visit the centre,
which basis it's operation on "informal discussions about any
birth control device."

we've got to keep working and
talking about it or the whole thing
will die."
Friday, delegates narrowly approved a motion to accept the
concept of a national organization.
The vote was seven to five. Windsor voted "yes",
Unwilling to risk a major split
in the conference, the seven
schools in favour cancelled plans
to push for immediate formation
of a new union.
Late Saturday, delegates unanimously accepted a motion cat.
ling for frequent informal meetings to discuss nation-wide student problems. Named as especially
important were education, housing, unemployment, research and
services. The motion was proposed by the University of Ottawa
and seconded by Windsor.
No date was set for the first
such meeting, but the motion called for a series of conferences to
begin "as soon as possible".
A major stumbling block in establishing a new union will be its
political orientation,
delegates
agreed. The disbanding of CUS
was mainly attributed to the union's strongly radical viewpoints.
Efforts have been made by University of Toronto SAC President
Gus Abols to set up a non-political group.
But the distinction is a difficult
one, Winnipeg delegate Laurie
Martin explained. "Where do you
draw the line between getting
summer jobs for students and
talking about unemployment and
the whole economy?"

A service-oriented group, the
Association of Student Councils,
is now in operation providing
charter travel and student insurance plans. The AOSC constitution contains a ''non-amendable"
clause forbidding activities of a
political nature. Windsor is a
member of ithe AOSC.
Windsor's delegates to the Montreal conference were SAC VicePresident Wayne Yared, External
Affairs Commissioner Richard
Ronchka and Science Representative Sue McMahon.

Extension students to organize
By VIC HARRIS Lance News Staff
Extension students are petitioning for the
formation of an Extension Students Association
(ESA) this September.
Mrs. Trudell, organizer of the association.
said that an attempt is being made to acquire the
signature of a majority of the 2.574 registered
night students.
Once the petition is filled it will be presented
to the authorities.
If ESA is pennitted to go ahead, an election
will be held to fill the positions.
Mrs. Trudell hopes that the association will
be established so that it will be in full effect by
September, 1970.
The main purposes of the organization are:
a voice in course selection; a central body to
handle Extension Students' problems; representation on appropriate Faculty and Departmental

Committees; and representation on the Senate of
the University of Windsor.
Extension students would be required to pay
$1 per year to support the organization.
Bob Baksi, SAC President, stated that he was
in favour of the formation of such an association.
He added that "in some way I would like all the
students attending the University be represented."
~fr.. Trudell added, "Extension students are
poorly represented at this University, in fact, the
only representation they do have are two night
school students on the Senate of Extension Stud-

ies."
This committee of 14 members are involved
with course selection and other decision-making
processes to do with extension students. Senate last
year permitted two extension students to serve on
the Council.
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EDITORIAL

Is the Star ineeting
its obligations?
Can a newspaper control the news? Can a
newspaper cover up facts which the citizens ol a
community have the right to know?
In the case ot the Windsor Star. it would seem
that these questions have to be answered Jn the
altirmative. The Windsor Star is the major newspaper in a ~ommunity ol 220,000 people and as
such should be aware ol ifs responsibilities.
One ol its responsibilities .has to be the protection of the rights ol the inhabitants ol that community. It is the responsibility oft.he Windsor Stm
to wcrtch over the various municipal organizations
which allect the everyday lile ol the readers ol the
newspaper.
It is becoming increasingly apparent that the
Windsor Star has failed in its responsibUites. In last
Friday's Lance, there appeared a story concerning
the shooting ol an unarmed robber by a Windsor
policeman. The testimony of a trained criminologist
indicates that the facts of the case are not t.he same
as those reported in the Windsor Star. But what can
The Lance do? The power of the press is a very
great thing indeed. But in order to possess that
power, there must be a readership. The Windsor
Star has that 1eadership; The Lance does not.
And so, we will go on asking questions such
as: Why would a robber. who has already been
shot once. turn around and aim a TOY gun at a
policeman with a loaded .38?
We will probably keep on askinq these ques·
tions. but because of our limited resources and reJa.
tive lack of magnitude, the questions will probably
go unanswered.
The Windsor Star knew the same lacts that we
did. But they did not print them. Why?
Dr. Lefave is a credible person. We checked
his credibility before we printed the story. It is the
opinion of those whom we consulted concerning
Dr. Lefave that ii he makes a statement, it is as near
as possible to the truth of the matter as human et·
tort can make it.
Dr. Lefave told the Windsor Star ot his obser·
vations. Dr. Lefave fold the Windsor Star that as a
trained criminoloqist, he had deduced that the
policeman's statements could not be correct. Dr.
Lefave told the Windsor Star the same story that
he told The Lance. But the Star ignored him. Once
again, we ask: WHY?
It is also apparent that the Windsor Police hierarchy has covered up the facts surrounding the
case. We have come to expect this from them. They
have obligations to their force lo protect one of
their number.
The Windsor Star has no such obligations. But
why do theY act as ii they do?
·
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Rhys Sale ·answers Hall., Thorne
by RHYS M. SALE
I feel that it is necessary for me to reply to
an article and a letter which appeared in the
January 30th edition of The Lance. Two people,
one under pseudonym, have passed judgment on
myself and my actions, and perhaps have influenced individuals who know somewhat less of the
matter in hand.

The article appeared on the "Voltaire Ethic"
page, and was written by Jim Hall.
Upon seeing the article I could not immediately remember just exactly who Jim HaJl
was, until I was informed that he was the reporter who had filed a story concerning my
resignation the week before. I was with this
person for approximately three and a half minutes; I had never seen him before, and I have
not seen him since. I said practically nothing to
him, adopting the prerogative of remaining silent. Yet Mr. Hall feels that he is qualified to
say that I had made a mistake in taking on certain positions at the beginning of the year.
The 1969-70 Student Photo Directory states
that Mr. Hall is in his third year. Perhaps he
will recall my activities of last year. 1968-69,
namely the following:
Arts Representative - Student Council
Member, Frosh Orientation Committee S.A.C.
Delegate - C.U.S.. conference - 1968
Delegate - O.U.S. conference - 1968
Member - Senate committee on Arts and
Science Studies
Member - Senate Subcommittee on Honours and General Courses
Delegate and Panelist - St. Clair Seminar
on Student government
Member Canadian.American Seminar Committee - 1968-69
President U. of W, Music Society
Chief Electoral Officer - S.A.C.
Chairman - Subcommission on University
Government
Member Eligibility Committee - SAC
Editor - Generation
Chairman of the C.U.S. debate.
In addition, I was, at times, speaker of
S.A.C., in the absence of Mr. Bob Bain. The
Subcommission on University Government produced a Position paper authored by myself, en-

titled Student Power and the Changing University Tradition, distributed to all ,student council
members. As a member of the Senate Arts and
Science committee I was instrumental in securing student representation on departmental Curriculum Committees.
Perhaps Mr. Hall will further recall my
activities of 1967-68, namely the following:
Interim Director of Cultural Affairs
Member-Course Evalution Committee S.A.C.
Member - Canadian - American Seminar
Committee 1967-68
Review Editor - The Lance
Member Facilities Committee S.A.C.
The Facilities committee eventually secured
the extension of hours in the university centre.
I doubt, Mr. Hall, whether it is feasible to
say that I attempted too much. Why, then, did
I resign? I shall answer after I have replied to
what I consider to be one of the most shameful
acts by a student at this University.
A letter appeared in the same issue of The
Lance, si~ned by a person named Albert Thorne,
better known to the student body as John Gunning, Student Senator, who .has recently intimi,ted his intention of becoming a candidate for
the position of President. In the light of this
fact, Albert Thome loses his honest concern for
the students, and in stating that I would do the
students a favour by drop,Ping out of the race,
he seems to indicate that I would be doing more
of a favour to his alias, John Gunning.
Just how gullible, Mr. Gunning, do you
think the students are, to be expected to tolerate
this kind of underhanded viciousness? I am sure
that we can all look forward ;to more of the same
upon your election.
Contrary to your allegations, Mr. ThorneGunning, I resigned no position before I made
perfectly sure that all responsibilities then pending had been fulfilled.
My resignation was due to an acute, though
temporary, state of ill health. However, if this
type of individual, who when Commissioner of
External Affairs stated that "this council has
enough :to say without allowing the public to
make their irrelevant and pedantic remarks",
runs for office, he can certainly count on my
opposition.

McAiney's article causes disappointm~nt
by BRIAN BIGELOW
Dear Mr. McAiney:
In regards to your views concerning my views in my Jan. 16
article, I was disappointed.

It seems that I failed to convey
the meaning that I intended to.
My point was not -that of a prediction, for I did not make any
such prediction. On the contrary
l didn't even discuss war as such
but only the motives and actions
of people involved physically and
psychologically in the slaughter.

If you will also recall, I discussed
the inconsistencies of the sympathetic non-aiders who do not resolve their conflicting motive~
and behaviors by (a) not being
sympathetic ,to the starving Biafrans or (b) by giving whatever
aid they can to them. I called
these people hypocrites if they
failed to resolve their conflict.
Your discussion of Col. Ojukwu is helpful, for it allows me,
according to my definition, to call
him a hypocrite.

I have no gripes with .th'- Nigerians since their actions were
consistent with their motives.
With respect to your criticism
of my tidy article, I think that
you took this opportunity to flex
your literary muscles and in so
doing committed several contradictions within the confines of
your article. For example: "His
remarks of genocide are not documented. That complete villages
have been burned is true." This
type of intellectual obscenity is

unforaivable, Mr. McAiney.
----------

•
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defeat Guelph 4-3
Get third victory of year
by DAVE ''Moose" MILI.S
The U. of W. Lancers sent
their fans home happy Saturday
afternoon with their third victory
of the year, a 4-3 decision over
Guelph. There was no doubt that
this contest was strictly a team
effort. If there had to be one
standout it would be Scot McFadden. He played another superb
game making a number of spectacular saves.
Guelph got off to an early
start while Tom McFadden was
sitting out a tripping penalty.
John Marshall took a pass at the
centre, went in on the left side,
got past Bradley, then faking McFadden out of position he tucked
the puck behind him.
Bill Wright tied the score just
past the eight minute mark on
a nice pass from Ron Tilden.
He hit Wright as he was breaking
over the blueline. "Le Gros" Bill
took a rath:er innocent shot from
about 35 feet out that bounced in
front of Gryphon goalie Hale and
eluded him for the first Lancer

goal
The final ten minutes of the
period saw some scoring chances
by the Blueshirts as they carried
the play to Gryphons. The period ended 1-1 with Windsor outshooting Guelph 7-5.
The second period belonged to
Scot McFadden. He stopped 12
of 14 shots fired his way. Most
of the shots were of a difficult
nature.
Lancers took a brief lead at
the 8:47 mark. This was probably
the prettiest goal of the day. Jim
Gratto did most of the work on
the play. The always hustling
Gratto took the puck from his
own end, flew down the right
side, then drew a Guelph defencem an out of position and flipped
the puck to Rene Garon just inside the Gryphon blueline. The
Roadrunner neatly faked the
other defenceman Bartel and hit
Ejay Queen sailing in on the port
side. Queen made no mistake as
he triggered a wrist shot from
close in.
Scott McFadden can not be
blamed for the next two Guelph
goals. The Gryphons had four
clear breakaways in the period.
Blaney, for Guelph made the
score 2-2 after McFadden stop-

ped the initial shot on a breakaway. Lack of defensive action
allowed Blaney to take his time
for the shot. Blaney scored his
second goal of the day before the
period ended on a good passing
play. The Gryphons outshot Lancers 14-10 in the second stanza
·when the score stood at 3-2 for
Guelph.
The Lancers came out for the
third period fired up. It to6k only
15 seconds for them to tie the
score. Patty Ducharme let go a
blazing shot from inside the blueline which Hale never saw. McFadden had dug the puck out of
the corner and then fed it back
to Ducharme.
The Lancers kept coming on
after this goal and just four minutes later went ahead to stay.
Perseverance paid off for the line
of McFadden, McCabe and Cosgrove. "Cowboy" Ron Tilden
scored the winner on passes from
McCabe and Spinarsky. Tilden
skated in from bis point position
and was fed a pass by Bob McCabe in the slot. The "Cowboy"
appeared rather 'cool' as he beat
Hale cleanly.
The play was fairly even
throughout this final period with
the shots on recorded at 8 apiece.
The Lancers appeared almost bewildered with tif ty seconds left in
the game. They attempted to play
it cozy and it nearly backfired
with some loose play around their
own cage. There was no doubt
that the Lancers all pulled together, a winning combination in
any sport!
MOOSE DROPPINGS • • •

Jim Gratto did yeoman duty. He
played both forward and defence
while being the Lancers best hitter of the day • . • Neil Bradley
reinjured his foot and sat out the
final 20 minutes • • • for one of
the few times this year the puck
was bouncing for the Lancers . . .
"Cowbody' Ron Tilden continues
to be the Lancers' best defenceman . . • membership for the
Blueline Baddies is now open for
the 1970-71 season. Applicants
will practice between now and the
McMaster game, Feb. 21. Remember "Blueline Baddies
Incorporated" is an "Equal Opportunity Employer."

GUELPH NETMINDER Hale goes dou ·n to
block a shot u·hile Lancer Bill Wright tries
to get into position for a rebound. Note the

LANCER BOB McCABE (background) sets up
Tom McFadden in front of the Guelph net during Saturday hockey action. This play didn't

work but McCabe later set up Tilden for the
winning goal as the Lancers came from hehind to win.
Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

Scot and Tom help cause

•
McFadden brothers outstanding •1n win
by LEN LAURIN
The University of Windsor
Lancers continued to amaze fans
when on Saturday afternoon they
gained a well-deserved 4-3 victory over the University of
Guelph Gryphons.
Saturday's game looked like it
was going to be a repeat performance of the Lancers' last game
against McMaster. On Saturday
however, the Lancers refused to
fold. Goals in the third period
by Pat Ducharme and Ron Tilden enabled the Lancers to overcome a one goal deficit and gave
them their third league victory.
The first period was very even
and ended with the score tied
1-1. The Lancers had several good
chances to score, but it took a
bouncer by Bill Wright to get
them on the scoreboard.
The second period was almost
a complete disaster for the team.
Scot McFadden was outstanding
in this period, and he had to be.
The Lancer defence and wingers
were caught up ice on several occasions.
Guelph was quick to spot this

referee in the background. For the first time
in recorded Lancer history, there was decent
officiatiug.
Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

fault, and the result was four
clear cwt breakaways. Scot was
cleanly beaten on one, stopped
one but was beaten on the rebound and stoned the other two
Gryphons.
The other highlight of this period as far as the Lancers were
concerned was their second goal.
Jim Gratto made a great play for
this goal. A second effort on his
part kept the puck in the Guelph
end and Gratto finally got it in
to Garon who relayed it to Ejay
Queen for the score.
Tilden was once again the most
consistent of the Lancer defencemen. In addition, he scored the

winning goal on a fine pass from
McCabe. Jim MacDonald, despite
taking several crushing checks,
played a fine game and was robbed on several occasions.
Despite the victory, it was still
not a complete effort by the ~ancers. A similar second period
played against Toronto, for example, would have been disastrous.
However, the victory was an
encouraging sign in that the Lancers did not quit when they got
behind. Perhaps this game will
be the start of the consistency
which the Lancers have been
l0oking for all year.

Swimmers upset Waterloo
by DICK GREENWELL
Last Saturday afternoon, the Lancer swimmers turned in their
best performance of the year to defeat the University of Waterloo
63-57. It took an all out team effort to upset the strong Warrior
swimmers.
Gilles Delaire led the Lancers with two firsts in the one and
three metre diving. He was at his very best, especially in the three
metre where he scored a personal high of 163-5 points.
Keith Young had two best personal times when he was first in the
50 yard freestyle at 25.7 and second in the 100 yd. freestyle with a
time of S6.8, just one tenth of a second behind Waterloo's swirftmer.
Paul Kapusniak and Dave Liebrock were first and second in the 100
yd. back stroke and second and third in the 200 yd. backstroke respectively. Kapusniak's winning time was 1:13:5.
Ron Matlack picked up a first in the 100 yd. breast stroke and a
second in the 200 yd. freestyle. Paul Laing turned in a strong performance with his two best times in the 200 yd. I.M. and the 100 yd.
butterfly..The 200 yd. time of 2:50:3 was only bettered by Canadian
champion George Ray.
Tom Fox was second in the 200 yd. breaststroke at 2:48:6 and
third in the 200 yd. freestyle. Reg Chappell picked up two seconds in
the 100 yd. breaststroke and the 100 yd. butterfly.
In the tough 1650 yd. free style event, Kapusniak and Dave
Laing were second and third respectively as both swimmers were under
24 minutes.
Lancer swimmers have only two more meets before the 0-QAA
finals in ;two weeks. Their last home meet is this Wednesday WL.'!n they
host the York Yeomen at 7:00 P.M. in the Physical and Health Education complex.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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lancers display team e
Analysis by
ERIC "The Poet" ATKINSON
February 7th - York University. Any University of Toronto
hop~ of a basketball upset were
quickly stymied as the University
of Windsor Lancers gathered
momentum to take a 79-63 victory on Saturday.
Playing what probably has
been their best first half of the
season, the "Big Blue" machine
rolled to a 42-26 first half lead
and from ·there were never headed by the inept ";Blues" of T.O.
There were no signs of those
frequent lulls which found the
Lancers making costly turnovers
In this mid-afternoon contest, U.
of W. hoopsters seemed determined in their bid to l~d a second
place .finishing in the 0.-Q.A.A.
League standings.
Coach Paul Thomas opened on
a somewhat surprise note as he
started rookie Jim MacFarlane
and Mike Crowe in place of regulars, Tino Lenti and Ed Lanktree. The slender rookie came off
the bench in hot fashion as he
potted three from the field to
count for half of the opening
Windsor total.
Lancers could do no wrong in
this first twenty minutes. Shoot

ing was as hot as one could hope
1bey were running better than
they have all year long. Rebounding was as strong as it has been.
It was just one glorious opening
stanza with Lancers enjoying a
13 point lead!

though they did it in their sleep.
Foul shooting still remains a sore
spot in the Lancer attack. For
some reason the team just can't
consistently net those ones from
the Charity line!

The second ·half saw early
Toronto attempts to get within
striking distance as the out-classed "Blues" managed three quick
buckets to come within seven of
the high-powered Lancer offence.
A couple of steals by Lanktree
and Salvador and some fine jhootisg by Tino Lenti, who ended the
contest as highest scorer potting
22 big ones, stalled the impotent
Varsity drive.
The tempo of the half belonged to the Lancers as they rolled
to their final 16 point margin.
As mentioned above, those miscues which were so prevalent in
Wednesday's
exhibition game
against Adrian, were not involvul
in Saturday's game. Lancers displayed a fine team effort which
showed they are indeed, defending Canadian Champions.
The man to man to man defense was aggressive throughout
the full forty minutes. The "Blue"
hoopsters helped one another on
the screens - switching men as

Today's Lancers were a heady,
cool crew. Perhaps it was simply

Lancers ·not out of it yet
by BILL "F'ISh" FISHER
The University of Windsor
Lancers travelled to Toronto and
returned victorious as they walloped the cellar-dwelling University
of Toronto Blues, 79-63.
Lancers took to the court with
two changes in their line-up.
Rookie Jim McFarlane and Mike
Crowe won the opening assignment along with reguars Salvador,
Orange and Wydrzynski. The,
Lancers had litte trouble in dominating the first quarter, as they
took a commanding 13-5 lead
with less than 4 minutes of playing time used up in the first
quarter •
The Blues soon switched from
their opening man to man defence
and fell into a 3-2 zone play, onJy
-.

to have the Lancers pull ahead
28-12 at the ten minute mark.
MacFarlane was very impressive
in his first starting role as he
chalked up 8 points during the
first half. At the end of the half
the Lancers were ahead 42-26.
The Blues came out strong in
the second half and outshot the
Lancers 10-2 during a 4 minute
span. The Lancers again took
control and by the ten minute
mark led the Blues 62-40. Tino
Lenti was ithe top scorer for the
Lancers, dunking 22 big ones. At
the final buzzer the Lancers had
coasted to a 79-63 victory.
FG FT T
4 3 11
Salvador
5 4 14
Wydrzynski
3 0 6
Lanktree
Delaire
1 3 5
1 0 2
0 3 3
10 2 22
Lent:
4 0 8
MacFarlane
3 2 8
Orange
31 17 79

LANCER WRESTLING TEAM watches intensely during 26-14 lose to the University

xxxx

Lance pie by R.J. Kirkland

Windsor grapplers lose to Warriors
by L. S. LEWBOWSKI
The University of Windsor
grunted and groaned enough but
lost a dual meet to the highly acclaimed University of Waterloo
Warriors Wrestling Club by the
score of 26-14.
Waterloo took five falls and
two decisions ito Windsors' two
falls and one forfeit. This wasn't
one of Windsors' better days,
even though they seemed to be
outclassed throughout the event.
There were some highlights for
Windsor however. Ernie Parker

pinned Warrior Milt Gluppe in
the 150 lb. class at 1:10 of the
second round.
John Drohan wth adept motions
managed to pin Waterloo's Ken
Shuamn at 1: 10 of the second
round in the top limited class
(177 lb.)
Pete Evans collected 4 points
for Windsor by a forfeit in the
118 lb. class.
The team has been having
their troubles this year.
They
haven't won a game yet, but they
seem to be very hard workers,

The Student Centre
with
Western Ontario's Largest
Selection of Trimminp

Foul Shots 17-26 - 65%
Field Goals 31-77 43 %
fORONTO
Foul Shots 11-24 46%
Field Goals 26-63 41 o/o

Wednesday nieJtt sees the York
University Redmen at St. Denis
in an exhibition encounter. York
handed Lancers their first loss
way back in November.

of Waterloo Warriors.

WINDSOR

Deadline for classifieds is
Monday, 3 P.M. 6ct a word.
253-8763 or 254-7784.

charges if they are to find themselves on the winning end of
those two-point contests.

Drohan, Parker excel

CLASSIFIED ~~!a:
"IF" is com;ng, March 3

the fact they were matched
against Toronto that•they looked
so good.
One can't help but be optimistic, at least more so that we've
been all season, toward those
crucial remaining league encounters. The momentum has just got
to be with the St. Denis Hall

246 Quellette Awnue

Acroa From Coles

enthusiastic and ready.
Windsors next wrestling match
will be against Adrian College,
Adrian Michigan this Saturday,
February 14th.

lancerettes tie
for first with
win over York
University of Wmdsor Lancerette Basketball team defeated
York on Saturday, 39-25. High
scorers in the game were Cookie
Leach, Kate Innes, Joanne Lazarus, Karen Fleming and Barb
Carnochan.
Top rebounders were Ev Kendall, Joanne Lazarus and Cookie
Leach. This was the final league
game before the playoffs in Toronto on February 20th. This win
puts the Lancerettes in first place
tied with the University of Waterloo.

for friends, mates, and lovers
PI KAPPA ALPHA

''GROSS'' VALENTINE SALE
Risque greetings with a punch and guaranteed to get attention!!

All DAY TUES., WED., & THURS., FEB. 10, 11, & 12

University Centre
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Mathews cl aims
•
nationalism rise

\

"AT THIS MUZZLE VELOCITY, and with so much wind resistance, the trajectory should carry the
shell right through Leddy 's front window", Sons of Krupp decide. Cold-hearted militarists were going to
use fire- tipped missiles, but a passing engineer explained the concept of "strength of materials", and they
used marshmallows instead.
-Lance pie by Pekar

•

I

by Andy Bradie
Lance News Staff
Student Senator John
Gunning will run for Student
Council President, and former
Senator Rhys Sale will probably
oppose him, the two announced.
The SAC elections will be held
March 11.
Gunning served for a year and
a half as SAC External Affairs
Commissioner, and was elected
student Senator last Spring. He
has, he says, worked hard on
parking facilities, and ha.s had
parking tickets revoked for
students.
He said Thursday that he has
worked closely with current
SAC President Bob Baksi, and
gained "both knowledge and
experience.''
Sale, who resigned from the
University Senate three weeks
ago, has pledge~ opposition to
Gunning. "If this type of
individual (Gunning) runs for
office, he can certainly count on
my opposition", Sale said in a
recent Lance essay.
Sale, a former SAC Arts Rep.

. CANDIDATE John Gunning

I

and Former Generation editor,
announced last fall that he
would run for the Presidency.
But in mid-January he resigned
several positions and cancelled
his candidacy, for what he calls
reasons of ill health.
But he now probably plans to
run against Gunning, sources
said. A definite statement was
not available from Sale.
Gunning, a law student and
former Psychology major, has
set a three-part program for his
campaign.
First, he said Thursday, he
will seek if elected to "bring the
student government closer to the
students and make it more
visible to them".
Secondly~ he hopes to put
SAC on a more stable financial
basis. He commends the present
SAC for reducing an inherited
debt of $28,000 to the current
$12,000.
Third, Gunning said that he
wishes to complete current plans
for a Student Union Building,
and improve parking facilities.
Gunning, 21, led the polls in
last Spring's Senate elections.
Sale was second in the six-man
race for the two Student Senate
seats.

John
Gunning's
announcement that he will run
for SAC President has prompted
his brother Bob to seek Council
supervision as Electoral Officer.
To avoid questions of
improper procedure, Bob
Gunning, an expert in
computerized election
procedure, has asked SAC
President Bob Baksi to appoint a

"referee" to supervise the March
11 voting process.
Baksi will refer the request to
Council.

Support for nationalism in
universities is growing in Canada,
Carleton University professor
Robin · Mathews claimed here
Tuesday.
Addressing a crowd of about
175 students at a "Psych-In"
event, Mathews said that the
Canadian public, and especially
students, are becoming
increasingly concerned about
what he calls the high
proportion of American
professors at Canadian schools.
Mathews is one of the
initiators of efforts to oppose
the "De-Canadianization" of
universities. He is co-author of a
recent book, "The Struggle for
Canadian Universities", and is a
member of a group called the
Montreal Committee on
De-Canadianization.
He spoke here for the second
time this school year Tuesday,
along with Jim Kehoe, President
of the Ontario Union of
Students. Kehoe 1s an American.
Mathews spokt as tJ1e
"Psych-In" faced increased
opposition on campus. Student
Council narrowly voted to
approve a $4 20 expenditure on
the project at a Monday
meeting. (See p. 15).

New dean sought
Ballots have been distributed
for the election of a committee
to consider candidates for the
position of Dean of Arts and
Science.
Members (including student
members) of the Faculty's three
divisions, Humanities, Social
Sciences, and Science, will elect
three members each to a
committee. The election of
committee members will be
completed by next Tuesday.
The committee will then seek
a new Dean to replace Fr. N.J.
Ruth, C.S.B., the current Dean,
who will resign at the end of the
year.
The committee may place
advertisements in scholarly
journals and/or ask for
applications from professors
now on campus. It may take up
to three months to place any
such advertisements, Vice
President Frank DeMarco said
Thursday, and the review of
applicants may be postponed for
several months.
Informed sources have
reported that Economics
Department head W.G. Phillips
and Psychology Department
head Fr. Robert Fehr (now on
sabbatical leave) are the top
contenders for the position.
The committee to be elected
Tuesday will eventually make a
recommendation, which will be
reviewed by the President, the
present Dean, and the University

- ---

Senate.
If the recommendation is not
accepted, the committee will
repeat the process.
The degree of student
representation on the election
committee has not been
determined (pending the
election), but several students
are seeking to be elected.

The "Psych-In" has been
organized by "The Windsor
Committee on De-Canadianization", a group formed by
English Graduate Students . Bill
House, Bob Reynolds, and Bob
McCrae. All three are Canadians.
The three began to attempt
to point out the problem of
De-Canadianization last fall,
with the publication of a
statistics-laden "Special Report"
on the make-up of the faculty
here.
A second section of the
"Special Report", issued before
Christmas, complained that
English professor Philip London,
an American, had been dismissed
by the Department without due
process, and unfairly.
A third section, released last
week, attacked hiring and
administrative processes in the
Sociology and Anthropology
department.
A fourth "Special Report",
released this week, is an
"appendix'' to the second
section on "the London case".
The appendix examines in
detail the procedure which the
English Department's Promotion
and Tenure Committee, the
Department itself, and Head
John Sullivan used, in the
decision to not renew London's
contract.
The appendix says: "It seems
that legality and courtesy to its
peers (sic) have no place in the
vendetta that some tenured
faculty members wish to carry
out at the expense of Dr.
London. As a result he has no
job."
The authors of the appendix,
House and David Eyes, a special
student in English, conclude

Cont'd. on Page 3

"WE HAVE TOO MANY Americans around here", Ontario Union
of Students President Jim Kehoe says. Kehoe, from Rochester,
New York, was SAC Vice-President here last year. Looking on is
Carleton Canadianist Robin Mathews.
-Lance pie by R. J. Kirkland.
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Grayson at_ the Bridge
By Score
May I politely inquire into the questionable ability of the
Student Centre to comply with my prearranged wishes to have
refreshments served at a recent meeting in Essex Hall?
It seems that: either the persons who were supposed to be.responsible for delivering our requisition got lost on the
complicated route from the Centre to Essex Hall; or else they
were indifferent to the fact that it was near zero and decided in
their own interests that they would nqt survive the trip.
I am referring to the Chem. Oub meeting of Feb. 3.
Chem. Club Treasurer

There are times to finesse,
times not to. There are good
finesses and bad ones, finesses to
delay, some to take
immediately. Today's hand is an
example of this hard fact of life.
North

t~xx

~-AJ 10 9
0-QJ 10
•-AQXX
West
t~QJ IOXX
t)-XXX
O-KXX

.

.-xx

The people at the Centre admit they goofed. Orders for
refreshments have to be made in advance and are entered in a
calendared book. Your order was incorrectly entered under
Friday Feb. 6. Had we not caught them in time some unfortunate
Engineers would have received a free luncheon at your expense.

East
t!-XXX
~rKXXX
<)~X X XX

..-xx

poor bidding, South won the
opening lead of the Queen of
Spades with the Ace, and led the
Queen of Hearts for a finesse
against the King. It lost to East
who returned a Spade. South,
knowing about holdup plays,
ducked the trick, but was forced
to win the third round of
Spades. He then led a Club to
the Ace in order to take the
Diamond finesse which lost.
West proceeded to cash two
Spade tricks to defeat the
contract (In all, South lost three
Spades and the two finesses).
There are two important
lessons to be learned from the
way in which the above hand

South
t-AKX
0-QXX
<)~A 9 8
.... KJ9X

METRO

MOTORS

***
Help! I've been trying to have my giant Cinemascope screen
put up in Ambassador Auditorium since December but seem to
be bogged down by the local bureaucrats. I would appreciate it if
you could do something before my March showing of IF. ..
which we have just acquired.
Dan Conley
We had Chuck Tolmie, centre Director, call up Engineering
Services and then put out an immediate work order. The screen
will be put up on Feb. 12.

***
Why the flowers doesn't the Cabaret-Pub show the films they
advertise. It's stUI a groovy place to do your thing hut
those-'('%$-')% N .F .B. shorts are driving me nuts.
Publican
Their usual shipper (United Parcel Delivery) State-side has
been messing things up and shipping the stuff back down south.
Now the pub is getting a new supplier up in T.O. so there won't
be anymore hassles about getting the stuff across the border.

The bidding:
South
lNT

2D

North
2C
3NT

was played. First of all, South
started with the wrong finesse.
When faced with a choice of
which one to take first, take the
one against the dangerous
opponent-in this case West-to
get rid of a possible entry that
he may have before he can get
his suit established and run it.
Secondly, and this is often a
hard fact to follow, one should
avoid taking some finesses at all.
Even after South had lost the
Heart finesse, he could have
made his contract by scoring
two Spades, three Hearts, one
Diamond, and four Clubs. Just
because a finesse is there doesn't
mean that it must be taken.

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES
OF IMPORTED
AUTOMOBILES AT
2S04 HOWARD AVENUE

YOUR RENAULT,
BOND
MORGAN CAR CENTRE

Pass
South was somewhat upset
when he saw the Dummy being
laid down. Surely, after South
had opened the bidding with one
No-trump, North could at least
have tried for slam with his
fourteen points. South, with his
hand, would have carried on to
six No-trump. It was a pretty
good slam to be in, thought
South, requiring only the two
finesses to work in order to
gather in twelve tricks.
Angry with his partner for

CALL US: 969-9070

IMPORTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

10 % Student Di•count
WINDSOR'S ENGLISH SHOP

***
What happened to all the ice cream we used to be able to get
for dessert when resident students used to eat in the centre?
Pothead
The enlightened architects of Vanier had cleverly hid the self
serve ice cream machine in a completely inaccessible spot. This
situation is being rectified at this moment and ice cream should
be available in the near future.

***
As I was busy getting tanked the other night, I noticed that
the beer caps have a little trademark on the side. But two bottles,
side by side in the case, had two different cap trademarks, "CCS"
and three concentric "C"s. I enclose the caps. Can you explain
why the difference?
Wilhelm Dilthey, II Arts
We appreciate you sending along samples of the caps you were
. talking about, but don't you think you should have taken them
off the bottles before you mailed them?
The reason for the two different trademarks is that it is one of
the blessings of the free enterprise system that there is no law
stating that a brewery must buy its caps from one conpany.
The concentric C's stand for Continental Can Corporation (not
to be confused with any girls organizations). The second
trademark, as we found out from Tom Bannon, a Molson's
salesman, stands for Crown Cork and Seal Company, from whom
Molson's buys the rest of its caps.

***
On Thursday, Jan. 1S, I was browsing through the Campus
Authors section in the bookstore and I came across a few 68-69
Student Guides selling for $2.00 apiece.
Are they kidding? What will they do next? I really don't think
these books should be sold without having the permission of
Kathy Roth (former editor). For that matter I don't think they
should be sold at all. Please comment.
A.M.Comm.111
You asked for it. It doesn't matter what you think, the
bookstore purchased the guides from a member of the guide staff,
and can now sell them for the benefit of non-students.
Furthermore, Bob Gunning informs us that this year copies of the
guide will be sold to the bookstore-for the same purpose.

***
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FEATUR.ING:

THE FRU T OF THE LOOM

AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM
TO-MORROW 9:30 P.M. -1:00 A.M.
COUPLES: $2.00 SINGLES: $1.25
(Cash Bar)

COME AFTER THE B-BALL GAME
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CAUT: competence
before Canadians

KILLED FEB. 5 in an automobile accident,
Huron Hall Student Larry Martin (left) was active
in residence life. ''The Huron Hall Homecoming

float came about only through his perserverance,
his will to see a job done," friends said.

Student killed in car accident
Huron Hall resident Lawrence Martin (I Arts)
was killed late last week when a car in which he
was a passenger overturned near Staples, Ont.
Martin was 24. He died in hospital.
Staples is a small town between Cottam and
Belle River. Martin lived in Leamington.
The accident took place last Thursday night,
Feb. 5, around 8:30 P.M.
The driver of the car Martin was in, Tim
Dobson, 23, received lacerations to his right side.

His right shoulder was dislocated. Dobson is a
Leamington police constable who was off duty at
the time of the accident.
Martin, a former employee of United Auto
Parts Ltd., was a popular student, Huron Hall
foends said. "He was known to everyone for his
genial disposition and his spirited taking-part in
residence functions."
"His smile in the cafeteria and the lounge will
be sorely missed."

SAC, Admin., to stage B-ball contest
Student Council challenges
the Administration in a major
confrontation Tuesday-on the
basketball court at Kennedy
High School.
The game will be the first of a
pair of basketball contests
between the two teams. A
second game is tentatively
scheduled for Open House ,
Sunday, March 8. Tuesday's
contest will take place at
Kennedy because the
gymnasium here is not available.
Administration team
members include Residence

Director Joe Saso, Dean of Men
Gabe DeLuca, Dean of Students
George McMahon, University
Centre Director Chuck Tolmie,
his assistant Bill Bridgeman, and
Beaver Foods Manager Carl
Schwarz.
SAC stars include Science
Rep. Al Dresser, who is Lancer
football centre, the brothers
Richard and Tom Peddie,
Commerce Reps., Internal
Affairs Commissioner Ray
Marentette, and SAC President
Bob "Foul-out" Baksi.
The match is set for 8:00

Helling denies claims
of Soc-Anthro report
"Windsor Committee"
charges against the Department
of Sociology and Anthropology
are invalid, Department Head
Rudolph Helling said this week.
The report, summarized last
Friday in The Lance, charged
that student representation in
the department was a facade.
"Name me another
department with as much
student representation as the
Soc. Department," Helling said.
''The votes by student
representatives have as much
value as those of faculty
members."

Con~erning the hiring of
Americans, also pointed out in
the report, Helling said, "We
welcome people from all lands,
as long as they do a good job of
contributing to Canada." Helling
studied in Michigan and
Germany.
"We are forced to ' hire
outside the country because
there is a shortage of qualified
Soc. profs in Canada. Graduate
schools are relatively new in
Canada, and as a result only ten
doctorates were given last year,
and not one of these Canadian
Ph.D.'s is unemployed.
Helling complained that the
creators of the "special study",
Dave Rutherford and Rick
Sullivan (both II Arts) did not
make the charges to him in
person. "Neither Rutherford nor
Sullivan has come to make any
r,harges," he said.

P.M. at Kennedy. Admission is
free.
"I understand that the
Admin. played Lambda Chi
Fraternity last night", Baksi said
Wednesday. "They've been
practicing."

Drug survey
may be held
in R.C. schools

by Vic Harris
Lance News Staff
"The principal criterion to be
used in engaging a professor
must continue to be his
competence," according to the
Canadian Association of
University Teachers (CAUT).
This statement was included
in a, recent issue of the CAUT
Bulletin.
Windsor's Faculty
Association, headed by Alex
Gnyp, is in full agreement with
statements made in the CAUT
report on "Canadianization" and
the University, Gynp said.
Competence is stressed as
being the most important factor
in the hiring of a professor, but
"Competence includes not only
his promise and ability as
teacher and scholar, but also
those qualities which affect his
performance within the
Canadian university
community."
The paper also states, "In
areas where a familiarity with
things Canadian is important, as
for example in Canadian history
or government or literature , then
competence requires that
knowledge. Such knowledge is
not confined to Canadian
citizens, although it may require
residence and study in Canada."
The paper says. that Canadian
birth is not a necessary
prerequisite for familiarity with
the Canadian situation. It does
say, however, that "we can
properly expect that faculty
members at Canadian
universities be familiar with the
Canadian situation and further
be committed to the

development and enrichment of
the Canadian community, or
engage themselves to acquire this
familiarity and commitment."
CAUT believes that the sole
criterion for appointment should
be competence. It is opposed to
regulation requiring that a fixed
proportion of the faculty be
Canadian citizens.
" ... .in certain areas the lack
of
qualified
Canadians,
regardless of their desirability,
makes a citizenship requirement
impossible to meet."
The CAUT is opposed to
governmental
authority
enforcing
rules
concerning
appointments or methods of
appointments
within
Universities.
The paper closes by saying,
"The CAUT is always prepared
to investigate any allegations of
anti-Canadian discrimination in
appointments, and to endeavour
to
correct improper or
unsatisfactory practices."
CAUT represents faculty
association« of most Universities
1n Canada, including Windsor.
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Austin Cooper, Q.C., §
speak here tonight at a §
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Society banquet.§
§ Lawsoc. President Bill Trudell ~
§ explained Thursday that a 5
§ number of area legal
§ dignitaries will attend.
§ Cooper will speak in the §
Ambassador Auditorium of=
§ the University Centre, after a
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= P.M. Tickets are available ~
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Three graduate social work
students may get a chance to
carry out a survey on teenage
drug usage in area Catholic high
schools. The three, Richard
Newton-Smith, his wife Sheila,
and Linda Popp, had earlier
sought permission to conduct
their study in public high
schools, but were turned down
by education officials.
The proposal will soon come
before the Metropolitan Windsor
Roman Catholic High School
Board. University Dean of
Students George McMahon is
chairman of the Board.
Public school officials earlier
rejected the proposed survey on
drug abuse because they feared
that students would be tempted
to try new stimulants that they
had not known of before.
McMahon said Thursday that
he expects the Catholic Board to
accept the proposal.
The Social Work study is
designed to compare social and
economic backgrounds of
students who use drugs with the
circumstances of those who do
not.

Nationalism rise claimed
Cont'd from Page 1

~ SOC. HEAD Rudy Helling
-Kirkland

with a demand that London
both be rehired and given
tenure. {A professor who has
been given tenure is virtually
immune from dismissal.)
"As students · we ask, how
much longer are we expected to
sit passively as... "democracy"
looks at the London case," the
report says.
London was told that he

would not be rehired after an
experimental grading system
started by him resulted in all
students in his course getting an
"A" grade.
Sullivan said this week that
he does not know why the
Department's Promotion and
Tenure Committee voted to
release London. He added that
he thought the action was
connected with professional
standards.
-

-

-- - -

"JUST 27 MORE DAYS 'TIL F-DAY,
Vice President Wayne Yared said Thursday.
until his "Freedom Day", March 12, when
new Vice President takes over. Yared keeps
his office door.

THANK GOD", SAC

He's counting down
he leaves office and a
the number posted on

-~-------------- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Editorial

Yankee go home
!lllililJillll-'I~

Yesterday, a United States jet transport crash landed at an air
base in Mildenhall ,England.
The first report of this event to come over the Canadian Press
wire, said that the transport was carrying a cargo of toxic gas.
Spokesmen, at that time, made no comment concerning the cargo.
The next report to come over the wire said that a USAF
spokesman had said that one of the engines was suspected to be
leaking ''toxic fumes".
By the time the Pentagon is ready to make a full statement, we
will probably be assured that the only toxic cargo on the plane was
one of the crew member's supply of bourbon.
Last year, the United States army released a goodly number of
quaint explanations for the death of some 6000 sheep in Utah until
a wire service reporter, Seymour Hersh, finally discovered that the
sheep had been killed by toxic gases. Had the wind been blowing
the other way, the lethal cloud would have wiped out three towns.
The USAF has a habit of dropping all kinds of blessings from
the skies. The residents of Palomares, Spain were the recipients of a
couple of hydrogen bombs a few years ago.
In all of th-ese cases, the American military machine assures the
world that there is no danger. It usually comes to light sometime
later that there was in fact a very real danger.
What kind of tragedy will have to occur before the United
States realizes that these gases and bombs which they put in the air
over virtually every country in the free world could actually wipe
out one of those countries?
The United States armed forces are incompetent. Their war
record, if not the events cited above will prove that.
Yet these fools frequently fly over Canada with their
plane-loads of death. The Canadian government has put up with
serving as flunkies to the United States military machine for too
long.
Our legislators would do well to remember that we were on the
side that won the war. We do not, therefore, deserve to be treated
like an occupied country. The United States should get its planes
out of our air (with the exception of those used for mutual
defence); it should stop testing biological warfare agents at Suffield,

Alberta.
John Diefenbaker, although making many mistakes during his
term as Prime Minister, was, if nothing else, a Canadian. He stood
up to the United States like no Canadian had done since the time
of Macdonald.
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From the top of the
bridge-court.
Justice was carried and
miscarried. But what's there to
say? Nugent pleaded guilty and
got slapped with a fifty dollar
fine, with time to pay. St. Pierre
wasn't informed and was
therefore not present-there is a
warrant for his arrest; he's to
appear in three days. Jarvis got
off when the crown failed to
establish that he had, in fact,
disturbed anyone. I got rapped
with a fifty fine, when the issue
came down to a matter of
credibility between the officers
and my witnesses.
It's interesting that the
judge's (Wheelton) expressed
motives for believing the officers
was that despite the time factor,
they were clear, prompt and
forthright in their testimony,
and their stories jived. On the
other hand, I and my witnesses
differed on minor points, and we

The real danger to Canada is infiltration by the American
military, not infdtration by American academics.

Letters to the editor must be
signed and include the
writer's name. A pseudonym
may be used if the writer
wishes, but unsigned letters
cannot be printed for legal
reasons.
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tended to think before we
answered-interesting.
Especially when there are
studies which show that police
officers tend ( of necessity) to
'fabricate' just a little, and
besides they're experienced in
court.
There are further studies
which show that witnesses do
not perceive the same things in
the same way, and therefore
their stories do not usually
dovetail perfectly. I wonder if a
person who is attempting to tell
the truth, would be likely to
make a flat statement without
conjecture.
One beautiful line, that came
out in the officer's testimony in
Jarvis' case, that broke up the
courtroom, including the judge,
and which, by the way, was an
absolute falsehood with respect
to the defendant-let's be kind, a
case of mistaken identity-the
officer said that Jarvis told him,
"I hope you fall off your bike
and break your f..king neck." I
think we all concurred.
In the ena, though: Wheelton
tries, but the law and the judicial
system make justice impo~sible;
all cops are not pigs (like the one
who may fall off his bike, and in
the other vein, there are some I
respect, and some who have
been pretty good to me) many,
perhaps most, (despite the
generally high police rating on
the fascism scale) are decent guys
with a tough job to
do-enforcing unjust a-nd
irrelevant laws, on an often
hostile and patently
unknowledgable public.
But I think public ignorance

is more of an excuse than a
cause. I'm not ·advocating
support of your police force, I
don't believe they're necessary,
certainly not the armed,
fascistic, totalitarian model we
have.
But if they do exist in this
form, and if they are necessary,
or so perceived, that is as much
due to the laws and their nature,
as anything else, and those laws
represent the consent and
consensus of the body politic.
And if those laws create fascism,
the people who create and
acquiesce, and thus maintain
those laws, are fascistic.
Therefore, it is you who are
the fascists, the totalitarians,
unless and until, you're ready to
put your neck on the line. You
and all those like you, without
the necessity of 'other' support.
Of all those who participated
in the demonstration, .at the
bridge, and I might venture,
across the country, Nugent was
the only one who made the
stand, took and risk, and the
punishment. He was busted in
open .defiance, not by accident
like Jarvis, or due to a slip in
walking the tight rope like
myself.
You owe him something: for
his guts, his convictions, his
suffering, and it was your
encouragement, your 'moral'
support, which brought him into
the conflict; he acted as much
for you as for himself, only he's
got the record, and the busted
bank account. I hope you're
proud-of yourselves, your clean
sheets, your bank rolls. . .and
your chains.

This Week We Give Tha11ks,

0 Lord, Tluit
Aristotle Onassis has moved the Black Sea
to Nova Scotia.
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arks are not necessary tn education
by Joel Levine
Never one to put down
students active in the quest of
identity and purpose at college, I
am nonetheless moved to
critically comment on what is
going down at the U of W
Psych-In.
The Americanization issue
has been used as a catch-all for
all sorts of problems, in which
we fail to realize our own
complicity. The problem is not
American bodies in the
classroom or even American
ideas emanating. from those
bodies, but Canadian decision
makers swallowing lock stock
and barrel the American model
of the University.
The last thing I as a Canadian
( which I am not) would want to
see ( and am already seeing) is a
vast de-humanized, sprawling
educational complex rivaling the
mega-campuses of the States in
the degree of alienation present
among the inhabitants. The
tragic lessons of Berkeley, S.F.
State and Columbia seem lost on
us all. That is, the replacement
of the scholarly community by a
training camp for corporate and
governmental elites supported
by taxpayers and controlled by
an anonymous Administrative
Dynasty responsible to big
business.
This is not a Marxist
night-mare. Count the number
of corporate directors on the
Board of Trustees of any
American University. As early as
1918 Thorstein Vablen said,
"The final discretion in the

affairs of the seat of learning has
been entrusted to men who have
proved their capacity for work,
that has nothing in common
with higher learning".
The call for Canadian
Nationalism is a hollow call
unless there are substantial
alternatives available to give it
meaning, while there is still time.
Psych-In is not a viable
substitute for carefully
considered action on University
problems, though its goal of
bringing to the student's
consciousness, awareness of his
repressed desires is therapeutic.
Making students aware of their
own identity is no easy task. We
come here with thirteen years of
purposeful molding by society
into the proper academic shapes
of national need. "Of the vast
body of human knowledge there
are certain bits and pieces called
'essential" which we are trained
to know . . . and the extent to
which we are considered
educated is directly correlated
with the amount we have in
reserve for manipulation in the
University."
We come to look at ourselves
as the problem rather than the
solution. All our lives, influential
adults have held all the cards;
the ones in school are of the
report variety. We arrive at the
gates of the University unsure of
our own wishes, content with
other's evaluations of us and our
needs, and overwhelmed by the
complexity and academic
intricasies that -abound.
Some flip out. The majority

Star too selective
by Phil McAiney
imaginary editor appears below,
Recently, I saw that another
or above, on the next page, or
of my irregular letters in the
wherever the lay-out editor
Windsor Star had been edited for
tyrannically put it.
reasons of "good taste". What
Dear Editor;
this bad tasting section actually
Having just seen the film "I
was, was the wor4 "excellent" in
AM CURIOUS [YELLOW) "
the phrase "the excellent
with four of my friends, I can
University of Windsor
say
that our reactions were quite
paper-The Lance". In reprinting
mixed.
As to my opinion, I
the letter, the editor of the Star
considered it to be dull. My
chose to omit the word
friend, Leonard Box concurred.
"excellent". ,
Our other friend, Pectal Toom,
It is . easy to see why. The
though, thought it was "bad".
annual issue of the Windsor
Our
third party, Olive
Stare displeases him severely. Or
Underpickle,
stated she believed
perhaps last year's issues
it "interesting". However, we all
containing real, live obscene
agreed that the popcorn was
words is irreversibly embedded
great. But after the movie, we
in his concept of our paper.
were all taken sick by it. I threw
What kind of a mind harbours
up.
May I apologize to anyone
this kind of writing to the
who.
may have seen us for the
exclusion of all the other
embarrassment we all felt at
articles, and, in this year's case,
barfing during rush hour on the
the total issue of every Lance
corner of Ouellette and
printed since September? Not a
University, working our way to
healthy one I would conjecture.
the
comer of University and
To illustrate to people how
Bridge
before we rested. Those
letters can be distorted by an
who plan to take that stretch of
editor omitting words
road would be wise to avoid it
considered "offensive", the
for now. It's only filth, and I
following, imaginary letter was
don't see why anyone would
composed with a "before"
want to see it.
editing, and how it appears for
Yours etc.
thousands to read "after"
Pismo Beptal
editing. One tends to dismiss
badly written letters almost as
This is now the letter
quickly as one does with the one
·
appeared
after discriminating
who wrote them.
editorship.
It is to the credit of Mr.
Strachan, and the "gal behind
his scenes" Miss Johnstone, that · Dear Ed;
I saw "I am Curious
they have the integrity to prim
[yellow]
" and it was great,
all letters in their full, including
interesting,
dull, and bad. People
those that attack them
there
actually
threw up!
unceremoniously. This is
Windsorites would be wise to
something the Windsor Star has
avoid it! Anyone who likes it is
not done with even the most
ftlth!
iMOCent and cursory letters
Yours etc.
discharged their way.
Dismal
Rectum
The original letter to the

of us come to identify with the
familiar system of rewards and
punishments because this at least
alleviates our anxieties and
provides structure for our
confusions which should have
been at this stage: initiative,
intrinsic motivation, and
powerful curiosity.
Many even defend the more
observable outrages perpetrated
here because they have been
snowed by the "golden carrot"
of well adjusted security. How
many will stand up and say I am
being instructed to become a
maker of society rather than
adjusted to that society?
The tone of last Wednesday's
guerrilla theatre in the cafeteria
,demonstrates where we're really
at.
I'm not opposed to doers but
sometimes we're so inarticulate

The single most alienating
facet of the University is
grading.
The most effective measure
that the Psych-in people,
concerned students, and faculty
should agitate for is the
abolishment of the current
grading system and its
replacement with a modified
Pass-Fail-Outstanding, evaluative
system. I would give this
immediate priority because
grading as we've all come to
know is the prime corruptor of
our Education system.
Look at it like Allen Krebs of
New York City's experimental
"Free University", does: ''The
first device to glue students to
an intellectual irrelevant realm is
the system of grading. The
product of the spring tide of
bourgeois thought, it takes as its

only the clues elicited by further
inspection: "Yes, little can in
the frozen foods department,
probably juice; but what kind?"
You'd have to take it home,
taste it and explore its
possibilities.
Grades are labels; labels we
erroneously identify with. Clark
Moustakas raps, "The more
categories into which we can
place the individual and the
more traits we assign him, the
more we create barriers to
authentic knowing and authentic
communication. The facts about
a person that help to map him
on a chart are ways of
identifying, but they do not
disclose those components
which make him unlike any
other person, his special feelings,
peculiar interests, and the

that all we can do is beat on
tables and shout, "Nixon!
Nixon! Up your ass!" And the
audience grows hostile and
suspicious huddled over lunch
because they know that they too
would like to growl and rave but
it's too risky, too shameful, and
most of all, inappropriate for a
college student.
It is a vicious circle where the
audience is alienated by the
speakers and the speakers
escalate their pathos. And of
course there are those who just
deny it all, refuse to see or be
intimidated by what is much too
painful.
They don't write angry letters
to The Lance saying "What do
these hippies think they're
doing?" They just go on about
their business like nothing ever
happened-and nothing will ever
happen to them. And they are
grateful. As Eichmann said in
Jerusalem not too long ago, "I
sat at my desk and got on with
my job." These are society
makers?
The horror of it all is that
there probably isn't a way out
for most of us here now. There
are too few villains and too
many accomplices. So I'll put
forth one proposal in hopes for
better days here for our younger
brothers and sisters.

model the most important of all
institutions within our corporate
liberal society-the bank. As all
human endeavor from murder to
art can be measured against
abstract units of value (like
money), so all human learning
can be similarly collapsed into
an educational unit called a
"credit". The educational credit
is the isomorphic twin of its
financial brother . . . that is, all
credits are equatable:
PhiloSQphy credits, Engineering
credits, Literature credits. They
are capable of being summed,
encoded and most of all kept
whether in ledger books, or
I.B.M. printouts; readily
available to those who need to
determine the balance of the
account holder."

unique flavor of his dreams."
I do not preclude the use of
testing which can be, with
proper use a pedagogical "handle
for retreiving", a guide for the
benefit of the studei:it and the
professor. There are numerous
methods of evaluation.
A grade of "Outstanding"
does not have the same
connotation as the letter "A"
which conjures up "90-100% of
the work regurgitated". It could
indicate a contribution to the
field from the students own
initiative, an interdisciplinary
study carried out by a group of
students, community work etc.
How does one "Fail?"
Nobody should really, unless a
person honestly can't do what
he honestly attempts; but when
was the last time you were given
that choice?
There is a way to "Psych-in"
that is effective and would in
fact permanently alter the
consciousness of the University.
The Committee should stop
counting American bodies and
organize students in groups
(around each faculty) to
campaign for
the
implementation of the
Pass-F ail~utstanding grading
system. Utopia doth languish
while the re~ pen still strideth
amongst the people.

The rationalizers jump to the
fore, "But without grades how
will the Profs know who we are?
How do we know what we
know? How do we.. know who
we are?"
You begin to see the point.
Like, suppose one day you walk
down to the supermarket and
find that someone has taken off
all the labels from the cans. Well
you wouldn't ignore· them and
not eat. You'd have to pick your
way carefully down the aisles
carefully selecting and using

McAiney's comments contested
by George Antony
In Phil McAiney's latest
literary attempt to say
something intelligent (the letter
about the Biafran article by
Brian Bigelow), I find his prose
as pathetic as his poetry.
He chides Mr. Bigelow for not
being an adult and realizing that
war is horrible. Is he saying, and
I have a strong assumption he
may be, that acts of indespicable
brutality cannot be criticized
because they are protected
within the framework of war? If
so, all the rhetoric about
innocent civilians, from
Auschwitz to Hiroshima, and
from My Lai to Uwerri is
"naive". I am shocked by these
events, shocked that as we
approach the 21st century, they
are still with us, and disgusted
that in Mr. McAiney's

sophisticated, adult world, he is
beyond shock.
In calling Col. Ojukwu
"stupid and vain", how does Phil
McAiney escape the very charges
he makes against Mr. Bigelow,
i.e. deciding reputations? The
answer is he does not. This
seems to be his u_sual,.
questionable method of
thinking.
On looking at the other
leaders of Nigeria, Col. Ojukwu 's
thundering accusation to the
Western world over the captured
Italian oilmen affair when he
said that the world takes no
notice when millions of Biafrans
die. "But when a handful of
Italians are caught in a war the
world comes to a stop." With
typical histrionic itony, he
appealed to mathematicians to
tell him how many black men.

would have to die before
anything was done.
Col. Ojukwu is the son of a
capitalist millionaire, vanity was
his by birth. I see no traces of it
in him giving it up to accept the
leadership offered him. I only
see it in pretentious letters like
Mr. McAiney's.
Since Mr. McAiney accepts
"barbarism" as part of war,
perhaps he is of the same stock
as Dr. Alge V cmnema, the former
director of Canadian medical aid
in Vietnam, who stated that he
knew about the Pinkville
incident two weeks after it
happened, but did not report it
because such atrocities were
0
common place" Another
armchair intellectual. May they
both rock themselves to death;
we have no need for their

th~ts.
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FOR YOUR JEWELLERY
SEE US

leditors.

We Carry Only Finest Quality
Diamonds, Watches, Rings & Bracelets
10% Student Discount

<9. ].

C}Je.cina

Jeweller

409 OUELLETTE AVE.

PHONE 254-5944

Top Recording Vocalist
with Danny Holley

at the Organ

LAST TWO DAYS
ANDY KIM

Rudfs
- Convenient to Staff & Students
- Specialist in Men's Hairstyling
Men's Hair Pieces, Scalp Treatment
- Ladies' Haircutting
Why not drop in and see Rudy & Rick today?

Barber Salon
2846 University Ave. W.-Under the Bridge

TONIGHT AT MIDNIGHT!
'EXTRAORDINARY! HONEST HUMOR!"
T,m~ Magar,ne

'DELIGHTFUL ANO UNUSUAL,
A COMEDY OF THE GRANDEST SORT!"
C,owrher. N Y. T,m~s

· A PLEASURE TO WATCH-A PLEASURE
TO RECOMMEND!" -Archer w,nsten, New Yo,~ Post

ONE OF THE YEARS TEN BEST
-

Clyde Gihnout"

'VERY MUCH WORTH SEEING!"
- Crist., World Journal T11bun~

'"RARE ENTERTAINMENT! A GEMi"
-Newsweek

"MARVELOUS !" -Wilham Woll, Cu• Magazrne
"WHOLLY MASTERFUL! REMARKABLE!"
-A,thur Knight, Saturday Rev111w

from

' Czechoslovakia,
Milos Foreman's
Acclaimed

Comedy ...

NEXT FRIDAY: 2 Controversial Underground Drug Films, Larry Kent's'
HIGH plus Shirley Clarke's THE CONNECTION
Feb. 27-Alan Bates and Genevieve Bujold in Philipe de Broca's comedy KING
OF. HEARTS-Cinemascope and Color
Mar. 6-Godard's epic of Carnage and Cannibalism WEEKEND

ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE AT COLES

MacNamara versus
Mathews: Round 8
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
O.K. Once again Mr. Robin
Matthews has risen to the
occasion. He says: "Mr.
McN amara is a guest in the
country. 'He is a paying guest,'
we are told. What does he pay,
may I ask?".
No. Mr. Matthews, you may
not see my T-4 slip. I will,
however, tell you that my
annual taxes could support a
student bigot for a year, not
opulently, but certainly above
the poverty level.
What does shock me in Mr.
Matthews' letter is this
statement: "He [that's me] is
not a Canadian, and he does not
possess the rights Canadians
possess, in law or in the actions
he may take within the fabric of
the society."
I am shocked by Mr.
Matthews' apparent ignorance of
the Ontario Human Rights
Code:
"It is public policy in
Ontario that every person
is free and equal in dignity
and rights regardless of
race, creed, colour, age,
nationality, ancestry or
place of origin."
Mr. Matthews, if you write to
the Ontario Human Rights
Commission, Department of
Labour, 74 Victoria Street,
Toronto 1, you can be
enlightened on this matter.
In brief, Mr. Matthews, and
)thers who have threatened me,
I will not shut up. I am a
Canadian taxpayer. I have legal
status in this country. If I take
pride in our city, our university,
our schools, our landscape, our
tomato crop, our writers, or
anything else . in my daily
experience, I · will express that
pride. I will also gripe about
situations that displease me.
Stop playing with
words- "guest," "imperialist,"
"colonialist"-lf anyone
conspires to deprive me of my
legal rights and status in this
country, I will call the Mounties.
Sincerely,
Eugene McNamara

Vro ve 100 miles
to be turned au·ay
Editor
The Lance
and People of the
University of Windsor:
I have just returned home
from an 4 bortive attempt to see
the Three Dog Night concert on
your campus. Last week I made
the 100 mile round trip from
Oakland University to the
University of Windsor to obtain
tickets. I assumed that
possession of a ticket was a
promise to set me (even on the
floor), provided I showed up by
the established time. The ticket
indicated that showtime was
8:30. At exactly 8:30 I was
turned away from your doors by
a gentleman who informed me
that due to "fire regulations" no
more people could be admitted.
I was then offered a refnnd of
my admission price.
What intelligent organization
could fail to know the safe
capacity of their facility? What

Addr89S latters to Editors, The Lance, U. of W.
The Lance reteNes the right to edit lette~ for
length. It pays to be concise. Those typed,
double-spaced get priority. For legal reasons, no
unsigned letters may be published. A
pseudonym may be used, however, provided
that you have a good reason and identify
yourself to the editors.

responsible organization would
sell more tickets than the
number of available seats? What
ethical organization could have
the unmitigated audacity to
refuse admission to an advance
ticket holder after admitting
people on tickets purchased at
the door moments before? I
suggest that the University of
Windsor may be just such an
organization.
It would seem that generally
accepted standards of justice
would require that my seat not
be sold to someone else prior to
the time stated on the ticket.
This incident goes beyond my
personal desire to have seen the
concert. It raises the question in
my mind of the integrity of the
University of Windsor as a
community.
Questioning,
Sam J. Kennedy

And no u' a brief
political message
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I would like to take this
opportunity to remind all
Students that the General
Elections for Student's
Administrative Council will take
place on March 11, 1970.
May I request that any
student who is interested in
running for an office pick up
nominations forms from the
S.A.C. secretary. They will be
available until March 2, 1970
and should be returned to rooms
5, 6, and 7 in the University
Center on March 2, between
2:00 and 4:00 P.M.
But may I give a word of
warning? S.A.C. work is
thankless at best. The hours are
long and the rewards, if any, are
few. If you don't have the kind
of thick skin necessary to
survive, then don't offer yourself
up for the slaughter. The
Council has suffered this year
because too many
well-intentioned people weren't
prepared for the work load and
the bull shovelled at them. I
would hope that this situation
will not arise again.
We also need poll clerks,
about 30 of them, and Deputy
Returning Officers to man the 6
polls (in the Center, (Grotto and
Informal Lounge,) Windsor Hall,
Essex Hall, Dillon Hall and
Vanier Hall.) These volunteers
are needed from 9:00 A.M. to
4:30 P.M. on Wednesday, the
eleventh of March.
If you are interested in
volunteering, please leave your
name with the S.A.C. secretary.
If you are interested in
running for office, give the
matter serious consideration.
R.M. Gunning
Chief Returning Officer

1U" the U.' s falls off:
1Uoose dr<Jl)J)ings of
a diff Pre11t color
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I will direct this letter to
Robin Mathews, my favorite
little pen pal.
Oh, Robbie. You've fallen off
your little moose and gotten
both your little feet stuck in
your throat again. Climb up into

my lap, honey, and I will stroke
your hot, trembling little head
and make it all better. Your
little eyes are bugging out,
sweetie-if I pull your feet out,
will you promise not to get
hysterical again and start
screaming, "Imperialist!",
"Colonialist!" again? My wife
thought that was silly of you to
call her those things last time,
darling, when she's a Canadian
and all.
Uncle Eugene does too have .,,.,_
rights here, Robbie, my little
huggy-bear maple sugar
gumdrop. He can not vote or
hold office, but aside from that
he is a human being. Wipe the
foam off your mouth,
sweetheart, and settle down.
About those three young men
and their report, honey-they
don't care about your project or
your little book. I'm not telling
you this to hurt you, Robbie,
but it's true-they are just using
your little project to maple sugar
coat their Phil. And their Phil is
really coyly center stage and
rather glaringly non-Canadian.
Darling.
Robbie, precious, those
letters are trying to tell you -.
something about the last time
you fell off your moosie-they
aren't merely cute. Those people
thought you were just the
teensiest bit dumb when you did
that, honey, and they thought
they could be politer if they
write you cute, funny letters
than if they got all mad and
called you a horse's ass. You see, ~
baby, they think it's a little bit
ironic that, as much as you
dislike Americans ( wipe your
mouth, honey)-as much as you
dislike Americans, you have
internalized what is perhaps the
Americans' worst trait. I'm
talking about your
witch-hunting McCarthyism,
sweetheart.
Yes, you can go out and play
again, baby, but stay off your
moose, and (here, blow your
nose and wipe your mouth
again)-and stay away from the
big kids, sugar lump.
Love,
Uncle Fritzie Logan

Resents character
slur 011 London's
national origin
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I take objection to your
article on the Psych-In in the
Monday, February 2 Lance in
which you refer to the two
House-Rey n ol ds-MacCrae
reports. You implied a
contradiction between the two
reports which does not exist.
True, the first report concerned
de-Canadianization while the
second supported Dr. London,
an American.
But-this year, Dr. London
and family will take out
Canadian citizenship, because
the five years of waiting are up. I
have heard Dr. London express
his commitment to Canada and
his affection for Windsor,
students and Canadians and his
hopes for Canada as an
autonomous nation.
Yours truly,
Eileen Marsden,
undergraduate representative,
English Department
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more leditors
Paquette appluuds
club co-operution
<'":

Editor,
The Lance
Dear Sir:
The University of Windsor
studeni, criticized by almost
every one, again reverses this
negative critical opinion. I, for
one, am proud to be a student of
this university. I, for one, do not
.,./;. think this student body as
apathetic, inert or uncaring.
As manager of the Cabaret
Pub, I have received
co-operation which can only be
termed overwhelming. It came
from everywhere: from the
Center, from C. Tolmie, and W.
Bridgeman; from SAC; from The
Lance; and from every club on
~ ..... campus.
I wish to take this
opportunity to thank everyone
for making their Cabaret a
success: I'd also like to thank
Mr. G. Graham, President of the
Ski Club, who in his spirit of
cooperation, cancelled his bar at
the last minute in order not to
hurt my attendance. Thanks
again U. of W. students.
Cy Paquette
TheologyIV

Lefave stateme11ts

o 11 shoot i 11 g de 11 i tJ ,L
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
For several reasons, I have no
love for the Windsor Star;
however, I feel the Star followed
the proper course by not
printing Dr. LaFave's feeble
attempt to blacken the name
and reputation of Officer
Boycott and the Windsor Police
Department.
Dr. LaFave (Ph.D.
Psychology) may be an eminent
-a;;_ _-;;...,,,- criminologist, but resear.ch into
past cases does not make him a
weapons expert. I personally
have a fair amount of experience
with both sporting and military
firearms. I also have lived in the
city all my life and know
automobile and truck engine
backfires. Even experienced
military and police personnel
would have a difficult time
distinguishing a .38 gun shot
from a backfire.
Yet Dr. LaFave in his
apartment ( which considering
the weather I assume has such
features as storm windows)
could identify the first report as
a gun shot and immediately
proceed to time the interval of
following shots-which he didn't
even know were coming.
The following day, he
measured the distance from the
storefront to the bloodstain.
Then using "his" timing of the
shots, making assumptions on
the robber's speed, direction of
flight, traffic conditions in the
street, (location of the get-away
car) etc., he calculated different
distances and a conflicting story
to officer Boycott's.
Further, Dr. LaF ave should
know that an "armed" robber
(who has just threatened the life
of the sales clerk) being chased
from the scene of a crime is not
''predictable" enough to be
captured by an unarmed
crippled old lady ....
, Anned robberies and anned
assaults are increasing in

Windsor. Does Dr. Lafave
expect officers to stop and ask
hoods if their weapons are real
or just toys? I hope not! That
Temchuk's gun was only a toy is
a grim comment on his personal
tragedy, yet it can in no way
distort the integrity of officer
Boycott.
Dr. Lafave has combined
gross assumptions and doubtful
audio measurements in an
attempt to arouse a public
outcry against the Windsor
Police Department. The Star saw
through him and wouldn't play
ball, so he had The Lance air his
dirty laundry. Well it is fine, Mr.
Editor, that you printed his
story, but you should have
cleaned him up in your editorial
(Feb. 9), not supported him.
Yours truly,
A.Newman
III Civil Engineering

He may agree but

he did

11ot .-;a)~

it

Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
This letter is in reference to
the letter in last week's Lance,
dealing with the "God-damn
teenyboppers" and lack of
support of students in respect to
the Three Dog Night Concert.
Although. I agree in principle
with the letter, I felt it was my
duty to state that no such letter
was written by me or by anyone
who had permission to use my
name. I object to the fact that
the students who used my name
(Ron Ottogalli and Phil Laforet;
Comm. IV) didn't have enough
"guts" to come out in the open
and sign their own names.
I would also like to point out
that they didn't even show up
for the concert yet they seem to
be able to talk so freely about
student apathy.
In conclusion, I'd like to tell
them to clean up their own
houses before they start to
criticize the dirt in other
people's homes. And to the rest
-of the students, it is about time
you stopped your criticism of
student apathy on campus and
got off your asses to do
something about it.
Tom Introcaso
Comm.IV.

Psych-In sup11ort
thought i11ade,1uat,J
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I would like to address this to
every "student" on this campus
who didn't participate in the
discussion on Tuesday, February
10th, featuring Robin Matthews,
Jim Kehoe, and Phil London. To
all these people plus -those who
talked to me during the Psych-In
and wanted a chance for a
discussion, I ask: WHERE THE
HELL WERE YOU?
If the meeting on Tuesday is
any indication of the concern
which people have here, then I
think you deseive to rot and
become the fifty-first state. SEE
HOW YOU LIKE THAT! I really
would like to know what is
wrong with this place. I never
have seen such µtter stagnation
in my life.
I think all the people who
participated in the Psych-In got

something ( whether positive or
negative) out of it. The rest of
you will be content I hope,
when the time comes, with the
totally screwed-up country you
have helped to create by means
of your own stupidity and
apathy.
Gerald Smith

The Student Centre
with
Western Ontario's Largest
Selection of Trimmings

~tlJS*;mi
246 Ouellette Avenue

ACl'OII From Coles

Rall ts " person
t black or ,,.. h i t e

11 o

Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
May I reiterate? My position
is that the problems I face are
not a function of my colour,
race, ethnic origin, nor of my
appearance, but rather the
prejudices and biases of this
society. The same which you so
strikingly evince when you say,
"I saw his picture. He's a freak."
(by virtue of his appearance in
that picture-by the way he
looks, dresses, whatever).
What's a freak? You'll have to
define that for me, (your
meaning). And is it good or bad,
and why?
That's my major hang-up
with this society, the assigning
of character, place and function,
on an individual on the basis of
his appearance.
And what's wrong ·with my
appearance? I wear a beret ( to
keep my head warm), glasses (I
have bad eyes), a beard (shaving
gives me skin problems), and
smoke a pipe, sometimes. You
think, maybe, I'm going to bite
you? I doubt if I'd like your
taste.
By the way, I put my name
on my crap. What's yours"?
Owen Ball

A 11 o / w

II

I tJ II ,J r I o

I Jo c to r R u t h ,J r lord

from
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Reg. 11ur~e

Dr. D. D. Rutherford
c/ o The Lance
Dear Dr. Rutherford:
I am writing in defiance of
your comments made in The
Lance on Monday February 9th,
regarding staffing of the Birth
Control Centre-"they all seem
to agree with my understanding
that nurses are just not qualified
to act as counsellors."
Who are "they"? Sir, part of
nursing education involves the
study of family planning and
birth control. Nurses have to
have this knowledge because
they are constantly questioned
by women in hospitals, women
in the community, and friends
and neighbours about it.
As has been previously stated,
the objective of this centre is,
"informal discussions about any
birth control device." Many
p e-o p I e feel em barra-ssed
discussing this subject with their
family doctor; others think their
questions are too trivial; and it is
not uncommon to find
unapproachable doctors.
Where a nurse would see a
need-e.g., she is unable to
answer certain questions-she
would refer individuals to the
proper source, such as a
gynecologist or a minister.
I volunteered to help staff
this centre because I feel
qualified-I have the time, I have
the infonnation, but even more
important, I am interested,
willing to listen and willing to
discuss.
R. Stiern, R.N.

496 Goyeau

Ac:roa frQm the TuDII F.n1nnce

Open Monday-Thunday:

Friday:
Satunta,:

11 A.M.-9 PJI.
11 A.M.-Midnke
11 A.M.-6 P.M..

CROWN CREDIT JEWELLERS

Diamonds, Watches, Gtfts

1"' fflDENT DISCOUNT
Expert Watch &JeweUery Repaln
321 Ooellette Ave.
Open FrL to 9 P.M.

1022 Wyandotte St. W.

REPAIRS

254-8122

ALTERATIONS

STORAGE
~

Saturday Special 2 Hour Cleaning Service

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

·"Ask For It"

~

POUPARD' S ESSO
SERVICE
YOUR ON CAMPUS
SERVICE STATION
Wyandotte & Patricia
256-5036

o. ,
~

ROBERT'S
HOUSE OF COIFFURES
1806 Wyandotte West
Telephone 256-0424
- Special Student Discount -
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LINDA DICKSON and Claude Dutheil, sometimes known as ''Mama Dutes" and "Dutes" respectively, hope to
eam enough money from the sale of hand-made articles to go to British Columbia.

feature by Maureen Fleet
THE Commune Market occupies a room just off

The Room. Every Sunday night the people
who are the Commune set out their work for the students and any others who happen to wander in
to look. Most of the time they just look, only
sometimes do they buy what is offered.
The Market was begun back in the early fall
with the hope of raising enough money through
the sale of their products to allow its operators to
travel to British Columbia. There they intend to
set up a Commune farm somewhere near the
Seasheldt Penninsula.
The people who are in the Commune at the
pr~sent moment are Dutes (Claude Dutheil), Mama _
Dutes {Linda Dickson), Patty Keith, Magical
Michael {Mike McMahon) and Ray "th'.e Rounder"
Belcourt.
Originally, Ray Belcourt had considered doing a
sociological study of the Commune in B.C. when it
was in operation, if a Canada Council Grant could
be obtained. A story which appeared in The

Lance, November 21, indicated that one of the
sociology professors would sponsor their
application for the Grant; however, the group has
since decided against such action. Basically, under
the Grant they would have had to buy Federal
land and clear a certain amount of land every year
as well as erect fences around their property. They
all feel that these requirements would hinder them
in their initial progress and in the development of
their farm. Dutes thinks they will buy a tax farm
rather than crown land. In this way they will be
able to develop the farm at their own pace, rather
than pushing deadline, something they have been
trying to get away from.
What reasons lie behind their work and their
desire to leave Windsor? Mama Dutes has made all
those beautiful, well made suede vests and
jumpers, while Dutes, Patty and the others all do
their share of the work in making the suede purses,
watch straps, beads and fascinating candles. They
began' working with the suede and candles mainly

because they enjoyed this work, but also because
they realized that this might be a way to help
them achieve their Commune Farm goal.
Unfortunately, they have not sold very much, and
the money they do make at the moment is
required immediately for current needs.
These people, despite their expert workmanship
and excellent quality goods have not sold half the
articles they produce. Checking with some of the
local Windsor and Detroit boutiques, it was found
that the workmanship of the commune people was
superior, as was the quality of the suede. Whereas
the suede fringe vests found in the boutiques were
often glued at the seams and of unequal
thicknesses, Mama Dutes sews all her vests,
jumpers, purses and anything else that requires
stitching, on an old, but very reliable treadle
sewing machine that was last patented in 1887.
Linda's other sewing machine, which is very
modern and is supposed to do everything
imaginable, balks at sewing leather.
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LINDA HAS TO use a 19th century sewing machine
to sew the leather used in making the vests which the
group sells. Although she also has a newer model, it

/ .,1

Something else that is important about the
Commune Market goods is the price of the
articles: they are much less than the prices charged
in any of the boutiques. University students
looking for good suede goods, but not wanting to
pay the going prices, should take a look at what
the Commune Market has to offer, before they
consider going downtown and paying more for the
same type of article.
The articles that the Commune People deal in
most, consists of suede goods, however, they do
some very interesting work with candles. When
the cost of making a seven pound candle is
considered, the prices are, as are their other
articles, far below regular prices. It may take up to
eight or nine hours to pour one large candle that is
scented and well colored. The rolled
honey-combed beeswax candles come in a large
assortment of colours and burn up to six hours.
They are beautiful for sticking into wine bottles if
you're a drippy candle fanatic.
Linda stated that she didn't mind people just
looking at their work if they can't buy it, but what
annoyed her were some· of the comments made.
These unkind words were usually not against their .
work, but against the artists themselves.
Two weeks ago the Commune Market was set
up in the Gallery of the University Centre. In two
days, exactly $30 worth of their work was sold.
Considering the number of people who normally
wander through this area any day of the week, it
was, to say the least, disappointing to the people
who manned the desk.
Patty commented that people dislike, or tend
to shy away from such a market, because they
ARE buying from a market. Whether they are
buying something, be it a small leather pouch or
an exquisite fringed suede jumper, they are buying
directly from the producers who receive the
profits. When a prospective buyer goes into a
boutique and finally does buy something, he or
she may subconsciously realize that they are
paying extra money for the boutique's name, but
they seem to feel that these stores are there for
them, not for the owner and the company.
Another comment that Dutes made when asked
why people were not buying ~uede goods was that
Windsor was so far behind culturally that there
were not enough interested people to create a
suitable market similar to those in Toronto,
Montreal and Vancouver. Dutes feels confident
that there will be definite demands in British
Columbia that will provide them with an income.

won't work on leather. They just don't make things
like they used to.

For the amount of labour involved in all their
work, and for the number of articles the
Commune Market is selling at the moment, they
are barely making minimum wage, let alone
making enough to support themselves for the
present.
These are some of the financial reasons the
Commune people want to leave Windsor. There
are, however, more personal reasons for wanting to
leave. Most of them have a desire to try to live a
different life and get away from the crowded,
polluted metropolis. They want to live in a less
hectic and demanding environment which will
allow them to do what they want to do, not what
they would have to do if they were to remain here.
Linda and Dutes will both have their B.A. when
they leave early this summer. Ray Belcourt is now
working on his Master's while Keith has already
had practical experience working out in British
Columbia on the fishing boats. The men have had
some "outdoors" experience up in Northern
Ontario. However, to begin a "Pioneer" farm from
scratch will be a new experience and, hopefully, a
rewarding one. They are presently living on a farm

just outside the city, where Mama Dutes has her
own sewing room and there is far more room for
everyone to work in.
It is possible that more advertising is needed;
however, the financial angle is pressing. At the
beginning of the year they placed an ad in The
Lance which did bring in a small amount of
business, but not what they had really hoped for.
Shortly before Christmas they all spoke on
CKWW'S program "Windsor Speaks". Well over
80% of the people who called in wished them well,
gave them moral support, advice and even donated
a 9 x 12 tent, dishes and cooking utensils. Out of
all the people who called, only three had a bad
word to say. Indeed, that type of a response seems
to indicate that the Commune's desires are well
founded and not considered an indication of a
cop-out mentality.
They have bought a truck and when they leave
they will be taking only the essentials: Their three
small puppies, the sewing machine, some clothes,
and their working materials. Everything else will
either be given away, or hopefully, auctioned off
at the end of June.
They have had some good fortune lately. Sue
Benson of the Drama Department has
commissioned them to make up some boots that
will be worn in the play "A Midsummer's Night
Dream" that the University of Windsor Players will
stage in March.
If there is enough money, and even if there is
not, the Commune will be on its way by July.
More than likely they will try to work until the
next spring. Linda and Patty have considered
working in the bars if possible. "It's interesting
and the money should be fair enough." Keith
thinks he'll probably work on the fishing boats
again, as Dutes says he may also do. Magical
Michael and Ray didn't say what they might do
yet.
The Commune may only last a few years or it
may become permanent. It's longevity is entirely
based • upon those who are involved and their
desires.
·
The Commune farm is a dream many people
think about more and more in these frustrating
times. These young adults have set themselves a
goal they are determined to fulfill. They are sure
that whatever happens here from now until July,
they will be leaving then.

photos by
J.P. Squire

a

THE GROUP ALSO sells their goods at The Room on
Sunday nights, Dutes is on the right in the white
shirt. Ray "The Rounder" Belcourt is on Du tes 'left.

Belcourt may make sociological obseroations of the
Commune. ·

r'". . . . .
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;Engineers are inferior=
===

by Victor Harris
Words alone do not sufficiently express the resentful anger I
feel towards the arrogant French-Canadians.
Words cannot stop the many petrol bombings which have
been inflicted upon innocent non-French citizens of Quebec.
Words will not reconcile Mr. Walter Redel.
Mr. Redel is a high-ranking official from British Columbia.
On Sunday, February 1st, while attending a conference in
Quebec, he was 'arrested' by French-Canadian police on a case
of 'mistaken identity.'
He was badly beaten, stripped of all his clothing, and thrown
in jail for four hours.
As a result of the beating he took, he required stitches ov~r his left eye, and more below his left nostril. In addition, both of
his eyes were badly blackened.
This case w.as reported in the Windsor Star on Thursday, Feb.
5th.
It is about time something was done to prevent recurrences
of this sort of disgusting action.
It is obvious that this is not the first of such 'mistaken
identities.' We, the unknowing public, only heard of this
incident because the inflicted had the authority to protest.
With so many examples of French-Canadian racism, it is
difficult to imagine how anyone accepts their bilingual policy.
For a race to demand that we learn their language they,
surely, must do something to merit such a request. Prejudice
against people of their own country (even if they do speak a
different language), is not exactly a patriotic feeling.
I would like to see the French-Canadian minority accept
their position in Canadian society' and throw out the Separatists
who give them nothing but a bad name.
To bring the matter closer to home, the French-Canadians
operate in a similar fashion to that adopted by the Engineers at
this University.
The Engineers are hypocritical. They criticize their
University counterparts and yet without us lower beings they
would not exist in their present surroundings. They need us just
as the French-Canadians need their provincial counterparts.
No matter how much they holler'n shout, the fact still
remains that they need us more than we need them.
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by Joyce Carol Oates
The Wi"ndsorStar.' not1·ngthat
only 7% of the students at
Windsor voted in a recent
election, commented upon the
ironies of "student apathy" at a
time when students demands are
so strident
·
The "Psych-In" group has
devoted a Week Or two Of
b U t tons ' Pamphlets , and
speakers to stirring up the
energy level on campus-fighting
apathy with $500 given to them
by Student government
·
At the University of Detroit,
17 students protest an army
recrul· ter on campus are arrested
'
and charged with trespassing,
but the larger criticism falls
upon the student body as a
whole-of the several thousand
tud
h d"d
s ents, w Y 1 on1Y 17 care
enough to protest? Why d"d
't
1
·
n
anyone show up to support the
presence of the recruiter?
Everyone is apathetic.
At least, everyone' calls
everyone else apathet1·c F1·erce
·
humanitarians, upset by the
realities of world starvation, are
apt to view "Psych-In" people as
Pathetic a 11 Y a Pathetic,
concerned with stirring up feeble
e n e r g i e s Of Can ad i an
Nationalism at a time when
Internationalism is the only
hope for salvation. Supporters of
the Grape Boycott might look
with disdain upon the actions of
the Women's Liberation Group,
and the Women's Liberation

•

Psych-In tactics denounced
by Brian Kappler
"Mr. President of the Senate,
I have here a list of 412
Communists in the State
Department."
"Mr. President of the
University Senate, I have here a
list of 412 Americans in the
English Department."
The "Psych-In" that's
flopping so miserably here, and
the special reports that brought
House, McCrae, and Reynolds to
their current position of
notoriety, are not very much
different from McCarthyism.
And I don't mean the
McCarthyism of clean, mild,
friendly Eugene McCarthy. I'm
talking about raving, fanatic,
terrorize-your-demons Joe
McCarthy.
The "Americanization" issue
is a phoney one. Sure there are
Americans here. Canada didn't
have any graduate schools of
quality, in sufficient number,
when professor-aged people were
doing grad work. So they had to
go to the States. Does that make
them all George Wallaces?
For example, let's take the
Phys. Ed. professors. By the
loaded House-McCrae-Reynolds
methods, 12 profs there are
Americans, having done
postgraduate work in the U.S.
Here's how cooked up the House
and company figures are-of the
12, I O were born in Canada.
Sure
there
are

I do not agree with what
you say but I will defend to the death your
right to say it.
- Voltaire

American-taught profs here. But
that doesn't mean that they are
evil imperialists. All it means is
that they got the best training
available.
House, McCrae, Reynolds and
their small group of effete snobs
are wrong, obviously.
Why, then, have they gone to
all this trouble to brew up a
phoney issue? Well, it gets them
known. Bill House ran for SAC
vice-president last year, and
came in a poor second. Maybe

he wants to try again. Maybe he
wants-well, who knows? Maybe
they like to see their names in
print.
The three Horsemen of the
Americanization are succeeding
in scaring some faculty
members. Terror tactics, ·threats
of occupations, classroom
disturbances-wow, you too can
raise a lot of dust. You too can
try to screw up a whole big
university. You too can deserve
contempt.

•

oes rwt ex-ist
Group wou1.d look with
disdain-more passionate
disdain-upon the actions of just
about anyone else.
"Apathy" means that you are
not interested in exactly the
same things someone else is
interested in, at the moment. It
is a convenient cliche, a term of
self-righteousness for certain
P eople to hide behind,· it is based
up on a s imp 1e -m in de d
c O n c e Pt i O n
f human
psychology-that man is not
essentially an individual, but a

°

product of a Mass Culture, a
Mass Man himself. If you take
this view, it is upsetting that
only 7% of the student body
voted; if you take my view-that
it is fine that 7% voted and fine
that 93% didn't bother-you are
apt to be a little more tolerant
of the realities of the world.
People are individuals and not
statistics; no one can tabulate
their "apathy" or "interest." My
students are not in a simplistic
condition of "studentism"·, they
are individuals with many
problems of their own, about
which they are certainly not
apathetic.
No one has the right to

CBW disposal deadly
by Nick Hazen
American scientists have
discovered a new virus which
they claim is more deadly and
dangerous than anything on
earth, including nerve gas. Of the
five persons which were tested,
three of the infected died and
the other two are not expected
to live.
Thus another chapter in the
saga of eternal torment. It isn't
enough that men should pollute
the atmosphere with the smog of
the factories, but now they are
working on gasses and viruses in
order to exterminate their
enemies.
The utter insanity of the
whole thing is clearly shown
when the United States
Government announces the
storage of five thousand gallons

Nihilist Spasm Band explained
by Nick Hazen
Winter Weekend, besides
hosting the University of
Western Ontario Mustangs for a
basketball game with the
Lancers, shall also welcome
another group of Londoners, for
the first time.
The People's Liberation Air

Force Band presents in concert
the Nihilist Spasm Band. They
will be playing in the Grotto on
Sunday evening. Tickets are
$1.00. It is indeed, worth the
money. I once saw them play in
Stratford, and I guarantee you
will be surprised. The band has
also cut an album on Arc

Psych-In claims false
Comment by T. Symonds
The third stated aim of the
psych-in is "the reversal of the
de-Canadianization of this
university". (Lance, Feb. 6,
1970)
I maintain that this ostensible
claim is nothing more than a
euphemism and that the
psych-in is simply a regeneration
of the only known Canadian
nationalism, anti-Americanism.
This in turn reflects the
somewhat paranoid attempt of a
few radicals to seek some form
of mythological or metaphysical
Canadian self-identity.
One needs to call to mind the
words of Leonard Cohen to
e v a 1u ate what is really
happening: "You've turned
Canada into a vast analyst's
couch from which we dream and

redream nightmares of identity
and all your solutions are as dull
as psychiatry."
Anyone doubting these
claims need only reflect back to
the Psych-in at the center
cafeteria last Thursday when
slogans such as "Goddam
Americans", and "shit on
Americans" were shouted over
an improvised PA system.

criticize a group for being
apathetic. The group does not
exist. Only the individual exists.
Walking across campus, you have
not the right to glance at any
individual and assume you know
this person's capabilities or
secrets-people are ultimately
mysterious-they can't be
figured in statistics. The most
brutal experiences are those of
love and death. When they
happen to you, and they will
happen in spite of your attempts
to hide from them, nothing else
will matter. Nothing else can
matter. Angry supporters of
anti-Mafia legislation,
anti-abortion legislation,
pro-abortion legislation, anti- or
pro- Americanization on
campus, anti- or pro- anything at
all will call you apathetic,
because you are humanly and
privately concerned with the
greater issues of life. Ignore
them. It is they and not you
who don't really exist. Let them
raise their own energy level to
feverish heights-fine-excellent
-but let them do their crusading
with respect for the dignity of
other human beings.

records.
The band originated in the
York Hotel in London, Ontario
and they play there regularly.
They dislike loud noises in all
forms. They also play
periodically in Stratford at the
Black Swan in KitchenerWaterloo, Hamilton and Toronto
the Good.
The band designed their own
instruments which include a
Gutbucket, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and
4th kazoos, a special
combination violin-cello, and
various other electric and
manual kazoos and slide
whistles, etc. They also have a
brass section.
The group consists of
anywhere from seven to fifteen
persons the leader being the
president of the Nihilist Party of
Canada. Don't miss it!

of deadly nerve gas at the end of
a runway at Denver Airport in
Colorado.
It is shown when the United
States Army tries to ship a
trainload of mustard gas in
rotting canisters from Chicago to
New York, by way of Windsor
and Southwestern OntariQ
knowing full well that if
anything went wrong countless
thousands would be killed and
the United States would quickly
lose a (friendly?) neighbour.
H is shown when the Army
tests nerve gas on 6400 sheep
near Dugway, Utah. It worked.
It also barely missed a heavily
travelled superhighway.
It is seen when the United
States Government tries to bury
the stuff in the ocean. Of course
they didn't think of a rusting
canister, a ship's anchor dropped
in the zone in which the gas is
located, or an earthquake
perhaps?
When Nixon gets up on his
campaign platform and tries to
tell the people that he wants to
make life better for them, you
are a blind fool if you believe
him. He's in it for the money,
just like Westmoreland, Laird,
and the rest. They don't care if
you rot to death, as long as you
pay your taxes.
The next federal election is
scheduled for 1972. Canadian
and American. Now is the time
to start seriously thinking about
who you want to rwi your part
of the world. If the decision is
withheld any longer, there may
not be a world by the l 980's.
Remember that a.horse won't
take you for a ride unless you
jump on his back. Nixon is
different in the sense that if you
don't jump on his back he will
take you for a ride. And he has.
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(dedicated to dave reid)

STANDING THERE

As I stood there watching
the truth struck hard
people everywhere
watching crimes
didn't want to get involved

if at some time
you see me stoned
don't hassle me about. it
it won't last:
it'll go away
an i'II be you again,
which is pretty repulsive
if you rip off your face
an take a good look at it.

Dave Reid
The girl in the alley
screaming for help
people stared in d~sgust
but didn't want to get involved
The boy robbed the man
who lay moaning in the street
11
help me, help me" he said
the people looked on
didn't want to get involved
This is today
think about tomorrow
people never talking
they don't want to get involved
As I stood there watching
the truth struck hard
I was writing a poem
Is that being involved?

Nikki Lorenz

Leaves turn from buds
to pale green
green-dark
golden yellow
auburn-red
and brown
No regret
For they lived happily day by day
SOLITARY

and so should we.

Maureen Fleet

especially

ALONE

As I walk along the street at night
With no one by my side,
An ocean almost covers me
It feels that way inside.
No one seems to greet me
And smile my special smile,
I knew one once, she was a friend,
But none for quite a while.
I need someone like others do
To help me find my way,
To make the cold to melt into
A sunny summer day.
There's no one here to talk to,
Or hold a hand with me,
To look into my face and say,
"I love you, don , t you see.?"

When
I
lived in your coun
I can honestly Sc.
I enjoyed

THE SEA

Pulsating mucous flowing green and yellow
Throwing kisses to the vain rocks,
.
Red Flowers tossed on white shee~ of hail
Old people gripped by the nail,
Deep in the crypt of breathless space
Grey steel rocks hold them close.
Lonely cold green leviathan;
I call this the sea.

when I cou Id look
over the lake throu
trees and,
smile,
cause I kn
be here long.
And the memories
I would take with
would be things tha
you would

John Fitz Gibbon

if,

~

I asked you to de~

it would be like,
if,
I lived in your coun

David Perkins
Barbara

Be my Lady
And I'll make music for you.
So loud and heavy that you will he
It's weight pressing down and holdi
So light that it will swirl in your th
And carry them to me.
Be my Lady
And I will walk for you.
As strong as I know how, unafraid o
That I am well for the return, and ea
Moments which embrace our first
Accounts of things not too importa
Be my Lady
And I will call for you.
Above the wonder that greets m wa
Pull me, carelessly stepping, this way
Above the dark velvet late, which see
The faint taste of my accomplishm

Be my Lady
And I wi II fear.
That a day would be so full, or thou
Music would lose it's heartbeat, the
Call die in a moment when my self t
Stupid pride has painted.

G.
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THE MYTH OF MANANNAN
DADDY, SUGAR

AFTER JOYS

daddy, sugar,
tell me a story
gimme a dime
buy me a dolly.
daddy, sugar,
carry my books
take me riding
get me a soda.
daddy, sugar,
i wanna sit
up on your lap
and kiss your neck.
SUGAR DADDY!
I WANT AJAG!
AND A DIAMOND RING!
AND A BLACK MINK COAT!
NOWIII

Between the phantasy
and the flame,
Under the aura
of mythical moons,
A sea son of the waves
flashing out of the foam,
Fish finned and
two legged upright
With fist shaking,
he banishes the stars
And the constellations dissolve
their frozen gods.

Michael Muldoon

by Lynda Zam
out of my window
ugh the shining

new I wouldn't
that,
me
at,
d never tell me,

ribe what

ntry.

ever meet a train?
impatient people sit in an over-crowded ~oom
breathing stale air from too much breathing
hardly a sound.
the children
(there usually are children)
run up and down the platform
screaming against their parents' warnings.
the fat woman adjusts her bra strap.
the college grad hikes up his pants.
the young girls primp in johns
.
waiting for returning husbands and boyfrtends.
a whistle -

a bell COURT

People fighting endlessly
Come the dawn and come the dusk,
Lovers loving; needlessly
Hide the sun and kill the rust.
But sometimes comes a person lonely
Seeking truth and wisdom only,
And sometimes comes a person lonely
Seeking love and kindness only.
And never thinking before and after
That I've been chump's headmaster.

ON MEETING TRAINS

at the court he was
charged with suicide
but was found innocentthey had the wrong man.
an he spent his remaining days
in a shack in the railyard
fighting off the rats.
but he remembered the courts
an the wrong man
an what if he weren't the wrong man
an was found guilty
would they kill him
or let him carry out his own sentence?
an he wondered if he weren't
better off in the city
in an office
fighting off the rats.

and with the roar of a large diesel
everyone runs and shoves to get to the platform
like cows that see an open gate
leading to the other side of the fence.
no differertt from the zoo now, monkeys behind windows
imitate the WiNes of their voyeurs.
more cattle rush into the corral:
"Watch your hoof."
lovers, sons and daughters,
aunts, uncles, friends,
rdatives, pets, lampshades,
and more children.
a ten minute carnivalscreams, tears and laughter fill the gap.
funday at the zoothe cages are open.
someone let all the animals out.

R. J. Kalop
Barry Dame

Dave Reid

nothing but me, and

mg your mind for me;
oughts and free them

f walking too far, knowing
ger for those too-brief
ile and touch and hastily-spoken

akin · above the voices which
y an that (not caring who I am);

ks to send me to sleep with only
ts.

ght so empty that the
walking steps falter or the
ouches a veneer that
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SHENANDOAH
Mushrooms grow very rapidly. They seeming]y spring up
overnight. Their spores are carried every which way by the wind.
It's funny how many people are fooled into eating
poisonous mushrooms. None is so poisonous however, as the atomic
variety; and their spores ...
"Hey Roger, do you think there's anybody left out there?
Huh?" Luke rubbed his face and chin with the backside of his
hand. This was his way of being philosophic. Others took off their
glasses or corrected their postures as a prologue. Utke just rubbed
his chin.
Luke had asked this question many times before and each time
Roger told him to go Outside and see for himself. Of course Luke
wouldn't open the door, that grey roundness with one of those
steering wheel handles, which was a radioactive-proof hatchway
opening to the Outside. The radioactivity would come in, knew
Luke, if he opened the door. Roger had told him that and it made
Luke afraid to even think of the Outside in terms of having to go
through the door to get there.
The Surface, its tall buildings and coffee houses made Luke very
lonely. He rubbed his chin again and pictured the buildings all in a
heap with a fiftyfoot statue of Booker T. Washington standing
surrounded by broken bricks and marble. He saw Shenandoah, his
dog, sniffing through the remains of the little shanty that had once
been their home - man and beast- and now was rubble. Shenandoah
was dead thought Luke, and he was sorry for thinking it. But he
knew if was better that way.
The silence was deafening in the little cubicle the two of them
called home. Roger hardly ever spoke. He rarely even answered
Luke's questions. That was the worst thing. He sort of felt that
Roger had something against him. On the first day Roger had
figured out how long the two of them could live underground could live without having to open the door. He came up with
eleven days and five were left. Since then he felt he was a burden, a
cross for Roger to bear - an eleven day cross. Roger's silence didn't
help either. All he did was sit and play solitaire.

"Roger, I'm going out tomorrow if it's OK with you."
.. Listen Luke, you can't open the door. We've got enough food
for five more days. It'll be a lot safer five days from now so let's
stick it out. We're half through it already so let's not leave until we
have to.
Luke said nothing for a long time. He went to his cot and sat on
the edge of the mattress. The naked light bulb, which hung above,
cast a rough shadow of Luke's head on the pitted cement floor
between his feet. He wanted to see Shenandoah; he wanted to see
if his shanty was still standing and if his dog had waited for him.
He was not really sure.
"Does radioactivity hurt dogs Roger?"
Roger didn't answer and Luke knew what the silence meant.
Shenandoah was dead and the shack was gone. His eyes became
shiny and he swung his legs up on the cot and rolled over to face
the wall. His chest was tight from holding back the sobs he didn't
want Roger to hear.
He lay there for an hour before he reached into his pants pocket
and pulled out a little vacuum sealed packet. He swallowed all
three cyanide tablets and closed his eyes. He remembered the time
he was seated on a crowded bus and a tall man in a light grey
trenchcoat looked down on him. Forgetting that was impossible.
Roger could see Luke breathing very softly and decided to do it
then. He crept over to his bed and listened. Only the floating
breaths of a sleeping man. He sprung his switchblade and stabbed
Luke once. The knife stuck in as he hoisted Luke into his arms and
flung him over his left shoulder. He climbed the three rung ladder •
and opened the grey roundness and threw the Negro's body out
into the devastated earth. Quickly he slammed the door and spun
the wheel.
Outside, Shenandoah sniffed and whinned over that black body
that was Luke and her Master.
Roger now had ten days to play solitaire.
By Myno Duesp

SIC approves $'120
Psych-In expense
,-,

_

Student Council narrowly
approved an expenditure of
$420 for the "Psych-In"
Monday, after Internal Affairs
Commissioner Ray Marentette
urged SAC to impeach him if
they opposed the action.
Marentette, whose
commission is responsible for
educational matters, had initially
allocated $520 for the group
running the Psych-in, from his
discretionary budget for
"educational seminars".
Commerce Rep. Richard
Peddie and Arts Rep. Brian
Kappler introduced a motion to
delete the expense. Marentette
claimed that his right to allocate
the money was not subject to
Council disapproval
Kappler and SAC
Vice-President Wayne Yared
both noted to the meeting that
there are examples of executive
members being over-ruled, and

that such an action is in no way
a vote of confidence.
The money is to be spent on
buttons, flyers, the printing of
"special reports", and
transportation of speakers.
The vote on the motion was
seven in favour, nine opposed.
Some council members
opposed the allocation, claiming
the existence of conflict of
interest because Marentette is
himself a member of the
Windsor Committee on
DeCanadianization, to which the
money was voted. Marentette
pointed out that he joined the
group only after he approved
their request for funds.

Winter Weekend, which starts
at noon today, will include a
concert.
SAC officials Wednesday
changed earlier plans to skip a
concert for financial reasons,
and signed "Lighthouse" and
London, Ontario's "Nihilist
Spasm Band".
The concert, set for Sunday
night, will cost 99 cents
admission.
After losing about a thousand
dollars on last week's "Three
Dog Night" concert, SAC
decided that a concert for this
weekend would be impossible,
for money reasons.
SAC members found that an
error in booking procedure
would have damaged Council's
rating within the entertainment
industry if a concert did not
take place.
For this reason, and because
SAC was able to get a good price

for blockade

(two thousand dollars for
Lighthouse and two hundred
fifty for the Nihilist Spasm
Band) the concert was
scheduled.
Two complete shows will be
presented, starting at 8:00 and
11: 00 P.M. The concert will be
held in St. Denis Hall.
The weekend schedule
includes: a cow-milking contest
today at noon in the Mall, a jam
session in the informal lounge
from 2:00 to 5:00 P.M., an all
night dance marathon starting at
9:00 tonight in the University
Centre, and a simultaneous
folk-singing festival in the
Informal lounge.
Saturday's schedule: an
all-day scavenger hunt, a
basketball game between the
Lancers and the University of
Western Ontario Mustangs, and a
dance after the game. Also
scheduled is an all night

"horrorama" of vampire movies,
dracula movies, and so on.
Sunday, the Autosport Club
will hold a rally.
The concert begins at 8:00
P.M. Tickets are available in the
Student Council office on the

More than ten thousand
Windsor citizens are expected to
attend the third annual
University Open House March 8.
A series of prizes for the best
displays will be awarded,
organizers said, to cre~te a sense
of competition to improve the
event. Requests for space for a
display should be submitted by
next Monday to the SAC office.
The displays will be divided
in to three categories: Arts,
Science including Physical

Education, Clubs, and
Residences. The win'ners of the
competitions will be announced
at a meeting of the joint
administration-SAC Open
House committee Monday,
March 9.
Tours of the University will
be conducted in French and
Italian as well as English, student
organizer Brian Ducharme said
Wednesday.
Ducharme explained the tone
of the Open House: "The whole
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Birs--and PIECES.iii
by Tony Keller
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-Dramatic Film Society Production: "Cool Hand Luke", 7:15
and 9:15 P.M.
-Cabaret Pub: 8:30 P.M. in the Grotto
-Winter Weekend Opens: All night Dance Contest, Folk
singing, etc.
-CUSO Information Meeting: Rooms 5-8 in the Student
Centre at 3:30 P.M.
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-Christian Fellowship: Faculty Alumni Dining Room, 4:30 ::::::
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-Winter Weekend: Basketball game vs. Western Ontario
followed by all night Horrorama in Ambassador Auditorium
-Meeting of Argy Guard Snowman Committee: in Maidstone,
weather permitting

Profs deny raise
from the Canadian Press
Professors at Ontario
Universities will not seek
mid-term salary increases. They
will also reduce salary demands
for 1971.
The decision was announced
in Toronto Tuesday by Charles
Hanly, Executive Vice-Chairman
of the Ontario Confederation of
Faculty Associations. The
Confederation represents about
90 per cent of the faculty
members at the province's 15

affair is geared to the student
this year, and less to V.I.P.s." He
invited all students and their
families to the event.
The main attractions,
Ducharme predicted, will be the
University's Glass Blower, and
German dancers. Both will be
presented by the German club.
Also, the Essex Hall Computer
Centre will feature a teletype
hookup with Wayne State
University and the University
Band will perform.

government-financed
universities, including Windsor.
Hanly pointed out that profs
at Ottawa U., York U., and the
University of Western Ontario,
got mid-term increases of from
four to eight per cent.
For 1971, Hanly said,
professors agreed to reduce
salary demands by 15 per cent.
They had sought 20 per cent
increases and other benefits.
Alex Gnyp, Faculty
Association President here, had
little comment. "It's the first
l 've heard of it", he said. He
indicated that he would look
into the matter.
Gnyp said that faculty pay
scales here now offer lecturers
between $9 ,OOO and $12,000;
Assistant profs. $11,200 to
$15,500; Assoc1ate Professors
$14,900 to $19,000; and full
professors a minimum of
$18,200 yearly.
"You have to remember that
at an emerging University like
this one, there are few full
Professors," he pointed out.
Gnyp is an Associate
professor of Chemical
Engineering.

New head not accepted
TORONTO (CP)-Political
economy students at the
University of Toronto Tuesday
rejected the appointment of
their new department head,
Prof. Stefan Dupre.
The course's student union,

representing 4,000 students, said
the appointment was "null and
void because students were not
consulted."
The union will meet again in
two weeks to decide further
action.

CABARET!
EVERY FRIDAY IN THE GROTTO
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INTIMATE ATMOSPHERE
BY CANDLE LIGHT.

ffl

FOLK,CONTEMPORARYSONGS&
DANCING TO SOFT, MELLOW
MUSIC.
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SUNDAY, FEBRUARY IS
::=:: -Crisis in the County Conference: All day in the Student ~::::
:::::
Centre. Featuring Darcy McKeough
::~::
=:::: -The Room: same as always, a good way to get a head.
:~::
·.=~:: -Nihilist Spasm Band: 8:00 P.M. in the Grotto

..

second floor of the University
Centre, and at the door Sunday
night starting at 6:30 P.M.
The Sunday concert will be
the last one of the academic
year, SAC officials said.

•

Open House set for March 8

if

Owen Ball

rumours that KKK members were under the
dirty sheets. Nor is it true that the three are
grey-green blorgs.
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Lighthouse scheduled for Weekend

Judge fines
two $SO each
Two students here were fined
fifty dollars each Wednesday for
obstructing police during an Oct.
1 , 1 9 6 9 blockade of the
Ambassador Bridge.
About 700 University
students took part in Windsor's
section of the nation-wide
border blockade, which was
designed to protest against
.,.. American government plans to
detonate an underground atomic
blast in the Aleutian Islands.
(The Americans exploded the
bomb on schedule. There were
no unusual effects from the
blast.)
Provincial Court Judge John
Wheelton, a former mayor of
Windsor, fined Mark Nugent and
Lance Columnist Owen Ball fifty
dollars each. A third student,
Mark Jarvis, was acquitted on
charges of disturbing the peace
by swearing.
Randall St. Pierre, the fourth
student arrested Oct. 1, failed to
appear in court Wednesday. A
warrant has been issued for his
arrest.
The blockade included
demonstrations at border points
from the Maritimes to British
Columbia. There were no arrests
except in Windsor.

MYSTERIOUS HOODED WIERDOS were
marching around all week as part of the
continuing "Psych-In". Most students called
them psycho, ignored them. Organizers denied

t:~::
~·.
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HOPEFUll YTO-NITE
- SILENT MOVJES

10-NITE

McKeough
to speak
.
on regional gov't

DESERTED CAFETERIA SHOWS that few
students take advantage of a la carte meal seroice.
Formerly for resident students, the main
University Centre cafeteria is now used as a
coffee-shop and restaurant for commuting

Classified ·
IF IS COMING MARCH 3.

***
Slack Week Is Coming. Fly to
San Francisco and back for only
$150.00 (standby). Ski in
Alberta for $102.00. Live it up
in Montreal for $44.00 return
standby. Choose your area.
Contact John Birchall. your CP
Air Representative on Monday
at 253-8763 (even 252-4326) for
information and tickets.

students. · Residents eat in newly-opened Vanier
Hall. If you don't want to eat a la carte in the
centre, the Centre Desk will sell you a meal ticket
for all you can eat in Vanier.
-Lance pie by R. J. Kirkland

For day students

Cafeteria offers meals
by Jayne Egan
Lance News Staff
The University Centre's main
floor cafeteria has been offering
three "a la carte" meals daily,
Beaver Foods manager here Carl
Schwarz pointed out Monday.
He explained that he wanted
students to know about the
service because "300 students
have withdrawn their food
contracts since September." The
long term contracts offer a
slightly lower rate per meal than
a la carte service, but students
can still get full course meals
here.
The schedule and prices:

Breakfast, 8:00 A.M. to 9:30
A.M., about 75 cents; lunch,
11 :30 A.M. to 1 :30 P.M., about
a dollar and a quarter, and
dinner from 4:30 P.M. to 6:30
P.M., about a buck and a
quarter, plus a beverage.
Reactions to the program
have been varied. Many students
like the plan, but some wish for
lower prices and better quality, a
rough survey showed.
But kitchen staff here are the
highest paid such workers in
Ontario, and among the highest
paid in Canada, Schwarz said,
and so prices are slightly higher
than elsewhere.

For

Admission to this weekend's
two day conference on regional
government is free, organizers
pointed out this week. "There's
an unfortunate story going
a round that there is a
registration charge for students.
That's not correct", Chairman
Trevor Price , a Political Science
professor here, said Tuesday.
The two-day conference,
organized by students and
faculty members from Political
Science and Geography, will
study the impact of the Ontario
government's regional
government plan on this area.
Municipal Affairs Minister
D' Arey McKeough will attend,
as will former Detroit mayor
Jerome Cavanaugh and regional
government experts from the
Ottawa area and the Niagara
peninsula.
Also to attend the University
Centre meeting are a number of
town, city, provincial, and
fetleral elected representatives.
Students will have to pay for
meals eaten at the conference,

Price said, but there are no other
charges.
The meeting begins
tomorrow.

Father Murphy
will recruit
here today
Basilian Priest Paul Murphy, a
part-time professor at the
University of Toronto, will
speak here today at noon on the
"Christian Movement for Peace
(CMFP)."
He will explain the purposes
of the CMFP, a group which
provides aid to people in
depressed areas of both Eastern
and Western Europe.
Murphy, who recently
re turned from Germany, is
trying to expand the program.
He will seek student volunteers
for summer jobs in Europe with
CMFP.

To pick Cuban sugar

Students leave U.S.
by Dave Blaikie
SAINT JOHN N.B. (CP)
-The first members of a goup of
500 U.S. young people arrived
here today as a freighter docked
which is to take them to Cuba
where they will work in the
sugar cane harvest.
The group arrived from
Boston by chartered bus after
receiving swift clearance for

Valentine's

Students get

Day:

discount for
Royal Ballet
Students can get a discount
on tickets to the National
Ballet's Feb. 17 performance in
Windsor, by buying tickets
through Student Council.
A 20 per cent discount is
available on tickets purchased at
the University Centre Desk
before Monday night. The
performance is Tuesday.
The all-Canadian company
will do "Swan Lake". Ticket
prices through the Centre desk,
range from two dollars to four
and a half dollars.

entry to Canada by customs and
immigration officials at St.
Stephen, N.B.
High spirits, but an open
suspicion for reporters, prevailed
among members of the group as
they left the buses and milled
around a pier on the west side of
the harbor.
The freighter, the
Cuban-registered Luis Arcos
Bergnes, was carrying another
group of 216 U.S. students who
were returning from Cuba after
harvesting sugar cane. They were
to disembark and leave for their
homes aboard the same buses
which brought the other group
here.
The vessel had been
scheduled to dock here
Wednesday but was delayed by
heavy ~as which caused sea
sickness among many of its
youthful passengers.
.
The group en route to Cuba
called themselves members of
the vanceremos brigade-Spanish
for ''we shall win" - which was
organized in the U.S. last year to
recruit volunteers to help with
what is reported to be a
10,000,000-ton sugar cane crop
in Cuba.

Protest at Lalcehead U.
THUNDER BAY, Ont. (CP)
- A group of students at
Lakehead University Wednesday
boycotted sociology and
anthropology classes to protest
the university's decision not to
renew the contract of an
associate professor.

When
a body

has a body
who is somebody,
H.,.', a body gift from

KANER'S
361 OualletllAve.

Shop Fridays to 9 P.M.

AIIO Gmway (Wooloo) Plaza StaN.

Students and Arthur Wignan
Wightman, associate professor of
sociology, said they never have
been told the exact reason
behind the university's decision.
Wightman's contract expired
at the end of January.
University President William
Tamblyn, denying allegations
that Mr. Wightman was let go
because of his political views,
said the associate professor had
been told the reasons.
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''INSERT DIGIT A IN LENS B, and really mess up the camera, "
Mike Elliot (r) tells Fred Marchal (1), while Phil McAiney stares
inanely. Filmsoc types and their friends want better cameras for
better flicks.
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Camera hoped for
c
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Campus security tightened
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The Film Society will seek a
Student Council grant to buy
film equipment, President Dan
Conley announced last week.
Details have not been
announced.
At a Thursday Filmsoc
meeting, Conley indicated that
the group will try to increase its
activities in film-making. So far,
the group has concentrated
mainly on film showings.
"We have entertained, and
educated, but our third purpose
is artistic expression in the film
medium," Conley said.
So far only one film has been
made, a documentary on the
present "Psych-In", paid for in
part by a Student Council grant.

SAC will get a copy of the film
when it is completed.
The club plans two series of
films for the 1970-71 school
year. The financially successful
commercial films series of this
year will be continued, and
"International '70", will offer
art films featuring Italian and
French directors.
Profits from the club's
operations this year, officials
said, have been used to buy a
popcorn machine, a projector,
and a 30 foot by 12 foot movie
screen.
The club's main objective is
"to continue to provide good
films at good prices", Conley
concluded.

Brought by nurses

Hypnotist coining
Audience volunteers will be hypnotized, literally, at a Nursing
Society lecture Thursday.
Ken W. Lemmon, a Wayne State University professor and expert
on hypnosis, will discuss the medical aspects of hypnosis and seek
to entrance volunteers. "The discussion will be medically
oriented", Nursing Society President Heather McLellan explained
Wednesday. "He's not a quack".
The lecture and demonstration are scheduled for the formal
lounge of the University Centre, at 7:00 P.M. next Thursday,
February 19.
The lecture will be the first of a three part series of Nursing
Society guest speakers.
Miss McLellan also said Wednesday that 19 Nursing students and
Nursing prof. Mrs. Jean Echlin will attend a conference at
Montreal's McGill University this weekend on Nursing education.
The conference will bring together students from Ontario, Quebec,
and the Maritime provinces.

Room to hold bash
Operators of the Room are planning a "happening" for Sunday,
March 22, to be held in the Ambassador Auditorium.
The activities will begin at noon, and will continue for about 13
hours.
Cy Paquette, manager of the Room, said that he has 27 singing
acts lined up for the day. Most of these are of the 'folk' variety.
Movies will be shown and a contest of some kind will be held, to
please those who don't enjoy folk music and wish to attend, he
said.
The possibility of a Lance vs. Room basketball game is being
contemplated, but the location is a hazard, Paquette said.
The "happening" is to be an extension of the Room, and "every
penny realized from it belongs to the Room," said Paquette.
The probable cost will be $1.50. Paquette said that he wanted
"to prove to SAC that we don't lose $1000 when we arrange
something.''
One of the movies that Paquette said was available was the
original "King Kong" film. He hopes to be able to get other silent
movies for the occasion.

CEDRIC SMITH and RICHARD KEELAN

by Vic Harris
Lance News Staff
Extra security measures are
being taken for the protection of
resident students.
The action followed a recent
Laurier Hall Residence Council
decision that precautions were
necessary.
Special door bells are to be
mounted at each entrance to
Lauri er, to inform officials that
a door has been opened. Campus
security policemen will carry
transistorized radios to summon
them on short notice to any
trouble spot; and additional
floodlighting will be provided
around the "annex" to Electa
Hall ( the section nearer the
Detroit River).
Notices have been posted in
Laurier to inform the female
residents of the changes.
The action, and the
Residence Council request,

Michel Brunet
to speak on
F. - C. politics
Professor Michel Brunet of
the Universite de Montreal will
speak here Thursday on French
Canadian politics.
His topic will be "French
Canadian Political Articulation
from LJ. Papineau to Rene
Levesque.
Brunet is a History professor
at Montreal. His appearance here
is sponsored by the Political
Science Department.
He will speak at 3:00 P.M.
Thursday in the Assumption
( formal) Lounge of the
University Centre. Admission is
free and all students are invited,
Political Science officials said.

followed a senes of incidents
which made some resident
women uneasy .
Mrs. Barbara (Bobby) Taylor,
director of Women's Residence,
said that isolated incidents of

trouble in and around Laurier
had been reported through the
school year. But she denied
recent rumours of attempted
rapes on campus.

Students prefer
co-ed residences
Resident students are in
favour of co-educational
residences and 24-hour
opposite-sex visits, a recent
survey shows.
The Inter-Residence Council
this week released the results of
a November survey of resident
students in Electa, Laurier,
Macdonald, Huron, and Cody
Halls. There were 723
respondents.
The results:
"Co-ed residence is a good
thing": 67 per cent yes, 20 per
cent no, 13 per cent no opinion.
"I would like to see a co-ed
residence here'': same figures as
above.
"A co-ed residence would
degrade the name of the
University as seen by the
public": 44 per cent yes, 36 per
cent no, 20 per cent no opinion.
"Do you prefer 24-hour
visitation on weekends to a
residence housing both males

frJ

and females?": 44 per cent yes,
39 per cent no, 17 per cent no
opinion.
"Would you move into a
co-ed residence now if it were
available on campus?": 58 per
cent yes, 24 per cent no, 18 per
cent indifferent.
University President J.F.
Leddy vetoed a resident student
plan for 24-hour opposite-sex
room visits on weekends, . in a
statement issued last October
23.
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more leditors more· leditors
Windsor stude11ts
don't k11ow enough
al>out good music
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Being a musician myself, I
would like to fully support Ray
Bower Jr. . on his stand
concerning the absence of
musical appreciation on the part
of students on this campus. Why
is it that the students are chronic
whiners? When they get a lousy
group they whine; they do
likewise when a good group
comes here.
The simple fact is, Ray, that
none of them know anything
about music.
Gordon Gilmour

Shepherd's Pye?
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Bill Pye merits a hearty slap
on the back for a job well done;
his Liberal Club 'Hair - trip' of
last weekend (Feb. 7 and 8) was
a roaring success (euphemistica 11 y speaking)-his adept
shepherding of some 300 odd
ewes and straining rams from the
hamlet-like confines of Windsor
to the open pastures of Toronto
(and back again!) is deserving of
much kudos and little envy.
Thanks Bill for your effort
and courage.
P.A. Monger

Three -Dog Night
co i, cert criticized
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
With regard to the letter of
Tom Introcaso on February 6th
concerning the Three Dog Night
Concert, I have only these few
points to make.
In the first place, I agree that
if high school students will help
us make a profit, why not admit
them? However, I disagree with
everything else that was
mentioned. It isn't a matter of
not being able to depend on
"these apathetic s~alled
intellectuals." On the contrary, I
feel that these people are truly
intellectuals.
Most people who come to
University come for the
education. They don't come
equipped with a bundle of
money to throw away on every
concert that S.A.C. puts on. As
far as I'm concerned, when •
you're not earning money, $4.00
is too much to spend on any
group. Besides, why should you
spend it, when you can almost
go to the Top Hat for less?
Except for the concert itself, I
haven't heard one good
comment about the organization
of this concert. The cost could
have been kept down. If seats
had been supplied, it would have
prevented any burning of the
tarp.
These are a few items in
passing, but I would like to get

one thing straight. I heard
reports that St. Denis Hall was
packed and that four hundred
people had to be turned away.
Still, there was approximately a
$ 1OOO loss. What kind of

planning is it when, with a full
audience, S.A.C. still doesn't
stand a chance of making a
profit?
"Lazy college bastards?" I
doubt it! This kind of planning

doesn't deserve support!
Phil Ochs.
Ed. Note: As is explained
elsewhere on the leditors pages,
Introcaso did not write the
letter.

J. Gunning replies to R. Sale
by John Gunning
Mr. Rhys M. Sale has, in his
best invective style, attempted
rather childishly to malign the
intentions of myself and Mr.
Hall and our criticism of his
untimely resignation from
several posts in the union.
Let me begin by saying that if
Mr. Sale had had the common
sense and simple civility to come
to those of us most affected by
his resignation and explain the
necessity for it, as he has now
done in the public press, all the
subsequent unpleasantness
would have been avoided.
Instead he chose to exit in a
flurry of secretive dramatics
which left all of us appalled and
annoyed.
So far as the name used under
my letter is concerned, Mr. Sale
knows perfectly well that many

of !}le letters appearing in The
Lance are over pseudonyms.
There is nothing sinister or
malicious in such usage; indeed
Mr. Sale has had articles appear
over pseudonyms himself.
As to my candidacy, news of
which was improperly released
to Mr. Sale, I did not decide to
run until after that letter was
written. Indeed, my decision was
to a significant measure
influenced by the possibility of
Mr. Sale, as he then was, a
candidate. Rhys's suggestion is
understandable but quite
unfounded.
Finally, and I have said
'finally' many times ·to this, the
remark about 'pedantic remarks
of the public' has for some time
been unfairly and wrongly
attributed to me. Having been in
student government for three

years and having fought an often
frustrating .battle with
committees, administrators, city
bureaucrats and the Government
on behalf of those who elect me,
I would be the last person to
belittle what they have to say.
The remark that Rhys quotes
is, as he should know, a
deliberate twisting of a comment
made in debate almost two years
ago, distorted by the then-staff
of The Lance with whom both
Rhys and I had often clashed. I
never said it and I have never
and will never believe it.
If, as now appears to be the
case, Rhys has been forced to
slacken his pace and withdraw
from the presidential race for
reasons of ill-health, I am sure I
am joined by .all of the students
in wishing him a speedy recovery
and the best of luck.
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SATURDAY 12:30
(HALF PAST MIDNITE)
-ALL NITE

Features:

. SCAVENGER

HUNT
-TOTALLY DIFFERENT!
-SUNDAY, ALL DAY
-BRING THINGS TO MALL

To-day - Noon: Surprise Contest in Mall
2:00 p.m.: Jam Session in Assumption Lounge
8:00 p.m.: Cabaret in Grotto
9:00 p.m.: Marathon all night dance
Saturday - all day - snow sculpturing
all day - scavenger hunt
8:00 p.m. - 8-Ball game
9:00 p.m. - Valentine's Dance in
Ambassador Auditorium to Friit of Loom
12:30 a.m. - Horrorama to dawn
Sunday
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- After effects
- 8 P.M. Lighthouse in Concert (99c)
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Highest score of season

Lancers avenge York loss
by Eric ''The Poet" Atkinson

Lance Sports Staff
St. Denis Hall. O.K., O.K.!
In their best offensive effort
of the season, the home
University of Windsor Lancers
"socked it to" the visiting cagers
of York University 95-79 in a
Wfdnesday night contest.
It was a sweet victory for
Coach Paul Thomas and his
hoopsters, revenging an earlier 7
point setback at the hands of
these same "Yoemen" and
hope fu 11 y ~ keeping the
momentum in the Windsor
c a m p . They fa c e the
le ague-leading University of
Western Ontario Mustangs in a
most important league
encounter Saturday night at St.
Denis.
For the second consecutive
game, the Windsor mentor has
opened on a somewhat
surprising note. Against Toronto
last Saturday, Thomas started
rookie Jim Macfarlane and
guard Mike Crowe instead of
regulars Tino Lenti and Ed
Lanktree. Wednesday, Thomas
still went with MacFarlane, who
has really come into his own in
the last couple of contests, but
he replaced Crowe, and for the
first time of the season, hustling
Guy Delaire found himself
opposite Sante Salvador in the
guard position.
The strategy definitely
worked as the Lancers came out
running and soared to a 1C>-0
1ead with but three minutes gone
after the opening whistle!
Delaire has got to be out
there to get the team moving.

This he accomplishes with an
excitement that gets. everyone in
the tradition-steeped hall roaring
with approval. Those first three
minutes set the tempo for the
remaining 37-a tempo that has
often eluded Lancers in many of
their previous games.
Run they did in that first
half; so much so that York was
forced from their opening
man-to-man defence to a 3-2
m·

defensive zone, only to have it
opened up from the centre as
Tino Lenti got hot and started
dropping them from the vacant
centre position.
From the 3-2, Yoemen

minutes remaining, followed, in
the last minute, by Guy Delaire.
They nearly had lots of
company with Lenti and
Wydrzynski garnering four
apiece and numerous others
taking three. Naturally, the type
of running game the Lancers
endeavour to play will lead to
fouls, but these can hurt when
they're picked up early in the
game and the players are forced
to slacken off to prevent a fifth.
Supposedly we must take the
good with the bad and hope the
bench can continue to come in
and perform the way it has in
Lancers last two encounters.
(Lenti has come off the bench to
lead Windsor scorers against
Toronto and now York-not bad
bench strength, eh?).
So now it's Western. Lancers
have two things going for
them-a) they'll be the
under-dogs, and b) they're on
home-court. Granted, Lancers
have played anything but top
flight ball on homecourt this
season, but Wednesday their
whole attitude seems to have
changed. Doing their own thing
you might say. Playing their own
game.
Predictions? Any made earlier
this year have backfired right in
our faces, so we'll predict a
Lancer loss Saturday night. If
that backfires, this reporter will
be most happy to come out
charcoaled ..

shifted to a 1-2-2 zone but again
Lancer snipers shredded the
cords. It was back to the
man-to-man which they
continued to use for the rest of
the game.
That's an idea of just how
well Lancers did perform in the
opening twenty minutes-no less
than three defensive formations
were faced by the "Big Blue"; all
of which they handled better
than at any other time this
season.
As good as the offence was,
the stingy man-to-man Windsor
defence allowed few miscues and
pretty well kept York shooters
in check. Highly touted York
guard Sandy Nixon was kept
under the eye of workhorse
Sante Salvador and netted but
eight points in that opening
stanza. All night long it was an
interesting duel between the two
All-Star guards. Watching their
individual skills and moves
against one another was a rarity
in Lancer B-ball this year.
· Salvador would have to come
out the victor in these
encounters as he outscored
Nixon over the full forty
minutes 21-18 and controlled
most of the contest, as he
usually does.
This by no means exemplifies
anything but a TEAM effort. No
less than five Lancer hoopsters
hit in the double figure mark.
Many of those 95 points were
the result of the fastbreak which
finally got into first gear
Wednesday.
Passes were accurate; it

Hoopsters ready tor

wasn't necessary for the loyals

_

to throw their arms up for
protection. The high school type
of antics weren't near as
prevalent as they had been in the
past. Things really looked good
again in Lancerland!
The second half was more of
the same but there were stints
where York was able to draw
within seven as Lancers seemed a
little too satisfied with what had
prece ded . Against Western, laxes
can mean defeat.
Foul trouble remains a thorn
in the Lancer side. No fewer
than three Lancers strolled down
f o u 1 lane. 0 range and
Macfarlane bought it with eight

B-bal'ers
•eady
fl

_

I

With the final stages of their season coming up, the University
of Windsor basketball Lancers are entering the critical phase.
At present, the Lancers are involved in a dogfight for the second
and last playoff spot in the Western division. At present they are
involved in a three way battle with Waterloo and McMaster.
On Saturday night, the big contest of the year will take place as
the Lancers host the University of Western Ontario Mustangs.
Western currently holds down first place and if the Lancers are able
to win this one, not only would they solidify their hold on second
place but they could conceivably have a chance at first place as
well.
Coach Thomas has made a number of lineup changes in order to
put some punch and stability into the team. Guy Delaire and Jim
MacFarlane have been elevated to starting roles in place of Tino
Lenti and Ed Lanktree.
This move appears to have been most successful. Witne~ the
Lancers' last two victories over Toronto and York. MacFarlane's
play has been an extremely pleasant surprise and Tino Lenti
appears much more relaxed coming off the bench than when he
was starting.
All in all, the Lancers appear ready for this week's contest
against Western. They have to be, their whole season hinges on it.
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-Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

Weekend game crucial

uwo

.
by Bill "Fish" Fisher
Lance Sports Staff

The University of Windsor
Lancers hosted the York
University Yoemen basketball
team and revenged an earlier loss
by lowering the boom (Lancer
sty le), at st. Denis Hall
Wednesday. We defeated the
Yoemen
95-79. apparently
The squad
Lancers,
under a new good-luck spell
from Coach Thomas, warded off
the St. Denis Jinx that has been
plaguing them and played their
finest home game thus far.
The Lancer offense began
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JACK ORANGE, (54) and Chris Wydrzynski (24) go up for a
rebound against two York players while the self-proclaimed golden
boy of basketball, Ron Kimel (55) looks on.
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out de~p to check the Lancer
offensive guards. With the York
guards out deep, the side area
and the centre were left open
and with fine shooting from
MacFarlane and drives up the
centre by Delaire and Salvador,
the Lancers, by the three minute
mark, enjoyed a 1(>.O score.
The Lancer man-to-man
defence would not yield and did
not relinquish a 2 pointer to
York until Raphael popped one
in at the 16: 10 mark.
With the clock registering
15:00, the Yoemen switched to
a 3-2 zone, to plug the outside
.shooting and secure the
offensive rebounds the Lancers
had been feasting upon. The
Lancer offense adjusted, sending
Lenti and Macfarlane up the
unprotected centre, and before
the . York squad could recover,
Lenti and Macfarlane had

divided 13 points.
At the 10:40 mark, the York
team not wanting any more
points scored up the centre, fell
into a 1-2-2 defence, only to
leave the sides open and
Macfarlane again ripped the
cords with a jumper from the
side. The Yoemen went back to
a man-to-man defence, and with
Macfarlane pulling down some
fine offensive rebounds, the
Lancers led 28-19 with eight
minutes remaining. The Lancers
tried their man-to-man press and
enjoyed the mistakes the
Yoemen made, with Lenti
stealing the ball and connecting
a fine 3 point play. · Salvador
gave the fans a fine display of his
B-Ball skill at the 3 minute mark
by eluding his man and driving
toward the basket and putting in
a fine hook shot and sinking the
foul for another of those grand 3
point plays. As the Half ended,
the Lancers held a 44-33 lead.
The second half started out
slower than the first and by the
16:00 minute mark, the Lancers
led 51-40. Play was getting a
little rough under the boards and
Raphael was called on a
technical, which Salvador turned
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jinx-free Lancers.
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the Lancer offense, Lenti took
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To show the "coolness" of

Windsor
Lenti
Salvador
Wydrzynsk:i
Delaire

MacFarlane
Bolzan
Lanlctree
Crowe
Orange
Field Goals
35 of 82
42.7%
Foul Shots
25 of 40
62.5%
Rebounds67

York
23 Raphael
21 Nixon
17 Mountain
12 Kimel
10 Lane
6 Pizale
3 Falcioni

2
1

30
18

8
7
7
4

2
Turnbull
2
Maudo
l
Field Goals
25 of 71
35.2%
Foul Shots
29 of 48
6o.4%
ReboundsS4

the ball from the corner and,

the ball air-borne, ripping the
cords for another Lancer score.
By the 9:30 mark the Lancers
were ahead 67-49. Orange was
fouled out of the game at the

i

8:35 mark and Macfarlane soon
followed, 9 seconds later, but
even with these men gone, the
reserve strength proved their
worth and the closest the
Yoemen could cut the Lancer
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STATISTICS

seeing no one open under the
basket, calmly jumped and sent

=
§

SHORT SNORTS
~
... .happy birthday Nick Grabowski. Moose milk is cheaper in ~
Canada than the U.S . ....an overwhelming crowd is expected at
this game on Saturday night so you would do well to get there §
early ... .the game between the Crusaders and the Western Colts :
should be an extremely exciting contest. The-rivalry between these 5
two teams is intense as well.
5
5

lead to was 9.
Guy Delaire, who has more
moves than a snake, playing
another fine defensive game,
stole the ball and set up
Wydrzynski for another 3 point
play. Delaire then made some
fine plays at the basket and
again pleased the fans by stealing
the ball from a frustrated
Yoeman, which helped the
Lancer cause. With 2 minutes
left in the game, the Lancers
were ahead 85-70.
With 5 seconds remaining in
the game, Delaire was fouled out
but it did the Y oemen no good
as the game ended and Lancers
emerged victorious 95-79.

EXCLUSIVE
VOLVO
DATSUN
DEALER
EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR
Gu•antNd Uled Can &
Volkswagen Service
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tancer pucksters
lose to Western 8-S
by Len Laurin and
Dave "Moose" Mills
The University of Windsor
Lancers were outscored on
Monday evening but definitely
not outplayed.
In what was the most
frustrating game of an already
frustrating season, the Lancers
dropped an 8-5 decision to the
University of Western Ontario
Mustangs. The Lancers missed
five clear cut breakaways and on
two other occasions lost
possession of the puck while all
alone in front of the net.
As is customary, the Lancers
fell behind in the opening
minutes of play. From the
opening face-off, the puck was
cleared into the Windsor end.
Pat Ducharme in attempting to
move out of his own end put the
puck right on a Western player's
stick. Scot McFadden stopped
the first shot but could not
handle Bob Jeffrey's rebound.
The time of this opening goal
was 9 seconds.
Carl Spinarsky received an
elbowing penalty at 2:25 and
Western quickly moved ahead
2-0. On this play a shot from the
point hit Ducharme's skate and
slid directly to Imlach who had
the whole open side of the net
to shoot at. Assists on this play
went to Dick Oudekerk and Ron
Lefebre.
The Lancers kept a great deal
of pressure on Western after this

second goal but it was not until
19:08 that they managed to get
on the scoreboard.
Tom McFadden was the
marksman on this play as he
scored from a face-off deep in
the Western end.
Before the period ended the
Lancers had four or five
excellent scoring chan<.;es but
once again the puck refused to
go in the net.
Western outshot Windsor
16-15 in this opening period.
The Lancers started right in
where they left off at the end of
the frrst period. Tom McFadden
shot wide on a breakaway and
then he and Cosgrove got
tangled up in front of the
Western net and managed only a
feeble shot on goal.
Western took a lot of steam
out of the Lancers sails with
three quick goals.
Makins scored from Rick
Smith at 2: 10 and at 4:44 with
Gratto in the penalty box, Bob
Blackburn scored on a slap-shot
from the point. Jeffery received
an assist on this play. And at
5 :36, Greg Care gave Western a
5-1 lead from a scramble in front
of the net. Assists went to
Qually and Jeffery.
Rene Garon, who missed two
clear cut breakaways, scored on
an innocent looking play at
11:30.
Garon took a slapshot from
outside the blueline which hit a

PAT DUCHARME, obviously desperate for a
goal decided that if he couldn't get one against

Western defenceman and found
its way into the bottom right
hand corner of the cage.
Western came right back,
however, and at 12:06 Ron
LeFebre scored from Rick Smith
and Brent Imlach.
Bob McCabe notched
Windsor's third goal from a
scramble in front of the Western
net. This goal at 16:24 was
assisted by Ejay Queen and Tom
McFadden. At 17:04, John
Makens scored on a shot from
the right wing which seemed to
go right through Scot
McFadden's legs. With Creech in
the penalty box serving an
interference penalty, Dick
Oudekerk scored Western's
eighth goal at 19:41. Assists
went to Wayne Campbell and

Western, he'd try his own end. Scot McFadden
made a brilliant save.
-Lance pie by J. A. Bulat

Bob Jeffrey. Western outshot
Windsor 22-10 in this period.
In the third period Dr. Eaves
replaced Scot McFadden, who
seemed to be fighting the puck,
with Don Bruner. Bruner made
some outstanding saves in the
third period and kept Western
off the scoresheet.
The Lancers, in the
meantime, scored twice but
missed many other glorious
opportunities. At 9:23 the
always effervescent Jim Creech
scored with assists going to
Garon and Weese. Pat Ducharme
rounded out the Lancer scoring
at 10:04 with assists from Garon
and Weese.
Western outshot Windsor
14-13 in this period but this was
no indication of the play. The

Lancers, though trailing by as
many as five goals, came qut for
this third period and carried the
play to Western forcing them to
ice the puck on numerous
occasions. It was a case of too
little and too late but the
Lancers never quit trying and of
this they can be proud.
SLAPSHOTS:
The Lancers journey to
Toronto this weekend to face
the pennant-bound Blues. . .
.Let's hope that Don Bruner is as
sharp as he was in that third
period · on Monday ....Next
home game is a week Saturday
against McMaster. ... The
Lancers loss removed any chance
of a third place finish.

Lancerette swimmers
do well at Waterloo

BRENT IMLACH (14), obviously following in
his father's footsteps, is proceeding to brain Tom
McFadden of the Lancers with his stick.

Someone forgot to tell Imlach that the World
Heavyweight Championship is this Monday night.
-Lance pie by J.A. Bulat

To handle overflow crowd

Western game to be televised
Due to an expected overflow
crowd at Saturday night's
contest between the University
of Windsor Lancers and the
University of Western Ontario
Mustangs, Professor Gino Fracas,
acting athletic director, has

announced that special
arrangements have been made
for the game.
Because of Winter Weekend
and also the large number of
fans expected to come down
from London for the game,

Western rolls on
LONDON, Ont. (CP)-Bruce Dempster of the University of
Western Ontario basketball Mustangs scored 42 points Wednesday
to lead his team to a l 05-72 win over University of Guelph
Gryphons in Onta.rio-Quebec Athletic Association action.
It was the seventh win in eight games for Western, which led by
only four points at halftime of Wednesday's game, 40-36.
Dave McGuffin scored 22 points for Western, 21 of them in the
second half.
For Guelph, Dave Horton led the scoring with 15 points.
Western Colts defeated Guelph's junior varsity squad 82-49 in a
preliminary game.

arrangements have been made to
have the game piped on close
circuit television into Memorial
Hall. Those who are not able to
gain admittance to St. Denis Hall
will be able to go to Memorial
Hall and view the contest there.
Those hoping to get into the
gymnasium itself would do well
to come early, as it is expected
that the gymnasium will be filled
before tip off time. Professor
Fracas indicated that all of the
television rooms in Memorial
Hall would be opened so that
there will be an opportunity for
everyone to see the game.
This action was taken because
of the large number of people
that were turned away from last
year's contest.

by Sharon Stewart
Windsor's Lancerette speed,
diving, and synchronized
swimming team have completed
another year of competition in
the O.Q.W.C.I.A. league held at
the University of Waterloo this
past weekend.
The synchronized swimming
team, in their second year of
competition, placed second in
the overall team standings. York
University placed first with 40
pts., then Windsor with 28.3
pts., Ryerson with 22 and
Macdonald College, Montreal
placed 4th with 12.5 pts. The
team members are Patti Enright,
Kay Howe, Diane Leduc, Diana
Leistner, Pip Purvis, Mary
Russell, Lana Soper and Debbie
White.
The routines performed were
based on the central theme
"Rebellion of the 60's". Soloists
Mary Russell and Diane Leduc
swam to the themes "Trip" and
"Ode to a Suffragette"
respectively. Diana Leistner and
Lana Soper placed 3rd in the
duet competition as they
portrayed '·'Young Love" to the
music of Romeo and Juliet.
Another duet was performed by
Kay Howe and Diane Leduc,
with "Freedom" as their theme.
Entries in the compulsory

figures competition were Diana
Leistner and Diane Leduc. The
highlight of the evening for the
Lancerettes came when Windsor
captured 1st place in the team
routine as they swam in
"Protest" (swamping York by
12 pts.)
The year 1969-70 has proven
to be a fast one for the Windsor
Lancerette Speed and Diving
team. In the last two years, the
team won the O.Q.W.C.I.A.
championships. The defending
speed and diving champions
were: Barb Bauld, Brenda
Campbell, June Hryniuk, Diane
Leduc, Sandy Mustard, Sheila
Murphy, Janice Paquette, Diane
Vanderburg and Debbie White.
Highest individual scorers for
the Lancerettes were: Barb
Bauld 10 pts.; Sandy Mustard 7
pts.; Brenda Campbell 6 pts.
The morning heats saw
finalists from Windsor in 14 of
the 15 afternoon events.
Host Waterloo placed first,
while York squeezed by Windsor
for second place in the final
freestyle relay. The Lancerettes
were followed by the University
of Montreal and Macdonald
College of Montreal. lt was
evident that the calibre of
women's compet'ition has
accelerated.
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Record reviews

Grand Funk R.R. derailed _

~
IT CAN'T HAPPEN HERE or can it? The Revolution comes to a
sedate English college in Paramount Pictures' colour release, If.... ,
to be shown at the University on March 2. Campus oppression
symbol, Phil London, has remarked that you can't understand the
situation at Windsor unless you see If....

Indicative of revival

by Gordon Gilmour
Lance Reviews Staff
Grand Funk Railroad: Grand
Funk
In these days of magnificent
groups such as Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young, Leci Zepplin,
The Band, Deep Purple, ad
infinitum, it is somewhat easy to
notice among them such
one-dimensional bands as the
Grand Funk Railroad. This
group lacks as much talent as the
aforementioned groups possess.
The basic problem
confronting the Railroad seems
to be an overwhelming lack of
imagination. Every song on this
album sounds the same as every
other song on this album, as well
as every song on their premiere
Capitol LP On Time.
Obviously neither session has
produced any material worth
mentioning.
0 n n um hers like "High
Falootin' Woman", the Railroad
muddles its way through the
traditional twelve bar blues
progression. The guitar work
here is barely even competently
handled. I doubt that I have ever
had to listen to an album
featuring nearly as many badly
played psychedelic blues cliches.
Mark Farner, the confessed
guitarist, possesses the
phraseological technique of a
baboon. The drumming of Don
Brewer is enough to drive any
sane person to the verge of a
nervous breakdown. Apparently
Brewer has mastered only one
drum line-that old rock an' roll

Connexion features U. poets
The sixties witnessed a
change in the proverbial hard
luck of the poet to have his
manuscripts published. Not long
ago even "good" poets had a
hard time publishing their first
works, and when they did get
published the monetary rewards
were so small and appreciative
audiences so scarce that
recognition was a long time in
coming.
Today, however, a resurgent
interest in poetry and what
poets have to say about the
tangle of modern life has
reversed the traditional problems
encountered by poets both in
publishing and in finding

audiences willing to learn their
insights hewn out of frustrating
and exhausting hours of work.
With the appearance of small
poetry magazines, eager
audiences, and aspiring poets
who have a chance to publish,
poetry, "the insane art", is
enjoying a widespread revival,
reflective of its acknowledged
relevancy as the voice and
conscience of the age.
Connexion is one of these
magazines where young poets
may find the place to see their
work in print.
Published in Windsor,
Connexion presents material
from a number of poets mainly

connected with this university.
Most are professors, a few are
students, a few are poets.
The oft-repeated criticism of
such little magazines is that they
are dominated by stuffy,
over-nourished academics, who
are cut off from the pulse of
poetic thought today, that
academic circles are necessarily
stifling and stultifying.
In Connexion itself this point
is raised by Len Gasparini in
"Grievance":
Nowadays there are
too many poets
with degrees.
Most of them
are professors
in universities
moonlighting
as great poets
under the auspices

of approved theses.
In Labor union lingo
we call 'em scabs.
Gasparini has a bad habit of
overstating his case, but the
sentiment is still widespread in
Canadian poetry circles.
Connexion, however, is still a
valid attempt by its editors to
put their hand on the pulse of
poetic thought today, and
should be regarded as the work
of the best poets at this
university, even though the
shroud of academia still hangs
over it.

standby with.the accents on the
two and four.
An absence of melodic
imagination is also noticeable on
the remainder of Grand Funk's
material. A listen to any ten
second stretch of "In Need",
"Paranoid", or "Got this thing
on the move", will verify this.
Every once in a while, Farner
will demonstrate a questionable
versatility by fumbling around
with a harmonica. Incidentally,
all of the material on this
session is original with the
exception of an old Eric Burdon
tune, "Inside Looking Out".
With the exception of this song,
the Railroad is definitely in need
of subject matter. The critic
becomes rapidly tired of hearing
about wanton women and wet
trousers.
In spite of the group's
obvious lack of musical talent
and taste, Terry Knight did do a
nice job in producing this album.
The vocals and instrumentals on
the album are well balanced so
the victim can hear exactly how
little ihis group has to say. It is
too bad Knight wasted his
production talent here.
In closing, this album is
un-musical, un-imaginative, and
one-dimensional.
Beatles' Bootleg Get Back
Album-no label
A new breed of slime has
emerged onto the rock music
scene-the bootleg album.
These albums are a

1

disgraceful means by which a
few no-talent speculators profit
from the talent and experience
of others. These promoters
illegally obtain tapes of groups
such as the Beatles and the
Stones, or goldmines like Bob
Dylan, and then have a few
thousand copies pressed. The
opportunists then sell them at
exorbitant prices. This bootleg
Beatle album reportedly retails
for something like $8.50.
The material on the album
measures up to the Beatie
standard of excellence. Since
this album has no titles or
credits on it, the only identifiable songs are "Get
Back", "Let It Be", and "Don't
Let Me Down." These three
songs are, more or less, the
trend-setters for the session.
Each of the other tunes is
modelled on one of these three.
The number of these bootleg
"Get Back" albums is extremely
limited. Due to the poor quality
of the record, and the chance
that the vinyl grooves will
rapidly wear, ( as is true with
some bootleg LP's), I definitely
urge everyone not to buy this
album.
Undoubtedly, the Apple
product will be far superior to
this.
Besides, the Beatles wrote the
material, they play on the
album, so let them get the
money.

Eng. Dept gets Canadian

Layton to appear here
by Virgil Duff
Lance Reviews Staff
Irving Layton, well-known
Canadian poet, will be on
campus Monday, February 16,
reading a selection of his work.
With a twenty-five year
reputation as a sharp-tongued
controversialist and critic of
obvious and obscure stupidities,
Layton moves through time and
space leaving in his wake
admiring and indignant readers.
As a man and as a poet Layton
packs a wallop that may come

from above or below the belt.
Shock and/or delight are aroused
throughout his twenty-three
volumes of poetry.
Currently a professor at York
University in Toronto, Layton is
making his second visit to this
campus in four years. His
readings are reputed to be
excellent and stimulating. He
will appear in the Ambassador
Auditorium, beginning 8: 15
p.m., Monday, February 16.
Admission is free, courtesy the
English Department.

Von Acker here Sun.
The University of Windsor
Department of Music will
present a concert Sunday at 3
p.m. in the University Chapel,
located on the second floor of
Assumption University Building,
Huron Line.
The concert will feature
Mezzo soprano Christiane Van
Acker and Lu tist Michel
P odolski. The program will

include Shakespearian songs, as ~
well as music for the lute.
Van
Acker · and
Podolski-experienced
performers of renaissance
music-have made appearances
throughout Europe and North
America, and this will be their
second performance on this
campus.
There is no admission charge. -·

Hostage opens tonight
The University Players
production of The Hostage
opens tonight in the Essex Hall
Theatre.
The Hostage is a play by the
late Irish writer, Brendan Behan,

which is entertaining as well as
an outspoken comment on the
Irish and the English.
The cast includes Paul
Aspland as the Cockney soldier;
Diane Douglass as Miss Gilchrist; _
John Meyers as Monsewer; John
Sweeney as the I.R.A. volunteer;
and Angus Macinnes as Rio Rita.
Tickets for The Hostage are
on sale at the School of
Dramatic Art.

DUSTIN HOFFMAN MIA FARROW .
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a q9 t
all- Canadian
eoneert •
with the
Nihilist
Spasm
Band &

Sunday:
The University of Windsor
Students Administrative Council
presents an all-Canadian
concert featuring Lighthouse
and the Nihilist Spasm Band
Sunday February 1S in
St. Denis Hall.

Two different shows will be
staged~ 8-lOp.m. and again
at 11 p.m.-1 a.m.
Only 99t each show.

No reserved seats.
Tickets available in the SAC
office, second floor of the
University Centre and in the
box office at St. Denis Hall
beginning at 6:30 p.m.

Admission is limited to 1500
persons for each performance.

Sunday February IS
A grand finale to the
Winter Weekend.

This will be the last
SAC-sponsored concert
of the 1969-70
academic year.

by J.P. Squire
LANCE Photo Staff
Question: What do you dislike most about
this campus?

PROF. MEYER STARR Dept. of
Psychology-It's gotten too big, too
fast, too crowded and this will lead

to people becoming alienated.

LEO MIERNICKLE Computer
Center Director-I really can't be

critical of a campus of students and
staff that is empathetic to one
another's needs, and have, as a
result, created an atmosphere of
constructive concern for one
another that is most admirable.
.~it

W.
REG.
MITCHELL
Vice-President Administration-

Without taking the time to analyze
my reaction to the question, my
instant response would be that I
dislike most the lack of available
land. This creates difficulty and
expense in securing proper sites for ·
needed facilities.

HARRELL, ING ffiESENTS

.ll!t1 ola,,a~. Jtrliara Hirr;,
0111111d Cltlf/li II

also slarr~
MARTIN
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;n1

BAlSAM SAKS

~::~COE

1

DAN [lS mtr~GORDON:cK ~~ijGARDNER~~~ :Cs:rcoE~CANTOR
~~::; GARDNER ~ ROSENBlUM
Rml th•u UNITED ARTISTS

THIS TUESDAY
7:00 & 9:15

JOHN T. SULLIVAN Professor and
Head of English Dept.-It's what

I'm going to dislike-perhaps having
to become a nomadic Department
for a couple of years before we find
a new home.

Ambassador Auditorium

Just One Showing
WINNER OF6 ACADEMY AWARDS!
Best Screen Pley
Best Movie Score
Best C,nematogrephy. Colar
Best Art Direction. Colar
Best Set Decoration
Best Costume Des,gn, Colar

DR. D.J. McKENNEY Chemistry

Dept.-Buildings crowded
together-lack of open space-little
imagination in building
architecture.

BILL PULLYBLANK Industrial
Research Institute-Inadequate

parking. A study should be
undertaken to determine the best
way of solving it.

,I

DR. IHOR STEBELSKY
Geography-The constricted

situation of the campus, with its
exposure to the industrial fall-out
from across the river.

H. R. ATKINSON Math-Lack of

classroom space seems to have been
the lack of foresight in planning for
enrollment here in the past. The
policy decision which brought
about the introduction of closed
circuit television as an aid in
teaching large numbers has proven
from my experience to be a poor
one. Hopefully this will improve
with the construction of the new
building to be called, I believe, "the
Math Building" in 1971. There is a
very large number of good
classrooms planned for this
huildin .

The story of Zhivagoa man torn between
his love for his wife
and the passionate
and tender .Lara ... told
against the flaming
background
of revolution.

METRO-GOLDWYN·
MAYER PRESENTS
ACARLO PONTI
PRODUCTION

DAVID
LEAN'S
FILM
OF BORIS PASTERNAKS

DO(;TOR ZHl'\1\.GO
cmlDINE OiAPLIN ·JULIE 01RIST1E
TOM OOJRTENAY · ALEC GJINNE~
SKBW4 McKENNA · RALR-f R ~
()MR ${ARIF !AS ZHIVi'OOI ROD· STEIGER
RITA TUSHINCHAM ~:ROBERT BOLT
-~DAVID LEAN
IN PANAVISIOtr AND METROCOLOR

7:30 P.M.
Dramatic Film Society

Note: Due to a legal contract signed with MGM,
admission charged must be ONE DOLLAR.

Ylednesdoy,Feb. 18
Ambassador Auditorium
---

-

-
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Sale will oppose
Gunning for top spot
Former student Senator Rhys
Sale Sunday confirmed his intention to run for the SAC Presidency.
Sale, a fourth year Philosophy
student, will oppose John Gunning (I Law).

CITY BOY BY RON MACGREGOR, (left) from
CKL W radio, reveals that he doesn't know
much about cows - he's holding his micro·
phone to the u·rong end. Goof took place dur·

ing S.A. C. cou ·milking contest Friday. Resi:
dence team u.on - they slipped in some ,Pring•
ers'' from a farm.
Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Cooper says lawyers should face changes
by TOM EGAN
Lance News Staff
Austin Cooper, Q.C., spoke
here Friday night on the changing role of the lawyer in an increasingly "electronic world".
Cooper is a noted criminal
lawyer from Toronto. He was a
graduate of Osgoode Hall in
1953, and was appointed Queen's
Council in 1964.
In his speech, given to an as-

sembly of law students and practicing law;ers, Cooper stressed
the effects of a technological age
on the legal profession.
'The legal profession," he
said, "will not be able to stand
aloof from the pressures of an
electronic age".
"We will no longer be able to
function in our former isolation."
Cooper quoted from Marshall
McLuhan, the mass communica-

BITS andPIECES
by TONY KELLER
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 16
-Grad Society: 8:00 P.M. in Room 5.
-Tau Kappa Epsilon: Rooms 6 & 7 at 5:30 P.M.
-Modern Dance: 7:00 P.M. in the Dance Studio of the
Phys. Ed. Building
-Karate Service Progra.m: Tonight and Wednesday at
8:00 P.M. in the Fencing Room, St. Denis Hall
-Spirit Committee Meeting: 7:30 P.M. in the Meeting
Rooms of the Student Centre
-Italian Club Meeting: Basilian Fathers' Residence at
6:30 P.M.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17
-Film Society Presentation: "A Thousand Clowns", 7:30
P.M. in the Ambassador Aud.
-Geography Club: Assumption Lounge: 8:00 P.M.
-Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity: Rooms 7 & 8 at 4:00
P.M.
-Faculty Women's Bridge Club: Rooms 1, 2, 3 at 8:00
P.M.
-Liberal Club: Noon, Meeting Rooms, Centre.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18
-Inter Fraternity Council Meeting: 7:00 P.M. in Rooms
3 & 4
-Dramatic Film Society Presentation: "Dr. Zhivago", 7:00
P .M. in the Ambassador Auditorium.
-U.N. Club: Iona College, 4:00 P.M.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19
-University Women's Council: Faculty Alumni Dining
Room, 5:00 P.M.
-University of Windsor Band: 5:30 P.M. in the Ambassador Aud.
-Pub: In the Grotto at 8:30. P.M.
-Parking Committee Luncheon: Rooms 3 & 4 at 12 noon

tions expert, and said the outlook
of the legal profession "will have
to be global in the global village."
Cooper also stressed the importance of the legal profession
giving aid to the dispossessed and
the underpriviliged.
He said that the legal profession should not let itself be maintained solely by "the affluent segments of society, "but should
reach out physically to the poor/'
and those unable to seek ou.t legal
aid.
He cited cases in Toronto
where a mobile legal aid unit and
other such mobile operations,
"reached out" to hippies, drug
users, and the poor' 1 informing
them of their rights, and where
to go for professional aid in matters of the law.
Cooper said that "today we are
witnessing a rapid process of
democratiation" where women,
blacks, Indians and youth are
making political demands and
questioning the traditional values
of society.
He concluded that tlie legal
profession will have to keep up
with these changes in society, and
respond to the needs of not only
the "affluent classes" but the poor
"who have been treated with an
air of noblesse oblige.''

Sale has vacillated about his
intentions for several weeks; ever
since a mid-January illness, which
he called severe but temporary,
forced him to resign from several
offices and drop out of the race.
Sale is a former SAC member,
edited Generation last year, anct
has worked for the Lance as Reviews Editor.
He will run as an independent
candidate, as will Gunning. (A
party system of SAC campaigning, used last year, has been
abandoned.)
Sale said Sunday that the large
number of resignations from
Council this year reveal that SAC
has "failed to live up to it's obligations to the students."
''l know 1 can do better'' he
said.
Sale listed the main planks that
he will include in his campaign
platform:
~llmination of SAC's deficit.
"We'll have to cut spending in
some areas like External Affairs,
and get into more profitmaking
activities like film showings."
-reorganize the Internal Affairs
Commission of SAC, to "establish

communication between students
elected to departmental committees and SAC "this year has been
a classic example of chaos."
-follow up current efforts to
set up a Student Union Building. "But I can't see SAC committing any money to it. I'd rather see student control of the University Centre."
--extended hours of operation
for campus facilities, especially
the Library and the University
Centre.
-an improved Services program (dances and concerts) to
meet student desires.
-semi-autonomy for publications, to "eliminate the jeopardy
that a student publication can be
cut off by SAC. This is a difficult
problem in organization."
Sale and Gunning will each
present their campaign platforms
and qualifications in detail in ·a
special pre-election issue of the
Lance. Election day is March 11.

Benson to run
for vice-pres.

in March race

Interim Student Senator Jonathon Benson announced Sunday
that he will run for SAC VicePresident. Election day is March
11.
Benson, 25, is a second y~r
Honours History student.
The Lance wishes to correct
He came to Windsor last fall
an error in Friday's issue. A front
from the University of Victoria,
page story "New dean sought"
B.C., and has organized the Libsaid that ballots for the election eral Club bus boycott, served on
of a committee to select a new Senate Committees, and was apDean for the Faculty of Arts
pointed by SAC last month to reand Science had been dis{ributed place Senator Rhys Sale, who reto members of the Faculty.
signed.
In fact, ballots were distributed
Benson's campaign will stress
to members of the Faculty's three closer links between SAC and
Divisional Councils, Humanities, the student body. "Too many
Social Sciences, and Science. The people involved in SAC are bogLance apologizes for the error.
ged down with prejudices and
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' personali-ty conflicts that have
built up over several years."
He added that he thinks the
principle criterion for any SAC
candidate should be "an open
and flexible mind."
Benson will oppose SAC Arts
Rep. Brian Kappler in the election contest •
Nominations forms for all
positions on SAC, and for -two
student Senate seats and several
committees, will be available
Monday. The forms may be pick')P EAKI.\' G ON REG/ONA L C,overnment prospects, St. Lath·
ed
up in the SAC offices on the
erines City Manager Cy Armstrong is flanked by Tret·or Price,
second floor of the University
Poli. Sci. prof. here (left), J.R. Picherak, Ont. Dept. of MuniCentre.
cipal Affairs, and Ra) Poulin, Clerk-Administrator, Ottawa
Nomination forms will be availCarleton region. They spoke at a conference here this weekend.
able until Monday, March 2.
Lance pie by J.P. Squire
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Wanted: one president
In 1968, it was Nixon vs. Humphrey vs. Wallace.
In 1910, it's Gunning vs. Sale and the choice is no
more inspiring. Student Council will be in big
tzouble ii either ol these two becomes President and there are no other candidates.
Being SAC President is a touqh job - it re·
quires political savvy, organizational ability, experience, conciliatory skills, a sense ol proportion
and propriety, and a firm realistic set of goals.
Neither candidate has the required attributes.
Gunning is notable for authoritation tendencies,
Sale lor o~casional carelessness and inefficiency.
Council operations in the last year have not
been as bad as you might think, SAC had a bad
budget problem, and a flock of resignations. There
were a lot ol lelt-over political wounds to heal.
Old-timers in SAC and student publications
remember a long line .ol inept, bungling, malevolent, or lackadaisickal presidents.
Bob Baksi, the current president, has been the
best ever. He's had a bad Council in a lot of ways
-but Baksi himsell, by his ability in administration,
and by his understanding of student problems, has
almost single-handedly kept SAC afloat.
The situation now, with about three weeks
left until the elections, is not good. A number of
projects have been worked on all year by SAC,
especially by Baksi. They include incorporation, a
Student Unio:o Building, debt reduction, course
evaluation, prospects for a new student union in
Canada - all of these have been initiated by Baksi.
Under Sale, or Gunning, most of them will collapse.
Both of the candidates, working with (or
against) a new Council full of rookies, lack the
ability, the experience, the savoir faire, the job
demands
Baksi is no tin god, and he's not a superman.
But he would he far better President for next year
than Gunning, a far better President than Sale.
There is this to consider - Baksi's campaign
promises of a year ago are, many ol them, nearing
fruition. If he leaves office now, he's cutting down
the tree.
We call on Bob Baksi to run for re-election as
President. Baksi has an obligation to himself, to
those who voted for him, to those whom he repre·
sents, to pass on leadership to the best man available. We call on him to admit what others know to
be true - that there is no other best man for the
job.
II you agree, or if you don't, speak up. You can
write to The Lance, you can write to Baksi, you can
come up to the SAC oflice (second 11001, U. Centre),
and let him know what you think.
We urge Bob Baksi to think about ft - to talk
to people, to seek out student opinion on the matter.
The alternative is a waste of his time and effort
on all this year's projects - and a waste of your
money and trust.
- Brian Kappler
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Guest comment

Police force not at fault in inquiry
by ANDY BRADIE
Earlier this week, as a member of The Lance
I had the fortunate opportunity to discuss the
Boycott-Temchuk shooting case with three topranking officials of the Windsor Police Dept. The
men with whom we discussed the matter were
Police Chief Gordon Preston, Deputy Chief Gilbert
Ouellette, and Inspector John Williamson.
Police Chief Preston was anxious to dispel any
doubts of police justice which had been aroused by
the February 9 Lance editorial. The editorial claimed that the Windsor Star was not fulfilling its obligation to the public by not printing Dr. Lefave's
somewhat questionable deductions. The editorial
also stated that "It is also apparent that the Windsor
Police hierarchy has covered up the facts surrounding the case".
The Police Department, in an obviously natural and justifiable reaction, took severe objection
to these remarks and wished to quickly erase the
suspicions that they undoubtedly raised. The meeting which we attended did just tha,t.
They read aloud the written reports of both
Constable Boycott and Susan Bensette as to the
events which occurred on the night in question,
December 29.,. 1969. They also recited the written
account of what Dr. Lefave reported doing on the
same night.
Dr. Lefave was lying in bed at the time of
the incident, and it was from here that he heard
the shots, the first of which he had originally interpr~ed as a truck backfire. He insists that he had
at pnce the presence of mind to count ·the seconds
between the shots.
Although I personally find this some dubious, the police accepted him as a truly conceme~
citizen and had two top detectives spend three hours
dis<;ussing his version of the shooting with him.
He was made aware of all the facts and allowed to
submit his report of the events of the evening. This
,r eport consisted basically of his deductions of the
time intervals between shots.
The police turned the report over to the Crown
Prosecutor Duchesne who understandably could
foresee no value in having Dr. Lefave testify at
the inquiry . .In this light he was not invited.
Granted that Dr. Lefave is undeniably an expert
criminologist, in this particular circumstance his
expertise was no criteria to warrant him the right
to testify at the inquiry.
The purpose of the inquiry was ·to establish
how James Temchuk met his death. Constable
Boycott's, as well as Miss Bensette's written report, clearly describe the events that ensued. There
was no reason to admit Dr. Lefave's calculation~
into testimony because of its irrelevance to the
matter at hand.

Dr. Lefave, in his gross overestimation of his
own accuracy and importance, felt that he was
being denied his rights by the police, in an attempt by them ,to cover for a ''trigger-happy" constable. However, the fact of the matter is that they
acceped his statements, but in finding nothing substantial or concrete in them, decided not to use

them.
Perhaps Dr. Lefave was hurt that his vital
assistance was in no way vital. Maybe he was
offended because the major trial of police incompetency, at which he would be the prosecution's number one witness, never materialized. It
might even have been a genuine love for ithe fair
upholding of justice, which he may honestly believe is not being carried out in this case, which
prompted him to slander the Windsor Police Department.
It is the accepted word of Constable Boycott, who was somewhat more involved in the
actual incident than Dr. Lefave who was lying in
bed at the time, that he fired a warning shot, and
a second shot, which, although it went through
Temchuk's side did not impede his flight. A,t this
point Temchuk wheeled around and aimed a
pbtol at him.
Imagine, if you will, the situation. Thinking
that the gun is real, you are faced with a desperate criminal who is preparing to shoot you at
a distance of about ten yards. Are ,there any of
us who can honestly say that we wouldn't have
shot first? It was seemingly a matter of kill or be
killed. Temcbuk's toy silver derringer was real.
istic enough to fool all the clerks in his five
previous jobs, at a closer range than Boycott saw

it.
To say that Boycott killed a man with a toy
gun is ridiculous. Temchuk carried that gun with
the idea of making people believe it was lethal.
He most likely took pride in its realism. Very
understandably, Boycott thought it was, and why
not. For all intent and purposes, Temchuk was
armed with a lethal weapon.
Constable Boycott performed bis duty as a
police officer well. He maintained the coolness to
save the temporarily hostaged clerk, and although
it unfortunately resulted in Temchuk's death.
Boycott apprehelrded a known and sought after
criminal.
The tragic circumstances of the case will
sadly haunt Boycott for the rest of his life. The
horrifying image of blood spewing from a dying
man's mouth has been indelibly blotted into his
mind. These are things which the performance of
his duty unfortunately necessitated.
However, it is sickenin& to realize that a supposedly upstanding profes.wr of this university.
would resort to degrading and unwarranted namecalling, which will indeed resuk in more grief for
Constable Boycott, in a vain attempt to reduce
his criminological fnlstrations.
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remain in contention

ers squeez
Orange leads way with 18
The University of Windsor
Lancers came back from ten
points down with eight minutes
left in the contest to edge the
league leading University of Western Ontario Mustangs, 80-78.
Western jumped out to a quick
5-2 lead but the Lancers rallied
to take the lead 12-10 after six
minutes.
Windsor never lost the lead in
the first half and although the
Mustangs narrowed the gap on
one occasion to one point, the
Lancers led at times by as much
as seven.
In the closing minutes of the
first half, Western rallied ot
close the margin to three points
and at the intermission the score
was 39-36.
In the second half a combination of cold Lancer shooting
-... coupled with several Lancer misplays allowed the Mustangs to
finally take a one point margin
with fourteen minutes left to
play.
This one point margin oscillated back and forth several ·times,
but Western finally took command and ran their lead up to
ten points with eight minutes
left to play in the game.
Then it was Windsor's turn to
rally, as some clutch shooting by
Mike Crowe, Sante Salvador and
Jack Orange brought the Lancers
back to a two point lead with a
little more than two minutes remaining.
Windsor held a six point lead
with 1:20 left but the Mustangs
applied the pressure and the Lan·
cers had to hold on to maintain
their narrow two point victory.
The Lancers were led by Jack
Orange with eighteen points, Tino
Lenti with fifteen points, Chris

Wydrynski with fifteen points and
Sance Salvador with eleven.
Salvador was brilliant as he
played an outstanding floor game
as well. Wydrzynski and Orange
also did a great job on the boards,
Orange especially in the second
half.
The Lancers shot 31 for 90
from the floor for a rather poor
34%. However, they did much
better from ·the free throw line
as they made 18 of 22 for a
sparkling 81.8%. The Lancers
also pulled down 57 rebounds
with Orange and Lenti leading
the way with thirteen and ten
respectively.
Western was led in scoring by
Bruce Dempster and Bob Larose
with seventeen and thirteen points
respectively. The Mustangs shot
29 of 7 3 from the floor for a
39.4% efficiently while they made
20 of 27 for a 74% average from
the free throw line. Like Windsor, the Mustangs also pulled
down 57 rebounds.
Windsor
Fg Ft T
Wydrzynsk.i
5 3 13
Lenti
6 3 15
Orange
8 2 18
Salvador
2 7 11
Lank.tree
2 1
3 0 6
Crowe
2 0 4
Delaire
3 2 8
MacFarlane
31 18 80
Fg Ft T
Western
3 2 8
McGuffin
7 3 17
Dempster
3 13
Larose
1 1 3
Weaver
1 7 9
Morton
0 8
4
Zanin
2 12
Brown
1 0 2
Muzyka
2 2 6
Tonelli

s

s

s

29 20 78

LANCER FORWARD Chris Wydrzynski goes
up for two points during Saturday's game with
Western. The Lancers ca112e back from a ten

point deficit to nip the Mustangs by an 80-78
margin a,zd move into a tie for second place.
Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Puclcsters drop two more over weelcend
by LAX KRUPP

Lancer Pseudonym Bureau
The University of Windsor
hockey Lancers were defeated on
Friday night 9-4 in an O.Q.A.A.
contest against Toronto as league
leading scorer John Wright blasted home five goals.
Toronto maintained their two
Poin·t edge over Waterloo as Wat
erloo defeated Guelph 5-3 on
Friday night.
John Gordon, Terry Peternmen, Dave McDowell and Brian
St. John also scored goals for
Toronto as the game was played
before over two thousand spectators.
Lancer captain Tom McFadden
scored his seventh and eight goa1;,
of the season, a club high, ano
assis-ted on another goal by his

linemate John Cosgrove. Jim all. The Lancers are now in fifth
Creech closed out the Windsor place and have three wins and
two ties against nine defeats.
scoring.
The Blues led 3-1 and they
could easily have made it more
•
as the Lancer goaltender Don ' On Saturday afternoon, the
Bruner was bombarded with Lancets lost another to York 7-4.
twenty-one shots in the first per- Windsor played well and after
iod.
two periods they led 3-2.
Windsor dosed the margin 1to
However the Y-eomen scored
3-2 at one point during the sec- two goals in the third period and
ond period, but the Blues scored with two minutes remaining the
three goals in 46 -seconds to put Lancers pulled their goalie to try
·the game out of reach.
and even the score.
As the Lancer coach Cec Eaves
York promptly scored a goal
said after the game, "Outside of into the open net and made the
the first period we played well score 5-3. The goalie .was reenough. They are simply a bet- turned but as the Lancers were
ter team".
pressing the play in the York end
The Lancers were outscored they were ·twice caught out of
3-2 in the third period. The Blues position and York scored two
outshot ·the Lancers 52-26 over- more goals on breakaways.

••

Swimmers prepare for Hamilton meet
by DICK GREENWELL
The Lancer swim ,team heads
into its last week of practice before travelling to Hamilton for
the OQAA championships Feb.
20 and 21.

S.\i\'"fE SALVADOR (1.j.) shakes bands u·ith Hestem star Bob
Larose u bile Ro11 Za11i11 (2+) ll'alks b). fubi/a11t fans mobbed
the Lancers a.fter the game. 011 the right r,re Tino Lenti and
Ed La11ktree, tll'o others uo/10 contributed tu the Lancer 1l'i11.
Lance pie by J.P. Squire

The Student Centre

with
Western Ontario's Largest
Selection of Trimmings

A seoondary measure of success is the overall team standing.
The big powers in the meet will
again be McGill and the University of ~oronto.
This years team is very strong

As coach Ron Scblegal puts it:
"The team has been working extremely hard this year putting in
as much as 6,000 yards of prac•
tice a day. The boys on this years
team have been an excellent
group to work with, the kind of
team that is a coaches dream."

in the breaststroke, as Tom Fox,

Not only do they have good
team spirit and co-operation, but
also, each individual has disciplined himself physically, mentally
and socially - the kind of discipline that is necessary to have
personal success in this type of
endeavour.

Paul Kapusniak and Dave Liebrock should reach their best
times in the 100 and 200 yard
backstroke.

The success of this year's competition will be judged first on
the basis of each individual performance, "We have set predicted
times for each swimmer in his
events", Schlegal said "and each
swimmer is striving toward these
personal goals.

Reg Chappell, Paul Laing, and
Ron Hatloc:k should show their
best performances in either the
100 or 200 yard breastroke.
Fox should also do well in the
500 yd. freestyle as will Laing in
the 100 yard butterfly.

Laing should do well in the
tough 1650 freestyle, and Keith
Young bas good chances in the
50 and SOO yard freestyles.
Another strong asset for the
team will be the diving of Gilles
Delaire and Bob Gateman.
Coach Schlegal points out: "I
have been very pleased with the
people who have been assisting
me this year; assistant coaches
Lorne Sawula and Sean O'Toole,
as well as manager Bill Hughson."
"I know that the University c,f
Windsor will be proud of how the
Lancer swimmers will represent
the school in Hamilton O.Q.A.A.
Championships."

IMPORTANT!!!
Dr. ZHIVAGO UJill be
shou·11 twice 011 WednesdayJ
at

6.00 P.M. & 9.00 P.M.
Come earlylll
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Hoopsters come from
Analysis by
JIM KEOKUK

In perhaps the most exciting
contest ever to be played in St.
Denis Hall the University of
Windsor Lancers slipped by the
league leading University of
Western Ontario Mustangs 80-78.
The contest was a nerve-racking
one on both sides with the outcome not decided until the final
buzer sounded to end the game.
Except for the first few minutes, Windsor . led throughout the
first half and at times by as much
as seven points. And though it
appeared that the Lancers might
be able to break it open, the Mustangs would not crack.
Tino Lenti and Jim MacFarlane were especially bright on offence during the first stanza.
In.the second half the Mustangs
came roaring back and built up
a ten point lead with eight minutes to go. At this point it appeared that the Lancers were going to go down to defeat.
But Windsor was not to be
denied! Led by Jack Orange, Tino
Lenti and Sante Salvador the Lancers came back to tie the score
with approximately two minutes
remaining.
With 1:20 left, Windsor led by
six points and had possession of
the ball. At this point the game
appeared won. However, the
Lancers proceeded to give the
ball up on turnovers and it looked as if the Lancers were going
to blow another one of their late
leads.
Western scored on baskets by
Larose and Dempster to narrow
the gap rto two points. When Guy
Delaire was called on an over
and back violation, the Mustangs
again got the ball back with
twenty six seconds left.
In the dying seconds the Mustangs got two good shots off by
Zanin and Larose, but they rolled off the rim. Finally, Ed Lanktree tied up Ron Zanin and there
was a jump ball with four sec .
onds left. Lanktree won the
jump and batted the ball down

ustangs 80-78

the floor. Guy Delaire scooped it
up and was fouled ·as he attempted
the layup as time ran out.
However, Delaire had no opportunity to shoot his free throws
as over two thousand joyous
Windsor rooters streamed onto
the floor to hail their heroes.
The Lancers didn't play all that
well but th·e point is that every
individual on the team gave one
thousand per cent. When the Lancers were down ten with eight
minutes they didn't give up! Heart
and perseverance was the name of
the game.
For example, on one occasion
during the stretch rally Lancer's
Jack Orange, Tino Lenti and
Chris Wydrynski tipped the ball
up eight times in succession before Orange finally put it in!
The play of the Lancers' henchmen was also tremendous. Whenever Ed Lanktree or Tino Lenti
or Mike Crowe came into the
game, they picked up the play
as if they had been in throughout
the game. The floor play of Mike
Crowe was especially outstanding
in the second half.
Jim MacFarlane, now that he

is getting more playing time also
is improving at a very fast rate.
He obviously is going to be a star
of the future. Sante Salvadore's
play is also outstanding. He seems
to improve with every game, if
that is possible.
Thus we see that the Lancer
victory over Western on Saturday night was a team effort in
every sense of the word. This victory could be attributed to nothing else but guts.
DOUBLE DRIBBLES . ..
... it's unfortunate that -the crowd
didn't give Delaire a chance to
shoot his foul shots at the end of
the game. This could have given
the Lancers a winning margin in
the series.
If Western lost another game
the Lancers could have conceivably ended up in first place . . .
the crowd turnout for this contest was overwhelming. The gym.
was filled to capacity by

OKAY. EVERYBODY LINE UP here to take
your turn at potting a basket. but the Lancers

potted one more than the Stangs.
Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Words from Western

Not everyone is a Lancer fan
by KIM LOCKHART
of the Western Gazette
Windsor won, sure.
Barely.
But what the hell, you know,
wer'e in the playoffs anyway and
everybody in the country knows
all about the ego thing down in
Windsor about never losing a
home game. Except to the Guelph
Gryphons and other powerhouses,
that is.

fU RS COAT WIS DSORIT E, Ron Zanin goes in for a shot during

the dying moments of the Lancer victory

011

Saturday. Zanin

In any case we Western types
are rather sorry the Windsor
people have been encouraged to
get an inflated view of their ball
team although we're sure that impression will be corrected come
playoff time.
And while our B-Ball team may
have got bombed by two points
we're glad to see our cheerleading
crew is still 30 points ahead on
brains and beauty and the Western minority in the stands can
still outshout the Windsor rabble
from start to finish.
I'm also glad to see that old
Saint Denis Hall is still operative
- after all, how many historic
monuments are s,till serving their
country in gold-plated blue blanket fashion?

But no sour grapes here. Somehow, some way, Jack Orange,
Tino Lenti and company got magical inspiration from touching
mother Windsor earth and upset
the best basketball team in the
league. If they can go from here
to the league title, then they'll
have earned the top ranking.
It's certainly possible ,too but this Western fan isn't holding
his breath.

CLASSIFIED
"IF" is coming March 3.
Fi Im Society

missed and the Lancers got the rebound.
Lance pie by J.P. Squire
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Psych-In actions
may be expanded

TRENCH-FOOT, WINDSOR STYLE is a two-foot
sphere of mud around your foot. This trench,
which was to have been gone forever by January

4, is, sure enough, still here. It's not as deep, now,
but it's muddier. It's been named Memorial Hole.
-Lance pie by J.A. Bulat.

Hurrle will run for President
by Jayne Egan
Lance News Staff
Bryon Hurrle, 23, announced
Tuesday that he is a candidate
for the office of President of
SAC.
Hurrle, a fourth year political
science student, is running as an
independent candidate. But he
noted that there will probably
be a "left-of-centre" informal
slate of candidates running for
other SAC offices. "My decision
(to run) is independent of what
they do", he said.
Hurrle said that he decided to

run to offer the campus "some
constructive alternative" to the
other candidates, John Gunning,
a student Senator, and Rhys
Sale, a former Senator.
(Bob Baksi, current SAC
President, announced Tuesday
that he would not seek
re-election, despite some
pressure from the Lance and
other sources.)
Last spring, Hurrle lost the
election for Internal Affairs
Commissioner of SAC to Vince
Bassman, who later resigned the
post. Hurrle .ran on the ticket of

the now-defunct Democratic
Student Party.
Hurrle cited his experience in
Internal affairs over the past two
years, when he was on a number
of su~omrnittees.
Hurrle promised to "continue
such constructive programs as
have been initiated by this year's
Council", if elected. He also
wants a "constructive education
policy."
He said that he will reveal the
rest of his program platform
after slack week.
Hurrle indicated that he is a
different sort of candidate than
Gunning and Sale "Probably I'll
say something."

The "Psych-In" is over-but
efforts to point out
de-Canadianization-of the
university and the country-will
continue, Psych-In organizer
Bob McCrae-said Thursday.
McCr~e said that the Psych-In
ended on schedule in the middle
of the week, but that plans for
similar activities will continue up
to mid-May, at Windsor and, he
hopes, at least five other
Universities.
"We're talking to students at
Western, McMaster, Toronto,
Carleton, Ottawa, and across the
country", McCrae said.
He explained that members
of the "Windsor Committee"
which initiated the Psych-In are
seeking opinion on the success
of the effort, from students.
"We'd like to talk to some of the
younger untenured faculty
members, too."
The Windsor Committee is
also trying to expand its
de~anadianization study into
non-university areas. McCrae
said that the group did receive a
token cash contribution from
the Windso_r and District Labour
Council.
He added that Psych-In
organizers are in contact with
"people at another university"
who are studying American
c;ontrol of unions. He declined
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No Lance in slaclc week
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The Lance will not publish next week-it's slack week for the
=
newspaper staff, too.
_
The next issue of The Lance will be available Monday, March

=

=

2.

.
Lance Editor in Chief Al Strachan announced this week that
The Lance will cease publishing with the issue of March 13, two
days after the SAC elections.
"'Nobody has time to read the paper after mid-March,
- anyway, everybody's cramming. So we'll pack it up and study
_ ourselves," Strachan said.
:::
He explained that the March 13 date for the final Lance of
_ the year would permit coverage of SAC elections, and
statements from the new Council members. Election day is
March 11.

=
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BR YON HURRLE, right, and friend plan campaign.
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close to action

to name the university in
question.
McCrae refused to comment
on the success or failure of the
Psych-In. "No-one can judge the
results of our efforts yet."
He said that the Committee
had not used its manpower to
best advantage. "We should have
set up tables in the residences
and around the campus, instead
of concentrating just on the
Centre."
McCrae denied rumours that
he, Bill House, or Bob Reynolds
( the three chief organizers of the
Psych-In) will run for student
Council office. "We've never
discussed it. We're ineligible".
All three are graduate students,
and not eligible to run unless
they pay a $22.50 student fee.
McCrae would not comment
in detail on the effects of
Windsor Committee acC,;L ...,S on
his schoolwork. "I'll have to say
no comment, because I'm
suspicious, but suspicious on the
basis of scanty evidence."
He complained that within
the English Department, (he,
House, and Reynolds are all
English students) "there has
been personal antagonism on the
part of certain profs and
students, but no healthy
antagonism on the basis of
education or politics."
"Somebody put up a sign on
(English Professor Phil)
London's door, saying
"Headquarters of the Hitler
Jugend," (Hitler Youth).
The three organizers have
issued two "special reports" on
the firing of London, who is a
personal friend of all three.
"There's nothing more we
can do about Phil. The only
thing we could do is something
radical, like an occupation,"
McCrae said.
He said that the group has no
serious plans now to launch an
occupation. "That would harm
Phil at this time."

Vandals invade Voyageur
Vandals and thiefs attacked a "Voyageur"
restaurant on Highway 401 outside London
Wednesday night, and the place will never be the
same. About 40 criminals were involved.
Eyewitness accounts of the raid were obtained
Thursday from students returning to Windsor on a
chartered bus from the Lancer-Warrior Basketball
game in Waterloo. (Lancers won.)
The busload of Windsor students was
reportedly quite close to the action.
The raid took place slightly before midnight,
and lasted about 90 minutes.
"We must have taken them for about fifty
bucks", one of the desperadoes said Thursday in a
confidential interview.

t.

·e
n

One of the robber band explained what
happened. "Three of us jumped over the counter
and started turning out cheeseburgers, french fries,
onion rings, and milkshakes at high speeds."
"Our group of four paid less than five bucks for
ten cheeseburgers, five orders of onion rings, three
orders of french fries, six cokes, and two
milkshakes."
The regular cost for this banquet would have
been more than $12.50.
The identities of the roving criminal band are
not known. "The place was packed, and the
customers gave us a standing ovation when we
left," a ringleader said.
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BILL HOUSE, left, and Bob Mccrae, two Psych-In planners.
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Grayson at .the Bridge
By S~ore
Is the library again going to insist that books taken out on the
Friday before Slack Week be returned during slack week or have
the 254 per day overdue ch~ge enforced like they did last year?
This practice is annoying to those who are going home for the
week and would like to take a library book with them. Can
something be done about this?
Art Tiesser 11 Elec. Eng.
It's all been arranged. We told Al Mate, Assistant librarian of
this predicament and he will arrange it so that books taken out
today can be returned on Monday, Mar. 2, at no charge.
Since you probably realize this applies to "one week" books,
we won't mention it.
Also remember to tell the librarian you are going to have the
books out for those extra days. That way you can fill out forms
to enable them to fool the computer.

***
The signs in the Computer Centre say that the "facilities" are
available on Sunday mornings. Great! So I came in the morning
and all the fornicating doors in Essex Hall were locked. How can I
get into the C.C. on Sunday?
David McHellon IV Arts
The policy is that on Saturdays, only the front door is left
open whereas on Sundays, it is only the rear central door. Perhaps
you were too busy watching the doors fornicate to remember
checking it. In any case Mr. Miarnicke assured us it wouldn't
happen again.

***
0.K. why does it take 15 minutes for the · librarians to
recognize you when you want to renew books?
Insecure Bookworm
Apparently the librarians become too involved in other tasks
to notice you. Also, with the open type of desk they have it
becomes hard for them to tell whether you want something or are
ju~t har,&ing around. The staff has been told to be more observant
and eventually Al Mate, Ass't. Librarian, tells us they hope to
have some type of "traffic" system arranged. The new extension
will have convenient check out "stations".

The first thing that the
learning Bridge player is taught
is that he should lead trump at
the first opportunity in order to
get rid of any that might be in
the opponents' hands.
The second thing he should
learn is that on about half of the
hands at which declarer is
playing in a suit contract,
leading trumps should be
postponed-when the reason for
doing so is clear in the player's
mind.
Generally speaking, unless
some good reason exists for the
contrary, trumps should be
drawn at the first opportunity.
The reason for doing this may
not always be clear, but it is,
nevertheless, a good rule to
follow in order to keep control
of the hand.
If all of the opponents'
trumps but one have been
eliminated and this last lone
trump is a small card, it is still
advisable, usually, to get rid of it
as quickly as possible-even if
you have to use two of your
trumps ( one from your hand and
one from Dummy's) to do so.
As a rule, nothing can be
gained by waiting. If you wait,
your opponent may have an
opportunity to use the small
trump to his advantage. But if
the outstanding trump is higher
than any of yours, there is no
good reason for you to waste
two of your trumps in disposing
ofit.

•-J

NORTH

For example, suppose the
trump situation is as follows:

73
t)- AQ 104
0 - 94 2
4frK6 2

NORTH
953

WEST

EAST

t-6 5

WEST

EAST

QJ 10

76

t - K9 2
0 K6 2
0 - QJ 7 3
• - Q 10 5

0 -J 8 5
O - A K 10 5
,t-J 9 7 3

SOUTH
SOUTH
AK 84 2

You lead your Ace and King,
dropping all but the Queen,
which remains in West's hand.
The Queen is the highest
outstanding trump and must win
a trick no matter what happens.
In order to eliminate that card
from West's hand, you must use
up two trump, one in your hand
and one in Dummy's. Yet you
do not eliminate a possible
adverse trick; you are merely
sacrificing two of your trumps
to a card that is and always will
be worth exactly one trick.
Under these circumstances, it is
much better to lead other suits
and allow West, if he will, to use
his Queen to ruff a trick.
A very common occurrence
which necessitates the
postponement of the trump lead
is a finessing situation which
must be taken advantage of
while entries are still available.
The following deal drives home
this point:

·t :...A Q 10 8 4
'7 - 9 7 3
0 - 86
t-A 84

The opening lead and the next
trick are two Diamonds taken by
the Defence. At trick three they
continue Diamonds and you
trump with a small Spade in the
South hand.
If the Ace of Spades is now
played in an attempt to draw
trump, there will be five possible
losers on the hand. Unless there
is a singleton Spade King, the
chances are that South will lose
a trump, a Club, a Heart, and the
two Diamonds already lost.
The proper play, therefore, is
to postpone the lead of a trump
for one trick in order to get to
Dummy (a Club to the King is
the safest way) so that the Spade
Jack may be led for a finesse
against East's theoretical King of
Spades.

TONIGHT
AT
MIDNITE!

***
Score,
I need your help and more than that I am blaming it on you.
You remember that second year coed that I was too shy to meet?
Well I met her. Very nice, very nice, very nice but Score I think I
am falling madly in love with her. You did it to me man. You and
your lousy advice. You can change the diapers and make the
formula. I'm going down to the corner store for a long loaf of
bread.
L.S. Lewbowski, III Law
Clearly our advice was only to get you to "first base".
Unfortunately for you, you chose to steal second and third on
your own without our coaching. Now your only prerogative is to
make for home before you get tagged.

***

11

AN OUTCRY AGAINST THE
CANADIAN ESTABLISHMENT."
•••

-TORONTO STAR

SHOWN AT THE
BERLIN FESTIVAL

1968

What became of 'Dr. Zhivago' which was scheduled for the 9th
and then the 18th?
signed a Bolshevik
The Dramatic Film Society got into some hassle with M.G.M.
over their step-daughter Lolita. Consequently, they're no longer
speaking to each other and Zhivago and Far from the Madding
Crowd have been cancelled to be replaced by other movies.

***
Could you please tell me if there is on campus a place where a
few weight conscious girls could do gymnastics (unobscurely)? I
really miss the old high-school gym classes where you were forced
to run around and use some muscles. Many other girls I've talked
to would be interested in the same thing. For many people who
are not doing any particular sport, college years and riding in cars
can be a fattening experience.
Any information will be appreciated.
-out of shape

FILM CANADA
PLUS! Shirley Clarke's prize-winning film on the New York Drug Scene "THE CONNECTION"

It is certainly true that college life and cars are indirectly the
reason for lots of girls putting on weight. (But there's an
information centre for that.)
Dr. Eaves of the Phys. Ed. Dept. has organized numerous
fitness programmes for students. The schedules for these are
listed in the "Phys. Ed. Dept. Service schedule including times the
faculties are open and other goodies, copies of which are available
at their complex.

C O MI N G ... NEXT

FRIDAY-Alan Bates and Academy Award Nominee (for "Anne of a Thousand
Days") Genevieve Bujold in de Broca's KING OF HEARTS"
MAR. 6-Jean-Luc Godard's epic of Carnage and Cannibalism WEEKEND in Color!

...
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Drug study IS go
•
but not 1n schools

NO FLEAS FOR SALE, but all kinds of other
goodies were available in the Centre Thursday at
Windsor Community Aid's Flea Market. Goods
sold had been left in "lost and found" depots for

months. Proceeds will build a WCA pollution
library, to be located, officials hope, at Iona
College.
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

and Aardvark

The Oyez

Two more papers hit campus
Two campus newspapers
besides The Lance were issued
this week. They are "Aardvark",
an "underground" newspaper,
and "The Oyez", published by
the student Law Society.
The Oyez (named after a
court officials' call to order),
was issued Thursday for the first
time. It is a ten-page journal on
glossy paper, and includes
articles by Law Dean Walter
Tarnopolsky, Bernard Cohn,
President of the Essex Law

.

Association, University President
J .F. Leddy, SAC President Bob

Baksi, and several law students
and professors.
In an editorial, Eric
Champagne, the Editor-in-Chief
of the Oyez, says "This law
school is a liberal law school.
The Oyez takes that attitude as a
compliment to the students, as
an official nod in the direction
of a maturity we've always felt
we had."
Aardvark is in its second

For Services

Pescod a candidate
Dave Pescod, Spirit
Committee Chairman,
announced his candidacy
Wednesday for the post of
Services Commissioner in the
March 11 SAC elections.

DAVE PESCOD, as seen by
Lance caricaturist Bob
DeGrosbois.

Pescod previously ran for the
job in November but was
defeated by Rick Williams, who
served until his resignation three
weeks ago. Pescod is also an Arts
Representative on Council.
Announcing his candidacy,
Pescod said that his platform
calls for "imagination" and
enlargement of the number of
activities presently sponsored by
the Commission.
He said that an additional
special weekend, a
rearrangement of the operation
of the pub, a revitalized frosh
week, and specially mailed
announcements to students
about the Commission's planned
activities, were feasible for next
year.
Pescod has worked with the
Services Commission before, and
is on the Board of Governors
Subcommittee on the
SAC-proposed Student Union
Building.

To Psych. Dept.

8.(. centre moves
The campus Birth Control
Information Centre will change
locations after slack week,
moving to the second floor of
Psychology Department-operated house at 336 Sunset
Avenue.
The newly-organized centre,
set up by former SAC Arts
~epresentatives Reni Jackman
and Rosemary Heenan, has been
operating from the basement of
the campus Medical Services
building, also on Sunset.
"We moved because the
Psych. department offered the
space and it's nicer than that
dingy old basement", Miss

Heenan said.
The organizers pointed out
that the Psych. department has
noted that it does not
necessarily approve of the
program, which provides
information on birth control
methods to students. No birth
control devices are distributed.
In the new building, Miss
Jackman noted, hours of
operation will be expanded.
After slack week, the centre will
be open from 9-11 :00 A.M.
Tuesdays, 7-9: 00 P.M.
Wednesdays, and from 4-6:00
P.M. Fridays.

issue. Sold for a quarter,
Aardvark is a private effort by a
group of students. It is not
funded by SAC. (The Law
Society received a special
allocation for The Oyez).
Leading articles in the
Aardvark include comment by
Philosophy Professor Tony Blair
on Canadianization, a story
a bout Toronto's "Rochdale"
co-operative residence by former
Windsor student Bill King, and
radical news stories noting a high
rate of desertion in the U.S.
Armed Forces.
A photograph shows a
Vietnamese young man,
allegedly killed by U.S. artillery,
with his skull caved in and face
half destroyed.
A page-and-a-half long feature
deals with "Cuba: A Land of
Development". It was written by
Sandra Jones, a student here
who spent last summer in Cuba.
An editorial by Mike Elliot,
the Editor of Aardvark,
comments on the problems
facing the underground journal
and urging readers to offer their
opinions to hearings of a Royal
Commission on Non-Medical Use
of Drugs. The Commission will
be holding hearings in Windsor
in late March.
Elliot promises a third issue
of Aardvark before the end of
the school year.

Three graduate students here
will carry out a survey on high
school drug abuse, but not
through the city school boards.
The three, Linda Popp,
Richard Newton-Smith, and his
wife Sheila, sought approval to
conduct a survey in public high
schools in the city, and were
rejected two weeks ago.
Last week, they were given
approval to carry out their
survey in area Catholic high
schools. "But the conditions
were such that we couldn't carry
the thing out now",
Newton-Smith said.
He added that the group will
carry out a survey using a
100-man sample of Windsor
users. Newton-Smith was able to
contact enough drug-using
students to make the study
statistically accurate, he said,
but he will not disclose the
source of his information.
The survey, conducted in
connection with the school of
Social Work here, will seek to

-

measure family communication,
attitudes toward school, and
peer-group dependence among
drug-using students.
The Newton-Smiths and Mrs.
Popp are all Social Work
students here.
The study will be completed
in a month or six weeks,
Newton-Smith said. He hopes to
present summations of the
findings to the Addiction
Research Foundation and area
school boards. "Hopefully it'll
be used to formulate some
treatment plan for student
drug-users.
"We also hope to present our
findings to the LeDain
Commission", Newton-Smith
said. He referred to a Royal
Commission on Non-Medical Use
of Drugs, being conducted by
Ottawa Doctor Gerard LeDain.
Newton-Smith added that he
hopes a more comprehensive
study, with the co-operation of
the school boards, will be
possible next year.

Housing ill planned
TORONTO (CP) - A commissioned survey of Canadian
universities, noting Vancouver conditions in particular, blames
poor planning by university administration for the rising cost of
student housing.
And it says matters will get worse in the next five years.
The study, commissioned by the Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada and the Central Mortgage and Housing Corp.,
was prepared by a team headed by Toronto architects Jack Klein
and Henry Sears.
"The total capital expenditures for the period 1969-75 are
almost certain to be no less than $700,000,000 and quite likely to
be substantially more," the report says.
The estimates do not include the operating costs of campus
residences or capital cost of commercial off-campus housing.
The report says past administrators, pushed into providing
student accommodation, employed sporadic and inconsistent
measures.
In Vancouver, it says, one university is on top of a mountain,
the other at the end of a peninsula and both are surrounded by
vacant or undeveloped land and a wide belt of housing unsuitable
for student housing.
The result is that students in Vancouver probably are housed
more poorly than in any other Canadian city and are governed by
the "tyranny of the car pool."
On-campus housing, the report says, tends to be a "stereotyped
rigid reproduction of obsolete ideas about 'residences' which take
the form of long strings of rooms marching along narrow corridors
toward a gang washroom."
It says Queen's University in Kingston, Ont., already has
reached the saturation point and on-campus accommodation must
be found for almost each additional student.
The report is critical of the location of York University in
Toronto, its lack of rental accommodation and poor transportation
after rush hours.

•
,n
B. Ducharme also race
Open House organizer Brian
Ducharme (I Arts) announced
Tuesday that he will run for
External Affairs Commissioner
of SAC.
Ducharme was defeated by
Richard Ronchka in a mid-fall
byelection contest for the post.
Ducharme was at the
University last year, in
Preliminary Arts. He is a French
major.
As experience, Ducharme
cites his current organization of
the March 8 Open House. He is
also a special events organizer
for the SAC Spirit Committee,
and a radio station disc jockey.
He has no formal affiliation with
any other candidate in the
March 11 election.
The SAC External Affairs
Commission is responsible for
dealing with the city, other
universities, and generally all
outside-the-university activities..
Ducharme's program if
elected includes progress

towards the creation of a new
national student union to
replace the now defunct CUS;
better relations with municipal
officials. "This could really pay
off; through the city, for
example, we'd have a better
chance to do something about
bus fares."

He also hopes to host a
nation-wide student conference
on education, and would seek to
offer Windsor high schools a
conference on student
government.
Campaign manager for
Ducharme will be frosh Queen
Cheri Yablonsky.

BRIAN DUCHARME, with campaign manager Cheri Yablonsky.
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The Lanee
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Al Strachan

The Lance is published semi-weekly (Mondays and Fridays)
by and for the students of the University of Windsor, Windsor,
Ontario, Canada. Press offices are located on the second floor of
the University Centre. Subscription rates for non~udents of the
University of Windsor are $5 per year.
Entered as second class mail at the Post Office of Canada, The
Lance is a member of Canadian Press and Canadian University
Press. The opinions expressed in The Lance are those of the
student writer and not necessarily the University of Windsor or
the Student's Administrative Council.

EDITORIALS

Con someone e/,se
There are few things as boring to write about as Student Council
elections, apathy on campus, and all that other associated bull that
is usually found in this space at this time of year.
Yet the subject deserves some consideration. The student
leaders have a fairly important job to do. If the student leaders are
bad, the students are the ones who are inconvenienced. If you are
not going to vote, or don't want to fill a student government
position yourself, no amount of weeping in these spaces will
change your mind.
But at least take the time to con someone into running for a
position if you think that he is qualified.
All students are painfully aware of the many mistakes made by
this year's student council. But if no-one better runs, and at this
moment it appears that this might be the case in many SAC
positions, the situation will be even worse next year.
If you have a friend who is qualified and interested enough to
fill a student.government position, or who is qualified to fill one of
the editorial positions of the media, by all means encourage him to
run for that position.
Just think, he might win and look at all the graft you can get for
yourself. '
-A.J.S.

Harris denies racism

•

Separatists mar F-C image
by Vic Harris
It has come to my attention during this week
that I am a bigot and a racist. Such remarks have
been aimed at me because of a comment I made in
last Friday's Lance, headed "Engineers are
inferior."
I apologize to those poor people who do not
comprehend English.
I said, and I still say, that the separatists are
giving the French-Canadians a bad name. I am not
a racist, and I deplore such allegations that I am.
In every country there exists a radical group
that do their best to stir up the citizens within the
community, to attack the establishment. I
attempted to point out that the separatists, being
one of the strongest of such radical groups, are
becoming too powerful for the good of our
community.
I have nothing against French-Canadians, and in
fact some of my best friends of French descent
have read the comment, and agree with what I
said.
I am sorry for those people who read just the
first five or six lines of my comment. They should
have spent their time reading the rest of the

Weather or rwt
Wednesday was a lovely day. There was a tang of spring in the
air, and you could see a few couples wandering around by the river.
It made a fine preview of the soft spring days to come.
Then came Thursday. Slush, snow, winds, and dashed hopes of
spring.
Weather is tyrannical. Weather is cruel. Weather is hypocritical.
We strongly urge the appropriate authorities to take action to
prevent the weather from raising and dashing student hopes for
spring again.
If we can go to the moon, if we can plumb the ocean's depths,
then we should be able to provide decent weather. Students have
enough problems already without having to put up with cruddy
winter gales.
On the other hand, of course, we could all be at the University
of Saskatchewan, in Saskatoon. There, the first false hint of Spring
comes in mid-August.
In Australia, of course, it's summer now. That's the solution;
Australia; or New Zealand. Many lucky young Americans are in
sunny Saigon.
It might be better to be in New Zealand in February, but
Windsor still seems better than Saigon or Saskatoon.
But at least they could shovel the sidewalks properly.
-Brian Kappler

•

University leadership is e-e-asleep''
I should like to correct some
of the more glaring errors in Mr.
Kappler's editorial of Feb. 16.
Mr. Baksi did NOT initiate
incorporation, a student union
building, course evaluation, or a
new national union in Canada.
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article, instead of writing nasty letters.
For Canada to shake free of her dependence on
the U.S., she must obviously first unite as a
country.
French-Canadians can help the Canadian
nationalist cause by joining with their English
counterpart, to form a stronger unified
nationalism.
I would also like to answer those people who
have voiced their disapproval of my comments
made concerning Engineers.
First of all I did not write the head, "Engineers
are inferior," and can not be held responsible for
that.
To console disgruntled Engineers, I do not
think that Engineers are so inferior.
It is my opinion, however, that the Engineers at
this University consider themselves superior in
degree of intelligence. If they want to be thought
of as members of this University, they should end
such remarks as, "The Engineers are by far, better
than Arts students," (A.Zehaluk, Eng.111 );
"Artsmen are too dumb actually." (B.Cikalo,
Eng.11); these remarks were printed in The Lance,
Jan. 30, 1970.
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Incorporation and the
student union building projects
were begun by Jim Brophy and
his council; course evaluation
has existed for the past three
years (indeed it was under Mr.
Baksi that course evaluation was
nearly discontinued, but for the
efforts of Ray Marentette), and
the new national union was
conceived by the Universities of
British Columbia and Alberta,
under the leadership of Marilyn
Pilkington, who began her work
early in 1968. Where are his
campaign promises now, Mr.
Kappler?
Indeed, Mr. Kappler, your
confidence in your predictions is
astounding. I suggest that you
are too busy telling us that we

never had it so good to notice
that under Mr. Baksi's leadership
the university has fallen asleep.
Nobody gives a damn,
because there is nothing to give a
damn about, one way or the
other. The status is quo. Sweet
dreams, suckers.
We find it equally appalling
that, as a candidate for election,
you not only take blatant
advantage of your position on
the paper in writing such an
editorial, but that you would
also alienate those individuals
with which you may have to
work next year.
Surely this is irresponsibility,
lack of savoir-faire, and lack of
experience in their most blatant
forms. Wake up, students.

This Week We Give Thanks,

() Lord, That

Cathy Leach
Sharon Stewart
Linda Zam
Dick Greenwell

Bud Lynch

Jaques Cousteau is coming to Windsor to explore the pot-tioles
on Huron Line.
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15. LaFave defends his theories on shooting
by Lawrence Lafave, Ph.D.
Assoc. Professor of Psychology
Successive issues of the Lance (Feb. 6, 9, 13, 16)
contain an interview with me, an editorial, a letter, and a
guest comment, respectively-regarding my witnessing of
the killing of robber Temchuk by Constable Boycott.
The interview and editorial, despite minor inaccuracies,
are essentially sound-as far as they go. But they do not
tell the whole truth ( which is even more embarrassing to
the Windsor police).
As for the letter by Engineering student A. Newman
and the guest comment by Andy Bradie, one hardly
needs be an effective detective to observe in their
invective defective perspective. Though Newman was
apparently neither a witness to the killing nor has
bothered to familiarize himself with the most
elementary available facts, he (like Bradie) does not
hesitate to attempt to abuse me on the basis of
numerous, gratuitous, erroneous assumptions (nine,
before I stopped counting):
Counter to Newman's assumptions: My apartment
has no storm windows and I keep the window door on
the East side an inch or two open for fresh air. However,

Though I did not expect Constable Boycott to ask
Temchuk whether his gun was a toy, I would expect
Temchuk to know Temchuk's gun was a toy. I would
then not expect Temchuk, having been shot once by
Boycott, to try to bluff Boycott with a toy gun.
A fuller truth than The Lance has presented of the
inadequacy of the police account of the shooting is as
follows: Boycott reports that 1) Temchuk was running
20 yards ahead of him when Boycott left the store then
fired the first shot as a warning; 2) that several seconds
(presumably at least three) transpired between the first
and second shots; 3) that Temchuk ran for several (at
least three) seconds after the second shot, then twirled
around, crouched and looked like he was going to shoot
Boycott before Boycott fired his third shot ( at least
another second). By Boycott's account then, we have a
minimum of seven seconds between his first and third
shots. Since Temchuk had been running at least 20 yards
by the time of the first shot, he would have already
reached top speed on a relatively snowless evening). 4)
The police measured the distance from the front of the 7
& 11 to the pool of blood as 37 yards. Subtracting the
20 yards Temchuk had already run we have 17 yards. In

the three shots (fired only a couple hundred feet to the
South and Southeast of my apartment) screamed so loud
and clear that I could have heard them with closed storm
windows). (Incidentally, other tenants in our apartment
building whose windows also face East reported hearing
the shots too, and I gave their names to Detective
Hughes). 'Firearms expert' Newman finds it difficult to
distinguish "a .38 gun shot from a backfire." Yet these
three .38 gun shots sounded very different from vehicle
backfirings-since these gun shots all had powerful
echoes.
Yet I confess ( as I did to the Windsor Police) that I
did not know for certain whether the sounds were gun
shots or backfires. (Counter to one of the numerous
false allegations in Bradie's story.) But I did not need to
know to conclude, as I did, that the sounds may be gun
shots and, if so, timing them would be important (as
proven true in the Oswald case).
I also confess uncertainty, after hearing the first
apparent gun shot, as to whether more would follow.
However, I concluded that more bullets might fly (as
often happens after a gun shot) and therefore I should
start counting seconds just in case. (I do not believe it
extremely abnormal, upon hearing what may be a gun
shot, to conclude that more may follow; rather, I had
assumed men often duck for cover when they hear gun
shots precisely because they anticipate more may
forthcome.)
Also, counter to Bradie, as a 'mere' auditory witness,
I was in a much better position to time the shots than
was either the store clerk, who was probably rendered
uptight by her traumatic experience ( though her
account, incidentally, does not contradict mine) or
Constable Boycott. Boycott was too involved (running,
aiming, and shooting) to do careful time counting.
Besides, he had a vested interest in distorting (perhaps
unconsciously) to make the facts appear such that he
killed only because his own life was threatened.
Newman's assumption that Temchuk had a getaway
car also must be wrong (since I was told he had none by
Newman and Bradie's Diety, the Windsor Police).
When I said that an unarmed, crippled old lady could
have captured Temchuk, I was speaking
half-metaphorically-trying dramatically to drive home
the point that what is needed is an intellectual, Sherlock
Holmes approach to policework ( rather than a
neanderthal,. Fearless-Fosdick,
shoot-first-and-ask-questions-later" approach). It seems,
however, that the metaphoric significance of my remark
escaped engineering-student Newman. (Apparently,
Police Chief Preston agrees with my preference for an
intellectual approach to police VfOrk; he has wisely
chosen to reward policemen for enrolling in courses at
the U. of Windsor.)
Returning, however, to my unarmed-crippled-old-lady
statement, let us give it the literal interpretation which
Newman apparently understands. I will still maintain
that Temchuk was so predictable she could have
captured him. Temchuk apparently had robbed the same
7 & 11 store on Dec. 26, and the police were seen in our
'alley' lying in wait on Dec. 28, and of course Constable
Boycott was waiting for him in the 7 & 11 on Dec. 29.
Therefore, some unarmed crippled old lady must exist
who, had she been informed of the robberies, could have
guessed that he was going to rob that store again. Then,
fhen he came running out, she could have tripped him
'7ith one of her crutches.

other words, by the police story, it apparently took tall,
25-year-old Temchuk, running for his life, at least six
seconds of full-speed running to travel a mere 17 yards.
Returning to our crippled old lady, she could hobble the
distance in less time than that.
The autopsy also embarrasses the police story. The
informal police story going around that night of the
shotting was that the first two of the three shots were
warning shots. But, as I told two Windsor Star reporters
that very night, the second shot was followed too soon
by the third to have been a warning. As I mentioned to
one of several faculty experts I consulted also before the
autopsy (after getting his consultation on reaction
times), 'don't be surprised if two bullets entered the
corpse.' (I presume that warning shots do not enter the
person warned.) Autopsy results: two entrance wounds
in corpse. Just before the autopsy results became
known, Chief Preston orally read the official police
version ( of which he refused to give me a written copy).
Preston's account left ambiguous whether the second
shot was a warning or a low shot. But the autopsy (as
reported by Sergeant LaVergne) unambiguously found
the second shot, like the third, lethal one, to be high
(i.e., aboue the belt).
Boycott's story would have us believe that, after
being hit with Boycott's second shot, Temchuk tried to
bluff Boycott with a toy gun. As a psychologist, I
believe Temchuk would have either kept running or
thrown up his hands, but not, after being hit, bluffed
with a toy gun.
Thus the police version is embarrassed by the
autopsy' suggests a large incompatibility between the
timing of the shots and the distance Temchuk traveled,
and an incredible psychological motive on Temchuk's
part. Such a story is internally unconvincing-even
without adding the evidence furnished by my timing of
t·h e shots. I calculated not a minimum of four seconds
between the second and third shots, but a maximum of
one. Apparently Boycott was already psychologically
beginning his third shot while firing the second.
Temchuk may have been spun around from being hit by
the second shot, thus accounting for the third, lethal

shot entering frontally.
When I talked with Chief Preston, he began by
pointing out that Constable Boycott has a wife and six
kids (apparently an obvious attempt to win my
sympathy and dissuade me from continuing my
investigation). Bradie has also sought sympathy for
Constable Boycott (as a camouflage for an absence of
facts to document his attempt to discredit my account).
By such reasoning, don't Temchuk (and his relatives)
need sympathy? Temchuk, only 25, had no criminal
record prior to his several two-bit robberies of 7 & I ls,
and was well thought of by his landlady on Huron Line.
He had no accomplice, no getaway car, and only a toy
gun. His robberies started shortly after being laid off by
Chrysler's, shortly before Christmas. And unlike
Constable Boycott, Temchuk is now dead.
Up to the time of the inquest at which Constable
Boycott was acquitted, I co-operated 100% with the
police. (I wish I could honestly say they reciprocated.) I
phoned Crown Attorney Duchesne and informed him I
was a witness. He sent Sergeant LaVergne and Detective
Hughes to interview me for three hours. I typed out and
signed a written statement for them. Duchesne did not
inform me of when the inquest would be held and also
admits that he did not permit my written, signed
testimony to be presented at the inquest! I then phoned
Coroner Broadwell and requested a written copy of the
coroner's report, since he acknowledged it is a public
record. Instead of supplying it, he hung up.
Much as I admire Constable Boycott's physical
courage, it also seems to me that he set the trap for
Temchuk in an extremely stupid way. The police
account appears to be that he told the store clerk, when
the robber points thP gun at her, to scream and duck
behind the counter. But, had Temchuk had a real gun,
he could have reached over the counter and shot her.
This kind of trap ( counter to Bradie) also needlessly
placed her in the line of fire (if there had been any by
Boycott at that point) when Boycott demanded that
Temchuk drop his gun. Such a set-up also made possible
Temchuk's use of her as a hostage. Of course it turned
out that Temchuk's gun was a toy. But the police cannot
have it both ways; Boycott cannot argue that he thought
Temchuk's gun was real when he killed Temchuk but
that he thought Temchuk's gun a toy when he (Boycott)
needlessly endangered the clerk's life.
There is an interesting follow-up regarding Boycott's
strategy. I recommended to Sergeant LaVergne and
Detective Hughes when they interviewed me that a
better strategy would have been for Boycott to tell the
clerk to give the robber the money. Then, when the
robber was getting away (and away from the counter
and the clerk) she could fall down behind the counter as
Boycott demanded the robber drop his gun. The night of
February 15 (as reported in the Windsor Star on Feb.
16) a man was arrested outside the 7 & 11 Jug Milk
Store at University and Glengarry Ave., shortly after it
was robbed. "The arrest was made by Constable Robert
Boycott."
I am delighted with the way Boycott apparently
handled this recent robbery attempt and wish to
congratulate him for the way he apparently performed
in this latest capture of a male suspect who also allegedly
pretended to have a real gun ( and also did not). By
using, in a highly analogous situation, a strategy
consistent with what I had recommended, Boycott made
the capture without anyone getting hurt.
My wish per se is neither to hurt Boycott's reputation
nor that of the Windsor Police Department ( counter to
both Newman and Bradie's allegations). I have the
impression that the Windsor Police Department is better
than most ( which may suggest what a long way
policework needs to go before it becomes professional).
The local mass communication media ( with The
Lance and student radio as happy exceptions) have
shown in this case an extraordinary lack of curiosity
regarding newsworthy facts embarrassing to the police.

•
College is
not unlike the military
by R.J. Kirkland
September to us all came
tripping in easy bursting with
premeditated expectation. The
birds were birding about still
filled with the lightness of
summer. Trees were doing what
trees usually do and bees were
being. All in all, September was
feasible and somewhat tolerable.
It was about noon one day then,
when I happened to be strolling
about this conglomeration of
grotesque buildings when I
happened to see a line of people.
Noontime. Line-free food,
usually.
Not being one to pass
anything up, I got into one of

the lines. People. were busily
chatting one to the other and
waving yellowish papers like
banners. The line moved on until
I came to this table wherein sat
this "heavy chick". By the name
pinned upon her breast, she was
Gloria.
"Name, social significance
and great expectation," she
purred.
"The name be Robert. I am a
factory waif and I love you" I
returned.
"Do you wish to make that
official", she.
"Certainly'' me.
"Sign here then, you" she.
Little did I know that I was

signing my life away at the time.
Oh but revelations were not long
in coming.
"When do we eat, Gloria? '
"Eat! Haa ha! You silly fish!
You're in the University now"
she splurched.
"But I'll have to give up my
job in the spray booth, Gloria."
"That's too bad, Bob.

(Cont'd. on Page 8)

I do not agree with what
you say but I will defend to the death your
right to say it.
- Voltaire
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leditors
496 Goyeau

Aao~ from the Tunnel Entrance

Open Monday-Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

11 A.M.-9 P.M.
11 A.M.-Midnite
11 A.M.-6 P.M . .

CROWN CREDIT JEWELLERS

Diamonds, Watches, Gifts

18" STUDENT DISCOUNT
E:xp~rt Watch cl Jewellery Repairs
321 Ouellette Ave.

Open Fri. to 9 P.M.

~naile

DANCISTUDIO

PROBLEMS ON'fflE.DANCE FLOOR?
Solve these in the first lesson

.... *

•

2Sl-4103
1645 Ottawa (Lincoln)

LEARN FOXTROT, WALTZ, SWING.
CHA-CHA ETC.
Don't .wait, for fun at parties, or
social ev.ents
CALL EMILE AT 252-4203
40% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
2S%
"
TO FACULTY

__10_

IMPORTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

,...

Addre9S aetten to Editors, The Lance, U. of W.
The Lance f811,W, the right to edit letters for
length. It pays to be concise. Those typed,
double-spaced get priority. For legal remon1, no
unsigned letters may be pablllhed. A
pa.adonym may be u.-c;I, however, provided
that you ha,e a good reaon and- Identify
youl"lltlf to ttre editors.

% Student Di•count

WINDSOR'S ENGLISH SHOP

Arguments descend
lower and lower
Mr. Al Strachan, Editor
The Lance
Dear Mr. Strachan:
Please allow this letter to be
paradoxically printed in the
leditors area of your (our) paper.
Although I have not
personally counted them, I
would estimate that 80% of the
letters appearing in this column
are written by infants-each
vying to have the last word in an
argument important only to
themselves. Mathews and
McNamara are playing their little
games through the newspaper,
and it's getting very
monotonous.
The airing of personal grudges
is becoming increasingly evident
in our paper and I question your
integrity for printing this
slanderous material .
Perhaps you should charge
advertising rates for printing
someone's defamatory
comments. You should also
print them upside down, in
Japanese and in invisible ink
(readable at a minimum of 451
degrees Fahrenheit).
Sincerely yours,
Wayne Mamer

French Canadians
not only racists
325 Ouellette Ave.

253-6151

Top Recording Group

Plus: Danny Holley
Exciting Young Organist

LAST TWO DAVS
GLORIA LORING

IMPORTANT
ANY STUDENTS WHO
HAVE ANY BUSINESS, INCLUDING REVIEWS OR
CHEQUES OUTSTANDING,
WITH REGARD TO THEIR
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO
STUDENT AWARD PROGRAM SHOULD CONTACT
THE AWARDS OFFICE, G
137, WINDSOR HALL BY
FEBRUARY 27, 1970.

Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I was shocked and
disappointed with the article
which was allowed to be printed
under the heading, "Engineers
are Inferior" by Victor Harris in
the Friday, Feb. 13th issue.
I fail to see what relevancy a
personal racial bias for one of
Canada's founding races might
have to do with the behaviour of
a group of university students
namely, Engineers.
While I do not condone
police brutality whether it
occurs in Quebec or any other
part of Canada, I strongly
protest this injustice as an
excuse to base an attack on a
minority. Surely, there is no
room for this kind of bias in our
university.
I would appeal to the editors
of The Lance to be more
selective in printing articles
bearing racist overtones, keeping
in mind that the university
community's make-up is
multi-racial.
I write not as an English or
French Canadian, but as a
CANADIAN.
Yours truly,
Lyle L. Kersey
Social Work
1st year

Nick Hazen cited
for u human" ideas
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
In reference to the letter
under the heading "We are all
foreign under the skin" which
was printed in the February 7,
1970, Lance, I would like to
thank Mr. Nick Hazen for having
such wonderful ideas about
humanity.
I am surprised to see that we

still have this kind of human
soul in this selfish world.
In closing may I ask Mr. Nick
Hazen to put these ideas into
practice.
Waseem Akhtar
IV Chemical Engineering

A French Canadian
denies uracism"
Victor Harris
c/o The Lance:
What do you know about
engineers? ·
I wouldn't say that we need
you, Mr. Harris. I don't think
anybody does. If I were an
English Canadian, I would resent
you including "us" in your
statement.
While what happened to Mr.
Walter Redel is an example of
maniacs in action, it is not an
example of French Canadians in
action. Blaming them for the
crimes of a few policemen is like
blaming English Canadians for
an unjust insult made by one
person; you.
I must admit though, you are
eclectic in your prejudices. You
were wrong, however, in the
associations you made. I don't
think the "hypocritical"
engineers need you either.
I'm happy to be a Canadian,
but not in the "position" you
offer, Mr. Harris. It is clearly one
at the feet of someone who is
quick to shout and slow to
think. If English-speaking
Canadians all thought like you,
I'd also be a separatist.
Jean Paul Laroche

Personal attacks
mark many letters
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I do not read your paper
regularly, but in those copies
which fall into my hands, I find
a distressing number of letters
and articles which show a greater
interest in maligning an
individual or institution with
whom the author disagrees than
they do in correcting the faults
under attack. I refer specifically
to The Lance of Friday 13.
Engineers are inferior: surely
this title on an article written by
a university student shows a
degree of bigotry not found
among the less enlightened
public, which judges each of
them on his own merits.
But this is not the end of the
misunderstandings shown in the
article. In the province of
Quebec, where I lived for 17
years, there are municipal and
provincial police, but I have
never encountered the ethnic
police to whom Mr. Harris
refers. French Canadian is a
cultural term; there is no race by
that name. The linguistic rights
of the Francophone population
are guaranteed in the British
North American Act.
It is deplorable that such
things as beatings still take place
in the jails, but they are not a
phenomenon unique to Quebec.
Ontario the Good, as well as
the rest of the provinces, stands
crotch deep in the red mud its
inhabitants are so fond of
slinging.

To criticize validly and
constructively a fault in our
society is the right and duty of
every citizen. To indulge in
racial or occupational slander is
to malign the intellect of the
reader, as well as to dirty further
the image of the university and
its students. Let's not knock our
neighbours for not repairing the
windows we threw stones
through, while our own house
lies in disrepair.
Sincerely,
Ralf Busse

Psych-in aims not
worth supporting
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I would like to make a reply
to Gerald Smith as to why
perhaps support for Psych-In
waned as the week went on.
First of all I would like to
state that I am sure most people
approved of the basic and
original idea of Psych-In but I
think it went beyond that and
turned out to be a hate
Americans seminar. When the
people involved started shouting
phrases like "Shit on
Americans" and distorting facts
about the American influence on
this campus to further their own
end, they were just showing
their own ignorance and
stupidity.
If the people were concerned
about our so-called screwed up
country I suggest they try some
constructive measures rather
than just trying to stir up a lot
of shit as all you will end up
with is diarrhea rather than a
solution to the problem.
Yours sincerely,
Arnold Denton
I Commerce

Americans aren't
only nonCanadians
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
There is one aspect of
de-Canadianization which the
honourable House-McRae-Reynolds-Mathews team left out of
their campaign. I think it is
unfair of them to place sole
blame for the deterioration of
Canadian culture on the
Americans.
I would like to know why
there are so many wogs on this
campus. Surely there are a lot of
Canadian students who could
use the space and the assistance
to better their education. Wh. n.
give it instead to all these foreip:
bastards?
They don't con tribu
anything positive to this campm ·1
They sit in their ISO Centre on
Patricia, fight among themselves,
complain about Canada, apply
for visas. to the United State
( out of 7 million immigrants
who enter Canada, 6 million
leave again-usually for the
United States), complain about
the United States, decorate the
Cuban Coffee House with
everything from Ho Chi Minh to
black panther slogans and
scream that discrimination is
everybody else's fault but theirs.
Well I don't want to go to the
( continued on next page)
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more leditors more leditors
(Cont'd. from Page 6)
Cuban Coffee House because it
is exclusive. They invite
Canadians to the place and then
spend the evening entertaining
themselves by making their
"guests" feel ill at ease.
If these people want to be
treated the same as any other
human beings they should start
acting like any other human
beings. If I act like a disgusting
prick in public, and if people
recognize this and call me a
prick, that is not racial
discrimination. If on the other
hand some Arab students are
caught defacing public property
(a fire truck) during a
homecoming parade, and if upon
being caught they are asked to
pay for the damages, that's racial
discrimination. Sometimes I
wish I were a wog so I'd have a
built-in excuse for everything I
do.
Enough of this different
strokes for different folks. What
I want is equal blows for all us
joes.
If they really care about their
own country and their own
people, they'll stay in their own
countries with their own people
and build something there.
Unfortunately though, all they
really care about is themselves.
Why then does Dr. Leddy
encourage these people to come
over here? We think we're
"humanitarians"; they think
we're "white liberal
pa ternalists".
think we're
suckers. Leave them in their own
countries and keep Canadian
Universities Canadian.
Name withheld by request.

Practice what you
preach? Never
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
By reading Owen Ball's letter
in last Friday's Lance and then
readlng his regular article in the
same issue one can clearly
conclude that he does not
practice what he preaches.
Firstly, in his letter he
condemns those who judge
others by appearance ( who
perceive reality by matching
reality to preconceived
stereotyped images within their
minds). I agree with him that
such stereotyping and usage of
generalities are the major
. "hang-ups" of many people. His
intention and concern is
praiseworthy. However, by
1ding his article about his ·
~ounter with the law, one is
h. ~ed to realize that he himself
tc
ctices redundantly the very
p, mg he dislikes in others.
~
He bluntly states that the
'f . olice have to enforce "uniust
:,
ind often irrelevant laws, on an
··en hostile and patently
unknowledgable public". Where
is that hostile public?-also, it is
questionable whether they are
patently unknowledgable since
most of them know right from
wrong and manage to remain on
the right side of the law.
Surely such uninformative
and glittering generalities are
uncalled for.
Further, he states that "we
have a fascistic and totalitarian
police force . . .whose members

rate high on the fascism scale".
This · kind of statement is
stereotyping and scapegoating in
its purest form. I suggest that he
should talk to some Jews, to
some Eastern Europeans, and to
some persons from the Banana
Republics in order to learn the
meanings of fascist and
totalitarian systems.
Under neither of the above
systems would they have wasted
any money or time to enable Mr.
Ball to defend himself against
the state. The fascists send the
undesirables to labour or
concentration camps and the
totalitarians send such persons
to, for example, a Siberian
winter resort to pound some
salt.
Misguiding name calling and
irrelevant generalities should be
the things of the past-the
audience is more selective
presently. Let us not have any
more of this 'do what I say but
don't do what I do' hypocrisy.
Bill Szuhovszky
Commerce

Harris for real
but not funny
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Re: "Engineers are inferior."
As a French-Canadian, I became
somewhat upset when I read
your article. Finally I realized
that there was absolutely no way
that an educated, enlightened,
university student could have
written such an article and be
dead serious. So I can only
conclude that this is an example
of a sarcastic joke. Mr. Harris,
I'm afraid that it's my duty to
inform you that you aren't very
funny.
Yours truly,
Robert Beaudoin

Baksi won't seek
off ice next year
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
I will not be a candidate for
the presidency of Student
Council. During my term of
office, I was fortunate enough to
meet and work with many
people who are capable,
competent, and devoted enough
to serve the Student Union. I
trust that the student body will
elect such people to office.
I am presently attempting to
secure a job in Windsor. If my
attempt is successful, I will
continue to work on projects
which have yet to be completed.
Specifically, negotiations with
the Board of Governors over
student representation and over
the proposed Student Union
Building will continue.
To all the people who took
the time this week to talk to me
about rerunnipg, I thank you,
not for your platitudes, but for
your concern about the future
of the Union. Let me finally
express my gratitude to all the
people that have been able to
put up with me and my
eccentricities for the past two
years, most especially to the two
hardest working people, Vice

President Wayne Yared, and

secretary Renate Stiern.
Sincerely,
Bob Baksi
President

Divide and conquer
not a good trick
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
"Divide and Conquer" is an
old axiom but as true today as in
ages past. Wherein lies the
difference between the Arts,
Engineering or the Law student?
Are we not all students
endeavouring to attain some
proficiency in the field we have
chosen? What is the difference
between an essay in English and
a Math assignment Mr. Harris?
''The Engineers are
hypocritical. But is that not a
shortcoming of all people,
doctors, lawyers, Indian chiefs?
As long as we succumb to this
petty division, and quarrel
amongst ourselves will anything
be accomplished? You say, Mr.
Harris, that Engineers need
Artsmen. True. Granted. But we
all need each other. We all have
the same basic problems with
the structure by which we
receive our education.
Be big, Mr. Harris, and
overcome this petty feeling.
Let's be one as a student body
so that we can constructively
work together. As long as this
infantile attitude can exist Mr.
Harris, it will "Divide and
Conquer".
Michael T. Brown

Community nePded
factions detract
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Re: the article by J.C. Oates,
Feb. 13, 1970: "Apathy does
not exist." Miss Oates (Mrs.
Smith) seems to champion the
cause of the individual in
society, "My students are not in
a simplistic condition of
"studentism"; they are
individuals with many problems
of their own, about which they
are certainly not apathetic." She
also says, those who continually
utter the cry "apathy" have a
simple-minded concept of
human psychology, "that man is
not essentially an individual, but
a product of Mass Culture".
It strikes me that somewhere
between these two points of
view, exists a way of life more
healthy than either of these; an
idea which would foster
community rather than factions.
Granted each person at this
university is an individual (with
his own problems), but I feel
each individual has a drive for
community, with others of all
outlooks. When Miss Oates says
"ignore them" (those who call
you
apathetic), no
communication will take place
to reconcile these factions.
Victor Harris' article "engineers
are inferior" is a disgrace for a
university student and it will
breed nothing but hatred and
opposing factions (cliques). One
thing this university does not
need is destructive,
narrowminded cliques ( everyone
against fraternities, Artsies vs.

Engineers, residence vs. town
people). What we need at
Windsor, is to realize the fact,
that we all need each other
equally. Thank God for the
engineers, the people of the Left
and the Right; we are here to
learn and grow, not ignore and
stagnate.
Love, Love, Love.
David Eyes
Arts IV English

Sa le said to be
well qualified
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
The purpose of this letter is
to state a point of view which
has not been represented in The
Lance regarding Mr. ,sale's
candidacy for the office of Pres.
of SAC. We feel that in the past
Mr. Sale has proved that he is
willing to accept the
responsibility of representing the
students and that he is capable
of seeing his efforts through.
Mr. Sale has succinctly listed
his accomplishments and stated
his qualifications. He has been
involved in all forms of campus
politics. We are confident that
his efforts on behalf of the
student body will be responsible
and effective. Mr. Sale has
shown his willingness to lobby
for the students' goals and has
been indispensible in reaching
many of these goals in the past.
It is a challenging job that
demands not only a politician
and businessman but a student
who can empathize with th~
students' needs. Mr. Sale is well
qualified on all three counts.
Mr. Gunning's personality
and methods may be able to
maintain the status quo but Mr.
Sale will invite diversity of
opinion which will create an
interested and active student
body-a necessity if anything
worthwhile is to be done next
year.
Chris Govern
Jane Grayson

hardly been adequate. Last
year's station manager has not
received all of his honourarium.
Now Cliff Prangley is not
allowing budgeted funds to be
spent. Some record bills are 4
months behind in payment and
thus accounts are being lost.
Now in the latest series of
harassments by SAC, phone
service has been cut off.
Although the total phone
allocation has been exceeded
there is still enough money in·
the budget to pay the bills.
Precedent has been set for
re-allocating funds without
changing the budget totals, but
instead of doing this the finance
commissioner has seen fit to
order the phone removed. This
means that the station executive
must pay for phone calls out of
their own pockets, and are doing
this so that some of the news,
sports and other services
provided by Student Radio can
be maintained.
This year's SAC executive
have been carrying out a clear
policy of unfairly and
undemocratically trying to
strangle Student Radio; largely, I
believe, on account of personal
prejudices held by members of
the executive. This is as clear a
case of infringement of the
freedom of the rights of the
media as could take place under
the most dictatorial government.
I am completely sick of the
way SAC has acted in this
matter and in others this year. It
has constantly shown, by act
and omission, a disregard for
fairness and common sense, and
instead it has resorted to back
room politics and acted on a
level of personality conflicts and
not reason. Unless shown some
indication that things will be
better in next year's council, I
have no intention of running for
re-election. I wish the best of
luck to students at the
University of Windsor, from all
present indications they are
going to need it.
Keith Soltys
II Physics
Science Rep-SAC

Their telephone
is out of service
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
When Student Radio was
established, there was much talk
about the new media, which
hopefully would provide new
and needed services to students
and form the basis for
establishing a school of
Communications Arts and a
campus FM radio station. It is
clear that SAC policy this year is
that this shall not be allowed to
come about.
To anyone with a reasonable
amount of common sense or
having had experience in
professional radio, it's clear that
it is totally impossible to run a
radio station on a budget of
$600 per year; especially a
newly established station, with
the resulting costs involved in
obtaining the needed equipment
and records to provide even
barely adequate service. Yet
$600 was the original budget
allocation to Student Radio.
Even the $1,900 finally
grudgingly handed out has

Lance
Staff Meeting
2:00
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Today
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Denny McLain deserves to get. a fair hearing
by Vic Harris
Controversy surrounds
baseball's premier pitcher,
Denny Mclain, for alleged
dealings with a Detroit gambling
ring. If the allegations are true
McLain could find himself
kicked out of baseball.
Various sources claim that
McLain has been involved in the
operation of a betting ring for
some years.
This may be true. But
whatever Mclain has done, I am
convinced that he did not, and
would never, deliberately lose a
baseball game. ·
Denny McLain is a
professional. He has too much
pride in himself to "throw" a
game.
Bowie Kuhn, Commissioner
of Baseball, has been meeting

with McLain for a week. By now
he must have most of the facts
at his disposal. It is obvious that
McLain is in some kind of
trouble, but if it extended to the
throwing of a game, some kind
of action would have been taken
by now. The fact that no
,statement has been made
suggests that Kuhn is thinking
over the situation, which he
wouldn't have to if McLain had
"thrown" a game.
Many things have been said
about McLain. A lot of them are
not very nice. This he must
accept because being the best he
will always be subjected to
jealous criticism. But some
things that have been written are
not acceptable, and should not
affect the outcome of the Kuhn
inquiry at all.

Kirkland continues

I refer to remarks made by
Pete Waldmeir (Detroit News
columnist), last Sunday:
Waldmeir has waited for the
chance to "crucify" Mclain for
a long time. He is a prejudiced
person when talking about
McLain. Sport fans will well
remember the criticism that
Waldmeir aimed at Denny even
during the campaign that left
him the winner of 31 games.
Formulate your opinions on
the situation by all means, but
please don't be misled by the
ravings of Mr. Wald.meir.
Denny has always been
looked upon as a controversial
sports figure, but as his manager
Mayo Smith points out, "when
he steps out between those two
lines he's terrific".
However controversial, he
gives his best in a baseball game.

A lot of people don't· know
about some of the things McLain
has done outside of baseball,
that were not intended to make
money or to get him publicity.
There was the time that McLain
repeatedly visited a sick boy
who he had met while in
hospital. There were the many
times that he helped out fellow
teammates, by transporting
them across the country in his
airplane. There are many sides of
Denny McLain th.at the public is
not a ware of.
Statements have claimed that
Denny received his mysterious
and famed foot injury by getting
his foot "stomped on." This
because he "did not do what he
was supposed to." I find it
difficult to believe that a 200
lb., 6 ft. athlete would allow
someone to "stomp on his

foot."
All the facts are not yet
known and will not be properly
known until Kuhn's inquiry
issues ifs findings. I feel though
that a lot of people will
pre-judge Mclain because of his
somewhat controversial
characteristics.
Don't be narrow enough to
fall into this trap. Give the guy a
chance, after all he deserves it. He
won the people of Detroit a
pennant, and what thanks does
he get? He gets the privilege of
having an "anti-Denny McLain
club'' formed in his honour.
If the people of Detroit and
it's surrounding districts want to
be in contention for a pennant
they had better hope that
Mclain is found innocent of
these accusations.

College vs. the military Dr. Helling's allegations denied
(Cont'd. from Page 5)

/

Somebody has to serve."
University I have heard means
education. Education means
Knowledge? I will probably be a
better man for it. I will be in a
position to be priggish, lettered
and accepted by people outside
the peasantry. Tomorrow I can
quip out with the esoteric and
the vague, when only now I
honestly stutter. Oh, boy.
"Gloria dearest, I am off now
to destiny."
"Does this mean that you
don't love me anymore?"
"You must understand my
position. You are but a lowly
cle..rk-n
I am a potential
President of Fudge Motors.
Besides if I don't catch one in a
vital area I'll be back this way
next year."
"Be brave Bob. Eight months
in the trenches can ruin a
person", warned she.
It is now nearly seven months
later and Oh tis true tis true. I
have survived several strafing
runs and seven or eight blood
curdling human wave and
bayonet attacks in the form of
totally unscholared essays and
tests of lunacy. "No man's land"
is a waste of beer bottles and
carnaged minds. This war is just
another form of mass non
compis mentis. And I shoot my
Enfiel~ at the appointed times

and learn the appropriate
prayers to the gods. The same
people who have enlisted
themselves for the conquest of
the lands of knowledge will be
my enemies when this part of
the war is over. We'll go about in
the night cutting each others
throats to "survive".
Some will say that I haven't
the will to be "educated". But
to them I will answer that I
haven't the will to be castrated
either. I crave knowledge but
not in its institutionalized form.
Man is a curious animal by
nature. It is always comforting
to know that such curiosity is
being controlled. War sometimes
makes heroes and at other times
vegetables. I have seen too many
bright people disillusioned as to
the purpose of this educational
institution. The social life is
marvellous (ha) but time must
have its day. When 'reality' gives
one a slap across the face, it will
be morning and hangovers. Yet
of course what I speak is
nonsense, not to be taken
seriously.
I am a developing vegetable. I
am a rutabaga sometimes
referred to as a turnip. I am the
favourite dessert of Poles and
Ruskes. I am a rutabaga crying
in the wilderness but other
vegetables do not have ears to
hear.

by Rick Sullivan
and Dave J. Rutherford

lt was gratifying to see Dr.
Helling's response, in last
Friday's Lance, to our
Sociology-Anthropology Report.
For a while, one was almost led
to believe, by his silence, that he
had become at least politically
wise. And wisdom, in that
department, is for most of us
(by nature of what we are
accustomed to) too much to
cope with. Had Dr. Helling
employed the politically wise
tactic of ignoring us, however,
he would have expressed tacit
agreement with our "charges"
through his non-denial. No
matter. As it is, his attempts to

refute our statements do little to
dispel the growing suspicions
and resentments of student
representatives or to clock the
veritable anarchistic,
non-democracy of his
department.

a film by
allanking
~

"QUITE SIMPLY ONE OF THE
GREATEST MOVIES I HAVE
EVER SEEN!"
-Clive Barnes of the
N. Y. Times

" .. KING HAS ACHIEVED ANOTHER
BREAKTHROUGH IN SPONTANEOUS
FILM-MAKING .. "
- Knelman, Globe & Mail

" •• SO FUNNY AND LOVEABLE, SAD AND TENDER
.•• UNDOUBTEDLY THE MOST IMPORTANT
FEATURE FILM MADE IN CANADA TO DATE .. "
-Mikos, Star

... the jones they're not

NOW
SHOWING!
Riverside Drive West in the HOLIDAY INN '252-1285

Complete Shows
Evenings
at 7.00-9.05

Dr. Helling is correct when he
asserts that the Sociology
Department has allowed more
than the required minimum of
student representation. He
would have been closer to the
mark, however, had he said that
the votes by student
representatives have as much
value as those of some faculty
members.
Student representation has
changed the Sociology-Anthrop o logy Department. The
decisions consistent with the
non-educational trends and
"PhD.-itis" of the department,
which could previously be made
arbitrarily and with little
subtlety in department meetings,

that, because of the shortage of
qualified Canadians and the
relative newness of Canadian
Graduate schools, the
department is forced to hire
outside the country. He
correctly points out that there
were only ten doctorates given
last year, but he does not
explain why there was
absolutely no attempt made to
acquire at least one of that ten.
Why is it that, while Dr. Orona
describes the Sociology-Anthropology Department at the
University of British Columbia
as the finest in the country and
one to be modelled after, not
one of the U.B.C. doctoral
graduates in Anthropology from

have now been forced into the
politics of the back room.
Students and junior faculty vote,
yes; but they vote on previously
selected and determined issues.
Even when they are able to get
some question or issue,
significant to them, on the
agenda, they are often ruled out
of order in accordance with
some idiosyncratic
interpretation of senate rulings,
academic procedure or
parliamentary dictum.
Are we to assume then that a
precedent has been set with
regards to "contributing to
Canada" being established as a
criterion for hiring? As yet there
exists no defined criteria of any
kind. We posit that if
contributions to Canada did
exist as a criterion for hiring, in
actuality, the Sociology-Anthrop ol ogy would be infinitely
different in composition.
Dr. Helling. goes on to say

last year was even contacted for
so much as an interview? It is
fine to say that all of these ten
Canadian PhD.'s are employed,
but that does not make clear
why none of them was
employed here.
Dr. Helling complains further
that the authors did not come.to
him to make our "charges".
These "charges" are not new to
him. He has seen many of them
before. Fools that we are, we
brought our criticisms first to
our student representatives to go
through the "proper channels".
That was the last we heard of
them. We have watched with
disgust the inaction which
accompanies going through
"proper channels" in the
Sociology Department. As one
disillusioned junior professor
cautioned us;
"By all means, go to him.
He'll promise you anything, but
give you less than Arpege."
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IN DESPAIR?

FEAR

laugh,
laugh you may
· through wearied face,
a race you run
which heeds
not one away ..
beside the person
you pretend to be,
see how happy
he seems,
dreams which
never bejng new
rerun over
where they begun
with much dismay
at their hideous
jestures of
what is out
that way.
though hid
amid the trees
~ -. forget you never

-~. ;tion~

of thdl tm1- "OP,
sublime in hate "
you felt
'
but fate holds
you with ea§fhed
perfect i\hen
inmiw,
nid
the thing
you least desired,
retired now where
no-one will find.

but you
in memory held,
compelled to live
with sickness,
unknowing if
in hours coming ,
someone will wonder
who yelled.

Les Pulchinski

In the darkness
I hear a flame.
In the darkness
I see no flame!
To be able to see
A heralding glow,
Majestic - Triumphant.
The tal1 Shadow
No lines ever has.
Unknown remains
Unknown exists! '
Shadow be flame I await ...

Truth Sounds
Beaut',' Looks
The Way He Is
Eyes
Imagine
"be"
Is The Word He Sees.
Truth Looks
Beauty Sounds
The Way She Is
Eyes
Imagine
"thee"
Is The Word She Sees
Looking
Sounding
The Way It Does
Eyes
Imagine
" me ,,
Is The Word It Sees.

Frank Attardo

Little girl darkling
waits, humble to me
her ey~ the brown-~reen of ravens
haunt the search of dusk
'
and prowl with fear
the horizonless mind.
She happens
in the vein of a tearfall ·
the pearl hidden
'
in the wound,
and her years whisper
her little-girl passions,
in the language of a willow breath.

D.0.A.
DEATH OF AN
EAGLE

Jim Alderton

LOVER REMEMBER
WHEN ...

One
South warmed Wind's night
we bathed together
in Love's sweat
under the Pine
star smelling sky
while
the silver Sea Moon
glistened
our salty desire?

MONDAY
PATTERNS

Woven threads of colour
Mirror friend of the sun
Ribbon
Laughing in your black hair;
Surgical in the dark
Along the crease of 'tracks
Night train
Slicking the black-out to pieces;
Brown still wings on the heat
High free friend of the air
'
A hawk
Circling by our earthbent houses·,

Dawn lights the streets a
silent network, hinting' at
the chance of daybreak,
cars crawl past,
headlights; sabres, searching for
more darkness to
slice
their drivers' lust,
aimed at ·latent afternoon coffeebreaks and secretaries' padded
bras
I cannot condemn them, nor
could the church across the
street with its weaponry aimed
at
the half hidden sun
gleaming like a
'
scalple against the
poisonous rust coloured sky.

Flashing red ruby bright
Ta~nting friend of my eyes,
Aring
Twisting maenade of your long hands;
Fill the fireplaces full,
And make hissing pine logs
Story tellers.

Desiree-Milka
Robert M. Swackhammer

SUB-ALTERNATE DOYLE

Upon the blackest evening
Miss Doyle sits rocker-crazy
of the year
lazily on the cat's tail
the sounds of notbing
from the silent cat
fill the void
not even purring.
Upon the blackest evening
of the year
the sounds of nothing
fill the void.
Miss Doyle sits rocker-crazy
lazily on the cat's tail
from the silent cat
not even purring.

Barry Dame.

Alan Pretty

ON POETIC COMPOSITION

For days he searched for
significance
'
In the plight of a thirsty dog
drinking.
He waited long, though much,
and nodded sagely;
In short, he fulfilled the
requirements.
The Muse is satisfied, and the
dog returns
To urinate on my lilac bush.
School yourself, impatient one.
All things move to profound
disclosures.
You too can be a poet.

Garry Ferguson

It's so easy to build a truth
and live itthen we watch it f
a
I
I

Ron E. Werner

---

--

MONEY DOtN

AND DOES''E

Everywhere she is
is where the gu II flashed grey
or the cry is a cello, low in wood
or where I walked sometime
with a whistle tuneless
in the wimper of the wind.

Brass container of rhyme
High hung friend of the wind
A bell
'
Sharply splitting the dusk with song;

Little frail d
standing on a
darkened cor
waiting for tf
butcher man
to rid you
of yourself;
faintly hopin
he won't sho
and knowing
he will;
still; you're s
and very mu~e;
mother does.w;

She appears
in the bridge-cracking stillness
of a floral garden
and her nineteen shadows
perfume the kissed leaves moist
with footprints of tiny belts.

Anthony From

Through lofty timbered forests
Pillaged an aging eagle,
Wings scorched by war
And a tattered wig crowning
The more than bald pate.
Finally, a frenzied beaver
Taking him for a tree
'
Slashed the clay feet .'
And sent him toppling.
And the world smiled
(having been amused).

THE ABOR1

finally he sh(
the ride is sh
you enter tht
vacant garage
a single bulb
shows you tt
sweat-blood d
mattress on t
grimy floor;
the broad w
do the job
smiles and te
you to lie do
your clothes
off and you'r
on your back
you see the
darning need,
in her hand;
you close
and wondt.
really loved i
HE DID'NT

she tells you
not to worry
it won't hurt
but that's a I
and she gags
when you st
to scream;
SCilEAMIN ·
WHEN A .t,S

BEING DOM
water and bf

ooze from~
and mixesw
filth you res:;
she smiles at
tells you it's

"just lie ther
another halfthen you car,
a cab atthet.
be seeing yoi
she and the ave
and the matt
continues to1p
the blood th
gushing froll'WO
you try to Q!
but you can'
the blood doto
and you kno
what that mf
tears stream
your whiten,
you want yohe
and your boi
you even ask
to save you;
you promise
you'll be a
good girl;
but no onei
to help you;
then your so
stops; you'vid;
finally yourng
stops;
and the botll
of one;
the baby and
are dead;
Across theci
miles away;
a girl stands
on a darkenier;
waiting for f
butcher man

JC

Belc
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Today--the quiet glides around me
Soft and whispering--like some silken shawl
Caressing and slipping gentle tones against my skin
Almost healing.
It's soothing me from the harshness
of the last few days
and nights
That scattered my mind
And rasped my spirits raw
to reality.
Till i thought i could no longer bear
To be pared to the bone
with truths.
Trembling with them, i awoke today
To find the quiet morning light
Has lent
Some courage••..

Sharon L. Sullivan

oh Man, why hast thou deluded me?
i ask you to love me
all i get is heaving and panting and greedy clawing
i reach out to you with my soul
you snake out for me with forked tongue
i give you my dreams to look after for me
just for a very small moment
you have shattered them in a million pieces of
cracking crystal and leave an unprotected core ...
it shrivels

OU

rr
urt

but Man, i need your loving
and if this is the only way you know - then love me
your way. but
oh Man! be gentle - won't you try a little tenderness?

Nina

over the wind swept wild
rambling of my mind
tossed and turned upon
the sea of fate also
filled with the remorse of
the cloud soft guilt of
thoughts that bite
and dove like move close
and then again bite
yet we see the garbage
put out f!Very Tuesday on
the threshold of the mind
to be taken and buried
as all our thoughts have done
and then forget or lose
that very thought that had
known all, seen all

Adam Weresch

I DIG BEATNIKS
I dig Beatniks!
Like I dig diggin' Beatniks!
Why?
Man! Old Beatniks nf!Ver die;
They just rot in the streets.
Then one night the stench got so bad
It really bugged me dad!
So I looked to my backyard, lying fallow;
What a swinging place for the Beats to wallow!
Now-···
Every night when the moon is full
To my backyard graveyard I do go,
And with a shovel and a hoe
I Dig
Beatniks!

Lawrence La Fava

roller coastering
winged swallows
diving soaring
spiralling
above below between
ice hard clouds
like a fly in
a china cabinet
wings sometimes
rigid gliding
clouds flat
crystalline as
fragile as a
swallow's eyelash
one bumps the sun
and captures it
one perfect cloud
is scarred by a
swirling swallow
and his heart
melts into
all icicles
another flies
into the sun

If someone were to ask me,
"How would you describe your love?"
I would say:
Think about freshly fallen snow
on red and golden leaves.
Or picture stiff, white sails
bobbing on a gleaming blue lake.
Or red berries hiding in the
prickly green of a little tree.
Or a long tuft of grass, blown
atop a hill by a strong wind.
Think about orange flame with
black figures on the other side.
Or the feel of sun on your back
when you're shivering inside.
Now, take your love and if you can compare it to
one of these,
Then you have no love there.
For not f!Ven joys, as great as these,
Can hold a candle to the joy of
love.

Myno Duasp

Sheila Andrea Maltby

HOW DAT BE?
down brown blue
crying fowl
because I'm not
slidin~
silent
birds
are beautiful-again
weaving
waking
walking
extreme intensity
of here
yet there's still
problems
laughters
often more
often less
brightness
but where
am I going?
I still cannot
see you
Please can you
see me?

Maureen Fleet

Dey's sump'tin wrong wit you, boy. You gone come to no good
end. Dey gone hang you or sump'tin. Shore as fate.
Was dey sump'tin wrong wit Jesus, Gramam? Was dey sump'tin
wrong wit Jesus?
What you sayin, boy? You knows dey's nothin wrong wit Jesus.
Jesus is perfuct. Naw, dey ain't nuthin wrong wit Jesus.
Dey crusified Him, Gramam. Dey wasn't nuthin wrong wit 'im,
but dey crusified 'im.
Boy, what you sayin? Land sakes, you keep a talkin dat way, an
dey gone do you like dey do your paw. Goshun, I purely believe
dey be sump'tin wrong wit you; I purely do.
.
Dey wasn't nuthin wrong with paw, Gnmam. He jus tried to
stop dat white man from rapin Lucy. She warn 't but twelve. Paw
jus tol 'im dat she was too young. He didn't do nuthin, jus tol 'im
she was too young. An' dey hung 'im, Gramam? Dey bung 'im fo
sassin a white man. But dey didn't do nothin to dat white man. He
helped 'em hold the rope. Dey made me watch. He helped 'em hol
the rope.
Land sakes, boy. You paw knowed not to sass no white man.
La~, I don't know. All the mens in dis house is crazy. Lawsy, I
just don't know.
Why for dey kill Jesus, Gramam? Why for dey kill Him?
Land-o-Goshun, chile, so's you kin go to hevin. He done die fo
you wrong doin. He be punished fo you, cbile. You aots to stop dis
crazy talk an' tum to jesus, cause only He kin save you, Boy. Only
He kin save you.
If dey kill Jesus fo sump'tin He didn't do; if dey bang paw fo
sasmn a white man; if dey gone kill me fo talkin cnzy; how come
dey don't hana dat white man fo rapin Lucy? How come dat,
Gtamam? How come dat?
O', lawsy, cley ain't gone be no mens ter in dis ltouse. No mens
airy at all.

OwenBd
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COLOURS
This time it wasn't a dream. She was actually there, with him,
and their adventure, four days ,old, had seen nothing but the
airport in Paris, the trains down to Nice, through the coast
country, and the autumn of Italy. But now they were alone in a
small, castle-like, Mediterranean hotel. It was almost too quiet, and
he wondered if the impersonal "they" in the next room would
delight in listening to them all night through the thin walls. She
was so waif-like by the window as she stared onto a fall of green
that ended abruptly in the blue, calm sea. He put their luggage
down and unpacked the bottle of blueberry wine. The clatter of
napkins, crusty bread and cheese wrappers, and the rude pop of a
cork drew her attention away from the window and its candid
presentation of nature's afternoon. She watched him now,
hoarding every movement, and when he acknowledged her
attention, she shook her head in a sharply liberated, and impish
fashion. Those long straight white-blonde ribbons of satiny hair
reflected purple. Rainclouds censored the sunlight.
They sat at the carved old table all afternoon with the crusty
bread, the cheeses, and the blueberry wine. It rained and chilled
the room. He was about to suggest they light a candle, but a white
forefinger stopped him from saying a word and so their room got
darker and darker. All they could see of each other was gloss from
amber eyes. It was a mild game, but he waited and finally the tardy
moon came out. It was then permissible to light a candle.
She went behind the tapestry screen and into a marble bath.
When she came out, she could not see him. She looked around the
room, and into its pithy black comers. There were no male shapes.
She was ready to run to the window when she felt two familiM
arms hold her from behind. They were anything but limp. He
turned her to face him and kissed her heavy eyelids. She buried her
nose in his Irish sweater and began to nudge her face into his chest.
The wine stains of deep blue on her lips were rubbing off into his
cablestitch wool.
In a sadistically playful fit, she pulled away from him ~d sat on
the bed, legs cro~d, revealing a long stretch of pallid, creamy skin.
Was this her bed-side manner, he pondered? The look on his face
was that of a weathered poster. Her skin was like a thin ice over
clean, anemic blue water. A funny, taunting smile broke over her
solemn pose. He wanted to make love to her, but first he wanted to
smack her, hard. He thought it might make a majestic impression if
he were to spank her, just to show her his authority, power, and
masculinity. He planned to attack and in seconds, he could see
himself as having shown himself as "boss", immediately thereafter,
kissing all the hurts until fully recovered. He made his move. In one
giant step forward, he tripped over the wicker basket, fell to the
floor with a resounding BANG, just missing the bed-post by a hair.

And the table collapsed with the crusty bread, cheeses, and
half-filled bottle of blueberry wine tumbling after.
For a moment, neither of them moved, and the wine soaked and
slid all over the floor and into his pants, and into his sweater, again.
He had a stinging sensation just under his belt, and his left knee
gave impetus to violent repetition of a popular four-letter word.
Stunned at having been the original cause of it all, she sat down on
the floor, the white of her covering ruined in the blueberry-bloody
streams. She rolled him into her arms, so that she held his head,
then checked for nose bleeds. She wiped the strands of his gold
hair from his forehead and hugged him lovingly-tight until all he
could do was gasp. He liked her perfume, but punched into his
nostrils, it was too strong. He couldn't breathe. She held him with
his nose pushed so toughly into her bosom that he could see only
frosty-pink flesh, and when he opened his mouth for air, he could
taste only the starchy white lace of her penoir. So there they
remained, in a rocking-eomforting position that made him almost
believe that he must be on an ocean voyage, with a promising case
of sea-sickness.
An ancient church bell piously dealt out, in showmanship
splendour, four o'clock. The scene of the crime had moved and was
now in progress in the stateliness of the soft, saggy bed. The poor
old bed, it had to be at least eighty. Each time he moved, it
squeeled and squeaked. It was so noisy he wanted to cry. No
human ear could sleep with that unoiled clamour going on. At least
it drowned out their whispered words that their nextdoor
neighbours would otherwise be able to hear through the cardboard
walls. Or was there anything to hear'? This was nothing to brag
about yet, he thought. Nothing was going his way. She wasn't even
paying attention!
Frustrated, he got up and huffed into the bathroom, mumbling
that it was the fault of the bed, and the fault of the owner for
having such noisy, distracting pieces of furniture, and that the
history of it all made him feel as though ghosts were spying on
them. He left in such a hurry that he forgot he was completely
uncovered. When he came back, he stood defiantly at the side of
the bed, with an expression fitting the occasion. Blank and
disgusted at the same time. She could feel his presence, and the
silence annoyed her. He was quiet on purpose. She opened her
eyes.
The candlelight coloured his nakedness "powerful" and all of a
sudden, she found him enormously confronting. Her eyes spread
wide-open in complete fascination. A complex problem was soon
so simply solved.
by Lynda Zam
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Waterloo 79-62

Lancers still
Analysis by Eric Atkinson
University of Waterloo
ednesday night past saw the
niversity of Windsor Lancers
10 a little "head hunting" of
heir own as they handily
alped the Warriors of Waterloo
9-62 in 0.-Q.A.A. B-ball league
ction.
Taking advantage of some
old second half Warrior
ooting, Lancers gave proof of
heir superiority as they upped
heir one point margin of the
alfway mark to the final 17
oint bulge which read on the
indsor side of the tally board
fter the full glorious Windsor
orty minutes had been
completed.
The opening stanza saw the
lead jump back and forth
between both camps. One team
would enjoy a six p~int lead one
minute-then before one was
able to blink the score had been
tied with some rather stunningly
quick baskets. Waterloo was
especially sharp from the field as
they potted 49% of their shots
from the court during this first
stanza. It was though Waterloo's
inability to sink the foul shot
Gust 2 of 8 in the first twnety
,inutes) that resulted in their
eing behind at the half rather
than winning by five or six.
Conversely, Lancers played
some rather sloppy ball to open
play. In the opening moments
Windsor hoopste~s seemed a
little leery of the man-to-man
press employed by Waterloo.
Lancers played a deliberate game
throughout, but especially in the
first half did it seem that even at
this late stage in the season,
there were those few who
weren't quite sure of their
positions in the offensive scheme
of things. Perhaps this "unusing
of the head" can be excused by
the pressure of the affair but
there is no excuse when
offensive sets are bungled
because one man wasn't
thinking.
It took some rather daring
drives from guards Guy Delaire
and co-captain Sante Salvador to
k~ep the Lancers within reaching
distance in the early moments.
They were able to draw the fouls
and as a result were able to clear
some of the air under the
Warrior hoop as Waterloo's
massive centre Biewicz was
forced to warm his "gluteous
maximus" rather than the
Windsor net.

•

1n

•

contention

In all fairness, the Waterloo
press wasn't all that effective in
that it didn't cause all that many
Lancer turnovers but it was
enough to harass the "Big Blue"
and cause some jittery moments.
Delaire and Salvador were well
able to dribble themselves out of
trouble.
Salvador played his usual
great game again Wednesday but
it was interesting to note his
quarterback du ties were more
than adequately shared by
Delaire. Like Sante, he
accounted for 13 big ones but
also Guy was there with the
assists for those two pointers.
On defence Delaire was his usual
terrible (by that this reporter
means tenacious) self-all in all
Guy seemed to be at the right
place at the right times.
Let's not discount the fact
that for the fourth game in
succession this Lancer victory
was a TEAM victory. The
scoring parade was once again
led by "super-sub" Tino Lenti
who potted 19 on the trail to
victory.
Although Windsor was
out-rebounded, Orange and
Wydrzynski made their presence
known when the going got
rough. Rookie Jim MacFarlane
continues to impress as did
guard Ed Lanktree who sunk a
timely basket in the opening half
which led to a Windsor spurt and
displayed again some fine
defensive talents checking
"hot-shot" Warrior guard
Laaniste effectively when he was
paired with him.
Lancers again were able to
stay away from those costly
miscues and displayed some hot
shooting in the second half
netting 49% of their field goal
attempts. Most of these though
were of the close-in variety as
De\aire and Salvador were able
to find the open men
underneath.
The second half saw Windsor
mentor Paul Thomas ( where are ·
the d.wenting voices now?)
employ a mid-court press. A
guard and forward did a little
"pinching" job on the Warrior
ball carrier at the mid court
stripe while the forward or guard
on the off side was able to cover
any errant attempt to go across
court. The move was eJ\OUgh
that Windsor scored quick
buckets and the tempo belonged
to them. With eight minutes left

Lancers were 16 ahead. Never in
the second half were they ever
really threatened as they rolled
to their final margin.
As mentioned earlier, Lancers
played a more deliberate game
Wednesday as practically every
time they came downcourt a
play would be called and
executed. Perhaps Coach
Thomas felt his hoopsters would
be better off not trying to run a
quicker Waterloo squad into the
court and thus opted for this
pragmatic game plan.
When the opportunity
presented itself, Salvador was
quick to throw the accurate
baseball pass to a waiting
Wydrzynski or Delaire, but it
seemed Lancers didn't do this as
often as they have in the past.
Whatever the plan, it sure as hell
worked and kept Lancers in
contention for that final playoff
spot.
After a hot night from the
charity stripe against Western
last Saturday (81%), Lancers
have returned to their old inept
in a b ii ity to sink those
give-aways. Only 65% of their
foul shot attempts resulted in
one point additions. We've been
harping on this all season; 60%
just isn't good enough! Really,
there is no reason that Lancers
should be shooting anything less
than 70% from the line and
doing this consistently.
One can't argue too much
with a 17 point victory over a
team that beat us by two in St.
Denis, but Waterloo definitely
was cold. Look at the stats.
They shot but 22% from the
field in the second half! No team
is going to win a ball game
shooting like that.
But a point on the Lancer
side of things seems to be the
fact that a strong bench has been
developed over the course of the
season. Coach Thomas has been
able to substitute freely and
without any hesitation. This
bench strength is an invaluable
asset. Any one of those Lancers
can do the job and do it well.
So it all <!omes down to the
last game of the season
tomorrow night against the
visiting MacMaster Marauders of
Hamilton. The winner of this

Matmen lose
two at Adrian
The University of Windsor
grapplers lost two more contests
over the weekend to Adrian and
Defiance College at Adrian,
Michigan.
Defiance defeated Windsor
37-5 with Ernie Parker picking
up Windsor's five points by
pinning his opponent D. Porter
in the 150 pound class.
Windsor fared better against
Adrian losing 29-15. Evans
picked up five points for
Windsor in the 118 pound class
by a forfeit. Parker again
collected five by pinning his
opponent Foreward in the
second rnund and Mike Bondy
at 190 pounds pinned his
opponent Pero of Adrian.
The wrestling team has an 0-4
record against U.S. schools who
wrestle under different rules.
Windsor uses International
Olympic rules. Against Canadian
schools who all use OIYJPpjc
rules,WiruJ.W's record is ~3.
Thjg weekend .the ~ is at

London

Jt

c~
tecorct · ]...7
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WYDRZYNSKI GETS two during Wednesday action at Waterloo
while Jack Orange moves in just in case there is a rebound.

-Lance pie by R.J. Kirkland

game will have sole possession of
second place and the last playoff
berth. This reporter has already
been charcoaled once this
season, that being his happily
wrong prediction of a Lancer
. loss against Western. Mac was
beaten earlier in the season by
the Lancers but since then have

Hoopsters
by Bill Fisher
The University of Windsor
Lancers handed the Warriors of
Waterloo a double whammy, as
they revenged an earlier loss and
also eliminated the Warriors
from a playoff spot in the
0.-Q.A.A. Western division by
handing the Waterloo squad a
79-62 setback.
Guy Delaire opened the
scoring for the Lancers and then
mystified the home Waterloo
crowd as he stole the ball from
Kieswetter and added two more.
However, the Warriors were not
to be denied and with 3 minutes
played in the first quarter had
evened the score at 44.
Lanktree came off the bench
and the first time he was given
the ball, showed why the
Lancers are in contention for
league honours as he twirked the
twines on a fine jumper to give
the Lancers a 10-8 lead.
Waterloo fought back, and wfth
some fine shooting by Laaniste,
had taken the lead 16-14 at
quarter time.
The Lancers came rushing
back and with Tino Lenti taking
some important offensive
rebounds and trading them in
for two pointers, the scoreboatd
gave the lead tQ Lancers 24-22.
This lead was short-lived as
Waterloo took a 34-28 lead as
the Lancers were caught napping
in their own end of the court.
The Lancers somehow jumped
out of their fog and shocked the
Warriors with great ball handbq
and mastery as they put in 9
consecutive- points and as the

l;>uzzer sounded ~ers were
hol&q •

.u.n 3'7-l6 llllfP4

w.riota :came OU\ lfl-tlie
~

half on 1:he ~

shown themselves to be a much
improved squad. Windsor will
probably be listed as the
favourites considering the
homecourt and thus are already
at a disadvantage. To even things
off a bit, we'll call for a
Marauder victory and risk a
second charcoal.

•
In

second

lady luck was shining elsewhere
as they missed seven consecutive
attempts to pop the cords. The
pace of play slowed considerably
and with six minutes used up in
the 3rd quarter, Lancers enjoyed
a 46-40 lead. Lady Luck closed
her eyes on the Lancers for a
while as the Big Blue missed five
chances to increase their le-4 as
the ball went everywhere except
through the hoop. The Lancers
quickly showed the Wat~loo
crowd that luck is only part of
the game as Orange, Lenti '8d
Lanktree combined to increJSe
the Lancer lead to 56-43 at the
10 minute mark.
The Waterloo squad tried a
half court press against the
Lancers during the last stanza
and although the Big
tluew
the ball away once, they were.
never re
bothered by the
withering Warriors- and at the
four minute mark enjoyed
67-52 lead. Guy Delaire showed"
the crow)i $()me fine team effort
as he drove continuously toward
the basket and time and 8tp;Wl
passed the ball to one of bis
fellow teammates instead of.
trying to score himself.
Could it be that the ~
ingredients which makes San
Salvador a truly great baJlplayer

mue

are finally wearing off on

·

fellow teammates? Well an~?<

as the ~ came to a cl0$e, the.
Lancers left Waterloo witb
79-62 verdict

Panthers claim U.S. genocide

BLACK PANTHER Larry Powell told 700 students that his Party
condemns American government as "racist". Panthers will seek
U.N. condemnation of U.S. for genocide, he said.
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

by Brian Kappler
Lance News Editor
The Black Panthers will seek
a United Nations resolution
condemning the United States
for genocide, a Detroit Panther
said here Tuesday.
Larry Powell and Wendell
Cal oway, from the Detroit
branch of the nation-wide
militant organization, spoke to a
crowd of more than 700
students in the University
Centre's Ambassador
Auditorium.
The two were invited to
speak here by Theology student
Denny Thrasher, as part of a
Theology seminar.
Powell explained that the
U.S. has, in his view,
"exterminated" 50 million black
people, and seeks to destroy
black men in America.
The two explained the ''Ten
Point Program" of the Panther
Party. The program includes
self-determination for the black
community, full employment,
exemption from military service
for black men, release of all
blacks from prisons and jails
"because they have not received
fair and impartial trials", and
other points aimed at complete
self-determination for blacks in
the U.S.
"The power structure
understands that what the Black

Panther Party tells, the people is
very true", Powell said. "People
are beginning to understand."
"You yourself are
oppressed", Powell told the
predominantly white audience.
"You've been fooled into
believing that you are free."
"You have to look not just at
the surface, at the theory, you

Blade Power good
LONDON, ONT. (CP) Black power isn't a threat to
society but a recognition by
black citizens that power is the
only road to equality, a black
University of Windsor professor
told a joint meeting of the B'nai
B'rith and Lions Club Tuesday.
Dr. Howard McCurdy,
chairman of the newly formed
National Black Coalition in
Canada, said black persons must
begin by accepting themselves
and correct the wrongs in the
black community.
The purpose of the black
movement is "to overcome

by Jayne Egan

Lance News Staff

A conference on pollution,
sponsored by the University, will
be held here March 7-8.
Bob Copland, one of the
organizers, said that the format
will be similar to the "successful
conference" on regional
government which took place
last weekend.
There will be panel
discussions and workshops with
the idea of "getting co-operation
between elected officials and the
public," said Copland.
"Well-known experts on
pollution" as· well as "federal
and • provincial Members of
Parliament" are expected to be
present. Present also will be
municipal officials and
administrators from Essex
County. In this way, Copland
hopes to attract the public.
John Braun, director of Iona
College, is the chairman of the
conference and Bob Baksi,

Self-help program formed
by Vic Harris
The formation of a new
organization, Failures
Anonymous, is being proposed
by Marius Setkus, a first year
Physics student.
The organization is being
initiated by Setkus, "to help
those students who are having
academic problems, and wish to
talk them over with me."
He hopes to be able to reduce
the number of people who are
failing their courses.
"Some students fail because
they lack self-confidence," he
said, and he feels that for a
person to succeed as a student,
he must first succeed as a
person.

,-

The organization is to start
from scratch, and will be
operated on the same concept as
Alcoholics Anonymous.
Setkus added, "students must
admit their mistakes openly if
we, as a useful organization, are
to succeed." Setkus said that
this is the first stage everyone
without exception must · go
through.
Growing out . of this idea,
Setkus hopes that a Success Club
will be formed.
Those people who have
succeeded in their initial
discussions with Setkus, will
then be asked to form a panel to
be known as "the Succ~ss Club.''
Setkus said that the objective
of the Success Club is, "to

Cl BIBET...
EVERY FRIDAY IN THE GROTTO
INTIMATE ATMOSPHERE
BY CANDLE LIGHT.
FOLK: CONTEMPORARY SONGS &
DANCING TO SOFT, MELLOW
MUSIC.
- WE WILL BE OPEN THE
FRIDAY OF SLACK WEEK

T811GIT

promote a feeling of success in
small things and work your way
up to larger tasks on a gradual
basis." It's second objective is
to, "recover time lost by
students who are indecisive in
their academic affairs."
Setkus also hopes a Tutoring
Club will be established if the
original plans prove successful.
He says, ''The Tutoring Club
is designed to help the
"processed" students get help
involving directly with their
subjects. Several good top-notch
students would volunteer their
time to help the poor ones out
of their persistent problems."
Students requiring help
would be asked to pay a small
fee to the organization.
Setkus stressed that he
expects anything to happen,
because "this is the first time
such an organization has been
proposed."
Failures Anonymous is to
serve as a link with the student
body and the Psych Centre.
Setkus added that "I do not
want to start the club without
student consent, and therefore I
hope that anyone who has an
opinion on this topic will write
to me at Room 29, Huron Hall."
Setkus based his ideas on a
book written by Dr. John Holt,
called "How Children Fail."

President of SAC, will also be
present.
Copland, who was also
coordinating chairman of the
conference on regional
government, hopes "to get some
kind of concerted action on
pollution in Essex County."
Ontario Minister of Energy
and Resources George Kerr, the
Minister in charge of Pollution
policy, will also be present.

George Kerr M.P.P.

Mac gets co-ed dorms
from the Canadian Press
Two Ontario universities have
come closer to co-educational
residences.
Hamilton's McMaster
University will integrate men
and women students into the
same building next fall. Acting
University president Arthur
Bourns gave approval to the plan
Tuesday. Rooms for males and
females will be segregated, as
will washrooms.

At London's University of
Western Ontario, a Senate
Committee will propose a similar
plan next month.
Student Gary Cwitco, a
former member of the
committee, revealed Tuesday
that plans have been completed
for the integration of one
residence.
The University of Windsor
has no plans to integrate any
residence.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE SUMMER SCHOOL
A programme in communications for those whose native tongue is not
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Improve your spoken French and enjoy a holiday in a native French setting.
Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced Levels. 4 weeks - July or August,
1970

Division of University Extension
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
84 Queen's Park, Toronto 181, Ontario
(416) 928-2400

North American white
brainwashing which places a
premium upon any element of
whiteness a black person owns,"
he said.
"We are no longer willing to
bargain on that basis. We are
going to be what we are and
develop by re-establishing our
roots and building through unity
and self-determination ....
"There must be a struggle,"
he said, "it may be moral or
physical or both, but power
concedes nothing without
demand."

Kerr here in March

Failures Anonymous

Lance News Staff

have to look below the surface
at the power structure."
After the 90-minute meeting,
Panther newspaper outside the
auditorium. The 20-page paper,
published in California, includes
a long feature biography of
Huey P. Newton, imprisoned
"Minister of Defence" for the
Black Panther Party.

donuts and soul. 6:30 PM.
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Weekend concert
loses $900 for SAC

LIGHTHOUSE DIDNT exactly earn SAC a
fortune last week-Council dropped about nine
hundred bucks on the concert. Lighthouse was
well received, but the other act-London's Nihilist

Spasm Band-was overwhelmingly unpopular. The
Sunday concert was the last one for the year.
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Ottawa anti-war march set
from Cam dian University Press
At lea~t 12 Ontario and
Quebec University universities
will join forces February 27 and
28 in a march on Ottawa to
protest what organizers call
Canadian complicity in the
Vietnam war.
No University of Windsor
group has any plans to
participate in the march, which
will occur at the end of
Windsor's "slack week".
Members of campus
moratorium committees at the
12 schools hope that up to
20,000 students will take part in
the march.
Universities scheduled to take
part are: Trent, York, McGill,
Sir George Williams, Mount

Allison, Bishop's, Queen's,
Carleton, Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal, and Loyola.
The students will join with
"Voice of Women" groups, high
school students, and other
anti-war groups.
The demonstrators will march
from the University of Ottawa,
through the downtown district
to Parliament Hill. They will be
addressed by NDP leader T .C.
Douglas, Quebec NOP
Vice-President Laurier Lapierre,
and Claire Culhane, Quebec
president of the Voice of
Women.
The demonstrators will
demand a government stand
against U.S. Vietnam policy, an
embargo on shipments of war

Media influences kids
OTTAWA (CP) - One of 59
school children tested in
suburban Toronto knew who
Louis Riel was, but 39 could
identify Abraham Lincoln,
advertising executive Jerry
Go odis told the Senate
committee on mass media today.
"Our mass media are
Americanized," he said in a
description of the test he
conducted in a Don Mills school
with the 59 children in grade 5
and aged 9 to I 0.
"Canadian culture is
· degraded, polluted by American
overflow."
"All of the kids knew who
the Frito Bandido and Maxwell
Smart are," his submission said.
They are a TV commercial
· character and the main figure in
the Get Smart TV series which
features a bumbling sleuth.
"Forty-eight knew that
George Washington was the first
president of the United States.
Only one child knew Louis
Riel."
Mr. Goodis continued:
"Thirty-nine knew who
Abraham Lincoln was. Three
children had heard of Wilfrid
Launer.
"Twenty~ight could identify
J oho A. Macdonald. Of the
others, one girl was so
brainwashed by American
television advertising that she
related the name John A.
Macdonald to a "place that
makes hamburgers." There is a
drive-in restaurant chain by that
name in the U.S.
The Goodis submission said:
"there was a very long pause
when I asked who our
Governor-General was, before I

got the hesitant answer- 'I think
it was or is Roland Michener."'
Mr. Goo dis said the survey
was conducted through a
question-and-answer period in
two public school classrooms
and the filling in afterward of
questionnaires.

goods to the U.S., and a more
sympathetic immigration policy
for draft resisters.

Sensitivity lab. to
be established here
A "sensitivity training
program" will be established
here, to "put people more in
tune with how others feel and
think", Psychology graduate
student Jerry Pulvermacher said
Tuesday.
Pulvermacher will organize
the · sessions, along with Psych.
prof Marvin Kaplan and grad.
student Bill Wilkinson.
The three are connected,
through a course in group
processes in clinical psychology.
"We've all taken part in a
group therapy course, I guess
this will be the culmination",
Wilkinson said.
All three of the organizers of
the sessions have expenenced
sensitivity training themselves,
and have taken part in a
"trainers laboratory".

Zionists organize tours
A student summer tour to
Israel is being planned by the
Canadian Student Zionist
Organization.
Marvin Gasoi, a Sir George
Williams University (Montreal)
student, is arranging a 78-day
tour of the Jewish state for
Canadian students. Total costs
will be $565 Canadian funds.

Last Sunday's Concert,
featuring Toronto's Lighthouse,
resulted in a second successive
financial loss for SAC.
Cliff Prangley, SAC Finance
Commissioner, said that the loss
"is in excess of $900."
'Prangley cited bad advertising
and poor arrangements as the
main reasons for the low
attendance figures.
The admission fee of 994
suggested by ex-Service
Commissioner Rick Williams,
failed to attract crowds, as it was
intended to.
1200 people attended the
first performance, but only 400
turned up for the second
showing.
Prangley stated that SAC,
"should have gone to court to
dispute the Lighthouse
contract."
An original contract, for

The tour includes return jet
transportation from Toronto, a
two week free time period in
Europe, and seminars, kibbutz
visiting and intensive tours in
Israel.
Details are available from
Gasoi at 1500 St. Catherines
West, Suite 300, Montreal.

Sensitivity training takes
place over a period of two or
three days. Kaplan explained the
process: "a number of
individuals build a group, and in
the process discover how that
group is a miniature of their
culture."
The training is designed to
teach people how to understand
their actions in relation to other
people, and to make one more
sensitive of his own needs and
the needs of others.
Helping to set up the
weekend workshop will be
former graduate student Don
Skilling, an expert consultant in
group dynamics.
About 40 students will be
able to participate in four
workshop groups, with two
"trainers" to each group of ten.
Trainers will include other grad
students in psychology.
Kaplan said that any
relationship between this project
and Psych. professor Larry
LaFave's recent plans for
"insensitivity training", is
"semantic only".
The session will take place
March 13-15, on campus.
Students interested in joining
the program should contact
Kaplan or leave name and
add{ess at the University Centre
desk.

$2500 (with a New York agent)
was withdrawn by SAC. A
Toronto agent then accepted an
off er of $ 2000 for the
Lighthouse performance.
He added that "by this time
it was too late to revoke" and
SAC had to go through with the
contract.
Prangley was out of town
until Friday of last week and he
said, "by the time I got back all
arrangements had been made,
and it was too late to change
anything."
Prangley said that "the SAC
financial situation is no different
from that of a week ago, except
that $1 OOO has been added to
the debt."

O'Gorman is
Generation's
new editor
by Gina Coia
Lance Generation Reporter
Michael O'Gorman, an IV
Honours English student, is the
new editor of "Generation",
literary magazine.
After two meetings, he was
chosen Thursday, Feb. 12th, by
the Publications Commission,
and urged to have "Generation"
completed by April 10th so it
would be available to students
before examinations begin.
"It was a difficult choice as a
number of the candidates were
well qualified", stated Brian
Kappler, an SAC representative
on the Commission.
O'Gorman said: "At this
point the only concrete plan is
that "Generation '70" will have
three divisions: poetry, art and
prose. Until I get in contact with
various publishers in regard to
rates, any definite plans cannot
be formulated."
He added: "I would like to
thank all those who have already
submitted material and would
request that all future works be
sent to the Generation mailbox
in the S.A.C. area before Friday,
March 6th ".
Nominations will be opened
in late March for the editorships
of the newsp.aper, yearbook, and
"Generation" for next year.

SGW whites called cop-outs by blades
by Claude Adams
MONTREAL (CP) - White
students at Sir George Williams
University were called racists
and "cop-outs" by Negroes
before being asked to support a
growing protest against the
administration, it was revealed
Tuesday.
The evidence came in the
form of a video-tape introduced
by the Crown, which closed its
case in the conspiracy trial of 10
West Indians.
They are the first of 87 adults
to face trial in the Feb. 11,
1 9 6 9, computer-wrecking
incident at the university.
The trial, in its fifth week,
was adjourned until Thursday,
when the three defence lawyers
are to call their first witnesses.
Central figure in the

video-tape shown to the court
was Kelvin Robinson, one of the
I O accused and a native of
Trinidad. The tape was taken at
a Feb. 4 student meeting on
closed-circuit television.
Robinson, 30, criticized the
university's handling of an
alleged racism incident before
saying:
"You are copping out by
saying 'I want proof and 'We
want facts' instead of doing your
duty by attacking the
administration.

"You are no better than
anybody from the South."
The dispute started over a
charge of racism levelled at Prof.
Perry Anderson by six West
Indian students. The professor
subsequently was cleared by a
university hearing board.

Michael O'Gorman

The Student Centre
with
Western Ontario's Largest
Selection of Trimminp

Acraa From Coles

JERRY LUBIN, WABX disc jockey, holds down the afternoon slot on Detroit's leading progressive rock station.

don't play anything J: don't like>
RECENTLY, some Lance staffers journeyed
through the Freudian Detroit-Windsor Auto
Tunnel into America's fifth largest city. While we
were there, we dropped in on Detroit's first
underground station, WABX-FM and interviewed
its station manager and one of its well-known disk
jockeys. ABX is located on the thirty-third floor
of the David Stott Building above the din and city
smog. It is composed of a main office for the
manager and his secretary, a lounge, two
broadcasting rooms and two smaller offices for
ABX engineers, technicians and other station
personnel.
We talked to Mr. John Detz, General Manager
ofWABX/99.
Nick: How long has WABX been in operation?
John: ABX has been on the air since 1960,

originally being an all-classical station from
1960-66. Then from '66 to early 1968 we played
jazz. In February of 1968 we converted to rock
for about eight hours a day. The mornings were
taken up with ethnic programs - Spanish,
German, Greek - then we expanded into rock.
Nick: Do you receive many calls from Canadian
listeners?
John: Sometimes we receive some calls, but
mainly it seems to be pretty silent over there.
Nick: Do you know the approximate size of your
Canadian audience?
John: Well, the record surveys don't rate Canadian
listeners so we don't really know how we do over
there.
Nick: How about personnel? Do you have any
trouble trying to find people who can fit this type
of work?
John: No, we have very little trouble. When the time
does come for a change, it's not too difficult
trying to find someone else. The qualifications are
a bit different from those of other stations. We
don't necessarily listen for a voice. We want his
personality and his music ability which he could
bring into the station. A disk jockey here has got a
different musical background from others.
Nick: I've heard that you plan to do some
alterations.
John: Yes, we are buying a new antenna.
Installment will take about a day and a half.
Nick: When do you plan to put it up?
John: Probably as soon as the weather gets nicer.
April perhaps.
Nick: Do you have any set station policy regarding
the type of music played?
John: The only set station policy which we have is
that we will not play four-letter Anglo Saxon
terms, basically not because of any direct ruling;
just that we don't want to be a "test case". A
couple of stations are in trouble in court right now
for obscenity. I don't think we are quite ready for
that yet. Restrictions include some Fugs records,
for example.
Maureen: Have you heard anything about the
CRTC, the Canadian Radio and Television
Commission demanding 30% Canadian oriented,
Canadian produced, Canadian originated
programming?
John: I'm sure they could do it if they wanted to.
I hope they (Canada) can get away from the
American-oriented way of life. I have a very nice

feeling about Canada, I really do.
Maureen: What happened to the poetry?

John: Well, we did it for a while, and the response
kept dropping off on it so we just dropped it. We
may do it again some time.
Nick: How many commercials do you run?
John: We do about four minutes of commercials
per hour, which really isn't bad when you consider
that most stations, especially the AM run
anywhere from 12-18.
Nick: Do you have many visitors who just come
up and hang?
John: We used to have an "open door" policy here
but we got ripped off for a lot of tapes and records
so we had to close it up.
Nick: Do you have any trouble with kids calling
up and asking for Tommy Roe, etc.?
John: Occasionally somebody will call up and
ask, "Is this the 'hit-line'?" you know. But I think
that it was this summer when we really got pissed
off at some of the calls we used to get, always for,
"In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida" "Time Has Come Today",
or "Alice's Restaurant". Then about last fall,
people started calling up and asking for songs that
were behind the scenes. And I was really surprised
when we never got any more calls for
"ln-A-Gadda-Da-Vida".
Nick: What is your main competition in the area?
John: WKNR-FM.
Nick: What do you think of Russ Gibb?
John: Do you want to turn off the tape recorder a
minute?
Nick: Well that's about all, unless you have
anything to add.
John: Only that we're having a television show
entitled Detroit Tube Works, which will be on
channel 56 at 10: 30 p.m. on March 5. We'll have
as guests Fleetwood Mac, Joe Cocker, Terry Reid,
John Lee Hooker, and Dr. Paul Lauinger from the
Lafayette Clinic
John Detz is planning another free concert for
the Windsor area sometime in June or July.
Our next interview was with disk jockey Larry
Miller, who has a night show from 6:00 to 10:00.
Larry Miller: We used to have a problem where
like, if I played three or four really soul songs in a
row, somebody would call and say, "Stop playing
that nigger music." And I would be even ruder to
them in return and hang up on them. These are
people whom I'd rather they'd gone away and left
us alone.
The people who don't like what we're doing
make themselves known in this city.
Nick: I don't think you'd find very many people
like that. I mean, the majority of the people who
don't like it won't listen to it anyway.
Larry: Look, you can see out the window, there's
the city of Detroit. And the people who think the
way I do - like, I know that when I look out that
window there are only a small percentage of
people who feel the way I do about things in
general.
They've got radios in their homes and they're
going to turn the radio on to listen to rock and roll
music and they hear something that affects their
political attitude or lack of political attitude,
they're going to respond to it. Then after a while
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hey're going to gi " p and just go away. That's
where censorship is added in all media; it's in the
part of the consumer. They have the responsibility
not to try to change the nature of the media
they're confronted with but their responsibility is
to turn off..
Maureen: A lot of times you play maybe only one
or two songs on a whole album and never get into
the rest of the album, and people really dig these
two items and then go and buy the album only to
find they can't hack the rest of it. Do you ever get
out of the rut of just playing these and get into the
other thing? Or c:b you just stick to the general?
Larry: The problem I have is to try to do, you
know, a .really good show, see. A lot of things have
to be taken into consideration for doing that. I
can't play every track on a performer's album
because of what you just pointed out. There may
be some very bad tracks on the same album along
with some very good tracks, and I've got to try to
figure out which ones are the good tracks.
Now, that also, is tempered by the listener's
response; on our request line for example, I've
found that this is true. If a group that's fairly
popular, releases a single from an album, and the
album starts getting AM airplay, then I can get a
response on the request line from a mess of people
who are asking specifically for that single. And
they're not asking for other album tracks. Now,
recently, in the case of King Crimson, to me the
obvious hit track on the album is "2lst Century
Schizoid Man." For some reason, the company
released an edited version of "In the Court of the
Crimson King". So all of a sudden, as soon as this
was released it too became popular. The requests
for that album changed from "21st Century" to
the other track. The same thing with the Led
Zepplin album. "Whole Lotta Love" was a single
and that was the one that the listerners asked for
when they called here.
Nick: Is this the first station you've worked at?
Larry: I started working in radio when I was in
high school in 1955. And I've worked in just really
straight stations. I worked in a classical station
here in Detroit for two years - WDTM. After I
finished at WDTM, I went out to San Francisco
and started doing an all-night show there at
KMPX, which was one of the first underground
stations in the country. THE first in the country.
Nick: You're credited with being theLarry: The presumptive father. The presumptive
father of Underground Radio. I don't know if I
really want to claim it anymore. It's gone through
a lot of changes from where it was three years ago.
Three years ago it was just for practically no
money at all, I was given an all-night show for six
nights a week and the only limitations as to what I
could play on the air were the obvious obscenity
limitations and the size of the record library. I just
played what I liked and if there was any pattern to
it at all in the beginning that was all there was
really. I don't play anything I don't like. I don't

play everything I do like, but I don't play anything
I don't like if I can possibly help it. What I like to
think I'm doing, is to try to provide an alternative
to whatever else is going on on the radio
elsewhere. Most other radio, and I think most
media for that matter, because of commerciality
and so forth, have an unfortunate tendency to aim
at the lowest common denominator. They aim at
the lowest possible common level. I don't want to
sound snobbish about itMaureen: Like anyone listening to CKLW has the
average mentality equivalent to a person of 8~ yrs.
Larry: Maybe 13 if you want to be really generous
about it. That's the thing, and without getting into
a lot of bum rapping about competition or•
anything, I think that WKNR is operated by the
same kind of thinking reflected on a regular AM
program which is to get as many people listening
as possible by playing all the hits. And I'm
involved with what I hope will provide an
alternative to that approach, which is to try to
establish the highest common denominator for a
given group of potential listeners. We sort of
construct the ideal mood for the listener. And that
comes up to somebody like, between the ages of
18 and 35. It's a collegiate oriented thing without
getting involved in collegiate activities, necessarily;
specifically, it's aimed at the educated listener.
Someone will call up and ask for something and I
don't want to even name anything specifically, but
there are certain things that I feel are going to take
away from the show. There are people who are 28
years old and who will call up in all sincerity and
ask for "In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida". And I tell them I
won't play it. If they ask why, I'll tell them my
reasons.
Nick: What do you think of irate Station Managers
who get really uptight at your mistakes. The kind
who make you fill out a log sheet.
Larry: Log sheets and other programs like that
went out with the 1940's. We just feed off of this
kind of radio - it just sets us up - we've all
worked at that kind of a radio station where when
you ~hange disk jockeys if you make a mistake
like bumping into the turntable, or something:
"just cover it up!" - like about ten seconds of
dead air time. Now here, if we make a mistake, we
say, "Hey, gee, I'd say you've made a mistake,"
and we go right along from there. We don't let
things hang us up like that.
Traditionally, underground radio starts off in
FM stations with very low overhead and old, beat
up equipment and lousy technical facilities. So the
transmitter is going to be going off the air all the
time, the turntables don't work right, so we just
sort of say, "Well, this is the underground radio,
and we've just had something else go wrong", and
we just share that with the listeners. What the hell,
why try to pretend everything's cool when it isn't?
Maureen: What would happen if CKLW fell into
the river?
Larry: They don't have to fall into the river in
order to affect any changes that are going to affect
the scene. If CKLW is forced to knock off some of
their American advertising, and if they are forced
to play some percentage of music by Canadian
performers, well, I don't know how far you can go
with Gordon Lightfoot and Ian and Sylvia all day
long. They're great performers, man, and don't get
uptight with me, Canadian performers and artists
are among the finest in the world. I really like

!II

JOHN DETZ, WABX station manager talks to
Hazen.

their work. But like here in Detroit, if CKLW has
to conform to that type of programming, it's going
to hurt them as a competitive rock and roll
station. And if they lose their top 40 rating as a
station, then I don't know how much of their
listening audience they'll lose, but I don't want
some "sub-teens" calling me up and asking me to
play the things they used to hear on CK. I want to
do what I'm doing and if the younger kids can
pick up on it then, fine, they're welcome to.
Nick: What do you think about Canada in general?
Larry: The greatest thing in the world about going
to Canada for me, when I go up there is to see
things that are not a copy of American Culture
with a "K". To see things that are uniquely
Canadian, that really turns me on, I really dig that.
As long as Canadians do things like that, I really
respect it. Whenever I see something in Canada
which indicates that they're selling out to the
American nonsense I lose respect for whoever is
involved in it.
WABX has now spent three years programming
to accommodate audiencesof people from 18-35
years of age. It is small, but has sufficient amounts
of space for the entertaining they do. Although we
couldn't interview all the staff members, we had
occasion to meet a few of the others who were
responsive to the questions asked. WABX deserves
congratulations on doing a fine job of entertaining
the thinking population of Detroit and Windsor.

feature by
Nick Hazen
Maureen Fleet

photos by

J.P.Squire
LARRY MILLER has been labelled the
"presumptive father of underground radio" by the

Haight-Ash bury people of San Francisco.
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L<iytnn re<Ytis tn
capacity crowd

CANADIAN POET Irving Layton -read before a full house in the Ambassador Auditorium this week.
-Lance pie .bv J.P. Squire

Lightlwuse concert ('(' dismal''
by Gordon Gilmour
Lance Reviews Staff
This past Sunday evening at
approximately eleven o'clock I
had the great displeasure to view
this school year's most dismal
musical event. This concert
featured Toronto's Lighthouse
and the Nihilist Spasm Band
from London, Ontario.
First let us examine the
performance of the Spasm Band
and their simulated anarchy. I
say this is simulated anarchy
because there is some sort of
appreciable pattern in evidence
through the group's sound. The
crescendoes and diminuendoes
(levels of volume) present here
are predetermined. This group
makes a mockery of music in
any form. The band consists of
an indeterminate number of
"hippy" type characters who
stand on stage and make noise.
I personally believe this group
to be a disgrace. The group does
have an album released for some
bizarre reason. I suggest we call
in someone to eliminate the
perpetrators of this farce.
Apparently many of the
so-called campus "heads"
enjoyed the act. It is most
interesting to note how some
people in and around this
campus can condone this sort of
sham. I find this fact to be
congruous with statements made
by me on music appreciation in
February 13th 's Leditors

column.
The first act to perform at
this eleven o'clock concert was
Lighthouse. It seemed rather
obvious that they went m first
so that they could leave early.
This showed in their stage show.
Lighthouse is a 13-man
entourage from Toronto, under
the direction of organist Paul
Hoffert and drummer Skip
Prokop. Prokop was in
Toronto's Paupers and also
worked on the Kooper-Bloomfield Live Super Session album.
It is important to note here that
Lighthouse is made up of some
of Canada's finest rock
musicians. It is regrettable to
note that many of these
instruments are not audible in
the stage show. Examples of
such instruments are the violins,
cellos and vibes. The basic
instrumentation of Lighthouse is
as follows: lead guitar, six-string
bass guitar, Hammond organ,
drums, two trumpets,
saxophone, trombone, two
violins, two cellos and a
vibraphone.
Paul Hoffert is an excellent
organist. His rhythmic-percussive
technique is among the best I
have heard; however, what talent
he possesses in rhythmatics he
lacks in tonal intonation.
Hoffert does not take care in
choosing an appropriate voice
for his organ.

DUSTIN HOFFMAN MIA FARROW
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Other sparkling performances
were made by the trombonist
and the drummer.
All in all this concert was a
total disappointment.
Lighthouse didn't try and
plodded through songs off their
two albums, Lighthouse and
Suite Feeling. Songs include: "A
Day in the Life", "Chest Fever",
"Hey Jude", and "Eight Miles
High". The Spasm Band sounded
somewhat like a wounded
hyena. The attendance at the
concert was poor. I can't say
what went on at the eight
o'clock conceit, but I do know
it is the duty of every true
musician to do his best at all
times.

by Fritz Logan
Mr. Irving Layton read here
Monday to as large an audience
as Ambassador Auditorium
could easily hold, a group of
people who, after an hour, were
not disappointed.
Mr. Layton read poems
ranging over the twenty-plus
years of his career as a poet who
consistently says things better,
more cleverly, and with more
artistic craft and brilliance than
almost anyone else around. He
used techniques such as varying
the length, tone, and subject
matter of the poems he read to
keep his hearers interested and
attentive; but this was frosting
on the cake-his poetry can
stand by itself and is more than
enough to keep anyone with
him.
Indeed, Mr. Layton could
probably read the Windsor Star
to an audience and receive a
standing ovation by the time he
reached the obituaries, such is
his fine stage presence and
commanding reading voice.
Charisma is the word that
suggests itself, but it has been
attached to so many people less
worthy than Mr. Layton, that I
simply suggest that everyone
who can make it to one of Mr.
Layton's readings do so, then fill
in their own superlatives.
Al though he speaks so
feelingly and clearly of love, Mr.
Layton has a caustic side as well,
exempijfied by many poems,
one of which is "Bicycle Pump",
a poem I include as not being

particularly representative, but
short, and funny.
BICYCLE PUMP
The idle gods for laughs
gave man his rump;
In sport, so made his kind
that when he sighs
In ecstasy between a
woman's thighs
He goes up and down, a
bicycle pump;
And his beloved once his
seed is sown
Swells like a faulty tube
on one side blown.
After the reading, Mr. Layton
answered questions, then
repaired to a nearby pub to
continue answering and posing
questions until closing time. He
is one of the most intelligent,
gracious, witty, interesting and
interested men I have met-but
applied to Mr. Layton hyperbole
becomes crabbed and haltingly
inadequate praise.
Dr. Peter Stevens and Dr.
Eugene McNamara deserve
congratulations for arranging Mr.
Layton's visit and we look
forward to the next reading by
the next poet, but, and I am sure
that those who heard him
Monday will agree, Mr. Layton't'
will be a tough act to follow.
Very likely, Mr. Layton has
sufficient Promethean fire to
warm him even on the bitterest
winter nights, but, just to make
certain, would the pre-Cambrian
haploid who appropriated Mr.
Layton's coat please return it to
the Lance office? We would like
to have him back sometime.

Record revie,w s

Rhinoceros' new L.P. lacking
by Gordon Gilmour
Lance Reviews Staff
Rhinoceros, Satin Chickens,
Elektra EKS-74056
I regret to have to observe
that in many ways Rhinoceros'
second L.P., Satin Chickens,
lacks most of the diversification
discernible in their first one. It is
hard to ascertain precisely why
this · should be the case,
especially since there has been
only one personnel change.
Peter Hodgson has joined
Rhinoceros in the capacity of
electric bass guitarist. At one
time Hodgson, along with John
Finley and Michael Fonfara,
made up one half of Toronto's
Jon and Lee and the
Checkmates. The Checkmates
were basically a rhythm and
blues group, influenced by
Wilson Pickett, the Wallace
Bros., Sam and Dave and a
myriad of other more obscure R
& B acts. This rhythm and blues
influence is readily audible in
the sound of Rhinoceros.
The band's material features a
highly syncopated beat. This
rhythmic quality can be
attributed to the fine funky bass
lines of Hodgson. Hodgson
works well with drummer Billy
Mundi.
On this session guitarists
Danny Weis, who was originally
with the Iron &tterfly, and
Doug Hastings have adopted a
much subtler style. They seem
to have been greatly influenced
by Steve Cropper of Booker T
and the M G's.
Organist Michael Fonfara
similarly demonstrates a strong
R & B influence in his playing.
(Incidentally, Fonfara played for

Michael Bloomfield's Electric
Flag after the Checkmates broke
up.) On this album Michael does
get some chance to showcase his
talent. He does this on the
Weis-Hastings number Chicken.
Fonfara always seems to choose
a shallow high-pitched voice on
the Hammond organ, a voice
which is not particularly
effective in that it does not add
solidity to the music. This basic
discrepancy between Fonfara's
technique and his sound is
definitely a handicap. He just
skims the surface of the band's
total sound, never seeping down
to the lower tonal levels.
John Finley possesses a
characteristic nasal voice. This
vocal technique is congruous
with his on-stage visual appeal
and his stage antics. A rough,
grating vocal is apropos here.
Other members of
Rhinoceros include Bill Mundi
(drums), Allen Gerber (vocal,
piano), and Doug Hastings
(guitar). All of the musicians
here are well versed in their art,
but perhaps they should use this
talent to at least live up to the
sound of their first album,
Rhinoceros. As I haye said, with
the exception of a
tongue-in-cheek version of Duke
Ellington's Satin Doll. all of the
material is R & B
influenced-both rhythmically
and chordally. Songs such as
Don't Come Cryin ', Back Door,
and Top of the Ladder all sound
much the same. The first L.P.,
with numbers like Apricot
Brandy, I've Been There, and
Time of the Year, is far superior.
Better luck next time boys!

***

Cold Blood, Cold Blood, San
Francisco SD-200
Cold Blood is undoubtedly
one of the best new groups to
have emerged in a long, long
time. This is a nine piece
entourage much in the same vein
as Ten Wheel Drive and the now
defunct Electric Flag.
This group seems to possess
much more restraint than Ten
Wheel Drive. Their album has a
clean sound, while Ten Wheel
Drive borders on distortion at
times. Both groups feature a
female vocalist; both women are
extremely talented, but neither
are on the level of Julie Driscoll
or unknown Martha Velez.
The material on this album
runs the length of a continuum
between static and vibrant songs.
There is a very standardized
version of Sam and Dave's You
Go{Me Hummin', and there is a
fresh interpretation of Muddy
Water's I Just Wanna Make Love
To You. The difference lies in
the group's rhythmic attack on
each individual song. You Got
Me Hummin' is virtually the
same as the original, while on I
Just Wanna. . . • an interesting
counter-rhythm is set up by the
bassist and drummer.
I have said that this album
has its highs and lows, but by
and large it is rather typical, just
as most horn bands tend to be.
Having just listened to Cold
Blood, Ten Wheel Drive, and
Blood, Sweat and Tears
consecutively, I find that only B
S & T is truly original of
three. Remember: Not all go
musicians .are truly creative.
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Curious Yellow
is for curious
by Dave Rutherford
Lance Reviews Staff

· LENA NYMAN AND Boye Ahlstedt are seen here
in Vi/got Sjoman 's I Am Curious (Yellow), the

Fonda excels
They Shoot Horses, Don't
They? opens today at the Vanity
Theatre. Starring Gig Young,
Susannah York, Michael Sarrazin
and Jane Fonda, They Shoot
Horses takes place in the
~epression thirties. The action
centres around a marathon
dance contest, famous in the

Gabrieli
concert
-,nediocr·e
by Rhys Sale
Lance Reviews Staff

The London Gabrieli Brass
Ensemble appeared at Cleary
Auditorium Sunday night as part
of the program of the Christian
Culture Series.
This group of five energetic
young performers presented
both modern and Renaissance
pieces to an enthusiastic
audience, displaying a truly fine
sense of expressiveness
uncommon to brass instruments.
Our only regret was that no
really difficuit pieces were
attempted.
The Gabrieli piece (the only
one) was the better-known
Canzona per Sonare No. 2, an
interesting work, but hardly
indicative of inspirational
writings for brass. The Polish
dances were handled well, but
the better pieces were omitted .
from the suite by Holborne.
The modern work presented
was commissioned for the group,
and was recorded by Deutsche
Grammophon. Written by four
different English composers, and
titled Elements, the work
comprised air, water, earth and
fire. The first two pieces were
tolerable, and they incorporated
some degree of imagination in
the rhythmic structure, and
harmonic versatility respectively.
We were given the impression
that the group was certainly
capable of a high degree of
virtuosity, but that once this had
been established, they were not
interested in displaying it
further.

-

controversial Swedish film now showing at the
Palace Thea_tre, and attracting large crowds.

•

in

('('Horses"

dance which is just getting under
depression era for lasting for
way.
weeks.
Fonda and Sarrazin start out
Jane Fonda plays the
together, but after weeks of the
down-trodden partner of a
gruelling contest in which the
callow young man, with
contestants are allowed only ten
memories still fresh from the
minutes of rest between hours of
farm and the country. She is
standing on their feet, Fonda
experienced, has gone through
quits. Susannah York as the
the mill; he imagines what
unemployed actress is carried
reality is. A strange partnership.
out half mad.
Gig Young plays the barker,
At the end of the film, Fonda
an insensitive, impersonal
asks her disillusioned partner to
exploiter of people, for whom
kill her. He does, and asks the
feeling can be marketed.
question: They shoot horses,
Susannah York is the
don't they?
out-of-work actress, with
They Shoot Horses is a
delusions of finding a position in
the film ihtmst1,Y--ofllnitywo'1)1i; ...- provoking drama of the
depression, and the insensitivity
and Michael Sarrazin, the
and cruelty of men who are
inexperienced partner of Fonda.
reduced to little more than
The story opens with a scene
animals in a zoo.
of a beautiful horse running in a
Fonda and York are terrific
field. The horse falls, breaks its
playing the pessimist and the
leg, and has to be killed. Then
dreamer respectively.
the scene shifts to the marathon

After viewing two full hours
of I am Curious (Yellow), I am
happy to announce that my
curiosity has been dispelled.
The entire movie is a disaster.
The story centres around a
young Swedish girl, Lena, and
her transition through the
various stages of "modern"
youth. We see the fads of "peace
now", "freedom now", and
"mysticism now." I was lost as
to the purpose of this, as was the
entire audience I think. To fill in
space the director has liberally
spiced the film with lots of
"skin" shots. Now, I'm the
typically, permanently-horny
university student, and I like
girls too, but this was rubbish.
The photography, black and
white, was not good at all; in
fact it was bad.
And symbolism of a subtle
nature was purely coincidental.
Example: Lena's father brings a
young man home for lunch.
Within five minutes she is in bed

1"e~
'CLEANERS
ALTER 'A TIONS DRESSMAKING

2157 University Ave. W.
(Just 3 blocks from campus)
OFFERS YOU

10% DISCOUNT ON

CLEANING &
AL TE RATIONS

with him, while her father
wanders in the kitchen. Here is
the symbolism: as Lena clambers
between the sheets, a sign on her
bedroom wall, which we have
already seen, is zoomed in on by
the camera; the sign falls. What
does the sign say? "I am free."
Get it? Lena has lost her
freedom. The shot was so tight
that the semen stains on the
cardboard could not be missed,
and expectations for an instant
rerun were high.
Another time Lena and her
beau are driving in his sports car,
she throws his driving gloves into
the pond and they both scamper
into the water and scuffle. Get
it?
In conclusion, I Am Curious
(Yellow) is not worth the time
one spends in buying the ticket.
If one has any respect for
intelligence and does not want
to see it insulted, or any respect
for one's bedroom wall, forget
about seeing I Am Curious
(Yellow).

Classified
"IF" IS COMING ON MARCH 2.
Presented by Film Society.

***
Amigos! The Hispanic-Italian
Department Announces The Most
Fantastico Open House Show In U.
Of W. History! March 8

***

PHONE 254-8245

.J

WA1Cn
THIS
SPACE

Barber Salon
2846 University Ave. W.-Under the Bridge

THE GREA'TEST WESTERN COMEDY
SINCE CAT BALLOUII

JANE FONDA AND Michael Sarrazin just barely manage to stand
up in the marathon dance in They Shoot Horses, Don't They? The
film is at the Vanity Theatre.

WATER STARRING
HOLEJAME·sN0.3
COBURN
MARCH 3 1:00 , ,:oo ,.•.
Ambassador Auditorium
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BRIIINSTORMING!
by J.P. Squire
LANCE Photo Staff
Question: What kind of-questions should
Brainstorming ask?

RITA BARILL II Poi. Sci.-None.
Some of them are good for laughs,
but they don't really say anything.

•
NANCY BUKOVINSKY II Arts-It
behooves me now on this
auspicious occasion to present to
you a token of my extreme
gratitude; my comment. I don't see
anything wrong with the questions
now. That's pretty good eh?

/

/

,-.;

~INNER "BEST RLM" CANNES FILM FESTIVAL)
NORENE F ALARICO II
English-What's a good four letter
word to describe residence living?
In seven syllables or less. It's a
travesty of unmitigated
putrefaction which is odious and
repugnant to my nature.

lnmimJ

~A·

MALCOLM McDOWELL-CHRISTINE
NOONAN-RICHARD
WARWICK· DAVID WOOD-ROBERT SWANN
Owtc1odl)!
PrOOIICOCIIJ!
D~VIO SHERWIN ·LINDSAY ANDERSON· MICHAEL MEDWINoooLINDSAY ANDERSON
1•1.P"....r.:::.=3- -COLOR ·APARAMOUNT PICTURE

Screenplayl)!
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MARCH 2 - MONDAY
BARB STEWART II Social
Work-Non-Personal. This is my
~,__~ You fink! You're ruining it.
That's i l l - ~-

1:00 & 9:00 P.M. ·
.tmJ,gs.1.okr.~~--

->---.; -

~-

...c.r-

J.P. SQUIRE II English-How the
hell should I know, I've only been
doing it for two years.

JOHN TOME I Arts-You've been

asking good ones, now. The one on
the Engineering was quite good.
You should ask about co-ed
residences. Not dopey questions
like this one. Brother.

13ULLITT

JACKIE BAIN Alumnus-Why
should alumnus be asked to answer
the question? It's logical you
should ask questions that are
pertinent to the student body in
general and not to somebody in
particular.

RICK FAIRFIELD II Arts-What
kind of questions have you been
asking? I don't think you can ask
intelligent questions because you
can't get intelligent answers out of
most people. Personal situations
give some interesting results. All
that it's doing right now is
entertaining.

STARRING
'
STEVE MCQUEEN

''THE GREAT61 CAR CHASE
EVER flLMEDll''

WEDNESDAY,
FEB. 25
1:00 & 9:oo P.M.

AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM
PRESENTED BY FILM SOCIET.Y

I
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Anti-Zionist book found defaced
by JANE EGAN

Lance News Staff
Three copies of the book "What
Price Israel?" on display in the
University bookstore, were found
mutilated Thursday, February

19.

"TEN MORE WHOLE DAYS TO GO" SAC leaders Bob Baksi
(left) and Wayne Yared mourn • .Both are looking forward to leaving ;//ice when a new Council is elected March 11. Baksi' s
-presidential office (with 11 feet of Windows) is being sought by
Rh y s Sale, Bryon Hurrle, and John Gunning. (see story this page)
L, nee pie by J.A. Bulat

Angered by editorial

Gunning seeks censure
SAC Presidential candidate
John Gunning has tried to muzzle
comment on the campaign, informed sources revealed last

week.
Gunning was reportedly enraged by a Lance editorial which
said that he was not well qualified
to be SAC President.
He sought Administration action to discipline Lance News Editor Brian Kappler, who wrote the
editorial.
Informed sources said ,that
Dean of Students George McMahon ,talked Gunning out of
trying to press a charge against
Kappler, who is a candidate for
Vice-President.
The editorial, which appeared
in The Lance of Feb. 16, urged
current President Bob Baksi ,to
run for re-election. It said that
Rhys Sale and Gunning, the two
candidates who had declared their
intentions, were not well qualified.
"Gunning is noted for authorHar,
ian tendencies," the column said.
Saturday, Lance editor Al Strachan attacked Gunning's action.
"Mr. Gunning has been allowed to have his opinion printed verbatim anytime, in The
Lance this year:, Strachan said,
"and these opinions frequently

criticized other students". Strachan referred specifically to a letter attacking Sale, which Gunning
wrote this term under the pseudonym "Albert Thorne".
"Now ,t hat somebody says something about him, he goes running
to the Administration; it really
was11' t too bright".
Kappler, too, attacked Gunning's move.
"He should know better. Freedom for The Lance was a bitter.
Iy fought issue two years ago.
Now the Administration leaves us
alone. Gunning shouldn't have
,tried to reverse this freedom."
Gunning reportedly sought to
have McMahon seek Student Ar.
fairs Committee action against
Kappler under a University rule
which says that no student may
"harass" another.
Gunning denied that he had
contacted Student Affairs officials
to make such a charge, but informed sources close to the Student Affairs office say that Gunning did attempt to make the
charge.
"I was rather annoyed with the
editorial", Gunning said. He
claimed that he had considered
the possibility of charging Kappler under Student Affairs rules.

Windsor may get pollution probe
A Windsor branch of "Pollution Probe" may grow from a March

7-8 conference on pollution here.
Pollution Probe is a campus-Oriented group which now operates

in Toronto and London, Ontario, to study and publicize the damage
done to the environment by pollution.
In Toronto, Pollution Probe recently published a list of the phosphate contents of detergents and soap products, urging conswners to
buy and use the less harmful brands.
The conference, set to take place here next weekend, is entitled
"Pollution Controls, Now or Never". It may be expanded into a perm.
anent study group, organizers said Friday.
The conference is sponsored by the University and Student
Council.
Facul~ members, students, and experts _from government, !abour,
and industry will take part. The conference 1s open to the pubhc, and
students ar~ especially invited to attend, planner Bob Copland (Ill
Arts) said Sunday.
Details of the conferenee schedule will be available in The Lance

next Frida1.

The author of the book,
fred M. Lilienthal, lectured at
University, February 3rd and
four copies of · his book in
bookstore.

Althe
left
the

Three of the four copies were
found with pages torn out. Steve
Kominar, ,the manager of the
bookstore, could not explain how
or when this happened.
Father Tom Akeley, of the
Theology Department w h i c h
sponsored t h e lecture s a i d,
"Frankly it strikes me that it is
politically inspired vandalism.'
Akeley stated that Lilienthal, a
Jewish lawyer from New York
State and editor of the journal,
Middle East ·Perspective, was
"violently anti-Zionist. He's been
attacked in print and has occasionally been attacked in public."

From New York, Lilienthal
said his reaction to the t.:::rn books
was one of "horror." He fPlt that
such actions, comparable to Nazi
activities, prevented "free and
open discussion of the Middle

because of " pressure on Regnery
(publisher') of Chicago not to republish after doing 11 printings."
Lilenthal expounded his controversial philosophy in his lecture
at the University where he said
East."
, that the only "fair and equitable
Lilienthal explained that he
solution" to the crisis in the Midhad received much opposition
dle East, "would be to return
against the 12th edition of his
Palestine to both peoples who
book being published in the Unhave an equally valid claim."
ited States.
He also warned that "If there
Consequently, he bad to go to
is a World War III, it will start
Lebanon for the 12th printing
in the Middle East." .

Nominations close today
Nominations close today for
student government positions for
1970-71. Election day is March

11.
Several candidates have declar-

eel their intention to run for SAC
executive posts. The Presidency
will be contested by Rhys Sale (IV
Arts), John Gunning (I Law) and_
Bryon Hurrle (IV Arts). Contending for the Vice-Presidential
spot are Jonathon Benson (11
Arts) and Brian Kappler (II
Arts) •.

Grad Studies may be cut
The Faculty of Graduate Studies may be abolished. A proposal
made Feb. 19 to the Senate has
called for the establishment of a
"Graduate Studies Co-Ordinating
Council" which would be substantially weaker than the present
Faculty.
Each University Department
would be responsible for its own
graduate program under the new
system.
The proposal was made to the
Senate by Law Dean Walter
Tarnopolskys Committee on University Government.
The proposals were initiated by
a nine-man committee of ,the
Faculty of Graduate Studies. Included were Grad. Dean C. P.
Crowley, representatives f r o m
each undergraduate faculty and
Graduate Student Society President Peter Schneider.
The Tarnopolsky committee's
recommendations to the Senate
include:
-The Faculty of Graduate
Studies will be replaced by the
Graduate studies co..ordinating

Council.
· -There will be no membership
in a Graduate Faculty as such.
-The various departments and
schools . . . will be responsible
for their own graduate programs,
subject to the approval of the
graduate studies co-ordinating
council.
-The Co-ordinating Council
will be responsible for University=
wide standards in graduate work.
The Grad. Faculty committee
which originally made the pro-

r,osal said in a brief to the Tarnopolsky committee that "there is
a strong link between a departmental graduate program and the
parent undergraduate program."
"In short, we are recommending a de<;entralization of operation
but, at the same time, a centralization of general University policy on graduate matters."
The University Senate will
probably consider the report at a
meeting this Wednesday.

Harlie Johnston {III Comm)
will seek election as Finance Com=
missioner. Dave Pescod (II Arts)
is running for Services Commissioner, and Brian Ducharme (I
Arts) is seeking ithe External Affairs post.
There are no declared candidates yet for any other position.
Also open to election in the
March 11 balloting are two Student seats on the University Sen~
ate, seven memberships on the
Senate's Student Affairs Committee (one of the seven must be a
graduate student), and ,the following representative's positions
on SAC: Arts, 10; Science, 3;
Commerce, 2; Engineering, 2;
Social Work, I; Law, 1; Nursing,
1; Physical Ed, 1.
Nomination forms for all positions are available from ElectoraJ
officer Bob Gunning in the SAC
offices on the second floor of the
University Centre.
Nomination forms, properly
filled out, must be submitted in
person between 2:00 and 4:00
P.M. today,

BITS andPIECES
MONDAY; MARCH . 2·
-SAC Nominations: Meeting Rooms 5, 6, 7, Centre, from
2:00 to 4:00 P.M. today only.
-Dramatic Film Society: "If', 7:00 and 9:00 P.M. Ambassador Aud.-SAC meeting: 7:00 P.M. in SAC offices, Centre.
-Karate Service Program: Tonight and Wed., Fencing
Room, St. Denis Hall.
-Modern Dance: 7:00 P.M., Dance Studio, Phys. Ed
Building
-Spirit Committee Meeting: 7:30 P.M., Centre.
TUESDAY, MARCH 3 . 3
-Film Society: "Waterhole number 3), 7:00 and 9:00
P.M., Ambassador Auditoriwn
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4
-Interfraternity C-Ouncil meeting: Rooms 3, 4, 7:00 P.M.
-Karate: See Monday
-IODE-Dohykrin Fashion Show, dance. Centre, 7:30 P.M.
THURSDAY, MARCH 5
-Student Wives and Student Law Wives: Fashion show,
Ambassador Auditorium, 8:00 P.M. Door prizes.
-Nursing Society Lecture: 2:00 P.M., Assumption Lounge,
Centre.
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Will there he a rape

\

I

in Laurier Hall soon?
On many occasions this year, Jomeone who
has no business being in Laurier Hall has either
been chased lrom, or has fled lrom, one of its floors.
These people are not just students looking tor
a little harmless excitement. Indeed, when drunken
students wander through a girls residence, any ex·
citement which results is highly unlikely to be
harmless.
Far to·o frequently, these persons are either
greasers looking lor real trouble, or 0Ide1 men
whose presence there leaves one wondering as to
their mental or sexual balance. Many are reported
to be St. Clair students whose ment.a l balance is
also questionable.
The majority of girls in Laurier no longer con·
sider it humourous to find unwanted creeps wan·
derinq around on the floors of their residence.
The intruders are apparently entering Laurier
in various ways, but almost all of these available
entrances are visible from the fronf desk. The
people on the desk, however, are frequently dis·
fracfed, or are required to do something which
takes them away from their post. Hence, various
undesirables manage to find a way up to the floors.
Once there, they usually cause some sort of
trouble. Girls taking showers or baths have been
11,nderstandably upset by having a leerinq male
charge in on them. One girl almost had her door
beaten down by a number of intruders and another
was thrown down the stairs.
What, then, can be done about the sit.uation?
The Windsor Police are reluctant to come on cam·
pus and justly so. The University has its own security guards, and students do not afford the Windor Police the best treatment.
It we are to assume that students don't want
the Windsor Police on campus, and this is probably
a lair assumption, then we must rely on our own
security guards.
But at night, when the trouble occurs, there are
usually only two guards on patrol duty. And they
are not particularly well suited to take on even one
greaser, let alone a group.
Reg Mitchell, Vice-President Administration,
should therefore take it upon himself to insure that
one security guard is on duty at all times in Laurier.
Far be it from us to advocate a pistol-packinq
tough, but this guard must be young enough to
handle himself, and tough enough to make sure
that no greasers are wandering around Laurier
terrorizing the girls. II he were to be stationed by
the main desk at Laurier, he would be in a position ·
to dra~tically reduce the number of illegal entries
into the building.
Also, iJ someone were to gain entry to the upRer floors, he would be available to clear those
persons out. At present, this job is left to the prefects
who are, of cour~e, both young and female.
The situation in Laurier is getUng worse. Must
we waif lor an assault, or worse still, a rape, before
anything is done?
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Law student disputes LaFave's argument
by JOHN GUNNING

Professor Lawrence LaFave is, regretably, full
of hot air. His "theory" which seems to accomplish
nothing of substance even if true, is full of mis-information.
To begin with, deceased Temchuk did indeed
have a getaway car, though Professor LaFave repeadedly saY,s he didn't, claiming to have this information from the Windsor police who towed the car
to their garage. It was parked at the intersection of
Randolpb and University facing south on the west
side of the street, south of University, which is only
significant for the fact that the robber ran away from
his car instead of toward it.
Secondly, Prof. LaFave's timing of the interval
between the second and third shots is physically impossible. If Prof. LaFave had attended the inquest
as I did (the inquest was held in the County Court
house to a packed gallery), had he seen the set of
photos of the body as I did (as one of many Law
students who went to the inquest, we were shown the
entire set of photos by Crown Attorney Duchesne
after the trial) he would have seen that the first bullet
to hit Temchuk (the 2nd shot) was fired when he
was turning the comer of the building as his back
was almost parallel to the line of fire. That bullet
entered the back about nine inches above the waist
at the bulge on the left side of the spine and exited
about two inches farther to the left.
Prof. LaFave tells us that the third shot (the fatal
one) was fired within a second of the second shot.
In fact Constable Boycott couldn't even see Temchuk
until two or three seconds later, until he had time to
get around the corner of the building where he found
himself confronted by a now-turned robber raising
his arm at Boycott some 40 to 50 feet away. Boy.
cott apparently fired from about 35 feet on the run

and struck Temchuk near the left nipple, the bullet
ripping through the ascending aorta, striking the edge
of the right lung and coming to rest near the spine.
Temchuk's lungs filled with blood and he was dead
within seconds.
That the Police's immediate report, made without knowledge of the autopsy findings did not completely jive with those findings is more indicitive of
the fa lhcv of first impressions than of conspiracy.
Why Temchuk whirled around with a toy gun
in his hand, why or if he was intendinp to scare a
policeman with a gun that could harm nothing (his
act may have been an attempt at surrender after
being hit by the second shot) died with him. The fact
remains that officer 'Boycott, lionestly, to the best
knowledge of ,everyone: involved, believed his life
in danger as he rounded the comer of that building
and acted as he had been trained to act.
The desirability of policemen carrying guns is
very debateable, but is not at issue here. Our city
has been plagued of late with armed and unarmed
robberies. lt would be better if guns were not available at all as we have little need for them save in
national defence, but while they are and while toys
can be made believeable by the proliferation of weaponry it is inevitable that toose who rob and those who
seek to prevent robbery will, at times, come into conflict, and if, in the suddenness and unplanned confusion of the moment, things are not carried off in
text book style with stop-watch precision and all ends
neatly tied we would be best to recognize the situation
f ,'lr what it is and not go off on a conspiracy-mentality tangent.
Enough then of criminologists who lie awake
listening for shots in the night. If Professor LaFave's
ego has been ruffled by the lack of interest in his
arm-chair detective work then let him say so rather
than creating mammoth con;piracies of silence out of
a few seemingly interesting but unimportant and un.
substantiated facts.

Canada for no one at all
by N. C. HAZEN

Regarding the letter entitled
"Americans aren't only NonCanadians", which appeared in
the February 20th issue of the
Lance, I have a few short but
sweet comments.
The letter, by a Mr. Name W.
B. Request, seems to . shO".V prejudices which are not uncommon
at this University. Mr. Request's
idea of "leaving them in their
own countries and keeping Can-

adian
Universities
Canadian"
could also apply to all of us. Why
don't we all leave and give the
country back to the Indians, the
rightful owners? Why don't we
leave and start over again? Better still, why don't we leave and
NOT sUlrt over again?
If this person really wants
Canadians in Canada and his Universities, then we ought to heed
what he says and get to hell out
of here and back to Europe. Or
_ wherever we came frc,m.

The Lance points out once
again to readers that there are
certain rules which must be followed in the submmion of letter to the Editors (Leditors).
For legal reasons, the Editor
must know the idendty of each
contributor. Accordingly, The

Lance cannot print any letter
which is received unsigned. If
you make your Identity known
to the Editor, a pseudonym
may be used for a good reMOD..
The Lance will print no
further letters slped by blorgs
of any colour, Albert Thorne,
or Alba1 Clpryk.

1
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Cerritos banditos strike close to home
University of Windsor
Student Newspaper Staff
Windsor, Ontario, Canada
Dear Newspaper Staff:
Hi there! I am a fellow college student, an XCanadian, and an X-Windsorite, living in Southern
California. In December I had the opportunity to
come back to Wind90r to visit my relatives. While I
was there a friend took me to see the University of
Windsor campus. You really have a beautiful school.
However while walking through your campus I noticed something quite confusing and paradoxical!
Ever since I bad arrived it had done nothing
but snow. However you didn't seem to notice this
as you still had your "STOP LET ME GROW" signs
of all languages on your lawns. As I didn't see much
grass, and saw that it certainly wasn't growing, I
"borrowed" your German sign reading "STOP LAS
MICH WACKSEN." However do not despair! You
will be happy to know that the sign is being put to
very good use, and is receiving very good care.
It is now resting on my college campus, in sunny•

Southern California. Cerritos College of Norwalk
California.
I felt sure you wouldn't mind as I saw very
little grass when I was there. You see, that's all we
have down here is grass, we haven't seen a snowflake
in yearsl I thought since you have so little grass, and
we have so much, surely it would make you happy to
see it being put to such good use!
I am enclosing a picture of the sign: "STOP
LAS MICH W ACKSEN", and in the background
is our college sign.
I thought your student body might be interested
in our little prank. Please notel!I This was done in STOLEN SIGN turned up in California. There's a need for i-t
the true spirit of fun - a prank across 2,000 miles, there. That grass is 120 an ounce. It's California Green.
and an international border, from one friendly college
to another!!!
From an X-Canadian1 an X-Windsorite, and a fellow - or girl
rather college student living in
Southern California!
Besides I know you'll be cool and print this in your
newspaper WE DIDIII

Harris disputed once more

The Lance, Editor
Dear Sir:
The following letter is addressed to Mr. Harris.
We have stood idly by and let
your past tirades go by without

Tom Gregory's article in Aardvark called distorted
by FRJI'Z LOGAN

•

This piece is intended as a
complement to Mr. Tom Gregory's article in the 22 February
issue of the Aardvark. Mr. Gregory is, with the exception of Dr.
London himself, the most intelligent and articulate of that group
of people favoring the reinstate,
ment of Dr. London. First
though, in response to the Editor's
Note preceding the article, I suggest that the "purely technical reporting of the London Case by
the anti-Canadianization people"
is very much a matter of opinion,
on Mr. Elliott's part and on theirs.
Also, I suggest that if the "reports" had the objectivity of the
Lance news section, they would
be a great deal the better for it;
also, and by the way, for a purported arts periodical, the Aardvark is starting to look a bit like
a partisan rag.
Close to the bottom of the first
column, Mr. Gregory makes the
statement that, " . . . Dr. Philip
London is nuts." Here is an attention getter, certainly: what, we
ask ourselves, would cause Mr.
Gregory to traduce Dr. London.
his friend? We find out: "nuts",
turns out to be, in Mr. Gregory's
lexicon, roughly equivalent to
"honest greatness". "London has
a psychopathic affection for truth
combined w i t h a ridiculous.
wholly indefensible notion, manifestly schizoid, that a man, if he
is to be;!, man, can not barter using the coin of his own self."
Without looking too closely at the
ringing, though ungrammatical
and meaningless "'coin of his own
self' we should consider the passage as a whole; Mr. Gregory has
cleverly slipped into a persona,
the mentality of which is Mr.
Gregory's putative evaluation of
a hypothetical English departmen,t
today - clearly, then, no one except Mr. Gregory's cynical and
gutless persona could consider Dr.
London "nuts", and if he is not
"nuts", then he must be a great
man, the pinnacle of integrity,

Q.E.D.
Mr. Gregory's consideration of
Dr. London's teaching philosophy
is interesting, if one.sided. We are
told of "moral commitments" being met, commitments to students
who took the now celebrated all

course
it

comes ,to mind. This student did
not like the course, and after the
first week of lectures formally
dropped the course. She received
an "A", although she had not
earned it and did not want it.
Later, she was not allowed to
take the course from a different
professor for credit - an "A",
it seems, is an "A", and if the
student wishes to learn somethinir

besides slander bon vivants and
snigger up their Brooks Brothers
sleeves at ,the townies.
Coming to the section in Mr.
Gregory's article where he deals
with the December 7th "meeting"
of the department, and ignoring
the not terribly clever Dantean
parallels, I would like to suggest
to Mr. Gregory and to his read-

having one's contract renewed results from an open hearing, which
in tum results from a formal,
public charge - hence the right
to privacy invoked by the department is a protection of Dr. London's right~, primarily; and finally for carelessly tossing around
glittering, glowing phrases ("can
not barter using the coin of bis
own self", "a man who has not

about the subject matter of the
ers that 1) Dr. Sullivan's eyes do
given up his own life", "too late
course in question ,then she must
not now, nor have they ever, so
just to be a free man?'') that make
do it alone. Not everyone, as the - far as I know, resembled "small - his essay read like a Na-than Hale
childish "Psych-In Committee
angry animals awakened in their
variorum.
Members" would have us believe,
burrows", 2) that Mrs. Smith was
likes Dr. London's classes; the
not looking "utterly crushed" that
Finally, a personal word for
student mentioned is not unique.
day, so much as she looked bored
you,
Tom. You obviously like Dr.
Dr. London has gotten and con- she has, after all, been through
London;
I have met him and I
tinues to get mixed reviews.
this sort of thing oftener than either myself or mister Gregory, and like him well enough too Dr. London, we learn, has a
3) saying that Dr. Smith, too, however, there are other people in
socratic bent; he asks questions:
looked
as •though he were on the department whom I like also.
"Do you mean he was really
trial
for
"price fixing" savours a These people are not "liars, phon#
drunk? .•. Oh . . . He had been
drinking", or "How is she nuts?
little of subjectivity, and that per, ies and i.ombies", as you suggest.
haps such a statement warrants but for the most part excellent
. . • Oh . • . Y ou mean she enpeople, people as truly "hmnan"
discounting
for that reason.
joys being alive", or "A lunch pail
as Dr. London or Mr. Plant.
town! Okay. So what is a lunch
I have downed a few beers with
You have a way, as they say who
pail person like?" Do you see
M_r. Gregory a couple of times
have it not, with words. Perhaps
what he is doing - Mr. Gregory,
and I suspect that all he wants in
you
should admi.t that Dr. Lonthat is? He has taken Dr. London,
the world is to be disliked and redon,
Dr. Sullivan and others, who
spected by everybody. And anya man of established and chinkless
have
been around here longer that
integrity and courage (see colbody with so tiny an ambition
either you or I have, know more
umns 1 and 2) and invested him
certainly ought to have it grantwith the qualities of magnanimity
ed; however, I for one, like Mr. about it than either you or I do,
and perhaps you should admit that
and optimism, thus converting
Gregory but find myself not rehim into the Opposer of the Negspecting him a great deal for tak- the tired, hollow mouthing of
catch-phrases will not convince
ative Statement, the Wheelhorse
ing such a nasty and gratuitously
anyone that is seriously concerned
of the Inept, at the same time givstupid swipe at Dr. McNamara,
in the matter, and that verbal
ing the impression that the rest
"the greatest poet in all of Windpyrotechnics will not clarify
sor, and Sandwich West too"; for
of .the members of the English
anything, but only obfuscatr,
departm1mt, "out and out lairs,
not realizing that dismissal with
things further.
phonies, and zombies" do little
cause, much more severe than not

-----~------------------~

Fashion Show Thursday
Featuring fashions from

TIie leather Mushroom

*Door Prizes

Ambassador Auditorium 8:00 P.M.
Presented by student wives and student law wives

commenting on them, in the des=
perate hope that they were misread by ourselves, and that you
were not the bigoted fool that
you appeared. This hope, however, was in vain.
In the Friday, February 13th
issue of The Lance we came
face to face with yet another and
are no longer able to maintain
our silence.
One of the writers of this letter
is himself an Englishman. Perhaps he went wrong somewhere,
but he doesn't share your evident
superiority complex over anyone
born outside the "sceptred isle set
in the silver sea". He has met
French-Canadians who talked to
him, in English yet, without mentioning Separatists, "Quebec Libre" or other empty utterances. In
fact, they didn't even seem to
be racists.
Sadly enough, the inci-dent you
cited in which Mr. Redel was mal
treated had doubtless occurred
countless times to people in other
countries, even in England. We
cite the example of police brutality during the "Mod-Rrocker" encounters of the early sixties, wher
many innocent youths found
themselves on the receiving end of
police truncheons.
We now wish to refer back to
your letter in The Lance issue of
February 6th. This was a reply to
a letter which was signed "une
Canadienne". You called the
young lady a "bigoted racist" and
went on to say " ... if she treats
us Englishmen in this manner
how does she treat the Negroes?"
You are a good W.A.S.P., aren'1
you?
We could go on to your slur~
on the Canadian culture, but wr
have neither the time nor thr
space.
Your use of the English lannuage is another point in question.
It is apparent that you are obsessed with the use of impressive
phraseology, but we're afraid that
you are again misguided - this
time in your belief that you arP
literate. You employ vague cliches
which are utterly meaningless, e.o
"gutter of hmnanity", "higoted
racism". "If you are so in love
with your country, I suggest that
you find yourself a little island
and declare your independence."
In your article in the February
13 th issue of The Lance, we found
your latest gem - ''They {the
Engineers) criticize their University counterparts and yet without
us lower beings they would not
exist in their present surroundings."
In conclusion, Mr. Harris, we
consider you to be illiterate, im-

mature and bigoted.

David R.utherford, Arts D
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Lancerettes

CIBIIIT...

win it all •1n
championship

PATRONS
I

To all my loyal patrons who were caught
short of beer last Friday night, I apologize
sincerely. I thought all along that we were
in Slack Week. It will never happen again.

CY

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!!
IF YOU WISH TO ACT AS A GUIDE FOR
OPEN HOUSE ON SUNDAY, MARCH 8
(1-5 P.M.), PLEASE LEAVE YOUR NAME
IN THE S.A.C. OFFICE, 2ND FLOOR, UNIVERSITY CENTRE.

STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 6TH, 8 P.M.
~=~~~MENT!

i

2 WEEKS ONLY!
ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNER! '

by SUE PEGLER
The University of Windsor
Lancerettes made it qwte a different story as they captured
O.Q.W.C.I.A. Championship last
Saturday in Toronto.
The girls ,were magnificent.
They defeated the University of
Waterloo after defeating three
Quebec teams earlier in the ,tournament Windsor had tied with
Waterloo during regular season
play in the western division of
the ~erence.
Along the way the Lancerettes
tied the single season record of
485 points and Cookie Leach
also' set a record for one season
by scoring 140 points.
In the championship tourna,
ment Windsor defeated MacDonald College 49-35, Carleton
University 48-20 and the University of Montreal 55-28 to qualify
to meet Waterloo in the final.
In the final against Waterloo,
Windsor fell behind early to trail
by five points at the half 24-19.
But they rebounded in ,the second half by using a press, and
baskets by Joanne Lazarus and
Cookie Leach tied the score with
two minutes remaining.
Windsor then stole three passes in a row and set up baskets
Karen Fleming and Kate Innes
to move out in front • .
Windsor had a great team
game in the final. Karen Fleming
and Joanne Lazarus topped the
scoring with nine points each,
Cookie Leach and Kate Innes
scored eight points each, and
Marilyn Hyatt, Katy Murdock
and Melanie Middleton scored
five. Hyatt and Leach each pulled
down fourteen rebounds.
The Lancerettes winning margin was 43~36.

JA CK ORANGE (54) goes up for a rebound which never got to

him during last week's Lancer game. Orange, playwg over a
dislocated finger and Chris Wydrzynski (24) found themselves
in a situation such as this quite frequently as they did not get
the rebounds necessary to control a game. By winning the game,
McMaster earned the right to represent ·the western division of the
0-QAA in the championships.
Lance pie by Al Cipryk

Sports comment

Hoclcey season over
by LEN LAVRIN
The University of Windsor Lancers final game for
1969-70 was Sunday against the University of McMaster
Marlins at Windsor Arena. The last time these two teams
niet, McMaster gave the Lancers a thorough beating. Sunday's game, though meaningless as far as a playoff position
is concerned, provided the Lancers with an opportunity
for some sort of revenge. As a result they won 6-3.
This is the last article which I will be doing this year
and so I would like to 'than!c a few people. To Andy, Bill
Mitchell, Chuck Ainslie, Bob Minelli and all the Lancers, I
owe a great deal for their constant co-operation. A special
note of thanks should go to Dr. Cec Eaves. Dr. Eaves was
always gracious and courteous both to myself and all the
other Lance reporters. His openness and co-operation made
my job a real pleasure. To Jerry Schen, my thanks for
the opportunity.
Moose Mills has already mentioned that membership
in the blueline baddies is now open for next year. Member.
ship is also open for the Lancer fan club. The only requirement is that you attend a few games.

Notice

"BEST FOREIGN ALM"

j

Dellate cancelled

WHERE ELSE?
THE TWO PART PROOUCTION OF

Can you Dance, listen to the great sound
of the RAYMOND MICHAEL GROUP, see a
PSYCHEDELIC LIGHT SHOW, and watch
GROOVY GIRLS from DOHYKRIN UNLIMTED dance for you while you see what's
new in Spring Fashions? - And all lo, a
dollar!

LEO TOLSTOY'S

WARanJPEACE
PRESENTEO BY THE WALTER REAOE ORGANIZATION ANO SATRA • IN COLOR • RELEASED B'I' CONTINUITAL

PART I ~rel~~:~r~:fJt'1rr·

STARTS MARCH 6th to

'- - - - - - -- ·

12th

PART ]I J~~Ji~~~NJr~i~i~~r STARTS MARCH 13th to 19th

No Place, but in Ambassador Auditorium,
on Wednesday, March 4, at 7:30 when
Dohykrin presents "Spring Thing" with
Rick Williams as commentator.
COOPERATION
COMM UNI CATION
COMPETENCE

Be sure to be there! Who knows?
You might even win one of the
terrific door prizes.
---------

- --- - -

-

--

1

I

_ _ _ _1

i,

THE ENTIRE PRODUCTION OF "WAR AND PEACE"
WILL BE SHOWN IN TWO PARTS, EACH PART WILL
BE SHOWN FOR ONE WEEK!

MATINEES 2:00 p.m. Wednesday-Saturday-Sunddy
EVENINGS 8:00 p.m. - At Regular Prices

A scheduled debate on
the importance ol the
Monarchy to Canada to·
day has been postponed.
Participants in the de·
bate, which had been
scheduled for Tuesday,
are too busy with school·
work and Student Coun·
cil election campaigning
to carry on the debate at
this time.
The debate will be rescheduled after the SAC
elections March 11.

I
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It's all overt lancers lose to Mac and finish third
Lancers lose another home

game to finish bad season
by BRADLEY BOVINE
Lance Sports Staff
It was a long time coming but
the Lancers finally went down and
dirty after reigning supreme for
so many years.
After losing nineteen consecu
tive times to the Lancers the McMaster University Marauders finally won the big one as ,they defeated the Lancers 71-67 to clinch
the last playoff spot and eliminate
Windsor.
Windsor was never really in
the game. Although the score was
always close Windsor did not look
impressive.
The Lancers were constantly
scrambling for baskets as they had
great difficulty in cracking McMaster's tough 2-3 zone defence.
The Marauders, on the other
hand, displayed some fine shooting to counter the Lancer's de;
fence which had held them in
contention all season. Unfortunately Windsor's fine defence wa r
not enough to pull it out of the
fire this time!
The first half was very close
with McMaster holding a 19;15
lead at the quarter but this was
reversed and Windsor closed the
gap to trail by only one at the
half, 35-34. The Marauders led
51-49 at the three quarter mark.
In the fourth stanza the score was

tied on four occastons and with
5:50 left Windsor had a 60-58
lead.
The Lancers twice set. up layups
by Delaire and Salvador but they
muffed them. The Marauders
then charged to the other end of
the court but didn't miss and suddenly McMaster led 65-60 with
only 3:43 remaining.
It was all over then. The Lancers narrowed the score to 67-65
with less than a minute remaining but they couldn't catch up.
Thus ended one of the most
disappointing seasons in recent
Lancer history.
G F T
WINDSOR
1 0 ~
MacFarlane
Wydrzynski
6 4 16
7 1 15
Orange
2 3 7
Delaire
Salvador
5 3 13
Lenti
3 0 6
Crowe
1 0 2
Lanktree
3 0 6
28 11 67
McMASTER
G F T
Daw
7 4 18
Noble
7 9 23
Szplewski
1 0 2
Hamilton
1 1 3
Mazza
2 2 6
Dignan
4 1 9
Martyne
1 2 4
Skerlau
2 0 4
Nagy
0 2
26 19 71

gets away from the
Lancers durinf?. the late stages of the Lancers
ANOTHER

REBOUND

loss to MacMaster.
Lance pie by Albert Cipryk

Fathi111 li1ht11in1 ... bolt aftn Nltl
THE COMMISSION ON POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION IN ONTARIO

GREASY MAC PLAYER pushes Lancer Chris Wydrzynski out of
the u·ay. With tactics like this, no u·o11d.er they u;on.
L,mc· pie by Bertie Cipryk

ONLY TECHNOCRACY
CAN SALVAGE OUR CIVILIZATION
We are now seeing the results of years of ruthless
exploitations of our Continent and paying a high
price for our blind indifference.

It's time North Americans took an interest in their
future. For a free copy of THE ECOLOGY OF MAN
and speakers, write TECHNOCRACY INC., P .o: Box
241, Windsor, Ontorio.

Streaking across the fashion horizon:
electric colors and tumultuous patterns
and wild textures to spark ideas by the
wardrobe-full' Come in . . . see these
spectacular new arrivals . .
and let
lightning stnke! You'll find yourself
sewing up the most beautiful storm of
any season . And our low prices will be
the happiest shock of all to a budget!

TV GUIDE SPECIAL!

BAHAMA SOLIDS

98(

50% Fortrel, 50% Rayon Permanent Press, Pre-1hrunk,
lightweight for Dresses,
Blouses, etc. 45", 8
colors. Reg. $1.98 yd.

DRESSMAKING SUPPLIES

246 Ouellette

258-1090

invites communication from all individuals and groups who feel they
have a contribution to make to the work of the Commission.
The Commission is concerned with the following issues:
•
learning and teaching
•
aims and objectives
•
functions and viability of institutions
e decision-mal':ing
•
costs and benefits, to individuals and to society
•
alternatives for the future
This announcement may be of interest to those who would like to:
•
indicate intention to submit a brief
•
make available to the Commission the results of previous work
•
develop discussion papers for presentation to the Commission
•
initiate studies in their field of competence
•
quote on specific research studies for the Commission
A schedule for public hearings will be made known at a later date.
The Commission is anxious at this time to identify any individuals
or groups who are interested in undertaking sponsored research.
The 'Terms of Reference' of the Commission and 'Guidelines for
Submitting Research Proposals' are available upon request from:
THE SECRETARY /COMMISSION ON POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION IN ONTARIO/
SUITE 203/505 UNIVERSITY AVENUE/TORONTO 2/0NTARIO
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Students:
Your

3rd Annual

needs YOUR support!!
Plan to come out with your family and friends on

Sunday, March 8th
between

1-S p.m.

when you are hosts to the people of Windsor

Free Refreshments
Published by the Open House Committee of S.A.C.
and the Information Office of the University of Windsor

VOL, XLil, NO. 42

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR, WINDSOR, ONTARIO

MARCH 6, 1970

No increase in
tuition costs

NEW SNACK BAR in newly opened Vanier Hall,
replaces the Stag's Head in Macdonald's basement.
The new facility is open dll.ily from 10:00 A.M. to
2:00 AM., offering the same foods at the same
prices as the Stag's Head did. Vanier's basement
opened Wednesdll.y, also includes a lounge with

sunken ''passion pit" and a series of meeting
rooms, offices, and other facilities. Thi! basement
lounge and snack bar are underneath the main
residence cafeteria, and are connected with both
Macdonald and Laurier Halls by tunnels.

For all offit•s

Candidates' assets vary
Candidate wrap-up
by Gina Coia
Lance News Staff
The annual Student Council
elections will take place
Wednesday March 11.
There are three candidates for
President, John Gunning, Brian
Hurrle, and Rhys Sale.
Gunning: past External
Affairs Commissioner, Senate
member, 3 yrs. parking
committee, 1 yr. procedures
committee, speaker for S.A.C.
Hurrle: Senate sub-committee
on faculty duties and
responsibilities, Educational
Commission 2 yrs. ago, Internal
Affairs Commission this year
and 2 yrs. ago, Judiciary
Committee.
Sale: former Arts Rep.,
former Student Senator, Pres.
Music Society, Faculty Council,
former Lance Reviews editor,
former editor Generation,
former Chief Electoral Officer,
Course Evaluation Committee.
Jonathan Benson was elected
by acclamation as
Vice-President. He was the
former publicity director of the
liberal club, a member of the
Senate, and the organizer of the
bus boycott.
The two candidates for
Internal Affairs are Ray
Marentette and Brent Skipper.
Maren te tte: acclaimed
mid-Jan. Internal Affairs
Commi~ioner, Chairman course
evaluation committee, Lance
staff.
Skipper: Vice-Pres. House of
Provinces Council, Macdonald
Hall rules committee, User's
commission.
The Ex tern al Affairs

candidates are Brian Ducharme,
Andrew Jackson, and Raymond
Morand.
Ducharme: Chairman Open
House, special events organizer
for S.A.C. Spirit Committee,
radio station disc jockey, French
Club.
Jackson: II Commerce,
Advertising Committee,
Commerce Club.
Mor and: worked 7 yrs.
messenger armed car co., private
investigator, Asst. district sales
manager P.F. Collier & Sons
Ltd., rep. Macdonald Hall food
committee.
Harley Johnston was elected
by acclamation as Finance
Commissioner. He has worked in
the past year as assistant to the
Commissioner.

Candidates to the Senate are
Patti Lucas, Mark Kelly, and F.J.
Marchal.
Miss Lucas is at present the
Social Director of Laurier Hall,
Sec.-Treas. of the Economics
and Political Science Club, a
member of the Rules
Committee, and a member of
the committee which dealt with
residence visitation.
Kelly: graduate student in
political science, former Services
Commissioner, Public Relations
for S.A.C. 67-68.
Marchal: former Arts Rep.,
member Student Council
Committee on cafeteria strike.
There are two candidates for
Services Commissioner, Dan
Conley and Dave Pescod.
(Cont'd. on Page 3)

by Jim Hall
Lance News Staff
There will be no increase in
tuition fees next year. University
Vice-President W.R. Mitchell
said Tuesday that the University
would "hold the line" on
tuition.
(Mitchell had said in January
that fee increases were possible
or likely.)
There may be some increases
in student fees in some faculties,
Mitchell said. The Law Society
will increase its fee, collected
with tuition, slightly, and some
other societies in small faculties
may do the same.
Student Council fees, now
$22.50, will not increase. Arts,
and Science, tuition fees ,will
remain at $540, Engineering
$620. Commerce fees are now
~ n d Law fees $560.
Resi encc-1t.: ., ·:Jk nrQbably
increase. Director of resi
Joe Saso said Tuesday that
~ampus dormitories are not now
meeting their costs.
Students have requested
increased maid service, and this
will probably increase costs, he
said.

The budget for the residences
will not be completed for
another two weeks, but resident
students will definitely pay
more.
Beaver Foods Assistant
Manager Carl Shwarz said
Tuesday that he will not request
an increase in food prices,
provided that the
student-administration food
committee will approve some
operating procedures that will
reduce costs.
If these procedures are not
approved, a food price increase
may be necessary, he said.
Shwarz would not give details of
the proposed changes.
Jerry Schen, a student
member of the University Centre
Policy Committee, which
negotiates operating procedures,
said that the committee would
like to keep prices down, but
will have to examine the planned
change
ue ote i1tC1A.1u 0 ..
decision.
The contract between the
University and Beaver Foods
does not expire until June 1, and
no changes will be made until
then.

IPolls open at 10 AMI
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Undergraduate, full time students are eligible to vote
Wednesday in Student Council elections. Also on the
computer-card ballot will be a referendum on continued
membership in &,) Ontario Union of Students, and a contest
for two undergraduate seats on the University Senate.

Each voter will receive two computer cards and a two-page
instruction sheet. Polls will be set up in the University Centre
(2), Windsor Hall, Essex Hall, Vanier Hall, and Dillon Hall.
You must present your student card to vote.
This issue of The Lance includes campaign material for SAC
executive candidates, Senate candidates, and students running
for Arts and Science seats on SAC.
Candidates for Law, Engineering, and all other SAC
positions not detailed in today's Lance should contact The
Lance News Department today to arrange for publicity in
Monday's paper.
All candidates will make speeches and be available to meet
voters Monday, from 3: 00 to 5: 00 P.M. in the Ambassador
Auditorium. All students are urged to attend, electoral officer
Bob Gunning said Thursday.
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"HOO, BOY, THESE fashion shows are fun". lissom Kathy Gloster
was probably thinking Wednesday. Ambassador Auditorium was

the scene for Dohykrin boutique-aided fashion show for the local
chapter of the Imperial Order of Daughters of the Empire. Former
SAC Seroices Commissioner Rick Williams called the IODE "the
/GA" and complimented the "band; "The Raymond Michael group
just finished a seven-month whirlwind tour of Red Barn openings".
-Lance pie by JJ'. Squire
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Grayson at the Bridge
By Score

-

There is an old adage in
Bridge, "When you've been
finessed, you've been finessed."
If more players realized this, the
quality of Bridge played would
greatly increase. As an example
of this saying, view the following
hands:

you are not going to promote a
lower card in your hand or, you
feel, in partner's, then there is
no advantage whatsoever in
covering an honor with an
honor. Here is an obvious
example:

KXX

KXX

AJX

AJX

Just wondering why the Liberal Club gave us such a great on
the "Hair" tickets? I paid $8.50 per ticket and printed on my
ticket was the figure $7 .50. The University of Waterloo has the
same type of deal only their ticket rates are $4.50.
Randy Swarts 11 Arts.

Bill Pye, president of the Liberal Club, had nothing to hide.
The club planned to make a dollar on each person to finance an
upcoming convention. People like you who took only the ticket
and turned down the drunken orgy got the extra dollar slapped
on it.
Your friend from Waterloo probably got a cheap second
balcony seat that goes for about $4.50 or got some type of
discount since Waterloo rented the theatre for two entire shows
and were therefore in a very good position to bargain for a better
deal.

***
It is common knowledge that Uptight can do anything. If so,
why the fuss don't you get all the fussin' clocks in this university
to read the same fussin • time. They not only differ from building
to building but also from room to fussin' room. Yet, I doubt if
even you can do something with the ine-fussin-ficient
maintenance staff.
A.J. Sci. I
The clock men are on the job. However the main offender is
the master clock in Essex hall which controls all the little clocks.
When it goes haywire, and it frequently does, it takes all the kings
horses etc. to get the clocks in harmony. The company that
installed the contraption has since gone out of business and a
different master would cost 20 grand (time is money) and the
university can't afford it.
Since the "revolt of the machine" is confined mainly to Essex
it really doesn't matter since it does remind the Physics Dept.
that according to "Relativity"; "Simultaneity" can not exist.

***

~

·

IOXXX
QXX

South leads the Queen and
West, hoping to deceive the
declarer, does not play the King.
He has broken one of the general
rules of Bridge: Cover an honor
with an honor. As a result,
declarer will make three tricks in
the suit by finessing the Jack the
second time he plays the suit.
There is logic behind this
axiom of Bridge. By covering an
honor with an honor, one
attempts to ·set up a lower card
as the master card in the suit. If,
in the above example, West had
played his King, covering the
Queen, he would have promoted
his partner's ten into a winning
position. Declarer would only
make two tricks in the suit
instead of three.
While this rule is, for the
most part, an accurate one to
follow, there are situations in
which it should be broken. If

METRO
MOTORS
YOUR RENAULT,
BOND
MORGAN CAR CENTRE

_, -

.Wt-ry are-the tunnels always o<!ked on weekends?

XXX

XJ1098
In the above hand, no
purpose can be served by
covering the Queen with the
King (unless West and South are
in some form of partnership); no
lower honor will be promoted.
A third situation often arises
and this is based upon the
question of when to cover an
honor with an honor. If Declarer
has taken a successful finesse,

most ·of the time he will try it
again. This hand illustrates that
theme.

AXX
KXX

lOXX
QJ9X

If Declarer leads the Queen
and West plays the King, South
can win all three tricks in the
suit by finessing against the ten
that is in East's hand. South has
nothing to lose by finessing
against East, for if West has
three cards to the King-ten in
the suit, he will win a trick
regardless. The important thing
to be learned from this hand,
though, is that West must not
cover the Queen with the King,
but rather must wait until the
Jack is led.

IMPROVE
POSITION

SAC'S

FINANCIAL

BRING
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT CLOSER TO THE
STUDENTS
CONTINUE WORK ON THE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING
AND THE PARKING PROBLEM
EXAMINE FULLY THE
PROBLEM OF SIZE AND
GROWTH IN THE UNIVERSITY
OF THE 70'S

JOHN GUNNING HAS WORKED
FOR YOU FOR J YEARS AS

*
*

SENATOR
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
* SENATE RULES COMMITTEE

--.....MBA~R.
* PARKING COMMITTEE Mt.MBl:h
* SAC SPEAKER

A. K. von Rimsky III

Grant Mciver, Chief Security officer, says the reason the
tunnels to the residences are closed off on weekends is to prevent
local vandals from using them to get in and do their foul work.
Thus they can only get in past the main desk enabling the guard
to shoot them in the leg.

WE REP AIR ALL MAKES
OF IMPORTED
AUTOMOBILES AT

***

2504 HOWARD AVENUE

Why can't the centre be reached directly after the main
switchboard is closed in the evenings?
Steve Daigle

In the evening the magic numbers; 253-4852 that ring the
phone in the centre desk, like all the other magic num hers go
through a main switchboard in the ever vigilant security
Headquarters.
When the operator has to go to the can or something, he used
to put the switchboard on "busy". Never again! He'll still be
allowed to go to the can but when he does, all calls will be
switched directly to the centre desk.

JOHN

GUNNING 00

UNISEX
SEE OUR FANTASTIC WIG
SELECTION AT THE

WINDSOR HOME SHOW

***
Could you please tell me if there is on campus a place where a
few weight conscious girls could do gymnastics (unobscurely)? I

really miss the old high-school gym classes where you were forced
to run around and use some muscles. Many other girls I've talked
to would be interested in the same thing. For many people who
are not doing any particular sport, college years and riding in cars
c.an be a fattening experience.
Any information will be appreciated.
-out of shape

It is certainly true that college life and cars are indirectly the
reason for lot of girls putting on weight. (But there's an
information centre for that.)
Dr. Eaves of the Phys. Ed. ·Dept. has organized numerous
fitness programmes for students. The schedules for these are
listed in the "Phys. Ed. Dept. Services" schedule including times
the faculties are open and other goodies, copies of which are
available at their complex.
Until you get back in the groove perhaps a meal contract
might help you lose weight.

***

WE WILL BE SHOWING THE LATEST WIGS
ON THE MARKET.
NEW TYPES OF SYNTHETICS

HUMAN HAIR
WASH 'N' WEAR

THE NEW

(PERMANENTLY CURLED - THE
SAME AS THE SYNTHETICS)
COMPLETE LINE OF MEN'S TOUPEES,
MUSTACHES, SIDEBURNS, & BEARDS
NOW AVAILABLE AT OUR MEN'S SHOP.

*
WIG CO. OF WINDSOR

How many people are employed by the University?

G.G.
1817 are on the payroll, most are people.

CALL US: 969-9070

HIS RECORD IS ONE OF
SERVICE AND EFFORT ON
YOUR BEHALF

*

IMPORTERS

790 Ouellette at Elliott St. in the Jf'indsor Tou,er•
Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. - Thun. a F,t. to 1130 p.m.
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Plans for Sunday
Open House set
by Tom Egan
Lance News Staff
On March 8 Open House is
scheduled, and every student has
been invited to bring his family
and friends.
. Brian Ducharme, chairman of
the Open House Committee, said
Wednesday that Open House is
appealing to "the average citizen
of Windsor. We are not catering
to V J.P.'s."

CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT glassblower
Wolfgang Aberhart will be a top attraction at
open house again this year. More than 10,000

people are expected for the annual event, set for
Sunday, March 8.
-lance pie by J.P. Squire

Candidates assets vary
(Cont'd. from Page l)
Conley: Pres. Film Society,
former Pres. Drama Club,
member of University Players
and has acted in 14 plays,
involved in great no. of
organizational activities, won
"baby beauty contest" in 1948.
Pescod: Arts Rep., Services
Commission, Chairman Spirit
Committee, Sub-committee on
SAC-proposed Student Union
Building.
Elected by acclamation to the
Student Affairs Commission are
John Deziel, Donald Sales, and
Alan Strachan.
Commerce candidates are
Catherine Leach, David

Chandler, James Fyke, and John
Renaud. Two will be elected.
The three candidates for two
Engineering seats on SAC are
Richard Malott, Gary Stefan,
and Ronald Tingle.
Law candidates are L.C.
Cohen, and Gordon Gardner.
One will be elected.
Dawna Trivers was elected by
acclamation as Nursing Rep.
Robert Kirkland was elected
by acclamation as Physical
Education Representative.
Science candidates are: Alan
Dresser, Madeleine Jacobsen,
Gerald "Score", and Henry
Stanski. All but one will win.
Social Work Representative

J.C. Oates wins Award
Campus author Joyce Smith
won the $1,000 U.S. National
Book Award Wednesday for her

Joyce Carol Oates

novel "them". She is an English
teacher here.
She writes under her maiden
name, Joyce Carol Oates.
She won the fiction prize for
the novel from among five
candidates. It was her third
nomination for the prize.
The novel is about life in
Detroit from the Depression to
the 1967 race riots.
She said this week that
"them" deals with the mystery
of human emotions.
Mrs. Smith, who now lives in
Riverside, an east-side suburb of
Windsor, was born in New York
State and studied at Syracuse
University and the University of
Wisconsin. Her husband, Ray
Smith, is also an English
professor here.
Mrs. Smith is now planning
an eighth novel.

Boxes again tonight

French wins GG bout
First year Arts student Jim
French will compete tonight in
the Michigan championship
finals of the annual Golden
Gloves boxing tournament.
French is affiliated with
Windsor's U.A.W. Local 444
Health Club, because the
University does not have a
boxing team.
The Golden Gloves
tournament is an international
amateur competition.
French won his way into the
finals by defeating Michigan
boxer Joe Orloff in a
three-round decision last
Saturday.

Tonight's State Finals will
take place at the Michigan State
Fair Grounds. "There'll be about
20 really good fights," French
said, "because there are some
fine boxers taking part." The
bouts will begin at 8: 00 P .M.
French fights in the "B"
Division of the tournament, as a
"senior novice". The state finals
are the last stage of the
competition ... for French and
other fighters in his class. "A"
division winners will go to Las
Vegas, Nevada, for national
championships this spring.
French will also compete, he
said, in April Ontario
championships in St. Catherines.

Ray Redcliffe was elected by
acclamation.
The candidates for 10 Arts
Representative seats are:
W. Eric "the poet" Atkinson
Andy Bradie
Susan Brown
Althea DiGregorio
Tom Egan
Bill Fisher
Maureen Fleet
Vic Harris
John Hart
Darian Hoppe
Marjie Jackman
Johnson R. Wylie
Brian Kappler
Margie Malone
Geoffrey McCaffrey
John Mcllvride
J J. Muirhead
David J. Rutherford
David T. Rutherford
Ray Socchia
J.P. Squire
Walt Stechyshyn
Rick Sullivan
Sandy Tully
John Zangari

Tours are being offered in
three languages - English,
French,andltalian.
Ducharme said that the
highlights will include a band
concert at 3:00 in the Grotto.
This is the first time the band
has played in a year.
Each residence will put on a
display, and between 2:00 and
4:00 free refreshments will be
served in Vanier Hall.
The Economics department
will feature on closed circuit
television Prime Minister
Trudeau's comments on
inflation before the Prices and
Incomes Commission.
There will also be a closed

circuit · television show featuring
SAC President Bob Baksi; Editor
of The Lance, Al Strachan; the
Mayor of Windsor, Frank,
Wansbrough; and President J. F.
Leddy. After the show Baksi and
Strachan will be available in the
SAC office for questions from
anyone, and members of
Student Council will also be
available.
Awards will be granted for
the best displays in four
categories - science, arts,
residences and clubs. They will
be given on Thursday, March 12.
One of the events features
Wolfgang Eberhart, the
chemistry department
glassblower, in room 186 Essex
Hall.
.
The main information booth
of the Open House will be at the
Centre desk, providing
information, and maps of the
university. Signs are to be posted
leading to all buildings.
Ducharme said that a bus has
been chartered to take people
from the front of the University
Centre to the Physical Education
Complex and back.

Frats pion actiYities
A bed-pushing contest, bridge tournament, and pancake eating
contest will highlight "Greek Week", organized by campus
fraternities.
Six campus frats will take part in a week-long series of special
events starting Monday. Each group will be responsible for the
events of one day.
Organized under the slogan "to be Greek is to be involved," the
week will include daily Information booths and "amusement
booths". Each fraternity will hold an open house.
The week ends Saturday, March 14, with a semi-formal dance in
the University Centre and the crowning of a Greek Week god and
goddess, and the honouring of the "best fraternity".
In a statement Thursday, organizers said "the role of fraternities
in the '70's is one of commitment ... to fairness and justice and to
planned and constructive change."
They said they hope that Greek Week will be both entertaining,
worthwhile and valuable.
Delta Chi, Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha, Pi Kappa Theta,
Sigma Tau Gamma, and Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternities will take
part.
A detailed schedule of events will be released Monday.

Individuals vs. companies

Sue polluters says Turner
Individuals should have the
right to take legal action against
big companies which pollute the
environment, Justice Minister
John Turner said here
Wednesday.
Turner, who ran for the
Liberal leadership against Pierre
Trudeau in 1968, was speaking
to an audience ·of law students
and area lawyers.
He said that the rights of an
individual harmed by pollution
have never been tested in court.
"We must translate our strategy
for the war on pollution into
recognition of individual and
collective rights of ordinary
citizens to a clean environment."
Turner discussed the role of
law in modem society, pointing
out that authority and freedom
now seem to be on a collision
course.
Callit1g law the organizing
principle for the reconfiguration
of society, Turner set out a
program of law reform "to
redress the balance in the
relationship between · the
individual and the state."
He cited pending legislation
to restrict electronic

eavesdropping, aid in judicial
review of administrative justice,
and eliminate bail rules
unfavourable to the poor; and
other proposals to "humanize"
the law.
He discussed justice for the
poor: "Too often the poor see
the law not as a friend but an
enemy". He said that justice in a
society with wide differences
between rich and poor demands

a legal system that compensates
for these differences.
"The law is above all a means
of creating and protecting rights.
..whereas the law for most of us
is a source of rights, for the poor
the law always appears to be
taking something away".
Earlier Wednesday, Turner
spoke to a group of Liberal club
members and SAC officials at a
coffee party.

JUSTICE MINISTER John Turner spoke to students here .
Wednesday afternoon, addressed lawyers at night.
-Lance pie by Pekar
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EDITORIAL

Secret reports
are dangerous
Earlier this year, The Lance carried a story announcing that the
proposed third residence which would have been a structure
virtually identical to the currently existing Macdonald and Laurier
Halls would not be built.
When questioned as to the reasons for the cancellation of plans
administration spokesmen were notably silent. Repeated
questioning has led to the proverbial dead end. No-one will say
exactly why the plans were scrapped; they were just scrapped and
that is all. Presumably, we are to believe that for no good reason,
the administration has decided that it did not want another
residence.
It is well known, however, that residence facilities are very
lacl<ing ~rl~P~-fore seem_!!l to be a paradox here. Yet
nobody would talk.
That is, nobody would officially talk.
It has come to our attention, however, that there was a very
good reason for the residence being cancelled. The reason is that
the architectural structure of the residences leads to suicides.
Apparently, an investigation of the psychological implications of
living in a residence such as Laurier or Macdonald was carried out.
That study, which no-one now seems to know anything about, is
considered to be top secret and contends that one of the results of
residing in such a structure is manic depression.
One of the results of manic depression is suicide.
When asked if he knew anything about the report, one member
of the Psychology department contended that he did not. When
asked what his impressions of the residences were, he said that, in
his opinion, living in such a building would promote depression and
in some cases, suicide.
There were reportedly eight suicides at the University of
Windsor last year. That secret is almost as well kept as the secret of
the report.
Anyone who has seen, or worse still lived in, the rooms at
Macdonald or Laurier will see the reasons for this depression. Two
resident students live in a small cell-like room with low ceilings and
no privacy. At some other universities, rooms of this nature are
classified as single rooms. Here, they are double rooms.
If there is such a report, and we contend there definitely is, it is
not difficult to see why the university administration would want
to keep it secret.
If they did not, resident students might'become aware of the
cause of many of their problems. Worse still, they might become
aware of the fact that they are paying a lot of money to be treated
like cattle.
The administration is playing with human lives by keeping this
report secret. People are committing suicide in residences while the
university tries to find a way to save its image.
Of course, we're probably all wrong. They didn't build the third
residence because they didn't like the colour of the brick.

UHURU aiye

-FR-EE-DO-M-wo-rl-d---by Owen Ball
Slack week, four thousand
Illinois, Pennsylvania, New
York, D.C., Maryland, Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Kentucky, Ohio;
cheating a little on D.C.
I haven't quite recovered yet,
but for all the shock, the
preliminary impressions are
primarily just a re-enforcement,
or confirmation of what I had
already felt. It's not the South,
it's the North; it's not the States,
it's here, now, Canada; it's not
colour, it's... projection,
paranoia, guilt, simple bigotry,
ethnocentrism, provincialism,
and insidiously asinine kind of
personal small group
nationalism. In short, ignoraoce
and the fears developed out of
that ignorance, and an associated
lack of belief in, and acceptance
of, self. So stop projecting, the
guilt lies....
There are some beautiful
people on campus, and some of
them, (not to say that you can
buy it with money) have
indicated an association, a sense
of unity, with 'your four' and
have offered to cqntribute for
their fines. So I'll see that a box
gets placed somewhere, probably
the centre desk, so that all yo~
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good people can participate.

-miles......s.._~~ states: Michigan,

Ray Marentette
Dave Mills
Jim Hall
Debby Boudreau
Joan George
Mike Keating
Dave Gellatly
Maureen Fleet
Joan Norbury
Gordon Gilmour
Gord Page
Eric Atkinson
J. A. Bulat
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When you're black, and you
travel through the South, and
you're a man, and your
companion is white and female,
in view of all the publicity
(Northern), you expect a hassle.
But the hassle was in the North,
not the South. I have never been
treated more cordially, felt more
accepted among whites, than I
was in the South. And as for
blacks, there appeared to be far
more opportunity for jobs and
advancement, and far less
pressure to conform to white
cultural values, than here. Of
course, the Afro-American kind
of nationalism is not as
prominent in the South, which
may somewhat account for that
lack of pressure, but then, that
nationalism is largely a reaction
to that pressure.
Of course there's a lot under
cover, but from what I
experienced, and from what I
picked up from family and
people I met, I'd rather be there
than here. Maybe because
they're not trying to pretend
that the problem is other than
where they're at, apart from
them. That makes the
difference.
I know that there's been a lot
of negative reaction to my
column, and it can't be because
what I write isn't true. I wonder,
do you resent my making my
problems equal and parallel to
yours, or because I refuse to be
your token, to play your
thankful little niga that you so
generously 'saved', when you so
graciously offered the great
(however dubious) honour of
your association. I figure I earn
my position, I pay my way,
we're even, but the feeling I get,
is that you somehow feel that I

should be thankful - to the
great white god - for all the
blessing he's bestowed on me letting me go to a white
university, live in a white
neighbourhood (ha), eat, drink,
with white folks, being
integrated. You should pick up
on Malcomb X. "An integrated
public toilet. So you can sit
down next to white folks .... on
the toilet." If you're going to
integrate johns, it should be
male-female, but that's another
story, or is it?
I'm not mad at you. I even
like you. But I think it's time
you dropped that self righteous
pose. I think it's about time you
stopped rationalizing the crap
and your complicity, with that,
"I'm only one person. they've
got the power; it's them," jazz.
You ain't right, but you
could be, and you're not really
wrong either, but you still can't
justify all those wrongs, though
you try hard.
I hear every body talking
a bout that beautiful world
around the corner, but how
many of us are ready to take a
chance on being hurt in order to
bring it about?
I feel like I'm wasting my
time here on this campus, and
it's not because there isn't
anything to learn, it's just that
there doesn't seem to be enough
people trying to learn and then
act on that learning.
And I don't want to write for
you people anymore, because
you don't want to give me
anything to write about, you
won't give me any ideas to work
with. I know you've got them,
but you just want to sit on
them. It seems you're afraid to
show them the light of day.
Later.

This Week We Give Thanks,
() Lord, Thllt
we've got a damn good lawyer.
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s <-<-bigoted" letter
by Abraham Hadeed,
Trinidad & Tobago
I was shocked to see the
article which was printed under
the heading "Americans aren't
the only non-Canadians", in the
issue of February 20th. My
shock came about more from
the fact that the editor allowed
such trash and bigotry to be
printed, rather than from what
my nameless friend had to say,
and I would hope that in future
the editor would exercise a little
more selectivity in printing
articles.
Needless to say, as a foreign
student attending the University
of Windsor, I took a great
objection to what this person
had to say and so I took it upon
myself to defend us foreign
students in the light of his racist
and bigoted attack.
First of all, just scratching at
the surface of the matter, I
should at least think that before
one can make such an attack he
would at least have his facts
right, but not so in this case.
That particular incident that this
person talked about during the
homecoming parade did occur,
no doubt, but the culprit
happened to be a Canadian
student riding on the I.S.O.
float. Unfortunately, unless the
culprit owns up, it can never be
proven because any witnesses I
have all happen to be foreign
students.
Still bordering on the
superficial, I strongly resent the
use of the term WOG which I
interpret to have either of two
possible meanin~, each equally
derogatory. The first one is that
he is using a shortened version of
the word golliwog and in doing
so he is implying all the racist
overtones that come along with
such a word; the other meaning
is that he is referring to us as
Westernized Oriental Gentlemen.
The use of this word reflects
the bigotry in my learned friend
and I am tempted .to say this at
the risk of appearing to be
illogical in Canadian Society as a
whole.
Now deviating from the
superficial and delving into the
nitty-grltty of the subject
matter: How, may I ask, do we
deteriorate Canadian culture?
Does the fact that we expose
many ignorant students ·to a
culture and a way of life
different from theirs and that we

enlighten them as to our
different sense of values
necessarily mean that we are
taking away from their own
culture or even deteriorating it?
Is this not part of a University
education, being exposed to
these elements?
Contrary to what he may
think, the foreign students
contribute as much as the
average Canadian student on
campus to the activities that
directly affect them.
As for the I.S.O. house, it was
created I believe with the
intention of giving the foreign
student a "home" away from
home simply because the average
foreign student does not really
fit into Canadian society. It is
extremely difficult for a foreign
student to fit into this society
no matter how willing he may be
to forsake his values to which he
is accustomed or how hard he
may try to imitate the culture of
the new environment. For him,
acceptance does not come easily
no matter how hard he may try
and the barriers often prove to
be insurmountable- barriers of
race, culture, and language to
name a few. The foreign student
therefore only really fits in with
the people who share his culture,
language, sense ol values, etc.,
and these people are usually the
other foreign students from his
homeland or region, and so he
seeks out these people at the
I.S.O. house.
It comes as no surprise to me
that the Canadian student does
not really feel at ease in the
midst of a few foreign students
talking away about things which
they have in common but which
is far removed from the
Canadian, something which he
just does not know or
understand. But t&e Canadian
student should first of all realize
that if this situation ever came
about, it was not inevitable but
that it was brought upon himself
voluntarily, this being his
country and he being the
majority but that the foreign
student inevitably faces the
reverse situation every day of his
life here and he looks forward to
the few moments when he can
go to the I.S.O. house and feel at
home with his fellow
countrymen. I think that any
Canadian student who would
expect the foreign student to
neglect his own interests in the

Clubs should utilize
B-25 liangar, not SAC
by Nick Hazen
Due to the obvious lack of
space for student facilities I have
searched far and wide for a
solution. During my travels, I
came upon Stelco University
- which is located in a remote area
of the Niagara peninsula. At
Stelco U ., everything dealing
with student activities has been
communized and the resulting
amount of space left over is
quite sufficient for other
University fµnctions.
I spent many days studying
their layout of student facilities,
and I have made out a plan
suitable for the University of

Windsor.
Most of the necessary student
functions can be easily
reallocated in the Wniversity
~tre The Lance office can

remain in its present position.
Student's Administrative
Council offices can be
reallocated to the present
Student Advertising Bureau and
Ambassador offices. The
remaining space in the B-25
hangar now occupied by SAC
can be divided up equally
between Student Radio and the
clubs-. The small temporary
offices which once belonged to
the SAC can also be used as
headquarters for the various
campus clubs.
The cost of these
reallocations would be very low
and it would free the typing
room in the basement of
Macdonald Hall for typing. The
idea of conununization is a very
good one, indeed. I'm glad I
thou,ht of it.

foreign students to
accommodate the Canadians, is
really expecting too much or he
is taking too much for granted.
I do not think that there is
any question that the foreign
student is more politically
orientated than the average
North American student. The
typical foreign student comes
from countries that are
economically underdeveloped

Government was doing us
foreign students a favour by
allowing us to come. and study
here. First of all the Canadian
Government is not that
generous, my friend. 11tis is one
way she appeases the
governments of these countries
so as to protect her vast
economic interests in these
countries. She is playing that
game which you North

encouraging what we normally
term a 'brain drain', again to the
advantage of Canada's economy
and to the disadvantage of the
underdeveloped country. That
this is so can be seen by the
Canadian Immigration policy
with regards to people from
these countries-she does not
take any unskilled workers.
Again, contrary to what lle
said, a fair percentage of foreign

and they are all familiar with
imperialism in its better known
forms, i.e. economic and
political. They are all too
familiar with both oppression
and suppression and so they all
identify themselves with the
oppressed people of the world
fighting for their liberation.
These students come from
countries that make up part of
the third world, i.e. the emerging
countries of the world and
having experienced the yoke of
colonialism, oppression and
suppression. Their heroes are
such great men as Ho Chi Minh
and Che Guevara and even Fidel
Castro. What better way to show
their appreciation of these men
than putting up their
photographs and principles for
what they stood for in their
''home" - I.S.O. house.
The most important point
which this- person seems to be
implY,ing is that the Canadian

Americans seem quite adept at
playing-politics. Now these
same investments in our home
countries are contrary to our
interest, you people exploit our
resources and drain away much
needed money from our
economy to bolster your own
economy and you give us
nothing in return, really. I am
speaking specifically oT tlie
banks and the Bauxite industry
in the West Indies. So you see,
whereas you may think that you
are· doing us a favour, we think
differently. You are not giving
us anything that we do not
rightly deserve or have claim to.
Another point is that the
Canadian Government, knovying
that her relatively affluent
society offers these students an
accelerated means of uplifting
their material gains as compared
to their country, hopes that a
percentage of these students will
remain here and in effect she is

students do care about their
country and are willing to
sacrifice personal gain for the
betterment of their country. The
reason some of them come here
is to benefit from the
technological advancement of
this S<H:alled advanced society, a
knowledge that is crucial for the
development of their own
country and please, my friend,
do not be alanned-there are a
lot like me who are .going back
to our own home and we will
not stay here to deteriorate what
little culture you may have.

Nihilist Band fails
by Barbara Callow

brave souls yelled for more. And

I just said to myself, "What an

en4 a_; few

Introduction!"
Well next came-what-I
don't know what to call it, but it
had a definite theme-I
think-the man with the horn
repeated over and over "I hate
the U .S.A." , which we
Canadians were supposed to be
impressed with.
"Is this a Canadian group?", I
asked. Yes they were, from
London, Ontario; the Lunatics
from London is what I thought
after 25 minutes of ear-blasting.
With people leaving and the
rest turning to look at each
other in disbelief I began to
think that the applause that they
got after the first number, if you
can call it that, was from people
planted by the Nihilist Spasm
Band.
Finally Wayne Yared jumped
up on stage and asked for a
round of applause. Somebody in
the audience yelled "Author",
and "Get off the stage" was
heard from the back.
Circulating amon,g my
colleagues, I heard from whence
they came and why. Apparently
they are artists and sculptors
who used to gather at the York
Hotel in London and play for a
joke. Well the joke got serious
and once six people decide that
a joke is serious, well then,
.friends, we all know that
somethini is going to be put
oyer on us. And that's what it
was, a big put-on. The irony of
&he put-on is that I heard that
the emment is going to

ao

too long yourself, for if my
history is correct it seems there
were people here before you

came. Yes, I call them
people-you call them ln4ians.

t;o

One was fat and one was thin
and one looked like he'd just
arrived from the lumberjack
farm. In fact, I'm sure that they
all arrived from some sort of
farm because they "entertained"
us for minutes with nothing but
noise.
But the funny thing was they
looked like they were really
enjoying themselves. The effects
that they produced from their
weird instruments and long pipes
are still to be heard ringing in St.
Denis Hall, and will be for many
months to come.
One played the double horn,
and that's exactly what it was,
two horns attached to a stick.
They were the Nihilist Spasm
Band, and everyone knows that
Nihilist stands for nothing. If
they were trying to irritate my ·
spasms, well, they didn't
succeed.
People didn't know whether
to laugh or cry after two
minutes, and after fifteen
minutes, one didn't believe that
they were actually going to go
on, but on they went, ladies and
gentlemen, on they went.
The guy on the slide clarinet
had a nervous twitch in his leg,
or was he just keeping time to
the music? Music!
People started to leave after
17 minutes, beca~ they just
couldn't stand it any longer-and
I must admit if I ~adn't decided
to write this I'd have left too.
Next we got dog callJ and
then it Yi# all owr. The

audience ~ed

And before I end, I would
like to ask my friend how long
one must be a resident in Canada
to be called a Canadian? After
all you could not have been here

them to Expo' 70.
The next group looked and
sounded like one. Thirteen
people were on stage in fact, 2
horns, one sax, one trombone, 2
guitars, 2 violins, 2 electric
cellos, drums, organ, and a
cowbell, well played.
For those of us who saw
Three Dog Night, Lighthouse
lacked the precision and finesse
that the previous group had.
However there were some
highlights, such as the drum solo
with the organ, which developed
into a fantastic Baroque
arrangement.
Back in the '40's, there was
such a band called Benny
Goodman; well if big bands-and
I mean big bands-really make a
comeback, Lighthou·se will be
i:ight up there on top. They have
that sound, plus the lead singe(,
who has a voice strong enoup
to top even his own band.
The trombone solo was good,
and received applause. The
audience didn't scream, they
knew good music w.
they
heard it, and appreciated the
sound that Lighthouse ns
trying to create.
After the concert, Richard
Bagdasarian stated, as only he
could, about the first group,
"They had guts".
And from an out-of:..towner,
from Wayne State to be exact,
came this comment; "As artists,
I hope their paintiap sell more

thari their iecorck Pora.
Jacked COMrence,

ohlldaa.
be
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Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Your newspaper's coverage of
the defacement of three volumes

''THERE'S NOTHIN& LIKE IT AT ALL!"
"A fantastic film in which
all of life becomes a week·
end-a cataclysmic,
seismic traffic jam. The

film must be seen for its
power, ambition, humor,
and scenes of really
astonishing beauty. One
of the most important
films Godard has ever
made. There's nothing
like it at all."
-Renata Adler,
New York Times

GROVE PRESS PRESENTS

JEAN-LUC GODARD'S

WEEKEND

FRIDAY
(tonight)
at MIDNITE!

STARRING MIREILLE DARC AND JEAN YANNE.

OUR FR,DAY MIDNIGHT SERIES CONTINUES! CLIP & SAVE OUR UPCOMING LIST OF
FABULOUS FRIDAY FILMS!
MARCH 13
MARCH 20
MARCH 27
APRIL 3
APRIL 10
APRIL 17
APRIL 24

Academy Award Winner THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS
to be Announced
ELVIRA MADIGAN-one of the most beautiful films ever made
THE HOUSE OF THE SLEEPING VIRGINS-from Japan an Essay on Love
THE EAGLE-starring Rudolf Valentino and Vilma Banky, from 1925
BLACK ORPHEUS-Marcel Camus' Rio-based treatment of the legend
MONTEREY POP and Bob Dylan's DON'T LOOK BACK

LOCATED IN THE NEW HOLIDAY INN

252 1285

POLLUTION CONTROLS
NOW OR NEVER
MARCH 7-8, 1970
University Centre.
All sessions free
to f ulltime stedents.
PROGRAM
Saturday, March 7
9:00-9:30 Registration and exhibits
9:30-10:30 "Pollution: How Big is the Problem?" Ian
Burton, Dept. of Geography, University of Toronto
10:40-12:00 Group Discussions, introduced with "THE
ERIE REPORT", a new 16 mm. colour film
12:00-1:30 Cafeteria Lunch - also, a Pollution Film
Festival
1 :30-3:00 Panel "Pollution Control: The
Responsibility of Governments"
A.H. Weeks, Alderman, Windsor
Hugh Peacock, M.P.P., Windsor West
Mark MacGuigan, M.P., Windsor-Walkerville
Eugene Whelan, M.P., Essex
Comment: Pat Wheaten, Editor, Editorial Page, Windsor
Star
Moderator: R.J. Doyle, Head, Dept. of Biology,
University of Windsor
3: 00 Coffee Break
3:15-4:30 Group Discussions - The Control of:
Air Pollution
Water Pollution (Canada Water Act)
Solid Waste Pollution
Pesticides
Noise
Population Increase
5:00 President's Reception - Assumption Lounge
6:00 Banquet - Pollution: "The dilemma of the city".
Guest Speakers - Boyce Richardson, Associate Editor,
The Montreal Star
Also: Aims and Differences in Control - D.S. Caberly,
General Manager, Ontario Water Resources Commission
Chairman: J. Francis Leddy, President, University of
Windsor

Sunday, March 8
2: 00-3: 15 Panel "Pollution Control: The
Responsibility of Industry"
Mark Farrell, Publisher, The Windsor Star
Andy Paulick, International Representative, Dept. of
Conservation, U.A.W.
Murray Sobolov, Pollution Control Officer, Hiram Walker
and Sons Ltd.
Walter Follis, Executive Engineer, Ford of Canada
Comment: Donald Chant, Pollution Probe, Toronto
Moderator: J. P. Hartt, Dept. of Civil Engineering,
University of Windsor
3:15 Coffee Break
3:30-4:45 Workshop Discussion - Pollution Control:
The Responsibility of Citizens"
Discussion of the establishment and role of a Citizens'
Committee in the Windsor and district area
Chairman: Dr. R.C. Quittenton, President, St. Clair
College
4:45-5: 15 "Action of Suffocation?"
Dennis McDermott, Director, Canadian Region, U.A.W.

SPONSORS
IONA COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
UNITED AUTO WORKERS, CANADIAN REGION
WINDSOR & DISTRICT LABOUR COUNCIL
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

of Lilienthal's book, What Price
Israel?, provides an opportunity
for further comment on the
material of his lecture at this
University one month ago.
To me, it appears that the
crucial point made in his talk
was that he was interested
primarily in the good fortunes of
his own nation, the United
States. Far from seeking to
provoke an open discussion of
the problems of the Middle East
with a view towards an equitable
solution for the beleagured
peoples of that region, Mr.
Lilienthal instead seeks a
solution which would suit the
interests of America. That he
could be labelled an anti-Zionist
and/ or a voice raised on behalf
of the Palestinian refugees is an
example indeed of the
incompetence and duplicity of
much of the commentary on this
issue.
Surely it cart be seen that, in
actuality, Mr. Lilienthal is a
neocolonialist whose philosophy
is much more akin to Nazism
than, as he professes, a foe of
that dementia. The end results
of his advocacy would leave the
refugees even less masters of
their destiny than at present,
and probably more inclined to
follow, misguidedly, some other
megalomaniac.
Peace in those unhappy lands
will not be imposed by the
self-interested dictates of
America or of the Soviets, and
Lilienthal is at best a false
pr0phet to the Arabs, and at
worst a willing pawn of those
self-serving interests which have
for so long stirred the cauldron
of the Mid-East, bringing benefit
to neither the Arab peoples nor
the Israelis, but only to
themselves.
Respectfully,
Gerald Goodman,
III Science.

Floor hovping not
considered

f u 1111 y

Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Concerning Elevators:
The "artful" ability

of

making an elevator jump a floor
seems to be a well practiced art
in Laurier and Mac these days.
Who are you goons who have
perfected such a feat? A bunch
of imbeciles, I'll bet! What the
hell are you trying to prove?!?!
This morning I waited as three
elevators went past my floor. As
a result , I was late for a test.
And don't put the blame on the
slow elevators. The light goes
off- you're ready to step in the
elevator, and suddenly you're
grossed right out. There's no
elevator to step on to.
So you get out of the
building a little bit sooner-big
deal! What about us poor
suckers who are left standing
upstairs for five or sometimes
ten minutes? Wise UP!! you
friggin' grubbies or someday
you'll be left high (no pun
intended) and dry.
All my love,
P. Off

P. S. For get walking down
because it's too damn far!

Ka J) vie r ,, x 1> lai11 s

h is u· i t h d r a u· al
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Having changed my mind at
the last minute about running
for SAC Vice President, I feel
that I owe an explanation to my
hordes of admirers ( all three of
them).
Briefly, on serious
reconsideration of the situation,
I decided that I am not the
scholar I thought I was. I know
that the Vice President's job is
an arduous one, and I really
don't expect to have the time to
attend to the VP's chores as well
as my classwork next year.
Further, I have every
confidence that Jonathan
Benson will do a fine job. I
intend to vote for him if he is
not acclaimed.
I am running for Arts
Representative, because (free ad)
I believe that I have experience
that will be valuable to Council.
Brian Kappler

CIBIIIT. • •
EVERY FRIDAY IN THE GROTTO
INTIMATE ATMOSPHERE
BY CANDLE LIGHT.
FOLK,CONTEMPORARYSONGS&
DANCING TO SOFT, MELLOW
MUSIC.
NOW OPEN BOTH
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHTS.
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. Varsity soccer proposed
by Andy Bradie

•

As you well know a
university has a twofold
educational purpose.
One of these purposes is to
educate the student body in the
field of strict academia. This, of
course, is done in the lecture
halls, the labs, the classrooms,
and the library. However,
besides this rather narrow and
somewhat antiquated view of
education, the modern
university has a much larger and
more important role to play.
The university must breed
well-rounded, mentally mature,
and stable individuals.
Our society today is a very
competitive and demanding one,
and in order to cope with it a
person needs more than the
strictly academic facets the
school can supply. He needs the
stamina, self-determination, and

spirit which can only be mettled
through athletic competition,
and the physical and mental
discipline which it necessitates.
This is evident in our world
today. Most of our leaders in all
realms of activity have prepared
themselves for the opportunity
and complexity of our
microcasmic
world on the
microcasmic playing field.
In the struggle for athletic
supremacy in any sporting
contest, the competing
individuals face physical pain,
the strain of mental anxiety, the
desire to win, the refusal to quit,
the satisfaction of self-sacrifice
for a greater goal, the elation of
victory, and the agony of defeat.
This undeniable and
miniature portrayal of life builds
soltd character in the individual
who is fortunate enough to
participate. The athlete learns to
face defeat and handle it, he
learns to accept victory
graciously, and most
importantly he learns that
preparation and hard work are
the foundations of success.
Today's academic situation is
a deep source of mental anxiety.
Many students are able to
achieve a relieving relaxation and
contented calm through the

strenuous exercise encountered
in sport.
A university is also a breeding
ground for the establishment of
new and interesting friendships.
Through the interchange,
acceptance, and rejection of
ideas, fuller and more aware
people are born. This is also a
function of a team sport. As I
will show later, this is one of the
points which is most directly
applicable to soccer.
The rather complete athletic
programme at this university is
ample demonstration that the
administration is aware of these
vital functional roles of sport.
The athletic programme spans
from the three major sports of
football, basketball, and hockey,
to those in the more minor
category of wrestling, fencing,
and swimming.
This wide range of activities

caters to a wide range of the
North American populace.
However, there is a definite lack
of concern for the foreign
element. This deficiency is
illustrated by the absence of a
soccer team on the athletic
curriculum.
This campus is fortunately
enhanced with the colour and
cultural gifts of many divergent
nationalities. We have students
from Africa, Europe, Great
Britain, and South America.
Through either cultural or
climatic circumstances, or
through both, these welcomed
visitors have been denied the
opportunity to participate, let
alone excel, in any of our major
sports.
Students from Africa, India,
or South America have never

I do not. agree with what
you say but I will defend to the death your
right to say it.
- Voltaire

even seen ice, let alone played
hockey. Football is a solely
North American sport, and their
basketball, as is continually
illustrated in world-wide
competition, is on a lower level
than our version of the game.
These people have been raised
on soccer. Everywhere, except
North America, soccer is the
number one sport. It artistically
combines the skill of basketball,
the teamwork of hockey, and
the rough physical contact of
football. The world's most
popular athlete is not Gordie
Howe, it is not Wilt
Chamberlain, and it is not
Johnny Unitas; it is Pele. He
symbolizes the essence of
athletic perfection for millions
of enthused soccer fans around
the world. Many of our students
have been raised with
soccermania, and they are

willing to endow us with the gift
of originality, and broaden our
horizons on the realm of sport.
Unfortunately, in the
situation here, which with your
help we hope to remedy, these
people are denied this
opportunity. With the denial of
this opportunity they are also
sadly denied a chance to
establish friendships, and what
could be more important than
finding a common ground for
interest and companionship in a
completely foreign land.
We have already supplied
solid ground upon which the
fruits of sport can be reaped by
North American natives. As of
yet, we have not presented an
equal chance to the foreign
element of our university
population. This injustice can be
rather easily remedied. Judging
from the relative inexpense of
supporting a soccer team, the
availability of an excellently
qualified coach, the sufficient
facilities which are available
here, and the abundance of both
local and imported talent which
is eagerly made available to us,
we should attempt in a strong
and effortful way to seek
immediate membership in an
inter-collegiate soccer league.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GUIDE
- 10,000 job listings Inflationary reaction will further reduce job availabilities this
coming summer!
The C.S.E.S. Gui.de has been compiled to help you select your
summer job easily.
Here's what you get:
Over 10,000 summer '70 job openings
Includes - employer, type of work, pay, season, etc.
Job locations in all 10 provinces
Jobs by classification
Application techniques and suggestions

PRICE - ONLY $3.00
Also, an Overseas Employment Guide is available, with a special
Canadian Student supplement.

PRICE • ONLY $3.00
BOTH CANADIAN & OVERSEAS GUIDES - $5.00
LIMITED QUANTITY
AT YOUR BOOKSTORE • NOW

The Shoe Bar Ltd.
2203 WYANDOTTE WEST COR. RANDOLPH
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
STUDENT DISCOUNT

BOBYIBII UILIIIITIB
691 Ouellette Avenue

258-1096

ldmin 6eavies cream SAC

Next to be reviewed is the hockey team-a team which on the
surface had a rather dismal season. Coach Eaves tried everything in
his power to establish some sort of consistency, but unfortunately
his efforts were in vain.

by Bradley Bovine
Lance Sports Staff
In the finest traditions of
athletic competiti on , the
Student's Administrative
Council picked the gauntlet up
as last week they engaged in a
titanic basketball struggle with
University Administration.
Needless to say, the contest
was very young when
Administration reverted to
unfair and unprincipled
harassment tactics in order to
secure victory.
The Student Council started
quickly jumping to a 104 lead
at the end of the first quarter.
Led by Richard Peddie, Tom
Peddie and Al Dresser the
students were able to maintain
their lead in the second stanza
and the score at the intermission
was 22-18.
It was not until the second
half that the Administration's
devious intentions became clear.
They first proceeded to make an
officiating change and as a
result, two of the most biased
and prejudiced officials ever seen
took control of the game and
proceeded to hand it the
baddies. Consequently the
no-no's were able to take a I 0
point lead into the fourth
quarter, mainly on the
unconscious shooting George
"be a good guy or I'll expel you
"McMahon and Chuck"

However, the hockey season was not without its rewarding
moments either. The Lancers were able to defeat the University of
Waterloo Warriors twice during the regular season, something not
even the powerful University of Toronto was able to do.

EXCLUSIVE'.
VOLVO
DATSUN
DEALER

Editorial

•

Year 1n retrospect
In trying to recap a year's athletic activities at the University of
Windsor, it is extremely difficult to give proper attention to
everything that deserves attention.
Unquestionably, there have been a number of high points and
low points in this year's athletic endeavours. Accordingly then, it
will be attempted to recount some of them.
The most outstanding achievement of the year has to be the
efforts of the football Lancers. After posting a dismal 0-6 record in
1968, they bounced back to win not only the Western Division
title of the Central Canada Intercollegiate Football Conference, but
the league championship as well. They were eventually stopped by
the University of Manitoba Bisons, the team which won the
Canadian Championsip, but nevertheless their efforts were
outstanding.
To Coach Gino Fracas, his entire coaching staff, and all of the
players involved go a hearty congratulations and a well done. Word
has it that the prospects for next year are just as bright.

The most disappointing aspect of this athletic calendar has to be
of course the performance of the Lancer basketball squad. It was a
season of ups and downs. Just when it appeared that the Lancers
had regained their championship form, they lapsed back into
mediocrity. No-one seems to know what happened but most
assuredly no-one is more disappointed than the players themselves.
Both the ~estling and swimming teams enjoyed fairly
successful seasons. Facing tough American competition, the teams
made good showin~. John Drohan, it should be noted, highlighted
the wrestling season by making it to the final round of the
O.Q.A.A. wrestling championships.

EUROPEAN
CAR REPAIR

remember I can poison your
food" Tolmie.
Although facing an almost
insurmountable lead, our valiant
leaders did not just lay down
and die in the fourth quarter.
Another rally was led by
Dresser, Ronchka and Tom
Peddie. Amazingly the score was
narrowed to a 47-46
Administration lead with under

a minute to play. However, Bob
"I'm not really a motor moron"
Baksi blew a layup in the dying
seconds and the unspeakable
tyrants held on for the victory.
The issue is not dead though!
Student Council has vowed
revenge. A rematch will take
place Sunday, March 8 (that's
open house) at the University.
Come and see justice prevail.

STUDENT COUNCIL'S flunkie basketball team shown here during
the peak of action in the basketball game which they lost: Jerry
"Dribbles" Schen, was coach. That probably explains it.
-Lance pie by Don Kasta

POUPARD' S ESSO
SERVICE
YOUR ON C~MPUS
SERVICE STATION

Guaranteed Used Cars &
Volkswagen Service

1320 Wyandotte W

254-4321

l17iiJ.11jH

Wyandotte & Patricia
256-5036

G
.
~

The final plaudits go to the Lancerette basketball squad. By
winning the O.Q.W .I.A.A. after an outstanding regular season they .
pointed out that the University of Windsor is not known for men's
basketball alone.
Thus a long and arduous campaign is over and many thanks go
to those who aided The Lance in its efforts to make an account of
it. Unquestionably next year will surpass the excellence displayed
over the last six months.

STUDENTS
10.% OFF
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO CHOOSE
FROM OUR GREAT COLLECTION OF

COLLEGE FASHIONS - PLUS SAVE!
AT THE SAME TIME
RENTALS

We offer complete rental
service, everything for the
man who wants to look

JOE STILLER

253-0800

2S6 Pelissier.

OPEN FRIDAYS TILL 9 P.M.

Trade Mark Reg.
Bot.h Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade marks which identify only the product of Coca-Cola Ltd .
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"it's my mother,
quickly thru the kitchen win?ow"

half asleep,
half dressed
on the landing
i wondered why i was there
an even why i was at her place.
i lau EtJed as i wondered why
it couldn't be her at the door
an her mother in bed.

EPITAPH TO A YOUNG MAN

THE LAST SUPPER

It pains to see you so involved
in things that do not matter
To brave the platitudes of praise
and gain it on a platter
That is made of basest lead
With meaningless inscription
That says well done-you saved
the world to be better
But died doing so-so young.

Maureen Fleet

Dave Reid

The tide beat breaking on brains shore
Whispers wordlessly over sea stones
This mirror gives no reflection
Its image gone-torn with wounds
You sang long at the waters edge
Casting questions-and for your nets
A silence in the sea shells roar
Forget the names of these wild waves
Their rhythm rages in the skull
Rising and falling-breaking bones
Beyond the mutiny of words.

The sea slipped slowly
and I was clean
It cleansed me pure
and salty
a piece of pork
briney
on the carpenters
rough hewn table.
Distasteful noises and
visions of Grimmering
light pepperd with the unknown
the fish slowly turned
like a carcass
on a barbeque.
Gutting the fowl to
know of his coming/going
smoke trailing
reeking
in that awful place
We rose to say grace
But his feet were tied

HIGHWIRE

Eve leads me above the circus floor
My visions bound inside with silk
Treading firm across the high tuned wire
Her hand in mine as warm as milk
"I wish you'd take my blindfold down"
Moans out the fear that grabs my voice
"Or let me fall and be my end"
While knowing that I'd made my choice
The lyi..;g clowns dwarfed on the sand
Play on their soft solidarity
They leer behind their chalky smiles
And mock the angels guarding me.
"No, you must walk with me" she laughs
"And try to look at ease
These people here have paid the price
And you are here to please".
Eve leads me past the circus floor
Out to the diamond night
Above the storm ground rocks we stroll
both hateful of my fright.

Adam Weresch
Peter Loades

Twinkly shiny rainbow beams
through shades of green stars
hypnotize into security.
Myriads of green stars
advance
to pick me up
and make me
go with them to the
underground palace
of the King
of green stars and rainbow beams.
and lead
me
gently
to the throne,
and crown me
Queen.

\ist.e"h·-~ ~...,~.

...,.,.,re······· on the window;

of when the
summer's days
WPrP nnno•

IT'S YOUR JUDGEMENT

Barbara Callow

Myno Duesp

I WONDER

THE OLD MAN

Concede not my friend
in your judgement
of yourself.
For those that are quick
to condemn seldom
condemn themselves.
Let Proud Mary be your
theme but it will
never be your answer.
You are not truthful you
force therefore you
will never win.
It will end in regret but
listen not
concede not
it's your judgement
my friend.

a sweater is taking shape
flashing nimble needles
suddenly
she stares
clutches her breast
knowing that her
heart has just
stopped
under her feet
mice are praying

Louise Tigwell

Bill Gill

He sits
alone and silent;
feeding the park
pigeons;
watching the
children play;
day after day;
the same ritual;
young cou pies
stroll by him
arm in arm;
and memories
come gently to
his mind;
when she and
he ran thru
the tall summer's
grass;
laughing;
touching;
loving;
of how they
married;
and watched their
children grow;
then leave them;
of lying naked
ift&he four
poster bed;

gazing lazy
rocking chair thoughts
wool snaking onto the floor
beside a purring kitten
fire in the stove
tick tick tick tick
a cuckoo signals
that it is not
any particular hour

LAST POEM

so
away
Iike the body
so play
now, by ear
make transparent the medium
make transparent the medium
& in every black
crevice
& in every drear
of the soul
& in every mind's
open wound
end
the useless consumer
end
the sane bread
of murder
let go
in music
of dread
, . , am

& I am with you
in terror

sometimes
i just wonder.
i wonder
if spiders like
oatmeal cookies,
if worms have
erections,
if goats
eat tin cans.
i wonder
if
he's noticed me yeti wonder
if cognac would
make me sick,
if i'd like
moose steak,
if profs
always tell the truth.
i wonder
if
he still likes blondes.
i wonder
about vanilla
ice cream in general,
i wonder
why i hate it.
i wonder
if cows ate pick I es,
would they give sour .milk?
i wonder
if
he recognizes me.

bv Lynda Zam

1
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poster bed;

in music
of dread

\isten,....._"'<;"' :.:::-.-.-........

on the window;
of when the
suq,mer's days

were gone;

and they had
grown old;
and tired;
of when
she smiled;
and touched
his hand;
and whispered
i love you"
then died;
of when
they came to
take him to
the nursing home;
of all the
long and dreary
days of waiting;
and no one
coming to see
him;
of all these
things;
and many more;
that had gone;
never to
know them again;
he'd dream
each passing day;
god.
how the days
were long;
the sound
of c.hildren
laughing
makes him look
11

up;

he sees them
pointing
at him;
smiling;
giggling;
not knowing;
unable to
understand;
it was just
funny;
to see the
old man
crying

I.lam

& I am with you
in terror
& God grant me
no vision
& I deplore you
my body
& at no expense
of the hungry
& I deplore you
my body
& am still bread
cast on water
& let go
in music
of sorrow
& clean as light
of our morning

two
tall & slender
lovers
statuesque
white marble
GOD
& GODDESS
waiting for
a rising wind
to disguise
their sighs
& love locked embrace
unveiling pleasure
in a first warm spring breeze
cold bodied
-cross pollinated daffodils

/

f.

David Rosenfield
~

,,..

M. McLeod

Dave Reid

Ray Belcourt
TO A STREETRACER
The bright steel panther on
a throne of tar and
sweat slick oil lunged forward with
animal rage,
screaming off the
line.

OCEANS

There was a time when I could laugh
At people like me - because
I didn't know that I was like them.
then slowly, almost immobile
It came up at me
Like fog over a shallow pond
Turning it into a deep, rolling ocean
with coloured depths ever changing
and soundless meaning ever knowing ...
Like an ocean's moods I changed.
Most often stormy, and insecure
Raging; tossing, covetly hurting
But sometimes very gently, smiting soft.
Those were times of blues and haze
Other days were black and green.
Heavy, heaving, hatred hauling
My depths to change their shapes
so that they who explored would have
to explore again, and see a new facade.
Sometimes I wish I weren't an ocean
It gets damn wet at times.

How easily the day becomes the night.
As the swallows lightly turn their verve,
So roundly runs your sun and beats
Out my heart beside your heart to serve
As a measure to the loss of my sight.
Some grandfather's gold watch hanging between your breasts
Tooled, given by love, silver summer's
Long past, glutches to my dim eyes
Counting each apart the swallows' feathers
Qf the wings, running in the dusk, you put to test.
The sun throws back your shadow across the eyes
Of the night; the moon, back across the corn fields.
Dawn calls back the bats to the inverted eaves.
For the pulse of my sight makes no keeper of birds.

from a window
he stares
at the world
beyond
and scowls
and frowns,
he can't partake
of romantic walks
or running free
from a wheelchair
he sulks
at the world
outside
and curses
and cries,
he can't partake
of a normal life
or a blushinfl bride

the chairman
for whom he voted
has made him
a war-tired cripple

by Linda Zam

Robert M. Swackhammer

THE PINWHEEL AS SADNESS
STRIPPING THE SUN

on my lap
sits the remnants
of the last minute
i wanted to put it
to better use
but i like
working
alone.

Maureen Fleet

Dave Reid
Alan Pretty

DESTROYED

he cries out loud

WASTE (TO ONE WHO
THOUGHT SHE KNEW)

in amongst the leaves
some dew was slowly sleeping
i bent down an kissed them:
they were wet on my lips
an cold an dying.
a tear rolled off my cheek
an joined them
they were great maple leaves
that at one time had shaded
the dew from the sun's rays
i bent down again an buried
my face in them, remembering
how i buried myself in you
mistakenly
the shell shallowness of you
cold an dying
· never was there a better waste
of good breathing air 'til
he gave you those greedy lungs.

bv Lvnda Za,n

Thunderbolts and raindrops tripped my mind
and I tripped on the day's exchange rate
as the pinwheel spun.
the sky · my eye
the tide · my ride
no longer functioned.
I died in the day's exchange rate
and the pinwheel had just begun.

Tarrance Rigelhof

1
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CHARLIE AND THE RULE MONGERS
by P.G. Burnside
When Charlie Robinson was 21 years old and three years out of
school, he had worked in the city office as a clerk long enough to
know that it wasn't the life for him. It wasn't just the moronic job
he had that he felt he could do standing on his head, it was the
whole atmosphere of the place. No matter how he tried to fit in
with the fellows at coffee and lunch, he just couldn't get excited
about V-8 engines, crabgrass and the three to twenty year old
geniuses they were all raising at home. The only way out, he
thought, was to get an education to get a better job-that old high
school guidance counsellors' dictum. So he decided to go to the
local university to see if there was something to the Algerian
formula after all. If he never got to be company president, he at
least was going to get some relief from the crabgrass set.
This decision to enter Academia was carefully arrived at the day
he counted about the thousandeth dog in the city on the
assessment rolls. On the following Monday, he therefore set off in a
somewhat quixotic fashion on his Honda and presented himself at
the Registrar's office of Trent University. What follows in this
story, is Charlie 'sown account, in a letter written to his friend Bill,
of his first contacts with higher education. Let the reader bear in
mind that although Charlie is a critical young man, sometimes to
the point of being irritating, he is really a paradoxical soul of
pragmatism and idealism combined, who somehow found that the
thinkless state of the work-a-day world was ironically even more in
evidence in the place where he least expected it-in the world of
ideas.

**********
October 15, 1969.
Dear Bill:
As you may have heard, I got tired of counting all those stupid
dogs on the assessment rolls and have decided to pursue nobler
ambitions, namely, I am now going to Trent University in hopes of
doing something better in the future. What I had to go through to
get into the crazy place would make government red tape look like
Little Lulu next to Moll Flanders. First of all , I didn't even have all
my last year high school subjects. Because of that and my age, I
was a special case-an "adult" student. That's a polite name they
use for lazy or improvident guys who never finished high school ,
really. Well, they make you sit in this hot sweaty gym and take
about 100 tests in four hours to see if you can think . Man , have
you ever tried to think straight after even an hour of complicated
questio9s when the temperature is about 130 degrees? It's like
trying to do math problems in a Turkish steam bath. f did all right
though because next I had to present them with all kinds of
documents including a birth certificate, a high school report and a
medical report. You'd think I was applying for a top secret job
with the government, all the papers I had to send in. They finally
got all this stuff processed after a hell of a long time, though , and I
was admitted to the school-Charlie Robinson, No. 5645672. They
admitted me on probation, however, seeing a they didn ·t know
how I would tum out. (To tell you the truth, I really didn't know
myself). Anyway, before the term actually started, I had to go to
the Dean's office for counselling on my program and a sort of pep
talk on how university degrees are worth at least $3000 a year
more to you in salary than high school diplomas. At least after you
get through all the red tape, there's a little bit of PERSONAL
treatment in the deal, not like the automated shuffling that goes on
in the bigger universities. Mr. Green looked over my courses and
approved them (actually there was only a choice of about two
courses out of six -all the rest of the damn subjects were
required). That kills me-you go to university to study what you're
interested in and you end up taking ancient things the Dean's
Committee must have liked when THEY were in school about
1000 years ago. After the American dream pep talk, Mr. Green
asked me what I'd been doing before I came to school and I told
him I had done office work and he said that was interesting and I
should consider university administration a career. I just about had
an apoplectic fit right there and could almost smell the crabgrass.
The first q,uple of weda of school were a real blow to the

nervous system and the ego. It was this ego thing that bothered me .
I mean, here I was leaving a job because I thought the people were
a bunch of morons and then, faced with the prospect of reading
about fifty books the next eight months, the suspicion began to
grow that my mind was sort of pea size. No kidding about the
books-there really were fifty of them. Most of them were English
books. The syllabus for the course made you feel that even if you
were there eighty years, you'd never get it all read. And that wasn't
the worst part. When I first started going to English classes, I
thought I was in a foreign language class. To show you what I
mean, we were studying GULLIVER'S TRAVELS by SWIFT. I
had felt pretty sure about this when I saw the title on the syllabus.
But do you think they talked about Gulliver himself? No, not
those old profs. They had to go into all this speel about satiric
diminution, Brobdingnags of humanity, etcetera. And as if that
wasn't bad enough, next they had to take HUCKLEBERRY FINN
and make a mountain out of him too. Thank god they didn't get
hold of my childhood dream, the Hardy boys. Man, if those guys
studied Little Red Riding Hood, they would make the wolf an
engenu or something. I was really starting to worry about making
out O.K. in school after that. I just read a book to enjoy it, that's
all, not to figure out what colour underwear the guy had on when
he wrote it. Another thing about these English courses is that the
prof gets up there talking about a guy that's been dead for 300
years and says a bunch of stuff that is the ABSOLUTE TRUTH
about what the guy meant when he wrote it. How the hell does he
know what the guy meant? I can leave a note for my roommate
and two days later have to figure out what I meant. English
professors try and teach you to be a snob, sort of, too. If you're
, not reading Yeats or Eliot or guys likt that, then you're ruining
your mind. I used to enjoy pure sex books before I went to
university. Now that's gone forever.
Psychology turned out to be worse than English. One day we
had a lecture on the anal personality. If you were stingy, you
hadn't been properly toilet trained and your mother was a slob.
Would you believe that some of the kids were actually careful not
to appear stingy after that? You know they don't bother to explain
that the theory is out-moded or anything. Oh no. So the rest of
their lives, these poor dopes are going to avoid seeming stingy until
somebody teQs them that Freud had a hangup about toilet seats
anyway. It's really funny what some people take seriously.
Another day the prof asked the· psych class what they'd he
interested in researching on campus. Do you know what one guy
said? He wanted to know why one group of students ate in the
upper cafeteria and why another group ate in the lower one. In the
meantime, I thought, someone should study those nuts on campus
that wanted to bum the administration building down and barf on
the president.
The thing that really choked me up in psychology , though, was
that business about the rats, you know, w~ere they get them to run
mazes and things and then they tell you what people will do. Rats
give me the creeps to begin with and the idea of comparing man
with those beady-eyed things was kind of hard to digest. But one
good thing I did learn in psychology-if you have a pet rat , never
donate it to science. They11 wear it out making it run through
mazes.
Classes by television are another real exhilarating experience.
There was this one prof who insisted on smoking while he was
giving a T.V. lecture. Only he didn't just smoke in the normal
way-he'd take these long, pleasure-filled puffs and then exhale
with a big smirk on his face and here we were, 50 of us, our lungs
about ready to burse (we can't smoke in the classroom seeing as it's
about 300 years old and if you light a match the place would
explode), while this guy is having a field day. I don't know about
his ability as a teacher, but he would have made a good T.V.
commercial for cigarettes. One thing about classroom T.V. that is
constantly irritating is that you can't talk back to the damn screen.
The teacher just goes on and on and on about something and
maybe you didn't even get the premise of what he was saying and
you get so mad you'd like to kick the stupid set in.
I guess I've rattled on long enough about the evils of the
university system, so I'll sign off for now. But I'm telling you, I
saw crabgrass growing on the campus yesterday.
Your friend,

Charlie.
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Charter group said illegal
by Brian Kappler
Lance News Editor
A group advertising charter
travel from Windsor to Europe is
operating illegally, and will stop
promoting their plan.
The "It's a Sun-Searcher's
World CIub", has violated
Canadian charter laws, and
informed sources say that the
group will lose its rights to
organize group travel plans.
The Club, which also operates
at the University of Western
Ontario (under the name
Fellowship Club), has violated

charter law by advertising their
flights to students not members
of the "club". In law, such
groups can advertise only to
their own members.
SAC President Bob Baksi said
Tuesday that under this law,
only SAC or the University
administration could advertise
ch.arter flights on campus.
Informed sources cited
examples of private groups
seeking to cash in on the student
travel business. Many groups
reportedly take student

Residence illnesses
still unexplained

NCE BUNNIES "HARVEY" AND Maureen Fleet clown around
,gether. It's .not that Maureen, Lance Coffee Editor and
inee-photog, is short. Actually, Harvey is pretty big. With his
·ars up, Haroey stands five feet tall. He'll be raffled off before the
·nd of the year, by Lance staffer Jayne Egan, who'll give the
~roceeds to the Easter Seal campaign. There's no truth to rumours
at we'll drink the money (honest). Harvey, you see, is an Easter
nny.
~
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

•
set
session
Pollution
Students are welcome to attend this weekend's two-day seminar
n pollution. Student organizer Bob Copland said Thursday: "this
f a matter that students are concerned about; we hope that lots of
~1em attend."
, The conference, sponsored by the University, Iona College, and
al labour groups, will discuss the urgency of pollution control,
d organizers said last week that a permanent pollution study
~oup may evolve from it.
Representatives of the Biology and Geography departments,
'>Ila College, SAC, and the University Industrial Research Institute
.e planning the conference.
/. Local Members of Parliament and the Provincial Parliament will
~ttend, but Ontario Energy and Resources Minister George Kerr
fVill not be present. It had earlier been announced that he would
lpeak. Kerr is the ~rovincial Minister in charge of pollution control.
j Films, seminars, and speeches are included in the agenda for the
fneeting, which begins Saturday at 9:00 A.M. in the University
fentre.
The conference will conclude with a discussion of the
lstablishment of a Citizen's Committee on pollution control.
Admission to conference sessions is free, except for a Saturday
quet.

by Dave T. Rutherford
Lance News Staff
Last Friday, February 28,
four students from Electa Hall
suspected that they had cases of
food poisoning.
At a University Food
Committee meeting Monday, the
Electa Hall Rep. Sandy Tully,
brought these cases to the
attention of the Committee.
Horst Mahlberg, Head Chef in
Vanier, said that the four
suspected cases had been
investigated.
It had been claimed that the
cause of the dysentery-like
symptoms lay in chicken a la
king, the meal served. Mahlberg
suggested however, that it had
resulted from the turning on of a
tap that had not been used in
some time, and the resulting
stale water being poured on the
food while it was being
prepared.
The Food Committee was
aware of only four cases, and it
was suggested that the illness

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
An inter-disciplinary search for solutions to Canadian public
problems.

Direct entry to better-than-average
graduates from an Honours course
in a Social Science or History, a
course in Law, or a four-year course
in Business Administration.

Symposium
set for May
A nation-wide student
symposium on DeCanadianization will take place here in
mid May.
Bob McCrae, a leader of the
"Windsor Committee on
DeCanadianization" said last
week in a letter that the
symposium would include "such
topics as Universities, graduate
schools, business, labour, media,
culture, etc."
McCrae and his group are
seeking student support and help

54 scientists ·
return from

Jamaica trip
Fifty-four Science students
·nt slack week in Jamaica,
~nbining business and pleasure.
Members of the campus
ology, Geology, and
ography clubs, the group
died landforms and flora and
1Una, and managed to get
1-tanned while doing so.
The group landed at Montego
y, on Jamaica's north shor~,
d travelled to Kingston. They
nt four days in remote areas
·t of the capital, and then
.)
'th
,en t to Casa Maria, on · e
,rth shore.
Geology Department He~d
~ter Sonnenfeld called the t~~
startlingly successful", and sai
at it is only the first of sev~ral
ore such journeys now being
anned.

might have been some
contagious disease . .Attempts are
still being made to determine the
true cause of the sickness, but
food poisoning has been
dismissed as a possible cause.
Mr. Carl Schwarz, Head of
Beaver Foods, stated that he
"was not aware of any cases and
does not believe that it was food
poisoning. It would have been
serious if there had been 100
cases. We served 150 portions
that day."

bookin~ (and deposits) first,
then charter a plane. As a result,
many flights are cancelled at
' short notice, delayed, or change
destination. "I think these
organizers are doing students a
disservice", one campus source
said.
The Sun-Searchers flights will
probably be cancelled within a
week. The federal government is
expected to tell the group that
they are ''uncharterworthy '',
and revoke the "club's"
p e rrnission to operate such
flights .
.Baksi pointed out Tuesday
that SAC belon~ to the
Association of Student Cm~ncils,
a group of about 15 universities
in Ontario and neighbouring
provinces, which organizes
charter flights.
He called this group · very
good and responsible. Through
AOSC, charter flights to Europe
and Expo '70 in Japan are being
offered to students.
(Information is available in the
SAC offices).
He added that AOSC will
probably expand before next
year, moving into student
discounts on auto and life
insurance, as well as discounts
for students buying some makes
of imported cars.

17S UNIVERSITY W.
253-2Sl2
CLOSED MONDAYS
COMING EVENTS

2:00 p.m., MARCH 10

- Assumption Lounge, University Centre. Hear Professor
Peter D. Maddaugh of Osgoode Hall Law School discuss
"Law as a Career?" The discussion will take in the pursuit
of law as a career, the problems of law school choice and
admission, and recent developments at Osgoode Hall Law
School.

Write:
Director,
School of Public Administration,
Oueen's University, Kingston,
Ontario.

OOEEN'S
UN1VERS1TY

at tingston ontario
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Diamonds, Watches, Rings & Bracelets
10% Student Discount

<9. ].

CYJe~ina Jeweller
PHONE 254-5944

409 OUELLETTE A VE.

•

erv1ces uil ing to go up soo

FOR YOUR JEWELLERY
SEE US
We Carry Only Fi~ Quality

COIIT/111/ITAl ltU8/C ITUD/01
1399 Grand Marais W. (Yorktown Square)
2nd Floor Above Bank of Montreal

PHONE 969-7130
Ex<!lusive Dealer For Excelsior Accordions,
Marshall & Ovation Amps
All other makes available
FOR ALL MAKES OF INSTRUMENTS WE OFFER SALES & REPAIRS,
DAY, WEEKLY OR MONTHLY RENTALS, AND PRIVATE INSTRUCTION

10% Student Discount

IMPORTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

10 %' Student Discount
,.......... WINDSOR'S ENGLISH SHOP

325 Ouellette Ave.

253-6151

by R.D. Malott
Lance News Staff
A new physical plant building
for the University will be built
soon, according to T.D. Ray,
Assistant Director of
Engineering Services.
"The Board of Governors
should give final approval on the
tenders by Monday afternoon."
The new structure will house
the equipment without which
the university could not
continue to function and
expand. "The design is both very
functional and asthetically
pleasing," Ray commented.
The site is located on Patricia
Ave., south of Wyandotte. This
is the first building to be built in
the corridor between the main
and south campus.
The basic plan is cruciform,
that is, a cross formed by four
cast-in-place pillars. Although
dividing the exterior into four
sections, these take the full
weight of the roof and exhaust
stacks. The interior is thus
column-free for a flexible
working area.
Th<: pillars are free-form,
rising from a broad base to a
towering needle-point 250 feet
above ground level. For
comparison, Macdonald Hall is
only 140 feet.
The lower level has removable
glass sections. The flexibility of
the construction permits the

UNITED

small boile;s to be removed and
replaced oy larger units, as
required.
For the first phase, the three
existing boilers (located on the
west side of the Student Center
Building), will be included in
addition to a new unit. The
latter will almost double the
steam producing capacity,
required for the new buildings:
the Law School, the Library
addition, the new classroom
(Math) building and Vanier Hall.
Instead of running only in the
winter, these units will run all

11ii;s1T8-_;;;,;d:PliCiS:~iii
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FRIDAY, MARCH 6
-Cabaret Pub: 8:00 P.M. in the Grotto
-Indian Music Concert: 8:00 P .M. in the Ambassador
Auditorium
SATURDAY, MARCH 7
-Crisis in the County Symposium: All day in the Student
Centre
-Cabaret Pub: 8:00 P.M. in the Grotto
(.~.-.:~_:.:). SUNDAY, MARCH 8
-Open House: all over the damn place, all day, everywhere

2s4-4121

* Special Rates at ali times
* Hourly, Daily, Weekly
Chris .rohn

SPEED KILLS?
SO DOES CANCER!
Students are asked to give a
'
hand - support
the Canadian
Cancer Society.

To all the students and other members
of the university community, we
would like to extend our sincere
appreciation for your time, effort, and
understanding during our terms of
office.
Bob Baksi,
President.

Wayne Yared,
Vice-President.

~_;_;_~.~.
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LOCALLY OWNED

THANKS

*=~~:

by Tony Keller

CAR & TRUCK RENTAL
285 ·university W. (at Dougan}

year. In the summer, the steam
will run both centrifugaj and
absorbtion chillers, to cool the
buildings.
"The building will serve all
the foreseeable needs",
commented Ray.
A staff of 17 (present 10) will
be required.
In addition to office space for
the chief engineer, temporary
space will be available for the
campus security.
No completion date was
announced.

Pub closes
for last time.
The Thursday night campus
pub is closed-again.
The Grotto operation has
ended for the year, Manager
Gerry Schen said, because of its
inability to make money. SAC •
cannot afford the financial
drain, he said.
The Friday night Cabaret
pub, also operated in the Grotto,
will continue, Manager Cy
Paquette said last week.
The Thursday operation has
been closed down twice before,
once in the fall because of
licencing problems, and in
January for financial reasons.
This closing is final, Schen
said.
WANTED:
An apartment to sublet
for Apr., May, June, possibly longer.
Reply Box A, Central Advertising
Bureau, Univ. of Windsor.

READ THIS
AND WEEP ••••
Tonight, (Friday, March 6) the Misty
Blues will be . appearing at the Club
Wellington. To-morrow, the Raymond
Michael Group appears at the Club
Wellington located at 800 Wellington
Ave. There is only one reason you'd
weep
because you didn't go.
Otherwise, how would you enjoy
· yourself this weekend? Right?

RHYS SALE

HE
CARES
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ROBERT'S
HOUSE OF COIFFURES
1806. Wy~dotte West
Telephone 256'-0424
- Special Student Discount -

LAME DUCK SAC MEMBERS mostly didn't show
up for Monday's meeting. Council has about 25
members altogether, but half a dozen had to resign

so they could run for SAC 1970-71. Current
Council leaves office on Friday, Uie 13th of
March.

496 Goyem

Ac:roll from 1be Tmmel F.n1nnce

OpenMonday:_lbunclay:
Friday:

-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Saturday:

MacGuigan defends White Paper
by Vic Hanis
Lance News Staff
Local M.P. Mark MacGuigan
spoke here Monday, defending
Finance Minister Edgar Benson's
White Paper on taxation. The
Paper has been criticized by
small businessmen and
middle-class groups.
TYPEWRITER REPAIRS
~

Low overhead shop allows prices
you can afford. Free estimate,
pick-up, & delivery-day or night.
Large selection of new & rebuilt
portable, standard, & electric
type. with Can. & Foreign
keyboards.
Also new & used elect. & manual
adding mach.

RIVARD BUSINESS
MACHINES
969-8630

MacGuigan, who represents
the east side of Windsor, stressed
that the single most important
factor in the White Paper is
fairness.
"There are two main
principles in the White Paper",
MacGuigan said, "these being
equality and economic growth."
He said that important
considerations were, first, that
people in like circumstances
should make like payments, and,
second, that ability to pay must
be considered.
He also attacked several
"misconceptions" that have
been about the White Paper.
One wrong idea, he said, is
that there will be no
correspondingly high taxes for
the rich. "Whatever tax rate is
adopted, the rich will pay

•1
'tiDII e
~

DANG-

1~

PROBLEMS ON'111E'DANCE FLOOR?
Solve these in the first leiion

LEARN FOXTROT, WALTZ, SWING;

.... *

252-4203

l 64S Ottawa (Lincoln)

CHA.CHA ETC.
Don't .wait, for fun at parties, or
social ev.ents
CALL EMILE AT 252-4203
40% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
25%
"
TO FACULTY

more", he said. He added, "it
would not distress me if the
highest taxpayers were taxed
more than 50 per cent of their
income."
A second misconception, he
said, is that Canadians pay far
higher taxes than Americans.
"The difference will not be at
the fantastic level quoted in the
papers," he said.
A problem of taxation, the
Liberal M.P. said, is that married
citizens pay more than single
taxpayers.
.
A third misconception, he
said, is that "the purpose of tax
reform is to increase government
revenue."
He answered this by saying,
"in no sense is the tax increase
intended to increase government
revenue."
Some people dislike the
proposals in the White Paper
"because to them the whole
thing is Marxism."
MacGuigan disagreed. "The
White Paper is revolutionary in
that it is changing a lot of things
at the same time."

11 A.M.-9'.M.
11 A.M.-Midaite
11 A.M.-6 P.M ..

CLEANERS
TAILORS & SHIRT LAUNDERERS

1022 Wyandotte St. W.
REPAIRS

254-8122

ALTERATIONS

STORAGE

Saturday Special 2 Hour Cleaning Service

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

"Ask for It"

~

~
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~-STARTS

TODAY

MPlliOl .,. .,""

"L•rta\
lHIAHt(

121 lJO,IW(ltSITY ST. W[ST

REGULAR
PRICES

2!M IS55

Last Two Days ·

The
ARBORS
Top hcording Group
Plus: Danny Holley
at the electronic organ
Served Daily

SMORGASBORD

LUNCHEON-DINNER

v,.

,).-'"'

73 UNIVERSITY - Phone 253-4644 - 963-3742

LAW AS ACAREER?
-a discussion of what lawyers
do and the process of
legal education in Ontario.

HEAR

II

Professor Peter D. Maddaugh
-of Osgoode Hall Law School
Tuesday, March 10,
2:00 p.m., Assumption Lounge,
University Centre

Mark MacGuigan

, .. "One of the years
10 best pictures!"

HOUSE FOR RENT

-2 bedroom fully furnished-avail.
May-August. Near University. Phone

.I

-Roger Greenspun, N.Y. Times
-Rex Reed, Holiday Magazine

~~~;;t~~-~~;;

"258-3171. If Busy, 258-2210 after 6.

~~

ROBERT REDFORD .
ROBERT BLAKE · SUSAN CLARK

"TELL THEM WILLIE BOY IS HERE"

CLEANERS
ALTER'ATIONS·ORESSMAKIHG

. 2157 UnWlity Aw. W.

4Just 3 bloc:lcs from ClfflDUI
. OFFERS-,YOU

1,1" ........, .••
Cl!Allfl& I
AI..TERATl8al
. P.N8lla . . . . .

BOX OFFICE OPENS 6:45
COMPLETE SHOWS 7:0Q-9:15

'
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by Andy Bradie
Lance Reviews Staff
Anne of a Thousand Days is
undoubtedly one of the best
movies to come along in ages. In
the era of all-pervading
symbolism and erotic art, it was
a pleasure to be taken into the
splendour of history.

Lord Sutch has heavy sound
by Gordon Gilmour
Lance Reviews Staff
Screamin' Lord Sutch, Lord
Sutch and His Heavy Friends,
Cotillion SD-9015.
I hate to have to use this
cliched phrase but "this album is
a must" for anyone who enjoys
heavy music. Lord Sutch 's heavy
friends number among the
world's best in that genre of
rock music.
The musicians accompanying
Screamin' on this album are:
Jeff Beck; John Bonham and
Jimmy Page of Led Zeppelin;
Noel Redding, now of Fat
Mattress, recently of the Jimi
Hendrix Experience; Nicky
Hopkins, presently with
Quicksilver, and perhaps the
world's finest, truly creative
rock pianist; and several lesser
known British musicians. The
album was produced by Jimmy
Page.
Lord Sutch has been on
Britain's rock scene since 1960.
According to Phil Flamm of
Britain's "Go" magazine, it was
at that time he started the long
hair movement in Great Britain.
Lord Sutch is an hereditary
Lord; he has unsuccessfully run
for the British Parliament three
times, employing a platform
which featured mandatory birth
control, lowering of the voting
age to eighteen, and the
establishment of a Beatles
Memorial College. So much for

the brief biography on Lord
Sutch, but it is necessary since
many people are unfamiliar with

him.
Most of the material on the
album was written by Lord
Sutch in collaboration with
guitarist Page. Page does not rest
on his laurels, earned by his
performance with Led Zeppelin.
In fact, this album could be
titled Jimmy Page and His Heavy
Friends since Page plays some
wonderful guitar, has written
some good, solid songs, and has
done a fine job as a producer.
For obvious reasons the songs
are in a rock-blues vein similar to
those of Led Zeppelin or the
defunct Jeff Beck group. "Gutty
Guitar" is a good example of
this. Jeff Beck, Nicky Hopkins,
Rick Brown, and Carlo Little
play on this cut. The song
features a common 1-4-5 blues
progression and a dominant,
recurring guitar riff. Other songs
exemplifying this rock-blues
format are "Wailing Sounds",
"Thumping Beat", and "Union
Jack Car".
As I have said, Jimmy Page
has done an excellent
production job here. In many
ways the texture of the music is
reminiscent of Page's Led
Zeppelin work, most notably in
the hard, driving beat.
I would recommend this
al bum to anyone who is
interested in hearing some of the

------------------DETROIT PREMIERE
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11

Weekdays: 7:30, 9:30 Fri. & Sat.: 7:00, 9:00, 11:00

Greenfield at 8-Mile

LI 2•1115

best of rock's heavy music,
especially since the markets
seem to have been flooded lately
with mediocre groups.

~ure to get award
Anne revolves around the
well known love affair between
Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn,
and the ensuing historical
repercussions. The acting was
superb to say the least. Richard
Burton was very convincing and
moving as Henry. Acting
opposite him, in the role of
Anne Boleyn, was Genevieve
Bujold, a French Canadian
actress, who evoked dislike and
love almost simultaneovsly from
the audience.
Unlike some historical films,
which almost require a
knowledge of history to follow

them, this film is easily
understandable.
I hope that I do not give the
impression of being too carried
away, but the scenery, the
elaborate costumes and the
colour were a pleasure to view
just on their own.
Nominated for more
Academy Awards than any other
movie this year, including Best
Actor, Best Actress, and Best
Supporting Actor and Actress,
the movie is well worth seeing,
and a worthy investment for all
those interested in any form of
screen entertainment.

Wayne State Cinema sked set
The Cinema Guild of Wayne
State University is currently
presenting a Science Fiction
Film Festival in the Helen De
Roy auditorium on the Wayne
State campus.
Three films remain to be
shown-the first on March 10,
called Seconds, and the second
and third on March 12, titled
Fahrenheit 451 and The
Illustrated Man respectively.
Seconds is a story of a man
who undergoes an operation "to
become a new man", with
terrible consequences.
Fahrenheit 451, a futuristic film,
and The Illustrated Man, are
based on the writings of Ray
Bradbury, a noted science

Starr hit
in Magic
Christian
by Brian Kappler
The Magic Christian has a lot
of laughs, Raquel Welch, plenty
of money, and a new song by
Paul McCartney. Who could ask
for more?
Well, if you want more,
would you believe Peter Sellers,
Ringo Starr, and about three
hundred topless female galley
slaves? How about a
thousand-gallon tank of urine
and excrement?
That's the kind of movie The
Magic Christian is.
Sometimes you think that the
film was designed just to blow
your mind. But when you think
about it, the slapstick has a
moral behind it- money is a
hoax.
Sellers and Starr and
company are a crew of oddball
millionaires who terrorize most
of England by throwing away
money in a number of
astounding ways.
The film is very much in the
vein of black humour-nothing is
of value, not even the old totem,
the almighty dollar ( or pound).
Black humour is especially
enjoyable if you are an
insensitive clod-you understand
the slapstick, but not the
despair.
And the film is full of
despair. Black humour is a
powerful method for conveying
the meaninglessness of all values.
The whole film is summed up
in Ringo's nasal line: "Yes, the
old values certainly are
crumbling, aren't they?"
They certainly are, and The
Magic Christian shows it.
But I'd feel that the whole
thing would have been· a lot
more sincere if the producers
had made the film for something
besides profit.

fiction writer. Both were
directed by Francois Truffaut.
The March 10, Tuesday
showing is at 8:30 p.m. The
Thursday showing is at 7: 00.
Admission is 50 cents and 75
cents respectively.
The Wayne State Cinema
Guild's winter season is just
closing with three attractions
left. On March 6 and 7, High
School and Law and Order, two
documentaries dealing with
government institutions, will be
shown. Jean Renoir's Boudu
Saved From Drowning, a story
of a society drop-out rescued
from suicide by a member of the
bourgeoisie, plays March 13 and
14. On March 20 and 21, The
Shop on Main Street will show;
it won an academy award for
Best Foreign Film of the Year,
and tells the story of a man's
reaction to Hitler's persecution
of the Jews. All three will play
at 7:30 and 9:45 in the Helen
De Roy Theatre. Admission is
fifty cents.
,
The Wayne Cinema Guild will
present ten premier Spring
attractions starting April 9 with
Sympathy For The Devil, a
Jean-Luc Godard movie about
revolution. Tickets for this
showing will cost $1.50 for
reserved-performance tickets,
and $2.00 at the door.
Sansho The Bailiff, a
Japanese movie praised as "a
visual poem of timeless beauty",
plays April 17 and 18.
A Report On the Party And
The Guests, a Czechoslovakian
film, shows April 24 and 25.
Teorema, a story of the

disintegration of the bourgeoisie,
plays May 1 and May 2. On May
8 and 9, Simon Of The Desert
and The Immortal Story will be
shown, followed a week later by
Black Girl, the story of a girl in
search of a better life, and
Barom Sarret, a film that records
one day in the life of a man
beset by poverty.
Here's Your Life will play on
May 22 and 23; it is the story of
a young man who tries to come
to terms with life during the
First World War.
On May 29 and 30, and June
5 and 6, Pierrot Le Fou and Au
Hasard Balthazar, respectively,
will be shown at Wayne State.
The last scheduled film, Lola
Montes, a story of a woman who
became a legend as a lover, will
play on June 12 and 13. There
will be only one performance of
Lola Montes on June 12, to be
shown at 9:45 p.m., with regular
Saturday performances.
Sympathy For The Devil is
scheduled for Thursday and
Sunday, April 9 and 12, at 7 :30
and 9:45 in the Upper De Roy
Auditorium at Wayne State; and
Friday and Saturday, on April
10 and 11, at 6:00, 8:30, and
11 :00 p.m., and on the same
date at 7: 15 and 9:45 in the
Lower De Roy Auditorium.
All other attractions will cost
fifty cents admission, and will
show on Fridays at 7:30 and
9:45, and on Saturdays at 7 :00,
9:00 and 11 p.m.
The Helen De Roy
Auditorium is situated on the
Wayne State campus across from
the main library.

{

Raquel Welch and Ringo Starr star in- the black~humour film The v..
Magic Christian.
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Mainline a worthy effort

Bewa.re B,obin Goodfellow, alias Puck, alias Gary Dalton.He's
the fellow, so says Shakespeare, that makes the day go wrong. (L
to R) Gary Strong, Gary · Dalton and Barry Jones rehearsing A
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM which opens March 13 in Essex
Hall Theatre.

Midsummer Night's
Dream will be next
The last production of the University Players, A Midsummer
Night's Dream, will open in the Essex Hall Theatre March 13.
Shakespeare's comedy will be directed by the director of the
School of Dramatic Art, Daniel P. Kelly. The costumes were
designed by Susan Benson, and the cast is composed largely from
actors studying in the Drama Department.
The play is about love on a warm summer evening, and the
comical mixture of elves and fairies and a troop of clowns
preparing to rehearse a play.
A Midsummer Night's Dream will play on the weekend of March
13-15 and March 20-22. Tickets for all performances are available
at the School of Dramatic Art.

U you are interested in
poetry, don't look too far: we
have our own local poets with
original, thought-provoking
material; and they publish
frequently enough so that you
may become familiar with them,
with words that, if they are
pampered and coaxed, can swell,
drift, sink, breathe before your
eyes.
Local? Yes. Unpolished? Yes.
Stumbling? Yes. But
occasionally a poem will cross
your eyes that is something
more than just appealing, that
not only provokes a biting of the
lips in thought, but that strikes
you as well written and earnestly
written, with care, and in the
direction of what Hart Crane
called the fusion of "ideas with
such subjective intensity that the
result is poetry."
It is a difficult task to write
one good poem in five years,
that will last beyond the
mortality of flesh and blood,
and a much more difficult task
to write one good poem out of
five to be printed in a
limited~irculation magazine like
Mainline. Mainline is published
in Windsor, and this is issue
number five. Five poets, and five
poems from each are presented.
And a few of these poems
approach, in technical
craftsmanship and subject
matter, Crane's criterion of
acceptability and stringency so
closely that they should be read
and reread with the intention of
unlocking their tight, carefully
constructed compartments, and
garner the benefits the special

Sam and Dave second

Chicago best of the year
by Gordon Gilmour
Lance Reviews Staff
A Culminative Concert Analysis
-statistics by Ray Bower Jr., Gordon Gilmour,
Donald Marr, Rick Williams; text by Gordon
Gilmour from remarks made by the panel.

-

This article will hopefully serve the purpose of
being a comparative analysis of the 1969-1970
school year's concerts at the University of
Windsor. A panel was made up of three musicians
and the 1969-1970 Services Commissioner. It is
necessary at this point to list the instruments
played by the panel members, to demonstrate the
fact that there is aesthetic diversification to be
found in their opinions.
The musical panel members are: Ray Bower Jr.
- piano, organ, drums, guitar; Gordon Gilmour electric bass guitar; Donald Marr - piano, organ,
harmonica, vocals; and Rick Williams - SAC
Services Commissioner. Rick Williams booked all
the concerts and therefore came into direct
contact with the groups and their management.
The following general comments on the

following chart are listed in point form for
simplicity's sake:
-we would like to note that our choice for the
best keyboard work was based on Little Anthony's
man's pre~oncert warm-up.
-the average group size this year was 71/i. men.
-the most co-operative acts were Chicago,
Lighthouse, Mother/ode and Hoyt Axton.
-the least co-operative was Three Dog Night,
especially manager Joel Cohen.
-The Mighty Mouse master of ceremonies
award goes to Wayne F. J. Yared, S.A.C.
Vice-President.
-the world's most unlikely group to succeed The Nihilist Spasm Band.
-It is extremely important to note that many
styles of rock music were presented this past
season. Each and every group was good in their
particular sub-genre. Hoyt Axton represented the
folksters; Chicago - progressive underground; Sam
and Dave - rhythm and blues; Mother/ode - jazz
rock; Little Anthony - Motown sound; Th~e Dog
Night - commercial underground; and Lighthouse Skip Prokop's ego.

GROUPS
Lighthouse Sam & Dave Chicago Little Anthony Motherlode Three Dog Hoyt
Night
Axto~
(C.T .A.) & Imperials
Review
10
Vocal
8
3
0
3
0
0
6
6
0
0
Lead guitar
20
0
0
0
0
9
20
0
bass guitar
3
0
0
0
5
0
drums
13
0
14
0
0
12
20
keyboard
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
trumpet
12
0
0
12
0
0
0
saxophone
20
0
0
0
0
0
trombone
12
0
20
0
0
0
16
0
16
miscellaneous
0
0
0
0
14
0
choreography
18
0
15
0
0
6
0
5
vocal harmony
0
0
12
0
0
20
arrangements
0
0
5
15
0
12
0
0
stage presence
0
Lighthouse by default
string section
15
53
45
57
121
75
Totals
34
Note: This chart, which works on a 5-3 point system, rates members of each act on a categorical basis
with an emphasis on musicianship.

language of poetry can offer to
the silent listener.
In Mainline, the poems
worthy of note are Eugene
McNamara's "The Rain Child",
Richard Hornsey's "The
Arsonist" and "Summer
Strawberries" and Dorothy
Farmiloe's "The Flagellant" and
"Parturition". Don Poison's
"May Swimmers" is also
memorable in its own sparing
way.
Often, however, these poems
sag in the middle; rhythm is not
sustained; vocabulary is poor;
texture is weak; and music is
grating. But atmosphere and
association are strong, and
perhaps the strongest points in
the work of these poets. Take,
for example, McNamara's ''The
Rain Child": its atmosphere is
sustained throughout:
he stood there
his face lifted to it
as if to kiss with
his hands cupped to the
rain his hands filled with
rain battering his face
only his eyes closed to it
all the rest of him open
and filling with rain
mouth filled with rain
han.ds overflowing the rain
using him taking him
becoming him his ears
filling and he blind to it
he became the rain.

If this were written out in
paragraphs, it would probably
resemble bad Hemingway prose,
but the atmosphere and
association saves it.
Hornsey's "Summer
Strawberries" is likewise
continuous in atmosphere. One

Peanuts

•

in

can almost see Dylan Thomas
"as I walk/down/the stillness/of
this evening.
.young and
hungry/for the very flesh/of
summer." Hornsey's "The
Arsonist" is better written, but
it is too laconic and
matter-of-fact, with the
potential magic of the English
language sacrificed for ·an
inferior monologue that detracts
from the potent subject matter.
Dorothy Farmiloe's
''Parturition" is well thought
out, with metaphor abounding.
Witness the following lines:
A short hard shriek from the
engine
a final wrench and the train
glides out knifesmooth
swift and dripping
under an exhausted sky: The
cord is cut again.
Farmiloe's images are clear and
precise, achieving the exact
effect she wants, leaving nothing
left over to disturb the reader.
The above lines show technical
ability as well, especially in
spacing. ''The Flagellant" is
another poem with good images.
Don Poison's "May
Swimmers" is the best of the
five poems he has in Mainline . .It
is sensuous, like Homsey's
"Summer Strawberries, and
thought-provoking, like
Farmiloe's "The Flagellant".
The editors of Mainline are
cautious when they refer to the
value of this publication. As
Eugene McNamara says:
"Loosely tied, perhaps
uncomfortable with one
another, the poems are their
own excuse. They will have to
make it on their own from now
on."

'
m
y
t

new flick

"You 're A Good Man Charlie Brown" is opening again in
Detroit at the Vest Pocket Theatre for an open engagement. The
show has been booked through March 29 and will be held over if
attendance is anything like last May when Charlie Brown and his
friends appeared at the Fisher Theatre.
A special price is being offered to all college students of $2.50
for a $5.50 or $6.50 seat. The offer is good for any P.('rfonnance
upon presentation of a student identification card at the box
office.
Performances will be given every Tuesday through Saturday at
8:30. On Saturday and Sunday matinee performances will be held
at 2:00 p.m. with a special show on Sunday evening at 6:00 p.m.
There will be no Monday performances.
The student rate is for the Charlie Brown production only, but
if attendance is good the management will consider implementing a
permanent student discount rate.

VEST POCKET THEATRE
(Formerly n,e Grellt l(AKeS Theatre)

14 !:i 3 / Gr,lnd Rly,,r
l''"·'' Cir1•t•ril,!'!ld)

Tuesday, February 24 thru April 12

Categories

STUDENT DISCOUNT TICKETS
AVAILABLE FOR ANY
PERFORMANCE
$5.50 Or $6.50 tickets
for $2.50
PRESENT I. D. CARD AT BOXOFFICE

-
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DO you have clap_, syph, or crotch rot?
Well, if you have been either lucky
enough or smart enough to avoid them,
this may help you to realize just how
fortunate you have really been. If you
just do not care, that's too bad.
Sex is fun, but sexual promiscuity
today has brought about a very serious
problem, delicately talked about in
doctors' offices and chortled over in
bars. Syphilis and gonorrhea are, next to
the common cold, the most widespread
and contagious communical disease. This
is according to Peter Crippen, head of
the Venereal Disease division of the
Wayne County Health Board, Detroit,
Michigan.

a

history
of venereal
disease
by

Andy Bradie
&

R. J. Kirkland

Venereal Disease as a Historical Force
Ever since Adam met Eve there has
been syphilis. Plagues of this disease have
brought about untold deaths, have made
even the most brilliant people insane,
and have crippled tens of millions.
Egyptian mummies, exhumed by
archeologists and later examined by
doctors, have been shown to have these
diseases. In fact, the most famous of all
Egyptian pharoahs, Ramases V, was
probably born with foetal syphilis.
Tiberius Caesar, emperor of Rome
during the latter part of Christ's life, was
inflicted with sores that covered his face,
and his hair fell out. These are symptoms
of early severe syphilis.
There are various Biblical references
to "Plagues of the Lord", in which the
exact symptoms of venereal disease are
described.
"Let her not be as one dead of
whom the flesh is half consumed
when he comes out of his mother's
womb."

Numbers 12: 12
"The Lord will smite thee with the ·
botch of Egypt and with the
emerods, and with the scab, and
with the itch whereof thou canst
not be healed."
Deuteronomy 28:27
"The Lord shall smite thee with
madness and blindness and
astonishment of heart."
Deuteronomy 28:28
Leprosy was confused with syphilis.
The ancients described plagues of the
"dropsies", supposedly leprosy. Yet
leprosy is one of the most difficult
diseases to contract and develop.
Therefore, a plague of leprosy was for all
technical purposes an epidemic of
syphilis.
Columbus and his supposed discovery
of the New World heralded a new era of
adventure. Unfortunately, the history
books do not record the fact that his
crew contracted, in the West Indies, a
severe variety of "Cupid's Torment",
and returned to Europe with more than
stories of finding "India". This spread
quickly across the continent in 1494,
killing millions.
Morality was quite out of fashion
during the Renaissance. Bards praised
sexual liberality.
Armies of mercenaries roamed about
Europe selling their swords for the
opportunity to pillage and rape. Such
armies were usually augmented with
bands of women whose virtue was never
questioned; just taken for granted. They
were called "camp followers". Even in
the American Civil War thousands of
misplaced women would tag along
preying on the sexual starvation of the
Union soldiers of whom 77,000
contracted the disease.
Everyone has heard of a "hooker".
Yet few know that this term for a
prostitute is derived from General

Joseph Hooker of the Union Army
during the American Civil War. He had
thousands of camp followers. Napoleon
once said "an army travels on its
stomach", Hooker could have
paraphrased this statement and said that
his army spent a good deal of its time in
this position.
It is very interesting from where the
name Syphilis was derived. An Italian
doctor, Girolomo Fracastoro, dedicated
a poem to a shepherd boy named
Sypilus. In the poem, the shepherd was
afflicted with the pox because he
insulted the sun-god of Haiti. The god
punished Sypilus for his sin by giving
him the disease. The poem tells in detail
of the sufferings of the syphlitic:
"Yet with disturbance is the
wretch diseased
Who with uninvited heaviness is
seized.
With drooping spirits his affairs
pursues
And all his limbs their offices
refuse.
The cheerful glories of his eyes
decay
And from his cheeks the roses fade
away.
"A leaden hue o'er all his face is
spread
And greater weight depress his
drooping head
These wretches only no response
could take,
By his tormenting fiend still kept
awake."
The Renaissance is often called the
rebirth of knowledge and discovery, but
unfortunately the knowledge of medicine left something to be desired. What
caused syphilis and gonorrhea?
Many theories, all preposterous, were
expounded.
For example, in 1496 the Health
Commissioner of Nuremberg
diseminated information stating that the
present epidemic was caused by Jupiter
aligning with Saturn at 2 p.m., October
15, 1484.
Others thought that it was God's way
of punishing blasphemy. Francis Bacon,
British 1 7th Century scientist, said in his
particular scientific manner that
cannibalism was to blame.
In case anyone is interested, the
patron Saint of syphlitics is Saint Denis.
When you pray to him the incantation
goes as follows:
"Oh most holy father .... Denis ....protect me from the terrible
disease called the French
sickness ... "
As most of us probably already
know, through the well-publicized case
of Henry VIII, the contraction of
venereal disease was by no means a
stereo-typed feature of the lower classes.
Henry suffered from syphilis of the liver
until he eventually succumbed to it. One
of the tragedies of syphilis is that it
strikes at the still unborn. For example,
Mary, Henry's fifth daughter by
Catherine, better known as "Bloody
Mary", was born with it. She carried its
deforming marks all her life. Ugly scars
covered her face, her luxuriant tresses
assumed the quality of moth-eaten and
moldy fur, her forehead protruded in a
repulsive manner, and she could barely
see.
Henry was not alone in his misery.
Charles VIII of France had four children
who either died at childbirth, or shortly
after, from foetal syphilis. Also Francis
I, probably better known as the "King of
the Renaissance", had a case which
affected his unstable brain in such a

It
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manner that every whim became an
action, and every action contributed to
his inglorious end.
Even Ivan the Terrible had the clap.
His acts were the result of brain syphilis.
His depravity led to such casual deeds as
the murder of his own son.
There were many pseudo-cures for
V.D. in those turbulent years of change.
The "sacred wood" or "guaiacum" was
an early remedy. It was rendered into a
pulpy mass and boiled in water, then to
be quaffed with great expectation. It was
not a cure, it just drove the disease into
early dormant stage. Eventually the
people died.
Mercury was another pseudo-cure. It
was rubbed into the sores directly. Yet
the symptoms which disappeared would
have disappeared on their own anyway.
Physicians thought that constant
salivating would rid the body of the
poison. Mercury stimulates salivation.
"Doctors expected their patients to spit
at least three pints of saliva a day." If his
quota was not met, mercury was
increased. Usually the "cure" took about
twenty years. Thus was coined the
phrase: "Five minutes with Venus, and a
lifetime with mercury".
People were quite afraid of their
misery and were hesitant about seeing a
doctor. They went to "quacks" instead.
From these men they received large
quantities of mercury. The patient's
mouth usually rotted, saliva dripped
uncontrollably, and he ended up dying
of mercury poisoning.
It may be interesting to note that our
term "quack" which is now applied to
any false or unethical doctor, dates back
to the doctor-teacher Theophrastus
Paracelsus (1493-1541), whose students
were called "quacksalbers", because of
their wide use of mercury (quicksilver),
salves and ointments.
After centuries of this unaccountable
and mysterious agony, and the seemingly
ridiculous and idiotic cures which it
perpetrated, when Albert Neisser, and
Doctors Fritz Schaudinn and Eric
Hoffman, isolated the germs responsible
for syphilis and gonorrhea, they ushered
in a new era in the notorious history of
V.D.
In 187 9 N eisser proved that
gonorrhea was caused by the coffee
bean-shaped bacterium, gonococcus. The
German scientists Schaudinn and
Hoffman, in 1905, identified a tiny, pale
spirochete, Treponema Pallidum, as the
germ responsible for syphilis.
However the problem still remained
of discovering syphilis when it lay
hidden deep in the patient's body. This
obstacle was overcome in 1907 by
August von Wassermann, who developed
a blood test for the detection of the
lurking germ. Now, the dormant disease
could be diagnosed in completely
unaware victims, and subsequently,
countless lives could be saved.
Nevertheless, there was still no
positive cure; the treatment of venereal
disease had not made any significant

advancements. The treatments still
ranked with the previously mentioned
and ineffective mercury cures.
Quacks still took advantage of
shamed and ignorant clients who had
hurried to them after reading in
magazine ads of miraculously rapid and
sure cures. These prosperous phonies
pawned off uselesi and even harmful
drugs onto the desperately naive
syphlitic victims.
In 1910, almost 400 years after
Columbus' syphlitic death, Dr. Paul
Ehrlich, got the idea of finding a poison
which would kill syphilis germs. He tried
606 compounds until he came up with
the proper one. It is an arsenic
compound sometimes r~ferred to as
"salvarsan", "606" or "Dr. Ehrlich's
Magic Bullet". Later Bismuth was used
instead of Salvarsan to prevent the
frequent relapses that occurred when
Salvarsan was used alone. Yet now the
treatment took about seventy weeks.
The patients were usually not patient
enough to last out the injections. They
would have to hunt far and wide with
people to persuade them to return. A
faster, surer method was needed.
During the first world war among the
international fighting men three million
contracted the "clap". Salvarsan, the
most effective method for curing it, was
made in Germany. Also, a German cartel
owned the patent rights for its
production. But 't he Massachusetts State
Health department was determined to
by-pass the patents. Yet the Germans
had lied about certain aspects of the
formula so that it had to be
rediscovered. This was finally overcome
- and a new product, arsephenamine, hit
the market.
World War again made its devastating
way into history in 1939. It was found
that hundreds of thousands of young
men were infected. A million servicemen
suffered the same fate before war's end.
· The real breakthrough came in 1928
when Dr. Alexander Fleming, by
accident, discovered penicillin. It was in
1943 when Dr. Mahoney, at the U.S.
Public Health Service Hospital on Staten
Island, demonstrated the effect of
penicillin on the spirochetes of syphilis.
Now the people across the United
States, at least, were asked to go to their
nearest medical center for a free blood.
test. Prospective marrieds were required
by law to pass a blood test.
Millions of clean cut citizens were
found to have contracted the 'social
disease' and cured. Yet sexual
promiscuity was also on the rise. It
spreads extremely rapidly, faster than
the people could be treated.
Penicillin, although it is effective, is
not a panacea. Next week we will
describe in detail the problem, especially
as it exists in this area. For years now
the drug scene and supposed 'sexual
promiscuity' have been at the fore-front
of the news-media. Perhaps it is not
refreshing, but it should prove revealing
to delve into a much graver problem.
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Rudy's

Few formal exams planned
Boy to father: Why won't my
bicycle stand up?
Father: It's too tired.

Barber Salon
2846 University Ave. W .-Under the Bridge

((~UNIVERSAL
P)7SWING SET PRESENTS •.

by R.D. Malott
Lance News Staff
"Fifty percent of the
students will be writing final
exams in some form or
another," James Morrison,
Assistant Registrar, said
Tuesday.
In a statistical summary:
1630 courses were offered by
the university; 1144 courses
were taken by students; 35% of
these will have a final formal
exam; another 15% of courses
are estimated to have some form
of informal final.
Morrison explained the
terminology, saying that a
formal final was one in which
the professor indicated that he
wanted the Registrar's Office to
formally schedule the exam. An
informal exam, in contrast, was
one scheduled by the professor,
at a time and place of the
professor's choosing.
Formal exams are held in the
formal exam period between
Saturday, April 18 and
Thursday, April 30. With classes

ending April 10, this gives a one
week study period.
"An advantage of the formal
exam period is that conflicts are
not permitted." Morrison then
defined "conflicts so as to
include writing three
examinations in a row, even if
the three were separated by a
night's sleep.
Those professors who
scheduled a formal final did so
on sheets circulated through the
various departments. From
these, some trends are apparent.
Sociology, Psychology,
Philosophy, and Geography are
not scheduling formal finals.
Neither is history, a department
which has been called formerly
rather conservative by informed
sources. Drama -has scheduled a
single final.
Business Administration will
end most of its courses with a
formal final. The Sciences,
Engineering, and Computer
Science all are strongly favouring
formal finals, although to
varying degrees.

.
I
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Other departments are
scheduling formal finals in
certain courses, but not in
others.
Graduate courses, in the
overwhelming majority of
instances, have not scheduled
finals. This is a cross-discipline
trend.
In those instances where a
final exam in either form is not
offered, the professor will
evaluate the student on the
year's work of test, essays, and
special projects.
Graham Hobbs, of Data
Processing, will be running the
list of formally scheduled final
exams through the computer to
determine any conflicts. Based
on this output, a schedule will
be drawn up of the final exams.
This should be available shortly.

~

Summer •
school to
be packed
Intersession and summer
session will show a large increase •
in enrollment, Rev. E.C.
Pappert, C.S.B., Director of the
Extension Studies, said
Wednesday.
He cited the following data:
intersession-1300 students (last
ye a r -1111), summer school
2,400 (last year- 2130).
"Last year, intersession was
composed almost entirely of
regular day students. The biggest
factor was course acceleration,
but the lightening of course
loads and schedule conflicts
were also factors."
When asked to comment on
the possibility of merging the
two to form a third semester, he
said he thought the prospects
highly improbable, since summer
school must also accommodate
elementary and high school
teachers wishing to upgrade their
qualifications.
In an impromptu survey of
student opinions, the response
indicates a high increase in
summer enrollment due to poor
prospects for summer
employment in the Windsor
area.
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Streaking across the fashion horizon:
electric colors and tumultuous patterns
and wild textures to spark ideas by the
wardrobe-full! Come in . , , sec these
·s pectacular new arrivals ,
, · and let
'lightning strike! You '11 find yourself
-sewing up the most beautifu• storm of
any season. And our low prices will be.
the happiest shock of all to a budget!

DIISSMAKING SUPPUIS

246 Ouellette

258-1090
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SAC election previe-ws: President
·"The one on the left was in the middle and the one in the middle was ••• "

Gunning "experienced"

•

•

John Gunning is a 21 year old
first year Law student. He has
been serving the students for
three years in student
government; for two years he
served as the S.A.C.'s
Commissioner of External
Affairs, expanding it's program
of representation to conferences
across Canada and helping lead
the students in their successful
fight against irresponsibility in
national student groups.
For the last year he has
represented the students as a
member of the Senate, the
university's academic governing
body. He is also a member of the
Senate Rules Committee, the
Building and Space Committee
and the Parking Committee. He
has served as S.A.C. Speaker and
chairman of the Publications
Commission.
As a member of these
committees he has fought for
the students, successfully
assuring the students of
adequate procedure to protect
their interests in the Senate,
successfully creating a Parking
formula that guarantees students
the majority of spaces in all
parking lots and getting parking
costs in f arout lots cut in half,
fighting with the S.A.C. and The
Lance for a more reasonable and
responsible distribution of
available funds for building
construction; in short, making
the student's voice felt in the
ru!lning of the university.
As President he will seek to
influence the aims and direction
of the university process as a
whole by;
-examining the feasibility of a
cut-off point for the university's
size.
-working with the Faculty
Association's new committee on
Teaching Standards to improve
the class-room as a learning

environment and limiting size
and setting minimum standards
for lectures.
-increasing the efficacy of
students on departmental
councils.
He will seek to use your S.A.C.
dollar better by ;
-improving the Council's
budgetting scrutiny and making
better use of S.A.C. equipment.
-continuing to develop the
plans with which he is very
familiar for the development of
Student-Owned facilities like the
proposed Student Union
B u i1 ding Co-op Housing
complex.
-expanding the now-poorly
organized services program
(special events, concerts, etc.)
with the New Services
Commissioner.
-re-organizing the function of
the Executive for a more
efficient council.
-putting into effect the many
legal benefits of the new
Incorporation of the Council.
Space does not permit a
complete list of John Gunning's
goals for the next year. He
wants, above all else to bring the
Student Council closer to the
students. It has grown very
remote in the last year to the
point where many students
couldn't care less what the SAC
does. Student Council can be an
effective voice for the students
only if they know what it's
doing. John Gunning will be a
voice that will let both students
and Administration know what
the SAC is doing and where it is
going. He
asks for your
continued support as President.
On Wednesday, March 11
make a law student President of
your newly incorporated
Council. VOTE JOHN
GUNNING for PRESIDENT.

Hurrle backs education

Bryon Hu1:le

Rhys Sale

The major problem facing
this university, and most others
'is the lack of togetherness, the
lack of the sense of community,
the lack of the feeling of
belonging. Lost with this sense
of community, is the sense of
purpose, which finds its roots in
the basic structure of the
university, a structure which
appears to make no attempt in
dealing directly with students
and their problems.
The prime purpose of the
university is, theoretically, to
educate and we all presume that
our purpose for being here is to
be educated. It follows then that
most of our major problems fall
in the area of education, the
classroom situation. More and
more students are finding only
boredom in the classroom, and
although I cannot take time to
argue this point with each and
every individual on the campus,
an honest self-appraisal will
reveal to us all that we spend
much time in the coffee shop, in
the lounges, in the residences
and. any other available place
complaining about this course,
that prof or those assignments.
The Students Administrative
Council of the University of
Windsor is recognized by the
government of Ontario as the
official voice of the students. It
is meant to voice effectively
student oprn1ons, student
problPms and student s.ol tions
to those problems. Further, the
council is meant to act on issues
affecting student interests and to
do their utmost to protect those
interests.
Some basic things that must
be done in the area of education
are coordinating the student
departmental representatives
with the. Internal Affairs
Commissioner so as to align

"Moderate" Sole plans to bring Council together
My position is, quite frankly,
one of unification.
For the past two years now
Student's Council has swayed
from left to right politically,
with the leaders stressing either
total involvement in all the
world's problems, which is
impossible, or no action
whatsoever, which is
inexcusable. These views are
again represented in the persons
of Mr. Hurrle and Mr. Gunning
respectively.
No position of sanity or
discernment has yet been
presented to the students. Even
among the candidates for other
positions this division is
noticeable.
What I am concerned with is
the way in which these political
leanings affect council's concern
tor the students. When one or
the other faction gains a
majority on council, the
minority is harassed to the point
of resignation, leaving a portion
of students unrepresented. The
past presidents of council have
taken leading roles in this type
of action.
The president of S.A.C.
MUST represent the rights of
ALL students. He cannot be a
factionalist. The other
candidates for the job are
avowed factionalists.

I shall endeavour to establish
a position which will consider
the merits of both political
camps, and oppose extremism of
any sort.
My experience is
considerable, and has been
outlined in previous editions of
The Lance.
My platform is very simple, as
there are a number of very
important problems which must
be overcome.
The In tern al Affairs
Commission must be revitalized,
as education is our most
important concern.
Communication with the
department al representatives
must be established. Course
evaluation must be enlarged and
improved. Student-faculty
relations must be defined. Our
representation on administrative
bodies such as the Senate and its
committees must be
strengthened according to
proportionate representation.
Students should have
representation on the Board of
Governors.
Services must be improved.
Students involuntarily pay
$22.50 to their council and it's
about time that they ~ot their
money's worth. A thorough
survey must be launched to
discover exactly what the

students want. Booking of acts
must be systematized to prevent
last minute cancellations (it can
be done). The Film Society's
program should be expanded.
We must investigate the
possibilities of a new national
union-a non-political union
which will provide a voice for
student concern at the national
level. Isolation never solved
anything.
Most importantly, our
financial position must be
resolved. We are fast

approaching the incorporation
of student council. As such the
council must maintain financial
responsibility. To this end it is
of primary importance that our
debt be eliminated.
I do not claim to be perfect. I
do feel that I can successfully
undertake my proposed plans. If
you feel that these plans are
worthwhile, to be approached
from an unbiased point of view,
I would ask that you cast your
vote in my favour on March 11.
Rhys Sale

general education as formulated
by that commission with actual
departmental activities as viewed
by the student representatives.
Further coordination must take
place between the Internal
Affairs Commissioner and the
student Senators so as to allow
the latter to present factual and
1 o gic al arguments when
representing student interests
within that body (the Senate.)
Services also needs
coordinating. No one individual
can provide an adequate services
program involving all of the
areas which concern Services as
that Commission was envisaged
when formulated. Good
concerts, with good groups, well
organized and at reasonable
rates, are a must. A program
allowing the clubs to play an
active role in campus life must
be formulated. There are
possibilities of a permanent
student pub, an open air cafe in
the mall while the weather is
warm, continued efforts to
acquire an F .M. radio licence, a
frosh week to entertain,
integrate, and educate students.
A second, mini-frosh-week,
held at the end of October after
students had become
accustomed to many of the
actualities of University life
could prove to be an interesting
experience for all involved.
External Affairs could, with
some effort put into the post,
easily get involved with local
high schools, unions, city
council, and other civic groups.
In general areas, plans for the
Student Union Building must be
carried on, investigation, and
with some work, the
construction of co-op residences,
and a positive program allowing
international students to feel at
home in Canada.
The President of SAC must
be competent, active, aware of
real problems faced by students
in the classroom and at
University in general. He must
be willing to stick to the job,
must attempt to listen to all
viewpoints, be creative, and find
creative people to work with
him. He must provide leadership.
SAC and its President must
be prepared to lead and
coordinate all student activities
in an attempt to build a vital,
viable thriving community,
fin ding its purpose in the
development of the interests of
the students.

Two executive seats acclaimed

Harlie Johnston

Two executive posts on SAC
were filled by acclamation
Wednesday. Jonathan Benson (II
Arts) was · acclaimed
Vice-President wnen Brian
Kappler (II Arts) dropped out of
the race. Thaddeus Holownia, (I
Fine Arts) also dropped out.
Harlie J ohnstoI1 (III
Commerce) was acclaimed
Finance Commissioner.
Johnston was assistant to
outgoing Finance Commissioner
Cliff Prangley.
The candidate capsules in this
issue of The Lance were supplied
by the candidates. Photos by
Lance photo staff, especially J.P.
- Squire.
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SAC election
•
previews
The race for external
Andy Jackson

Brian Ducharme

Brian Ducharme
Chairman of Open House
Committee
- Special Events organizer
for Spirit Committee
- French club member and
DJ. for Student radio
- if elected, I intend to
improve our relations with the
city of ' Windsor. I met two
weeks ago with Mayor
Wansbrough, and he said he was
willing to meet with the new
SAC Executive to discuss topics
of importance to both sides. I
will bring up two major student
problems, bus fares and parking.
I hope that improved relations
with the city will lead to more
student benefits.
- The only way that we can
form . a new national Student
Union is by better
communication among
Universities. I have discussed this
with Rick Ronchka (now
External Affairs Commissioner),
and am willing to work on a
national conference of an
informal nature as was suggested

Vote

Wednesday
March 11

Vs. Andy Jackson

•••

at the recent Montreal meeting
of student union leaders. After a
ye a r or two of s u eh
communication, we will have the
foundation necessary for · a
strong student union.
The Association of Student
Councils, which provides services
of a non-political nature is an
excellent organization. I will
co-operate with it as much as
possible.
- Whether I am elected or
not, I will certainly be involved
in the pollution issue. Since SAC
gave $700 to this weekend's
pollution conference, I will
make sure that there is a
follow-up. I would like to see
SAC take the initiative in setting
up a panel of experts from all
segments of the community to
deal with this pressing problem.
Speakers coming on
campus will have to be approved
by Council before money is
spent on them from the External
Affairs budget. I do not intend
to spend your money on a
project that won't be of positive
contribution to students.
If elected, my office will be
open to suggestions from any
student. I promise to truly
represent the members of the
student union and would very
much appreciate your support.

Ray Morand

Your "voice of the Lancers",
Andy Jackson, hopes to be
heard again from his desk in the
office of External Affairs.
Although Andy cites no political
experience at the university, he
spent three years on his high
school council, which includes
two years as chairman of the
Publicity Committee.
Andy's major platform theme
emphasizes the fact that S.A.C.
should be concerned with
getting the wheels in motion on
this campus. More information
and feedback for the students
are guarantees of increased

And Ray Morand
To give you some idea of my
background and experience, let
me state that I am 25 years of
age and that seven of those years
were spent working. My work
consisted of truck-driving, befog
a messenger for an armoured car
corporation, private investigator,
and Assistant District Sales
Manager for D.F. Colliers and
Sons Ltd.
My platform for election
consists of the following points:
-the primary necessity of the
incorporation of SAC.

-more efficient utilization of
funds by SAC for the students.
-publication, preferably once
every two months, of the policy
and plans made by SAC for the
students.
-representation of SAC at all
national and international levels
in such a manner as to bring
credit to the students and the
University of Windsor.
Remember, it's your vote,
your SAC, and your $22.50, so
get out and vote.
Ray Morand

•••

participation. As far as outside
organizations are concerned,
Andy favours our withdrawal
from O.U.S. and a reallocation
of this money in the campus
where direct benefits to all
students can be realized. 0.U.S.,
he feels, is too remote a concern
for a campus with local
problems.
On the other hand, A.0.S.C.,
which our council belongs to,
costs nothing and handles such
services as student flights. This
organization hopes to expand
into car and life insurance. Andy
would also like to see
improvements in the areas of
student parking and student
discounts with bus companies,
railroad companies, and bridge
and tunnel authorities. Further,
he would work io improve the
efficiency of the Manpower
Centre on campus.
As a member of Council, he
would also like to see the
formation of an advertising
committee which would handle
all publicity for S.A.C. activities.
He feels this would be the key to
greater student awareness of
social and academic functions.
He has no political
affiliations. So "Get the Wheels
in Motion"; vote Andy Jackson
for External Affairs.

Two candidates vie for internal position
Brent Skipper and
An outline of my platform.
The following is an outline of
my past history regarding
activity on this campus, as well
as an outline of my views.
I am presently Vice-President
of the House of Provinces
Council. I am a member of the
Macdonald Hall Rules
Committee, as well as the User's
Committee which planned the
new residence, which will be
completed by 1971, {hopefully).
This year's residence council
of Macdonald Hall has been the
most productive ever, and I am
proud to be able to say that I
was a contributing factor.
My platform, basically, is as
follows. If elected, I plan to
make my office a source, if not
the nucleus, of student oriented
affairs of an academic nature.
There will be a comprehensive
course evaluation booklet
awaiting students as soon as they
step onto the campus next fall. I
have been informed that the
progress on this booklet is far
behind schedule.
Did you like this year's photo
directory for students? Neither
do I.
Coffee sessions in the SAC
office, perhaps monthly, would
give students the opportunity to

come in and "chat" with the
members of SAC .... air some
beefs if you want to. This would
also serve to dissolve the
bureaucratic image which SAC
now has.
There should be more
seminars on topics ranging from
drug addition to engineering.
There not only should be, but
there is a NEED for them.
Conferences as well. Why aren't
there more conferences on our
campus? We are situated ideally,
in that we should be using to the
fullest, our advantage of having
an interplay of knowledge from
"across the creek". .
If elected, I would stand tor,
and work for, a closer working
relationship with the student
faculty representatives, giving
them the support and aid that
they should have. Also, working
closer with the Cultural
Directors of the various
residences.
And something else. A winner
never quits, and a quitter never
wins. I will not resign.
In summation, I stand on my
past record, and my reputation
of getting things done. rn work
hard and get the job done!
You will be hearing from me

later·

Brent Skipper

Ray Marentette

Ray Marentette

Ray Marentette is concerned
about education.
That's important because Ray
Marentette wants to do
something about it. He is a
candidate for S.A.C. Internal
Affairs Commissioner.
What is the I.A.C. supposed
to do?
I.A.C. is the focal point for
all the educatiopal policy for
S.A.C.-your policy -you the
student. I.A.C. has to improve
the quality of education, explore
not cnly the ends of it but the
means and the purposes, too.
I.A.C. has to know when why
and how you came here. I.A.C.
has to fit this university to the
students, not the students to the
university. The student is not
just a big gear. He is really real,
alive with a mind, a personality,
and emotions.
I. A. C. is involved in

student-faculty relations,
departmental representation,
and decision making of the
greatest significance. There has
to be a definite move by the
I.A.C. into a broader scope in
order to cope with more
problems. Residents and their
government and their autonomy
problems have to be cleared up.
Space and budget allocations
by this university have to be
scrutinized by the students, and
will be. Why should we have a
curling rink when Dillon Hall is
falling down.
Ray Marentette has been the
Internal Affairs Commissioner
since mid-January. He took over
the tremendous void left when
Vince Bassman resigned. He
knows what kind of programmes
have to be started.
On March 11 you can help
him take the first step.

WHAT DO THE JOBS ENTAIL?

Brent Skipper

SAC's Internal Affairs Commissioner is .responsible for
educational policy. He works with the Administration and the
Faculty to improve teaching and learning here. Course evaluation,
liason with student Senate members, and aid to student members
of Department committees are his responsibilities.
The External Affairs Commissioner handles SAC's relations with
outside groups-the Ontario Union of Students, other universities,
federal and provincial governments, City Hall, and events like Open
House are all dealt with by this Commissioner.
Student Senators sit on the academic-policy-making University
Senate.

SAC election
•
previews
Senatus Populusque

Mark Kelly

Windsorus?

Three strive for Senator

Senator Kelly?
Mark Kelly, 4th year Political
Science; presently student
representative on Poli.Sci.
Departmental Council.
The role of student senator
on this campus is at best a rather
queer one. (No reflection on
Senators past or present, of
course.) Elected by the students
at large, the Senator sits in a
body whose purpose is to direct
the general academic program of
the University. His (or her)
function is twofold: (I) to
represent the prevailing attitudes
of his electorate in these
matters; and (2) to work for
those objectives which he
personally feels are in the best
interests of all students.
But nowhere on this campus
do there exist measures which
attempt to ensure either the
efficiency or the responsibility
of these Senatorial functions. No
real communication links
operate. The Senator has neither
contact with departmental
representatives, nor the
responsibility to consult with, or
report to, S.A.C. or the Internal
Affairs Commissioner (under
whose jurisdiction education
falls). This alone says nothing
regarding the availability and
distribution of Senate
information to all students.

Fred Marchal

Senator Marchal?

Surely something must be
wrong when a student body
deals with educational matters
on three separate, isolated
fronts. The time for
c0-0rdination is now, while
student representation in these
areas is still young. Personally, I
cannot promise to confront a
given situation in a given manner
( although an indicator may be
that my philosophy is left-liberal
- if such a creature exists). I can
and do promise, however, that a
greater, co-ordinated dialogue
will be the focus of my energies.
By this, all can benefit.
Please vote Mark Kelly for
Senate. Thank you.

Fred Marchal was elected to
S.A.C. as an Arts Rep. this past
year. Much of his work was
spent in cooperation with other
council members in committees,
notably in student participation
on the Board of Governors,
Course Evaluation, and many
others.
He has acquired thorough
knowledge of the workings and
procedures of committees which
are an essential part of the
Senate.
Fred plans to put the
emphasis on education and
student representivity. An
important part of his work will
be to establish a working link

Patti Lucas

between S.A.C. and the Senate,
something which has never been
achieved before.
He feels that the function of
a Senator is to promote the
interests of the students, and to
do so, he must be ready to work
closely with Student Council, so
as to voice these interests as
effectively as possible in the
Senate.
He stresses that this is the
type of cooperation needed to
finally link up the different areas
of Student gcwernment and to
make it a representative voice of
the students in dealing with the
administration and faculty.

Or perhaps Senatrix Lucas
Patti is a second year Political
Science major. During her first
two years at the University, she
has actively participated in
various school clubs and
organizations-as treasurer of the
University Women's Council and
of the Ecpnomic and Political
Science Club. Her experience on
Laurier Residence Council, as
Social Director, has helped her
understand more fully the
relationship between the
students and the administration.

If she is elected, Patti would
like to see more information
about Senate activities relayed
to the Students. Contrary to
many, she feels that the Senate
has indeed relevance for the
Student body, since decisions
made there have a great deal of
effect on our academic and
administrative systems, both of
which directly effect the
students. She would like to see
some investigation done in an

Vote
on
Wed.

effort to bring a high standard of
lecturers to the University and
hopes to work toward solving
the problem of overcrowded
classrooms, especially in the
faculty of Arts.
Miss Lucas offers eagerness
and willingness to work in
addition to a great interest in
which affects the University
community, as reasons for her
decision to declare herself a
candidate.

Two running for Services Commissioner
Filmsoc's Conley
NAME - Dan Conley a Libran
AGE ....
WEIGHT ....
COLOUR OF EYES ....
COLOUR OF HAIR ....
COLOUR OF SKIN ... .
HEIGHT ... .
VISION ... .
DENOMINATION ....
FAVOURITE PASTIME ... .
FAVOURITE WOMAN ... .
SHOE SIZE •...
HAT SIZE .•..
SOCIAL INSURANCE NO .... .
FAVOURITE FLAVOUR ... .
MAKE OF CAR •...
GREAT FEAR .•..
GREAT JOY .•..
GREAT GOD .•..
ANSWERS: 6, green, 23,
blemished brown, 170, great
cucumber glut, anglo sexual, 7~,
widor, 6280096, can't give
money away, MBG, banana fish,
space, Wally Mathers as the
Cleaver, Bonnie and Clyde,
Harry Berlin, if? if? if? if? if? if?
if? if not?
MATCH QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS CORRECTLY AND
WIN A FREE BAG OF
POPCORN AT THE NEXT
FILM SOCIETY PRESENTATION.
Services Commissioner
"Service man wanted:
applicant has green eyes

and many grey hairs,
from guarding the dollars
at the front door...•
"I am reliable
I am your man
I invented the coffee plug
...great ingenuity
surpassed only
by intellectual capability ....

Whochum,b:u~;~:~:: m"
00

(for Dan Conley)

"I will go far
I am the Actor
The Irish Ham

And Spirit's Pescod
Dave Pescod is run,ning for
Services Commissioner on a
basic platform of experience and
ability to serve.
A member of the current
Council, P e scod has been
chairman of the Spirit
Committee which sponsored
such events as the cow-milking
cont e s t, the fo o s b a 11
tournament, and the pie-eating
contest.

Election to include referendum
by Brian Kappler
Lance News Editor
Besides choosing a Student Council and student
senators March 11, voters will decide the fate of
Windsor's membership in the Ontario Union of
Students.
Because of a January SAC motion putting the
referendum on the ballot next Wednesday, a
majority of those voting on the question can keep
Windsor in OUS, or withdraw.
OUS includes nearly all Ontario universities,
except Toronto and Carleton.
The provincial union has been branded as "too
radical" by some SAC members here. The current
Council is split on the issue.
Presidential candidates John Gunning and Rhys
Sale are believed to favour withdrawal, while
Bryon Hurrle, the third candidate, is said to be
seeking continued membership.
OUS fees, twenty-five cents per student,

amount to about $1,250 for the University of
Windsor this year. The original SAC budget made
no provision for payment of the fees, but a
January SAC motion by Arts Representative Pam
Niklas mandated SAC to pay the fee. Thjs motion
was later reversed when the referendum was
scheduled.
SAC has paid a proportion of the fees, for the
period from September to March 11, the date of
the referendum. By precedent, Monday's vote will
be binding on the new Council.
Windsor withdrew from the Canadian Union of
Students in September, 1968, after a
bitterly-contested referendum campaign. No
groups are campaigning actively on the referendum
issue this year.
Current president · of OUS, Jim Kehoe, is
expected to come to Windsor before Wednesday to
seek support for the Union. Kehoe was SAC
Vice-President here last year.

As Services Commissioner,
Dave would continue regular
Friday events such as these in
the Mall, and set up indoor
events of a neater but interesting
sort every Wednesday.
He will re-organize the
campus Pub along the lines of
Cy Paquette's successful Cabaret
Pub.
Other plans include more
questionnaires to find out what
musical groups are popular for
live concerts here, a regular
dance schedule, and mailed
announcements of Service
Commission events.
Dave would , also revitalize
frosh week and develop greater
student participation in campus
life. Good programs can unite
residence students and Windsor
students, men and women,
students and faculty.
A vote for Dave Pescod is a
vote for yourself.
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SAC election previevvs: Arts Reps.
ERIC ATKINSON

Eric "the Poet" Atkinson, nominee for Arts Representative.
March 11 th is probably the
most important date of the
academic calendar-it's election
day!
It's your chance to express
your opinion through the use of
the · "all mighty" ballot. From
results of those elections and
by elections of the past year, the
student body of the U. of W. has
shown itself to be perhaps the
most "politically sloth" of any
other Ontario University. Why?
Besides this being an age
when student activism seems
only to come to the fore on
those issues withdrawn from the
campus scene, ie.
demonstrations against the
A-bomb testings in the Aleutian
Islands area, perhaps one can
attribute this seeming political
laziness to the quality of those
who represent us on S.A.C. Let's
own up to it, anything by
dynanism has been conveyed by
our elected officials.
It's not my place here, to
make wild promises but only to
express desire to vociferously
represent all 2400 Arts students
in the administration of campus
affairs.
Election day, exercise your
franchise! Hopefully, the
"exercise" will be toward giving
this "Lance" sports staffer
experience to vocally voice
opinion, as well as with the pen.
Wednesday, March 11th, put
a little "rhyme" on council,
VOTE "the Poet".

representative on the
being aware.
Departmental Council of the
They have illogically arrived
Department of Mathematics and
at the conclusion that because
she values the experience she has
we don't agree with them, and
share their mistrust and disgust
gained from this interaction with
with the "establishment", we are
her professors and fellow
apathetic. Through some
students.
miraculous stroke of
As recording secretary to this
God-granted genius, they are in
year's Student Council she has
the know. However, they are
been able to follow its
fortunately generous with their
movements closely. She is
gift. They consider themselves
familiar with the policies and
destined to guard us from our
favours continued work on
ignorance.
certain uncompleted projects.
If there is one thing that truly
Of particular interest is the
angers me, it is people who
concept of a new non-political
possess a condescending
union of Canadian universities.
guardianship over me. If you
She feels that the main purpose
have ever heard someone
of such a union should be to
remark, "The other students just
offer its members services and to
provide opportunities for
don't know where it's at". You
discussion of common problems.
must know what I mean.
The student must be the focal
I feel, quite humbly actually,
point in a campaign for
that I have enough intelligence
This election is low-keyed
Students' Council for it is his
to look after myself. I am also
because of its noticeable lack of
interests - social, educational,
quite hopefully certain that you
burning issues. And those issues
and financial - that are to be
possess an equal degree of
which are being discussed are
represented.
self-respect.
largely not known by the
For the sum of $22.50 the
I know one thing for certain.
majority of students, and may
Every person who supports the
student is entitled to a
seem to be too far off in the
representative student
radical attitude will cast a vote
political miasma of SAC.
government and not one torn by
on March 11. It would be a
There are, however, issues
shame if their erroneous cries of , petty politics or politicians
which affect everyday student
student apathy were proved true
interested only in attaining
life, which are brought to, or
by a poor turnout at the
power and status for themselves.
raised by, SAC. These affect
election. If you do not take
Susan feels that there is a gap - you. Whether they involve
advantage of your equal vote,
between Council and the student
library hours, parking, food
and this negligence results in the
body but that this could be
services, entertainment, special
election of a "radical" student
partially bridged by better
activities, or the proposed
government, you will have no
meeting attendance by
all ' Student Union Building, which
one to blame but yourself, when
members. True interest and
will cost 17 million dollars,
policies, which are actually only
industry are characteristics of
house 1,000 students, or be
desired by a small minority, are
any good representative of the
owned and operated by
perpetrated through the
students. She feels she possesses
students-by SAC.
machinery of student
these and is eager to use them to
Such issues affect you
government into policies which
help administer the affairs of the
directly. It is your responsibility
are supposedly representative of
Arts students on this campus.
as students to vote, and elect the
the university as a whole.
best representatives possible.
I hope that I am not way off
track. I hope that I am right in
assuming that you will not allow
a coalition of ten radicals to
corner the market on Arts
representation. I promise that if
I am elected an Arts
representative, I will avail myself
to the attitudes and concerns of
the people I represent, rather
than presumptuously assuming
that my wisdom is more
important than your concerns,
and ridiculously assuming the
role of Almighty Protector.

TOM EGAN

ALTHEA
DI· GREGORIO

BILL FISHER

SUE BROWN

ANDY BRADIE

There are a sufficiently large
number of s~alled radicals on
this campus who have the poor
taste and, I feel, falsity to $out
"Apathy" and curse the
"straighter" members of the
university population for not

Susan Brown is a candidate
for Arts Representative in next
week's general election. Miss
Brown, a third year student
majoring in Honours
Mathematics, believes students
should make the best possible
use of the governing powers at
their disposal. Currently she is
serving on the Judicial Board of
Laurier Hall and as student

ALTHEA
DI GREGORIO
- Arts Representative
A - amiable, attentive, able
L - lively, liberal, level-headed
T
talented, truthful,
thoughtful
H
helpful, honest,
hard working
E
experienced, ethical,
efficient
A - affable, altruistic, altogether
I am willing to represent the
Arts students to the best of my
ability. I am willing to work
with the other members of SAC
for the benefit of the students. I
feel that I have done sufficient
background work, and am
familiar enough with SAC and
its procedures, to give good
representation.
You are voting for
representation - vote ALTHEA.

As you gaze upon the picture
of the person accompanying
this, my qualification for Art's
Rep, are you troubled with such
ponderings as: WHO THE HELL
IS HE and WHY VOTE HIM
YOUR ART'S REP? ls that
what's troubling you today
Bunky?
Well brother, take a good
long look at the picture (beard
and all); I'm just as curious
about you as you are about me.
No I haven't met you all
personally, but if you followed
and read the sports reports
written in the Lance this year,
then we have met previously, if
only in writing.
What better way for a first
year Arts student to get the
"insight" of the student body as
a whole and hear your wants and
desires, your likes and dislikes,
than to join your newspaper.
Now with a year of the "Blue

and Gold's'' trials and
tribulations under my belt, I feel
I'm ready to help you voice
YOUR oprn1ons as your
representative on the Student
Administrative Council.
The usual ''vote for me and I
promise to do this or that or
something else etc. etc.", I will
leave to others. That sort of
political pomp is out-moded and
I don't dig it.
This is the dawning of the age
of Aquarius, so let's move
together to Oxygenate the
stagnent ponds of political
pollution and start a fresh spring
spawn NOW!!
On March 11 th, when you
cast your vote on the political
river of S.A.C., don't end up
snagging a rubber boot, vote for
"HE THE FISH" and reel in the
real McCoy.
Thank You
Bill "Fish" Fisher

MAUREEN FLEET

Maureen Fleet:
Having been at the University
for a year it has become obvious
to me what issues are to be
important in the next year. As a
Communication Arts and
Geography student and Lance
staffer, I have a great interest in
student relations with SAC and
would like to prevent some of
the problems faced by Arts
representatives in SAC in the
past.
On Council I would press the
problem of security on campus.
All the Residences should have
more guards on duty, especially
at night-guards who can handle
any unwelcome or illegal visitors
properly.
-the snack bar in Macdonald
Hall which has now been closed
should be turned over to the
Student Radio. They are
extremely cramped for space
and need better quarters to work
in.
-seek a guarantee that
Generation not suffer the pains
it has gone through this year,
and that its high standards be
kept up.
-try and get Council to allot
more money to Campus Clubs so
that they can function in a
manner that will not disappoint
club members, or other students.
-work on a committee that
would be set up under the
Services Commissioner for more
organized dances, concerts, pubs
and clubs. The committee
should be of willing and
interested volunteers who would
prevent the headaches that this
year's commissioner suffered in
trying to do an overwhelming
(Confd. on Page 2S)
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SAC election previevvs: Arts Reps.
(Cont'd from Page 24)
and difficult job.
-I would especially like to
work with a greater number of
Arts students in making
decisions in Council so that
there will be positive benefits for
all the students.
-Maureen Fleet

MARGIE JACKMAN

VICTOR HARRIS

representatives for the Centre
policy committee for the second
year, and has also been active in
many campus activities.
If he is elected he hopes to
regain the students' interest in
SAC, and have a return to the
good old "packed-house"
meetings.

•

DARIAN HOPPE

•

In recent elections it has been
noticeable that the only people
who vote have been those who
are really concerned with the
outcome.
This could possibly explain
the reason why only 147 votes
were registered at the last SAC
byelection.
Student apathy has for some
time · been a main concern on
Campus. If this apathy prevails
through next Wednesday's
election, we might well find SAC
in the hands of a group of
'cliquey' radicals.
These radicals have formed an
exclusive 'club' and rest their
hope of being elected on student
apathy. That is they are hoping
that their votes, which will come
mainly from their own number,
will be sufficient to elect them
to Student Council.
They are counting on your
"don't give a damn'' attitude, as
the basis of their campaign.
Don't give them the
satisfaction of winning out over
their opposition just because
you cannot be bothered to
register a vote.
Last years turn-out at the
polls was a record. I hope that
this year students will once again
disprove allegations that the
percentage of the student body
is not bothered by who is
representing them in Student
Council.
The responsibility of
representing a large faculty such
as Arts, requires a lot of time,
patience, intelligence and, I
hope, indulgence. Because I feel
that I can qualify in these areas I
am running for Arts rep. Many
of my opponents, as I have
mentioned are radicals. I,
personally, do not think that
most of them intend to devote
much of anything to next years
SAC, if elected.

JOHN HART
John Hart, running for Arts
Rep., is a second year Sociology
student and is presently one of
the ten undergraduate
representatives for the Soc.
Dep't.
Until the time of the election,
he was one of the five student

Darian Hoppe, 18, is a first
year student majoring in
Communication Arts. Her major
concern is education. She feels
that the problem with education
in this university is that very few
people are being educated.
The lecture system is
outmoded. This is slowly
becoming apparent to the
authorities, but the huge,
dehumanized, factory-style
lectures continue. Legitimate
student grievances are buried in
committee after committee.
Power is not being dispersed but
is becoming increasingly
concentrated in the hands of
senior faculty and
administration.
But what can SAC do? Darian
feels that student council must
work to create a united student
voice on education policy and
must be ready to push for much
needed reform. She feels that
another important step would be
the co-ordination of student
representatives on departmental
councils through the office of
the Internal Affairs
Commissioner.
Darian would also like SAC
to establish a committee to
investigate the establishment of
a free university under the
auspices of SAC.
She feels that while student
council has tremendous
potential, it is largely being
wasted, because of the refusal of
many SAC members in the past
to become concerned and
activated about the most vital
issues to the students in this
campus - their education.

Dear students,
I was approached, today, by
Mr. Kappler, telling me that I
should write a one page policy
statement or platform to be put
in the Lance. I cannot say that I
have any sort of formal policy
statement, as such. I think I'll
use this space to tell you who I
am, and how I feel about a few
things.
First of all, I must explain
that I am one of duee sisters, all
attending this university ....to
make it short, I'm the middle
one. Contrary to public opinion,
all three aren't running, just
one ....me. This is my second
year at Windsor, and, although I
have had little experience
working with S.A.C., I have
worked on Residence Council
for two years, last year as a floor
rep. and this year as Sec.-Trea3.
for Electa Hall. I am also a
member of the Spirit Comnuttee
this year. My only other
qualifications for the position of
Arts Rep. are that I do have an
interest in Windsor U., I want to
be a part of Windsor U., a
working part, and I want to get
my "2 cents worth" in on what's
going on, on campus. My main
interest lies in the
Social-Cultural area of Student
Council. I would like to see a bit
more going on, on weekends ... I
do not mean, by this, more
concerts or big weekends ..I
mean, ·little inexpensive
weekends ... the Spirit Committee
operated on next to nothing; we
should be able to get something
going. We have a lot of talent on
campus, even within the
administration .. .Joe Saso sings
to the Frosh!
I would like to thank my
nominators and those people
helping me with my campaign. I
also wish the very best of luck to
all those running for positions. I
was going to close with a slogan
but nothing rhymes with Margie,
so I'll just leave you with a few
words of wisdom ...
Vote
Margie Jackman
Arts Rep.
Thank you for your time,
Margie Jackman

WYUE JOHNSON
After a reflective glance at
current S.A.C. history we
regretfully note our student
government's inability to attract
the interest of the majority of
people involved in university
life.
With reference to two specific
instances of student indifference

I can easily put aside charges of
vague generalization. Firstly, we
can all agree that S.A.C.
by-elections have invoked little
voter response. Secondly,
de-Canadianization, an issue
which is gravely important on
this campus in particular, met
with a stifling lack of interest, in
spite of well organized efforts to
generate constructive inquiry.
S.A.C., after haggling, did give
money to the committee but
obviously didn't lend' any
Opinion which could cause any
discussion.
Governments which lack the
conception and carry through of
new ideas can be excused for
monetary reasons, but there is
no excuse for intellectual
non-reaction to ideas and
arguments raised by other
students on relevant issues.
A middle of the road
approach to problems is
deadening, rightist and leftist
expression at least causes
discussion and sometimes action.
The greatest reason for
student indifference is the lack
of a sense of community on the
campus. Students have a
contempt and hatred for one
another which can only cause
disunity and alienation. We
could argue in a "chicken-egg"
fashion about which comes first
community or active intelligent
involvement, but students are
going to have to feel a
"belongingness" to achieve
relevance.
This is why S.A.C. is going to
have to back course evaluation
to get involved in ou;
university's academic affairs to
develop a services programme
which involves students and
definitely to communicate ideas
on issues which are important to
all ofus.
S.A.C. is going to need a
catalyst to overcome its inert
inactivity. Vote ...Vote for those
people who are going, lift S.A.C.
off the floor and make it a
responsible, active government.

BRIAN KAPPLER

In his three weeks on SAC
this year (he won a byelection in
February), Brian Kappler helped
make sure that the Cabaret Pub
would continue; represented
SAC (and the students) on the
Publications Commission and
helped get Generation literary
mag~zine under way; and
contmued to be News Editor of
The Lance.
He is a Second year general
History student, minoring in
Political Science.
If elected next year, he will
work on:
-permanent longer library
hours
-some security for resi~ ·
students
-a system to make
representation in Arts
departments more meaningful.
Some of our representatives,
frankly, have been pretty bad.
-a better funded Generation
-better community relations
through more projects like open
house
-sufficient funds for a very
active club program
Brian Kappler has a lot of
experience in Student-Councilwatching. He used to be Lance
Student Council reporter now
he's News Editor. He's b;en on
several Council committees.
If one of your ten votes is for
Brian Kappler, you'll do yourself
a real favour. He's a "can do"
man.

MARG MALONE

Margaret Malone 1st yr. Arts
student at U. of W. -transfer
student from Santa Clara
University, California;
Services performed for the
university community during the
academic year 1969-1970·
a) served on the ' Rules
Commit tee of the History
department establishing
procedures and regulations for
student representation
b) served on the Rules
Committee of Electa Residence
c) active in the formation and
programme of R.Y .M.
d) assistant organizer of the
Indian-Eskimo Seminar
(November, 1969)
Today it is generally agreed
that our so~iety and its
microcosm, the University, is in
a state of crisis. The future of
our Canadian society, and
necessarily of our Canadian
University, depends on the
awareness and sensitivity of
students to the political and
socio-economic problems facing
us.
Student Council can be
ef ective in creating this
awareness by responsibly
(Cont'd. on Page 26)

'd. from . . 25)
ntin1 student needs
and political), and by
ort·
for those changes
ith1n the University

'-°'r . . . .llity which will result in
relevant, free, and
NIIOOltllY fulfilling eclucational
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.

promoting student interests and
the CO-Ordination of faculty, and
administration with the student
council. Further there is talk
about apathy on this campus,
possaoly now is a good time for
S.A.C. to examine itaelf to
tliscover why the student here
appean. to he so lf>'thetic.
POlliblY if the council took a
more tllorou&h iaterest in the
wishes ex the students through
the student represmtatiYes, this

appearance of overall will cease.
This means that these
~ntatives should be willing
to make

the
resultant

maelves awJlable to
and to follow the
suggestions with

concrete p ~ .

age nineteen, Political Science II,
is a candidate for re-election as
arts representative. He was first
elected to SAC in a by-election
eadier this year. Besides being an
active participant in council
discussions since his election,
Mr. Rutherford has been
working for students in several
other capacities.
He has been a hard working

member of Dean Tamopolsky's
Senate Committo.e on UniYenity

Government where he fouaht for

student representation on the
departmental councils which has
lince become a reality. He has
also been active in sociology
departlQ.ent politics ant1 recently
releas d a report oa the
deputment, together with Rick
Sullivan, calling for areater
student and junier faculty
involvement in the

deci ion-makina

of

the

department.
A founding member of the
radical youth movement, he has
allo beea active for several years
in Liberal PaJty politics. A
former member of the ptOYincial
student 1..11,enl execu :ve (and
presently a nominee for a
ition on the National
E ec: tive), he was a

of the Univenity
to the Canadian
Liberal Federation
annual meeting last month.
Dav:e' major

certain groups at the expense of
the rest of the student body,
namely YOU. Too much time
has been wasted by the Council
members in personal disputes.
These have neither benefit nor
interest for the rest of us.

I have worked for The Lance
or the past year, seen many
meetings of Student Council,
and am familiar with what goes
on. This is the reason why I
consider myself capable of filling
one of the vacant positions, and
these ue the reasons for which I
hope to be elected. My proposals

are:
- an addition to tile existent
cou.rse evaluation, of an
instructor evaluation, allowing
students to be aware of the
opilnons of other stua.mts of

each prof.
-

the a4dition of younger

members to the security guards,
and the posting of one guard at
the desks of all girls residences
to prevent the enby of any
uninvited visitors.
- the continuation of the
trend towards better sta,itarm•
of entertainment for
concerts, dance , ancl.puhs.
- co,;operation with the other
9 Reps. in order to ec · y

represe

interest.

of
Stude&t

Lance baa 1Bffiaeflt'>1'1•·

-

the •

The

participating in, and being a
member of any and all
sub-committees designated by
the executive.

Ray Socchia

•
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~A.C election preview-s: Arts Reps.
WALT
STECHYSHYN

unavailable for comment

RICK SULLIVAN
One of my major concerns is
educational policy. Since the
most basic interest of students
is, or should be, education, it
would only seem natural for the
Student Administrative Council
to have a policy regarding such.
the S.A.C., as representative
of the students, is ever to take a
vital role in guarding student
interests, beyond the level of
sand-box politics, an educational
policy will be essential. This
would be a first step toward a
closer alignment of students
with the faculty and
administration, and would give
e student a greater

understanding and participation
in the process to which he is
subject. Also, it would add a
worthwhile perspective to the
work of student representatives.
Housing is another important
area, and although this year's
Council has done much to
formulate a plan for the
improvement of facilities , I
think a great deal more should
be done. Alternatives must be
found for students who are not
satisfied with the existing
facilities on campus. Co-ops
would be one feasible answer.
Greater ~ssistance should also be
given to out-of-town students
who wish to live off campus.
A Student Housing
Committee could also possibly
make arrangements with
landlords for guaranteed,
equitable rent ceilings and thus,
do a service to both the student
and the community. This has
been tried at other universities
with great success.
Further, I would like to work
under the Services
Commissioner, in attempting to
coordinate all of the activities on
campus and to provide a greater
variety in entertainment, and
service projects to make better
use of the resources available on
campus and in the community.
Too often, the university
becomes a community separate
unto itself. Perhaps a greater
degree of incorporation of
student and community services
would facilitate better
communication and make the
university more relevant to the
greater community.

SANDY TULLY

Dear Students,
I was asked today to present
my reasons for running for the
position of Arts Rep., and
discovered quite readily, the
difficulty of putting my feelings
into words. The first reason is
one which I feel is important
and sometimes overlooked. In
past years, the phrase "student
council" seemed to hold little
meaning to the average student
on campus. This was not the
fault of the student council
itself, I don't feel, but rather the
result of the lack of
c a-ordination .among the
·students and THEIR council,
and, perhaps more importantly,
the lack of real interest in
student affairs.
But I do think this can and
should be overcome. By bringing
in your ideas to your
representative, you can help
raise the interest ....enough to
discover that the University of

Windsor can be a great
experience! In order to make
this co-ordination a success, the
representative must inform you
of the council news, directly
through the Lance since mostly
all students read this paper.
Though there are many
candidates this year and it will
probably be difficult for you to
choose, remember that they are
all qualified and willing to give
you their time and help to the
best of their ability. This is my
second year at the university and
having sat in some SAC meetings
last year, I have become
interested and would like this
interest to be an active one.
My only other qualification is
that I am on Electa's House
Council and have experience in
both meeting people and getting
across ideas and understand the
importance of working together.
The only thing I can promise
you and be certain of keeping, is
the promise to do my very best
for you. So on March 11, listen
openly, think seriously, and vote
honestly ....it could make a big
difference for all of us next year.
I believe we can make it a
"students" council ....•. together.
Are we willing to try? Thank
you for time and support .... I
promise you mine.
Sandy Tully
Arts II

JOHN ZANGARI
I, John Zangari, as a
candidate for Arts Rep. pledge
nothing more than complete
dedication to my job if I should

be elected. Although I feel that
this past year's SAC has done a
respectable job I believe that
there are a few areas which can
be improved upon.
I would like to see the budget
deficit cleared up once and for
all, but not by sacrificing
students needs but by setting up
a we 11 planned system of
priorities. I would also like to
see more interaction between
SAC members and students.
Although this has been said in
every election in the history of
the school, I believe that SAC's
failure to do this last year led to
the lack of interest that was
taken towards student
representation on departmental
committees. This is a very
important concession to
students and I strive to see that
these committees are effective
and representative next year.
John (Z.) Zangari

SAC election preview-s: Science
SCORE

J
I will not make absurd
monotonous claims and
promises. The science Reps. next.
year will face conditions that are
becoming increasingly difficult.
The level-headed science
.. students, once the most active,
progressive group are steadily
being forced into membership of
the Apathy Club as the
stereotyped, would be radicals
take over.
The time has come for the
scientists to once again become
active again. It is important in
this election that the S.A.C. be
made up of students who
administrate with their heads,
not their slogans and badges:
Tl).is can only be accomplished if

you, the Level-headed voters to
to the polls.
In the past year, severing the
red tape of bureaucracy as
Uptight editor in The Lance I
have accomplished many things
for individual students and the
general student population. I
will continue to do so(I enjoy
it!). I am well acquainted with
the Administration, the Present
S.A.C. and a great many
members of the next one.
If elected and as a mild
mannered reporter fot the
Lance, I will fight a never ending
battle for truth, justice and
scientific method.
Yours in Logos,
Score

MADELEINE
JACOBSEN
Madeleine Jacobsen is a
second year Science student
majoring in Math and Computer
Science. In her preliminary year
she was elected Frosh Queen.
The following year she involved
herself in campus activities as a
member of the Freshman
Orientation Committee, Food
Committee,. and Women's
Residence Council. She is
currently a residence prefect in
Electa Hall, a job demanding
leadership qualities.
Since the Science Faculty's
relatively small enrollment
means little representation on
S.A.C., Madeleine feels that the
science students are not

become an integral part of
S.A.C. and the university.
Science Students may be small
in numbers, but they've got
quality and good ideas that
don't seem to leave the labs.
All too often we've
complained and bitched about
the way things have gone this
year, yet really we haven't done
anything ourselves. That's why
Henry is in this election. If you
haven't the courage to give the
flowers you pick, don't pick
them; also, if you haven't the
courage to stand behind your
ideas and complaints, to become
part of this university, then
don't vote.

receiving the full benefits of the
$ 22.50 S.A.C. fee. She believes
she can help remedy this
situation by strongly and readily
expressing the views of the
science students.
While working to promote
more powerful representation on
S.A.C., Madeleine plans to work
with her fellow electees in the
establishment of a faculty unity.

HENRY STANSKI
Henry Stanski III year
honours physics. He was born
and raised in Windsor, and spent
three years at Western for a
degree in philosophy. His
platform is simply the common
good, with an emphasis on
letting the Science Students

AL DRESSER

The only incumbent running
for Science Rep., Dresser feels
that he is in a better position
than the other candidates to
present the opinion of . the
science students on campus to
Council and any others with
whom it may be necessary to
deal.
Dresser is registered in the
third year of the Honours
Biology and Chemistry
programme (Biochemistry). His
other campus activities are the
Science Council, the Lancer
football team, and Tau Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity, of which he
is Sergeant-at-Arms.
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by J.P . Squire
LANCE Photo Staff

Question: What is your candid opinion of the•
Security Guards?

Body Sweaters
SARGENT. C. ELFORD. I think

Flaired Pants

they're the finest bunch of men
that we could possibly have.

Assortment of Brand names

VIC HARRIS II Arts. When I'm old
or can't find any other job, I think
I'll apply as an Argy Guard.

Norfolf & Safari Style Jackets

GORDON URIE I Arts. Those two
argies in TKE are pretty savage.
Why?

Downlown Store.

Gateway Store

351 Ouellette

(Wooko Pim)

LEN DOUGLAS II Arts. I sure
wouldn't want to be raped by one.

CAROL VIZARD I Drama. There's
not enough of them. They aren't
young enough or experienced
enough . If they had to chase
anyone they'd have a heart attack. ·

BRENDA DEMPSEY II Soc. They
aren't very effective. They should
have more and tougher guards. All
they do is walk around and see if
the doors are locked.

CIDEF SECURITY OFFICER
GRANT MclVER. I think they're
excellent. They are an excellent
group; hand-picked for the job.
Good looking in their uniforms.

CATHI VANDEWATER I Social
Work. All they ever do is take
coffee breaks. If they're so worried
about girls getting raped they
should get more and younger and
better looking guards. If we're
going to get raped, it might as well
be someone young and handsome.

SAVE!! SAVE!! SAVE!!
USE STUDENT DISCOUNTS!

$

OVER EIGHTY STORES IN
WINDSOR OFFER YOU 10% or
15% DISCOUNT ON THE PRICE OF
REGULAR .MERCHANDISE. LISTS ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE SAC OFFICE. A
FEW ARE LISTED BELOW. SUPPORT
THESE MERCHANTS!!
CLEANERS

CLOTHING STORES

Guarantee Cleaners

256 Pelissier St.
(1 OOA,) - 253-0800

533 Riverside Dr. E.,
15% on Cash & Carry
256-2601

Vet's Cleaners

Joe Stiller Jf e11 's Wear

(10%)

704 Felix - Just 2 blocks
from campus
256-5485

-Also see our agent Ste-Dry
Cleaners in the Residences .

Water111a11's Ready to
Wear Ltd.
553 Ouellette Ave.
10% - 254-3258

Sam's Depllrtment Store
1526 Ottawa St.
10% - 254-6481

- ··Now Windsor's
largest men's wear store"

$
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Sale withdraws name
endorses J. Gunning
Rhys Sale pulled out of the
race for SAC President Saturday,
fully endorsing Jolin Gunning.
In a telephone interview, Sale
said that he had to withdraw due
to continued ill health. He urged
bis friends and all voters to support Gunning, "whom I consider
fully capable."
Sale has had repeated health
troubles since Christmas.
The withdrawa! is seen by insiders as strengthening Gunning's
chances in the race. The other
candidate for president is Bryon

Hurrle.
display dreu.,
lots uf comment at Open House here yester·
day afternoon. Organizer Brian Ducharme
TIIFOLOGY

DEPART ,\1£'\JT

couldn,t be found Sunday in the madhouse,
but other officials estimated the crowd to be
at least five thousand.
Lance pie by Pekar

Pollution conf ere nee well attended
by R. D. MALOTI
Lance News Staff

"Pollution Control, Now or
Never", underscored the urgency
of the pollution issue discussed
here Saturday and Sunday.

The symposium, sponsored by
labour groups and the University
(SAC, Iona College, and several
departments), brought together
members of all levels of govern

meat, technological experts, and
concerned citizens. About 100
people attended.
Dr. Ian Burton, from the Geography department of the University of Toronto, opened the conference Saturday morning by discussing population growth.

"In Canada, the policy has
been to encourage immigration,
yet today an ever-increasing per-

BITS andPIECES
by TONY KELLER
MONDAY, MARCH 9
-Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship: Room 3 at 6:00 P.M.
-Faculty of Law Meeting: 8:00 P.M. in Rooms 1, 2 and 3
-Dramatic Film Society Presentation: "Bedazzled", at 7:00
and 9:00 P.M. in the Ambassador Aud.
-GREEK WEEK: Delta Chi Fraternity Day -- check
schedules for all activities.
-Duplicate Bridge Tournament: sign up today at Centre
Desk
TUESDAY, MARCH 10
-Film Society Presentation: "Taming of the Shrew", 7:00
and 9:00 in the Ambassador Auditorium
-Student Affairs Luncheon Meeting: Room 1 at Noon
-GREEK WEEK: Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity Day check shedule for All activities
-Law Lecture: 2:00 P.M. in the Assumption Lounge, Prof.
Peter D. Maddaugh will discuss "Law as a Career'.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11
-S.A.C. Elections: 10:00 A.M..4:00 P.M.
-Nursing Lecture Series: 7:00 P.M. in the Assumption
Lounge
-Phi AlphiJ Delta Fraternity: 8:00 P.M. in Roobs I & 2
-GREEK WEEK: Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity Day check shedules for all activities.
THURSDAY, MARCH 12
-Tickets on sale for Midsummer Night's Dream: 10:00
A.M. - 2:00 P.M. in the Student Centre
-Nursing Society Lecture Series: 7:00 P.M. in the Assumption Lounge
-GREEK WEEK: Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity Day check s:hedules for all activities

centage of the population is being
concentrated in the southern areas, while the northern limit of
agricultural land is actually retreating."
"The Erie Report" followed.
Produced by three London, Ont.
residents, the film depicts, in dying colour, the hot and cold running crud that cities and industries dump into the lake - and
how it is used by people further
downstream.
City Alderman Bert Weeks out.
lined Windsor steps to pollution
control, including a seven million
dollar investment for trunk sewers
and sewage treatment plant.
Money, Weeks said, is the big,
gest problem. He pointed to a
U.S. survey, showing that three
quarters of citizens want pollution
control, but only one quarter are
control, but only one quarter arr
willing to pay.
Hugh Peacock, M.P.P. (NDPWindsor West) called pollution
"an international problem, requiring action at all levels".
The young M.P.P. cited examples of provincial government
confusion in pollution control.
He pointed out a pulp and paper
company that was fined $ 1,OOO
for polluting, and shortly thereafter got a $484,000 equalization
grant to locate a plant in a cer tain region.
"Anti-pollution groups, even
those composed of private citizens, should be funded by the
government. One such group spent
$700 in court costs against Edd\'
Co., the company was fined $500.
The courts have stressed the
rights of prop·erty, not of the environment," Peacock said.
Local Liberal M.P. Mark Macguigan discussed legal aspects of
pollution, calling it "the greatest
problem of the 20th century."

(Continued
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Gunning will be endorsed today

by outgoing SAC leaders Bob
Baksi, Wayne Yared, and Cliff
Prangley.
Hurrle denied Saturday that
the presence of former SAC President Jim Brophy here is connected with his campaign. Brophy,
President of SAC in 1968-69,
offered support which Hurrle re,
fused, the fourth-year political
science student and candidate said.
Informed sources said Saturday that Hurrle's supporters have
contributed about $25 to the
campaign fund of Internal Affairs candidate Ray Marentette.
Marentette said Saturday that he
will support Hurrle.
Brent Skipper, Macdonald Hall
Council vice-president, is also a
candidate for the Internal Affairs
post. He denied Saturday that he
supports Hurrle for President.
"Somebody started these rumors,
that just aren't true. I'm completely neutral about the Presidency,
I'm willing to work with either
candidate," Skipper said.
SAC insiders refuse to predict
a winner in the Presidential race.
Most call it "very close". Gunning is now being assisted by
some present SAC members. Hurrle's campaign manager is Joe
Comartin, (II Law), who was im-

peached from his post as Law
Rep. on SAC last year for supporting the February 1969 Theot ..
ogy Department occupation.
Hurrle continues to stress educational reform in his speeches
and campaign material, pledging
better communication and co-ordination among SAC members,
student Senators, and students on
Department Councils. Hurrle also
seeks an expanded service program and continuation of Student Union Building plans.
Gunning's platform stresses efficiency of operation and continuance of the programs of the
present Council, especially the
Student Union Building, co-operation with the University Sen,

',
Rhys Sale
ate to create orderly change in
teaching methods, and services
such as parking, concert surveys,
and liason between students and
decision-makers in Windsor Hall.
He seeks more dances, concerts.
Wednesday is election day.
Voting, by computer card, will
take place between 10:00 A.M.
and 4:00 P.M. in the University
Centre, Dillon, Vanier, Windsor
and Essex Halls.
Full-time undergraduate students are eligible to vote, on presPntation of a student card.

A TT ACK/NG ONTARIO POLLUTION controls, Hugh Peacock is
listened to by Biology Dep't head R.]. Doyle and MP's Mark
MacGuigan and Gene Whelan.
L(nce pie by J.P. Squire
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by and for the students of the University of Windsor, Windsor,
Ontario, Canada. Press offices are located on the second floor of
the University Centre. Subscription rates for non-students of the
University of Windsor are $5 per year.
Entered as second class mail at the Post Office of Canada, The
Lance is a member of Canadian Press and Canadian University
Press. The opinions expressed in The Lance are those of the
student writer and not necessarily the University of Windsor or
the Student's Administrative Council.

Experience most important
There are a lot of people running lot Student
Council olfices.
There have been thousands of flyers every•
where. All candidates camp aign the same way. All
have more or less the same aims - to get elected.
But there a re some ·diflerences. One is experince - Student Council has a cash flow of $300,000
a year: and Stu dent Council makes a lot of day-today decisons on important, complex matters. Experience is imp ortant.
Another difference is method. Drama and force·
lulness is exciting. But it doesn't do much g ood. SAC
has to deal wtih administrators on your behalf, and
administrators, sometimes· rigid in their ways, like
quiet methods. Sometimes you can make real gains
just by putting on a necktie.
Politics is the art of the possible. It's impossible
to bring the Beatles here, it's impossible to m ake
this place an educational paradise.
It is possible to push the Tower moguls acer·
tain distance towards improvements, without provoking a harmful and bitter reaction.
Don't look for miracles - you won't get them.
Look lor (and vote for) realistic approaches and
pragmatic hard work.
- B. Kappler

The political climate
Throughout the campus centre the skies are
dark and lorboding with winds t:xpected to malce a
temporary radical shift in force and direction as
.u,stable masses move toward the poles.
A high pressure cell has moved in from Toronto
for th..e weekend and has settled over the residential
area at the southwest corner of campus. A much
weaker high which transferred in from California
early this year is not expected to have much con
sequence locally.
Serious disturbances are developing along a
quasi-stationary front centred over Dillon Hall
where conflicting air masses have met. A warm
stagnant maritime topical (mT) hair mass will be
overtaken and undercut by fresh polar continental
(pC) air. By late Wednesday it is expected that the
mT hair mass will be lilted by the pC air and will
have lost all contact with the ground. The conse·
quent rising hot air will clear the occlusion over the
Lance olfice1 lower pressure and cool temperatures.
Should the cooler air overtake but Jail to undercut the stagnant mT hair, hurrlicanes are likely to
result. When a similar occurence took place in 1968
serious damage resulted, costing the victims an
estimated $28,000.
-Marian Johnstone

NOW ON SALE!
/IMAZ IAJG NEW
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·SAC Vice-President
JONATHAN BENSON
Since I have been ~cclaime<l
as Vice-President, I felt obliged
to put something in print with regard to my feelings at this time.
I will not take this ipace up
with policy statements. I think
most of us see the same problems. What I am really concerned about is trying to reach those
of you who are turned-off (NOT
apathetic), about the forthcoming election and its relevance to
you.
Many cynics wi1t say that each
year Student Council promises "to
work hard, do its duty, and behave itself", but 1hat they never
do anything. Perhaps onlookers
are justified in their cynicism, but
with the right Council this year
reaI1y could be different. The outgoing SAC has laid exce11ent
foundations - you may be dissat
isfied with their accomplishments
but look between the lines.
This past year for the first time
students have had considerable
representation at all levels of Uni:
versity Government. They have

Al Strachan
REVIEWS EDITOR
COPY EDITOR
SEED AT ZERO EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
MARSEILLES BUREAU CHIEF
OTTAWA BUREAU CHIEF

Tom Egan
Dan Nagy
Ray Belcourt
Dan Nagy
Ph ii McA iney
Jobn W. Lalor

Staff
Pam Bookham
Alec Stephenson
John Gunning
Bob deGrosbois
Gael G. Grayson
Gamet Dupuis
Mike Lea""onth
Dave Reid
Alex Crane

J. c. Oates
Vic Harris
Nick Hazen

Hubert Drouin
Al Gordon
Bill Fisher
Pat Logan
Tony Keller
J.P. SQuire
Rich Malott
R. J. Kirkland
Geraldine Meriano
Dave Rutherford
Len Laurin
Gerald lukaniuk

important

SAC accomplishments are numerous

The Lanee
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SENIOR EDITOR
Marian Johnstone
NEWS EDITOR
Brian Kappler
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Joe Pekar
SPORTS EDITOR
Jerry Schen
FEATURES EDITOR
Fritz Logan
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Ray Marentette
Dave Mills
Jim Hall
Debby Boudreau
Joan George
Dave Gellatly
Maureen Fleet
Joan Norbury
Gordon Gilmour
Gord Page
Eric Atkinson
J, A. Bulat

Gina Coia
Althea deGregorio
Andy Bradie
Chris Williamson
Jayne Egan

Kathy Pratt
Arnie Fisk
Rick Williams

Cathy Leach
Sharon Stewart

Linda Zam
Dick Greenwell

had to adjust to this sudden and
drastical1y altered student position
in university life. A lot of students woke up to the fact that not
all professors and not all administrators sit up all night dreaming
up devious ways of screwing Joe
Student, (you may think a lot do,
but you must agree that not all
do).
SAC found itself in the unique
position of talking with the "Ivory
Tower" on equal footing in many
cases. Is it a wonder that Departmental Representation may
not have got fully off the ground?
Is it surprising that SAC may
have experienced difficulty in establishing liaison with the reps?
How much do you expect in the
first year of operation?
Consider other area') in which
SAC has expressed the attitude
of the students - parking and
curling rinks are but two. Realize
a]so the areas in which spade
work is done with no glory or
publicity - committees, to make
the Centre a good place, to support professors who may not seem
to be getting a fair deal, to give
the student views on food - yes
laugh if you wi11, but you would
have known SAC was not work:
ing if you had been served pig.swi1I. You often plod merrily on
without rea1izing how much SAC
really is doing for you.
Bob Baksi has estab1ished exceI1ent working relations with the
administration, Wayne Yared has
worked diligently in the areas of
constitution and incorporation,
and Cliff Prangley - well suffice
to say there are going to be a lot
of red faces when SAC's final
figures are released. Be1ieve me
Prangtey has done a damn good
job under difficult circumstances.
I do not write this in the vein
of a fan letter idolizing a virtuoso
Student Council. Certainly they
have failed abysmally in some areas (don't anybody dare mention
entertainment!). But there is an
election on Wednesday that many
people feel inclined to ignore be-

cause they think that SAC is useless and has done nothing for
them. The campus reeks of cynicism and pessimism with ' regard
to SAC. I do not expect everybody to go out and scream Halle~
lujah, gyrating limbs wildly, but
I would like to see more people
looking at the bucket and saying
it is half full, and not that it iis
half empty. If you start the year
with an optimistic outlook you
may eventually become pessimistic, but where do you go if you
start with pessimism?
-

What it boils down to is this.
Do not let anybody tell you that
SAC has done nothing for you,
that it is not worth voting, that
it will not make any difference for
you. The groundwork has been
done. The present council has had
the unpopular task of keeping a
tight hold on the purse strings in
order to stabilize the accounts
and wipe out 1he deficit which
they inherited. It was inevitable
that this year's council should be
unpopular if they were to do a
reasonable job. And they were
unpopular. I think we owe them
a vote of thanks for what they
have accomplished. Now we can
progress ;co-ordinated departmental representation; financial stability; improved efficiency in a11
areas; better entertainment, etc.

Yes, it certainly is most important that you should vote - and
vote carefully. Look for signs of
efficiency, reliability and maturity, not flashy personalities. No
policy will be effective if the in·
stigalor does not know bow to
execute it. But whomever you
choose to vote for, for pity sake
get out and VOTE. Certainly, you
may not have liked it this year;
but if you do not vote, next year
could be a darn sight worse for
you!

Vote March 11 -

For Your

Own Sake U Nobody Else's.

.
t
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Editorial said to
have no foundation
Editor,
The Lance,
Dear Sir,
Your editorial, "Secret Reports
Are Dangerous'\ has no relation
to the facts.
Your statement that "there
were reportedly eight suicides at
the University of Windsor last
year is fantasy. There have been
no suicides.
The "secret" report, if it indeed exists, has reached no official of this university.
There is no evidence that the
height of the new residences or
the layout of the rooms has caused psychological problems for the
residents. On the contrary, psychological referrals from residence
have been relatively fewer than
from students who live elsewhere.
To a limited degree your editorial is correct in that a third
high.rise residence has been considered along with other alternatives. It presently is ·not being considered for a number of reasons
none of which are related to any
aJleged "secret" report or psychological problem. These reasons

are:
1. A majority-student committee urged experimentation with a
low-rise residence on a site available near Huron Hall.
2. Further limiting of the open
area near Macdonald, Laurier
and Vanier Halls.
3. Current problems of capital
financing.
To suggest that the administration is " playing with human lives''
concealing suicides or repressing
a report, is completely untrue.
Yours sincerely,
Geoffrey MacGibbon
Director of Public Relations
and Information Services
University of Windsor

Editor,
The Lance,
Dear Sir:
Concerning Mr. Strachan's editorial entitled "Secret Reports are
Dangerous" which appeared in
the March 6th edition of The
Lance, I believe that many of
the explicit statements and their
implications require clarification.
It has been stated that "When
questioned as to the reasons for
the cancellation of plans, administration spokesmen were notably
silent." Mr. McMahon, the Dean
of Students and Mr. Saso, the
Director of Residence have never
withheld any information concerning the construction of any
future residences. In fact, a January issue of The Lance briefly
described the plans of a User's
Committee concerning the construction of a residence near the
present site of Huron Hall for
1971. But the editorial claims
that "Presumably, we are to be-

lieve that for no good reaaon, the
administration has decided ·that it
did not want another residence."
It is clear that the editorial bas

1'811MII

failed to report all the information relevant in this matter.
Perhaps the reason that the
"secret report" . . . "which noone now seems to know anything
about" is unavailable, is due to
the simple fact that it does not
exist. I do not know whether living in residence promotes manic
depression which allegedly results
in suicide or not, but until such
a serious statement is proven, I
believe that it does more harm
than good to make such accusa-

tions.
Maybe the reason why the individual in the psychology department whose opinion was taped, has requested that his name
not be mentioned is that so he
is not placed in the embarrassing
position of having to fumble
around and admit that he has no
valid evidence. Such rumor-mongering can certainly be destructive
since it may not only be invalid.
but can actually create problems
where none, in fact exist.
And those eight suicides! That
is eight more than I am aware of
Not attempts - eight actual sue.
cessful suicides! It is interesting to
note that such university admin.
istrators as the Registrar, Dean of
Students, and Director of Residence, to m ention only a few
also find this statement to be inaccurate. It is a very disturbing
comment, but, fortunately, equally invalid. I mean now just use
your common sense for one minute. Who
uld not have beard
of such a serious matter, if in
fact, it were true - well, perhaps
a manic depressive (but probably
only if he were contemplating
suicide).
But naturally living in residence
is not as enjoyable an experience,
as we would all wish since the
bricks really are a lousy colour.
Sincerely,
Ronald Mueller
Head Resident
Macdonald Hall

adjacent to the present Huron
Hall property.
Concerning the matter of a SO•
called "Secret Report", I have not
seen, nor ,have I been offered, any
such report. To the best of my
knowledge no one else in the
University of Windsor administration has seen such a report.
Again, to the best of my knowledge, and I have been at this
University for five years, four of
them in an official capacity in
residence, no one has questioned
me or anyone else for the purpose
of gathering data for a report on
the psychological implications of
residence living.
Where you got your information regarding ·the number of suicides at this University last year
is your business but I advise to
strike his name from your list of
informants. The statement that
"There were reportedly eight suicides at the University of Windsor last year" is completely fal- "
lacious. There were none. Besides, how can you honestly believe that, if there was a success,
fut suicide in residence, it could
be kept secret by any stretch of
the imagination. Surely, you are
not very knowledgeable of the
residence "grapevine".

I advise you, sir, that before
you write your next editorial you
make sure you know what you
are talking about. Common sense
would advise you to speak to
those people who could perhap·
dispei any untruths before they
reach the editorial page. It is un
fortunate that you did not .apply
to this editorial the same standards of honesty and integrity that
you have used all year in editorial policy and news reporting. The
Lance is too good a paper to ruin
with such paltry nonsense.
Yours truly,

with

Western Ontario's Largest
Selection of Trimmings

Summer Accommodation
In Toronto
FROM MAY 11 TO SEPTEMBER 11.
ROOMS AS LOW AS $10.00
PER WEEK (MEALS $10.00 EXTRA). FOR INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS, WRITE CAMPUS COOP, ROOM 111,395 HURON ST., TORONTO 181, ONT.
TELEPHONE 964-1961.

ELECTION
FOR SOCIAL WORK
STUDENT ASSOC/A TION

MARCH 16 - Dillon Hall
Nomination forms can be plcked up at the Sodal Wo rk
Students Association office at the School of Soc ial
Work on Patricia. Nominations must be handed in by:

MARCH 11
Or:ily undergraduate social work stud ents are elig ible

The Room I1z Co1zcert

Is Coming
MARCH 15

Joseph C. Saso
Director of Re;idences
University of Windsor

Head resident denies

both coach and team

report's existence

Editor,
The Lance
Dear Sir:
This letter is addressed to Dr.
Paul Thomas and the Lancer basketball team. On behalf of the basketball fans at this university I
would like to thank our coach and
players for the many months of
practice, perseverance, and work
that went into this years' team.
These men gave up 100% every.
time they played a game for us,
and they deserve the thanks of
each and every student at this university. So, thanks again for all of
the thrills and excitement that you
gave us this past season.
P.S. Coach Fracas said that the
first practice is September 1st.
A Lancer Fan

Editor,
The Lance
Dear Sir,
The editorial in Friday's Lance
entitled "Secret Reports Are
Dangerous" makes certain allegations with regard to the residences at the University of Windsor that have no basis in reality
and are completely unfoundeJ .
At no time have I been ap
proached by anyone on the question of the cancellation of thf'
plans for the construction of a
third residence tower. If I had
been asked, the questioning person would have been informed
that a committee of five residence
students and five administrators
decided that in order to build the
type of residence structure we desired we would have to find an
alternate location. Also, it was
felt by many that the addition of
a third tower would concentrate
too many people in too small an
area. It is for these reasons t~at

a one and a half storey ''walk-up"
residence is planned for the site

Across From Coles

246 Ouellette Avenue

Lancer fan praises

Macdonald head says
allegations untrue

The Student Cen~,

the right to edit lettars for
length. It P8Vt to be conciN. ThoN typed,
doublHIPIIC*t git prJorlty. For._ t"NIOnl. no
u nslgned letters may be publNMd. A
pmudonym may ' be ulld, howlvw, PNMdld
that you hwt a good , - , n and lattlfy
younelf to tht editors.

The Lance
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Vote this
Wed.
10 to 'I

---RESIDENCES NEED
BETTER SECURITY
--SE EK SOCCER
TEAM
--MORE CONCERTS,
DANCES
--FINANCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

ENDORSED BY:

-Rhys Sale
-Bob Baksi, current SAC president
-Wayne Yared, current VP
-Cliff Prangley,
current Finance Commissioner
Only John Gunning offers a record
of service and effort.

J
0

H
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GUNNING
PRESIDENT
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igan Golden Gloves

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR NURSING SOCIETY
presents

'Pisces'

DINNER - DANCE

FRIDA YI MARCH 13th, 1970
Gttest Speaker: DR. BY RON ROURKE

VANIER HALL
Dance to the music of "THE VELVETOMES"
Cocktails - 7:30 P.M. - Dinner - 8:00 P.M.
Semi-Formal - $3.00 Per Person
FOR TICKETS CALL ANNA MORAND - 256-3222

I.F.C.

Jim French, a 20 year old 1st
year arts student from Amherstburg, Ontario won the Michigan
Senior
Novice
Middleweight
Golden Gloves Boxing Championship in Detroit on Saturday
night with an unanimous decision
over Robert Bass.
French has been boxing for a
year and a half now. Two years
ago he was a prelim student at
the University. He then left school
to work for a year and it was
during this time that he became
interested in boxing for something to do in his spare time.
His boxing career has included
seven fights of which he has won

five. The two losses have been
to boxers of mucjl greater experience. The first victory was actually a T.K.O.
French attributes his success to
his · training and being in shape.
He states that he has no real intentions of becoming a professional fighter because "it is not
worth it for what you have to put
in to it."
He is now pointing at the Ontario Championships in St. Catharines in April to be followed by
the Eastern and then the Canadian Championships. French•s
eventual aim to to go the 1972
Olympics.

Jim French

- Pekar

MIA( to award trophies to athletes
Presents A

·7am

Sessionn

For Greek Week
ESSEX LOUNGE, TO-DAY

2:00 - S:00 P._M.
Everyone Cordially Invited
Close the 49th parallel etc
The Americanization of Canada
Edited by Ian Lumsden

The Mens' Intramural Athletic
Council will be presenting trophies this year (thus eliminating the
5" letter system) to all those students w h o have accumulated
enough points on the basis of
participation and achievement in
intramural sports.
The point system for the awards
is structured as follows:
-1 point for participation on
an intramural team (this means
playing at least in half of the
games for team sports or taking
part in an individual sport like
table tennis for example).
-1 additional point for being
a member of a championship team
or for winning an individual sport.
A championship team is one
which accumulates the most points
in the league, i.e. participation
plus achievement points, and not
necessarily the one winning the
league and/or the playoffs.
-1 point for being a member of the MIAC.

A total of 10 poi_nts is required
after three years and two more for
any additional year. Those who
feel that they qualify must submit an application to the Univ.
Centre Desk c/ o MIAC by Friday, March 13 containing: name,
address, faculty, sports in which
points were earned, year in which

Commerce, Law contests set
The Lance regrets that candidate run.downs are not available for the SAC races for Engineering, Commerce, and Law.
Lance staffers were unable to contact all of the candidates. Information on executive, Senate, and
Arts and Science candidates, with
pictures, were included in Friday's
Lance.
The Engineering candidates
R. D. Malott, Gary Stefan, and
Ronald Tingle: two are to be
elected.
Commerce candidates are:

Nineteen timely and controversial essays on American
penetration into all aspects of Canadian life - our unions
and universities, arts and economy, science, sports,
communications, and politics.

Film Society announces schedule
by WILHELM DILTHEY
Lance News Staff
Seven more films are scheduled to be shown on campus between now and the end of the
school year.
Film Society President Dan
Conley Sunday announced .the list
of films for the balance of the
year.
Tonight, the Filmsoc offers
"Bedazzled', with Raquel Welch

$3.75 paper, $10.00 cloth
at your boo kse 11 er

University of Toronto Press

"UPROARIOUS! BAWDY & HILARIOUS!" ---True

COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS

TAYLOR BllRTON
IN THE BURTON-ZEFFIRELLI
PRODUCTION OF

, - ,~~:~

THE

~~MING
OFTHE

SHREW
TECHNICOLOR®
PANAVISION@

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11

7:00 & 9:00
TO-NIGHT: BEDAZZLED - 7 & 9

LOOK!
The following support
BREMT SKIPPER for
Internal Affairs
Mac Hall Res. Counc i I
Assumption High landers,
Exec. Counci I (Cody and
Huron).
Maryann Mahoney
- Pres., Electa
Mary Pat Gleeson
-Soc. Dir., E1ecta
Margie Jackman
-Sec. Treas., Electa
Mary Brydon
- Pre s., Lauri er
Don Petrie - Pres. Assumption High landers
Campaign Chairman
Wayne Yared - Vice-Pres.,
S.A.C.
Cliff Prangley/Finance
Commissioner, S.A.C.
These people know BREMT
SKIPPER
and his capo-

bi I ities. That's why they
Support.
ELECT HIM.

each sport was played,,and points
achieved.
Those who qualify for the
awards will receive an invitation
to the Intramural Sports Banquet
to be held in the Ambassador
Auditorium on Tuesday, March
24 at whioh time the trophies will
be presented.

as "Lust". The film is the comic
re-telling of the story of a man
selJing his soul to the devil.
It will be shown tonight at
7:00 and 9:00 P.M.
Wednesday night,
Elizabeth
Taylor will be on view in "The

Taming of the Shrew".
After this week, four more
films will be shown before the end
of March. They are: "Planet of
the Apes", "The Odd Couple" a
third popular film not yet chosen,
and Eisenstein's classic "Alexan.
der Nevsky."
The last presentation of the
year, April 7, will be "The Graduate", Conley said.

CLASSIFIED
Summer accommodation in Toronto from May 11 to September
11. Rooms as low as $10.00
per week (meals $10.00 e?{tra).
For information and applica·
tions, write Campus Co-op,
Room 111, 395 Huron St.,
Toronto 181, Ont. Telephone

964-"l 961

House
For Rent
2 Bedroom, fully furnished.
Available Moy - August.
Near the University.Phone
258-3171. If busy, call
258-2210 after 6.

Cathy Leach, Dave Chandler,
John Renaud and James Fyke,
two are to be elected.
Law candidates are Les Cohen
and Gord Gardner, one to be
elected.

Pollution Conf.
well attended
(Continued from Page 1)
Macguigan mentioned the Can
ada Waters Act, now before the
House of Commons. The bill
would establish regional pollution
control groups, to level fines
against polluters. These "effluent
fees" would be based on the full
social cost of the clean-up required, he said.
County M.P. Eugene Whelan
(Lib.-Essex), hit the Ontario Water
Resources Board for not enforcing
existing legislation. But he cited
new industrial controls here, praising General Motors, Allied Chemical, and the Ford Motor Company, for taking some steps to
reduce pollution.
After a workshop period of
small group discussions, University President J. F. Leddy pointed
out that pollution has become a
glamorous issue, as well as an
important one. He summed up the
present situation, saying that governments unanimously approved
of clean-up efforts, but lacked
money. Some corporations, how ever, still oppose the principle of
controls.
Boyce Richardson, editor of the
Montreal Star newspapar, called
pollution "just one symptom of
the way cities are run."
1
The present course, coupled
with the population doubling by
2,000 A.O., is a recipe for dis-

aster.
Own a car, a sports car
especially? Good work. Fast
service.
Very reasonable
rates.

BOB'S B.P.
5440 Wyandotte at Thompson
948-4361
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while walking,
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sidney holds my hand,
tugs my skirt
d
bo
:y f~~g~; kn~!s

Upon the blackest evening
Miss Doyle sits rocker-crazy
f
~z~l:e:ne~~e cat's tail

that show, all
dimpled and lardy,
and dimples
are backward bumps,
you know.
but walk1-ng,
sidney carries books,
brushes the hair

the sounds of nothing
from the silent cat
fill the void
not even purring.
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away from my face
and hugs me tight
and kisses me soft
at the door,
and kisses
are
public wetnesses,
you know.
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h I k
pan t e b ac est even1·ng
of the year
h
t e sounds of nothing
fill the void.
Miss Doyle sits rocker-crazy
lazily on the cat's tail
from the silent cat
not even purring.

Lynda Zam
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Barry Dame.

THE MYTH OF MANANNAN
Between the phantasy
and the flame,
Under the aura
of mythical moons,
A sea son of the waves
flashing out of the foam,
Fish finned and
two legged upright
With fist shaking,
he banishes the stars
And the constellations dissolve
their frozen gods.

IN DESPAIR?

In the darkness
I hear a flame.
In the darkness
I see no flame!
To be able to see
A heralding glow,
Majestic - Triumphant.
The tall Shadow
No lines ever has.
Unknown remains,
Unknown exists!
Shadow be flame I await...

ever meet a train?
impatient people sit in an over-crowded room
breathing stale air from too much breathing
hardly a sound.
the children
(there usually are children)
run up and down the platform
screaming against their parents' warnings.
the fat woman adJ'usts her bra strap.
the college grad hikes up his pants.
the young girls primp in johns
_. f
waiting or returning husbands and boyfriends.
a whistle a bell - h h
an d wit t e roar of a large diesel
d
everyone runs an shoves to get to the platform
like cows that see an open gate
leading
·tt to thef other side of the fence.
no d I erent ram the zoo now monkeys behind windows
'
imitate the waves of their voyeurs.
more cattle rush into the corral:
"Watch your hoof."
lovers, sons and daughters,
aunts, uncles, friends,
relatives, pets, lampshades,
and more children.
a ten minute carnivalscreams, tears and laughter fill the gap.
funday at the zoothe cages are open.
someone let all the animals out.

Barry Dame
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DEMENTIA

Michael Muldoon
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Frank Attardo
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FEAR

laugh,
laugh you may
through wearied face,
a race you run
which heeds
not one away.
beside the person
you pretend to be,

~::;~: Y

..
;):

never being new
rerun over
where they begun
with much dismay
at their hideous
jestures of
what is out
that way.

j/j

though hid

{:_

amid the trees
forget you never
of that time
sublime in hate
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you felt
but fate holds
you with ease.

}

i:~~~di~::;ed
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Yh?,du rid,
the thing
you least desired,

::::
,
:::·..

retired now where
no-one will find.

.i.:.l

but you
in memory held,
compelled to live
with sickne&c;,
unknowing if
in hours coming
someone will wonder
who yelled.
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AT THE SHORE

There is sometimes
swiftly

a moment
when the sun is clol,Jded
a cold breeze starts
the lake is dark

!~f

Les Pulchinski

I have gone bese

rk

in a supermarket
pinching all the grapefruits
eating the bananas
wrapp,· ng yar d s of salamis
- about my neck
and t r a i I i n g them behind me
Stuffed my cart with fricassee
And Fu II Speed Ahead knocked over
of kotex

and

sliding
silent
birds
are beautiful-again
weaving
waking
walking
extreme intensity
of here
yet there's still
problems
1

aughters
often
often
lessmore
brightness
but where
1
al m
.
st1 11 going?
cannot

Pie:; ~~~ you
see me?

Maureen Fleet

IT'S YOUR JUDGEMENT

Concede not my friend
in your judgement
of yourself.
For those that are quick
to condemn seldom
condemn themselves.
Let Proud Mary be your
theme but it will
never be your answer.
You are not truthful you
force therefore you
will never win.
It will end in regret but
Iisten not
concede not
it's your judgement
my friend.
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Barbara Callow

displays
obese married women
who, with the come still idling out of them,

t
:-:·

;:;
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1

;:1~~::~o::
they think.about war

all the dead
time
only a moment
the sun is out again
the people settle back

~~::::Y more moments

~~:::1~!~r.e:::~~~~E~Er::sthe aisle.
and mosquito-bitten legs
yanked their toddlers after me
1 cute buttock
richochetting off the other
Then frantic and amazed
was HAhL TED violently at the checkpoint
w ere i did not have
The Great Brass Ring
to pay~~;;hat I'd

how many moments

DEATH OF AN
EAGLE

....
··
;:;
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I!
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And sent him toppling.
And the world smiled
(having been amused).

rttt

:=.~s.
lovers
listen
only
to their
hearts
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The mystic glow of moonlight shone so brightly,
Her golden hair blended in the sand;
As I held on to her for lite so tightly.
Or, shall I never hear her voice or hold her hand?

A h
_
not er city
No stranger
But alone

Th e en di ess d ays, the far too short nights

A s·1ren

-=~:::t '!"hold my ha~d so might
That not even Vulcan and his Fires can unweld our love?

THD;ist:nasosntu nds of people

i::r.;:;::~

A bus passes
Wise Minerva, counsel me in this moment of despair
As thou didst to Horace and Aristotle.
For present life is but a hell which tears
The heart and soul of this living Mortal.

{
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1've got to work
Think
But there's only you

.
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Paul St_oesser
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ON HER DEPARTURE

life's
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Jim Alderton

laughing

:::

Through lofty timbered forests
Pillaged an aging eagle,
Wings scorched by war
And a tattered wig crowning
The more than bald pate.
Finally, a frenzied beaver,

Eugene McNamara

at
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Susan Van Kuren

BLIND

]

~;y~~g~~o;t blue
because 1'm not

ON MEETING TRAINS

Frank A.ttardo

~

Owen Ball
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SHINlNG MY LIGHT .

STANDING THERE

I want to see you.
Not the smile or the look that fronts
Your first unmeant greeting,
But I want to see.....you,
The you-ness of you.
Not that slender, graspless word-trickle that's
Thrown out and flows around me and past me,
Cloaking my yet unspoken notions in a wintry empty..
These endless caesareans on a kaleidoscope .of flood-swollen minds,
Are turning us around before we have taken
One step forward.
But I do want to see you.
Not the sexuality of you, that can wait-God,
It's waited long enough now, only to explode
And bare its parts to unseeing eyes and green, trembling hands.
No, that can wait. I could almost make it anyway,.....
But will I be honest within it?
I don't know! Maybe that's why it can wait.
Each has his orb and sceptre, a name, a shade. . . . .
Damn, I won't petition you.
I can't betray the few simple things I stand on.
I don't want to look at you. I do not.
(But ..... am I letting you see me).

DIALECTIC ON MIDNIGHT COWBOY

What is that old slob
In the dirty bathrobe
Going to do to you, Joe?
He's licking his lips
With one wet flash of the tongue
How can you know
You're only a little boy
In a greased cowlick ·
And searn-front flannels
The bathroom door is opening
The plastic Jesus is lighting up
Down
Down
Help
Lungs burning
Bursting
Air
Air
Surface thundering "oktes:
On Jor-dan's bank the bap-tist's cry
A-nnounces that the Lord is ni~.

But I really do want to see you.
To touch you, but just lightly, and be seen by all.
To feel. ....to feel then, the willing, just the willingness
In that laugh or that response.
I 'II see it. I promise I will.

As I stood there watching
the truth struck hard
people everywhere
watching crimes
didn't want to get involved
The girl in the alley
screaming for help
people stared in disgust
but didn't want to get involved
The boy robbed the man
who lay moaning in the street
"help me, help me" he said
the people looked on
didn't want to get involved
This is today
think about tomorrow
people never talking
they don't want to get involved
As I stood there watching
the truth struck hard
I was writing a poem
Is that being involved?

Suun Van Kuren
Nikki Lorenz

6: 22 A.M. 25/7/69
G. McCaffrey

DANCE IN OUR DYING DUST

From green to grown
and death to morning
young bones forever stretching
hooligan holy
in the new made sun
and shed their skins
along the paths
of wayward dreams
where blood and sinew dance
tarantella mad
blessed and bold out of Eden
while halcyon days
all time slip
through the frozen fingers
of Mnemosyne
like oil,
like water,
like air.
Phantomed and fossiled
in the diminishing density
of the light
we curse the constant moon
forever waxing and waning
our I ives away
aswe
dance
in our
dying dust
from creation to apocalypse.

....
:,:

Michael Muldoon
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Grandeur, once of God,
blackened then by self-god, man,
now cleansed,
bathed of blood by thousands
gored.
But, oh!
the starling,
black-winged seraph of sin
double images
sails gaily out.
Meets Dawn and beckons
"out glad day"
the long forsaken pregnancy o'er
birth is born.
new-born child, day
breathes,
shakes leaves and laughs
God is back
beauty can remain; un-uglied
Will Dawn flow brackishly
by, to haggard night?
pray, stay day of light
Hear man's steps
echoed out from craters
of lunar cheese.
no longer, hoped,
through bogged Eastasian crime-land,
lest th.is scared Dawn
be cruelly aborted
·mto mg
· ht
d kl

d::ad~ng
Twinkly shiny rainbow beams
through shades of green stars
hypnotize into security.
Myriads of green stars
advance
to pick me up
and make me
go with them to the
underground palace
of the King
of green stars and rainbow beams.
and lead
me

II E~:~~~::~

Il

The ugly war-scathed world
gives birth,
like a tired old prostitute
discovering that miracle.

Queen.

BE MY LADY

Be my Lady
And I'll make music for you.
So loud and heavy that you will hear nothing but me, and
It's weight pressing down and holding your mind for me;
So light that it will swirl in your thoughts and free them
And carry them to me.
Be my Lady
And I will walk for you.
As strong as I know how, unafraid of walking too far, knowing
That I am well for the return, and eager for those too-brief
Moments which embrace our first smile and touch and hastily-spoken
Accounts of things not too important.
Be my Lady
And I will call for you.
Above the wonder that greets my waking; above the voices which
Pull me, carelessly stepping, this way and that (not caring who I am);
Above the dark velvet late, which seeks to send me to sleep with only
The faint taste of my accomplishments.

Be my Lady
And I will fear.
That a day would be so full, or thought so empty that the
Music would lose it's heartbeat, the walking steps falter or the
Call die in a moment when my self touches a veneer that
Stupid pride has painted.

G.McC.

IWISH .....

I wish she had never let me touched her arms;
I wish she bad never let me ·h 0v ld her hands,
kissed her fingers;
Ah, but she did!

•••
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~~

death.

I wish she had never let me touched her head with mine;
I wish she had never let me held her attention
with my whispers,
or let me kissed her shadow;
But she let me, and, in so doing,
She stirred my heart.

NO: true love,
for I love thee,
and peace.
I pray of He,

and We shall live
till, no longer,
saddened tears are weaped.
Let satisfaction, completion,
abstractly wave

E~~;~!?if

kind

to love, peace, and his brother

She stirred my heart!
Then, alas, she did the darnest thing of all
under God's heaven,
She twisted my heart, and
Without sympathy, poked a red-hot poker into it,

~:~~:
I cried.

:~~:: everlasting s:ar.
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Louise Tigwell
Anchw Milo
John Ryder
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WENT FOR
AWALK

Saw a tower,
split the sun
cast its shadow,
on me
so I trusted the
cold to be my
friend and
he froze me
but
the sun
melted the
tower ~nd
chased the
cold away,
I walked with
my new friend
till I reached home
my only friend.

THE WHEEL

The canvas strained, the rigging whined,
I felt the spray but didn't mind:
the salt was flavoursome.
· The rigging parted, the crew collapsed,
the bo'sun gained the bridge and grasped
my arms, struggling for control.
The wheel is mine; I set the course.
I kick, he falls and caught by a wave,
he is carried to his watery grave.
I laugh and nose the prow eyewards.
Bellied in a wave, lashed to my wheel,
they found me. Dry and fed,
I shall book another ship, remount
my wheel.

CONCRETE REHABI LITATiD

THE.WATCHMAKER

Rumpled
pages
of
Winnie-the-Pooh,
Glaring through pin-ups' boobs;
Crossing boulevards of cars and
trucks
My sweat shirted mind
Will not fit into the button
downed world.

The last week
You lay in that white white bed
Surrounded by the antiseptic
smell
Of death
Pretending not to care at all
Not at all
Holding a newspaper
Upside down
Hearing your life
Ticking away
Among your discarded watches
But clinging
Like a lost and lonely child
To that shrivelled bit of time
Upside down in your pale hands
Hearing the clocks ticking
Ticking

A jock snaps and
The toilets of my mind flush,
Fingers in my navel,
Brassiereless world at seven per
cent
Dinky toys, fire engines
Am I a man or
An e

r
Terrance F. Rigelhof

e
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LOVE WHEN YOU COME
Alan Pretty

Love, when you come, come gentle,
easy, finely tooled to the symphony
of the moment.

:::
FROM ONE HUNDRED BY TWO'S

~~~

•.•

Lead-pipe sky
Over
Perforated sky,
White and slanted,
With solitude and
Heater.
Smelling of cedar and pine sap.
Square holes saying, "i
Was framed."
Surrounded by structures
Like this one: corduroy and
Two levels on a box.
Bars and slits,
Nails and nothing.
Above all else
Down below and even
Deeper and damper.
Access and excess.
Damn! Hell! from
One hundred by tw.o's
Down- to zero.
Three-twelfth's to go.
Would you like to
Step inside and go for
A drive?
Thank you.
Don't you like it there?
Yes arid No.

T. J. Morris
THESTAIR -

Once entranced by young
dreams,
Trusting life as it seems,
I naively climbed stairs,
Love transcending all cares.
But one day I turned 'round
And looked down at the ground.
Oh would that I could
Translate into words
Those pangs that tore
My heart like swords.
Standing still on The Stair
With a tear in my eye,
Standing still on The Stair
Yet unable to cry.
Now strengthened by sorrow
I'II climb stairs tomorrow.

Diny Johnson

A.M.K.

o
n?

YES

Ten hours of my

B. M. Knightly

STATUE

Love, when you come, come simple,
light, original in your cliche
of togetherness.
But love, when you come, knock.

For a hundred years
Pigeons came to die there
Dogs visited there
Couples came to fondle there
Urban renewal started there
Old men played checkers there
Parades went by there
A wino shat there.

You are lovely in the line-up
1 want to app 1aud
and crown you queen
and hang you in tinsel
but the others are intense

and the lights ache,
so I wonder whether
tinsel glows
in my quasi-voluptuous snake pit.

there,
or horse and carriaged.
High rise slum became

I staggered up
the steps into
my unmade

the

renewal
Faces have changed but old men
remain
But where do ponds go in winter
when ducks freeze
The parade is forgotten the
streets are still
The wino was immortalized.

B. M. Knightly

0 demonic majesty, my soul,
a tenderloined rambling lad,
paupers the death of Faustus.
I saw a child, a very small child,
tucked between the coverlets of motherhood
and governess, struggle to air grievances
on wrinkles of concern.
I saw an apple, cored an mashed,
impotent, insulted,
swallowed in lumps, catching a throat
at the vortex. A further peach
that bulged in pretence of tweedy wealth
from a streetcorner fiddler's pocket.
In the wonder of partitative genitives
in the welter of disjunctive adjuncts
I write words that have no form
on paper that lacks a fulcrum I am no catapult for hell.
Terrance F. Rigelhof

IMPRESSIONS IN AN
ART STUDIO
(for Dolores)

softness
the caress of brush on canvas
fragrant oils
painting the air
cool warm colours
frosting of blues
blushing of pinks
and the artist
humming absently
in the creative silences
of her private world.
Gunter Ott

SORROW OR GUILT

You are the river
when the snow has come
The calm that Christ never felt
But yet even as you flow
Your purity has been stolen
Polluted by dreams that my kind has bred
Chemicals smear the deep blue mind
Blind eyes see that which only we know
Eyes conceive vision meant only for others.
Some things have to be said.

S. Weir

::::
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Will the pigeons return to
Kapuskasing?
The canine scent remains
The couples groom and bridled

Terrance F. Rigelhof

Diabolic possession, the sum,
the substance, the formal fear
in the totemic year of the great
green pineapple, the unwashed lotus
twenty-five leaved and prickly,
captivated my heartbeating
January sun, February cloud,
March moon wan and withered instruments
of winter's tactile flesh.

waking time was
spent
in the D.H. yesterday.
Like every other
self respecting student.
crawled home
on my belly spewing
my guts
on
various friendly
green
lawns.
I felt they needed me.
A house
mine.

Terrance F. Rigelhof

DIABOLIC POSSESSION

Stop it!
Okay.

'

bed.
I died
a thousand deaths
as the
bed
spun
around underneath me.
Dear God,
stop the world and
let me off!
Jesus Christ
morning air, a breath
a cough
my lungs collapse.
Sun? Blindness.
Birds? My pounding head.
0 God, I now know what the
world is coming to,
an end.

B.C.

TRAVELLER

traveller
traveller,
steeped in
the dust of the road,
come home
and rest
for a day,
bearly over
the threshold,
and already
on your way.
the earth,
with its hidden places,
was made
for your pro_bing,
you're going away.

Lynda Zam
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A LOOKIN' GLASS

IWAS
In
the sometime
of my youth
where
faces smiled
with rotted teeth
In
the lovetime
of my eyes
where
grasping hands
changed to claws
In
the drugtime
of my veins
where
rivers flow
into the sewer
In
the darkness
of my soul
where
hidden things
are never found
I closed my eyes
and died.

WHITE BREAD

Simon worked the long-day
with Maggie as his pal,
but Mag was a Nag and
Simon was headed downward.
The work piled up like bails of
fresh garbage.
So the garbagers worked hard at
it.
Especially one called Washington-a blackman
He was Simon's friend but Wash
hated him
for his loud mouth and pom-

pousness.
Wash. Yes Wash hated all white

So we soared into
the dream; her in
red; i in hues;
upward; downward;
over the underbove
and thru the mist;
'till it was time
to sing; we sang;
she cried; so i
took a pearl; a
gentle stone; an
watched it skip
along the sea; but
no one saw; not her;
for she was
still;an then i
knew; that the
still would be
forever.

well, you do have a following;
a staff of sewer rats,
an if they get hungry sometime
o yes, they'll eat you .
you can redeem yourself tho,
bring the money you got for it
an come over to my side.

Mr. Nixon you and yours are secure,
some folks don't know about it
but it really is ha~pening.
it is us from the Great Parade.
i've asked for the revolution
'cause i'm afraid.
Richard M. will you kill me?
you don't really know about
'cause it really is happening.
i wish to love your kind,
but i can't, i'm ashamed,to tell
that i breathe the same air as you .

men

Not because they could afford
to wash
but because they didn't: their
minds were dirty
but washed-mind-washed, filled
with garbage
Maggie sang to Wash the songs
her Pa taught her
of the Great People and the
Great Parade
Wash listened but he couldn't

-'hear.
Ray Belcourt

o Judas what have you done
you sold your humanity
an bleached our soul
an flushed mankind in the sewer.

FROM A SEED TO
AN OAK: R.M.N.

His mind was strewn with ttash
too, white trash.
Simon died. He worked the
long-day
Wash went to his funeral
Then to his home.
They had sons and a daughter,
Great People.laughed at the Whites and the
Blacks and the garbagers.Franklin Sal and Paul.
Franklin hated Paul cause he was
whiter so he hung him·.
Sal loved Pau I cause he was
younger
and they slept together, so she
shot Franklin to death.
Maggie cried so often Wash had
to shut her good.
Wash slept with Sal cause he was
young
And she was too young.
But Sal soon took up with a man
from the Friar's
A runaway reverand who
couldn't tie his shoes.
Wash drowned him and Sal was
sad and Wash was alone
In the heart.. .in the bed.
So Wash died when his time
came.
Sal lost the sight in one of her
eyes but she
only saw appearances anyway.
She sold the farm· and its all and
bought a lookin' glass.
In it she spat and died dead on
the spot.
David Reid

Ray Belcourt

NOT MAN

She spent most her time atop the green brocade
singing at the wind.
An' they soon became friends, inseparable, loving,
feeling, as the time spent.
Often his fingers whisped through her hair.
An' she tossed up leaves for him to swirl.
An' time spent.
For the hours quickened to days and they to years.
An' soon she was full-breasted and honey-skinned
Ready for man.
There were none.
She loved only him
An' he was not man,
Nor cou Id he be.
Yet loving him she needed not man nor man's time
An' he needed neither her nor man,
For he was eternal
An' she - time spent.
Dave Reid

Dave Reid

PASTEL

if i look far beyond
this vast galloping waste
that sprawls itself
before me
i must shut my eyes
an drift aimlessly,
sometimes here i freefall
into infinity
an make pals with the stars.
i wept once as i saw one fading ..
dimer ... fading ... an then nothing
an soon when my eyes were open
it burst into a glorious splendor
of pastels an again i wept
an my tears bubbled about me
pink-sparkling an shapeless
calling out in the finest of tones.
they gathered into glistening
patterns of glimmer
an sang virtues of love
an dreams to me
an i was warm.
we started to sail
slowly, swooping, diving, soaring,
floating, an a great array
of yellows spread before me shades of gold dust".
some stars were gaily dancing,
giggling to each other,
an on my way
i reached out
an they touched my hand.
i saw a great space affronting me,
breathlessly undulating,
(it seemed i'd been there before)
dripping with the refuse of reality.

Rich will you kill them?
they really don't know about it
an it really is happening.
i wish i could help them,
but i can't you'll kill me
an i'II hate you an defeat myself.
Dick will you lie to them
about what they really don't know,
about it not really happening
as you lied to me an Yourself
an now you can't stop
'cause it really IS happening?

Dave Reid

NIGGA

Bess wasn't like 'em at all:
had herself together,
na, didn't waste no time
til she met that nigga
don't know what his name was
jus' caHed him what he was
nigga, guess that was enuf.
should've seen her cry
when they hung him.
member her skippin' out
Sunday aft'noons to meet him
by the crick:
I watched 'em one time
catchin' fish bigga 'n yer arm
an throwin' em back in,
·
damn fools!
makin' bracelets an neckware
outa chessnuts an shoe laces funny he even had any not a soul knew where he came from
didn't matter a helluva lot anyhow
we all knew where all of 'em came from

Dave Reid

I didn't say much to her.

THE FALL

she worked like a nigga
aft' she met him:
she's been staying down
near the water since it happened shoulda let her marry him she ain't no damn good now,
place needs clean in' an the cows
er bustin' out at the seams.
he weren't a bad looker tho
fo' a nigga,
better 'n them damn chinks.

if i stopped there on Sundays
she would be in the garden:
i'd stand between the elms,
quietly out of view she could here the slightest of sounds remarkable, the way she roamed
from flower to flower
gently carressing each one,
as not to mar their appearance.
when i hadn't come
for several months
i passed by one day
an saw her in the garden
in amongst the limp
an withered flowers,
her face was reddened
as though she was crying
i emerged within view the first time suddenly she broke out
in uproarious laughter
i've hated flowers ever since.

Dave Reid

never did here much from Bess
nothin' now afta the trial.
'
guess I'm goin' to send her away
ta have it.
hope its not too long
hope she comes back said some damn fool thing
bout goin' away forever she'll have to,
how's she goin' ta live
don't know the first thing
bout lifedidn't have no ma ta raise her right.
he wasn't that dark,
I think they called him Whitey.

Dave Reid
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PROTEST IN DEMOCRACYJUST FOR THE MOMENT

...

~~:I

More than you get you must give
Just for The Moment,
And you will know what it is to
live.
Seek not each small thing to win
Just for The MomentYou must know senseless war is
a sin.

Fight for what you know is true
j:_:\ For ev'ry Moment••• Then worth and courage belong
:::1 to you.

. .. .WHAT IS IT. . . .

•

Time immemorial cannot
describe it
Nor can i

DOWN
Dig a deep well
And throw yourself in.
Fall into the emptiness and the dark
Where there's time to think
And dreams become nightmares
Of loss,

:::

...~~:

What it's all about is true
For endless MomentsMuch more than you get is given
to you.

r:::...

Where little things are recalled
And magnified
And memories are all you have to
live with
Alone

Mary Romanow

But I know that it is
Something that is nothing at all
Only in the minds of the people
Who want it to be
Love.
But there is nothing in it
But empty words and things that
People do to say it.

: .·: : :.

They heaved her out the window.

:
::

Self-righteous indignation?
It might be, but it worked:
You've got to admit

l::::::::.

.,
~:_i:~:.

:e:

:o: ~1pj:::ng her face.

Twenty maybe thirty times a day.
And it kills me every time too.
But I never seem to learn
to stop painting my face like her.
To stop for good I mean;

~:· the formula's probably easy
·=·
if i'd only get around
1:1.!_;_

to cracking open the text.

Eric Jenkins

~~~
Now, if a man cries greedily
He cannot make ends meet;
:• Each gimmick buying speedily
For Jones's eye to greet:
His malcontented remedies
:: His steward sends to rhapsodies
::. To thump Victorian melodies,
i~~ Else Marxist drum to beat.

:::

And if a man works honestly,
Is treated as full grown;
Is paid both prompt and handsome
For industry he has shown:
Then surely 'tis a blasphemy
The way he screams it's traversty
The profits raked in annually

There is no such thing-it
is nowhere to be found even though
I do not know
However, Here
i have found something new
maybe this is what they take
as it? If so-it is not what i know

:::.!::.'.::

Through working him to bone.

!·.
:::
~-;~

And if a man gives of his best,
Respects the gaffers whims;
::: Takes pride and care and works 'til last
::•: Before he rests his pins:
• Then surely 'tis a felony
/:.~: : To jump him with alacrity,
If e'er he stops to take some tea
••• Or stretch protesting limbs.

..•:

But if a man fills in an hour
With quietness, unobtrusive;
• He's dubbed as dumb on each shop floor
Right down from executive:
Yet he's the heart of every plant,
• And holds to no regiment;
No boss's man nor malcontent,
:•.. His worth is darned elusive!

...
.......•.

MY STREET
Maureen Fleet
Sometimes, at night,
When sleep caresses my eyes
And wakes me,
Leaving me with something more and something less,
I watch the people
Walking on my street.
They fear my street, the people,
Looking for the boogey-man
Their mothers told them hunted there.
They glance this way and that
ODE
And quicken the pace
When strange footsteps approach.
Sitting pretty on the shelf you are so very pure
They all fear my street
You smell so sweetly - so divine
With its cars and trucks
That people are not sure
And footsteps and tom cats
If they should use you as they should
And barking dogs and dark corners.
Or keep you locked in their top drawer.
They al I fear my street;
All but the old men and lovers.
Then comes the day when you are lost
I don't want them to be afraid.
The day your time is spent
You hang beside a white porcelain seat
And bit by bit are lent
To human hands who tear you
Jim Alderton
From your comrade two-ply sheets
Then you are used and flushed away
Covered with shit!
A hellovalotagood all that
fluffing, buffing and brushing did.
Now you're fu II of it!
You're almost human.

PARIS
paris.
dawn.
smells of onion soup
and fresh-cut flowers
mingle through
4 o'clock mist.
5 o'clock mist.
6 o'clock mist
is almost gone
evaporated
into yeast buns.
market men
and women
go toward
the day.
school boys
dream lost dreams
of "petits pains"
with jam.
beautiful girls have
three more hours,
at least,
to sleep.

Lynda Zam

=::::: :,: :::. ::::::::

Tom Ferrie
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Michael Muldoon

·=·
:::

Life is full of pleasures
Discreet and often subtle,
Or profoundly obvious,
But those that need
thought
Are often more fulfilling.

:::
:::..•

::::

some

Today was such a day
Of thoughts that hid beneath the
surface,
That I found myself intrigued of
thoughts
That needed some fulfilling.
So course and ordinaire
Are those pleasures that seek for
lust,
Those pleasures that need no
thought,
Those pleasures are sought by
fools.

But should I think like this,
Then I also am a fool.
For he who thinks of other fools
Is nothing more than this.

Pedro Bevelander

Tonight

~.\.~.

....
·=··

And so I rejoice when I can feel
The hidden joys of others,
For now I think that I am better
Than he who is a fool.

UNTITLED

Lynda Zam

::!

and yet there is
something in me
that would deny this death
and its gilt-edged dignity
the mind is susceptible
to seminal shades of green
crocus thoughts sprout seeds
of dischord
the fiddle of fact is out of tune!
hair grows on my haunches
hoof prints haunt my progress
as i go with a goat dance
in reverie
and play upon the reed pipes
of poetry

:•:•
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Ill
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Ill
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\Sa beautiful night to share secrets

A secret is so warm
And it's so cold around us
BesidesWe can freeze it and lock it away in our hearts
And there it will stay
A chip of coloured glass to torment me in
The summer .

~;~

;::

:::
:::

For they are fools that miss of
beauty,
Although no fault of their own
They are condemned to
ignorance by someone
Who gives love just to few.

Barry Dame

the salty edge
of the chill morning air
slapped our cheeks,
it was december,
and still, no snow.
we didn't know
what to do
we were so happy,
no snow, but
plenty of
mutual admiration.
and what cou Id we do
with our giant
secret, except
gloat smuggly.
it was the only thing
we had
that no one else
cou Id share.

)~:!::_:::.

by the shift of seasons
the river stands still
a grey stasis
secluded from summer
the wind plays a threnody
among bone bare branches
to accompany this rite and ritual
of passing

1.11 1was thin:::~h:~:~~:::·:

...

and in the fields.
the pheasants cluck and whistle
among the ferns
dead and dried

in envious desire
only when I know rightly what it is
I am saying
Jezabel, that is But it was my mistake

-for Fritz and Pat Logan

the sun crawls like acripple

And I take back that which was said

Diny Johnson

:::·
::::

~j

across the face of day
hoary and frost flecked
leaves in their late leather
litter the gutters
like forgotten favours

1

...

A DEN IAL OF AUTUMN

•
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IN SEARCH OF WORDS

:::

(To my brother)

)~~
\~~

·=·

In my more melancholy moments
I look back on our past filled with billygoats
Butting me in the ass and you tugging at the chains.

:..'.:.:

:j:

I see a lost paradise, a placid place,
Filled with grass and children's tears.
And us, professionals now, looking
Wistfully towards the future already past.

:,:
\.\~.
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Adrian van den Hoven

: '.·[: ~:.
HAPPINESS?

:,:
·:_:. _:; .·

Do you know it?
Do you feel it?
D
r "t?
o you 1ve 1 •
Happiness is a sense of,
Motivation
Creativity

•••
·:·
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MEMOIRS OF A CONVENT SCHOOL PUPIL

:::

·:·
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But, passing the refectory one day
Saw a ketchup bottle on the table
A ketchup bottle
Filled with my own blood.

...
·=·
:::
.;.

m
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killed instantly April 7, 1968 during the Eiffelrennen
at Hockingheim, W. Germany,
winner of 25 Grand Prix, the Indianapolis 500,
and two World Championships.

He smiled a wan smile, tried for the shadow of a birchtree
But melted before he could reach it,
Accompanied by the whirr of a blackfly
And two crickets chirping out of tune.

:.=.:.
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Adrian van den Hoven

t

MARRIAGE IS

,•..

too willingly
to pledge away
two independent
lives
For

Mystical m iies stretch forth
- in a vision we are:

on chained

:~:i~:e;t~~e:Cizons

I!(

armoured in love and courage
and brave young smiles.
We peril ourselves against contentment,

.•.•
::::
Y
·:•:

SAFARI

~=

inconsequential

Wh-;;eb;::~::1 curiosity

( From the Encounter
with La Robe Rouge)

:::
~~~

With a flick of the wrist you skirted concrete walls
And tapped the wheel as easily as a burgher his fat cigar.

upon the time
when twice
not once
you pressed your cheek

'.:.::i::::

poke languid thoughts into frothing dizens
And rout other ones
from comfortable caverns.
The cement jungle resists our tent pegs.
We gypsy our time .
The pace of the safari increases!
Furvour
trembles every cell.
The impending conflict
becomes the only meat.
And the only rest
- the freedom of the hunt!

Desiree Milka

You waved to the gaping mouth of death.

·••·

Sharon L. Sullivan

unto my lips
I coul~nn~t form
that one

:.:·.=:.:

word-syl,,lable
"kiss

,•.
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Or did they feel there was only room for one
And hence they found you a well-aimed tree
To mark your immortality and not cheat you
Out of your flying metal coffin.
They knew your trip would leave all of us far behind

..l_..i.:.::f

Such Gods are often skinflints in the bargain.
Adrian van den Hoven

:.

~

,:.
:,:

May Spring unlock our hibernating souls
And,
as new stirring disturbs the earth
So shall we rise-in wakening be

Desiree Milka

.=·.::.·
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Far into Summers' maturing gaze
Unravel all those silent days.

WINDOW

h

" .;.

;~~

it seems i'de sat the winter 'way

1

A PLACE IN TIME

~.:l.:.:.
.
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Good enough reasons, I would have thought, to believe
That the Gods were with you on your lap, only peeking over
Your shoulder on occasion to check your speed.

·.~:·:==··::.·

:,:,

I regret

:::
:::
:.=.·.
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y ou tiptoe
·
d aIong treetops and at 200 mph

m

li

Susan Van Kuren

:
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His only companions.

TO A BLUE-EYED JESTER

It was decreed that we all need at least one God.
But why should I have put all my faith in you
A five foot four, millionaire Scot?

::::
·.•1

I tried to console him, spoke of the winter months

To Jimmy Clark O.B.E.,

m

l:;:
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To come: ten inch thick ice, not a bird in sight.
Moose decorating the horizon; silence broken only by crackling trees.
And men with vision, their sight curled up by the distance of snow,

wo~sI do

:::
...

...~,

I saw the monster of Loch Ness yesterday
Sunning itself on the shores of Lake Mary
"Never been so hot in my life", he said
Wiping away a diamond of sweat.

Of reality.
No legs
No breasts
Nothing but the expressionless mask
Of a terrifying archetype.

ZVI V.S. Marge

II

::~:
••.

MONSTER SIGHTED

"Thought Canada was a cold country,
Harsh, and uninviting.
Couldn't take the tourists any more
Where I used to be but this place may be worse."

\I
:::
:::
~
:,:
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Once I dreamed of becoming a nun
Letf1 th
h k
h ·
With ~gpai~:f s~~erni:iss~;s
A d
ddl
· bi k
n swa
e me m ac .
I'd be so awesome then
A mysterious icon of sorts
Rigid in the clock-ticked sphere
Of regimented fanaticism
And protected from the vulgarity

Accomplishment
Guided by a light
which brightens you
So LOVE is,
Pure
Sure
& the cure.

~.~.~

MARCH 13, 1970
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:~ t;;i~: ~::~~o~oi;~:::u:indow pane
an I wondered why she'd gone,

~:~

Sharon L. Sullivan

my face; cold on the window pain.
My mind is an English landscape gardener
Carefully organizing disorder and placing
Boulders where pebbles used to lie.

It has always been that way. The clustered
Oaktrees have dug their grey roots so deep
Into my soul, they sprout acorns every spring.

:.:~:.=.

.1
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I move freely through the crevices and over the knolls.
Familiarity makes me feel content as I loll about
Like a guard in a two day old disaster area .

Adrian van den Hoven

some drifting angels of snow,
in passing, once said hello
now turned away an shun
an i wondered why she'd gone
my face; warm sun thru the window.

:::
:,:
:::
~:
:::
•

It's so easy to build a truth

=
••::.

and live it-

•••
:~
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•::::

then we watch it f

my frosted eyes weeped heated flows
of melted snow down the window
an spilt mist pools in the sun
an i wondered what she'd done
her face; deep dark in the window.

a
I
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Ron E. Werner

Dave Reid
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Quebec's mailboxes
are the Vietnam ghettoes
of Canada: with_out them
where could we test
our ammunition .
Dave Reid

OF THE STATE HOSPITAL
wnat of the state hospital
in kankakee and of the green
spaces and of the red brick
buildings and of the
administration
bldg with its painting of
the governor and of the
brass plaque which
celebrates the states
devotion to its sick?
what of the women in shapeless
gray dresses with their mouths
slack and their hair straight
and hacked and of the men in
high laced shoes who sit and
stare at the ground between
their shoes and of the commissary
which dispenses cigarettes
and sacks of bull durham and
candy bars and malted milks?

CAESAREAN SECTION
My hands are green with phisohex
My mask ison
My gown well-tied
In the antiseptic room
The patient sleeps
Sectioned, as a magic act,
Tween towels at the head and feet
Only the distended belly
Naked waits my skilful touch
With a No. 12 scalpel I carve
A vertical line
From umbilicus to mons
A scarlet path beads up
Then trickles drunken
Down the trembling sides
I cut through viscera, fatty tissue
Muscle, connective fibres
Tying off bleeders as I
Splice artistically the three uterine layers
Which a medium balfour holds
Chasm-wide
I'm going for it now
That which lies blue-curled
And vermiform
Within the pear-shaped sphere
I turn its head face-up
Then grip it firmly by the ankles
And lift it high
To let the silver threads of mucous drain
Spontaneously it cries
And I congratulate myself
On a healthy baby poem.

what of these objects, lives,
persons become dossiers?
Dr. Susan Van Kuren

meshed windows, locked cottages,
violent wards, bewildered
relatives, all drowning
in the sun shocked air.
•.•

the surrounding cornfields
swell in the sun
indifferent and urgent
Eugene McNamara

LlVING IN THE PRESENT

I begin now to reconstruct
my scattered self
broken in dry days:
the domination of space
landscapes, ·p articular houses
transversed places in time-au argue defeat
but what is truantthings original, open
say there can be
no defeRt
my life, like the rusting
hulks of abandoned cars
in quarry depths
lies secret
and I remember
eyes like coins
in a drawer
all the tall places
what these things were
I now hold
will be again.
Eugene McNamara

MORNING STREET

~I~

...

Bitter cofd,
the trees held a
frozen light, and
little white houses
huddled t"n,
those white-washed
prisons, held the
eight-hour slaves,
who would soon
corrupt the
innocent dawn with their
consolidated air

•·
}

WAKING UP IN TORONTO
The a.m: voices of the city
swarm around outside my
window
and daylight brushes its yellow
teeth
on the venetian blinds.

And staring up at the ceiling of
this Royal York hotel room
(a cigarette casual and rakish
in my experienced fingers)
I wonder if I am enough like
Errol Flynn to need a drink
t>f the stale scotch eyeing me
from its bedtime water-glass.
But this quivering in the stomach
was never felt by Errol Flynn,
nor was he ever awakened
by an absence of rooster calls.
This is the excitement
of a small boy
on Christmas morning
and when I go downstairs
all the gifts of the crowed streets
will be mine to open.
Richard Homsey
THE BEARDED MAN
IN N0.3
alone in his room he
drt~ks and dreams
a shadow-box play
of persons caught in the act
(ghost-lovers of a thousand nights)
thinking of his blood
and unaware of the
urban renewal creeping insidiously
through his veins like his own syphillis
he wonders why?
he cannot find a job
or aven care
he is waiting
for the door to burst
M
and an 1B computer
come creaking like a child's wagon
after him and with minor
renovations
apply him to
the proper slot.
regard this man
his ciays are numbered.
David Clift

ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
LE DEJEUNER SUR L'HERDE

I eat this peach
remembering
how we used to have our lunch
in the park
near a child in the sandbox
and he,
having found a popsicle stick
intently probes.
His devotion
is a harmonic
to mine.
I bite a peach
wishing it were your arm
which so carefully hovers
sets out things
unwraps
arranges
you are a picture
of domesticity
which I wou Id love
to disarrange
stretch you out
one hip in the grapes
your feet entwined
in the white picnic cloth
which would flap surrender
in the wind
the waxed paper whispering
under your backSilent
I eat the peach
thinking of these things
Eugene McNamara
PATTERNS

Brass container of rhyme
High hung friend of the wind,
A bell
Sharply splitting the dusk with song;
Woven threads of colour
Mirror friend of the sun
Ribbon
Laughing in your black hair;

People who believe only
what they see in print
are making a God
(defined by belief)
out of bits of paper.
Strike a match and
set alight some quite
absurd research article
to see what happens.
People who believe
devoutly that all
printed research is true
will be quite upset.
This is the revenge
of the fire-god. Any
simple pagan deity
will upset pagans.
There may actually be
a God who observes.

John Grube

SOUL

I thought I would be so dry,
so undenied, so inadequate.
My thoughts should be empty
lost and long.
But no.
My mind awakes to newer
thoughts,
and newer things.
My soul now peaceful,
tranquil at night from never
ending agitation.
I awake from long dead sleep.
Realizing my potential
not my end.

.•.

Barbara Callow

Surgical in the dark,
Along the crease of tracks
Night train
Slicking the black-out to pieces;

SPLINTERS

to me it's a splinter
Brown still wings on the heat,
High free friend of the air
A hawk
Circling by our earthbent houses;
Flashing red ruby bright
Taunting friend of my eyes,
A ring
Twisting maenade of your long hands;
Fill the fireplaces full,
And make hissing pine logs
Story tellers.
Robert M. Swackhammer

FROM BABEL TO BYZANTIUM
The stars are cabal istic characters,
A script that only sailors may discern.
From ocean-cradle all men, mariners,
Who by their constant light must seek to learn
The sum of their secret literature.

Brine covered bodies shackled to the sea,
Always the sea born, sea strangled children
Who search by sun and star the holy key
f
k
They go sailing orever unbro en
To part the mists of ancient mystery.
Under the eyes of silent seraphim
Generations of ships are sunk by night
Lost to the seasons of that grave kingdom
Dying, buried before the shores of light
On voyage from Babel to Byzantium.

penetrates me but does
not lodge itself forever
taking these first steps
across this soil wondering
what am i to do
with these belongings
now at the beginning of fall
the start of MY NEW YEAR
these hands make their own
kind of renewal with
her:
my past rolling
in the dead leaves penetrating
no part of her forever

C. H. Gervais

NUMBER 1

If you're not nice

~~~

I

won't
iet

•.•

you
out
of
your
world.

Gillian Callow
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Alan Pretty

-Michael Muldoon
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Gunning wins
•
1n close race

IBM 360 COMPUTER wasn't programmed to stuff the ballot box, but it did count the votes in
Wednesday's SAC elections. Electoral Officer Bob Gunning, with a mob of about 100 scrutineers
candidates, and others, watched the machine take in the punched-card ballots, then print out the names of
the winners. The total turnout to vote was almost 2,400 students, the highest ever.
-Lance pie by R.J. Kirkland

By only ten votes

arentette

Skipper edges
Brent Skipper beat Ray
Marentette for the post of SAC
Internal Affairs Commissioner
by ten votes Wednesday.
Skipper, an official of the
Macdonald Hall Council this
year, amassed 1,061 votes,
compared
to
1,051
for
incumbent Marentette. The race
was the closest of the SAC
elections.
Brian
Ducharme
easily
outdistanced
two
other
candidates for External Affairs,

gaming 1,163 votes, against 782
for Andy Jackson, and 213 for
Ray Morand. Ducharme was the
organizer of last Sunday's Open
House.
Dan
Conley,
Filmsoc
President this year, beat out
Dave Pescod, Spirit Committee
Chairman, in the race for the
post of Services Commissioner.
Conley scored 1,156 votes, to
1,032 for Pescod.
Present SAC Arts Rep. Fred
Marchal was badly outdistanced
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FRIDAY,
- GreekMARCH
Week: 13
Sigma Tau Gamma Day-featuring Talent .:. :.~: ~:·:.
Night, Queen and Zeus Contests
-~::~;:mer Night's Dream: opening night in the Essex Hall
-Pub: in the Grotto at 8:30 P.M.
- Last Lance Of The Year: soon to be collector's item
.••.
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SATURDAY,MARCH14
- Greek Week: Tau Kappa Epsilon Day- featuring open
dance in Ambassador Auditorium and awarding of Greek
Week trophy
-Midsummer Night's Dream: 8:15, Essex Hall
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SUNDAY, MARCH 1S
-Et Tu, Brute!!!!! or "Go away Brutus, you give me a pain"
Day
- The Room In Concert: noon to midnight show featuring
folk singing, "My Little Chickadee" flick, and a hashing out
of all the world's problems.
-Midsummer Night's Dream: 8: 15, Essex Hall
-A Dan Conley Super Special Announcement!!%*Wfo&++
Flicks!!!!! "Planet of The Apes" - Monday, March 16 at
7:00 & 9:00 P.M.; ''The Odd Couple" - Tuesday, March
17, at 7:00 & 9:00 P .M.
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in the contest for student Senate
seats. Mark Kelly amassed 1,296
votes, and Patti Lucas 1,253.
The two were elected. Marchal
had 687 voters in the Senate
race.
Two
otb.er
executive
members
of
SAC
were
acclaimed: Jonathan Benson
took the Vice-President's spot,
and
Harlie Johnston
was
acclaimed
Finance
Commissioner.
Observers said that the new
executive
has
a strongly
moderate or conservative cast.
Some insiders fear that the new
Council may risk a loss of
credibility with more radical
students .
Computerized
election
methods speeded up the vote
count by about four hours over
last year, despite a slightly larger
turnout.
A nervous crowd of about
150
candidates,
campaign
managers, reporters for local
radio stations, CKLW-TV, and
The Lance, gathered in an Essex
Hall room at 5 :30 to hear the
results.
Some
minor
mechanical
difficulties made the results
unavailable
until,
finally,
Electoral Officer Bob Gunning
came
down
from
the
second-floor Computer Room
with the results around 7 :30.
Virtually all candidates were
indulging in alcoholic and other
stimulants Wednesday night in
celebration or in pledges to do
better next time.
Defeated
Presidential
candidate Bryon Hurrle said late
Wednesday night that he does
not expect to return to school
here next year.

John Gunning was elected
SAC
President
Wednesday,
defeating Bryon Hurrle by a
margin of 108 votes out of more
than 2,300' cast.
Gunning scored 1,219 votes,
to 1,111 for Hurrle.
Gunning, a first year law
student, will take a year out
from school work to serve as
President. The Presidency is a
full-time, $75-a-week job.
The turnout was the highest
in the history of SAC, slightly
more than 51 per cent.
The election is believed to
have
been
the
closest
presidential race in history. Last
year, outgoing President Bob
Baksi defeated Bob Bain, by
about 400 votes.
'
Both sides predicted victory
Wednesday
afternoon,
but
neither candidate sounded very
confident, sources ~aid. The only
thing both candidates and their
supporter~ agreed on late
Wednesday afternoon was that
the election would be close.
"I could say something
prophetic but I really think that
the students saw through Mr.
Hurrle. I say that without any
bitterness, because I think Bryon
ran an excellent campaign, but I
don't think Bryon was the
authentic moderate."
"I hope Bryon will work with
Council in the coming year,
because there's certainly a lot of
support for his educational
ideas."

Gunning called the Executive
which will serve with him
"excellent", but he stopped
there. "I don't know how, I'm
so emotionally drained.... "
"It's a very strong executive",
he went on. They're very full of
ideas. I think students will see
really great production of ideas.
There should be a tremendous
change."
Hurrle was unavailable for
comment Wednesday night.
Both
candidates
issued
statements
thanking
their
supporters for the work put into
the campaign. Hurrle had more
than 100 workers during the
campaign,
his
aides
said.
Gunning ran a smaller campaign.

John Gunning as seen by Lance
caricaturist Bob deGrosbois.

Tower may unionize
by Dave T. Rutherford
Lance News Staff
University
white-collar
workers may soon have their
own union. Pete Dufour,
President of Local 1001 of the
Canadian Union of Public
Employees here, said Thursday
that there is a strong possibility
that a white-collar union local
would be formed. Local 1001
represents maintenance and
kitchen staff members.
A union of office workers
would be an independent local
of CUPE.
About 140 )ffice workers
here attended a ~eting ·of Local
1001 earlier t
month to
discuss the possib. 1ty. There are
about 500 office workers who
would be affected. At present
they have no 11.ethod of
collective representation.
"People are afraid of what
management is going to do to
them if they sign (union) cards",
Dufour said. "But they are
protected under the Labour
Relations Act."
A small random survey

showed that clerical workers
lean slightly towards the idea of
unionization.
"I'd like a union. I'd like to
see the girls get together to do
something about the working
conditions. Not that we have
bad conditions, but there are
things which could be improved.
A say in our salaries for
instance." -- Sally Matheson,
Secretary, Political Science.
"I'm not interested in joining
a union". - Mrs. Carol La .;zon,
Special Assistant to Dean of
Business Administration.
"I'm not interested in a union
because I don't see anything
special about it. I heard more
bad than good about it. They
shouldn't be able to force us to
join." - Miss Ema Pertschi,
Secretary, Modem Languages.
"I think they should have had
one a long time ago. I like the
Green Shield part of it. Why
shouldn't we have one when
everybody else has?" - Betty
Gurricie, Secretary, English
Department.
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Grayson at. the Bridge
By Score
For whom is the University Oub of Windsor'' building on
College Avenue being built? I hope you 're not going to tell me
that Joe Average Student is going to benefit from it.
Dave Chandler Comm.ID
The "University club of Windsor" building was built for the
University by said club for said club. They bought the lartd for
their building .:"cheap, but not scandalously cheap", said Bob
Baksi.
Since they are a private club, consisting mostly of U of W
faculty and alumni, their existence does not benefit us in any
way, just like the City of Windsor.

***
I have a brilliant suggestion which would add beauty, fantasy
and prestige to the university, in regard to the flower bed outside
the underground grotto window, I feel that making it into an
aquarium would be very easy and very inexpensive. It would be
interesting to see how many students agree and disagree with me
in some sort of survey. Before you throw this suggestion away
please think about it for a while.
K. H. fish II arts
You perhaps should again consider the expenses involved. The
pit has to be sealed, covered, winterized. The water has to be
purified, oxygenated, heated. The stock of fish must be kept up
as some grubs will probably catch and eat them and the fish
themselves must be fed.
However if the fish happened ·to be piranhas the tables would
be reversed. They could "sup" quite cheaply on the occasional
unwary angler.
The centre people are quite content with the rock garden but if
enough students are interested we will certainly be able to use
this ingenious method to clean up this campus.

Very often, when playing
Bridge against an expert, the
beginner feels that he has been
cheated. The expert has played a
contract in such a way that he
must have known where all of
the cards were. The beginner
doesn't know how, simply that
things
weie
not
totally
above-board.
For the most part, the expert
does not cheat; there is no need
to. By listening to the bidding,
watching the cards played (and
not played) by the opponents,
the expert is able to get a picture
in his mind of the cards in the
opponents' hands. Also, the
expert Declarer, if necessary, is
capable of making certain
assumptions. First, if the cards
must lie a certain way for him to
make
his
contract,
the
assumption must be made and
the hand played accordingly.
Secondly, if the cards must lie in
a certain way for a contract to
be in danger, the assumption
must be made that the cards will
lie that way.
Today's hand is a perfect
example of the expert Declarer
at work, listening and watching
to what is happening at the
table:
North
+--KJ6
\?-K 8 7 6 3

0-6
+-K 7 5 4

.__

South

\?-A Q J 9 4 2
0-8 7 4 3
..... A83

***

Match-point Duplicate,
Neither side vulnerable:
Bidding
East

lD
Pass

Pass
Pass

South
2H
Pass
5H

West

North

2S

4H

4S
Pass

Pass
Pass

West leads the Ace and
another Diamond which you
ruff in Dummy. A Heart is led to
the Jack, West discarding a
, Spade, and a Diamond is ruffed
in Dummy while West discards
another Spade. West has shown
two Diamonds and no Hearts,
but his black suit holdings must
be determined by inference.
What could East have held for
his opening bid? Six Diamonds
to the King-Queen-Jack, and
perhaps the Queen and Jack of
Clubs. Surely he must hold the
Ace of Spades. If he had four
Spades to the Ace and six
Diamonds, it is inconceivable
that he would have failed to
support Spades somewhere along
the line.
A low Spade is led from
Dummy, and East plays small. If
he had a doubleton Ace, he
probably would have played it
rather than risk your making a
singleton Queen. He would
figure that his Ace would be
ruffed out the next time
anyway, so why not play it
immediately? With this clue,
plus the fact that seven-card
suits are more common than
eight-card suits, it is logical to
play East for an original holding
of
S:AXX H: lOX D:KQJXXX
C:QX

The exact Club holding is
uncertain. The important thing
is that he should have only two
Clubs. Now the hand becomes a
Double-dummy problem (all
four hands are "seen"). Ruff
your last Diamond; lead the
King of Spades, forcing East to
cover. Then run all your trumps
to squeeze West in Clubs and
Spades. The ending will be:
North

t -J
0--

<>·- -

f-K 74

West

•-Q'v-

East
immaterial

<>-t-J XX

•-<>--

South

Q-2

._A83

CLUB
PRESIDENTS
&
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
The past Council's Financial
Year ends MARCH 1S,
1970. Note that all past
year's budgets end as of
that date. All further
summer term expenditures
must be approved by
Council .
Finance Commissioner (Elect)
H. Johnston

Dear Score:

How much do the Zerox machines in the library cost? I think
I've paid for one of them so do I get a discount or something?
J. Egan I Arts
You could never hope to buy one - they're rented. Four
different companies have blessed us with the machines. We will
not tell you the details of renting one because it would be
ludicrous to embark on such a venture and we're not their
salesmen.
Your best bet, if you have lots of copying to do, is to make a
deal with some secretary. It could be considerably cheaper.

***
When are the Proms going to start anyway?
Frustrated Femme
When the rivers run dry and the stars no longer shine, in other
words not for another pollutin' year.
Says Jerry Schen, interim Services· Commissioner: "We ain't
got no money for no Proms."
Jonathan Benson, the new Vice President is cooking some up
for next year. If you can't wait, we'll get you two guest tickets to
the Lawrence Welk Show.

Exciting Go-Go Contest
Friday
March 20, 1970
open to al I girl students

***
Can you get some new pencil sharpeners for the Library? The
old one just grinds away at my pencil but doesn't leave a point.
Eagle Mirado HB.
Soon three bright new pencil sharpeners might appear on each
floor so you can sharpen your pens and quills.

***
Was the showing of If... censured? I have been told that more
flesh was contained in the original than what was shown.
A. S. Nursing.
The meat was there but you didn't see it. No scenes were cut. The
campus "heads" did their own censoring. Since the Audience was
sitting so close and the picture was so low the lower parts of the
scenes were cot off. This meant that you couldn't see the little
boys belly buttons during the shower scene.
However IF you are interested in such things, next time Dan
Conley says he'll stop the film and raise the picture so your
fetishes will be satisfied.

***

1st prize $25
2nd prize $15
3rd prize $5

Make applications
to Mary ldzinski
at the Centre
Desk on Monday
March 16 from
1 pmto 5 pm

Contest will be
held at 10 pm
during the
Cabaret-Pub

CABARET
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SAC retires total
budget deficit

MADE IN JAPAN Greek chariots were on the
move Tuesday as part of "Greek week ", which
isn't as obscene as you think-it's Fraternity week.
Other events included a pancake eating contest, a

Bridge tournament, and selection of Fraternity
"Greek god and goddess".
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Faculty reps announced
•

•

It took 429 votes to be
elected Arts Rep. Wednesday.
Ten Reps. were to be chosen for
about 3,500 students. There
were 25 candidates.
· Listed in order of votes, the
winners were: Brian Kappler,
586; Margie Jackman, 574; John
Zangari,
490;
Dave
J.
Rutherford, 486; Marg Malone,
482; J.P. Squire, 477; Sue
Brown, 463; Althea diGregorio,
457; Eric "The Poet" Atkinson,
431; and John Hart, 429.
The losers: Sandy Tully, 402;
Maureen Aeet, 371; Dave T.
Rutherford, 370; Ray Socchia,
344; Andy Bradie, 342; Rick
Sullivan, 328; Geoff McCaffrey,
328; Darian Hoppe, 307; Tom
Egan, 306; Wylie Johnson, 246j
John Muirhead, 245; Walt
Stechyshyn, 237; Bill Fisher,
234; Vic Harris, 180; and John
Mcllvride, 162.
Other faculty rep. races:
In Commerce, Cathy Leach
and Dave Chandler were elected,
with 166 and 146 votes
respectively. They beat Jim
Fyke, 102, and John Renaud,
87.
Gord Gardner beat Les Cohen

in the race for Law Rep., 52 to
39.
A referendum on membership
in the Ontario Union of
Students passed, continuing
Windsor's membership, by a
margin of more than 400 votes.
Voting to remain in the
provincial union were 1,283
students, voting against it _845.
. eerm· g, Gary Stefan,
In Engm
133, and Ron Tingle, 114, left
R.D. Malott behind with 44
Votes.
In
Science,
Madeleine
Jacobsen led the polls with 157
votes. Incumbent Al Dresser was
second with 147, and H;enry

R
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John Hart, Marg Malone, and
David J. Rutherford, three
Bryon Hurr1e supporters, e1ecte d
Wednesday, will not resign.
Hart, acting as a spokesman
'"
th
d th th
ior
e group, sai
at
ey
"will stick it out". Hart feels
that "a little representation is
better than none at all".
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Lance News Staff
The "Room in Concert" will
take place this Sunday March
15th continuous from noon.
There are 30 acts in all,
including a full length W.C.
Fields movie, a Kazoo band, and
skits by members of the cast.
"The whole program is of the
students, for the students, and
by the students", said organizer

Only 1% of students
are non-Canadians
Less than seven per cent of
students here are non-Canadian,
University President J.F. Leddy
told the Board of Governors
Monday.
Leddy released to the Board
figures
provided
by
the
Registrar's office. They indicate
that 3.5 per cent of students
here are American, and 2.8 per
cent from countries other than
the U.S. or Canada.
The figures are broken down
into undergraduate and grad
student categories. About 25 per
cent of graduate students are
non-Canadian, and about 4.1 per
cent of undergrads are from
other countries.
In Leddy's written report to
the Board, he touched on four
other items.
He reported that Father R.S.
Pazik was recommended to head
the department of Hispanic and
Italian Studies until September,
1973. Pazik is acting head now.
Leddy also praised student
organization of Open House, and
reported no progress in Ontario
government
decision-making
about funds.

Stanski, 99 votes, was the third
candidate
elected.
Gerald
"Score" Lukanuik trailed with
89 votes.
Rumors
regarding
the
possible resignation of three Arts
Representatives from Student
Council have proved false.

He added that the University
had made no progress in
negotiations with the provincial
government
over
the
amalgamation
of Windsor's
Teacher's College into the
University. He blamed the lack
of progress on a provincial
review of the situation of all
Teacher's Colleges.

Paquette
person ally
developed the idea. "In my
capacity as manager of "The
Room" I saw a lot of performers
donating time for the past 3 or 4
years without any reward. I
thought it was about time the
students at University of
Windsor should show their
gratitude by attending this
concert, which in my mind is
about the greatest thing that
ever happened on campus.
All of the profits realized
through this endeavour will be
split up amongst the performing
artists", Paquette added.
" 'The Room' is not ashamed
of the quality of the talent it has
presented. Some of these include
such people as 'The Country
Pie" who receive plaudits at the
Cabaret on Friday nights, Peter
Gibson, Joe Thibideau, "The
Innkeepers", Ginni Vandall,
Barbara Windle, Pat Devaney
and many many more. On behalf
of all the performers I would
like to thank all those who are
attending", Paquette concluded.

Rochdale seeks funds
TORONTO (CP)-Rochdale
College, Toronto's non-profit
free university, plans to offer
$ 25 bargain-basement degrees as
part of a national fund-raising
campaign to pay its mortgage.
The college, unrecognized as
a provincial education institute,
has been in difficulty with
Central Mortgage and Housing
Corp. for more than a year.
Organizers of the new campaign
hope to raise $100,000 to keep
the corporation at bay.
To avoid closure of the
college or a transfer of control
to another group, the college

plans a Canadian campaign
which includes the $ 25 degree
and special memberships.
College spokesman Ian Argue
said:
"We're going to print tickets
for a weekend any time at
Rochdale for $10, associate
membership to the college for
$25 and even offer degrees-BA
for $25, and an MA for $50-to
raise money."
The campaign also includes
declaration of April I as national
Rochdale day and April 1- 7
national share-the-wealth week
at Rochdale.

as

by Brian Kappler
Lance News Editor
Cliff Prangley put -a fast one
over on the whole campus.
Student Council doesn't have a
deficit any more.
The outgoing 1969-70 SAC
started the year with about
28,000 dollars in debts, and no
money. Trying to pay off part of
the deficit, Council budgeted to
allow a twelve to fourteen
thousand dollar deficit this year.
But while nobody was looking,
Prangley wiped out the whole
amount.
"Actually the budget was
pretty irrelevant. Things came
and went, and· I said yes and no,
mostly no", Prangley said
Thursday,
announcing
the
break-even.
The new Council will begin
its fiscal year Sunday with a
deficit of nearly nothing. There
may even be a tiny surplus.
Exact figures as of Sunday are
impossible to obtain, because
Council money business goes on
all the time, and figures can
never be right up to date.
Prangley
explained
his
'"
b
l
h
th
d
fi
motives 1or a o is ing e e 1cit
without SAC approval. "It was
h
il
partly in reaction to t e w· d
spending, ridiculous wastes, and
d
f th 1
immature attitu es o
e ast
Council."
"Also," he went on, "I
consider this to be a business: we

Prangley added that he had kept
the improved financial situation
secret from Council because he
thought that a certain portion of
Council-the
faculty
representatives-were (some of
them) immature, and that
"people would waste more
money if they knew the
situation".
Especially
helpful
in
balancing the budget, Prangley
said, were a number of campus
groups that spent less money
than had been allocated. He
cited clubs and Internal affairs.
But he added that the
Services Commission, which was
supposed to break even on
dances, concerts, and pubs, lost
several thousand dollars.
Incoming
Finance
Commissioner Harlie Johnston is
very pleased with the situation.
He said that a broader range of
services would be available to
students next year because of
the better budget picture.
If possible, he said, he will
budget for no deficit next year.
A short-term
surplus for
allocation to long-term expenses
like a Student Union Building
may be planned, depending on
events, but such a surplus would
not be large.
Incoming President John
Gunning was reported very
pleased to hear that the deficit
had been eliminated.

can't deficit finance forever."

Probe group formed
Pollution Probe will become a
reality here.
P .P., an informal grouping of
anti-pol!ution citizen's groups,
already exists in Ottawa,
Toronto, London, and other
Ontario cities.
On Sunday, March 22, an
open meeting in the Formal
Lounge of the University Centre
will invite all Essex and Kent
county citizens to join in
studying and fighting pollution
here.
The group is growing out of a
major conference held here last
weekend. The establishment of
Pollution Probe was an aim of
the conference.

The open meeting to set up
P .P. is being planned by Biology

Department head RJ. Doyle,
Iona College Director of Studies
John Braun, and St. Clair
Community College President
R.C. Quittenton.
Students are invited to attend
the meeting. In other cities,
University students are an
important section of each P.P.
organization.
Attending the meeting, one
should bring: complaints about
pollution, ideas to combat it,
nominations for candidates for a
planning committee, and two
dollars
for
membership,
organizers said.
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Today's is the last Lance of the 1969-70 school year. Issue
§= number 44, it concludes the biggest publishing year in Lance==~
history.
~
The paper will cease publication for the year because of §
~= financial and academic reasons. SAC's fiscal year ends March 15, ~and Council's balanced budget will not permit further
- publication.
§
Also, Lance staffers, all students, are, like everyone else, ~

=

=
'=

~:c:i;~;:'.!k~f papers, tests, and finals, and need to catch up ;_
Editor in Chief Al Strachan announced Tuesday that fie will

~ seek re-appointment as Lance editor for next year. The editor is ~
E===-- chosen by a publications Commissions, made up of the three==§==
outgoing editors of The Lance, Generation, and the Ambassador
Yearbook, and two SAC members appointed by the new

=

Strachan, who will marry Lance Senior Editor Marian
E= = -= C
n
iThe
leditor's
.:
Johnstone ino
May, isu
a graduate
studentc
in English.
position pays $75 per week of publication.
§ "The other reason that we're packing it up now is that §
-==_=_ almost nothing happens anyway. It's late in the year, and SAC -====:
members, bus boycotters, rapists, argies, and other assorted
- undesirables all get too busy studying to make any news. The
s sports is over-there's no sense in publishing just so I can make i
E $75 a week. Or maybe there is....", the Lance editor said.
~
g==-===_
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EDITORIAL

Latest SAC honest
The elections are now over and we won't bother to inflict an
analysis of the results upon you.
But there is one thing that should be publicized about the
outgoing council. For the first time in many years, the students
have been blessed with a council that was scrupulously honest.
They may not have spent your money in a way that was totally
suitable to you, but they did at least spend it honestly.
In past years there has been a lot of graft and petty thievery,
sometimes outright grand larceny. But to the best of our
knowledge, there were no such occurrences this year. No-one got a
rake-off; no-one stole any of your money; and trips were evenly
split among those qualified to take them.
Much, if not all, of the credit for this must go to SAC Finance
Commissioner Cliff Prangley. Prangley did away with last year's
system of the· various commissions handling their respective
budgets and channeled all funds through his office.
In this way, Prangley knew of every expense that was
undertaken by student Council and its various satellite bodies and
took it upon himself to insure that every expense was justifiable.
Prangley has totally erased the SAC deficit left by previous
councils. You may or may not agree with this action, but Prangley
certainly deserves credit for having made the best of a bad financial
situation.

What else but this?
Well, it's a year end. And what else can one do in a year-end
editorial but sum it all up and pass out a few thanks?
We think that we improved gradually over the year although we
did make a lot of mistakes. We did some things that we were proud
of and some thin~ that we were ashamed of.
If we offended you, we are sorry. If you enjoyed the paper,
we're glad.
Most of us will probably be back next year with many changes
to make. We can possibly make The Lance pay for itself and
perhaps even make money for you. It can be done and we'll try to
doit.
We might go back to once a week. Please let us know how you
feel about the frequency of Lances. We can do whatever the
students prefer. If you want, we'll even go daily.
We would like to thank all those who worked for the paper this
year. We had a large staff and most of them get nothing in return
but your thanks. If you liked The Lance and know someone who
worked for it, please tell him so.
If you contributed anything at all to The Lance, even if it was
bitterly critical, we thank you. We can only print what you want if
we know what it is that you want.

rr's
AND

UHURU aiye
- - - - - - - b y Owen Ball
f REEDOM world
Thank you, Mr. Szuhovsky. I love you. If more
people had taken the time to consider and respond
to this column, it might have become something
more than a diatribe-against them for not doing
that much in anything. Right on.
And on to the other thing-what you say . .I
defy you to show where I classified any one on the
basis of his appearance, and then you might note
that I speak in generalities, not specifics.. It often
happens that people are killed in auto accidents,
but people can die by many other means, and I'm
not about to tell you how you 're going to get
yours, but knowing you (if I did), I might be able
to deduce a high probability about how it might
be. Get the idea?
Then, if you think that the general public is not
often patently knowledgeable, may I suggest a
little research. Ask as many people as you can,
what their rights are should they be accosted by a
police officer, then check with your lawyer. I
think the results might surprise you ..
And if you think they aren't hostile, check out
people's reactions when they see a cop performing
his regu,lar duties-giving out parking tickets,
traffic violations, preventing sidewalk gatherings,
especially get the reactions around the radar car
when it's set up.
Then see if you can get a few cops to open up
and tell you their opinions. I have a friend who's a
Provie, and he tries to hide it from people who
don't know, because, as he says, "It's bad enough
being the heavy when you're in uniform."
And another thing, staying on the right side of

The Lanee
SENIOR EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
F~ATURES EDITOR
LAYOUT EDITOR

the law is as much of an accident, a function of
statistics, as anything. Who do you know who
hasn't done at least ooe thing even mildly illegal
(this is a border city, try smuggling), and yet how
many were caught?
For the last, there are many good studies on
police and police departments, you might check
one out. One I can recommend, which I think
you'll find in the bookstore, is, Behind the Shield,
the police in urban society, by Arthur
Neiderhoffer. I didn't make it up. Police as a
group, do rate higher on the F-scale than the
general public, they, generally, are fascistic or
authoritarian personality types, and the police
force is armed and does function on a totalitarian,
fascistic model. .
And there are two other studies, or portions
which came out as articles in the past year, I
believe in the Star Weekly, you might research
them if you're interested. One was by a sociologist
and the other a Montreal police officer, who's
studying law.
And, please, if you're going to quote me, do it
right. I know of no studies of our specific police
force and therefore, could not, would not, make
the statement you have misquoted me as saying.
I'm not interested in what they do in Fascist
systems, I'm interested in our system, and it's
over-saturation with fascistic, authoritarian,
ethnocentric, personalities, models, principles, and
modes of functioning. But I'm hip to the other
systems-but does that make what is wrong here
any more right?

This Week We Give Tluinks,
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COPY EDITOR
SEED AT ZERO EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
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there'll be a new Union to go on
strike in September.
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This u~eek, 0 Lord we give
further thanks that
this is our very last deadline.
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lleer, broads, fun, i LaFave clarifies his positions
=
=
=
bars - and a Lance
=
E==

by Jason Curoe
I had two or three essays due this week, so I began last weekend
by going drinking in Detroit. I had a reasonably good night (only
one person tried to rob me), and I was pretty drunk by eleven, so I
decided to make my way home. On the way back to the tunnel, I
passed one last bar, and something inside myself said, "enter and
meet your destiny, or at least have another drink". I could not
refute such an offer, so I entered. This was no ordinary bar I told
myself, however it might appear at first glance. My night had just
begun. So with my Lance in hand I took a seat, midway between
the bartender and the Go-Go dancers.
"How old are you, kid?" "I think that's a terrible question to
ask a stranger. . .especially a scholar from the University of
Windsor who has come all the way from Canada to interview your
dancers and give your bar some free publicity."
"WHAT??"
"My dear fellow, you are obviously not worthy to be speaking
to me. Bring the manager to me."
And thus, for lack of proof, I had committed myself. For in
truth I had not been sent by The Lance, but I had cleverly made up
a story to draw attention away from the fact that I didn't have any
proof with me. A minute later, the manager was at my table, asking
to see my press card and proof of membership in the Associated
Press. In one glorious sweep I presented to her my copy of The
Lance. Instantly her eyes lit up ...she realized that she had finally
made it to the big times. She asked me what I would like to drink
to which I replied, "Canadian beer". She looked at me kind of
funny. . ."You came all the way to Detroit to drink Canadian
beer?" I gave her my enraged artist look (older women love it), and
my Molsons was before me. The next thing I knew I was
interviewing, one by one, the topless Go-Go girls from the stage.
Well, it was too late now, so I took a long pull on my beer and
began the interview.
"Hi, er, hello miss."
"Hello."
"Ah, how long have you been a dancer?"
"Since I was sixteen,"
"Do you enjoy, er ... dancing here?"
"No, I hate it and every god damn man who comes in here with
money enough for a drink and thinks he has the right to make all
his ignorant little gestures at me. You men are all alike. You think
that all you have to do is look tough and know a few good jokes
and the poor stupid dancer will fall off the stage and into bed with
you. Well I'm sick of it. ..and I am going to quit this lousy bar and
this lousy city just as soon as ...as ... "
"Yes?"
"As soon as I save some money up."
"Where will you go? What are you going to do when you get
there?"
"I don't know .. l just don't know."
And she started to cry, and got up and ran to the dressing room.
And so the rest of the interviews went. Oh, there were a few
changes. One girl said she danced to support her three year old
daughter, and that she would quit as soon as her husband came
back. She was very sure that he'd come back soon. Another girl
said she was a lesbian, and that if I made a pass at her I would be
beat up by her lovers ( who were travelling incognito with the
audience). And the next girl said ...well it really doesn't matter
what she said because then I started to cry and went flying from
the bar.
The name of the bar? Oh, I don't think I'll give it ... that would
be giving free publicity. And if you are that hard up for kicks, well,
just go to any of the bars in downtown Detroit. I fear that they are
all the same.

===-

Editor

not permitted to see a copy of

and article was insufficiently

~~:/t~~~r:

the interview before it went to
press. I did and still do raise
objection
to
proceedings
before a coroner's inquest
:onceming
the
shooting
·rnc1·d ent to wh.1ch Boycott was
a party and I an auditory
witness. I merely suggested
that whether or not Officer
Boycott was trigger happy
could be determined only from
all of the evidence available,
including my own statement. If
the position in my interview

clear or misunderstood, I am
sorry and apologize to Officer
Boycott.
My bone of contention is
not with Officer Boycott but
with the Crown Attorney who
did not see fit to use my
testimony or statement in
evidence at the Coroner's
inquest.
Sincerely,
Lawrence LaFave, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

I wish to clarify my position

= respecting the interview with

E

me published in The Lance
--==E February 6, and my article,'
Lance , February 20.
E I did not say, nor do I wish
= to be u~derstood as having
E said, that Officer Boycott of
§
_ the Windsor Police Department
§ was trigger happy. These words
§ 'quoted' in the interview were
§ . taken out of context, and I was

by Nick Hazen
Our beautiful "City of
Roses" which some call Windsor,
is quickly deteriorating into one
of the biggest slums in Canada.
Those lucky few with money
who live in South Windsor don't
care enough to do something
about it. Every year, Windsor
gets dirtier and grimier. And
why? Because the people here
are too damn apathetic to do
what they should have done at
least ten years ago to prevent it
from becoming what it is now.
That is, they should have forced
the government into a policy of
penalizing factories who pollute
the environment.
Right now, Windsor is so far
gone that it is almost an
impossibility for it to "clean
up". You have to be honest with
yourself once in a while. Zug
Island does contribute a heavy
amount of pollution to our
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Gov't action on Denison praised
by N.C. Hazen
Prime Minister Trudeau and the Canadian
Government have nndertaken action to block
Americans from controlling interest in the Denison
Uranium Mines, the world's largest.
It's about time something like this happened
and the Government both needs and deserves all
the support we can give.
In the past, Canada has had a somewhat loose
policy of selling uranium and other materials of
that nature to countries who would use them for
peaceful purposes only.
The Denison Mines dispute is especially

important, since they do hold the world's largest
supply of uranium. If the United States were
allowed to dip into this reserve, they would be free
to use the radioactive substances for anything.
Although they have enough nuclear weapons to
destroy the world fifteen ( 15) times over, this does
not mean they will stop production of these
weapons. To let the United States control the
Denison mines would not only be disastrous to
Canadian sovereignity, but the whole world would
be en edge just waiting to see if some nut is goinp;
to push the Button.

Nihilist Spasm Band defended
by Michael McMahon
My dear Miss Callow, for a
person who can have the
concept of a "lumberjack farm"
in her head, I can only be
amazed at your attitude toward
the Nihilist Spasm Band.
Of course, they looked like
they were enjoying themselves.
Do you really think that only
lunatics can be happy? This sort
of thought goes hand in hand

with ideas like ··Good things can
only come from work" or "If a
thing is good, it must have taken
a lot of effort."
1) If
our
lives
are
miserable, we will be rewarded.
2) Doing what we want is
childish.
3) Getting things for free is
immoral.
4) A man's worth is his
contribution to society.

Yearbook almost set
by Andrea Wakley
Ambassador editrix
The cover of Ambassador 70
is orange and that's not all.
There are two colourful
sections, no undergrads, a
residence special, modern art
and great photography.
Subscribers must present
their
student
card
when
collecting their yearbook. Two
hundred extra copies at $5.00
each will be sold on a first come,
first served basis. No further
subscriptions
are
available.
Distribution
date will be

announced in April.
Please lend us your negative
of
Florida,
Jamaica,
Collingwood, or wherever you
bombed out during Slack Week.
The supplement will include all
left over grads, clubs and sports.
Call us at 253-8763 for more
information.
Your
comments
and
criticisms will help next year's
staff plan the yearbook in your
interests. Let us know how you
feel about Ambassador 70. Our
office is on the second floor of
the University Centre.

Not ,rith a bang ...

City of Windsor

~--====

5) A man is defined by his
job.
6) What is mtural must be
suppressed for it is sinful.
7) All things must have
meanings.
Nothing can be read into the
Nihilist Spasm Band. Give it no
meaning.
Lighthouse is regimented,
trained, and obviously practices.
A lot of work. Therefore, they
must be good. The Chicago
Transit Authority works on
elaborate arrangements. The
Sam and Dave Review is a drill
team. Think of the effort behind
Three
Dog Night.
Really
important ( classical) music is so
complex we must take great
pains to write it all down. And
have musicians devoting their
lives to woodenly reproducing it.
Hot poop. Think of your labors
during the thirteen yeau · of
government indoctrination you
went through. A third of your
life is gone, and you still must
plan for your future. You still
look forward to Friday. Pay the
duty. Rise for the anthem.

. .. but " ,rhi111J1t'r

•

is

city's environment. But so does
Dominion Forge, Chrysler of
Canada, Ford of Canada and the
Ontario
Hydro
plant
in
Sandwich. All are to blame, and
you, the public, are at fault for
not being up in arms about it.
If you're really worrying
about your children's future,
think about this; what future
have your children got if they
can't breathe the poisoned air or

certainly rwt a city of roses
drink the dirty water? What
future have they got in a
concrete jungle where money
comes first and people's lives
come second?
Sure you can say that we
don't have it as bad as Los
Angeles, or New York City, but
we, believe it or not, are the
third highest pollution-wise, and
it's not getting better.
You really surprise me. Being

University
Students
and
supposedly "politically active"
you are the ones who should
really be bitching about it. You
have the education; you will be
going out into that mess we call
the world; you should be the
most perturbed about the
situation. Why then, don't you
help? Sitting on your asses will
not help the problem get better.
And then you wonder, "Well,

what do you 'spect us t' do
about it??"
There is a Government in
Ottawa which is supposedly for
the purpose of seIVing the
people of the country. You must
go to them and make them,
don't ask them, make them meet
your demands.
How do you do that? Every
government has its breaking
point. If you can organize a
strong group, strong enough so
you'll be noticed, and possibly
obtain the support of the
Opposition, you can harp away
at the Trudeau Government
until they do something. You

must~bo
y
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FOR YOUR JEWELLERY
SEE US
We Carry Only Fi.nest Quality
Diamonds, Watches, Rings & Bracelets
10% Student Discount

<9.

J.

C}Jezina Jeweller

409 OUELLETTE AVE.

PHONE 254-5944

<Smile

DANCE
STUDIO

PROBLEMS ON 11fE'DANCE FLOOR?
Solve these in the first lesson

LEARN FOXTROT, WALTZ, SWING,
CHA-CHA ETC.
Don't wait, for fun at parties, or
social events

CALL EMILE AT 252-4203
40% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
25%
TO FACULTY

1645

IMPORTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

10 % Student Discount
WINDSOR'S ENGLISH SHOP

325 Ouellette Ave.

253-6151

"'A Dream of Kings' ranks among the
most truthful and realistic of films!"
-Joyce Haber, Nationally Syndicated Columnist

leditors
llirtl, ,·011trol .!.!.·,,t."
(I II (JI h ,, r
.., C I" t> If' ; IIµ;
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
We would like to inform the
students that they have been
screwed again. And now there is
no longer a Birth Control Centre
to give them information about
how to prevent conception from
all this screwing they are getting.
Fortunately this time they were
screwed in the ear, and we have
never run across a case of
pregnancy resulting from a
screw-job of this sort.
George McMahon gave us
considerable help in setting up a
Birth
Control
Information
Centre in the basement of
Health Services. However, we
ran into troubles with the
mighty Dr. Rutherford, who
refused to allow us to operate
this Centre at any time other
than Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 9:00-11:00. These hours,
as you can well imagine, are very
inconvenient for most students.
Then to top it off, we were
locked out almost every day and
had to wait until 10:00 for a
nurse to arrive and let us in.
Dr. Rutherford was under the
impression that we had tried to
hire another doctor. If he had
bothered to check with us, he
would have found that this was
untrue. Perhaps this is why he
gave us so much trouble when
we wanted to expand our hours.
Dr. Bringman, Acting Head of
the Psychology Department,
very kindly offered us space in
the Psych. Centre. And now
we've encountered "Fearless
Frank DeMarco" who, although
he is academic Vice-President,
has found it within his powers to
refuse to allow us to use this
space. DeMarco feels that the
Birth
Control
Information
Centre should be part of Health
Services. But as has already been
mentioned
Dr.
Rutherford
refuses to cooperate with us. Dr.
Leddy had even given his
permission for the Centre.
As a result of these hassles,
the students lose out again. The
$30.00 worth of Birth Control
devices that we have had on
display will be divided equally
and sent to Doctors Rutherford
and DeMarco as a token of our
gratitude, with the exception of
the douche, which will be
handed over to S.A.C. for the
benefit of any further students
who get screwed in the ear. ·
Sincerely,
Rosemary Heenan and
Reni Jackman

() b.it> r t i ,, i I y I t1 r k
bri111,o, comvlai11ts

National General Pictures Presents

an•hony quinn
"a dream of kinga"

Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
This letter will come out after
the elections, but though it
concerns them, the principle
involved takes in more than just
these elections.
It is true that on our campus
there is only one effective
newspaper-The Lance. This
being so, you, as editor, wield a
lot of influerrce both officially
and unofficially. Therefore your
flyer in support of Mr. Gunning
may have been a personal
opinion, but it was backed by
your position as editor. You

Addrc.-ss letters to Editors, The Lant.a, U. of W.
The Lance reserves the right to edit letters for
length. It pays to be concise. Those typed,
double-spaced get priority. For legal reasons, no
unsigned letters may be published. A
pseudonym may be used, however, provided
that you have a good reason and identify
yourself to the editors.

supported him in the role of
editor, not in the role of an
ordinary student or interested
party.
In this way it was related to
The Lance and we feel it was
unfair both to the students and
to the newspaper itself. If there
were other newspapers on
campus as effective as The
Lance, taking a specific side
would not have been so bad, but
as it is there is only one voice.
The Lance is supposed to be
objective and the editor is
responsible to his position to the
extent that he should try to be
so also. We feel that you have let
down in this specific case; not
only in respect to the candidates
but to the students and to the
newspaper.
Thank you,
Barbara Jackman
Nicole Carrier
Shirley Taylor

Uadsl Ca 11adia 11
s111d, 11t ..; thanked
1

Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
As
a
foreign
student
attending the University of
Windsor, I would like to thank
the charming Canadian student
who wrote the article entitled
"Americans aren't the only
non-Canadians"
for
the
impression he left with myself
and with the other foreign
students to take back with us to
our countries. This is, the
Canadians are racist.
I would also like to thank
him for the wonderful treatment
that we have received from
ignorant people like himself.
So, Mr. X, I think that
somehow you are misinformed
about the Homecoming incident
with the Fire Dept. and ignorant
of the fact that a Canadian
student was responsible, not the
handsome Arab student. I
suggest
that
you
become
completely informed about the
circumstances surrounding any
accusations that you are going to
make before you make these
accusations.
However, Mr. X, I am sure
that most Canadian students
don't share your theory of
keeping Canadian universities for
Canadians only. Nevertheless,
thank you very much for your
"nice letter" and for your
accusations.
Hussein Ben Ottum

off-campus-buses picked us up
at 8:05 and 9:05 only. If we
didn't have a class until noon we
had the alternative of walking.
However, this soon ceased due
to the number of attacks made
on
the
girls
on
the
uninhabitated, isolated roads.
Then we waited for the buses to
pick us up at 4:00 or 5:50.
Dinner was served at 6:00. If
we were 2 minutes late, or not
dressed in a skirt or dress, we
had to starve or order a pizza.
No one could leave the dining
room until
everyone had
finished. At the beginning of the
year, it took us 172 hours to eat,
by the last week, we had it down
to 20 minutes. Also, we had no
study rooms, and sometimes as
many as 8 girls sharing one
toilet, one sink-and we all left
for school at the same time!
We had one laundry room
with 2 washing machines for all
of us. I could go on but I hope
I've made it clear that there are
lots of places worse than a
University of Windsor residence.
We had no suicides, 2 nervous
breakdowns-one from nervous
exhaustion and one an admitted
put-on so parents wo.u ld excuse
their failing daughter. The last
day in residence, we were all in
tears about leaving the place
we'd complained about all year.
This was not in the Dark
Ages-it was 1968. Also~ it was
only 115 miles away at the
University of Western Ontario in
London.
Western student

tegalized f"ggot
r <' v i ,, u: s I I, " ye a r

Hello Sweeties:
Just thought I'd drop you a
line and tell you how much I
hate this University.
The courses are not good, the
food is bad and the women
aren't loose enough. Gee! I think
perhaps that is my problem.
Everywhere I go the fellas call
me Narc. I'm not really an acid
head freak. NO! In reality I'm a
legalized faggot.
I was talking to old Doc.
Leddy back home and he says
that for a large enough bribe
he'd quit his job at the
University as superintendent of
the swimming pool. Yes, I was
talking with Byron Whirll the
other day also. I understand that
he is going to run for recording
secretary of the Student Council
at Louisa May Alcott High. Gee!
The p;ras.,,; is al1n1y ...; I wish him luck.
Well school is almost out.
t! r ,' , , 11 ,, r d ,, /H, r I m ,, 11 I Wow, what a year! The best laid
plans of S.A.C. and men gang aft
Editor
agley.
I am happy I have this
The Lance
opportunity
to tell it like it is.
Dear Sir:
Dig?
I
think
that Brian Kappler
Although
I
have
no
is
a
real
cute
guy. I'll meet you
experience in living in University
at
the
back
of
Dillon Hall after
of Windsor's residence halls, I
midnight. So long.
have spent a year in another
Yours in,
university residence. Our rooms
LS.
Lewbowski,
were about the same size as
5 Yr. Refrigeration
Huron Hall, except we had four
people per bed ( with the help of
f: II t.d II (> (> r i II µ; r (' /I •
bunk-beds). If it had been
f h tl 11 k S S II / I /It> r I (> n,
possible, we would have had
"bunk-desks".
Editor
The
residence
was
a
The Lance
converted mansion, where 90
Dear Sir:
girls were living in a home once
I would like to thank all
occupied by 12 people, which
those who worked and voted for
included servants. Some of the
me in the S.A.C. elections. Your
girls were lucky enough to get
support is deeply appreciated.
reconverted servant-quarters for
Thanks again,
rooms-only 2 people per room.
Gary Stefan
The residence was 2 miles
Engineering Rep.
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more leditors
Ellis gets praise
from cJ.indidates

.

Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Well, the election is over! !! ! !
Some people won, others lost.
But all students won in one
respect! ALL students and
especially the candidates in the
now over S.A.C. elections won
the deepest respect for Bill Ellis
of Duplicating Services. Bill did
a most incredible job, wi.th some
people saying that as many as
60,000 flyers were printed.
Often, last minute duplicating
took top priority, putting aside
bigger jobs for the sake of giving
the students a real service.
The students won too, on the
prices. Only these low prices
made much of the colour and
excitement possible.
Bill has earned, in return, the
admiration,
respect,
and
affection of the entire student
body.
Sincerely,
Ed. note: This letter was signed
by Sl people who participated
in the election, and the original
has been forwarded to Mr. Ellis.

The Lance should
get more money?
Editor
The Lance
University of Windsor
Dear Sir:
From the first of the year, I
have read The Lance with great
care and have awaited it with
greater anticipation. It is a great
paper!
But just a week or so ago I
learned that you were ceasing
publication on the day of Friday
13 for the questionable reason
that Lance staffers need time to
study.
Subsequent to my reading of
that particular piece of news, I
canvassed
a
number
of
people-all of whom said that
The Lance should publish until
the end of the year because of
its
great
popularity with
students.
This fact, and the fact that
Lance staffers are superhuman
(they need not study), suggest
that The Lance would do very
well to publish after the March
13 deadline.
John Churchill

Wicked substance
should be banned
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Several months ago I wrote
you a letter convincing you that
that infernal elixir known as
"Pop" should be made illegal
since it is a threat to society.
Two weeks later I saw that you
complied and had certain brands
withdrawn from the market.
I would also like to applaud
you for the clever way its
removal was enacted (you
explained that the phosphates
contained therein could cause
cancer instead of telling them
the real reason-that it causes
belching) and thus avoided a
panic.
My second reason for writing
this letter is to warn you of
another threat to society. It has
come to my attention that
children are exposed to, that is,
they can get very easily, a very
powerful stimulant.
Not only can they buy it
outright but it is also put in their
food and drink without approval
or regard to its effect on their

metabolism and society in
general. Sir, I am sure you know
to what substance I refer to, but
for the benefit of your less
intelligent readers; I am referring
to that diabolical, addictive
carbohydrate known in street
parlance as "sugar".
Any student of science (as
myself) is aware that this cursed
substance supplies the human
body with energy, but few
realize the harmful effects of
this on children and society.
Clearly, children endowed with
the extra energy
"sugar"
provides can only use it for no
good and certainly not for the
benefit of society.
Therefore you can see why I
feel that this menace should be
controlled. I propose that if the
sale of this substance is not
stopped that at least its sale be
restricted to adults who would
certainly use discretion in its
use. I hope you can initiate some
form of action immediately
before this threat reaches its
crescendo and society suffers
visibly.
Thank you,
Mickey Botl

/)irector of degrees for Rochdale tells
of process for acquiring a <legree
Editor
The Lance
Dear Sir:
Rochdale College is not a credited degree granting institution in
the usual morbid sense. However, we have assessed our situation to
find that we are the largest college in North America which does
. not sell degrees. We have, therefore, decided to peddle our papers.
Rochdale degrees are good for anything that other degrees are
good for; you can put them in your top drawer under your socks,
write poetry on the back of them, or hang them on your office
wall to impress your patients.
Anyone wishing to acquire one of these beautiful hand printed
pieces of paper can simply answer the appropriate questions and
send us the appropriate bread.
Degree
Question
Fee
B.A.
Name the first Prime Minister
$25
of Canada?
M.A.
Name the present Prime Minister
$50
of Canada?
$100
Ph.D. Name any Prime Minister
of Canada?
Marshall McLuhan has recently pointed out that a Ph.D. might
well be the sign of an atrophied head rather than a smart one. We
knew this all along, but we thought we'd toss his name in to
impress you in case you are that kind of guy. People desiring
papers confirming their creativity rather than their conformity may
order non-degrees at the following rates:
Fee
Degree
Requirement
$25
non Ph.D.
Say something.
$50
non M.A.
Say something logical.
$100
non B.A.
Say something useful.
Bill King
Petty bureaucrat
Rochdale College

CLEANERS
TAILORS & SHIRT LAUNDERERS

254-8122

1022 Wyandotte St. W.
REPAIRS

ALTERATIONS

STORAGE

Saturday Special 2 Hour Cleaning Stnioe

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

"Ask For It"

~
..-e_

!top fh@ Pt@Hf
practically and forever, after the final edition
of fashions you make from our newest permanently pressed fabrics! From airy sheers
through sport fabrics, to luxury textured
weaves, you'll find news-making - b~outy
here. So come, get your "extra" leisure hme
to do what you wont, looking ever-crisp
and fre~hly pressed. Our prices ore newsworthy, too!

81tnJel~Oressmalcin9 Supplies

146 Ouellette

251-1090

DO YOUR OWN THING JEWISHLY
ATTHE
SHAAREY ZEDEK PURIM PARTY
MAR
22., 197Q - 5: 30 P.M.
* Delicious Supper
* Entertainment
* Door Prizes
* r2 price discount to Students
For further information re tickets and transportation:
CALL YAAKOV GETZ - 258-2572
DA YID WOOLF - 258-2154

ea

THANKS
Thanks for
the
submissions to
Generation. All works can be picked up
Ill
the S.A.C. office (Generation
mailbox) on Monday, March 16.

M. O'Gorman
Editor, Generation

S.I.M.S. - Students'
International Meditation Society·
.
.

PRESENTS AN INTRODUCTORY LECTURE ON

tQanscenoental
me0,1ta~1on
AS TAUGHT BY

MAHARISHI_MAHESH YOGI

8 P.M.
WED., MARCH 18
UNIV. CENTER
FORMAL LOUNGE.

CENTRAL ADVERTISING BUR~AU

DIRECTOR
Responsible for obtaining advertising revenues in
excess of $20,000 for all student media at the
University of Windsor. Also supervision of Student
Discount Plan, and various other duties. Previo~s
experience an asset. Remuneration is on commis~on
basis.

Interested Candidates may call for further information or mail resume to:

Box C, Central Advertising Bureau
University of Windsor
Windsor 11. Ont 253-8763.

\

by Andy Rm.die
and R. J. Kirkland

!}ST week, we considered the startling and
sordid history of venereal disease. Some
episodes were sickly humorous; others were
frightening. Unfortunately, syphilis has not restricted its depredations to the less scientifically
oriented periods of history. Today, in this age of
"discovery" and "progress", the ungodly misery
which is venereal disease is still very much with us,
crippling many, leaving more insane, and killing
the rest.
The World Health Organization estimates that
there are 80,000,000 new cases of syphilis each
year. In 1968, there were approximately 2~
million cases in America. Also in 1968, 33 people
were found to have V .D. every day in Detroit. An
estimated additional 95 people a day contracted
V.D. but were not found.
On this campus, venereal disease is on an uprise.
Dr. J. J. Rutherford, University Health Officer,
stated that venereal disease is worse than it has
been in the last four years. He added that it is
somewhat on the decline from the peak it reached
in October. Perhaps the lust crisis associated with
frosh. week and the attendant thrill of being on
one's own for the first time, has subsided. It is felt
that the rise in venereal disease which usually
comes every twenty years or so with the advent of
war, is coming anyway, even though there is no
world-wide war at the present.
One local health officer told of one afternoon
when five university students came to him
suffering from syphilis. These statements clearly
illustrate that venereal disease is by no means
limited to houses of ill-repute and other abodes
less sanitary than universities. Routine personal
cleanliness is by no means a determining factor.
Sexual promiscuity is the culprit. In 1968, the
average early syphilis victim had, on the average,
3 .23 sexual partners in the six months prior to the
contraction of the disease. This is by no means an
unrealistic or unattainable number. The message
today is sex. Advertising on television, radio, and
in every magazine constantly drives the necessity
of sex into our minds. This is combining with the
rebe1lious inclinations of people of all ages to raise
sexual promiscuity to the forefront of social
a.
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gs, ti oken families, and a ·v ~e ratio in
the United States of l in 3. Much more serious.

"Those whom the gods would destroy, they
first make mad." The Social Disease, or as some
politicians would like to say "the socialist
disease", before killing the victim, usually gains
control of his mind. Madness results. According to
some statistics, $50,000,000 is required to keep
the syphlitic insane in public supported mental
institutions in the U.S.,
According to further U.S. statistics, incidence
of infectious syphilis over the past 6 years trebled
among the 15-19 year group.
"Estimates place the annual national incidence
of V.D. among the teen group alone at somewhere
between 200,000 and 300,000. This is roughly
600 cases a day reported."
In a telephone interview with Mr. Peter Crippen
of the Wayne County Health Center, Detroit, a
general picture of that area was given.
In 1968 there were 12,000 reported cases. This
is estimated to be only one-third of the actual
ones. The 19-24 year old group leads the V.D.
parade, closely followed by the mature 25-29 and
in third position are teenagers, 15-19.
Chastity is a nice word. It is often spouted in
monastery halls and stimulating catechism classes.
The point of this article is not to scare or coerce
young minds into believing that sex is evil. It is,
however, wrong in excess, especially when one has
not maturity enough to realize that it is a serious
and beautiful life-situation. Many people have a
deep-seated emotional problem when it comes to
a consideration of their sexuality. Some see
complete abstinence as a vitue, others become
obsessed with sex. Either extreme smacks of
neurosis or psychosis.
If you are oversexed (and who is not?) and thus
in a constant state of 'horniness', it is best that
you become familiar with at least the symptoms so
that a doctor can be consulted immediately. This
is one way in which our 'modern' education has
failed the young. We need a more realistic
approach to render sex education more accurate
and comprehensible.
Venereal Disease Is Intolerable: An 'intolerable'
disease is one in which one reported case of which
will set
regardi

ff an emergency "re-eradication" program
ay run in

s of cost. Tolerable dis~ ses

certain nu be s o.r

receive such a violent reaction that the body is
covered with sores. Hair will start to fall out.
White patches (mucous patches) show up inside
the mouth and lip. This secondary phase will also
pass away. The treponemes now go into
dormancy, a non-malignant stage. They can remain
in this non-toxic state for up to twenty years. At
this point the symtoms are unobvious. Only a
blood test at this point can determine the presence
of syphilis. Once aroused again, insanity, crippling
and blindness usually befall the victim.

Examining "Gapp": Gonorrhea is more prevalent
than syphilis. Colloquially speaking, it sometimes
goes by the name of "gleet", "clap", "strain" or
"dose".
Gonococci,
the
germs
which produce
Gonorrhea, die quickly outside the body. People
who have taken the "dose" will have to admit that
they have been playing footsie with Venus, but
one should not imagine that the sexual act per se is
wrong. One should ponder why he was not more
careful.
The gonococci are rather particular in what area
they live. It must be soft, moist and warm - the
mucous membranes. Sexual organs are lined with
mucous membranes. At times it only attacks the
eyes.
In men, the gonococci choose the mucous
membrane of the penis. Within a week, a yellowish
fluid drips uncontrollably from the penis. With the
infection in this area, the man now has certain
warning signs:
1.) A yellowish discharge
2.) Distinct pain when urinating.
If not treated in time it soon spreads to the
inner areas of the sex organs. Further deferment of
treatment usually leads to damage of the sperm
tubes (the epididymis). When this occurs the man
is usually rendered sterile, because scar tissue
closes the tubes.
Women have no perceptible warning signs of
the disease. Thus, unless there is a complete
medical check-up in the interim, it will pursue its
gruesome course unnoticed. The fallopian tubes
are scarred and usually closed, preventing the
assage of the egg from the pvaries into the uterus.
he woman is thus steriliz
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the United States of 1 in 3. Much more serious,
however, is the physical result of promiscuity,
ven~eaJ disease.
Within the context of our present morality,
people are terrified of the social stigma of venereal
disease. Even with our sophistication, we are still
reluctant to discuss the problem, even less willing
to support programs designed to eradicate it.
It is still a prevalent if tacit, belief that, "nice
people don't talk about syphilis, and nice people
ck>n't have syphilis, and nice people shouldn't do
¥fthing about those who do have svohilis."
It is usually those who feel guilty about having
contracted the disease, who are at the forefront of
unsympathetic actions concerning V .D.
According to leading physicians, we would be
more inclined to do something if the 15th century
strain of the "haircut", was still prevalent. The
disease was then extremely painful. The symptoms
were quite pronounced. Today, syphilis especially,
is a relatively mild irritation. People ignorant of its
potential, shrug their shoulders, thinking that it is
a minor ailment, thus gently_ forgetting it.
"In the past I have been inclined to agree with
those who believe that such (late lesion) cases
should be widely publicised to develop mass fear,
even panic, about syphilis. There is a certain social
usefulness in syphilophobla. Admittedly it will
accentuate the discomfort of neurotics and may
aggravate
some
already
strained
family
relationships. On the other hand, it may uncover
unsuspected cases of syphilis and bring others
under treatment long enough to make them
non-infectious. Moreover, unlike our current
euphoria of ignorance, syphilophobia never killed
anyone; never brought . a handicapped child into
the world; never infected an innocent person.
There would be those to add that it never made a
neurotic of someone not neurotic to start with;
and that if the unfortunate someone must be
afraid of something, the fear of syphilis is worth
cherishing." This is an excerpt from Dr. Thomas
Parron's book, Shadow On The Land.

enere
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disease is one in which one reported case of which
will set ff an emergency ''re-eradication" program
regardf s of cost. Tolerable dist ses
ay run in

certain numbers, or exist at certain levels without
causing particular alarm, or changing public health
programs appreciably.
Small pox, polio, typhoid, Bubonic plague,
yellow fever and cholera, all dreaded diseases,
killed 251 persons in 1960. Syphilis, classed as
non-serious, killed 3 ,OOO by itself. 1960 was
during the low point of V.D. frequency. V. D. runs
in cycles. It was extremely bad from 1940 until
1947, then it went into a small decline, picked up
dramatically around 1950 then four years later
again subsided. We are now in the midst of a
plague that few realize. What is even worse is that
VD is developing a resistance to treatment. Once
treatment required a 100,000 unit injection of
. penicillin. Now the patient requires 6,000,000
units a day for three days.

Examining "Syph": Syphilis is sometimes referred
to as "the pox", "bad blood", "syph" and the
"haircut".
Syphilis germs, the Treponema pallidum, ( also
known as Treponeme, a derivative of its technical
name) are transmitted only by sexual intercourse.
It quickly dies when out of its element. (Such a
creature is too delicate to survive on toilet seats.)
It enters the mucous membrane surface, then
passes into the lymphatic and circulatory system.
Twenty-one days is the time it ordinarily takes for
a reaction to set in. A sore the: size of a small
button shows up at the place where the
spirochetes first enter the body. This sore is rather
hard and reddish. It is called a "chancre". It is
mostly found on the sex organs, but can occur any
place in the body.
Even untreated, the sore will gradually go away.
Now secondary symptoms will appear.
After six weeks to six months a rash that looks
like any other rash will develop. The person not
knowing what is going on may feel it "rash" to do
anything.
·
Sometimes the rash is only on the palms of the
hands and the soles of the feet. Some people

are scarred and usually closed, preventing the
assage of the egg from the Jvaries into the uterus.
he woman is thus steriliz

.

Contraction of the dise .. e during pregnancy, at
one time, usually resulted in the child becoming
blind shortly after birth. Today, it is a law that
every child have his eyes immediately treated with
a 1% silver nitrate solution.
If the gonococci enters the bloodstream, the
joints become susceptible to infection. This
horrendous condition is called gonorrheal arthritis.
If one suspects that he or she has contracted
gonorrhea it's best that they relay this suspicion to
a doctor to decide if a medical examination is in
order. This is because it is very difficult to detect
the disease's presence.
Btit now pretend that it's too late. You've got it
bad. You vaguely remember joking about V.D .
when you were a hot pubescent. Your mind
continues to fade as you trudge about in a daze,
too bad, it's gone. Now a vegetable, you couldn't
care less. Whoever feels close, sorry or afraid of
you will have you committed to an institution.
Travelling the full route, blindness overtakes you
while rot sets in. If your relatives are fortunate
you'll die soon on that bare mattress, suitably
attired in your straight jacket listening to your hair
and teeth fall out. What if you had conceived a
child when you were in the earlier transitory
stages? The child might be born without a
comprehensive examination.
It will grow up on spindly legs; its face
hideously deformed, teeth rotting, spaced wide
apart. Constant sores appear on the face. The nose
will sink into the head. The routine results of
congenital V.D. are deafness, blindness, insanity
an~arly death.

This article is not intended as a mildly titillating
curio, neither is it intended as a shocker, but
rather something in between, with the hopeful
result that the people who have read it will not
take venereal disease lightly, will understand the
VD problem and as a result have perhaps one thing
less to worry about than they might otherwise
have had.
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JN A CHARACTERISTIC workday pose, about half of
the Lance staff plans today's last issue. Number key will
identify the fanatics involved:
1-The Big Cheese. A.J. Strachan. 2-Lord High Keeper
of the Chemicals a,:zd Ace Grass Pho tog (also photo
editor) Joe Pekar; 3-Demented cartoonist Amie Fisk (in
the summertime, somebody actually pays him money to
draw); 4-1.M. Nebulous (pink), also kno1•· as R.J.
Kirkland and Hey, You, a phot<>f. 5 -i""'~ tlazen, staff
assistant everythir•g; S- 6core, oddball and Uptite
columnist 7-The Groover, Andy Bradie. 8-Dave T.

Rutherford, paranoia expert and limey 9-Joan George,
typist, morale booster, and probably eventually Mrs.
Rutherford. 10-J.P. Squire, photog, horselaugh editor,
brainstormer, and Arts Rep. 11-Maureen Fleet, bunny,
coffee editor, and part-time goldilocks 12-Record
review boss Gord Gilmour, look at the picture, what
more can we say? 13-Typist, Arts Rep., and forward
falling leads editor Althea DiGregorio 14-Fairy
Gretchmother and Senior Editor Marian Johnstone, soon
Mrs. Strachan 15-Caricaturist Bob DeGrosbois, who
didn't run for SAC 16-Jayne Egan, first of the Bobbsey
twins 17-Cathy Leach, a fast typist and Commerce Rep.
18-Debbie Boudreau, the other Bobbsey twin 19-Ray,
the Rounder, Belcourt, Seed at Zero boss 20-Friendly
News Tsar and Son of Heaven Brian Kappler, Arts Rep.
21-Features writer Al Gordon (when he's here)
22-Reviews boss Tom Egan, stolen from the News
Department 23-Photog and Cabaret editor Joe Bulat.
Not present for this picture, and therefore probably
out drinking, were Features Editor Fritz Logan, his wife
Pat, an artsy-craftsy review, erstwhile Reviews Editor
H.R.H. Rhys M. Sale (alias Stan Frembish), Sports
Editor Gimpy Jerry Schen, copy editor and chauffeur

Dan Nagy, Bureau Chiefs Phil McAiney and John Lalor,
women's sports staffer Pam Bookham, men's sports
writer Eric Atkinson and Bill Fisher (the Poet and the
Fish) reviewer Alec Stephenson, typist Anna DiVito,
Bridge columnist Gael Grayson (reclassified 1-A despite
cyst),
SAC reporter Dave · McLellan,
Senate
co-respondent and President-Elect John Gunning, ace
sports photog Mike Learmonth, once and future news
ace Ray Marentette, hockey writer and Blue Line Baddie
Dave (Moose) Mills, news staffer and sports-car freak Jim
Hall, Seed at Zero second-in-command Dave Reid,
cartoonist Alex Crane, reviewer and National Book
Award winner Joyce Carol Oates, wise Red Wing fan Vic
Harris, news reporter Hubert Drouin, sports writer Len
Laurin, columnist Owen Ball, photog Dave Gellatly,
typist Joan Norbury, the Frog Gordy Page, Generation
reporter Gina Coia, Bits and Pieces compiler Tony
Keller, reporter R.D. Malott (new buildings a specialty ),
typist Geraldine Meriano, Seed at Zero artist Chris
Williamson.
Also not pictured, Bridge House reporter Kathy Pratt,
Uncle Rick Williams, Niagara Falls, Lenin 's Tomb and a
bad case of psoriasis.

ANNOUNCING NEW CONCURRENT EDUCATION
PROGRAMME AT LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY
Lakehead University, Faculty of Education, is now accepting applications for its new four-year
programme for elementary and secondary school teachers to begin in September, 1970. This programme
will lead to a B.A. and B.Ed. or a B.Sc. and B.Ed. The programme is approved for certification purposes by
the Minister of Education.
In September, 1970, the Faculty will admit qualified students into the third year level, i.e. with two
years' credit in an Arts or Science programme from any Ontario University. During the next two years the
student will complete the requirements for his Arts or Science degree and take the necessary Education
courses for a B.Ed. and Teaching Certificate.
Those students who wish to transfer to the Education programme will normally be required to take
three Arts or Science electives and two Education courses next year. In the fina_l year the candidate will
take three Education courses and two Arts or Science electives to qualify for a double degree. Practice
teaching will be provided in both years.
The following options may be available, depending upon the enrolment:Curriculum and Instruction in Science
Curriculum and Instruction in English
Curriculum and Instruction in History
Curriculum and Instruction in Geography
Curriculum and Instruction in Mathematics
Curriculum and Instruction in French
Curriculum and Instruction in Spanish
The Faculty of Education will also accept a limited number of graduates for the one-year teacher
education programme in Mathematics and Science.
Those interested in the above should contact the Dean of Education, Dr. James T. Angus, Faculty of
Education, Lakehead University, Postal Station P, Thunder Bay, Ontario, as soon as possible.

Applications in writing must be
received in the SAC office by
,March 3·1, 19.70.
Radio Station manager
Ambassador '71 editor
Generation '71 editor
1970-71 Lance editor
Applications are now being ac·.
cepted for the following pos1
tions:
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ANY GRIEVANCES?

l STllEAM
2 UIVEU

ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO
ATTEND AN OPEN MEETING OF THE
·-SUB-COMMITTEE OF THE STUDENT
AFFAIRS COMMITTEE TO AIR THEIR
GRIEVANCES ON POINTS OUTLINED IN
THE BROCHURE ON STUDENT AFFAIRS.

!l WAJJ,

3:00P.M.,MONDAY (MARCH 16)

COMPUTER COULD HA VE led you to a pot of gold at Sunday's Open House. The computer system was a
popular display with the 7,000 visitors.
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

Conference Rooms 2 & 3
Second floor

7OOO attend Open House
by Debbie Boudreau
Lance News Staff
Brian Ducharme, Open House
chairman, said Tuesday that over
7 ,OOO people were present
Sunday at the third annual
University Open House, last
Sunday.
The "tremendous success"
was made possible by the wide
variety of displays, he said.
In the Biology building,
visitors were able to view
specimens of plant and insect
life from a recent Jamaican trip.
A large crowd was attracted
to the glass blower, sponsored
by the Chemistry department.
In Essex Hall theatre, the
stage
production
of
A
Midsummer Nights Dream was
being directed.
In the Nursing display,
visitors were taught and even
allowed to administer a shot. .
.to an orange.

Windsor
Mayor
:Frank
Wansbrough
enjoyed
Open
House. He said, "I was very
impressed with the displays."
Awards were presented late
last night to the best displays in
four categories.
In Macdonald Hall, on the
eighth floor every room was
decorated. Among other things,
newspapers from every student's
home town were present.
Ducharme felt that the resident
award would go to Macdonald.
Vice-Chairman
of
Open
House, Ken Dowdell, announced
"The booby prize has been
awarded by unanimous consent
to
the
Political
Science
department."
The
Political
Science department, which last
year had one of the best
displays, didn't feel it worth
their while to participate at all
this year, Dowdell said.
Ducharme added that the

Selection of new Arts
Dean progressing
-

You can nominate someone
to be Dean of Arts and Science.
Applications are now open
for a successor to Fr. Norbert J.
Ruth, who is resigning at the end
of the year. He has been Dean
for 18 years.
A selection committee to
recommend a new Dean has
been set up, chaired by Biology
prof. R.J. Doyle.
The committee hopes to
move quickly, so that a new
Dean can be named and
approved by the Board of
Governors before September.
Informed
sources
have
reported that the frontrunners
for the position are Psychology
Department head Robert Fehr,

and Economics head W.R.
Philips. It is expected that the
Faculty will later appoint three
Vice-Deans, one each for
Science, the Humanities, and
Social Sciences.
The Faculty now has about
3,500 students, and almost 300
professors.
Applications are being sought
from other cities. A recent
University
press
release
concludes with general data
about the University, designed
written for readers in other
cities.
Nominations for the post
should be submitted to Doyle, in
the Chemistry Department.

Harvey makes $52
Sandro Ferrante, I Science,
has a brand-new five-foot rabbit.
He won "Harvey" in a raffle
Tuesday.
The rabbit, pink and yellow
and blue with paisley ears and a
three-foot orange carrot, was
raffled off by two Lance staff
members, Jayne Egan and
Debbie Boudreau, with the
proceeds going to the Easter Seal
Foundation.
Ferranti will "keep him
around the house", despite

pressures to sell the rabbit.
The raffle sold 300 tickets, at
25 cents or five for a dollar, and
a cheque for $52.50 will be sent
to the Easter Seal campaign.
Ferrante's ticket was picked
by Lance Editor Al Strachan
Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Egan said that she saw
the rabbit in a variety store
where she works part time, and
"just thought it would be a good
idea", to hold the raffle.

ultimate success of Open House
this year proved that it should
be considered an annual event.
Without going over the allotted
budget "there were twice as
many displays and twice as
many people to look at them."
Ducharme would like to
thank the more than 600
students who participated in
Open House this year along with
the various stores, radio and
television
stations
who
advertised for Open House.

Faculty may

ask Admin,.
for mortgages
The University may help
professors to save money in
buying a first home.
Under a plan proposed by the
Faculty
Association,
the
University would hold a second
mortgage, thus loaning money to
professors at a relatively good
interest rate.
The University is able to
borrow money at comparatively
low rates, and profs would
borrow at one-half of one
percent above the prime bank
rate.
All full-time faculty and staff
members would be eligible to
borrow money under the plan,
and the loan from the University
would be interest-free.
The University could lose
money under the ,i:,lan if
professors default on their
mortgage payments.
Chemistry professor C.S. Lin
is investigating the plan and
seeking faculty opinions.
The proposal would be
limited to faculty and staff
members buying a first home,
and would thus probably apply
mainly to new professors here,
informed sources said.
Faculty Association President
Alex Gnyp said in a newsletter
to Faculty members that several
Ontario
Universities
had
instituted similar plans and that
the Faculty Association would
investigate the feasability of
such a plan for Windsor.

WANTED:
An apartment to sublet for Apr.,
May, June, possibly longer. Reply
Box A, Central Advertising Bureau,
Univ. of Windsor.

UNIVERSITY CENTRE

Engineering and Engineering
Physics
Graduates at all de-

\ . gree levels for d~
/

velopment of mechanical components
for nuclear power
reactor systems
required by

CHALK RIVER
NUCLEAR LABO RATORIES
Studies involve improvement of existing components, analysis of
systems for reliability and maintainability, investigations into
vibrations of complex hydraulic-mechanical systems, stress
analysis, behavior of bearings, seals and machine elements in
reactor system environments.
Please forward resumes to:
EMPLOYMENT SUPERVISOR
ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED
CHALK RIVER, ONTARIO

NEW U. OF W. SPRING JACKETS

'
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Death studied. at seminar
by R.D. Malott
Lance News Staff

Reverend Vernon Kuehn,
guest speaker of the Nursing
Society,
spoke
Wednesday
evening on the moral aspects of
death.
Kuehn described death as
being technically the lack of
brain wave pattern and response

"Our society has a fascination
with death. Partly as defence
mechanism to protect ourselves,
we tend to categorize terminal
patients as different from other
people."

Rudy's

Don't Forget Us!!
(now the Lance is
finished for the year)
1

'We're Just Under
the Bridge."

Rudy & Rick

~~.Barber

Salon

2846 University Ave. W.-Under the Bridge

SPEED KILLS?
SO DOES CANCER!
Students are asked to give a
hand - support the Canadian
Cancer Society.

6 PM.
Fridays to 9 PM.

by Andy Bradie
Lance News Staff

The question of "The Arctic
Seas
and
Territorial
Sovereignity" will b~ put to a
test in a moot court put on by
third year political science
students.
The hypothetical problem
involves the arrest of the United
States ship, M/V Imperial
Yankee, and her master, Captain
Doodle Dandy.
The American ship has
disregarded the Pilots Navigation
Act, and an international trial
results. The issue at hand is the
passage of American ships

New!! Terry Robe for after
showers & swimming - or
just lounging. Bristol Blue
trim - One size fits all.
$11.95

GATEWAV (Woolco)
PLAZA STORE

NOW AT
THE BOOKSTORE

Shop 1 to 10 PM. Mon. thru Fri.
Saturdays, 12 Noon to 9 P.M.

-----

Aretie· trial set
through Canadian territorial
waters.
The idea for the moot court
on this campus originated with
Dr. Lloyd Brown-John, a
Political Science professor, who
stated that this type of student
involvement really "turns the
kids on".
He said that it is basically a
classroom exercise which gives
the students experience and a
chance to solve important
problems. He added that the
students have prepared the case
entirely on their own.
Students from Brown-John's
International Law class are
presenting the two sides of the
case. Acting as solicitors for the
Government of the United
States are John Roushorne,
Rudy Martin, R. Rohrer, and
Anthony Ruta. Canada will be
represented by Chris Wilson,
Gael
Grayson,
James
Castronova,
and
Doug
McArthur.
The judging will be done by
His Honour
Tom Zuber,
Provincial Judge, Justice S. J.
Langer from the Faculty of Law,
and Donald Hubbert, a student
in the class. Each side will also
present a judge.
Professor Donat Pharand
from the University of Ottawa,
Canada's leading authority on
Arctic affairs, will be present.
Although this is the first such
experiment, Brown-John stated
that its success will result in it
becoming a regular feature of
the course.
The event will take place in
Room 133G Windsor Hall, April
1, at 8 o'clock. Everyone is
welcome.

CLEANERS

KANER'S

Shop Daily to

LANCE STAFF POLITICAL CLIMATOLOGIST Marian Johnstone
predicted hurrlicanes and got hurl-a-cans instead, as the Vigilante
Committee for an Objective Lance delivered the above reply to
Monday's editorial. ''Don't they know we can't print unsigned
litters?" Johnstone queried.
-Lance pie by J.P. Squire

~e~

Vest suits that are cool
A complete outfit for $28.95
With a body shirt extra at $8.95

DOWNTOWN STORE
351 Ouellette Ave1N11

to outside environmental stimuli
for a period of 24 hours. A
patient who is being kept alive
by mechanical devices, including
breathing, for this period is
termed to have suffered brain
death. The machines are turned
off.
In the case of transplant
donors, death has taken on new
moral
implications.
Kuehn
outlined the procedures in his
. home state of Indiana.
"Death is determined by a
surgical team not involved in the
transplant
operation. Many
people are currently carrying
cards stating their intent to be
potential donors. In addition,
they have completed the legal
documents necessary to permit
the use of their organs."
Describing the aura of death
that surrounds a dying person,
Kuehn quoted a letter published
in the American Journal of
Nursing. In it, a young nursing
student, herself a terminal case,
pleads, "In the lonely silent
void . . .there is no one to talk
about such things. A dying
person is not yet an individual.
Nurses should put aside their
professionalism [as] ...dying is a
new experience for me."
Death
has
definite
socially-orientated
aspects,
Kuehn proposed. "Death in our
culture is associated with black,
with evil."
"A person will often feel
guilty about dying. Afraid of
affecting with badness those
who associated with him, the
dying patients begins to cut the
relationships with friends and
loved-ones."

-

ALTERATIONS DRESSMAKING

2157 University Ave. W.
(Just 3 blocks from campus)
OFFERS YOU

10" DISCOUNT ON

CLEANING I
ALTERATIONS
PHONE aM-e249
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His frayed blue jea~s hanging over his
shoelaceless tennis shoes in 'much the same manner
that
his
brown
hair
hung
over
his
ornately-decorated cravat, the young man smiled
determinedly at the camera.
Thus stood the first winner of the annual Lance
Freak of the Year Award. Christened Thaddeus
Holownia (by his parents) his friends refer to him
by his clever nickname of Thaddeus.
As a young boy in Ro.thesay, New Brunswick
(although he has come up in the world to the

point where he now calls New Liskeard his home)
Thaddeus distinguished himself by being a young
boy in Rothesay, New Brunswick.
After high school, he made his mark in the
academic world with a year at Nova Scotia
Agricultural college. His quaintly wan, patently
bovine-like features were developed at this time.
A momentary step backward took him to the
University of Windsor but the undaunted young
scholar distinguished himself so much that he was
the unanimous choice of the selecting judge for

the Freak of the Year Award.
Thaddeus has, at times, been seen: carrying a
F.O. U.W.O. sign at Lancer basketball games;
distributing incest and flowers at various concerts;
and handcuffed to a briefcase. He has advertised
for both a missing pheasant feather and a stolen
Bob Dylan album (Lance Feb. 29)*.
His qualifications are overwhelming. Our hat is
off to you Thaddeus Holownia, Freak of the Year
1970.
*neither was returned.
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To"lstoy epic poor
When Leo Tolstoy wrote his
masterpiec·e, War and Peace,
movies were not around. It
received
raving, widespread
acclaim, even from his arch-rival
Fyodor Dostoyevsky.
It is too bad that movies like
War and Peace, currently
showing at the Park Theatre in
two parts, are made that destroy
the magnificent scope and
beauty of the works on which
they are based.
The movie War and Peace is
an horrendous affectation of
Tolstoy's novel. The dubbing is
bad; the actors act as though
they were carried under by the
task set to them: they were so
affected the audience guffawed
at one love scene which was
meant to be serious and crucial.
The dual between Pierre and
the profligate Dolohov was a

farce: Pierre and Dolohov are
walking towards each other with
pistols in hand; their feet are
heard crunching loudly on the
snow; Pierre, his eyes squinting
and severe, grimaces and shoots;
his lips pucker. Then, after two
seconds of silence, the crunching
of feet on the snow is heard
again; it is Dolohov. The
audience guffaws. Pierre looks so
unbelievably stupid and unreal,
it is difficult to image that he is
an actor.
War and Peace is an obvious
artistic failure. Its only saving
grace, perhaps, is the production
of the famous battle scenes of
Austerlitz in the first part, and
probably of Borodino in the
second. Otherwise, the film is
incredibly
affected
and
ill-contrived.

U. Players open Friday
The
University
Players
production of A Midsummer
Night's Dream opens tonight in
the
Essex
Hall
Theatre.
Shakespeare's lyrical comedy
plays March 13-15 and 20-22 at
8: 15 in Essex Hall Theatre.
Tickets are still available at the
School of Dramatic Art.
The School of Dramatic Art

is also preparing a children's
play, Alice Through
The
Looking Glass, which will be
performed Friday, April 3, at
7:30, Saturday, April 4, at 2:00
and 7:30, and Sunday at 2:00.
Admission charge for adults is
one dollar, and fifty cents for
children.

EXCLUSIVE PREMIERE
ENGAGEMENT NOW

~
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Weekdays: 7:30, 9:30 Fri. & Sat.: 7:00, 9:00, 11:00

Greenfield at I-Mile

STUDI0-8

U 2-111.S

Napoleon Bonaparte stands on the field of Borodino in Leo Tolstoy's War and Peace, now showing at the
Park Theatre.

Rod Stewart a top song stylist
by Gordon Gilmour
Lance Reviews Staff
Rod Stewart, The Rod Stewart Album, Mercury
SR 61237
The word "extraordinaire," when applied to
Rod Stewart's vocal ability, is no idle adjective. He
most assuredly ranks among men like Robert
Plant, Van Morrison, Lee Michaels, and Jim
Morrison as one of the top song stylists in rock
music today. This vocal competency coupled with
some fine British session musicians makes The Rod
Stewart Album most definitely one of the best
albums released this year.
The musicians appearing on this album are:
Ron Wood (formerly bassist with Stewart in the
Jeff Beck Group) bottleneck guitar, bass; Martin
Quittenton-accoustic guitar; Martin Pugh-guitar;
Mickey Waller-drums; Kieth Emerson-organ; and
Mac-piano, organ. Each of these men is an
extremely competent musician; some especially
stirring performances are made by Ron Wood on
guitar and "Mac" on piano.
The album consists of eight tunes, five of which
were written by Stewart. The most noteworthy
numbers among the three non-originals are a
rousing version of Mick Jagger's "Street Fighting
Man" and a tasteful interpretation of D'Abo's
"Handbags and Gladrags." I have stated that
Stewart is a song stylist, and that he is not content
to merely sing someone else's material; he finds it
much more effective if he interprets these works.
The dynamics found in Stewart's treatment of a
song combine to build a true distinction in his
vocal phraseology when compared to other singers.
Rod Stewart has not changed appreciably from
his days with the Jeff Beck Group, rather .he has
remained constrained in nature, while his musical
back-up has changed. On this album the music is
subtle compared to the music of Jeff Beck's Truth
and Beck-Ola albums. Also, the musical back-ups
are far more diversified. The record has touches of
folk and country, as well as Stewart's own brand
of rock blues. As I have said, Stewart has been
consistent in his vocal style and ability. Moreover,
this change in instrumental back-up has only
helped him in his struggle to communicate.
Stewart's lyrics still sound bluesy, but now they
are much more meaningful because he is writing
them. In the Jeff Beck Group he was pretty much
tied to blues numbers like "You Shook Me,"
"Rock My Plimsoul," or Howlin' Wolfs "I Ain't
Superstitious." Some examples of Stewart's best
originai tunes are: "Man of Constant Sorrow,"
"An Old Raincoat Won't Ever Let You Down"
and "Cindy's Lament."
This is a great album. After hearing it you will
undoubtedly agree that Rod Stewart is a ''vocalist
extraordinaire."
The Work of Rock Pianist Nicky Hopkins
This is not a record review as such, but rather it
is a review of the session work of British Rock
pianist Nicky Hopkins. Hopkins has worked with
acts such as: The Jeff Beck Group, The Steve
Miller Band, Quicksilver, and last, but obviously
not least, the Rolling Stones. Hopkins has been
widely accepted in musical circles to such an
extent that he now is one of the world's most
called-for session musicians in the rock field.
Hopkin's work on piano, organ, harpsichord,
and celeste is stylistically striking. He is always
clear and precise when playing, whether it be in a

blues or classical vein. So many rock pianists seem
to get muddled when playing or else they tend to
overplay. Some examples of Hopkins' clarity are:
"Edward, ( the mad shirt grinder)" on the
Quicksilver Shady Grove L.P., or "Baby's House"
on the Steve Miller Band's Our Saving Grace L.P.
Here Hopkins has created a mood through his
tasteful, almost classical, style at the piano. This
mood is one of spiritual freedom since the piano
seems, at least in these cases, to be the basic level
which the other instruments play around, but
never through.
Another side of Hopkins' piano techniques is in
his blues piano style. He plays some exciting blues
piano on the Jeff Beck Truth album, the
Quicksilver Shady Grove album and Stones' Let it
Bleed album. Granted he is not as technically
proficient at blues piano as, say, Otis Spawn or
Memphis Slim, but in many ways he is more
tasteful. Simplicity of style is much more effective
in down-home blues than is a baroque piano
technique. The blues, remember, is based on a
concept of simplicity.
Perhaps the most impressive side of Nicky
Hopkins is found in his ability to work with the
Rolling Stones to embellish their material with a
hard-driving piano effect. On the Stones' Beggars
Banquet L.P. Hopkins adds considerably to tunes
like "Sympathy for the Devil" and "Parachute
Woman." He plays on one-half of the songs on the
Stones' Let it Bleed album. Hopkins plays a
different role . when accompanying the Rolling
Stones. Obviously, he is much more "in the
background" but he does add much to their
overall sound arid effect. Here his job is to play a
rhythmic role and a few fills. His style in this
situation verges on that of the Honky-Tonk pianist
of the 1940's.
However, on the Stone's Their Satanic Majesties
Request L.P. Hopkins' work varies somewhat from
the aforementioned format. This is perhaps due to
the fact that the Stones at that point in their
careers ( circa 1968) were enthralled with thoughts
of occultism. Even the cover of this album is
suggestive of some sort of demonic paradise.
Hopkins' style here is similar to that found on the
Quicksilver L.P.
I have tried to demonstrate the fact in this
article, that Nicky Hopkins has three basic styles
on piano. He occasionally plays organ, but is not
quite as effective on it as he undoubtedly is on the
piano. His organ work is in evidence on the Jeff
Beck Truth L.P., Shady Grove L.P. and a few of
the Stones L.P.'s.
Since this is the last Lance issue for the
1969-70 school year, I would like to use this
opportunity to list the ten best L.P.'s released this
year. This is only my opinion, but since all
criticism is based on opinion anyway, I can back
up each choice. These are not in order:
I) The Band, The Band
2) Beatles, Let it Be
3) Rolling Stones, Let it Bleed
4) Led Zeppelin, Led Zeppelin II
5) The Flock, The Flock
6) Deep Purple, Deep Purple
7) Flying Burrito Bros., Gilded Palace of Sin
8) Dr. John, Babylon
9) Credence Clearwater Revival, Willy and the
Poor Boys
I 0) Mother Earth, A Joyful Noise.
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A Rock depression???
by Gordon B. Gilmour
Lance Reviews Staff
Today's pubescent rock music audience is running into a
headlong collision with itself. In doing so the young people of
today will find themselves actively becoming the cause of a
depression in the combined fields of rock, acid-rock, blues or what
have you. One of the prime initiating factors of this depression is
the increasing semi-social acceptance of drugs and their flagrant
usage.
Five to seven years previous to this the widespread use of drugs
was virtually non-existent; similarly, five to seven years ago the
average teen and young adult's acceptance of rock music was
largely confined to songs found on Top 40 radio. Today more and
more people are listening to the so-called progressive F .M. rock
stations. Notice the intrinsic parallel in these sympathetic
evolutionary processes.
I am not, and I repeat, I am not saying that it is wrong for
people to listen to F .M. radio or to take drugs, that is their
business. Indeed, this surging interest in progressive music has
helped in monetary and aesthetic recognition of some deserving
talent. What I am saying is that there will be, if it has not already
started, a rock music depression somewhat similar to the one of the
1960.1964 era.
The proportionate number of talented new groups appearing is
decreasing. In other words, the market is becoming over-saturated
with mediocre groups such as: Grand Funk, Savoy Brown,
Shocking Blue, the MC-5 and many others. These groups have been
unstructurally accepted by their audiences; that is, these audiences
listen to music in a subjective manner. They do not critically
accept or reject the music thrust upon them, analyzing the music's
strengths and weaknesses.
The widespread use of drugs will ultimately lead the population
using them to a state of indolence. The good musical groups like
the Beatles and the Stones, Led Zeppelin, The Band etc., are
enduring, consistently turning out top-notch material for release.
There are many other good groups out now such as: Pacific Gass
and Electric, Blood, Sweat, and Tears, Don Ellis Orchestra,
Creedence etc., but even with the number of good groups there are
still far more poor ones.
Another factor which will precipitate this imminent depression
is the fact that various genres of music seem to be fusing. This
fusing process will ultimately lead to a basic similarity in all phases
of rock music.
This article has only been one opinion, subject to change just as
music is subject to constant change and modification.

Rembrandt display
at Institute of Arts
An
exhibition
of
Rembrandt's
most
famous
paintings and drawings, titled
"Rembrandt After 300 Years",
has opened at the Detroit
Institute of Arts. It includes 11
masterpieces by the famed
painter, on loan from 11
countries, plus art from twenty
of his most eminent pupils.
The exhibitiqn marks the
300th anniversary of the Dutch
Master's death, and features 96
paintings by him and 136
drawings by his students. Also
showing are 30 · of his etchings.
The exhibition was organized by
the three art museums of
Chicago,
Minneapolis
and
Detroit.
Along with the paintings, the
museum will offer songs and
music of Rembrandt's century
on Friday, March 20 at 7 p.m.
The
Detroit
Rembrandt
exhibition is open both Tuesday
and Friday evenings until 9:30
p.m., the Kresge Court cafe until
9 p.m. Its regular hours continue
daily except Mondays, 9:30 a.m.
until 5: 30 p.m.
The museum will be open
Good Friday from 9:30 a.m. to
5 :30 p.m. The exhibition is
being housed in 11 galleries of
the Art Institute's South Wing.
General admission is one
dollar. Admission for students is
fifty cents. Special appointments
and admission rates for groups
of twenty or more can be made
if>y advance arrangement through

the Rembrandt Group Booking
Office-831-5966.

Darian Halprin, who stars in Michelangelo Antonioni's Zabriskie Point, pauses whUe painting the stolen
plane in psychedelic colours. Also starring are Mark Frechette and Rod Taylor.

Zabriskie Point saga of youth
Zabriskie
Point,
Michaelangelo Antonioni's ffrst
movie made in America, opened
Wednesday at the Studio 8
Theatre in Detroit.
Starring Mark Frechette,
Darian Halprin and Rod Taylor,

Desert, and concentrates on the
conflicts of modem American
youth.
The music was composed by
Jerry Garcia and the Grateful
Dead, and includes performances
by the Rolling Stones.

llarvard parody hits Tolkien
by Brian Kappler
If you liked "Lord of the
Rings" you'll love the Harvard
Lampoon's parody.
The original, by British
author J .R.R. Tolkien, is a
trilogy relating the fantasy of
Frodo Baggins, in his struggles
with the powers of evil to
destroy the ancient One Ring, an
aid to the powers of darkness.
Tolkien writes with great style
and ability, and wrote a real
masterpiece of fantasy.
When staff members of the
satirical Harvard Lampoon wrote
the parody, the result was
hilarious-if you've read the

Stratiord releases
schedule for summer
The 1970 Stratford Festival
opens June 8 with The Merchant
of Venice, the Shakespearian
play dealing with justice and
mercy. On June 9, The School
For Scandal opens, written by
Richard Sheridan. June 10 is the
opening night for Hedda Gabler,
the Ibsen drama about "the
tragic
resolution"
of the
heroine's inner conflicts.
On July 20 and July 21,
Cymbeline and The Architect

Zabriskie Point "is a movie about
America and young people, set
in the Western United States.
Zabriskie Point is a promontory
overlooking the bed of Death
Valley. The action switches from
Los Angeles to the Mohave

And The Emperor of Assyria,
respectively, play. The Friends,
the play by Arnold Wesker
about the English angry young
man, opens. July 22. August 11
is the opening night for Vatzlav,
the
Kafka-esque
play by
Slawomir Mrozek.
The Stratford Festival has
also scheduled a number of
weekend concerts which will
feature, among others, Gordon
Lightfoot, and Tim Hardin.

THE ROOM IN CONCERT
IS COMING

original.
The towers of moral purity
who helped Frodo-Samwise,
· Gandalf the Wizard, Aragom the
king,
and
others-become
grasping, nasty, and all too
human cowards.
The parody tells the tale of
Goodgulf the wizard, Arrowroot
the king, and Frito Bugger and
his helper Spam.
The whole thing makes fun of
the gentle magic that Tolkien
inserts. ''Through the portals
streamed more foes of various
shapes
and
descriptions,
including
a
six-legged
diplochodus, the Loch Ness

TONIGHT AT MIDNIGHT
"A MOST EXTRAORDINARY FILM!"
-NfW YOIK TIMES
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who
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at n~thing•
to win!

THE REVOLT
THAT STIRRED
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CLIP AND SAVE OUR UPCOMING SCHEDULE!
MAR.20
MAR. 27
APR.3

THIS SUNDAY
(MARCH 15)

Monster, King Kong, Godzilla,
the Creature · from the Black
Lagoon, the Beast with 1,000,000
eyes, the brain from Planet
Arous, three different subphyla
of giant insects, The Thing, It,
She, Them, and The Blob."
That's what ''Bored of the Rings
is like.
This little gem is available in
the University bookstore. As the
front page says, the book is
"extremely interesting from
every point of view". The
quotation is from Professor
Hawley Smoot's book, ''Our
Loosely Enforced Libel Laws".

APR.10
APR.17
APR. 24

MONTEREY POP, in Colour. Joplin, Hendrix, Shanker plus
DON'T LOOK BACK with Bob Dylan
ELVIRA MADIGAN, in Colour. "Perhaps the Most
Beautiful Movie in History" - New Yorker.
HOUSE OF THE SLEEPING VIRGINS, from Japan, in the
great tradition of 'Rashomon' and 'Gate of Hell.'
THE EAGLE, a rare opportunity to 889 'The World's
Greatest Lover' - Rudolf Valentino. From 1925.
BLACK ORPHEUS, in Colour, Academy Award Winner."
The Greek myth set in Rio at Mardi Gras.
·
BENJAMIN, in Colour with Catherine Deneuve. The

French ''Tom Jones."

·
- Our Currant Attraction ''BUTCH CASSIDY & THE
SUNDANCE KID"'
H9'd..,.. far• 3rd GNat .....1
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FILM SOCIETY PRESENTS

Question: If the answer were ..once a week",
what would the question be?

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

clwlToN
~ESTON
ARTHUR P. JACOBS
in an

production

nlANET
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GINA COIA, I Arts-How many
nights a week do I sleep at home?'

COMING MONDAY
MARCH 16
1:00 & 9:00

MARCH 17
TUESDAY

PAUL BLONDE, III Arts- How.
many times does J.P. Squire change
his underwear?

7:00 & 9:00
SERGEI EISENSTEIN'S

DARIAN HOPPE, I Comm.
Arts-What is now a strong?

lllf!XANJ>f:I

NCVSKY
- COMING TUESDAY
MARCH 24

ELIZABE1H ALLEN-POE, IV
Dimemkm-How many times a
week do you see your vampire?

BRENDA MURPHY, Ill Social
Work-How many classes do you go
to?

MARCH 25
WEDNESDAY

Don't
dare

7:00 & 9:00
'IHI 111111'1'111'111 Ml•
RAY BRADBURY'S masterpiece of the supernatural'

M

~ JRaalll• ........ fllllll ..... IIIS.•IMll ll1S . .
WENDY , DOWNIE, D Arts-How
many times should you eat in the
cafeteria and live?

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
BDT DlldCTOR-MIKE NICHOLS
JOSEPH E. LEVINE
MU<E •NICHOLS-LAWRENCE TURMAN,,._....

KENT
BILLINGHURST,
II
Arts-How often do you have a
bowel movement?

RENATE
STIEM,
SAC
Secretary-Actually Bob comes in
twice a week.

•

~

This is Benjamin.
He's a little
worried about
. his future.

TUESDAY

APRIL 28
1:00 & 9:00
SINCE THE DRAMATIC
FILM SOCIETY IS NO
LONGER
OPERATING
BOTH CARDS WILL BE
HONOURED AT ALL SOCIETY SHOWINGS.

All showings in the

AMBASSADOR AUDITORIU
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